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PREFACE

The .-Irma IIeapon Systems Analysts (AWSA) Handbook consists of two parts and has been prepared to
record an extensive field in a condensed form. i.e.. some of the highlights of weapon evaluations
developed by the Army since about 1943. The need to descri[ - and to standardize weapon evaluation
methodologies insofar as possible also existed -- the A\VSA tHandbook attempts to satisfy this need.
I'xrt, One and Two are in separate parts - Part One contains Chapters 1-24,' and Part Two contains
Chapters 25-46. A brief but fairly informative description of Part One is given at the beginning of Chap-
ter 25.
-'Although Part Two covers some of the more advanced topics of the field of Army Weapon Systems
Analysis, it starts w;ith the definition of and concepts relating to measures of effectiveness (MOE), and
describes in some detail many MOE's. The aim is to point out that MOE's are not universal but may
depend on particular evaluations, and the Army analyst is introduced to the relation between the
problem of modeling processes and MOE's. After an introduction to target detection phenomena and
to the development of target detection probabilities, the important topics of Lanchester type combat
theory for homogeneous and heterogeneous forces are given in much depth since these topics lead up
to weapon equivalence concepts and studies. For the present-day analyst. the fields of optimal firing
policies, weapon-target allocation problems, human factors, and cost analysis estimation must be
rather thoroughly covered - at least to the extent herein. Moreover, it'was felt important to include
also an introduction to cost-effectiveness evaluati1 h c , vivability and an introduction
to countermeasures and their analytical treatmen t','escrib.•some of the prime topics in the history
of war games and combat simulations, including developments and uses, and brief descriptions of,
some of the key war games or computer simulations of combat. The last chapters of Part Two cover
evaluation techniques for infantry weapons, tank weapon systems, artillery families, air defense
(Modern Gun Effectiveness Model), and the principles and an illustration of cost and operational ef-
fectiveness analyses. .

With this brief but chrsory explanation of the contents of the AWSA Handbook, we believe it should
be clear that both parts contai sufficient depth of' subject matter to provide both an appropriate
background for the young anal sts entering the field of Army military operations research, and a
valuable source of reference mat rial for tbe practicing systems analysts. An attempt has been made to
prepare the Handbook in somew at of an elementary manner; derivations were kept to a minimum by
citing pertinent references in th operations research literature. Nevertheless, it is realized that some
suitable background in the way f military operations research theory and symbolic representation is
necessary to record many key ults of which the Army analyst should have occasional use. We
believe that the cited references nd the bibliographies within the chapters will suffice'to give much'
valuable source material for th e who desire to acquire a more extensive knowledge of the subjects
discussed herein, or to provide a ase on which interested and capable analysts could perform further
research on the methodology. Fo those readers primarily interested in applications, we have provided
many pertinent examples or illu trations to indicate just how theories or models may be used.

As was the case for Part Ont, Paa Two is also predominantly the contributions and work of Dr. Frank
E. Grubbs - formerly Chief rations Research Analyst of the US Army Ballistic Research
Laboratories - who' prepared bo h parts for the Engineering Design Handbook Office of the Research.
I riangle Institute, KIesearch Tria gle Park, NC, prime contractor to the US Army Materiel Develop-
ment and Readiness Command (DARCOM). Some of the material of Chapter 27 on detection
phenomena et al. has beetn based n a.draft prepared.by the ARINC Corporation in the early 1970's,
and we have leaned on the cont butions of many military operations research analysts for their fine.
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publications in thc literature. In connection with the preparation of this handbook. we are indebted t)
Dr. Robert ]. Eicl'elberger, Director of the US Army Ballistic Research Laboratory, for his support
which contributed :.n a major way to the accomplishments recorded herein.

The US Ai\my DARCOM policy is to release these Engineering Design Handbooks'in accordance
with DOD I)irective 7230.7, 18 September 1973. Procedures for acquiring Hanidbooks follow:

a. All Department of Army (I)A) activities-that have a need for Handbooks should submit their
request on an official requisition form (DA Form 17, 17 January 1970) directly to:

Commander
Letterkenny Army Depot,

ATTN: SDSLE-AJD
Chambersbiirg, PA 17201.

"Need to know" justification must accompany requests for classified Handbooks. DA activities will
not requisition Handbooks for further free distribution.

b. DOD, Navy. Air Force, Marine Corps, nonmilitary Government agencies, contractors, private
industry, individuals, and others-who are registered with the Defense Documentation Center (T)1)C)
and have a National Technical Information Service (NTIS) deposit account--may obtain Handbooks
from:

Defense Documentation Center
Cameron Station
Alexandia, VA 22314.

c. Requestors, not part of DA nor registeied with the DDC, may purchase unclassified
Handbooks from:

National Technical Information Center
Department of Commerce
Springfield, VA 22161.

Comments and suggestions on this Handbook are welcome and should be addressed to:
Commander.
US Army Materiel Development and Readiness Command
Alexandria, VA .22333.

(DA Form'2028, Recommended Changes to Publications, which is availablethrough normal publica-
tion channels, may be Used for comments/suggestions.)
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CHAPTER 25

INTRODUCTION TO PART TWO, ARMY WEAPON
SYSTEMS ANALYSIS HANDBOOK

This introducto.ry chapter gives a brief account of the contents of PART ONE (Chapters 1-24 of the ARMY WEAPON

SYSTEMS ANALYSiS Handb9ok (A IWSA) in the form of chapter tiwles and abstracts or summarieF. thus recording in
this PART Two an account of the topics which have been discussed and covered in the separate volume.

PART Two of the A I VSA. covering Chapters 25-46, is then described in perti:.nt discourse for the remainder of
this chapter so that the redder may have a reference guide and obtain a suitable understanding of the extended methods
of weapon systems analysis covered in this separate and final volume.

25-1 INTRODUCTION

The Army Weapon Systems Analysis Handbook (AWSA) consists of forty-six chapters which cover
the methods of military operations research used in the evaluations of weapons or weapon system
potential. The Handbook is divided into two parts. Part One covers twenty-four chapters of the more or
'less introductory material which the young or practicing weapon systems analyst will often have need
of in his work. Chapters 1-24 of Part One are described in par. 25-2 in the form of chapter titles and
ab'~tracts or summaries, This coverage of chapter contents should prcvide the reader with a useful ac-
count of the methods and techniques which will have rather wide applications to many problems in the
analysis of weapon performance.

Part Two of the Armyv leapon Systems Analysis Handbook consists of Chapters 25-46, inclusive. These
chapters cover some of the more advanced topics in the field of weapon systems analysis, including
measures of effectiveness: :.. lOE"; target detection phenomena and probabilities; combat theory for
homogeneous and heterogeneous forces; weapon equivalence studies; optimal weapon firing policies;
weapon-target allocation problems; human factors and human engineering; analysis of costs; cost-

effectiveness studies; survivability considerations; countermeasures and their analytical treatment;
war games; computerized combat simulations;,some example evaluations of small arms, tank and an-
titank weapons. field artillery, and air defense weapons; and cost and operational effectiveness
analyses, (l)E.'s). In order to orient the reader properly and indicate the coverage more precisely, a
brief discu,,ion of these topics of Part Two is given' in par. 25-3.

25-2 BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE ARMY WEAPON SYSTEMS ANALYSIS,
PART ONE, HANDBOOK

In the following, we present an informative and comprehensive account of Chapters 1-24 of the Army
Weapon Systems Analysis, Part One, Handbook in the form of the various chapter titles and the abstracts
or summaries. This type of presentation should provide the reader with a good synopsis of the
analytical methods covered, as well as indicate just where to locate any material of possible interest.

2541
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PART ONE - ARMr WEAPON SYSTEMS ANALYSIS HANDBOOK

Chapter 1. Background and Purpose of the Army Weapon Systems
Analysis Handbook

A brief sketch is given of the historical development and value of military operations research and systems analysis in

the US Army. The purposes of the handbook are also outlined.

Chapter 2. What Is Operations Research/Systems Analysis?

Definitions are given for the relatively new fields of operations research and systems analysis (OR/SA), and some
current OR/SA terminology is discus;ed.

Chapter 3. Handbook Content and Use

An overview of the content and use of this Handbook (PART ONE) is presented.

Chapter 4. Objectives and Applications of Weapon Systems Analysis

This chc.pter describes the objectives and benefits sought by the Army through the performance of, weapon systems
analysis. The chapter also addresses the progression of a weapon system from concept through developihent and deploy-
ment to disposal.

Chapter 5. Documentation and Management of Weapon System Resources

An account is given of some of the goals, documentation, and management of weapon systems resources in the Depart-
ment of Defense (DOD) and the Army.

Chapter 6. Role of the Systems Analyst

The role of the weapon systems analyst is discussed in sufficient detail to indicate the character, scope, and boundaries
of his general activities.

Chapter 7.'Role of the Decision Maker

The key role of the decision maker in the review and implementation of the weapon systems analysis studies is charac-
terized and highlighted.

Chapter 8. The Sphere of Conflict

The types of war, intensities of conflict, levels of commitment; army combat functions, objectives, operations, and
trends; and the army combat organizations are discussed.

Chapter 9. The Physical Environment

The nature and effect of the physical environment in combat on general weapon employment is discussed.

Chapter 10. Some Fundamentals of Offense, Defense, and Target
Damage Assessment

-An introduction to offensive actions, defensive acgions, and target damage assessment is given to enlighten the analyst
in such phases of combat. The "shoot-look-shoot" tactic and methidology are discussed also.

Chapter 11. Factors Affecting Target Selection

Some of the problems of detecting, acquiring, locating, and engaging enem'y targets by friendly weapon -systems are
discussed. Also, problems relating to target analysis, worth, assa~mnent, mrction, and recovery are introduced. The
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scope of the chapter is rather elementary and introductory since the overall target acquisition problem is ,ltu-ide .vI,/ e, (id

must be covered in more detailed analyses elsewhere. The importance of timelh detpctin. acquisition. and ,',,Cm,',zt ,,

enemy targets cannot be stressed too much, however, since the efficient utilization o•l /friend!i ueapon.ý is ,rtlta/li depen-

dent on target selection and engagement. Target detection chances are introduced.

Chapter 12. The Scenario

The use of the scenario is examined as an important tool in the evaluation of weap.... ,ystems. 'The chapter epla ins

how study objectives, assumptions, limitations, and specific guidance received from the Nponsor of the itudl -- in addi-

tion to operational facto; s - are used to simulate realistic conflict situations.

Chapter 13. Weapon Delivery Error Characteristics and Distributions

Described are delivery error distributions, for the impacts of rounds fired from a weapon, which are commonhv used in

evaluations, along with the concepts of probable error (PE), circular probable error (CEP). and some preliminarv

coverage of the probability of hitting. The problem of estimation of parameters of dehliver error distributions also is con-

sidered briefly.

Chapter 14. Probability of Hitting for Single Rounds
Single-Shot Hit Probabilities

A description is given of the methods of calculating the chances of hitting targets of different shapes for the case of

single or individual rounds. The methodology includes both exact and approximate techniques for determining hit
probabilities for the cases of the centered aim point and offset aim point.

Chapter 15. Vulnerability and Lethality

Vulnerability of targets to attack, and the lethality of warheads against personnel or soft targets are presentedfroln

the point of view of the weapon systems analyst. In particular, the analyst must deal with the basic concepts oJ

vulnerable areas and lethal areas, or "mean areas of effectiveness", in his evaluation of weapon systems.

Chapter 16. Rates of Fire
In view of the irvportance of the rate of fire of weapons, this topic is introduced and explored in some 'preliminary

detail for the weapon systems analyst.

Chapter 17.. Introduction to Stochastic and Other Duels

Hit probabilities, conditional chances that hits are kills, and rates offire are the basic parameters inthe analysis of

duels.. These quantities are combined in models for stochastic duels, and the chances of winning can be determined for

various firing strategies, thereby predicting weapon performance.

Chapter 18. Response Time

Some implications of weapon response times are discussed.

Chapter 19. Fuzing

Fuze action generally has some effect on both the delivery accuracy of projectiles or missiles along their trajectories and
also on the terminal effectiveness of the warhead. Thus, the analyst must be familiar with the principles of fuze opera-

tion and evaluate fige performance, induding in particular random variations, which must be taken into proper account

in the analysis of weapon systems. The reliability and safety of fuzing systems represent major considerations to boC .. reckoned with.
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Chapter 20. Multiple Round Hit Probabilities, Target Coverage,
And Target Damage

Mifethods for calculating mnultiple round hit probabilities utuall" the chance of at least one hit,-. t/i- /achtomal

coverage of targets for salvos of rounds, and the fractional damage to targeth (•a xaltie, ,r qah,' ,jr," cored. The

models used neceisaril)- muit take into account the round-to-round ballistic di.iperci~n, the aiminog ,.:or( /fr multip/l

rounds, the correlation between rounds.f•or automatic or target tracking wceapons, target ,ize'r and ,haracteristicv. target

vulnerability, and warhead lethalitl. Moreover. vuitably" accurate appro.irnation. nvut be uel.

Chapter 21. Reliability, Life Testing, Reliability Growth,

Availability, and Maintainability

Due to the ever increasing v'omplexitv of materiel and the demandfor high quality, we can vai thai reliahilhty, life-
testing, maintainability, and availahihty' now represed some of the more important characterittics of'ceapon sistemn
requiring accurate evaluation. The iw'capon systems anal yst must be thoroughly fa1,:ziliar with certain life-time or

failure-time distributions. Therefore, we cover here the exponential, the lognormal, the li'eibull. the anamma, and the

binomial reliability distributions, and how they are applied t) the evaluations of reaponv. It'. eover G ;lso the estimation
of population parameters, the system reliability, and how to determine confidence boundt on svstemn reliabilitly from com-
ponent test data. Some considerations of the analytical aspects of hih reliability are discussedfor the anall'st, as well as

the concept of tolerance limits for distributions. On occasions, availability and maintainability analyve will be required

9f the analyst and are therefore introduced.

Chapter 22. Mobility, Maneuverability, and Agility

The concepts of mobility. maneuverability, and agility have defied definition, quantification, and adequate modeling

for many, many years. Nevertheless, the weapon systems analyst must be thoroughly conversant with such measures of ef-

fectiveness and often take them into consideration in his evaluation process. The description given in this chapter should

give the analyst a good inItrodution to some of the prinuipies involved.

Chapter 23. Logistic Planning and Support

The design, development, production, and deployment of weapon systems must take into account the problems of

logistic planning and support; therefore, the evaluation of weapons necessarily involves the quantification of logistical

factors ia the overall process. Some of the considerations for logistic planning and support type factors for the systems

analyst are covered, indicating the ued foi the. analysis of a complex stochastic area of endeavor.

Chapter 24. The WSEIAC Evaluation Model

An account is given of the Weapon Systems Effectiveness Industry Advisory Committee (WSEIAC) model or meth-

odology for evaluating weapon systems. This study of methodology was performed for the UV Air Force in :he mid-

1960's and attempts to evaluate weapon systems on the basis of three primary factors: (1) Availability (readiness), (2)

Dependability (reliability), and,(3) Capability (performance). These three factors are conv'rted to a single measure of

effectiveness which characterizes the overall performance of a weapon system. Examples illustrating the methodology are

given.

25-3 BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE CHAPTERS OF THE ARMY WEAPON
SYSTEMS ANALYSIS, PART TWO, HANDBOOK

In the paragraphs that follow, we outline the contents of Chapters 26-46 of the Army Weapon Systems
Analysis, Part Two, Handbook, giving some guidelines on their usefulness and characteristic formula- (-
tions. -
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Chapter 26 gives a rather broad and informative'introduction to Measures of Effectiveness (.MOF). A

MOE is a criterion expressing the extent to which a combat system or a weapon performs its mission
assignment under a spe*. d set of conditions. Almost any characteristic of & weapon or weapon
.system (unfortunately) ma'y be a measure of effectiveness, however. For example, weapon delivery
error characteristics, luch as the Circular'Probable Error (CEP), hit probabilities, and kill chances,
represern possible \IOE's. '[he analyst' is warned that the proper choice of a MOE for an evaluation is
often difficult, but itis mandatory nevertheless. It is recommended that the practicing analyst attempt,
if at all possibkc, to selel that MOE which possesses an overall description of system effectiveness. In
this connection, the reader may note, based on many topics covered in the Handbook, that kill rates
appear to have a very central role. Otherwise, some extensive study may be required for various ap-
plications. Many exppiples of MOE's are given in Chapter 26, including an instructive one for the in-
fantry rifle.

A critical problem Auring battles is that of timely detection, identification, and the bringing of effec-
tive fire on enemy targets. For this reason, Chapter 27 presents a' discussion of some of the basic
phenomena that are employed in target detection devices or equipment. This leads to some of the
models which are found to be useful in describing the probability of detecting a target. It is found that
signal-to-noise ratio is important, and that the target range and atmospheric conditions also represent
critical parameters. T'errain and vegetation also play an important role. The chapter is aimed at giving
the young weapon systems analyst both a competent background and a proper respect for the problem
of detecting targets on a timely basis, for otherwise our friendly weapon systems would not exhibit
their potential effectiveness. Some accounts of search strategies are also covered.

In Chapter 28, we tackle one of the central problems of weapon systems analysis, i.e., the development

of models or theories which describe combat accurately between opposing forces. Frederick William
Lanchester is widely recognized as the pioneer who began to develop the theory of combat in about

1914, and many combat models carry his name. Our aim in this chapter is to present some of the more

basic or preliminary combat laws which have been used rather widely or employed to advantage by
weapon systems analysts. These include the famous Lanchester Linear Laws for direct fire or area fire,

the Lanchester Square Law, the Logarithmic Law, the Mixed Law or Deitchman's Guerrilla Warfare

model, and a new formulation of combat theory which analyzes target kill-times to predict the course

of a battle. The validation of Lanchester Laws is discussed and the estimation of attrition coefficients

covered. Also, the transitiin probabilities during battles and chances of a side's winning are formu-

lated and discussed. In some cases, such as for exponential kill-times, stopping rules on when to stop
a combat simulation may be developed which will control the risks of errone , judgments concerning

the battle outcome. Many useful examples are displayed for. the reader. ...apter 28 is developed
around the concept of homogeneous forces, i.e., for similar weapon systems on a side.

The combat type formulations for homogeneous forces having been coy-red, the next step is to ex-

tend models to cover heterogeneous forces or the combined arms. The central problem here is to

describe the relative or potential effectiveness of combined arms teams, employing, for example, infan-

try, artillery, tanks, and antitank weapons, joiritly and simultaneously. Chapter 29 covers additional

terms for the Lanchester equations whik4 nay involve, for example, resupply; additional production;

and noncombat losses due to accidents, diseases, and epidemics. The idea of range-dependent attrition
coefficients and the generalization of the Lanchester Laws for line-of-sight considerations are present-
ed, and a basic theory for combined armi or' heterogeneous weapon systems is discussed for thei analyst. All of this material leads up to the problem of searching for methods§ which will lead to
equivalence relations between weapons of different types. '
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The weapon systems analyst would surely be at a great loss if he were not properly equipped to han-
dle the problem of weapon equivalence studies. Therefore, the next chapter. C.'hp'or Yl is devoted to

presenting methodology which can be used to determine equivalence relations for diverse or
heterogeneous weapon systems. In fact, a Lanchester type relationship is found between opposing
forces (1) employing heterogeneous weapon systems and (2) employing equivalent homogeneous type
weapons. This is developed th-ough the important and central parametec in all weapon systems

analysis studies = namely, ki!l rates. The theory is developed to display the determination of relative
weights or values of different weapon types in a conflict. Also, killer-victim scoreboards are discussed

and analyzed, and the force ratio as a function of battle time is given. Several useful applications to
typical weapon ana!ysis problems are covered for the young or practicing analyst.

Although the course of battles may often take on more or less a random form of excursion, it is

nevertheless worthwhile to consider optimal policies for the firing of weapons znd the best allocation of
weapons to targets that appear on the battlefield. These two topics are presented in Chapters 31 and
32. As will ne seen, there are gains to be realized from either or both of the suggested practices of em-

ployment of weapons during combat.

Published literature 6n optimal firing policies for weapons is not very extensive, although there is
nevertheless something to say for conserving ammunition and firing so that the effectiveness of' a
weapon may be maximized in some way. Thus, there is no point in firing rounds at the remote ranges

.for which hit and kill chances are very small; and, given a fixed number of rounds or some boundary
conditions on amount of ammunition supplied per day, the firing procedures must be conducted
to uest (defend friendly elements. Simply stated, it becomes desirable to know the opening range that
Blue should open fire on approaching Red troops, and to allocate his rounds so that maximum effec-
tiveness is attained in protecting Blue--especially for a given or limited number of rounds available for*
firiiog. This indeed is the type of problem approached in Chapter 31, and it is fourn that one must
develop the concept of a "gain" function to be used. In other words, Blue must consider what can be
gained; or better still the "value received" by Blue overall will depend on the distance at which Red
can be annihilated, since Blue would neither like to have his position overrun nor would he like to risk

too much to close-in fighting either. Optimal policies for firing a single weapon at a target are dis-
cussed in Chapter 31, and examples of problems which can be solved are given. Also, the problem of

firing many or diverse types of weapons is discussed.

Ammunition often is wasted by firing at targets in an indiscriminate manner. Therefore, it becomes
highly desirable, and in fact leads to improved weapons effectiveness, to allocate particular Weapons,
engage specific targets which the weapons are capable of defeating in some, systematic fashion. Thi.i:

brings up the idea of investigating methods for development of the best allocations of weapons to
targets as covered in Chapter 32. There are many different models and procedures available for

allocating weapons to targets. Some are rather involved or' intricate and, for example, use linear
programming techniques, dynamic programming procedures, Lagrange multipliers, or other methods

of allocation. Chapter 32 presents some of the more worthwhile and useful methods or modelr ior best
allocations, and also presents a number of illustrative examples, so that the weapon systems analyst
may find his evaluation requirements available in a single location. Weap rn-target allocation factors
determined in accordance with the principles of Chapter 32 are also netied for the generalized.
Lanchester models or laws covered in Chapter, 29 - for example as indicated in Eqs. 29-42 and 29-4%,
or Eq. 29-53.

Weapons or weapon systems should not be evaluated without paying critical attention to the perfor- t--
mance of military personnel who operate the weapons, i.e., the effect of human factors or human / ,.
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engineering aspects of the problems of combat. Therefore. (Chapte'r i; is devoted to an introduction to

human factors and their interface problems with -he analsis of %,%eapons or weapon _jvsten ptcrlor-

mance. It is seen that the anaivst ofter, will have to anal, ze and quantity, usually on a statistiucal basis.

the reliability and perfo.'mance characteristics of the military personnei who employ the ý%eapons.

Therefore, we discuss some of the Tvyicai human engineering type problems the weapon s%.stems

analyst might face in his evaluations and give some examples of just how human factors problems can

be handled. Chapter 33 aims at giving the young weapon svstems analyst a good, stirt at and a proper

appreciation for human factors and weapon anmvsis interface activities.

Historically. analysis methods were initially developed primarily to evaluate cr estimate the field

performance teffectiveness of weapons. and costs were nt then of any major consideration- As time
went on, however', it wa- found that methods,'to estimate. analyze, and model weapon system costs

Lbecame mandatory indeed since available resources are very definitely of a finite character. Therefore.

Chapters 34, 35, and 36 are devoted to the introduction of cost analysis problems. In order to' provide

the young or practicing analyst with proper background knowl.-dge. a rather broad introduction :o the

problem of cost analyses for Army Weapon Systems is taken up in Cha!,ter 34 to provide some general

guidelines. Indeed, the practicing weapon systems analyst must strive now to include costs as a major
rarameter which must be properly evaluated in his weapon systems. analysis studies. The study of all

possible costs of weapon systems becomes necessary, of course, in the cost-effectiveness studies of

Chapter 37 and alsc for the cost and;opcrational effectiveness analyses (COEA's) covered in Chapters

45 and 46.
Chapter 35 takes up the important and now central problem of life cycle cost estimation (LCCE) of

weapon systems. Life cycle cost estimation must include costs for the research and development phase,
the investment or procurement phase; and the entire operating and support phase for weapon systems.

including its manned personnel structure. Both the."bottoms-up" or engineering type approach and

the "top-down" or analytical and statistical apprach to the problems of weapon systems cost estima-

tion are covered. Techniques of using cost estimation relations (CER) are discussed, especially in
terms of the regression approach which relates costs to the primary parameters of interest. Of course,

the estimation of the useful life of a weapon system is important and includable in the cost analysis

process. Chapter 35 covers an cextensive example relating to life cycle cost estimation for the Utility

Tactical Transport Aircraft System (UlTAS).

The weapon systems analyst must be acquainted with some rather special cost estimatiol

techniques, and some useful ones are covered in Chapter .16. For example, the concept of the so called

"learning curve" is important, and its derivation is covered in appropriate detail for the analyst. Also,

the Program Evaluation and Review Technique (PERT) may ofteh be encountered by the weapon

systems analyst, so it too is introduced. Mortover, as should be expected, there are numerous design

changes during deve!opment; accordingly, the cost analyst may well have to model the cost aspects of

some of these types of occurrences. Finally, there is much interest in reliability'growth of weapon

systems since design changes and/or quality control production methods have to be considered in con-

nection with ir,.provement of system reliability. The problem of estimating cost3 in this connection is

only beginning to be studied.
•With apprpniate background material involving models or methods for the analysis of weapon per-

formance ard techniques for estimating costs of weapon systems, the analyst is now ready to conduct

some cost-effectiveness type studies. Cost -effectiveriess type studies are introduced in Chapter 37,, giving

the analyst some general and specific guidelines. In a cost-effectiveness study, the systems analyst may
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have the opportunity either to fix the cost for competing weapons .r svstems and then estimate the per-
formance of them, or he may first calculate the effectivenrEssiof two or more different weapon systems
and then develop their overall costs, perhaps on a life cycle basis, to determine vhich system would be
best on a "-cosi-effectieness" basis. Both procedures are covered in Chapter 3-. and iilustrative Lxam-
pies are given for the two different methods of analysis

The concept of target vulrnerability and some of its analytical treatment were introduced and dis-
cussed in Chapter 15. The less vulnerable a target is to atta.ck. the higher its chance of"survival". In
recent years, more ..'d more emphasis has been placed on assuring the survivabiitV of personnel and
systems in the field. If one were to take the term "'survivability" literally, it would involve very general
and broad studies of all aspects Df the problem of survivability of personnel and equipment in combat.
In fact, would it not be natural to study all systems from the standpoint of their chance of surviving in
the field under combat and other conditions of usage? It might be arguen, for example, that sur-
vivability is about as broad and encompassing as the field of weapon systems analysis itself'
Nevertheless, as it is turning out, the newer area of survivability is one that is currently being defined
with reference to what now exists, and it would seem that survivability should probably be includable
wi:hin the scope of weapon systems analysis and related activities. In Chaptir 3S, the term stirnivability
is defined in line with some of its current trends, and the analyst is introduced tu some of its more
promising features. For example, systems should be designed and used so that they are not easily
detected, and if and when they are in fact detected, it is best for the system to be small and compact so
that it is not easily hit. Otherwise, taking cover may be necessary. Once a system is "hittable", then
consideration should be given to its being as invulnerable as possible. Finally. some design considera-
tions should be given to ease of repair of systems on the battlefield so that they may be returned to ac-
tion as soon as possible. Chapter 38, by using these guidelines, develops several areas of interest to the
analyst so that he will be cognizant of them in hi!, evaluation problems. Much of the current interest in
survivability appears to involve development or engineering details. It is seen in this connection that
the field has a long way to go in terms of the overall analysis aspects of survivability.

More and more frequently, the weapon systems analyst finds himself in the midst of evaluation
problems involving countermeasures. In fact, it can be said that combat itself is a series of measures
and countermeasures, then counter-countermeasures, etc. As soon as either side places a new or more
potent weapon on the battlefield, the other side has to learn to counter it in some way or reduce its ef-
fectiveness. Thus, it is natural and rec.essary that the weapon systems analyst sometimes, will become
involved in the analysis of countermeasures in the no. mal course of his duties. The purpose of Chapftr
39 is to acquaint the weapon systems analyst with some countermeasures, in warfare and their
analytical treatment. In fact, Chapter 39 provides some of the basic definitions and concepts and some
of the simpler analytic framework for. evaluating measures and countermeasures, along with some
specific examples. It is found that statistical analysis procedures often aid in the Commander's deci-
sion processes, at least in some typical areas of interest where the aralyst might become involved. An
interesting feature of measures and countermeasures is that the concepts lead rather naturally to the
play of -games" by opposing sides. Thus tactics and counter-tactics often come into consideration,
thereby developing the basis for scenarios which become useful in the play of war games.

With Chafr 40 on war games and computerized simulations of combat. the handbook takes r very
decided turn in presentation and content. With the present state of the art in the analysis of weapon
systems, all problems cannot be handled with available mathematical or operations research models
since present theory is just too limited in scope. Indeed, -there are many. many situations for which it is

S desirable or necessary to evaluate weapons when analytical models will not suffice at all. Therefore, it (I)
25.8
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is necessary to resort to use of war gaines or simulations in order to determine the worth of weapons in
a hypothesized combat environment. We introduce and cover many of the important aspects of war

games and combat simulations in Chapter 40. It could well be said that war games are "as old as thr
hills",.for historically they have been played for hundreds of years -- the Prussians and Germans hav-

ing placed much effort in developing and exploiting the advantages of simulations. Our coverage of
war games in Chapter 40 gives some historical points of interest before World War I. then a brief ac-
count from World War I through World War HI for some of the more significant developments, and
some highlights since World War II. Then, we discuss some of the modern or present uses of var
games and proceed to discussions concerning computer simulations of combat. Many of the more per-
tinent details of playing war games are discussed and the importance of time-sequenced scenarios
developed - including target detection; terrain effects; the firing of weapons; assessment of casualties;
command, control, and communication problems; and other considerations. With reference to %%ar
games and computerized simulations of combat, a large number of current combat simulations are
summarized in Chapter 40 for the practicing analyst. These simulations include for example. CAR-
MONETTE (which is rather extensively covered), the Army Small Requirements Battle Model. the
Individual Unit Action. Bonder/IUA, Legal Mix IV, DYNTACS X. Division Battle Model, Division
War Game, TARTARUS IV, Tank Exchange Model. ATLNS. and others. Finally. we discuss the
problem of near real time casualty assessment. All of this coverage is given in order to lead up to com-
bat simulations and studies covering the ana.lysis of infantry weapons, tank warfare, artillery, air
defense, and cost and operational effectiveness analyses in Chapters 41-46.

The remaining chapters of the handbook are devoted to combat simulations or war game type
studies, and especially the analysis of results from hypothesized battles involving combined arms, for
in current practice much dependence is placed on evaluations .of this kind. Also, we approach and ac-
tually exhibit several different methods of attacking weapon evaluation problems so that the analyst
may acquire an overall glimpse of the various possibilities.

GChater 41 discusses in detail the evaluation of several different mixes of small arms or hand-held
weapons for the situation where a Blue infantry company is involved in a defense against an attacking
Red infantry company. The question to be settled concerns just which of several Blue mixes of hand-
held weapons would be the most effective in attaining the maximum number of Red kills. Moreover,
we stress the advantage of using statistical designs of experiments in the planning and analysis of
results for the combat simulations played. In particular, for the infantry evaluation studied, we make

good use of the Latin Square statistical design, and we show just how it would possess much
superiority concerning the final analyses of the combat simulated data,, and hence likely lead to better
supported conclusions and recommendations.

Ciaper 42 gives an example of a possible tank warfare situation in Western Germany for the age of
the guided missile. Here,. we hypothesize a Red breakthrough into Western Germany, and the main
mission of Blue at the time is to s-op the. Red tank attack which might sweep across that country

toward the Ruhr Industrial Basin. For this particular combat simulation, we suggest the use of CAR-

MONETTE and extract from it the numbers of target kills by weapons on both sides. Then a killer-
victim scoreboard can be set up at some key time of the conflict, and the results analyzed or projected.
An advantage of this approach is that we may determine the relative effectiveness of both antitank
gu.ded missiles and tank armament against enemy tanks or guided missiles, and quantify the worths of
all weapons in the engagement in accordance with the princip!es of Chapter 30 on weapon equivalence

(1' . studies. V
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In (Chpter 43, we covet a method of evaluating artillery or support type weapon systems. For this
eV',ijatiCn, interest centers around determining the particular mixture of weapons in an artillery

tanlily which can engage the most targets at a reasonable cost. The artillery or support weapons con-
sidered in the, analysis include the 135-mm Howitzer, the 8-in. Howitzer, and the 175-mm Gun - the
problem being to find the best numbers or percentages of each caliber to employ. The study is carried
out through the aid and use of the Legal Mix simulation. The Legal Mix simulation techniquie es-
tablishes a target complex for support weapons to "attack" and determines the effectiveness of dif-

ferent mixes of artillery weapons in neutralizing the target complex established. Based on parameters

- such as weapon delivery errors or CEP's, lethality of projectiles, availability of weapons, cost of
complete rounds, the number of rounds required to attack targets successfully, and weapon response
capability - it was found that a two-weapon mix consisting of the 155-mm Howitzer and the 8-in.

Hlowitzer appears best and entirely sufficient.

One of the important current problems in air defense is that of finding a suitable replacement for the

VILCA\N 20 mm Gatling type gun Preliminary studies in recent years indicated that air defense guns
of calibers of about 30-40 mm should be evaluated so that there would be a suitable range of lethality

values and delivery errors covered to settle once and for all the proper choice of a gun type weapon
against aerial targets, especially for the shorter engagement ranges. Various candidate air defense

guns falling within the outline of this scope were evaluated using the Modern Gun Effectivencss Model
(.\I(;E.\|) or simulation to study the competing candidates. The MGEMI simulation is described in
some detail in Chapter 44 and is considered to be a very useful means for evaluating guns against aerial
targets, since some rather extensive efforts have been expended on validating the NIGE.M simulation.
Various comments on this type of analysis are given also in Chapter 44.

Chapters 45 and 46 approach the problem of cost and operational effectiveness analyses (COEA's).
It is expected that COEA type evaluations wil! perhaps be the primary or main systems analysis
procedures for the immediate future. Recently, the Deputy Under Secretary of the Army for Opera-
tions Research has put forward some guidelines on the principles for conducting cost and operational
effectiveness analysis studies. These are covered in Capl.er 45 and may be- used as a reference by
systems analysts to guide COEA type studies.

Finally, ChAapter 46, the last chapter of the handbook, presents an example of a cost and operational

effectiveness analysis for an armored infantry fighting vehicle called the "WICV-WOW". Hopefully,
the evaluation procedure presented in Chapter 46 will serve to give the reader some insight into and a
preliminary account of the problem of performing costand operational effectiveness, type analyses.

25-10
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CHAPTER 26

MEASURES OF EFFECTIVENESS

Good evaluatnons of veapon systemi depend r'rv critically on proper choices of Measures of Effectiveness 1OE" s.
An Mf OE generally i, a quantitative expression of the degree to which a system meets its objectires, and hence an
analytical standard of ccnpanson. In man.) applications, there may be more competing MOE's than are useful.. A-
cordingly, the analyst has the problem of making some judicious selection; otherwise he must weight the pertinent
MlOE's in a proper manner for final evaluation judgments of a system. Proper choice of the M OE goes hand-in-hand
with the appropriate cioice of the overall evaluation model.

26-0 LIST OF SYMBOLS

E(R) = average or expected range of engagement, m
f(R) = probability density function for likely engagement ranges

= average or expected chance of kill over all ranges
p(k Ih) = conditional probability that a hit is a kill
p,(R) = probability of hitting as a function of range

R = range to target, m
rr = radius of target, m
a = parameter for a gamma distribution
,- (r/4)(mean engagement range)2, ml
a* = total delivery standard deviation or error, mil

(Other symbols are defined as needed on Figs. 26-2 through 26-9)

26-1 DEFINITION

Ref. I of the former US Army Combat Developments Command defines the term "measure of effec-
tiveness" as, "A criterion expressing the extent to which a combat system performs a task assigned to
that .system under a specified set of conditions. Thus, an individual MOE supplies a partial answer to
the question: How well does System X perform assigned Task Y under a set of conditions Z?" Hence,
we might keep in mind that for the purposes of this Handbook the performance of a weapon or weapon
system must be measured against appropriate criteria which will indicate is combat' potential, put
simply, the MOE should he a 'robust" quantitative expression of the degree to which the system un-
der 'evaluation meets its objectives.

26-2 INTRODUCTION AND GENERAL GUIDELINES

It is not always easy to formulate a good MOE. In fact, it is often a subjective or "value"
judgment--one that may vary considerably from one application to another-hence, the systems
analyst, must give much thought to the selection of an MOE (or MOE's) that describe the potential of
a weapon or weapon system. As Leibowitz (Ref. 2) has so aptly pointed out, "It does little good to op-
timize an auto assembly line to provide the maximum number of coffee breaks per hour." Leibowitz
(Ref. 2). in a letter to the Editor of Operations Resmarch, presses his point by saying, "A measure of effec.C- tiveness resembles a moral principle in that its validity cannot be established by reason alone. We
must make a value judgement. We must play it 'by feel'." Further, he argues that the process of
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selecting the proper MOE volves the making of four compromises, and hence might be called the
"method of dynamic comp :,mise". Then Leibowitz cites the case of "George" lazily fishing on a
warm Sunday afternoon wh', sooner or later has to come to grips with the problem of just why is he
there fishing, and hence just what is his MOEGeorge, apparently being smart. suddenly realizes that
every system has, or is contaiined in, a "supersystem", and that the supersystem pertains to George's
overall recreational program, and further through more supersystems to the universe! He then decides
that a good approximate purpose for his fishing is to give him a pleasurable Sunday afternoon, and this

]s his first dynamic compromise-to get things down to earth. Now, therefore. George is going to max-
imize his amount of pleasure per Sunday afternoon, but he still needs a quantitative and practical

MOE. After some soul searching, and even realizing that he really enjoys peace and quiet without
catching any fish at all, he comes to the point that his brother-in-law will make disparaging remarks if
he comes home empty-handed. Therefore, a practical and suitable MOE is to catch exactly four fish,

and with minimum exertIin. Thus, it is clear that George has just made his second dynamic com-
promise. But conflict begins to rage in the mind of George, the operations research analyst. Why four
fish each Sunday, and won't his brother-in-law catch on, and why not a random number? Shouldn't
the random number be between four and seven, especially since George's wife absolutely refuses to
clean more than seven fish? And with a random catch between four and seven, George has reached his

-. third dynamic compromise, but even this practical measure may fail to satisfy George. the operations.
analyst, for he must also satisfy the decision maker, who happens to be George, and the MOE should
be mutually agreeable. By then, George reached the important step of compromising his choice in or-
der to put forth an MOE which has the hiighly valuable asset of pleasing the decision maker, or at least
taking his viewpoint into proper consiieration, and he is now ready to start the analytical phase of his
study. But, clearly, this brings on the need for much effort: "George will need a distribution function
for fish weight versus worm diameter for various values of hook size, maybe obtainable by repeated

samplings, and he will need data on this and that, resulting perhaps in some 20 man-years of effort!"
Having such an estimate of his work program, George-the fisherman, the OR analyst, and the deci-
sion maker-terminates the whole process, arriving at the null state, a perfect picture of "relaxed gray
matter". (Parenthetically, perhaps George may even have thought of the need for a "cost-
effectiveness" study). What happened for George to make this fourth dynamic compromise and reduce
the scope of the study? Well, he reasoned that for a desirable, but limited study, he may as well throw
out any consideration of his brother in-law's wisecracking tendency and even his wife's fish-cleaning
capacity so that any number of fish caught would be acceptable, and furthermore, "It so happens that
the number that 'can be caught with minimum effort is exactly zero, and that the most pleasurable

technique for doing this is simply to put aside the rod and tackle, and doze off. This is just what
.George did."

Leibowitz continues and concludes his metaphysical considerations for an MOE with:
"In the dynamic compromise process, (1) we make use of our limited understanding of the super-

system to obtain an approximate measure of the system's effectiv-eness, (2) then adjust this measure so
that it becomes possible to relate it to the system's elements, (3) we readjust the measure until it is
satisfactory to the decision-maker, and (4) we re-readjust it until the projected study does not exceed
the time-and-effort deadlines.

"We are not quite finished. We must examine the resulting fourth-order approximation to see if it is
close enough to the 'true' measure of effectiveness to make the study worthwhile. This can only be
done 'by feel'. If we decide that the approximate measure is too far off; then, depending on the situa- (\
tioh, we have five courses of amtion: (I) learn more about the supersystem, (2) learn more about the •)
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system itself,. (3) talk the decision-maker into revising his interpretation, (4) suggest an extension of
the scope of the study, or (5) call the whole study off. However, in most cases, this last drastic step
should not be necessary.

"The point is that regardless of how you finially select a measure of effectiveness, this measure must
be reasonably close to representing the true purpose of the system. If it is not, then all the linear pro-
gramming and all the game theory in the world will not save us from optimizing auto assembly lines so
as to provide the maximum number of coffee breaks per hour. And, then we would soon find that no
one was willing to sponsor (such) an operatiohs-rebearch study, with the possible exception of labor
unions and coffee vendors."

Perhaps even though Leibowitz had to choose a "fishy" example, one might nevertheless get a
clearer view of the role between the decision maker (Chapter 7) and the systems analyst (Chapter 6),
and theirnegotiations to arrive at a good, useful or practical MOE, which will have an important bear-
ing on the choice of the weapon.

SThe process of determining proper MOE's may not be very different actually from that of designing,
or arriving at, the threat our weapons must defeat. For, example, Tombach (Ref. 3) attempts to "for-
malize" an approach to threat model design "that provides the model builder with criteria for
selecting, from the universal set of all possible threat models, a limited subset of (threat) models that
are realistic, usable, and useful." Toinbach suggests doing this by comparing the likelihood of occur-
rence of various possibilities, and the general methodology is that of successive approximation. In fact,
he suggests starting with the most general or universal set of all possible threats (U), then by successive
eliminations he reduces the universal threat to a "phantasy" threat (P)i then on to a "state-of-the-art"
-threat (S) for the enemy, on further to the "economic capacity" threat (E) for the enemy, and through
our own intelligence capability the realm of the threat becomes the intelligence threat (I). Further re-
finements through a "matrix reduction" method rules out impossible threats, useless threats, unusable
threats, and on to a conservative or practically valid threat for evaluating and designing weapons.
"Ihus, the role and usefulness of a scientific type of avproach to threat design are shown.
• in case some readers may be a bit confused becauseof our sudden mixture of the terms-"models",
"threats"', and "measure of effectiveness"-perhaps a few words are in order'. A model is a miniature or
facsimile representation of a thing or process, and for our purposes here it is usually an analytical or
computerized expression or description- of the process or system (see Ref. 4, for example). Thus, the
weapon systems analyst will model the major characteristics and expected performance (effectiveness)
of a weapon under 'combat conditions. The' Mreal consists of a group or complex of enemy targets,
weapons, supply lines, etc., which our friendly weapons are required to defeat or neutralize, once in

Sbattle. The performance of weapons and the threat can both be "modeled", while on the other hand
the measure of effectivmss should be a quantitative expression of the degree to which our weapon systems
accomplish the mission of defeating the target, threats.

Brooks (Ref. 5) also discusses the problem of MOE's, or choices of payoffs for militp.'ry operations,
and the everlasting competition between adversaries in fielding improved weapons through a sequen-

* tial and conditional nature of the measure, countermeasure, and counter-countermeasure process for
the two sides. We quote from his paper:

"Therefore, whereas measures of effectiveness dominate decisions on current or near-term weapons
systems, measures of effort to reach some approximate level of effectiveness dominate (though of
course not monopolize) decisions for long-term weapons developments. '

"Specifically, it is suggested that effectiveness analysis emphasize two features:
"\ J\ "First, a hunt for measure., counter-measure dead-ends; that is, we can design a hypothetical
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measure, counter-measure, counter-counte.-measure sequence to see whether the enemy might

develop a decisive counter at some stage not counterable by a reasonable extension of our own system's

growth potential.

"Second, determination of the system's 'off-design' capabilities; that is, its versatility in the face of

unexpected enemy technical or strategic developments. Incidentally, it is in these effectiveness

analyses that the familiar combat model-building and war gaming of operations research finds its ap-

plication.

"Ihese two measures of effectiveness can perform the negative function of screening out the least

suitable weapons, among which could conceivably be the so-called 'optimum' under expected or

average value assumptions about projected trends. They car also guide the future deyelopment of

those which are favored by pin-pointing weaknesses and the key indicators of possible future enemy at-

tempts at exploiting these weaknesses. We have recently put the POLARIS system through this twin

wringer."

Hayward (Ref. 6) discusses the measurement of combat effectiveness. He suggests that the proper
quantitative measure of combat effectiveness of a military force is the "probability of success" in com-
bat, and he says:

"The probability of success depends not only on the cap•.bilities of the specified force but also on the
natiure of the enemy, the combat environment, and the mission. Since it is impractical to measure com-
bat effectiveness experimentally, i.e., in actual combat, military judgment must be called on to specify
the relation between the probability of success and the parameters of force capability, environment,
and mission."

Hopefully, these quotations give the analyst some appreciation for the concept of MOE's and some
of the problems the analyst will face in arriving at suitable MOE's. !n fact, it certainly seems desirable
to :ry to arrive at a s.ngle MOE for each application of Army weapon systems analysis. Unfortunately,
however, it is not always possible to establish a single MOE for each case, and moreover the task of
arriving at good weights for calculating overall or representative MOE's may represent. quite a prob-
lem also. Hence, the analyst may expect that scme judgments will have to be made by purely
qualitative processes of determination, which nevertheless will be of value to the decision maker.

The analyst is often the one to decide on the MOE or at least make recommendations to the decision
maker. Also, his selection of the MOE, as we have seen, may be just as important or sometimes more
important than the development or choice of a model. 'hus, 'the keen analyst will not only give the
most serious consideration to the choice of an MOE, but will keep the pertinence of the MOE in mind
during and even at the end of his evaluation.

The analyst and the decision maker often are considered to have individual or mutually exclusive
roles but, as we have seen, that cannot be the most desirable situation. Since the roles of the analyst
'and the decision maker overlap, at least partly, on most evaluation studies there exists the continuing
problem of revising aims, goals, MOE's, etc. Thus it becomes clear that communication and com-
promises must be sought often during and especially, toward the end of a study.

Finally, the conc'pt of MOE's cannot ordinarily be separated from the more general area of cost-
effectiveness studies and related criteria. The analyst would do well to keep this in mind because the
costs incurred and the benefits derived in fielding systens cannot be measured in the same units,
although the analyst can and should always strive to come up with a single, overall, "robust". measure
of effectiveness.
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26-3 COMBAT DEVELOPMENT MOE's

"The basic mission of combat developments is to formulate and document concepts, doctrine,
materiel requirements, and organization pertinent to the Army in the field. Included in that respon-
sibility is the design of land combat systems for at least 20 years into the future to facilitate the integra-
tion of new or improved doctrine, materiel, and organizations. The combat developments process in-
cludes studies, simulations, and testing and experimentation in which the final product is recom-
mended doctrinal, organizational, and equipment changes for the immediate future and for long range
planning programs. The recommendations involve estimates based upon the best available informa-
tion indicating the impact of such recommendations. Doctrinal recommendations are applied in field
manuals. Organizational recommendations are applied in Tables of Organization. Materiel recom-
mendations are applied in Tables of Equipment and in materiel specifications. As such the credibility
of MOE establishes the validity of such things as basis of issue of equipment, the establishment and
maintaining of MOE, and the credibility .of requirements for organizational and doctrinal changes."
(Ref. 1)

USACDC Pamphlet No. 71-1 (Ref. 1) likens the combat developments process to the scientific
process, as shown in Fig. 26-1, and thus indicates the thoroughness of the st' idy procedure. This
pamphlet also emphasizes that military judgment is just as important as scientific judgments in the
process of measuring the effectiveness of combat systems, and that "practical criteria as well as
academic and mathematical criteria are considered as the basis for selection of MOE's to compare
systems". An approach to the development, formulation, and use of MOE's in the combat develop-
inent process is thoroughly covered in Ref. 1, and a compendium of Ref. 1. contains some 207 typical
combat development MOE's. They are divided into two categories: (1) Combat Development Func-
tions, and (2) Land Combat Functions. The combat development function MOE's include examples
divided into the subject matters of doctrine, organization, materiel, training, and logistics. The land
combat function MOE's include examples concerning command-control-communications, firepower,
mobility, intelligence, and combat service support. We have extracted and include herewith for the in-
formation of the analyst some typical MOE's, for some of the cited categories in Figs. 26-2 through 26-
9. Appendix D of Ref. I gives a thorough and informative coverage of the principles of measurement of
effectiveness for the combat development processes..

Going perhaps a step further, Table 26-1 outlines some of the possible thinking, during combat
"development studies, which might precede the final establishment of MOE's for some broadly defined
Army systems. Here, the system mission is considered for the likely environment and begins to take
sharp focus. Also, analysis objectives are considered, and some details of the probable methods of'
analysis given. The measures of effectiveness are divided into "primary" and "secondary" MOE's.
One then begins to see that several or many MOE's will probably have to be considered and quan-
tified in some suitable way by the analyst. Moreover, it also is made clear at this stage that pr oblems of
some difficulty arise, and some compromises will have to be made toward selecting the best single
MOE (if possible), weighting several of them appropriately, or combining them properly.

26-4 HANDBOOK EXAMPLES OF MOE's
Obviously, we have already discussed and established many measures of effectiveness in preceding

chapters. In Chapter 10, for example, and the example therein, the expected number of armor piercing( rounds to rout the enemy tank attack may be considered as an MOE.,
SThe time to detect a target, or the number of "glimpses",expected in a typical target detection, also

"represents MOE's for target identification and detection problems (Chapter 11).

*.,. 26-5
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THE COMBAT PHASE ORDER THE

PHASE DEVELOPMENTS IN THE PROCESS SCIENTIFIC
PROCESS PROCESS

I. Study Directive, Study Plan Formulating the

Problem

2. War Gaming, Modeling Constructing a

model to represent
the system under
study

3. Cost-Effectiveness Analysis Deriving a

solution from
the model

4. Test and Experimentation Testing the
model and the
solution

5. Materiel Needs and Personnel Putting the
Needs Documentation solution to work:

Implementation

66Figure 26-1. Analoy of the Combat Development Process
1With the Scientific Process, (Ref. 1),
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FORCE EFFECTIVENESS INDICATOR

1. DEFINITION OF THE MEASURE. Force effectiveness indicator (FEI) is the ratio of the total
value of the blue force (TVB) and total value of the red force (TVR):

_ TVB
TVR

The total force value for blue (TVB) is computed as the sum (F) of the number nj of each type 'red
weapon destroyed multiplied by the value vj of that type weapon for all red weapons t, and the total
red force value is computed similarly for all blue weapons k:

TVB = niv TVR = n,

The unique characteristic of this measure is that weapon values are computed as the fractional value of
the enemy force destroyed by a given weapon. That is, the valae v, of a type blue weapon (i) is the ratio
of all t of the numbers nfj of red kills by that type weapon multiplied by the values vj of the destroyed
red weapons to the total red value (TVR), and the value of blue weapons is computed similarly:

£ At

V, = TVR v= TVB

The FEI does not have a closed form solution; it is usually calculated by assuming an initial finite
value for all weapons and solving the equation in a series of iterations until final values converge
reflecting losses inflicted.

2. DIMENSION OF THE MEASURE. Ratio-weighted by losses inflicted.

3. LIMITS ON THE RANGE OF THE MEASURE. The output value may be zero or any positive
value. Since losses are a function of several factors in the scenario, the output value of the FEI cannot
be disassociated from the circumstances under which it was derived. The measure has a weakness in
that a force that completely destroys the other without taking any losses is zero effective because the
weapons destroyed'had not obtained any value by inflicting losses.

4. RATIONALE FOR THE MEASURE. This is a complex form of loss exchange ratio with the advan-
tage that weighted values are based on actual performance.

5. DECISIONAL RELEVANCE OF THE MEASURE. This measure is suitable for measuring overall
effectiveness of a'mixed weapons force. Ini the referenced .udies it was used to evaluate candidate
armor-infantry mixes in terms of combined force firepower and survivability.

6. ASSOCIATED MEASURES. Proportion forced destroyed. Loss exchange ratio.

Figure 26-2. An MOE for Doctrine (Ref. 1)

1.,' . 26-7
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CROSS-COUNTRY RATE COMPATIBILITY

1. DEFINITION OF THE MEASURE. Cross-country rate compatibility is the difference between
mean cross-country rate of all vehicle types in the organization and the cross-country rate of the
slowest vehicle. Input data are the cross-country rates of each type of ground vehicle in the organiza-
tion. The relation between output and input is:

7.R9
cross-country rate compatibility = R

where:
R, = cross-country rate of first vehicle type
R2 = cross-country rate of second vehicle type
R, = cross-country rate of last vehicle type
R, = cross-country rate of slowest vehicle type.

2. DIMENSION OF THE MEASURE. Difference in two rates - Output value is a rate in terms of
kilometers per hour -or other suitable expression of rate.

3. LIMITS ON THE RANGE OF THE MEASURE. There is no limit on the output value; it may be
zero or any positive number. Input values are not limited, but must be expressed in terms of the same
definition of rate. The measure is most meaningful when measures are most refined, i.e., kilometers
per hour is more meaningful than kilometers per day, because rounding off of cruder measures
sacrifices some of the measure.

4. RATIONALE FOR THE MEASURE. This is a measure of one aspect of efficiency of organization.
An organization's vehicle mix should be compatible in the sense that no one type vehicle should
detract seriously from the overall movement rate of an organization. While movement rate itself is a
measure of mobility, compatibility of movement rates is an indicator of soundness 'of organization be-
tween fastest and slowest vehicles, variation of rates, or some comparison of the slowest rate to others.
The difference between the mean rate and the slowest rate is selected as the most meaningful in the.
military sense of identifying critical restraints.

5. DECISIONAL RELEVANCE OF THE MEASURE. The measureis useful for comparing competing
hypotheses of Prganization when mobility is "one of the aspects of comparison.

6. ASSOCIATION MEASURES:
Movement rate Turn-around time
Payload capacity On-road movement rates compatibility.

Figure 26-3. An MOE for Organization (Ref. 1)

Similarly, and continuing, the f6llowing are examples of some of the measures of effectiveness in
preceding chapters:

1. Chapter 13-For weapon' delivery characteristics, the circular probable error (CEP) is a measure
of effectiveness, and the CEP might involve both aiming errors and ballistic-round-to-round variation.q

i 2. Chapter 14-Single-shot hit probabilities are very definitely measures of effectiveness. In fact, hit
probabilities combine and summarize the delivery error characteristics of weapons, the effects of target
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MOBILITY INDEX (WHEELED. VEHICLES)

1. DEFINITION OF THE MEASURE. The mobility index for wheeled vehicles is a relative index
used for comparing the ability of wheeled vehicles to traverse real estate without hinderance from
obstacles, which include water barriers. steep slopes, soft soils, and dense vegetation. Input data are:

CPF = ccntact pressure factor expressed as: gross vehicle wt (Ib)
tire width, (in.) X rim dia., (in.) X no. of tires

WP weight factor (expressed in pounds)
1,25 X tire width, in.

TF = tire factor expressed as: 100

GF grouser factor (expressed as a factor for vehicle with or without chains)
gross vehicle weightWLF = wheel load factor = gosvhcewih

no. of wheels (single or dual.)
-ground clearance, in.

CF clearance factor=
10

EF engine factor (hp/ton expressed as a factor). (Factors 0.6 and 20 are used to skale
down the mobility indexes of wheeled vehicles for purposes of comparison.)

Relation of output to input is:

mobility index 0.6 [(CPFXWFXWLF cF) XEFXTF 20.

2. DIMENSION OF THE MEASURE. Index number.

3. LIMITS ON THE RANGE OF THE MEASURE. The output may assume any value but is or-
dinarily a large positive number driven by vehicle weight in pounds. The combination of factors makes
it difficult to use the index for any other purpose than' comparison of vehicles.

4. RATIONALE FOR THE MEASURE. This is a combination of most vehicle characteristics signifi-
cant to wheeled vehicle mobility.

5. DECISIONAL RELEVANCE OF THE MEASURE. Used to compare wheeled vehicles.

6. ASSOCIATED MEASURES. Mobility index (tracked vehicles).

' Figure 26-4. An MOE for Materiel (Ref. 1)

size and shape, and include the important effects of r'ange from weapon to target. Indeed, hit proba.
bilities may often be the only needed basis for comparing competing weapons in certain applications.

-.3. Chapter 15-The vulnerable area of a target to specific attack and the lethality of a warhead to
"enemy targets represent MOE's that characterize and summarize terminal effects. In some cases, finalI judgments concerning weapon' effectiVeness may be arrived at by using vulnerability or lethality for

"probability that a hit is a kill constitutes somewhat of an overall terminal effectiveness MOE. 7
S• .,26-9
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TIME TO ESTIMATE RANGE

1. DEFINITION OF THE MEASURE. Time to estimate range is the elapsed time from detection of a
target to estimation of range. Input data are the moment of detection and the moment estimation of
range is complete. Relation of output to input is:

time to estimate range time of estimation - time of detection.

2. DIMENSION OF THE MEASURE. Interval-elapsed time in terms of seconds. If the measure is
taken at different times or under varying circumstances, it can be used in the form of mean time to es-
timate range or median time.

3. LIMITS ON THE RANGE OF THE MEASURE. The output can be zero or any positive value. The
resolution of the measure is limited by the precision of taking start time and end time. The data cannot
be disassociated from the definition of computed estimation used, whether it is the first estimate stated
regardless of accuracy or is the final in a series of estimates which is used. for firing.

4. RATIONALE FOR THE MEASURE. This measure addresses a component of target acquisition
time. Problems in estimation are assumed to contribute to the length of estimation time.

5. DECISIONAL RELEVANCE OF THE MEASURE. This measure can be used to compare estima-
tion times of means of range estimation (techniques, aids, rangefinders, trained personnel) to each
other or to a standara. ;t would not ordinarily be used alone, but would be combined with accuracy of
estimation or accuracy of firing in most cases.

6. ASSOCIATED MEASURES:
Accuracy of range estimation
Firing accuracy
Time to detect
Exporure time
Time to identify
Probability of hit
Probability of kill.

Figure 26-5. An MOE for Training (Ref 1)

4. Chapter 16-Rates of fire can be of critical importance for surfac to-air weapons, or for close

combat, for example. Thus, rate of fire represents a key MOE or charac eristic parameter describing
the weapon under consideration.

5. Chapter 17-The individual or "isolated" MOE's of hit probabili , conditional chance that a
hit is a kill, and rate of fire can be multiplied to obtain a kill rate whic represents a mom inclusive
MOE for the weapon or a weapon system. The kill rates, along with vari us strategies of ruing, deter-
mine chances of winning a duel. The chance of winning a duel, therefo , gives even a st!,-' more in-
clusive MOE since combat usage of the weapon is also taken into a t in the awaaysis of duels.

6. Chapter 18-Weapon response time is another example of an M E. System response time- , 1
including a proper combination of detection, acquisition, command-c ntrol-communication effec-
tiveness, and weapon response.time-describes yet a higher leyel of M )E.

26-10 .
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REQUIRED AMMUNITION RESUPPLY RATE

1. DEFIM~TION OF THE WfEASURE. Required ammunition resupply is the rate of ammunition
rnec.'. Input is rounds required per day. Unit of measure of input is rounds, c.. c.lternativelk tons or
DOAN. (Dav of Ammunitiohi-a specified number of rounds for a type weapon.) Relation- of output to
irl,.)tt iS:

total number of rounds required (or tons, or DOA\)
required ammo resupply =

number of days in time period observed

2.DIM E_%SION% OF THE .W1E.,SIRE. Ratio-a rate in terms of rounds per 6y or tons per dlaN Unit
of measure of output is rounds (or tons). In its most esoteric form it is the ratio between a predeter.
-mined "day of ammunition" which is meant to be the amount of ammunition required per day and the
actual ammo per day. In this form it is 'DOA per day".

3. Will7S ON THE RANGE OF THE M EASURE. The Measure must include at least one day's ob-
servauion, and as the denominator gns larger the measure gets better. The output may assume any
positive value. T7he measure is limited to a single type of -round in the form "rounds per day". In the
form of weight per day. it is more encompassing. For complete inclusion of different types of ammuni-
tion it is usually necessary to use the form "DOA per day".

4. RATIOAALE FOR THE ME.4S( 'RE. This measure addresses sustainability. It is reasoned that a
gtxod performance in other respects may be offset somewhat by difficulty in sus1tain~abilitv. If sustaina-
bility were difficult enough. it would affect performance and could be measured otherwise. This meas-
ure is meant to be sensitive enough to address sustainability. before it is serious enough to afkcct per-
fortaiance of the mission.

5. DECISIONA4L RELEV'ANCE OF THE MEASUREi This measure cc'ild be used to distinguish be-
tween firepower systems that are equa! in productivity. Or it could be used as a further refinement in a
mowr compicte'description of successful systems.

6. ASSOIA TED MEASL'CRES:
Resupply freciueny
Ammunition expenditure.

lFigure 26-4. An MOE for Logiiss (Red. 1)

7. Chapter 1 9--Analysis o~f fi performance toward optimizing the eikfietiveess of the terminal en-
gagemnenvt and the inclusion of an~alyse-i ofreliability and safety factors will involve the an1alvst in some
rather complex probloems of MOE's, especially since fuze action affects vulnerability and lethality.

8. Chapter 20-Although single-stiot hit probabilities may be sufficient for some a~nalyses, the
chance of at learnt one hit as an MOE becomes important for cawe where multiple rounds must be 1

Sflired. TIhe fraction o( target coverage--or the expected traction of target damaged-gives higher level
more overall weapon or system effectiveness MOE's,

.. : j 9. Chapter 21-The concept 4f MOE's and their usage in system evaluations transfer easily .'I

proprlyto yste reia~ty. cofidnceboun onsysem rliaity th avalablit w rdirI-.%.%

J"
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COMMUNICATIONS PERFORMANCE INDEX

I. DEFI.\TIO.V OF THE MEASURE. This communication index is a weighted sum of? com-.
munication syst ems performance in relation to its requirements. Input data are the relative weights of
each requirement (4,_.. W) and th' performance (Ps ... P.) observed in each requirement
(R,... R.). Relation of output to input is:

index +' R) +.4; R2 4.- ,-

Examples of system requirements are: direct communication capacity, organic communication equip-
ment. conferenct, call capabiiity, specific range. security, mobility, message hard copy, dependability,

and vulnerability, each of which is measured directly or rated by evaluators on a common scale.

2. DIAfFSIO.V OF THE .IE4St'RE. Index-A weighted sum.

3. LIMITS O.V THE RAVGE OF THE ME.4SI RE. The values assumed by the output depend on the
performance/requirements scale and weights. The maximum value is n times the maximum scale,
timzs the total weight. The measure is limited by the selection of requirements and weights.

4. RATIO' t4LE FOR THE MEASURE. The measure is intended to combine performance in all re-
quiremer.ts to preclude over-valuing some requirements.

5. DECISIO.VAL RELEV4MVCE OF THE ME.4SURE. The measure can be used to compare alter-
native communication systems.'

6. ASSOCIA TED MEASURES:

Percent messages completed
Communications system capacity.

Figure 26-7. An MOE for Command-Control-Communicationa (Re(. I)

a weapon to start a mission, and the ease of maintainability ofa system in combat: As may bk clearly
seen,. sometimes an MOE involving onl) the. system reliability may be sufficient for an inclusiv.e
analysis.

10. Chapter 22-Weapons in the field must possess the required characteristics of mobility, ma-
neuverability, and agility-,depending on actual usage. Therefore, suitable MOE's describing the level
of performance of mobility, maneuverability, and agility are needed .or evaluation purposes.

II. 'Chapter 23-Additional and extensive studies seem required to develop MOE's for logistic and
planning purposes, insofar as the support for weapons is concerned. Many of the military operations
,esearch and statistical studies will, no doubt, aid iW improvement of logistic MOE's.

12. Chapter 24-The WSEIAC evaluation model gives a prime example of combining lower level or
individual measures of effectiveness into a systematic and inclusieanalysis which can result in a single
and overall summary of system effectiveness. The final MOE for a WSEIAC type analysis, when
prperly obtained, should be very satisfying to both the analyst and the manager because it encom-
passes system availability, reliability, and terminal performance in a unified manner.

26-12
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MEAN TIME TO NEGOTIATE OBSTACLES

l. DEFIVITIONV OF THE MEASURE. Mean time to negotiate obstacles is the arithmetic average of
each elapsed time consumed in overcoming an obstacle to advance. Input data are the delay time for
each obstacle and the number of obstacles. Relation of output to input is:

Y (each elapsed obstacle delay time)
mean time to negotiate obstacles = number obstacles

2. DLffE.VSIO.V OF THE MEASURE. Ratio--output is a mean time in hours and minutes.

3. LIAiTSON THE RA.VGE OF THE MEASURE. The output may assume any positive value. As, it
is stated, the measure makes no distinction among different types of obstacles. It would probably be
better to break it down into measures for river crossings, minefields, barriers, barbed wire, and so
forth.:

4. RA TIOA4LE FOR THE MEASURE. This measure addresses mobility performance in terms of
times to negotiate obstacles based on the premise that shorter negotiation delay times mean better
mobility.

5. DECISIONAL RELEVANCE OF THE MEASURE. Since this is a measure of performance rather
than a true measure of effectiveness, it is applied to comparing mobility systems under the same condi-
tions. It could be converted to a measure of effectiveness by taking total move time into account with
obstacle delay time as "percent delay", assuming that zero delay for obstacles is ideal performance.

6. ASSOCIATED MEASURES:
Percent delay
March rate'
Percent moves completed on time.

Figure 26-8. An MOE for Mobility (Ref. 1)

Need there be any more arguments about the role of MOE's in Army weapon systems analyses?
Perhaps, with -these examples; the'reader is convinced of the somewhat central role of MOE's.

26-5 FURTHER COMMENT ON THE RELATION BETWEEN A MODEL
AND AN MOE

It is important for the reader to understand that models and MOE's go hand-in-hand, so to speak.
In fact, the MOE clearly depends on the status of development of the model describing the perform.
ance of a system or process. The better the overall model developed for the expected combat effec-
tiveness of a weapon, then the better the MOE which gives a numerical value of performance express.
ing the relative degree to which the system accomplishes its mission. The MOE thus is obtained by( substituting appropriate values of the parameters into a suitable model, and we can easily see that the
best MOE's are most often obtained through the modeling process. The MOE depends on the system
also.

26-13
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MEAN TIME TO ACQUISITION

1. DEFINITION OF THE MEASURE. Mean time to acquisition is the arithmetic average of the
elapsed times to complete all successful acquisitions. Acquisition is defined as including detection.
recognition, identification, and location of the target. Input data are the. elapsed times for each com-
pleted acquisition. Relation of output to input is:

meantimeto aquistio (elapsed time each successful acquisition)
meantimeto aquistionnumber successful acquisitions

2. DIMENSIONY OF THE MEASURE. Ratio-Output in terms of an average time in seconds,
minutes, hours, or days as appropriate. Could also be used in the form of a "median time to
acquisition"

3. LIMITS ON THE RANGE OF THE MEASURE. The number of successful acquisitions must be
enough to average out large differences from chance factors in the conditions concerned. The output
value cannot be disassociated from the circumstances under which it was derived. The output .may
assume any positive value.

4. RATIONALE FOR THE MEASURE. This measure directly addresses the timeliness of acquisition.
It applies only to the case of -completed, successful acquisitions and not to the expected time to acquisi-
tion of a target. Since it subsumes other time measures (such as time-to-detecticn) it is a grosser rheas-
ure suitable to the evaluation of larger systems.

5. DECISIONAL RELEVANCE-OF THE MEASURE. This measure may be used in any situation in
which timeliness of target acquisition is a factor.

6. ASSOCIA TED MEASURES:
Time to detection
Time to identification
Expected time to acquisition.

Figure 26-9. An MOE for Intelligence (Ref. 1)

26-6 CAUTION ON AN OFTEN USED MOE

It is the job of the systems analyst to establish good MOE's and use them properly in each evalua-
tion study. It is his daily task-it should be clear that "universal" MOE's do not exist, and that very
freque ntly the analyst has a difficult job in establishing the best MOE. Lest one might take the job of
arriving at a proper MOE as "duck soup", let us consider an MOE which has been widel) used;
namely, the "cost per kill" type MOE. On the'surface, it seems certain that "cost per kill " often would
be a most useful MOE and also sho,41d apply widely when we are evaluating the worth of competitive.
systems or components of a system. Indeed, it often is a good MOE, and in the case, where systems are
employed in such a manner or in an environment where they really do not affect each other, i.e., are )
"independent" then "cost per kill" may be quite adequate. On the other hand,'if interacti ons among

26&14 r
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forces or weapons exist, then the "cost per kill" MOE may be misleading, and hence may not describe
some very important deta'ls or outcomes of battles. Thus, if we can in rome way establish the
minimum cost per kill for a weapon or military unit in judging overall effectiveness, then have we not
reached a suitably optimum goal? Walsh (Ref. 7)-has studied the use of minimum cost per "kill",
determined independently of overall defense systems interactions,* in a very detailed and unique way
for area defense against an enemy attack. He se..s up a mathematical expression for the fraction of
enemy units entering defense sectors which survive attrition in the ensuing battle and shows that the
criterion of minimum cost per kill does not necessarily represent the optimum strategy for the defend-
ers. Walsh's analytical account of the ground battle turns out to be rather complex although his model
for !he fraction of enemy units which enter the defended sectors, and yet survive combat attrition, in-
cludes the total potential of the defender's weapons, number of defense units for each sector, and the
number of attackers and their effectiveress. With this -account of a "realistic" battle, Walsh shows in
his illustrative example that when. the optimum defense strategy is employed rather than the
"minimum cost per kill" measure of effectiveness, the battle outcome for the defense is greatly im-
proved. This, he explains, is due to involved interactions between weapons and forces. The analyst
would do well, therefore, to take a very hard look at any such criteria of effectiveness, or MOE's, even
though minimum cost per kill may often be a valid and useful criterion.

26-7 DEVELOPING A MODEL FOR MOE USE WITH THE INFANTRYRIFLE
AS AN EXAMPLE

While we have indicated that a good MOE often will depend largely on the particular weapon ap-
plication and that the usefulness of an MOE will also depend rather critically onthe problem of - -

modering the performance of the weapon properly, an example of model development and the
resulting value of the MOE is illustrative. As a simple and yet instructive example, we will consider the
case of an infantry rifleman defending ground against the attack of oncoming enemy infantrymen.
Suppose, for example, that the friendly rifleman has the job of neutralizing an attacking enemy
rifleman who is making a frontal attack on the defended position. Suppose further that the enemy rifle-
man. being the attacker, is seen often and is in rather full view of the defender. Moreover, he ap-
proal hes the defender in a fairly crouched manner, so that he presents a fairly "circular" or "square"
target (for ease of computation). As the enemy soldier tries to overrun the defender, the defending rifle-
man will engage him at some range of engagement, depending on characteristics of the terrain, vegeta-
tion, perhaps chance of hitting by the defender, and other considerations. Also, assume as is often the
case, :hat the conditional chance p(k Ih) that a hit is a "kill" or incapacitation is- constant over the
likely ranges of engagement. In such a situation, then just how would we develop a model for a good
MOE, and what, would it be?

It is certainly desirable to stop the enemy attacker with the first shot;. hence we may view the prob-
lem 1, follows. The crouching attacker may appear at a randomly chosen range between some
reasc,.ible limits so that there is a distribution of ranges of engagement, and therefore the chance-of a
hit as a function of range will also be an important censideration. Hence, we may seek to find an
overall measure of effectiveness; namely, the average chance over probable engagement ranges that the
defending rifleman will incapacitate the enemy attacker. In this connection, the chance of a hit for any
range R may be taken (Chapter 14) as

P()-I - expl-r4/!24(R/1000)'] I2
(26-1)

t 1- exp(- 5 00,000ro/(r 3)J •

26-18
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where

rr = radius ofthetarget, m
o = total delivery error (a constant), mil

.R = range to target, m.
For the probable distribution of the ranges of engagement for the defending rifleman firing at the at-

tacker, we will use the gamma density

f (R) = (4f-'/2 /Vix/)R'exp(-R'/#) (26-2)

where it can be shown that the parameter # is given by.

(ir/4) [E(R)] = (i'/4)(Mean Range)', m2, (26-3)

This seems to be a reasonable choice for rifle ranges of engagement since Eq. 26-2 peaks toward the
closet ranges and has some positive skewness, tailing off to the longer ranges at which the attacker may
possibly appear. In connection with Eq. 26-3, one determines the distribution of the range of engage-
ment simply by selecting the mean or expected range of engagement, squaring it and multiplying by
i'/4, which gives the single parameter # for substituting in Eq. 26.2.

We are now ready to set up the model, taking the chance of any random engagement range, mul-
tiplying this by the probability of a hit and then by the conditional chance that a hit is a kill or in-
capacitation, and finally integrating over all ranges (zero to infinity here). Thus, we have that the
average kill probability Ph will be determined by

Sf p(k I h)f(R)p (R)dR (26-4)
0

This integration for constant p(k I h) leads to

=p(k h)(1 -11 + 12X.10"rl/(¢o$)i"I)exp{-[2X1O rl/(g2)]'•)_'._ (26-5)

where, in suminarx,

rr = target radius, m
as = total dtci iery error; mil
S- (i./4)(rrean range)2, ms.

Thus, we take the average kill probability P% over probable ranges of engagement as a useful
measure of effectiveness. It will be informative to give a numerical example.

EXAMPLE 26.1:
Let us consider the typical tactical situation previously outlined between a friendly and an ekiemy

rifleman, and assume that the delivery errors for the friendly rifleman amount to a round-to-round
standard error of 0.5 mil and an aiming error of I mil. The conditional chance that a hit is a kill is 0.9.
The target radius is V m, and the terrain and vegetation is such that the average or expected range of
engagement is 150 m.' What is the value of the MOE, taking it to be the average kill probability 1 over

" (7A likely engagemeni ranges?

26-19
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We have:
rr = 0.333m
a0 = V1I2 + (0.5)2 1.12 mils
8 = (ir/4)(150)2 = 17,671 m2 (Eq. 26-3).

The single-shot hit probability as a function of range is calculated from Eq. 26-1, and is plotted as
the upper curve in Fig. 26-10. Traking the mean engagement rarnge as 150 m, and the parameter

17,671 m2 determined from Eq. 26-3, one can calculate by Eq. 26-2 (for illustrative purposes) the
probability density function f(R) which is plotted as the lower curve on Fig. 26-10, with the ordinate
scale given at the right.

Since p(k Ih) = 0.9 and is constant for ranges of interest hert, then from Eq. 26-5 one may calculate

= (0.9)(0.824) = 0.742.

(Had the expected range of engagement been 300 in instead of 150 fr, then F would have been
(0.9)(0.469) = 0.422, showing the influence of the true mean engagement range.)

Thc- MOE lor this example was taken as the kill probability F which was determined by integrating
over the range of engagement in order to get a more overall measure ofeffectiveness for the rifle system.
The model given on the right-hand-side of Eq. 26-5 would be different if there were a change in the
form of the distribution of the ranges of engagement or the hit probability model although the concept
of A' as a useful MOE may not necessarily change. Hence, it might be said that the best MOE should
be based on the most appropriate or overall mode, so to speak, and the size of Pk would indicate the
degree to which the system meets this objective in comparison with other rifles-hence, the relation
between model development and the MOE.

Concerning small arms firings and some other related MOE's, Sterne (Ref. 8) gives analytical ex-
pressions for the lethal areas of small arms, carrying over that concept from the lethality of artillery
projectiles to that for a rifle firing bullets. Groves (Ref. 9) discusses the effectiveness of unaimed small
arms fire into a region by carrying forward the small arms lethal area concept of Sterne and obtaining
a specific expression for rifle kill probability (not including the distribution of engagement ranges).
Eq. 26-5 is, of course, for aimed fire and represents an attempt to develop a higher level of an MOE for
such application. Nevertheless, much more can be said about generalized MOE's, which leads us to
some further considerations.

26-8 SOME ADDITIONAL, COMMENTS AND CONSIDERATIONS FOR
GENERALIZING MOE's

An important function for an Army in combat zones is to seize and hold ground areas, or deny the
enemy use or occupation of certain regions. Hence, a good measure of effectiveness of a weapon might
be the area it can defend or the area it can preclude an enemy from taking. The rifle can reach out ef-
fectively to hundreds of meters and can also be aimed or fired in large angular sectors. Thus,' there is
the question ofju3t how much ground area a rifleman can attack or defend, and to this we might even
add the mobility of the rifleman for a more generalized MOE! An artillery projectile on the other hand
can deliver a lethal- spray of fragments over a fairly wide area when fired to thousands of meters in
range, and the artillery weapon can fire in wide angular directions. Thus, this too would seem to bring
up the question of perhaps more generalized concepts for MOE's involving attacked or defended
ground areas and even related costs; Of course, for such considerations we invariably have to get away (3)

26-20.
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from dealing with individual weapons and evaluate small units or organizations. Nevertheless, the con-
cept might well deserve more study and, as a matter of fact, such ideas are used in high level war
games.

Finally, and of some interest is'the "Concept of Opportuniiy", which has been proposed by Blum
(Ref. 10) as a possible measure of effectiveness. Blum considers the opportunity presented to any

system or the opportunify generated by the system itself, along with the system response to such op-
portunities. The product of these two factors, on a relative frequency basis, miy show the net effec-
tiveness of the system under study as compared to another one. Blum points out that "opportunity is

dynamic", and indicates as an example:
"The number of targets presented to a combat system is a measure of that system's opportunity to

engage. But if those targets are not bcnign with respect to the system being examined, then their in-
crease presages an increase in the risk that the candidate system will be attacked' and its marginal ef-
fectiveness reduced before it can effectively respond to the opportunities presented.".

Blum then points out that perhaps it would be appropriate to describe opportunity as the immediate
precursor to the effectiveness of any given subsystem to the whole system under study. As an extension
of the concept of opportunity, he considers a widened scope for a weapon system-including the op-
portunity to acquire a target, the opportunity to engage a target, the opportunity to hit, and the oppor-
tunity to kill or defeat the target.

Blum (Ref. 10) concludes his concept by suggesting two principles concerning where to begin the

assf 3snent of system effectiveness:
"First Principle: Thoroughly define the system being evaluated through all its major subsystems.

Construct a diagram of the subsystem flow. Determine if opportunity is endogenous or exogenous to
the system.

"Second Principle: If the system generates its own opportunity and there are no interactions be-

tween subsystems (series-parallel flow without feedback),• then maximizixng opportunity is a neces-
sary condition to maximizing system effectiveness.".

26-9 SUMMARY

MOE is a quantitative expression of the degree to which a system under study meets its objective.
The MOE, therefore, often will depend on the possibility of quantifying or modeling the weapon
system objective. In fact, the value of the MOE selected to measure the worth of a system may well de-
pend on the proper development of a useful and quantitative overall model of system performance. We
have given several illustrations for MOE's in different military operations research areas of interest

and developed an example for small arms which may apply elsewhere.
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CHAPTER 27
DETECTION PHENOMENA, CHANCES OF TARGET DETECTION,

AND SEARCH STRATEGIES

Some of the basic physical kphnomena and principles applic2ble to target detl-ion devices are discussed for the general
background information of the analyst. Some of the models to estimate probabilities of detecting targets are given and il-
lustrated. In view of its importance, an introductory account is given of some available strategies for the target searching
problems. References for further reading are listed.

27-0 LIST OF SYMBOLS

A = area in which target is randomly distributed or locatable, m2

A, = antenna size, m'
SAt = target cross-sectional area, mn
A,, = area of uncertainty

A,,A 2 = typical areas
B, = acceptance bandwidth of receiver, Hz
c, = cost of searching ith region
cl = constant = 3.74!5 X 10-"2W.cm2

ct = constant = 1.4388 cm.K

E = elevation angle, deg
E(n) = expected number of trials to a detection

E. = electric field vector
Ep = total emissive power, W/(cm'.hemisphere)

E(t) = expected time (to detect)
"E(W) = mean or expected value of W

/ F(R) = appropriate function of the lateral range R
f = false alarm rate
G = antenna gain, dimensionless

Gý = chafice of not detecting target in kn - 1) glimpses but detecting it on the nth trial
g, -- chance of detecting target on ith trial

g(W, a, P) = gamma probability density, Eq. 27-33

Ho = magnetic field vector
h, = antenna height, ft or m
h2 = target height, ft

=0 = intensity of output signal, W/m 2 or W/cran
IR = intensity of returned signal, W/m 2 or W/cm"

J(A) = emissive power of unit area in wavelength interval A, W/(cm'.cm)
K = constant, dimensionless

K' - constant, m
KM = constant, ms

j / ffi number greater than unity
=,Boltzmannconstant 1.38 X 10 -K)i

417-1
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L = system loss factor. dimensionI.ss
L = length of path search, m
m = number of boxes (possibly se, 7.:•hec.i

M* = optimal search policy
N = noise

.TO = noise factor, dimensionless
n = number

n = given number of glimpses
n. = unknown number of target elements present

P. = chance of detecting target in n glimpses
AR R.) = chance of target detection within range R, given maximum range R.

P, = transmitted powv.r, W
p = unknown chance of seeing or deterting a target element = I - q
S= estimateofp = I - s/.

P, = prior probability target is in the ith region
p(R) = chance of detecting target within the lateral range R
p()= chance of detection

"p(t) chance ofdetection in time t
q = chance of not seeing or detecting a target element = - p

S= estim ate of q = sl/i

R = range to target, m
R = lateral range, n

R. maximum range to target, mi

R= limiting range, m
r ratio (Fq. 27-31)

rAo " area rate of search for background b and light level t
a
t

ArA
t  reference rates of search

S - signal
$2 " variance of the number of target elements detected in several trials
$1 -, P estimateof,
T - absolute temperaturr, K

To - ambient temperature, 290 K
T. - number of time units apart for intermittent glimpses

I t tine
I - time variable.
it - search speed (constant)
V - target speed, tank speed, rn/s
P - relative speed between target and observer, m/s

W - width of path (sweep) seeiched by sensor, m
.14, - width of path, as before, except W is now a random variable

WO , effective width of path searched by senzor, m, Eq. 27-29
xe - interval length t
I - observed mean number of target elements detected in sveral trials
I - - estimate ofi,

Var(W) - variance of W

: 27-2
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a = an optimtal value for the iterated constant a determined from Eq. 27-32
a = reciprocal of scale parameter (Eq. 27-33)

,1= chance target is in ith region
e= total emissivity of a surface, dimensionless
0 - MTTD = mean time to detection
X wavelength, cm or m

I= np = true average number of target elements detected per trial n(l - q)

V = Shape parameter
I = target size, ins

1, = target cross section, m*

a' = true unknown variance

a. - 'Stefan-Boltzmann constant

5.7 X 10'W/(cm'.K')

r = average time wasted for a false alarm

27-1 INTRODUCTION

In Chapter 11, we discussed many of the factors affecting target selection and presented some prob-
abilistic techniques of analysis of continuous search or search by target detection devices which may

involve distinct glimpses. The purposes of this chapter are to give the analyst some further introduc-

tion. especially to the general physical principles or characteristics of target detection devices used in

the field, and also cover selected topics in elementary search theory. Concerning the first topic, we

believe the Army weapon systems analyst should be aware of physical phenomena and functions

rMated to target detection and location, the general types of detection devices used, something on the

accuracy of the processes, including the effect of serisor-to-target range which represents the primary

tactical variable.

Weapon systems cannot be employed properly in the field without the prompt or timely detection of

enemy targets as they appear on the battlefield. Pence, the importance-of superior target detection

equipment.

As the reader is no doubt a%%,,e, much of the information on target detection and acquisition devices

is classified. Hence, information on speci'fic items must be obtained from appropriate Army publica-

tions and reports.

27-2 DETECTION

27-2.1 SENSORS

Before undertaking an analysis of search detection and the attendant errors with their range de-

pendencies, it is advantageous to discuss briefly the physital and operational characteristics of sens-
ing processes and devices.

27-2.1.1 Electromagnetic Senors

By far the most important c.ass of sensors are those capable of detecting and interpreting electro-

,- magnetic radiations. The spectrum of electromagnetic frequencies covers ranges from those in the

"audio" range, although all frequencies here may not be audible, to those encountered in connection

with the most energetic cosmic rays. The spectrum is shown in Fig. 27-1.
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Figure 27-1. Radar Frequencies and the Electromagnetic Spectrum

While all electromagnetic waves ate transmitted at the same speed in free space, 3Xl0' m/s, the'
speed through other media is strongly frequency dependent, which accounts for many of the charac-
teristics of these radiations. Refraction is a consequence of propagation velocity changes aling the
d ection of wave front propagation; the magnitude of this effect is frequency dependent.

Electromagnetic absorption ana' scattering also are frequency dependent phenomena. Absorption is
the frequency selective diminution of electromagnetic waves or signals by the medium through which
propagation is taking place; the energy carried in the wave train is absorbed by, the material of the
medium. Scattering is precisely what the name implies; it is the diversion of radiant energy from its-
original propagation path to be scattered more or less uniformly through the solid angle 4w sr. Scatter-
ing is a characteristic of all wave-like phenomena. In general, this process is most pronounced when
the wavelength of the radiation is the same order of magnitude as the scattering particle diameter.

Reflection also is frequency dependent, and dependent as well on the nature of the reflecting sur-
face.

Another property of electromagnetic radiations is their susceptibility to polarization. When these
waves are reflected from smooth plane surfaces, i.e., from sea water or grassy fields, two important
changes take place: (I) the waves are polarized into a plane which is horizontal with respect to the line

• • of propagation, -znd (2) a phase lag of approximately one-half wavelength is introduced. The effects of
refraction,-absorption, scattering, reflection, and polarization are important operationally for target
detection devices.
27.4
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27-2.1.1.1 Radar

The word radar is an a.cronym for radio detection and ranging. The main elements of a radar system
are:

1. A transmitter which acts as a source of electromagnetic energy
2. An antenna to radiate this energy
3. A receiving antenna to collect energy reflected from a target (The receiving antenna may be the

same as the radiating antenna.)
4. A receiver to process electronically the energy received through the antenna
5. A display element which. makes the received energy available to a decision maker.
The transmitted, signal may be uninterrupted continuous wave (CW), pulsed CW, phase

modulated, amplitude modulated, or frequency modulated-depending on its tactical application.
The emphasis here will be on pulsed CW systems.

The basic principle of pulsed radar is that the transmitter sends out radio waves in a series of short,
powerful pulses and then rests during the remainder of its cycle. During the particular period or inter-
val in which the' transmitter is at rest, echo signals may be received and timed to determine the range
to the reflecting surface. In CW radar, the transmitter sends out a continuous signal. If a nonmoving
surface is in the path of the transmitted wave train, the frequency of the reflected signal will be the
same as that of the transmitted signal. If the surface is moving, the frequency of the reflected echo will
differ from that of the transmitted signal and the frequency difference can be used as an indicator of
targit motion. This target motion can also be detected by pulsed CW radar, but not as well.

For initial target detection, long-range search radar is used to evaluate targets before they can come
within firing range. It differs in many features from a fire control radar, the function of which is to give
accurate target location and tracking information. The search radar beam is broadly focused vertically
and horizontally by the antenna to enable it to search a more extensive volume of space. It usually
scans a full 360 deg around the installation. A search radar may be especially designed for air or sur-
face search, or a single radar may be used for both.

Interference (including reflection), refraction, scattering, absorption, and polarization-all fre-
quency dependent -are discussed in the paragraphs that follow in order to give the analyst some ap-
preciation of the problems associated with the detection of targets by radar. Since frequency is in-
versely proportional to wavelength A, these various phenomena affect the sensitivity of the signal-to-
noise S/N ratio given by Eq. 27-1. This, in turn, affects the chance of target detection which depends
greatly on the value of the S/N ratio.

27-2.1.1.1.1 Parameters

Frequency is an important radar parameter. Conventional radars have been operated at frequencies
ranging from 25 MHz to 70 GHz.

The long wavelength region is used foe ground radar; the center region is used for airborne radar;
and the shortwave region is used for guided missile application. This short microwave region borders
on the far infrared region, which is why components of radar and infrared systems (particularly an-
tenna and lens systems) are similar.

Fig. 27-1 shows several different ways of identifying the frequency spectrum. During World War 11,
as a part of military security, radar frequency bands were given letter code designations. The practice.( now a convenience, has continued. There is no univeisal agreement on the precise locations of these
letter bands.

27-5
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Other parameters are related to the characteristics of thc' t.;'e of radar used. (See Ref. i,' or other
standard works, for a more complete discussion of the various radar types, their systems of modula-
tion, employment, and associated parameters.)

The probability of radar target detection is a monotonic increasing function of the S/N ratio. This
ratio is given by Eq. 27-1 which includes a significant number of the operationally meaningful
parameters, i.e.,

S 6,GW tsZl

"N (41r)`RkT.VF.LB, "ensonless (27-1)

where
Pt = transmitted power, W
G = antenna gain, dimenrionless
X = wavelength, m

Z, = target cross section, ml

R = range to target, m
k = Boltzmann constant, 1.38 X 10-'W/(Hz.K)

To = 290K
VF = noise factor of the receiver and which accounts for antenna and receiver noise inputs,

dimensionless
L = system loss factor, dimensionless

B, = acceptance bandwidth of receiver, Hz (If bandwidth of receiver is matched to bandwidth of
transmitted pulse, B, = 1.)

The antenna gain G is itself functionally related to the radar parameters:

G = 41rA./V, dimensionless (27-..)

where
A. antenna size, mi.

It is important to note (Eq. 27-1) that S/N depends inversely on the fourth power of the range to th!
target and hence falls off very, very rapidly with range.

27-2.1.1.1.2 Targets
When a train of electromagnetic waves encounters a discontinuity in the propagation medium,

certain proportion of the energy is reflected (scattered) in many different directions. If the, discon
tinuity is a finite body, then -these reflections from the body enable it to be distinguished from its back
ground and hence detected. From this qualit., or characteristic of reflectivity, which is in part fre
quency dependent and in part dependent on the electrical properties of the body radiated, a construc
has been defined called the "radar cross section" of the target. 'This is also referred to simply as th
cross section or target size. For most military radar targets, the cross section does not have a simpl
analytic relationship to the target except that the larger the target, the larger the cross section is apt t
be. On page 40 of Ref. I cross section is defined in the following way: "The radar cross section of
target is the area intercepting that amount of power which, when scattered equally in all directions
produces an echo at the radar equal to that from the target.".u ict

27-6
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27-2.1.1.1.3 Propagation Path

The net detection effect produced by a radar depends not only on the radar itself and on its target.
but also on the conditions of propagation. Of primary interest, as we have aiready.' mentioned, is the
S/Nratio at the receiver given by Eq. 27-1. The five fundamental physical phenomena acting along the
propagation path that affect the S/N ratio are:

I. Interference, including reflection
2. Refraction effects
3. Scattering
4. Absorption
5. Polarization.

The influence or impact of all of these on the signal to noise ratio depends on the carrier frequency.

27-2.1.1.1.3.1 Interference and Reflection

Electromagnetic waves can be given a vector representation, which is time and frequency repend-
ent. If the same signal arrives at a point over two different paths so that one lags behind the other
(which lag is termed a phase shift) by a time period equal toone-half cycle, and if the amplitudes of the
two are the same, the two add vectorially and cancel each other. If their amplitudes are not the same,
cancellation is less than complete. Conversely, the inphase signals reinforce each other.

When radar is used to detect air targets, a ,cancellation and reinforcement effect is produced as a

result of signal reflection from the surface of the earth. This is known as the Lloyd's Mirror Effect. If E
is the elevation angle of the air target, then the following relationships hold

(2n + l)X
tan E = , cancellation (27-3)4h,

where
n = 0, 1,2

h, -antenna height, m
X wavelength. m.

Otherwise,

tan E = (n + 1),/(2h,), reinforcement. (27-4)

The importance of these relationships can scarcely be overemphasized. To the. tactician who must
be aware of the effect in planning his operations and, to those involved in air defense: this is one of the
sources of difficulty associated with detecting low flying aircraft. To an attacker, of course, this phe-
nomenon offers the chance to approach a target closely with minimum chance of detection. The max-
imum cancellation occurs at zero elevation angle, since only in this region, which is known as the fade
zone, are the signal amplitudes equal and out of phase. For higher elevations, the direct path signal is
greater than the indirect path signal.

This effect is quite unrelated to line-of-sight propagation, and hence the weapon systems analyst
should be aware of it in evaluating air detense systems.

27-2.1.1.13.2 Refraction

* Electromagnetic waves are refracted on transmission through A nonisotropic medium, and the
(• earth's atmosphere is such a medium. The velocity of, propagation through the atmosphere is

primarily dependent on air density. Density in turn is dependent on temperature and pressure. The

.. ,27-7
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primary refraction effects of the lower atmosphere are to introduce errors in range and elevation.
Tracking noise is also introduced through small scale disturbances, such as turbulence.

Since the speed of propagation generally increases with altitude (decreased atmospheric density),
there is a tendency for electromagnetic wave trains, or waves, to be bent downward. This phenome-
non generally causes the radar horizon to be farther from the antenna than the optical horizon.

A simple approximation exists to calculate' the distance or the maximum range to air targets, i.e.,

R.'; V' ± V~ h .,mi (27-5)

where
R. = maximum distance to target, mi

h, = antenna height, ft
h2 = target height, ft.

Thus, if the radar antenna is 150 ft high and an air target is at 30,000 ft, the horizon-limited maxi-
mum range of detection would be approximately V30 + v',0 : 262 mi.

If the propagation velocity increases more rapidly with height than normal, an anomolous condi-
tion-called super-refraction, .trapping, or ducting effect--can cause the radar horizon to be greatly
extended. It is possible to have ducts above the surface, but ground-based ducts are more common. In
order for the energy to be trapped, the antenna must be in the duct.

Ground based ducts are created when the air temperature and/or the humidity decrease rapidly
with height. Of the two factors, humidity is the more important one. These conditions frequently are.
found on the west coasts of continental land masses where ocean current, upwelling brings cold water
to the surface, and where high atmospheric pressure systems produce subsidence. This subsidence
causes a high temperature gradient, which is accentuated at the plane of contact with the cold water.

27-2.1.1.1.3.3 Scattering

Scattering- is another phenomenon that affects the S/N ratio. There are two main effects of scatter-
ing:

1. Loss o" sghil ifitensity
2. Loss of energy scattered back into the receiver.

-- Both-of these effects are adverse. The loss of signal intensity diminishes the S/N ratio. Since backscat-
ter appears as increased noise, it, too, decreases the S/N ratio.

Scattering targets are described as' volume'or area targets. Rain and clouds are volume targets,
while the surface of the earth or sea are surface (area) targets. Fig. 27-2 displays the backscatter cross
section, in square centimeters, of a cubic meter of air which is occupied by rain. Rain density is defined
in terms of rainfall rate in millimeters per hour.

27-2.1.1.1.1.4 Absorption

Absorption causes a loss of signal intensity which is cumulative over distance. This signal attenua-
tion is measured in decibels (dB) per kmi. The process is caused essentially by the various gases which

vihe decibel is a dimensionless number used to measure ratios. It is dek.ed as 10 log* R, where R is the ratio to be meas-
ured. To illustrate, let I& - SXl0"0 W-cm-8, and/ ,- 10-* WQcm'. Then for the ratio R - 4/4, we have 10 logtR -
-43, or Ia is 43 dB down. The decibel relation ofter the convenience oathe laprhhmic compression (6a number. It is in-

-, portant that Ia and I be expressed in the 'same units.
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Figure 27-2. Exact and Rayleigh Approximate Backscattering Cross Sections Per Unit
Volume of Rain-Filled Space, Plotted Against Rainfall Intensity*

14D. Atlas et al., Air Force Surveys in Geophysics, no. 23, Geo-

physics Research Directorate, Cambridge, Mast., 1952.

constitute the atmosphere. The molecules of these gases are excited electrically by the wave train; This
excitation absorbr energy from the radar signal.

Fig. 27-3, which relates the gas density dependency onaltitude, shows the effect of wavelength on at-.
tenuation.

27-2.1.1.1-.35 'Polarization

The elewtromagnetic wave comprises two sinusoidally varying field vectors, one electric Eg, the other
magnetic Ho. These vectors are at all times perpendicular to one another and to the direction of energy
propagation. The simplest case of polarization is that in which the electric field vector varies in
magnitude in a plane having some fixed orientation with respect to the direction of propagation. This
is shown in Fig. 27-4. Here the electric field vector E. is constrained to the rX-(vertical) plane, and the
wave is said to be vertically polarized. The plane of polarization could have any orientation. it may be

that the plane of orientation of the electric field voctor rotates in time. Naturally, the magnetic field
'vector H. rotates in order to maintain their perpendicularity.

Fig.. 27-5 illustrates a point in space, viewing the 7Z-plane along a direction of increasing X. If the
vector E, at this point rotates in the r2-plane in such a way that its magnitude describes an ellipse as

( shown, then the wave is said to be elliptically polarized. If Ex Er for all time, then the wave is cir-
cularly polarized.

27-9
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Figure 27-3. Attenuation Per Kilometer for Horizontal Propagation

27-2.1.1.2 Infrared Sensing

Electromagnetic waves lying in that region of the spectrum between 1-500X 10 MHz are classified
as infrared (it). Because the frequencies are in millions of megahertz, it is customary, for brevity, to
refer to the wavelength rather than the frequency. The unit in common usage is the micron, which is
onermillionth of a meter (10- hi). In this system, the ir region extends from 0.75 to 1,000 microns. The
ir region itself is further divided into three subregions:

1. The near ir (nit): 0.75 < nit < 1.2 microns
2. The intermediate ir (fir): 1.2 < fir < 7.0 microns C)

,3. The far ir (t'w): 7.0 < fir < 1,000 microns.
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A further subclass of the fir region is the 8 to 30 micron region, termed the long wavelength infrared
region (LWL). In recent years, many ir systems have been developed for operation in the LWL.

Qualitatively, the ir region lies between radio and the visible portions of the spectrum, with the fir
shading off into visible red and the nir just above the highest radar frequencies,

Infrared radiation is a consequence of molecular agitation in translation and rotation. All matter
consists of electrically charged particles. The movement of an orbital electron is equivalent to an elec-
trical current. These currents create the ir radiation. Molecular movement occurs in all matter at tem-
peratures above absolute zero. In fact, absolute zero is defined as the temperature at which such mo-
tion ceases. The origin of the Kelvin scale, at this point, is written 0 K which is equivalent to -2730 C
or -459' F. If one considers a plane surface of area 1 cm2 at absolute temperature T K, then the total
power' radiated into one hemisphere is given by the Stefan-Boltzmann Law

Ep =ea-,T (27-6)

where
Ep = total emissive power, W/ (cm'ohemisphere)
a, = the Stefan-Boltzmann constant = 5.7X10-W/(cm 2.K')
T = absolute temperature, K
e = total emissivity of the surface (unity for a black body), dimensionless.

The emissivity constant is unity for a perfect black body, or in other words, a body with emissivity 1
is defined to be a black body. For the long wavelength portion of the ir spectrum, most bodies except
metals can be considered black. A black body has the capacity to absorb totally all radiant energy fall-
ing on it. Any enclosure with constant temperature interiorwalls and a very small aperture can be con-
sidered a black body.

The Stefan-Boltzmanin Law gives the total emissive power, but does not reveal anything about the
frequency distribution of this power. This distribution is given by Planck's Radiation Law

S ( ) exp[cd(XT)I ". ,.W/(cm'.cm)* (27-7)

where
J(X) = the emissive power of unit area' in the wavelength interval r, W/(cm2.cm)*

¢i 3.7415 X 10- 1 Wcm2

c2 = 1.4388 cm.K
A = wavelength, cm
T = temperature, K.

This relationship is graphed in Fig. 27-6.
The total ernissivity is the integral of Eq. 27-7 for 0 < X < C for any temperature in the graphs; the

total emissivity is the total area under the curve, including that portion of the upper tails not shown in
the figure.

Refs.. 2 and 3 have a good introduction to these -relationships and cite the scientific literature for
further reference.

W*/crn of surface area per cm wavelength of the radiation . '

- t 27-12
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27-2.1.1.2.1 IR Detectors

TLe infrared part of the electromagnetic spect -um is important in military applications. This impor-
tance arises from the fact that these radiations produce heat when they fall, upon a materiai object.
Thus; the presence of infrared can be sensed di ýcly without resort to electronic receiving devices or
optical systems, although these classes of device i have been found to be extremely useful for enhance-
ment of ir detection, perception, and analysis. "he sidewindcr, a pit viper of the southwest American
desert, -ens-s ir sources directly with his snso of feel.

The h,. tn eye is insensitive to ir. However, n the 1930's, RCA developed an image tube that con-
verted ir radiation into visible light. This deve lopment made night visual surveillance possible, in-
cluding such military applications as the sni scope and battlefield surveillar.ce.

IR image forming systems generally obey the! same optical laws as do visual systems but, becauseC ithe wavelength differences are so great, there is considerable variation of the refractive index for most
co--mon optical materials. Ref. 3 contains extensive list of o a properties of ir-suitable
materials.
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A wide range of ir-sensitive devices has been used. There are two main categories, quantum detec-
tors and thermal detectors. In an idealized quantum detector, each incident ir photon which is ab-
sorbed produces one or more countable electrons in an external measuring circuit. Thermal detectors
measure some heat sensitive characteristic of the element-such as a change in electrical resistivity,
physical dimension changes, or voltage.

Thermal detectors, measuring energy, have a fairly flat frequency response curve. It is a character-
istic of radiation that the higher the frequency of radiation, the greater the energy of a photon. Since
the number of electron excitations which take' place depends on the energy of the absorbed photon, it
can be seen that quantum detectors would be most sensitive in the near'ir.

Quantum detectors can be classified as:
1. Photo emissive
2. Photo conductive
3. Photo voltair
4. Photo electromagnetic.

Thermal detectors are of the "ollowing types:'
1. Liquid thermometer
2. Golay cell
3. Calorimeter
4. Thermocouple
5. Thermopile
6. Bolometer.
Ref. 3 contains concise descriptions of these devices and their characteristics.
The two most commonly used modes of target detection by ir radiation can be classified as passive

and active. Characteristic radiation ir detection is the term used to describe the passive mode of
detecting emitied ir radiation which is. characteristic of the target. The active mode operates on the
principle that ir radiation is detected when a beam of ir is radiated by a special transmitter and then
reflected by the target. A third mode, semiactive, is not'generally used. it depends on the reflection of
ir energy from a source independent of both the sensor and target.

27-21.1.2.2 Effectiveness

IR systems offer one great advantage over radar in that they can operate completely passively-thus
not being susceptible to detection and countermeasures. Al3o, these passive ir systems are much sim-
plified by not requiring complex, expensive, and bulky transmitters. Coupling these advantages with
the fact that almost all physical objects are ir transmitters, we then see that the passive ir becomes a
most attractive military detection system.

Ref. 3 contains the following list of advantages and disadvantages of ir systems.
"A summary of the advantages of ir systems includes:
1. Small size- and light weight comparad to comparable active systems
2. Low cost compared to active systems
3. Capable of passive 'or active operation
4. Effective against targets camou.laged in the visible region of the optical spectrum
5. Day or night operation
"6. Greater angular accuracy than radar
8. Minimum requirement for aux'iary equipment..
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"The performance limitations of ir systems are imposed mostly by atmospheric conditions. Humid
atmosphere, fog, Pnd clouds present serious limitations. The problems can be briefly summarized as
follows:

Lack of all-weather capability (in, operation within the atmosphere)
2. Line-of-sight detection capability only
3. Requirements for cryogenic cooling during LWL operation."

27-2.1.1.3 Visual Sensing

The viF 'le portion of the electromagnetic spectrum lies between 0.38 and 0.72 micron. The human
eye interprets the long wavelength end of this window as red, which shades off to ir, and the short end
as violet, which runs into the ultraviolet., The eye-the retina, lens, and iris-is the ultimate' optical
sensor since it is the connection between the world of visible images and the brain.

There are several optical aids, which can be classified as image enhancing, image preserving, and
measuring devices. Image er-hancing devices run the gamut from spectacles through microscopes,
binoculars, to large astronomical reflecting telescopes. Irmage preserving devices are primarily photo;
graphic, although video tape and other technologies are also available. Typical measuring devices are
optical range finders, surveyor's transits, and diffraction screens. Ref. 4 provides an excellent survey of
optical principles.

27-2.1.1.4 Photography

Photography plays an extremely importan(. role in the employment and analysis of military systems.
The principles of image formation, magnification, resolution, etc.,, in photography are identical to
those in visual optics. There is one minor difference of principle, however, which is important in ap-
plication. The camera lens projects its image on a photographic film rather than on the retina of the
human eye. Two results follow:

1. Film sensitivity to radiations of various wavelength in and near the visual window can be varied
and controlled.

2. The image formed is fixed, i.e., it is preserved for later detailed analysis. It can be, further
processed- by enlargement and chemical enhancement.

By appropriate chemical formulation, and when used in conjunction with special filters, color film
can be made sensitive to portions of the electromagnetic spectrum which are not visible to the eye. The
region which has been found to be most useful is the ir. Thus, the film, sensitive to radiations invisible
to the eye, records these images by translating them into color image;; -.rhich are visible. The usefulness
of this lies in the fact that two dissimilar subjects which may reflect light equally in the visible spec-
trum may not do so in the ir spectrum. Thus, a truck, for example, may be virtually invisible to the'
naked eye if it is painted green and viewed from above against a green background of foliage. How-
ever, the pigment of the truck paint and the pigment (chlorophyll) of jungle vegetation may differ
greatly in ir reflectivity. Thus; on the ir color film, the two will produce strikingly different color in-
ages which are readily detectable to the eye.

Heat sources can be photographed using ir sensitive film, either black and white or color.
Many changes in the flora of an area which are not apparent to the unaided eye or conventional

color film are detectable using ir sensitive color film. This fact is finding widespread scientific and
military application., Fungi or' plant disease incursions-with potential commercial,' scientific,- or

,(m ilitary inference-are thus detectable in their earliest stages. See Ref. 5 for a good introduction to the \
uses of color aerial photography.
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. 27-2.1.2 Acoustic Sensing

.\%hereas electromagnetic waves may be transmitted through a vacuum, acoustic waves require an
elastic medium for their propagation. This difference, while essential, does not lead to analtic tech-

nr.-.es which differ. greariy. however. The same kind of relationships exists between freque ncy and
such parameters as beam width of a transmitting device (transducer), gain of a receiving array. reflec-
tion, and refrae tiorn One char-icteristic of electromagnetic waves totally absent from acoustic +%aves is
polarization. A.ctive acoustic devices-ones in which a sound signal is generated, transmitted, and an
echo received from a target-are not often found in military systems other than the SONAR (sound
navigation and ranging) used under water. Despite range and other limitations. sound ',aves are just
about the only energetic waves which can be transmitted for any distance through wi.r.

SPassiveacoustic or listening devices do have application in certain circumstances. Essentially, they
inv, ý'e a receiving transducer (microphone or hydrophone), an audio amplifier and some sort of
signal processor and display arrangement. The receiving transducer can be made highly sensitive and
directional so that unwanted off-axis noise can. be sharply limited while desired signals are received
unimpeded and amplified-

27-2.1.3 Chemical Sensing

Most substances at ordinary temperatures emit molecules, even if in the niost minute quantity. into
the air. The process is related to those of vaporization and sublimation. These molecules produce in
living creatures the sensation of smell and can often be used to identify their source uniquely. Obvious
military applications of this phenomenon exist and have been used since ancient times. The trained
sentry dog and bloodhound are the most common applications.

Recently modern tchnolo y has been brought to bes4r, and electrochemical devices such as "snif-

fers" have beei) constructed which detect human beings by their scent. Internal combustion engines
may be detected through emission of their exhaust products with great accuracy and sensitivity.

For the most part. scents are windborne, so the application of thes devices is somewhat circum-
scribed thereb)y. Nevertheless, the weapon system designer and analyst should be alert to their poten-
tialities as signatures.

27-3'" SEARCH AND RELATED DE'ECTION PROBABILITIES

27.3.1 INSTANTAINEOVS DETCTIMON

Search is the employment of defection devices or systems in an operational environment to discover
targets. Search theory'provides a variety, of principles or plans whi.h are suitable for detection of
targets in a numbers t.acical'smuatins. The analyit often will have some interest in chances of
detectinq targets' with sise of all types-including the unaided eye, binoculars, and the more so-
phisticated radars, etc.

For the weapon systems analyst, me of the more basic and important contributiors in the mid-
1950's are due to B. 0. Koopman (Pefs. 6 and 7) and Stone (Rd. 8). In Ref. 7, Koopman discusses the
geometric and kinematic factors involved in search-i.e., the positiono, motions, and contacts of ob-
wrvers and targets. Although probability models for detection o(targets are introduced in Refs. 6 and
7., they are developed nore fully in Re(.5, the latter rerence covering optimum procedures for the
problemn of search..

As presented in par. 11-9, two models o sensintg we•- cnsidered, depending on the nature of the
sensor: (I) one in which the sensing is characterized by a succession of glJres, as in the cae of echo
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ranging wherein each sweep or scan constitutes a distinct glimpse of the target, and (2) the other in-
volving continuous search or looking typified by visual search, for example. For the case of glimpses,
the chance P, of detecting a target at least once in n trials was given in Eq. 11-2 and Refs. 7 and 8 as

IS

PA 1 - f(I -g,) (27-8)

where g, = thance of target detection on ith trial or glimpse, and this reduces to

P. - (1 - -g I - exp(-ng) (27.9)

if the chances of detection on all trials are equal (g, = g), and g is sufficiently small.

The chance G. of not detecting a target in the first (n - 1) glimpses but detecting it on the nth

glimpse was given in Eq. 11.4 by the negative binomial (or here the geometric) distribution

I - g) Ig (27-10)

and the expected number E(n) of trials to a detection is, from Eq' 11-5.

E(n) = 11g. (27-11)

For continuous scanning, the instantaneous chance p(t) of detection in time t was determined to be

p(I) = I - exp(-I/8) (27-12)

where

0 - MID- mean tin.: to a detection.

We note that the glimpse or discontinuous model, Eq. 27-9, and that forcontinuous search, Eq. 27-
12, become equivalent for

,g it/ (271.3)

the expected number of detections (in time 0).
For the simple models-Eqs. 27-9, 27.10, and 27-11l-the parametersg and 0 depend on the detec-

tion equipment, target characteristics, and background terrain and flora, although they may be es-
timated experimentally for different sensors, field conditions, and tactical considerations. In par-
ticular, the mean time to detect 0of F-. 27-12-since it involves paranm.er estimation for the exponen-
tial ditribution-may be calculated advantageously from equations such as Eq. 21.83, which involve
either truncated or complete sample data. These simpler models, however, cannot possibly cover the
more complex situatiorm likely to be faced in the field, for, as we have seen, the SIN ratio given by Eq.
27.1 r-omes into importnnce,--4epending on the detection equipment, target characteristics, terrain
features, atmospheric conditions, background noise, etc.

In Ref. 7, Koopman devkeps some odthe basic theory on detection probabilities (primarily for naval
target search operations on the ocean surface) which are useful to the Arniy *eapon systems analyst.
Kot*niin consikmey parameters involved in target detection, including ir, particular the range to
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the target, the solid angle subtended by the target at that range, target reflectivity characteristics (in
the form of a constant of proportionality), target speed if applicable, type of sensor (glimpse or con-
tinuous), and effective search (or sweep) width and rate of the sensor. A tactical consideration of im-
portance is whether or not a target is detected during the time it is in a detectable state. If not, the
target may detect the sensor and hence uring fire upon the sensor unopposed.

Koopman (Ref. 7) shows that the chance p(R) of target detection depends substantially on the
lateral range RO to the target and, 'as a matter of fact, one may use the equation

p(R) = 1 - exp[-F(R)l (27-14)

where F(R) is the appropriate function of the lateral range R. The graph of p(R) versus R is called the
lateral range curve and expresses the distribution in the lateral range. Koopman calls the area W un-
der the lateral range curve the effective search or sweepwidth of the sensor.

For the case of intermittent glimpses, occurring T. units of time apart, Koopman assumes the
definite range law

p(O) = 0

when the lateral range R exceeds a limiting range R. and

p(R) =I

when the total length 2v/ '- R.' of the relative track during which the target is,within range R, of the
observer and farther away than VT., where V is the target speed. In this case, the lateral range curve is
simply a rectangular, or a uniform distribution, where p(R) = I for -R* • R < Rs, and p(R) = 0
otherwise.

However, the chance .of target detection within range R. is otherwise

o(R) 2VR-9 RI/(VT.) (27-15)

where we must have
-R,- V'T2 4 S R S V1R - V 2T/4 (27-16)

Personn e of the ARINC Research Corporation showed that for continuous search and an assump-
tion that t e pdf for detection with time is proportional to the target cross section divided by the range
squared, t en the chance of detection, given the maximum range of detection R., may be expressed as

F(RI *) - 1 - exp[-(K'/R) arctan (v'R". - 'R/R)j (27-17)

where
A' - 2A,/W,m b (27-18)
K. - arameter determined by experinent 6w the sensor, or by more fundamental theoretical

vestigation, d'mnmsionles 0
*Mhe lateral age R is the minimu 'dimance between the tarpt and the line &6% which the aensor mos.'

27.18
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A, = target cross-sectional area, m'
W = widt>i of path (sweep) searched by sensor, m.

Some typical lateral range curves for Eq. 27-17 as a function of the range R, where the maximum range
R,, is taken to be ?00 m, are shown in Fig. 27-7. We emphasize that Eq. 27-17 is for continuous looking
and an inverse square law relationship.

If the sensor is a radar and the detection probability-is a nondecreasing function of the S/N ratio,
then the intensity IR of the returned echo at the receiver is given by

AR = PGZ/[(41r)2 R4 ], W/m2 (27-19)

where

Pt = transmitted power, W

G = antenna gain, dimensionless
I = target size, m'
R = ranit,m.

For such'a radar, ARINC research personnel have-shown that the chance of target, detectit;n at range
R then becomes

P(R IRm) = I - exp{-[K"/(XR!)] [+R R/R, + (1/R)arctan (v/R. - PIP)])

(27-20)

PIRIRM, -2001 --I 1exp _-K .ar.a (--M -) /

Lateral Range Curve Inverse Square Law

0.6

0

Figure 27-7. Typial Laterl Range Curves
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where the coefficient KA-exprszed in cubic meters-depends on the radar, and may be determined

experimentally or perhaps from applicable theory. In the case of the S/N ratio depending on the in-
verse fourth power of range as in Eq. 27-1, the chance of target detection falls off very rapidly as com-
pared to the inverse square law.. The sharp differences are indicated in Fig. 27-8. In spite of such a
rapid drop for the inverse fouith power law, most radars-and air search radars in particular-can
operate at very high power with high gain antennas so that their detection capability is not so much
limited by this sort of range dependency as by the truncation imposed by the radar horizon.

The principles examined so far are adaptable to almost any kind of sensor, provided its dependency
on range is known, even approximately. Moreover, the analyst must frequently be satisfied with first
order approximations because more exact information is hardly ever available. The lateral range curve
may be viewed as an intermediate analytical, though perhaps not as an overall, measure of system
detection capability. The system with the "highest" lateral range curve would ordinarily be the one
selected, depending on perhaps other overpowering considerations.

The most comprehensive and authoritative current work on search theory is that of Stone (Ref. 8).

27-3.2 RANDOM SEARCH

Koopman (Ref. 7) also covers the case of random search in some area A of interest in combat. To
determine chances of detection, the following assumptions are made (Ref. 7):

1. The position of the target is assumed to be uniformly distributed in A.
2 The observer's path is random in A in the sense that it can bethought of as having its different

(not too near) portions placed independently of one another in A.

1.0.

=0.8

0

; 0.6 -

0 -Rl R, -

Figure 27-8. Comparison of Inverse Square and Inverse Fourth Law Lateral Range Curves
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3. On any portion of the path which is small relatively to the total length of path, but decidedly
larger than the range of possible detection, the observer always detects the target within the lateral
range W/2 on either side of the path and never beyond.

Now consider an effective searchwidth W and the total length of the observer's path (or distance of
the sensor) covered in area A. If the length L of the path of search is divided into n equal portions of
length L/n, then the chance that along all of L there will be no detections is

I -p = [1 - WL/(nA)]" (27-21)

and hence the probability of detection of the target is simply

p = I - [I -WL/(nA)]" I - exp(-WL/A) (27-22)

for n sufficiently large. Thus, we arrive again at the exponential type of piobability law, and the reader
may note the close similarity of Eq. 27-22 to the coverage functions of Chapter 20.

If the region swept out consists of a straight line, or a path with practically no bending, then the
total area swept is WL and the chance of the target being within this region is

p - WL/A. (27-23)

Fig. 27-9 indicates the relative dfference between Eqs. 27-23 and 27-21.
In case there is a target-observer relative speed v then the chance of detection in time I corresponding

to Eq. 27-22 becomes

p(t) = I - exp(-Wvt/A). (27-24),

(0.0 5'1
S. I -. - -"

e•,.• •,• /l• •" • /,I ' , p =I-exp (WA

* I
UA

LA L

Figure 27-9. Detection Probability as a Function of Search Effort
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For this case of "exponential-saturation", Koopman (Ref. 9) develops a theory for the optimum dis-
tribution of searching effort, and gives a very clever, useful, and rather simple graphical approach as
the solution. He assumes the probabilities of the target being in various positions are known with suf-
ficient accuracy for the particular case where the target searched for is a point on a line (the x-axis or
range R, say). Then he plots the natural logarithm of the chance of detection as a function of the range
and draws a horizontal line, keeping it always parallel to the x- or R-axis until the area above the line
and under the curve has a valve equal to the total available searching effort. Then, finally, the search
should be made along the ground only for those intervals above which the drawn curve (natural
logarithm of detection probability) has peaks above the effort line.

F. 1. Hill (Ref. 10) shows that for objects on the terrain the probability of detection within time I of a
target of presented area A lying on the terrain is determined by the area rate of search rA(,e, of the area
of uncertainty A. where rAbe, is the visual rate of search for the target under background b at lighting
level t. In fact, the chance of detection is expressed as

p(t) = I - exp[-rA(,tet/A,,. (27-25)

Hill. also indicates that the search rate rA(aq) can be scaled directly with the presented area of the
target-i.e., for constant background and lighting and target areas A, and A2-then

rT=(AI/Al). (27-26)

For n observers, then it is easy to see that the chance of detection in time t becomes.

pt) = I - exp[-nrA(bet/AI,, (27-27)

as the rate of search is effectively increased from rAtae) to nrA(ae). In his Table 2, Hill (Ref. 10). gives some
search rates for the unaided eye (field of view of 62 deg) and 7X50 binoculars (field of view of 7.23 deg)
when searching for trucks, jeeps, and man. He also gives search rates from a tank for these targets.

EXAMPLE 26-1:
Suppose an observer with binoculars- is searching from a tank for a truck of presented area 160 ft' in

moonlight. Then for an area of uncertainty of 4900 Mi, what is the chance of detection of the truck in'
5 s?

We have A. = 4900 m2, t 1 5 s, and rA• ,- 1805 m'/s, the latter figure being taken from Hill's
Table, 2, Ref. 10.

Hence,

p(t) -p(5) = 1 - exp[-1805(5)/49001 " 0.52S

Larsken (Ref. 11) studied the impact of mine warfare on combat mobility, and converted Hill's Eq.
27-27 to the chance of tanks on the move detecting surface-laid mines. He indicated that the chance of
detecting mines from n tanks is approximately

p(d) 1- exp[-430nA/(WV)J (27-28)

27-22
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where
n = number tanks searching for mines

A = mined area, m2

W = width of path searched, m
V = tank speed, m/s

430 = coefficient in units of reciprodal seconds.
Larsken also discusses a comparison of the theory with experiments in Ref. 1 I.

27-3.3 SOME RELATED INVESTIGATIONS OF SEARCH THEORY

Danskin (Refs. 12 and 13) discusses the theory of reconnaissance and search from the standpoint of
information theory or the objective of information gain.

Dobbie (Ref. 14) gives a very useful survey of topics in search theory until 1968, and Pollack (Ref.
15) deals with the problem of search detection and subsequent action, and discusses interface prob-
lems. Pollack indicates that one should consider the probability of false alarms while searching. If, for
example, r is the average time wasted for each false alarm, and the false alarm rate while searching isf
(the average number of false alarms per unit of time), then W (the sweepwidth of Eq. 27-24) should be,
replaced by W', i.e.,

W, = W/(1 + fr). (27-29)

An excellent set of references for further study is also given by Dobbie (Ref. 14) and Pollack (Ref. 15).
Dobbie extends the theory of search problems with false contacts in Ref. 16.

Mela (Ref. 17) points out that information theory and search theory should be regarded as special
cases of the more general theory of statistical decisions and gives examples to back his point.

27-4 SEARCH STRATEGIES

A very important area of investigation in search considerations and related theory is related to op-
timal strategies of search in order to detect targets. This problem was mentioned briefly in par. 27-3.2
in connection with the contributions of Koopman (Ref. 9).

An observer often is interested in determining which of several regions should be searched for the
problem of target detection. Blackwell and Ross (Ref. 18) have considered the problem of an object
hidden in one of m boxes and how best to search for it. For our application here, we might consider
dividing the terrain into some m regions in which we are requiredto locate a target. If the coit '(or the
effort expended) of searching region I is equivalent to ci dollars, and the chance of finding the target is
a, if it is in region i, then for prior probabilities ps that a target is hidden in region i the optimal strategy
is' to search Only in that region which has the largest ratio

alpb/cg. , (27-30)

Of course, the quantities, a,, p,, and cg, must be estimated with whatever information may be available.
Based on Bayes theorem, one may often have to take the p, as being equal.

One begins to see that in the various strategies for searching it is likely that he must get involvedC rather deeply with subjective probabilities! (See' Stone, Ref. 8.)
Cameron and Narayanamurthy (Ref. 19) studied efficient policies for a search in which it is desired

to locate a' point in an interval with uniform a priori probability density by repeated application of a test
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to determine whether the point lies to the left or right of the "test" point with different associated costs
or efforts. To illustrate; consider that in one direction (on a line) we are interested in a search in an in-
terval of length x,, and desire to search the interval at test points until the last search or test poir: ,s
within one unit of the "target" point. Suppose further that the "right" and "left" are des-, :;.ted so
that the cost of testing, (or the effort expended) is 1 if the target point lies to the left an6 ":-e cost of
testing is k > I if it is to the right. Then Cameron and Narayanamurthy show thata s'' 1 -,:Jtimal policy
is to test at the point that divides the interval x6 in the ratio

r = a/(l - a) (27-31)

where a is determined from

a*+a = 1. (27-32)

For iteration, the reader should consult Ref. 19 for moie details, and also the optimum search method,
although on some practical grounds Eq. 27-31 might be adequate.

Pollack (Ref. 20) develops a model for the search of a moving target that moves between two regions
in a Markovian fashion, i.e., involves conditional transition probabilities from one region to the other.
Discrete amounts of search effort or "looking" may be allocated to one of the two regions at a t'me.
Pollack uses a dynamic programming technique to develop equations that characterize the minimum
expected number of looks to detect the target. and the maximum probability of detecting the target
with a given number of looks. Schweitzer (Ref. 21) also studied this same problem of minimum-search
policy. In Ref.M21, Schweitzer prcsents a fairly simple recursive procedure for calculating the
"threshold" probability which is used to determine which region to search next. Again, one gets rather
involved in subjective probabilities, and any information indicating chances concerning -the where-
abouts of the target may be very important and useful in such problems.

Tognetti (Ref. 22) discusses the concept of "whereabouts search" and indicates that the best
strategies for target "detection search" on one hand and "whereabouts search" on the other are not
the same. In "detection search", one wishes to maximize the chance of detecting the target using a
search strategy which has a limited cost, budget, or effort. For a "whereabouts search", however, the
primary objective is -to maximize the probability of correctly stating which region the target is in after
conducting a search of a given cost or effort-and usually having been unsuccessful in finding the
target. The "Whereabouts search" is more of a reconnaissance type mission, so to speak. In Ref. 22,
Tognetti discusses optimal strategies for a "whereabouts search". Kadane (Ref. 23) generalizes the
work of Tognetti and shows that, once some box (region) has been chosen to be guessed, the optimal
"whereabouts search" iS an optimal detection search involving all the other regions.

Finally, for our account of search strategies here, we return to the case of the continuous, sweeping
type of search of an area. Instead of the assumption of a fixed width of path (sweep) searched by a sen-
sor, Richardson and Belkin (Ref. 24) in a paper on "Optimal Search With Uncertain Sweep Width"
allow for the treatment of path (sweep) width as a random variable. They indicate in this connection
that path widths for target sensors are always subject to testing errors and the conditions of search
may lead to randomly varying path widths. This leads to their assumption of a gamma prior path-
width distribution. In other words, the path-width distribution is assumed to follow a gamma proba-
bility density function g

g(W,a ,) - Wr-ieap(e-aW)1r(r) (27-33)

,.I 27-24
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where
W = width of path (sweep) searched by sensor
a = scale parameter reciprocal
v = shape parameter.

The mean of the distribution is

E(W) = v/a (27-34)

and the variance is

Var(W) = v/a 2. (27-35)

Hence, we note that if we have an estimate of the mean path width and its variance, we can fit the two-
parameter gamma density, Eq. 27-33. If we further assume that the target is likely to be uniformly dis-
tributed in the area A, then Richardson and Belkin (Ref. 24) show that the optimal (maximum prob,
ability of detection) search procedure m* is to allocate the total search effort such that the track length
per unit area over the region searched is

m* = ut/A (27-36)

where

u = the constant search speed
t time allowed for the search

A = area of interest in which the target is located.
In this case of optimal searching the (maximum) chance p(t) of detecting the target in time t is shown
to be

p(t) = 1 - [1 + ut/(aA)]-" (27-37)

1 I - exp[-vut/(aA)]

for suitably large areas A.
The expected time E(t) to detect the target for the uniform prior distribution (Ref. 24) turns out to

bc

E(t) = aA/[u(,v - )] , v>I (27-38)

but is infinite if 0 < v :5 1.
Richardson and Belkin (Ref. 24) also cover the case of the target location following a bivariate nor-

mal probability distribution, which is more complex. They also compare their optimal search plans
with Koopman's (Ref. 9). Belkin (Ref., 25) extends further the research of Richardson and Belkin (Ref.
24) onthe gamma sear. i plans.

Stone's book (Ref. 8) is recommended as the best available overall current reference. -

27-25 A
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27-5 OTHER APPLICATIONS OF SEARCH STRATEGIES

The reader should realize that the use of optimum search strategies is not limited to target detection
problems. In fact, there. are many other Army applications, and one, for example, has to do with
locating faults or the causes of failure in a complex system (Refs. 26 and 27).

27-6 ESTIMATION OF TARGET POPULATION DENSITY
We round out this chapter with an important and useful statistical estimation procedure ,for deter-

mining the total number of target elements, or their density given an area of occupation, along with a
technique for estimating the chance of seeing a target element.

Let
p = the unknown chance of seeing or detecting a target element
n = the unknown number of target elements present.

Now from a series of trials on several occasions, or with several sensors, we calculate the mean number
F of elements detected and the variance s2 of the number of elements seen. The resulting data are
binomially distributed if p and n are fairly constant from trial to trial. Hence, the true average number
,u of target elements detected per trial is approximately equal to the total number of elements in the
target multiplied by the (unknown) chance of detecting an element, i.e.,

= np. (27-39)

Furthermore, for the binomial distribution we have that the true variance is

a2 =npq (27-40)

where
q I - p chance of not seeing an element.

Now clearly R is an estimate of u, and s2 is an estimate of 0,11 But we note that

a'l/ npq/('np) = q. (27-41)

Thus q the chance of not seeing a target element may be estimated from

S = s=/(27-42)

and p, the chance of detecting an element, from

s= I -- = I - s/.. (27-43)

Finally, to estimate the total number of target elements n, we may use Eq. 27-39 or Eq. 27-40, i.e., from
Eq. 27-40 we see that for the estimate of n we have ,

S= i). (27-44)

A For general probability calculations, the normal approximation to the binomial distribution may be (

used satisfactorily here-see almost any standard textbook on statistics.
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, 27-7 SUMMARY

We have covered some of the important physical phenomena applicable to target detection sensors
for Army applications. Also, we have introduced some of the analytical techniques which aid in
calculating chances of target detection for various situations, and have covered some of the basic, type
strategies for searching regions-in which targets may be located. The interested analyst should consult
the references and bibliography for further information on search and detection.

Due to security classification, we have not covered the characteristics and detection capabilities of
particular Army sensors. Nevertheless, the analyst responsible for any given applications naturally will
have the required clearance for pertinent classified data he will use in his evaluations.
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CHAPTER 28

INTRODUCTION TO COMBAT THEORY AND ITS APPLICATIONS-
HOMOGENEOUS FORCES
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28-0 LIST OF SYMBOLS

4• ....�'*f.f trrt wt MAnn. Ref 24 Tr Fable 2-;

.40 tai srr~i t t upied by~ Red force% or querrdlas
.f-•41r JrV Irex ( upied by one em•etr of the Red ffur(e

.,p %,A , D.-t'Cr Atie ared tt 41i tb. Red forces in the tatile

.4, % - n.1 rwrat,'e area 01 (A* mrrember of the Red force

H it, r ntrn•'rt of Blue co",btantis., kev elements. or weapon svskmi., etc . at an-

t.me : &iter -he start of the batle
AB % snull t.(inqe in Blue numbers

i 8,R - %ta•ae' d ft Blues and k Redt

8. -tlse ftwt e %sie at the end of the batikt
S, " .But.- at iit, tnime itterval

H. - h , auinatl se of Blue frry'at the start ofa baitle

8*. Re -= ,•.ttie r utf(4 t.xnts for Blue and Red.•epectively

B' - &elrltalsve of Niue with rtspect to t~im

C- t (eWfK sm 'wee Mann. Ref 24'orTable 284)
C, - ,,•,anh - R. 20•/ 8 (Eq4 28.107)

C, ueu D(2$-) j1-40 (Eq.,211. 114)

F BR. t) funtwn of•tle numberof Blues and Reds. and the timwt
iCi) - furwt oo att~ne

F1 rat, of oetroop replacr.nent forthe U S,

F(I.) c cumulative distribution function at mmion time i.

f) # dloftaae
1;1 , null hypothesis
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"A= alternative h~puothes:
4(1 zj Karl Pearson's inf(omplete beta funfttion rEq. 28-82)

A, V= .,/p = aconstant :Eq. 2S-l06;
A, = 2di'.lp a a constant iEq 28-113)

= (onstant -l, or. l

P! H.R c•fhance of Blue winning the battle over Red
1 - P B.R= chance of Red winning the battle over Blue

ps =chance that first casualty after time t occurs for Blue
t hance of Blue losing an individual engagement

p. =single-shot kill probability

pxi' average kill probabilitm per shot for A Red weapon against Blue
= chance that first casualtv after time i occurs for Red

P, (hl chance of Redhitting Blue
,,)Ik I h = chance of Red kilhng Blue given a hit

pp, = cAnce of Red losing an individual engagement
R = Rt) -, number of Red combatants, key elements, or weapon systems, etc.. at any

time I
I? = small change in Red numbers

R. = Red force size at the end of the battle
R, = Reds at th time interval
R. R^, initial sue of Red force at the start of a battle

P number of kilis tor truntated sample
"a = rate of fire of a dlue weapon

= rate of fire of a Red weapon

I - time of b3ttle

V -, mall chang in tnie
Is - time at whKh Blue forte is annihilated
t, - ith timne interval

tA, r=missiontlI m

- time at which Red force is annihiLated
a - 8IR - force rato of Blue to Red

S- Z.4,In : for Blue - estimate of 1/$' * (Table 28-8)
a - shape parameter for the Wesb4U1 distribution

a - A*'pA/(X4AL, oralternatn•ely a shape paramet

I/& - Z(.ln:, fr Blue -estimiaeofIebullparameter1/a(Table2&-8)

a, - PC/2 , aconstam (Eq 23- 108)
-g oAll/2 'aconstant (Eq: 28-115)

attrit ion or kill rate of Blue force by a forces
- Wabul• scale parameter

OR* - fightinigpo per of Red (Linear Law)
O.' - fiqghtini powf( Red (wqure Law)

OilS. R. B5 - functin of time. Red and Blue forkme
O/(S +j) - chance ofa Blue kill or ok

I/0 " Red an-tamre to kill a Blue
1/0 eminmae n/D

28-2
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" Ty-pe I error, or thance of rejecting H. when true
6 = shape parameter for the Weibull distribution

1/6 = Z(.ln., for Red = estimr-e of %'eibull parameter 1/6 Table 28-8)
q = lower -f probability level of the standard normal distribution

il-, = upper • probability level of the standard normal distribution
* = l/8or 1/p
S= estimate of 9

0. = mean time to kill when H. is true
0,, = mean time to kill when H, is true

S= SR./(p&) = ratio of fighting power of Red to Blue
= t- - 1/tp-l) -parameter used in Eq. 28-139

(not to be contused with exponential distribution parameter).
I/A'. I/A = means of exponential distributed time interval

it= (.10,) * = parameter used in Eq. 2&-139
r = Type II error, or chance of aceptirg H. when HA is true
p attrition or kill rate of Red forces by Blue forces

1/p - Blue mean time to kill a Red
p Weibull scale parameter also

1/0 = estimate of I/p
p& - fighting power of Blue (linear Law'
pB.- righting power of Blue (square Law)
p/'d= attrition ratio

P/( + P) - chanceofa Red killor loss
a= th percentage point of the chi-square distribution. (Tis a is not to be confused
with the shape parameter a. xe.. - 95% point ofchi-square. for example.)

X"(2r) - chi-square with 2. degrees of freedomi
rnmh - hyperbolic cosine
sinh - hyperbolic sine
tanh - hyperbolic tangent

29-1 HISTORICAL IACKGROUND AND INTRODUCTION
An interesting historical sketch of the work of Lanchester on combat theory is given by Newman

(Ref. 0) in the Wvw of MAamises, which we quote here. "Frederick William Lanc hester was a very
brilliant Englishman who died m 1948 at the age of 78. Although Lanc.hester was basically an
engineer, he was intervsted in economic and industrial problems, the theory of relati vity, aer un.
ics. Fucal poliies. and military strategy. 7--anchester made a briliant analysis of the inherent stability
of model airplanes in 1897.,ko" bek - there were real airplanes. His work was a litth like a treatise on
the dynamics of the automobiW -iefore any automobile existed. The Physical &iety of London
declined to print his paper, I-.z some thirty years later Lanchester was awarded a go d medal for it by
the Royal, Aeronautical F"xiety. LaUnchester was als one of the foremost pioneers the automobile
d&sign, and he built ,n expet mental engine in 1895 -probably the first to be made in England. The
Lanchester automobile was put L,•o production in I WO. It was an outstanding vehicle of the vintage
period, incorporating then many unorthodox and advanxed features.

Lanchester was one of the first to recogwze the eent to which aircraft would a the character of
warfare. kwasthefirst toonsidetmatter quantitatively anid set dow his conc hsosin his book

28S.3 iii. •
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[Ref. 21, AZrcraft in Warfare. The Dawn of the-Fourth Arm, which consisted mainly of a series of articles
which appeared in the British journal Engineering during 1914. Lanchester was (onvinced that most
of the important operations hitherto entrusted to land armies could be executed -as bell or better by a
squad or fleet of aeronautical machines. If this should prove to be true, the number of fl'ving machines
eventually to be utilized by any of the great military powers will be counted not by hundreds but by
thousands, and possibly by tens of thousands, and the issue of any great battle will be definitely deter-
mined by the efficiency of the aeronautical forces.'

Lanchester's analysis of the use of aircraft in warfare led him to be one of the first to apply
mathematical modeling to land warfare. Moreover, it was Lanchester who showed analytically the im-
portance of the concentration of firepower in battle to achieve victory. To prove his point, Lanchester
found it necessary to make a mathematical analysis of the relation of opposing forces in hattie. Under
what circumstances can a smaller army (or naval fleet) defeat a larger one' Can a mathematical

measure be assigned to concentrations of firepower and, if so, can equations in which such measures
appear be set up to describe what happens and what may be expected to happen in military engage-
ments? These were among the questions he considered and for which he- devised the elegant
Pythagorean equation later described. His so-called "nosquare law" of the relative' fighting strength of

two armies is simple, but its implications are not. Scientists engaged in operations research have done
a considerable amount of mathematical work to draw some of the consequences from Lanchester's

equations. However. his equations are not ý-ecognizable in many of these later formidable elaborations.
But then today's theories have beome so elaborate that Mars himself would not recognize them and it
was inevitable that mathematicians would have to advance from the basic theor-. As indicated, much

of our discussion here has been based on Newman's article (Ref. I1 on Landhester in the l$'World of

In Lanchester's mathematical theory of combat, it is evident in reading his papers that his primary
interest related to the importance a concentration of forces in winning battles. As sone background
for studying the importanre of concentration, we quote Lanchester (Ref. 2'.

"... In olden times, when weapon directly answered weapon. the act of defense was positive and
dir"ct, the blow of sword or batile-axe was parried by sword and-shield; under modern conditions gun
answers gun, the defence from rifle-fire is rifle-fire, and the defene from artillery is artillery. But the
defence of modem arms is indirect: tersely, the enemy is prevented from killing you.by your killing him
first, and the fighting is essentially collective... Under the old conditions it was not possible by any
strategic plan or tactical maneuver to bring other than approximately equal numbers of men into the
actual righting line; oneman would ordinarily find himself opposed to one man. Even were a General
to concintrate twice the number or men on any given portion ofthe field to that of the enemy, the num;
ber of men actually wielding their weapons at any given instant (so long as the fighting line was un-
broken), was roughly speaking the same on ooth d•es".

Thau, the situation here is that the assumption is made that man fights man in an enga'gement and
then the winner goes on to right another of the opposite side. hie outcome of the individual combat de-
pends on the skill of one indivd versus the one he rights in a single engagement; furthermore, on an
overall basis each side has an effective average attrition rate against the other. T"here is no concentra-
tion of a relatively lare number of individuals on one side versus a much smaller number on the
other-the principle of concentration of fot-e "-.s not in effect-and the fighting line remains unbroken,
so to speak. This type assumptio leadis us to the "Linear Law".

'. &7
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28-2 LANCHESTER'S FIRST LINEAR LAW (DIRECT, AIMED FIRE)

In this case. Blue fights Red in individual combats or single man-vs-man or Neapon-vs-wcapon type
engagements, and the attrition rate for each side averages out to a constant figure. We have here the
"Horatio-at-th:-Bridge" analogy, or "Three Musketeers" taking on a larger size enemy but in in-

dividual engagements, one at a time (for example, fighting on a rarrow-bridge or on stairs or in a
hallway, etc.). For Lanchester's first linear law we define the following parameters:

B = B(1) = the number of Blue troops. or weapoi.s, or systems, i.e., the size of the Blue force
at any time,

R = Rt = the number of Red troops, or weapons, or systems, i.e.. the size of Red force at.
any time I

Bo = R,(O) = initial size-of the Blue force, i.e., number of Blue combatants (or weapons) at time
6--0

R. = R(O) = initial size of the Red force, i.e., the number of Red combatants (weapon systems)
at time 1 = 0

= the constant rate at which Blue forces are attrited by Red, or the number of Blue forces
lost per unit of time.

By way of further explanation, 0 is Red's kill rate against Blue forces. In accordance with Chapter
17 on duels, for example. j may be taken-as the product

= pX(h,.pj(k 1h)'ri (28-1)

where

pnth) -= chance of Red hitting Blue

Pja(k ]h = chance of Red killing Blue given a hit
P& = rate of fire of Red weapons.

The quantity 1/$ is Red's mean time to kill Blue, and hence may he estimated from the mean kill times
of Blue in a simulation or war game.

Finally, we define
p the co.stant rate at which 'Red forces are attrited by Blue.

We note that the kill or attrition rates, B and p, do not change for any engagement of one Blue versus
one Red at a time during the battle.

Then with these definitions, ,Lanchester's first Linear Law may be written as

d8
t - t, t,p 2 0, ,Be H and Re al R (28-2)

and

dR
t -. (28-3)

In this case, the solution of the equations is very simple and we may integrate directly to fir.d

Be 8 - or Ba - DI - ,(28.4)

28-5
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Ro - R pt or R= R - pt (28-5)

for any time t.
These equations are used primarily to describe the "homogeneous" case of very similar weapons on

a side.
We also call attention to the fact that a solution independent of the time t can easily be found, either

by eliminating t in Eqs. 28-4 and 28-5, or obtaining a solution in B and R by taking the ratio of Eq. 28-
2 to Eq. 28-3. Thus, it is easily seen that

dBd = O/p leads to pdB 6= dR (28-6)

and

p(B + C) = (R + C,). (28-7)

But when t 0, we have

p(B, + CQ) = O(R0 + C) (28-8)

and upon subtracting Eq. 28-7 from Eq. 28-8, we have finally that,

p(Bo - B) = O(Ro - R) always. (28-9)

Eq. 28-9 is known as the "state" equation.
If we put

u B/R (28-10)

which is the force ratio of Blues to Reds at any time t, then the "force ratio" equation is easily seen
from Eqs. 28-4 and 28-5 to be

u - .(B, - it)/(Ro - p1) (28-11)

or the rate of change of the force ratio v is

dm
-(pO. - OR.)/(R. - p1)'. (28-12)

The civaatity #0#, which is equal to the attrition rate of Red forces multiplied by the initial number
of glues, h been rd-erred to as the "fighting power", or total (initial) killing power of Blue. In a like
manner VA. is the fighting or killing power of Red. When the iniial righting power of Blue is greater
than tht o" Re.d, we have

#Bo > aR or p - OR > 0 (28-13)

" - ;
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which implies that

pB > #•1 always (28-14)

and hence that Blue wins. In this case, when Red has lost all its troops, we have---e.g., from Eq. 28-9-
that the remaining number of Blues B. is

B = B. = (pBo - #Ro)/p. (28-15)

On the other hand, if

#Ro > pBo or j6o - pBo > 0 (28-16)

then Red has the fighting power advantage and wins with

R =R = (#Ro '- pBo)/a (28-17)

combatants (weapons) remaining.
Finally, if pBo = OR., then we have parity and annihilation occurs for both sides! So, why even

fight?
Lanchester referred to the Linear Law as "ancient conditions", indicating that if concentration of

forces cannot be effected, then the battle consists of only man-vs-man engagements, the fighting line
remains unbroken, encirclement does not occur, etc. In fact, such might well be the case in' some situa-
tions of battle. For the Linear Law and the case of equal attrition coefficients, Lanchester gave the
fnllowing example, and we quote him (Ref. 2).

"Taking first, the ancient conditions where man is opposed to man, then, assuming the combatants
to be of equal fighting value, and other conditions equal, clearly, on an average, as many of the 'duels'
that go to' make up the whole fight will go one way as the other, and there will be about equal numbers
killed of the forces engaged; so that if 1,000 men meet 1,000 men, it is of little or no importance
whether a 'Blue' force of 1,000 men meets a 'Red' force of 1,000 men in a single pitched battle, or
whether the whole 'Blue' force concentrates on 500 of the 'Red' force, and, having annihilated them,
tu'ns its attention to the other h Alf; there will, presumiing the 'Reds' stand their ground to the last, be
half the 'Blue' force wiped out ,n the annihilation of the 'Red' force in the first battle, and the second
battle will start on terms of equality-i.e., 500 'Blue' against 500 'Red'."

Nevertheless, we will see later that the principle of concentration, where attrition is not constant and
depends on the number of opposing forcer, will indeed lead to more startling results.

To determine how long such a battle' lasts, we simply need to determine the time at which either side
is annihilated. If Blue wins, i.e., Eq. 28-15 holds, then the battle lasts

e-Rg'p (28-18)

units of time. If Eq. 28-17 holds, and hence Red wins, then

I-t B*f '(28-1-9)

as would be expected. ,

28-7
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EXAMPLE 28-1:
Twelve Blue riflemen engage 12 Red riflemen, and terrain features are such that the battle consists

of one-vs-one "duels". Blue's kill rate averages one. Red every 10 min, and Red with poorer rifles and
less marksmanship, has a kill rate equal to one Blue lost per 15 min. Who wins? How many remain
when one. side is annihilated, and how long does the battle last? When is the winner's force twice the
size of the loser's force?

We have:

Bo = i2
RB = 12

= 0.067 Blue kill/min

p = 0.1 Red kill/rain.
Hence,

Bop = (12)(0.1) = 1.2 and R0f = (12)(0.067)= 0.8.

Thus, from Eq. 28-13 Blue wins and from Eq. 28-15, we have

B. = (1.2 - 0.8)/(0.1) = 4

Blues remaining when Red is annihilated.
The battle lasts, using Eq. 28-18,

R,/p = 12/0.1 = 120rmin.

The time at which Blue has twice as many combatants as Red is found by solving Eq. 28-11 for t
when u = 2, and is

t = 90rmin.

As a summary for Lanchester's (first) Linear Law, we note that two-sided conflict is involved, that
kill rates and numbers of weapons on both sides are accounted for, but that the outcome is completely
deterministic. 'Chance does not really enter into battle procedures or results a j in the case of stochastic
duels (Chapter 17), but nevertheless application of the Linear Law brings forth the concept of
"fighting power." or battle capability,' and hence the principles studied may be informative.

The chance of a Blue loss or kill may be taken as

'Pr(Blue loss) AO/( + P) (28.20)

and that for a Red as

Pr(Red loss) - p/(0 + p) (28-21)

,.xcept for near end conditions.

28).
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28-3 LANCHESTER'S (SECOND) LINEAR LAW FOR AREA FIRE
(INVISIBLE FIRING)

The relation between B = B(t) and R = R(t) for the (first) Linear Law actually applies to a much
more complex situation thar 'the constant attrition coefficient case for direct fire. For example, con-
sider longer range, unaimed fire, concentrated in an area known to be occupied by combatants with
the size of that a, ea taken to be rather independent of the numerical value of the force. Thus, the attri-
tion rate for Blue will be proportional to R, the number of Red units firing at Blue; but the Blue losses
will vary also with density of Blue troops which is proportional to B(t), the number of Blue troops oc-
cupying its zone at any time. Thus, the same considerations also apply for Red, and we have

dB
O-RB (28-22)

dR
= -pBR. (28-23)

Since dB/dR still equals ft/p as in Eq. 28-6, the same solution (Eq. 28-9) foe the first Linear Law still
holds with the more complex models of Eqs. 28-22 and 28-23. Furthermore, if the right-hand sides of
Eqs. 28-22 and 28-23 were even some common complex function, F(B,R, 1), aside from the ce:.-.:tants
and p, the linear solution would still hold as in Eq. 28-9.

The solutions for the number of Blue forces, B = BQ) and th& number of Red forces R(t) as a func-
tion of time, however,, are much more complex than in Eqs. 28-4 and 28-5. In fact, for the area fire
model, we have

B .-Bo(, - l)exp[-pBo(x -1)t (28-24)

exp[-pBo(x - 1)1l - x

and

R =-(_. )for any time t (28-25)R= exp[-poB.(x - 1)t] - '

where

a - R./ (pB.) (28-26)

is 'the ratio of initial fighting power of Red to Blue.
Note here that in terms of the time solutions given in Eqs. 28-2%- and 28.25 we have that the Blue to

Red force ratio at any time t is

B B.
- R. exp(-pB.(s- l)11 (28-27)

so that Blue wins when R./,B.) < 1, or Blue has the greater fighting power. On the other hand.

.. . Red wins when it > 1, or Red has the greater fighting power.

28-9
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For parity, BIR = B./R0  #/p, which states that although the number of Blues and Reds'vary
throughout the battle, their ratio remains constant during the battle for this area fire model as before
for direct fire.

Thus, with the two Lanchester "linear" type laws, we have one for "direct" fire or one vs one duels,
and the other for area fire which more or less applies to artillery, for example.

EXAMPLE 28-2:
Blue and Red engage in- an artillery exchange with 18 Blue artillery pieces firing into an area oc-

cupied by 18 Red artillery pieces which return counter battery fire. Blue's kill rate of Red artillery
pieces put out of action is p = 0.008 per min and Red's corresponding kill rate of Blues is O 0.01 per
min. Who wins, and how many Red artillery pieces remain -to fight after 30 min?

We have

Bo-= R0= 18
= 0.01

p -0.008
so that by Eq. 28.26

S= #Ro/(pBo)= 1.23

and Red wins.
From Eq. 28-25, we find R = 4.94, i.e., Red has 5 artillery weapons left. (Blue by Eq. 28-24 has only

1.68 weapons left.)

28-4 LANCHESTER'S SQUARE LAW

28-4.1 PRELIMINARIES

As contrasted to the Linear Law, Lanche ter's Square Law seemed to fit "modern" fighting condi-
tions better, and so said Lanchester (Ref. 2):

"With- modern long-range weapons--f .arms, in brief-the, concentration of superior numbers
gives an immediate superiority in the active combatant ranks, and the numerically inferior force finds
itself under a far heavier fire, man for man, t an it is able to return. The importance of this difference is
greater than might casually be supposed, a, I, since it contains the kernel of the whole question, it will
be examined in detail."'

Lanchester did indeed examine this type of question in much detail.
For this kind of warfare, Lanchester said, "Each man will in a given time score, on an average, a cer-

tain number of hits that are effective;-co ently, the number of men knocked out per unit time will
be directly proportional to the numerical st ngth of the opposing force." (Ref. 2). Hence the idea of
the "Square" law.

In the Linear Law assumption, each of two rates of attrition was a constant due to indiv~dual
fighting individual always. Now, however, a ommander may throw a large force against a smaller-or
against a weak part of the battle. line-and trate, as it were, so that the attrition rate depends di-
rectly on the opposing numbers involved in battle at that timre. In view of this, and for the "Square
Law", we now have (compare with Eqs. 2 and 28-3)

d
- - -OR, =,pt 0 (28-28)

28-10 .
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and

dR
'di -pB, B Bo, R < Ro. (28-29)

The solution of these differential equations for the Square Law is still relatively simple since the
variables are separable. In fact, using Eqs. 28-28 and 28-29, we see that

pBdB = #RdR (28-30)

which on integration leads to

(p/2)(B2 + C1) = (8/2)(R2 + C2). (28-31)

But at time 1 0, R R. and B= Bo, so that

(p/2)(Bg + C1) = (0/2)(Ro.+ C2) (28$32)

and upon subtracting Eq. 28-31 from Eq. 28-32, we get

p(Bo - 82)= - R2) (28-33)

as Lanchester's Square Law (compare with. Eq. 28-9).
The initial so-called "fighting powers" of Blue and Red now depend on the squares of the numbers of

Blue and Red forces. The fighting power of Blue is now pB2o and that of Red is #RL', which represents
quite a gain over the linear laws. If pB. > 4Ro, so that Blue has the advantage, then for some terminal
.B,, we have

p(Bo- B.) =OR (28-34)

and the residual Blue force as a result of the battle is obtained from

BX Bo - (Olp)Ro (28-35)

when Blue wins (compare with Eq. 28-15).
Likewise, if pB < #Re, then Red has the advantage and

pB: = O(R: - R.) (28-36)

so that (compare with Eq. 28-17)

Rol =R- (p/O)B:. (28-37)

When pB9 = OR@, then wt, tiave parity and

PB - OR2 always. .(28-38)

28-i1
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Then BVP = - RV," where we must take the + sign since B, R, 3,. and p are all positive and the bat-
tle proceeds along a "standoff" line going into the origin as in Fig. 28-1.

For a battle starting off the standoff line, then one side has the greater fighting power and wins, the
battle proceeding along the branch of a hyperbola. For example, if Red has the advantage, the battle
goes as indicated in the Fig. 28-4.

Summarizing and confining our attention to the first quadrant, if the battle starts at a point just
above the standoff line, Red has the advantage; while Blue will win for conditions of the initial fighting
power starting below the parity (standoff) line. Furthermore, the greater the advantage of one side, the
faster annihilation of the other side proceeds.

When B = p, we have perhaps a reasonable assumption, for then the opposing forces are tech-
nologically equal, so to speak, and the battle depends only on the numbers, i.e.,

Bol - B2 Ro - R* 2(28-39)

or we have always that

SB'- R' = B- Ro.

Standoff. Line
Red Wiz!q

Figure 28-1. Graph of Square ILaw

28-12
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As an example, let Bo= 1000 initial Blue forces which takes on two successive forces of 500 Reds
each. For 6 = p, we have:

1st Battle (by Eq. 28-35):

B, (1000)2 - (500)2

or
B,= 866 Blue remaining, and 500 Red lost.

2nd Battle:

B,=1 (866)1- (500)2

or
B,= 707 Blue remaining, andanother 500 Red lost.

Thus, by the principle of concentration, Blue has annihilated 1000 Red forces (two forces of 500
each) and has lost only 293 men! The principle of "divide and conquer"' therefore works very well for
the assumption of Lanchester's Square Law.

As a very startling example, consider an initial ,force of 1001 Blue and 1000 Red, still assuming
= p. Now Blue has an advantage of only 1 man, but the Square Law produces

B. = B, - R: = (1001)2 - (1000)2 = 2001
"f, or

B, 45 remaining Blue forces (remarkable).

But such a battle is not worth it to either side!

Let us now IL k at the difference in fighting power for any general time t:

pB2 = fighting power of Blue at time t#0

IOR== fighting power of Red at time 6dO

pB' - O = difference in fighting power..

-The rate of change of the difference in lighting power is thus

d dB dR
(p7(B,- VR') = 2pB-27- - 20R- (28-40)di didt

= 2pB(-j6R) - 2#R(-pB) = 0

which says that the difference in fighting power is always a constant (or zero) for the Square Law.
Thus,

pB' O BR' = C (constant), or zero, (28-41)
4"

and when C #0, .the relation between BLe and Red remaining forces ean'be described by the positive

j branches of hyperbolas going into the Blue (.v VpB) or the Red (y VriR) axes, depending on

~. ... .. 28-13
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whether Blue or Red has the advantage. Thc asymptote Vp=B V3-R represents the standoff or parity
condition (Fig. 28-1).

28-4.2 DISCRETE CONSIDERATIONS

Following Clayton J. Thomas (Ref. 3), it is instructive to consider Eqs. 28-28 and 28-29 as an
equivalent set of difference equations:

AB BjI - Bg
S= or 6= - R4 (28-42)

At tg+j t

AR -pB or - pB1  (28-43)at . t+1 h

Now consider unit time intervals, so that t5+1 - I I for V 0, 1, 2,..., n. Then, we get

Bt+1 = B, - R; i 0, I, 2,..., n (28-44)

R,+ = Ri - pBO ; i = 0,1,2,....,n (28-45)

and the battle proceeds as a function of the ith time period as follows:

0 t= 0 Bo Ro

1 h B, = B0 - 6R* R, = Ro- pBo

2 t1= 2 Bi- 1R, R Ri- pB1

= B, +- pB. =R. R &aR,

-2aRo. -2pBo

etc.

We may now use a numerical example of C. J. Thomas (Ref. 3) and construct Table 28-1 for

'B = 100. R, = 50, p = 0.05, and $ = 0.10.
Thus, after just more than 12 time units nave passed, Blue has annihilated Red and lost only one-

third of his (Blue) force. The ratio of Blue to Red increases from 2 to 45!
As can be seen from Table 28-1, the value of a 0.10 is not enough to reach "parity". As can be

seen from Table 28-2, parity is achieved when 6 = 0.20 is used in the computation (by Eq. 28-38,
pBE = #R2 or. 0.05(100)2 = a(s0)'; t - 0.20), and at this stage Blue and Rcd. proceed to annihilate
each other. (Note at this last stage that the (0.20)(32.805)' (0.05)(65.61)' = 215.23.1

28-4.3 FORCE 'RATIO ,ONSIDERATIONS

For the force ratio u = B/R, we record here that the rate-of change of the force ratio equation for the
Square -Law is given by .

28-14. t-LI
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TABLE 28-1. STATUS OF RED AND BLUE FORCES FOR B. = 100, R. = 50,
p = 0.05, • = 0.10 AFTER 12 TIME UNITS

i B, R, B,/R B, - R, B, + R,

0 100.00 50.00 2.00 50.00 150.00
1 95.00 45.00 2.11 50.00 140.00
2 90.50 40.25 2.24 50.25 130.75
3 86.48 35.73 2.42 50.75 122.21
4 82.91 31.41 2.64 51.50 114.32
5 79.77 27.26 2.93 52.51 107.03
6 77.04 23.27 3.31 53.77 100.31
7 74.71 19.42 3.85 55.29 94.13
8 72.77 15.68 4.64 57.09 88.45
9 71.20 12.04 5.91 59.16 83.24

10 70.00 8.48 8.25 61.52 78.48
11 69.15 4.98 13.9 64.17 74.13
12 68.65 1.52 45.2 67.13 70.17

TABLE 28-2. PARITY ACHIEVED BETWEEN RED AND BLUE FORCES FOR Bo = 100,
Ro = 50, p = 0.05, 0 = 0.20

B, A B./R, B, - R. B, + R,

0 100.00 50.00 2.00 50.00 150.00
1 90.00 45.00 2.00 45.00 135.00
2 81.00 40.50 2.00 40.50 121.50
3 72.90 36.45 2.00 36.45 109.35
4 65.61 32.805 2.00 32.805 98.415

" .u'u -- (28-46)

for any time t of the battle.
Also for the Square Law, the exchange ratio is easily seen to be, from Eqs. 28-28 and 28-29,

dB"- = I- (28-47)
dR pu

EXAMPLE 28-3:
Given a Blue force of 1200 men, which through superior command and control, maneuvers and con-

centrates against 1900 Red troops such that three battles are fought which involve 500, 600, and 800
Red troops at a time. If Blue and Red have equally effective weapons, which side annihilates the other,

) and how many men are left?.
Since p = p, we may therefore deal only with numbers in each battle.'
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1st Battle:

(1200)2 - (500)2 = 1,190,000

or
(1,190,000)"/2 = 1091 Blue troops remaining after 1st battle.

2nd Battle:

(1091)2 - (600)2 = '830,281
or

(830,281)1/2 = 911 Blue troop's remaining after 2nd battle.

3rd Battle:

(911)2 - (800)1 = 189,921
or

(189,921)1/2 = 436 Blue troops remaining after 3rd battle.

Hence, Blue wins with 436 men remaining.
One notes that had Red been able to pit all of his 1900 men against 1200 Blues in a battle, then Red

would win with

[(1900)2 _ (1200)211" = 1473 Red troops remaining!

28-4.4 AN APPLICATION OF THE LANCHESTER SQUARE LAW TO CUSTER AT LIT-
TLE BIGHORN*

One of the battle simplications of American hi tory isthat Colonel George Armstrong Custer blun-

dered his way to defeat at Little Bighorn by spli tting his force. Perhaps the Lanchester Square Law
can aid in. assessing this proposition.

Custer headed for his final battle with a 7th Ca valry force of about 600 men. He anticipated meeting
an Indian force of between 1000 and 1560 warriors. The actual Indian fighting strength at Little Big-
horn lay somewhere between 4000 and 5000.

On the day of the battle, 25 June, 1876, Custer divided his command into four parts. Captain Ben-.
teen was sent off with 125 men on what turned out to be a fruitless search; Major Reno was ordered to
attack with an effective force of 115 men; a grcup of 130 men was assigned to the pack train; and
Custer himself lead a column of aDout 225 soldiers.

The ensuing action can be viewed in three par ds. First, Reno's abortive attack on the Indian village.
S-nd, the annihilation of Custer's column. Th1 rd, the successful defensive perimeter established on

iund by Reno's beaten force reinforced b, Benteen's group. This last part will not be analyzed
w... Lanchester Square Law, as it was main y a -matter of holding out in a fortified position until
the Indians were driven off by the approach of G neral Terry's column. (It also seems fair to mention
that after the stunning success they had in the ttack on Custer, the Indians were not so much in-
terested in attacking the Reno-Benteen defensi e position as they were in celebrating.)

"Contributed by Mr. Thomas Nolan during a class on weapon systems aialysit in 196R at the BRL Ballistic Institute.
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Now, what can the Lanchester Square Law tell us about Reno's attack on the Indian village? Fi st.
we need to recall Lanchester's Square Law as in Eqs. 28-28 and 28-29:

.dB. dR-OR = pB
di di

which implies

p (B o2 B 2) = (Rol R R 2)

where
B0 = initial US strength
R0 = initial Indian strength
B = size of the US force at any time t
R = size of the Indian force at any time I
p = constant rate at which a single US unit (man) kills'an Indian unit

= constant rate at which a single Indian unit (man) kills a US unit.
The hopelessness involved in Reno's attack with 115 men on an Indian force of 1000 or more is shown
in Table 28-3 which shows the remaining Indian force resulting from an annihilation of Reno's com-
mand as a function of the ratio p/3 of attrition coefficients. To have aLchieved parity, or pB*= #-RJ

Reno's force would have needed an attrition coefficient or kill rate advantage of 76:1!!
The actual value of the ratio of the attrition coefficients is perhaps indicated by the engagement of a

1300-man force under General Crook on the upper Rosebud Creck on 17 June, 1876 by'a force of 1000
to 1500 of the same Indians involved at Little Bighorn. From an optimistic US point of view this battle
may be called a draw, indicating an attrition coefficient ratio near 1:1. (The battle was privately ad-
mitted to be an Indian victory by General Crook.)

So the Lanchester Square Law would indicate that Reno had little chance of success. He was for-
tunate to extract himself from the position to which his ill-conceived attack placed him.

Custer's column of 225 men was engaged by an Indian force which may have numbered as many as
5000. Its strength was probably in the 3000 to 5000 range. Table 28-4 illustrates the Lanchester
Square Law analysis of this situation. Table 28-4 predicts an overwhelming Indian victory. Even an
unrealistically small Indian force of 1000 (which may have been the size force Custer anticipated en-
countering) puts -an attrition coefficient ratio advantage of 20:1 as the requirement for parity!

These results indicate that Custer's divided forces had little chance of achieving victory. But what if
he had maintaincd his 600-man force' intact? Table 28-5 addresses that possibility. The conclusion,

TABLE 28-3. RENO'S ATTrACK

B 115 Ro - 1000

Ratio of Size of Indian Force After
Attrition Coefficients Annihilation of US Force

1 993
2 987
5 966

to0 932
50 .582

'76 0 (PARITY)'

- 28-17
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TABLE 28-4. CUSTER'S LAST STAND

Ratio of Size of Remaining Indian Force for
Att ;!in Five Initial Indian Force Sizes

Co-eficients
p/0 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000

1 974 1987' 2992 3994 4995
2 948 1975 2983 3987 4990
5 864 1936 2958 3%8 4975

10 7913 1869 2914 3936 4949
20 0 1728 2826 3871 4898
79 01 2236 3464 4583

100 1984 3307 4465
178 0" 2644 3999
316 00 3000

*This is the po.rni where parity is r',.hed.

TABLE 26-1. CUSTER AT LITTLE BIGHORN WITH AN UNDIVIDED FORCE
B, = 600

Ratio of Size of Remaining Indian Force for
Attrition Five Initial Indian Force Sims

6oexficient
p0/ 1000 2000 3000 4000 S3o0

800 1908 2939 3955 4964
2 529 1811 2877 3909 4927
3 00 1709 2814 3863 4891
5 1483 2683 3768 4817

10 632 2324 3521 4626
11 0 2245 3470 4587
25 0' 2646 .4000
44 0" 3027
69 0"

*This is the point where parity is reached.

applying Lanchester's Square Law, indicates that een with an undivided force of 600, Colonel Custer
would have been unlikely to defeat the Indian force he met at Little Bighorn. An analysis such as that
made here, however, may have given Custer improved guidance on not engaging so many Indians,
waiting for additional help, etc. Finally, we might ask.. Does not combat theory aid in some better
judgments or in planning? Par. 28-4.5 attempts to answer this question.

28-4.3 LANCHESTER'S SQUARE LAW AS A FUNCTION OF TIME

As we have seen, the solutions of the differential equations for Lanchester's Square Law are straight-
forward. The solutions in terms of the time histor-y of events, however, are somewhat more difficult.
The remaining Blue forces B(1) and remaining Red forces R(1) at any time t are given by ,

28-18
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B(t) = Bo coshVpot - R? sinhvrp-t (28-48)4P

Rt) = R. coshv'p-t - s Bsinh vl.p/t. (28-49)

By use of Eq. 28-49, it can be shown (Ref. 4, for example) that, if Blue wins, the time tR at which Red is

annihilated (i.e., R(t) = 0) is given by

tR [1/(2V.•)Jln[(V-B, + VO'Ro)/(V.pBO- v'#R,)]. (28-50)

Similarly, by use of Eq. 28-48, if Red wins, then Blue's time of annihilation (i.e., B(t) = 0) is given by

ta = [l/(2Vp#)Iln[(V7pBo + V#'Ro)/(V#Ro- v'pBo)]. (28-51)

EXAMPLE 28-4:
Given the initial data for Table 28-1, which involve a discrete type calculation, find the time at

which Blue annihilates Red.
We have BO = 100, R, = 50, p = 0.05, and # = 0.10; and we know that Blue wins since

pBt= = 500 and #R*= 250

Hence, from Eq. 28-50 we find
1

t = 2 (0 .07 0 7)ln(38.17/6.55) = 12.47.

Furthermore, we note that the 12.47 time units calculated here agree with the discrete computation
of Table 28-1.

Given the Lanchester Square Law for concentration of forces and assume that Blue and Red have
equal kill rates, i.e., p - a, we can then determine the time required to reduce the Blue force to l1n of
its original size, i.e., B(t)-; Bn, by Eq. 28-48

I (1/p)ln{[(B,/n) - - B(n2 - 1)/n]/.(B,- R). (28-52)

If the term under the radical is negative, then the Red force would be annihilated before the Blue force
could reduce to 1/n of its original size.

Similarly, the time required to reduce the Red force to l/n of its original size, i.e., R(t) - Ro/n, with
p " a, by Eq. 28-49 is

I - (l/p)ln ([(Ro/n) - v1B - Rj(nJ - 1)/n2]/(Re - B,). (28-53)
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28-4.6 HISTORICAL COMMENT
With regard to Lanchester's well-known and famous Square Law, Weiss (Ref. 5) indicates that

Rear Admiral Bradley A. Fiske of the US Navy may have anticipated its implications some 10 years
earlier than Lanchester. In Ref. 5, Weiss describes the numerical anatyses of gunnery made by Fiske.
which favor the Square Law. However, Fiske did not set down the differential equations as did
Lanchester for modeling combat, and hence did not establish a general law.

28-5 VALIDATION OF LANCHESTER'S SQUARE LAW

It is of interest to point out that some effort has been made to verify Lanchester's combat theory
through studies of actual battles. In this connection Engel (Ref. 6) studied records of the battle'of Iwo
Jima in World W r II, and was able to analyze US casualties each day, the number of friendly troops
put ashore each day, and some appropriate information on Japanese casualties and the reinforcement
of Japanese forces. With such information, Lanchester's Square Law was fitted to attrition data on
both sides for the battle of Iwo Jima, and appeared to give a good fit. Engel (Ref. 6' was also able to
determine the attrition, or kill rates for Blue (US) and Red (Japanese). In all, there were about 73,000
US troops involved znd 21,000 Japanese'troops. Engei (Ref. 6) estimated 0.0106 enemy casualty per
day per effective friendly troop, and 0.0544 friendly casualty per day per effective enemy troop. Thus,
these kill rate figures indicate that in the. defensive role at IwoJima the Japanese were nearly 5 times as
effective as the Americans. Perhaps one of the most impressive points is that a suitable mathematical
model might be validated, and hence could be used for general inferences. Samz (Ref. 7) checks
Engel's attrition rates.

J. R. Thompson (Ref. 8) appears tc question the exact applicability of Lanchester's Square Law for
the Iwo Jima battle. In fact, Thompson found some additional information which indicates the
Japanese commander, General Kunibayashi, estimated that for the 21st day cf combat there were only
about 1500 Japanese remaining instead of the 8550 estimated from Engel's fit of the Square Law. (The
Iwo Jima campaign lasted about 36 days.) Indeed, Thompson indicates that the area fire model

dB
d = -7•BR + F(t) (28-54)

dR
-pRB (28-55)

where F(1) is a reinforcement term or rate of troop replacement for the U.S.,, gives a Japanese strength
on the 21st day as 2250-which is closer to Kunibayashi's estimate of 1500; thereby raising some
doLbt about the 8550 figure. Thus, we see the need for sufficiently accurate and detailed experimental
or battle data to validate mathematical models of combat. Indeed, the problem of obtaining battle
data accurately-and especially at precise time instants that the attrition on each side occurs-
represents one of the basic considerations for and obstacles to validating the worth of any proposed
combat model.

As a remark of some importance, we should point out the need for obtaining exact kill times for the
combatants on each side in a battle or simulation, for these kill times can be used to determine kill I
rates experimentally. Thus, for example, the reciprocal of the average kill times for either Blue or Red .\

gives the kill rates or attrition rates, which are useful in Lanchester's equations, and this would pro-
82vide achec on (passively 0-rerained)kill rates as in Eq. 28-1.,

.28-20 ''•
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28-6 THE LOGARITHMIC LAW (Weiss and Peterson)

In a study of the Civil War, H. K. Weiss (Ref. 9) found that the Lanchester Linear and Square Laws
did not apply well for battles involving about 15,000 or more combatants. Rather, the rate of losses, or
the losses at each time period, on each side appeared to be directly related to the number of comba-
tants on that side. (To many readers, this is no doubt a surprising development, as it almost says "too
much 'bureaticracy' gets in its own way." In the sequel, however, we will show that the "Logarithmic"
I -"w may be derived from kill times). Also, R. H. Peterson (Ref. 10) in a study of tank combat during
World War II in Western Europe, found that the first kills in tank engagements seemed to depend on
the number of tanks on that same side, but that second kills seemed to be governed by the Lanchester
Square Law. For first kills, the "Logarithmic Law" seemed to apply better. Perhaps, this has some-
thing to do with initial shots and their advantage in catching the enemy by surprise, as compared to
subsequent, regular combat. (Also, the sparsity of suitably accurate data could be a problem.)

Weiss and Peterson indicate that the limited studies with the Logarithmic Law involved the form

dB/dt = -#B In R (28-56)

showing rather weak dependence on the opposite side numbers, although here we will use Peterson's
"simple form" in the following assumptions:

dB/dt =-,B (28-57)

and

dRIdi = -pR. (28-58)

Then

B = Boexp(--01) (28-59)

and

R= Roexp(-pt) (28-60),

so that osses and remaining numbers of coiabatants depend on initial numbers on the samn side and
the attr tion rate constants P and p.Otherwise, Blue's and Red's losses appear somewhat independ-
ent of each other!

We se also from Eqs. 28-59 and 28-60 that

B/R - (Bb/R$)exp(p - •)t. (28-61)

If p > P, then BIR steadily increases with the time of battle and Red may soon have to give up;'
hence lue wins. If p <.•, the BIR steadily decreases with time and Blue may have to capitulate. If

p p, hben Eq. 28-61 becomes

BIR - B@/R. (28-62)

28-21 -,
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and the fighting ratio stays constant, so that one could argue stalemate. On the other hand, battles
may stop quickly as indicated in Peterson's tank combat studies.

For a relation between remaining Blue and Red not involving time,' we may eliminate t from Eqs.
28-57 and 28-58 and obtain the rp.tio

dR/dB = pR/(#B) (28-63)

and then arrive at

(1/3)(InBo - nB) = (1/p)(nR0 - In R) (28-64)

or rewrite this as

(B/Bo)1ID = (R/Ro)11' (28-65,)

or finally as

B = Bo(R/Ro)•". (28-66)

The so-called "Logarithmic Law", therefore, leads to the exponential type of decay or attrition of
forces on each side. In addition, we note that if the Logarithmic Law fits the data, and if we know the
initial number on each side and the number of survivors, then the ratio of attrition or kill rates may be
determined, for example, from Eq. 28-66. Furthermore, Eqs. 28-59 and 28-60 may be linearized by
taking logarithms and, if the times of casualties are known, then the kill rates may be determisied ex-
perimentally rather than predicted "passively", as perhaps in Eq. 28-1.

Finally, we return to a potentially important point concerning analyses of combat or simulated
battles- -i.e., kill times may be of much interest since, the faster that losses occt.- on a side, the greater
likelihood the decision to withdraw.

EXAMPLE 28-5:
Six Blue tanks engage in a battle with eight Red tanks until Red desires to withuraw with half of its

tanks lost. If Blue also lost half of its tanks, then find the quantitative advantage of one side over the
other.

Assuming that the Logarithmic Law is valid for this case, -. e have Be 6. B 3, R." 8, and
R 4. Hence, using Eq. 28-66, we find that

0 [ln(B/Bo)I/[ln(R/R.)] (28-67)

or that the attrition rates are equal. However, it is obviously true that Blue has superior tanks, for with
a loss of three tanks he has killed four Red tanks. Hence, the "trickiness" of the exponential decay
combat law.

2%`#-t SOME CONSIDERATIONS ON TRANSITION PROBABILITIES

Somexremarks on transition probabilities for the-Linear, Square, and Logarithmic Laws are perti-

nent here. We are interested ultimately, in one side, Blue or Red, winning through a a.-quence of losses
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or some tota! number of losses of combatants on a side. Blue wins if Red's force size goes to zero first
(which is drastic), or if we state hyn.othetically that a side has lost when, for example, it loses 1/3 of its
original size, and consequently disengages.

For the Linear Law the chance Ps1 of Blue losing an individual engagement at any giveni state of the
battle is found from

dB/( dB dR _

Psi , 1 /\dtB + )=-/- 8  p) = A/(t + p) = (1 + p/) -1  (28-68)

and thus the chance pit that a Red loses an individual engagement is

PRI = P/&f + P) = (0 + #/p)-. (28-69)

as we have already indicated in par. 28-2.
In view of the foregoing, we may say that the "transition probability" from the "state" (B,R), i."., of

B Blues and R Reds,'to "state" (B - 1,R) is given by Eq. 28-68, and the transition probability from
state (B,R) to state (B,R - i) is given by Eq. 28-69.

For the Square Law, since dB/dt = -6R and dRIdr = -pB, then

PsI = #R/(3R + pB) = [1 + pB/(R)]-' (28-70)

and

.P, = pB/(j6R 4- pB) - [1 1 8R/(IB)I-1. .(28-71)

For the Logarithmic Law, since, dB/dt -4B and dRIdt • -pR, then

Psi = 0B,0(BB + pR) = [I + pRf(#B)]-' (28-72)

and

Pat pR/I(B + pR) " [I + OB/(pR)]1- (28-73)

if we assume a constant or parameter k - -1 for the'Logarithmic Law, k 0 for the Linea Law
and k 1 I for the Square Law, then Peterson (Ref. 10) uses the general form

pn,!k) [1 + (p•/)(B/R) 5]-1, k - -,0, or +1 (28-74)

to describe the chance of one Blue loss for the three laws.
In a like manner, we see that the chance of a Red loss may be expressed as

paRk() - 11 + (0/p)(R/B)]"¶, k'-I 1 0, or +1. (28&75)

lei,.
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In order to estimaie k from actual statistics on battles, or from a simuldtion, we observe that from

Eq. 28-74

.1 p81 (k) = (p/6)(B/R)*[1 .+ (p/1)(B/R)M -J (28-76)

and it is thus easy to see that for Blue we have

In[pat(k)/{1 - pa(k)I = In (f8/p) + k In(R/B). (28-77)

In a like manner, for Red we get

ln[pR,(k)/{l - pRI(k)}j = In (p/a) + k in(B/R). (28-78)

Thus, knowing the number of combatants B and R at some stage of a battle, the attritin rates 0 and p,

and having estimates of the transition probabilities from other sources; then k may possibly be deter-
mined, giving the form of the correct law to fit.' Cr, knowing the form of the law i inear, Square; or
Logarithmic) and having estimates of transition chances, then the int-ercepts of Eqs. '8-77 and 28-78
lead to the ratios of kill rates.

28-8 CHANCES OF WINNING A BATTLE

As a further consideration, now let P(B,R) denote the probability that Blue finally wins over Red
when Blue starts with any force size B, and Red starts with a force size R. In this connection, we may
find all needed values of P(B,R) by reasoning as intýicated.-

To begin with, it is clear that P(B,O) for B Ž I is always 1; Red has no chance to win. being down to
zero men already. On the other hand, P(O,R) for R > I is always zero; since B has zero combatants;
Red has already won, and Blue therefore cannot win. Next, consider P(1,1). Here, Blue can win only if
P(l,1) changes from this s.ate to the state P(l,0), i.e., Red has to lose his only combatant for Blue to
win at this state. The chanc- of this is Pit and for the Linear Law, for example, we know from Eq. 28-
69

pit, (1 + 0O/p)-, and this equals l/2'if = p.

Therefore,

P(1,1) - pRIM(A,0) - (0 + 0/0p)-T(1,O) (I + P/P)-.

Next, what about P(2,1) or P(1,2)? From stat, '2,1) Blue may win merely by Red losing I or the en-
gagement going from state (2,1) to state (2,0), the chance of which is pit. Also, Blue can win by losing
j,iqt one Blue, going to state (1,1), but then winning from state (1, 1). The chance of thcse two mutually
exclusive events is

P(2,1) pR1 P(2,O) I- pa.P(1,1).

In a like manner, .,

P(1,2) " pP(I,l)only.

28-24
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In general, however, P(B,R) is the total chance that Blue wins either'if he loses ! in a battle, but still
wins, and Red loses one but Blue still wins. This may he written quite grenerally as

P(B,R) = pa9F(B 1,R) + pRP(B,R (28.79)

which for the Square Law, for example, would be

P(B,R) OR P(B- IR) B P(B,R- 1). (28-80)
#R + pB + R + pB

For example, in C. J. Thomas' Table III, Page VII-25,' (Ref. 3), ?(3,2) is listed as 0:7750 and, from
Eq. 28-77, we have where p =

2 3
P(3,2) P(2,2) 2- + 3 P(3,1) = (0.41(0.5000) + 0.6(0.9583) = 0.7750.

Thus, we are able to use the transition probabilities of par. 28-7 to determine overall chances of win-
ning a battle. However, the reader may easily see that the computational details get to be very involved
indeed.

EXAMPLE 28-6:
Given that Lanchester's Square Law applies to a certain battle and that the exchange ratio of Blue's

loss rate to that of Red1 is 1/p = 3/5. Then build up a table of the chances of Blue winning for one to
five combatants on each side.

Now since P(AR) given by Eq. 28-80 is the chance that'Blue wins if all the enumerations are carried
out, then we see for 8/p - 3/5 that we have

3R 5B
P(B,R) = P(B - 1,R) + P(BR - 1).

3R+ 5B 3R+ 5B
The first few "omputations, starting with iro Blue and one Red,-andone Blue and zero Red, are as

follows:

P(O,l) -0 1 0

P(1,0) =I.

3.1* 5'1

P(I,1) - 3 -1 + 5o1 P(0,1) + 3ol + 501 P(l,0)

3 5
= -*0%+ .1

-i.- 0 .6 2 5

5
884
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_ 3.2 5.1
P(1,2) = 3.2 + 5 P(O,2) + 3.2 + 5.1 P(1,1)

6 5 5
= *i- 0 + II.,8

25= -- 0.284091

P(l,3) = - 5-- -P(0,3) + 5 P(,2)

5 25
14 88

125- = 0.101461.
1232

3.4 5,1
P(1,4) 3 -4 + . P(0,4) + 3.4 + P(1,3)

5 125

17 1232

625
-= 0.029841.

The resulting computations giving the chances of Blue winning are given in Table 28-6.
In case the Lanchester Linear Law applies, then Eq. 28-80 simplifies to

P(BRP( ,R) + +p- I) (28-81)

and Brown (Ref. II) shows that the chance of Blue winning is the binomial sum

P(AP) = •,(B + R - I)!/j! (B + R I -j)!]
-oo

x18/f( + p)j'(p/(fl + p)I'"' (28-82)

S- Ig,(B,R), or Karl Pearson's incomplete beta iunction (e.g., par. 21-3.1).

28-26 [
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TABLE 28-6. PROBABILITY OF BLUE WINNING (SQUARE LAW AND 0/p = 3/5)

Red Force Size

0 1 2 3 4

Pf 0, o) P(), 1) P(u,2) P(0,3) P(0,4) P(0,5)
P, Not

IN-fined 0.(X)00 00000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
P, .0) P(I.1) P0t,2) P0I,3) P(1,4) P(1.5)

1.I(Ax) 0.6250 0.2841 0.1015 0.0298 0.0075

02P )2,O P(2.1) P(2,2) P(2.3) P(2.4) P(2,5)
1.000(0 0.9135 0.6774 0.4046 0.2002 0.0846

"" POM(,0 P(3. 1) P(3,2) P(3,3) P(3.4) P(3,5)
2 . IA.00 0.9856 08975 0.7127 0.48.,19 0.2847

P(4O) P(4,1) P(4,2) P(4,3) 1, '.4) P(4,5)
1.00(g) 0.9981 0.9749 0.8035 0.7403 0.5451

5 P(5,0) P(5.I ) P(5,2) P(5,3) P(5.4) P(5,5)
1.00K) 0.9998 0.9950 0.9681 0.8942 0.7633

Now the binomial sum may be approximated by using the normal or Gaussian distribution (see
Bro• a, Ref, 11), and we could pui B = B. and R = R. for the start of the battle in Eqs. 28-80, 28-81,
or 28-82.

Brown (Ref. 11) also gives a normal approximation for the chance of Blue (and hence Red) win-
ning for the Lanchester Square Law, although we see that otherwise the calculations become very
letailed because of the discrete nature of the battles.

Having covered the Lanchester type Linear, Square, and Logarithmic Laws, we now turn to the
problem of modeling guerrilla warfare, which is also an important topic.

28-9 THE MIXED LAW OR DEITCHMAN'S GUERRILLA WARFARE MODEL

28-9.1 BASIC CONSIDERATIONS AND THEORY

S. J. Deitchman (Ref. 12) made a study of Lanchester type models to explore the iorce ratios-of
"regulars" to guerrillas-that might be required for a side to % in. He shows that an attacking guerrilla
force, by using tactics which compensate for its, weaknesses otherwise, can defeat a force of defending
regulars which has overall superiority in number of men and weapons. On the other hand, the defend-
ers or regular s can win by appropriate selection of weapons, counter-tactics, and rather high force
ratios for individual engagements.

Table 28-7 gives the force ratios for some nine limited wars, along with the winner and is based on
testimony of General Maxwell D. Taylor before the House Appropriations Committee (1960). We
have added South Vietnam as the 10th limited war for additional' information.

Table 28-7 shows that the "regulars" won only with ra:her overwhelming force ratios, and even for
force ratios of about 9/1 the guerrillas won in Algeria and more recently in South Vietnam. (In the lat-
ter stages of'the battle for South Vietnam, the North Vietnamese sent in large forces'to take over as
help from the U.S. dwindled.) Thus, the so-called "limited" wars bring forth some special considera-
tions'that require proper analyses, and hence the nieed 'for modeling guerrilla type warfare as

US. nle.) the "limited" b28-27
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TABLE 28-7. LIMITED WARS, FORCE RATIOS, AND WINNERS

Limited War Force Ratio (Reg/Guerr.) Winner

Greece, 1946-49 9/1 Regular
Malaya, 1945-54 18/1 Regular
Kenya, 1953 10/1 Regular
Philippines, 1948-52 5/1 Regular

Ave 10/1

Indonesia, 1945-47 3/2 Guerrilla
Indochina, 1945-54 2/1 Guerrilla
Cuba, .958-59 5.5/1 Guerrilla (Castro)
Laos, 1959-62 2/1 Guerrilla
Algeria, 1956-62 9/1 Guerrilla

Ave 4/1

South Vietnam 9/1 North Vietnam
won in 1975

Deitchman did. (Deitchman was particularly interested in exploring the question,- "Can a numerically
very inferior force of guerrillas defeat a much larger Army in a complete war?")

In what follows, we will let Blue denote the defenders or regulars, and Red the guerrillas. Blue
moves through an area searching for guerrillas, while the guerrillas counter the attack by preparing an
ambush for the defenders. According to Deitchman, the "mixed" character of the model arises from
the asymmetrical or unbalanced nature of the combat situation. Generally, Red or the guerrillas will
fight only when the advantage seems to be decided!), theirs, although in some cases the guerrillas may
be forced to fight when stumbled upon by the defenders or otherwise when forced into conflict.

In moving through an area searching for guerrillas, the defenders (Blue) are assumed to be in full
view, and therefore Blue's losses are assumed to be directly proportional to the number of guerrillas
(Red) who bring aimed fire to bear on the regulars. Thus,

dB -6R (28-83)

On the other hand, Blue's return fire is rather ineffective since the guerrillas in ambush are' hidden
and Blue must fire blindly into' the area occupied by Red, i.e., Blue's fire is "area" fire. Thusj for the
guerrilla's loss rate, we have the area fire model

dR
d - -pBR. (28-84)

From Eqs. 28-83 and 28-84, we see that we have a mixture of the Lanchester Square and the Linear
type Laws.

In Eqs. 28-83 and 28-84 we have a decidedly unbalanced type of model, where the attrition con-
stants # and p take on somewhat different meanings than they did before in the Square Law. To begin
with, Eq. 28-83 states that the rate of change of Blue depends on a constant attrition coefficient mul-
tiplied by the number of opposing, Reds or guerrillas (the Square Law part). On the other hand, Eq.

28-28
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28-84 indicates that the rate of losses for the guerrillas changes not only according to the constant attri-
tion coefficient p and the number of opposing Blues or Regulars, but also the number of guerrillas in
ambush (the Second Linear Law). Thus, the more guerrillas in ambush, the higher the rate of losses
for the guer:illas-a perfectly reasonable assumption. Moreover, it is to the guerrillas' advantage to
keep the number of ambushers small, or to bring about dispersement of troops, or better still to pro-
vide concealment, cover, and protection, which has the effect of keeping the total attrition to a low
figure, relatively speaking. We should expect 'also, therefore, and in fact as Deitchman endeavors to
point out, that the coefficient p should be k: ?t as small as possible in order that the guerrillas and their
"fighting power" can achieve parity, thereby prolonging the war, or achieve "local" superiority and
hence wipe out larger and la•'ger forces of regulars.

It is easy to solve Eqs. 28-83 and 28-84 for the number of Blue (reguiars) B = B(t), and the number
of Red (guerrillas) R = R(t),. for any time t of the battle. In fact, eliminating the time variable, we see
easily that

pBdB = OdR (28-85)

p(B2 + CQ)= 20(R + C2). (28-86)

Now when t 0, B = B. and R = R0, then

p(Bo + Q)= 2(Ro + C2 ) (28-87)

or finally'

p(Bol B') = 20(Ro - R). (28-88)

The condition of parity occurs when the requirement

pBo 2#Ro (28-89)

is met, for then

pB = 20R (28-90)

always, and the regulars and guerrillas annihilate each other eventually if the battle is allowed to con-
tinue.

If pBO > 2PRO, then

pBo - 2[R 0 = p8' -2/R>0 (28-91)

always, and eventually R must go to zero before B so that Eq. 28-88 becomes

pBol 2g$Ro = pB (28-92)

28-29
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or the remaining numbe!r of Regulars is

B. = [(pB1 - 2#R 0)/p]/ 2  (28-93)

with the regulars winning the battle.
On the other hand, when 20R, > pBol, meaning that the guerrillas can keep p relativtly .rnall and

avoid fighting with too large a number of regulars, then the guerrillas can win rnd h.we R, fighting
units remaining:

R.= (2#Ro - pBo)/(20). (28-94)

We note in this case, however, that we must have

O/p > B11(MR). (28-95).

or a criterion depending on the square of the initial number of Blues:
One should note that the condition for parity, Eq. 28-89, for the guerrilla warfare model, imposes a

stiffer requirement on the size of the Blue (defender) force than does the Square Law. In fact, for the
Square Law we have for parity

pBo - N = pB - R'= 0 alway-. (28-96)

Thus, for the right-hand side of Eq. 28-96, we see that

•pB -2 R2 
= -BR(fR/B - pBIR)

-BR[ I( -dB I dR)

or for thi Square Law (see par. 28-4.1) we have

IB dB =I dR (28-97)

i.e.,

dB ,dR

= di (28-98)

always for parity. This says that fractionai or percentage losses on both sides go at the same rate for
the Square Law.

For the guerrilla warfare model, however, we may substitute the conditions of Eqs. 28-83 and 28-84
"into Eq. 28-97 and obtain, OR/B p PB, or

28-30
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pB2 
= #R. (28-99)

Hence, we see from Eq. 28-90 for Deitchman's "Mixed" Law case that parity requires that

pB2 = 2#R (28-100)

so that Blue winning a guerrilla warfare engagement requires a factor greater than twice that for the
Square Law, relatively!

We see that guerrilla warfare can indeed represent a very special type of fighting because the
guerrillas can take full advantage of the terrain and canopy, and more or less make the regulars fight
on the basis of the guerrillas' own terms, so to speak. Thus, as the guerrillas spread out-taking advan-
tage of the terrain features for protection, remaining hidden, and preparing ambushes-they force the
regulars to split their forces and hence violate the principle of concentration. The result is that the
guerrillas often can easily achieve local superiority and trap the regulars in ambush. Thus, some
further analysis of the attrition rates is of interest here.

For Deitchman's guerrilla warfare model, we have from Eqs. 28-89 and 28-90 relating to parity that
the ratio p/(2#) is of considerable interest, since for Ro>(p/2O)B9 then Red wins, and for
Bo>v '2#Ro/p Blue wins.

It is instructive therefore to consider the attrition constants in more detail, especially in terms of
rates of fire of weapons and average kill probabilities per shot fired from Blue and Red weapons. Thus,
we may take p as

p = r8A./A (28-101)

where the loss or Lill rate constant p against the guerrillas depends on
ri= rate of fire of a Blue weapon

Aa -- vulnerable area of all the Red forces in thebattle
AR total area occupied by the Red forces or guerrillas.

(The ratio AI/AR is really the single shot kill probability of Blue against Red.)
For Blue's loss rate constant # on the other hand, we have that since Blue initially is in full view of

Red, then we may take # as

. = rpxA (28-102)

where
rk = rate of fire for a Red weapon

PER = average kill probability per •hot On.- a Red weapon against Blu-.
Finally, the ratio p/(26) is thus given by

Ap/(24) z! rsAi,/(2AarRpKa) (28-103)

which equals A.R/(k.ARpXR) if rates of fire on opposing sides are equal.
* We note that Red can e #Tectivily decrease p by incrtasing AR, or in other words by spreading out his

forces so that for the same number guerrillas his density becomes lower-a very worthwhile tactic.] Blue may increase his effectiveness by going to more devastating weapons-rifles to mortars, mortars

S. ~~2&-31 i.,
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to artillery, etc. Again, the guerrillas compensate by spreading out, effecting concealment, taking cover
for protection, etc.. until he has local superiority to win over the split Blue force or attrite him badly. In
summary, therefore, an inferior numerical force of guerrillas might be able to fight very effectively by
proper'choice of tactics, splitting the opposition, and taking good advantage of the terrain features.

We next turn to the time solutions for the guerrilla warfare model.
Deitchman points out that the time solutions for the "Mixed" Law in case Red wins, i.e.,

2#R 0>pB~o, are:

R R(t) C,1 1 + [(Bo - Kitancvlt)/(KI + Btanaot)]'} (28-104)

and

B = B(t) = K[(B0 - Kjtanctt)/(K= + Btanalt)] (28-105)

where

K1 =V2-0Cj/p (28-106)

C, = R- [p/(216)]Bo, (28-107)

a, pK1/2 (28-108)

tal < ir/2 (28-109)

and

R = R(final) = R- [p/(2#)JBo (28-110)

On the other hand, if Blue wins, i.e., pB.,>24aR., then

R R(1) = C2 {[(Bo + K~tanhadt)/(K, + Botanhoa~t)]" -1' (28-111)

and

B = BQ) = K[(B, + Krtanha*t)/(Kj + Botanhaet)] (28-112)

where

Jr. =l (28-113)

C2 = [p/(26)jBo - Ro (28-114)

as = pKx/2 (28-115) I

*I 28-32 GNP-
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and

Be = B(final) = - (20/p)R,. (28-116)

Thus, the time solutions for guerrilla warfare are obtainable in analytic form, although they are some-
what complex

EXt4MPLE 2s-7:
S200 Vietcong (VC) armed with rifles of about 0.4 single-shot kill probability, prepare and occupy an

ambush area of some 80.000 ft'. A Regular force of 600 riflemen; looking for guerrillas in the area, are
suddenly fired upon from the ambush. If the rate of fire on each side is about 12 rd per miin and the
vulnerable area of a VC is about 1.5 ft', then who wins the battle and how many men are left? Indicate
how parity could be achieved, if possible, by using reasonable numerical values in the analysis.
Assumptions must be quitc explicit.

Given:

R0 = 200 VC giierrillas'
Bo = WO0 Regulars

PxN = 0.4 (single shot kill probability of VC rifles)
,4R = area occupied by the guerrillas

.4,R, = 1.5 ft' (vulnerable area of one VC guerrilla)
r=i t = 12 rd/min (rate of fire of weapons on both sides).

The average area At, occupied by one guerrilla is

ARt AR/Ro (28-117)

or

ARt = 80,000/200 = 400 ft2 .

Then (Eq. 28-102)

1= rt (12)(0.4) = 4.8. (28-118)

and (Eq. 28-101)'

['A,., f 1.5\ 18

= ra 12( 1 ) -7-1- 0 .045. (28-119)GA,, 400" 40

How does pB. compare with 2,6R.?

pB = (0.045)(600)0 = 16,200

2#R, = 2(4.8)(200) - 1920. . .

28-33
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Since pBo2>2#R 0 , Blue (Regulars) will win, and

Be = 1_(pB2 - 20Ro)/p

= V(16200 - 1920)/0.045

= v/3-17333:33

.563 Regulars remaining.

To achieve parity we need pB,' = 2#R,. Since we do not have the option ofchanging B. or R0, and # for
all practical purposes is constant (for example, we could increase PIrC by giving him mortars, but he
also suffers a reduction in rR), we must look toward changing p. So for parity

2#R, 1920
p = 1200 = 0.005333.B2 (600)2

This means to achieve parity we must somehow reduce p by an order of magnitude! Since (Eq. 28-101)

ARt

we must change these factors to achieve parity. We can hardly decrease r, from 12 rd per min. If the
guerrillas take cover behind trees and rocks, stay in ditches, or behind other natural or man-made
barriers, it is not unreasonable to assume they can decrease their vulnerable area from 1.5 fts to 0.5 ft2 .
This mpans that

Alt = " -(A') = 12(0.033) - 1125 ft.

If we take AR/Re to be the average area occupied by one guerrilla,'then the total area occupied by the
guerrillas must be increased from 80,000 ft) to

AR RoAR - (200)(1125) - 225,000fts. (28-120)

Thus, the guerrillas must realize that their salvation lies in hiding and occupying a larger area
(spreading out), especially to split the regulars as much as possible.

28-9.2. WINNING CHANCES FOR GUERRILLA WARFARE

The stochastic treatment of guerrilla warfare, or the probability of winning, in an- ambush engage-
ment, has beea studied by Kisi and Hirose (Ref. 13) and Smith (Ref. 14). In fact, Kisi and Hirose

(Ref. 13) developed an approximation for Blue or Red winning based on the work of Brown (Ref. 11)
in par. 2-8. Kisi and Hirose (Rcf. 13) set up the following formulation:

"1. Every unit of Red (Guerrilla) fires at Blues (Regulars or Counterguerrillas) with an exponen- (J
tially distributed time interval with mean 1/A', and single shot kill probability pý.

28-34
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2. The distribuition of time intervals between successive firing of Bluc (Regulars) follows an ex-
ponential distribution with mean 1/A.

3. Blue firing is distributed uniformly over an area A, and the effective lethal area per Blue shot is
AL, and is considered-so small that two or more guerrillas are never killed by a s>'gle Blue shot.
Then the chance Pn that the first casualty after time t occurs for Blue is

PB = a/(B + a) (28-121)

and PR for Red is

PR = Bi(B + a) (28-122)

where

a = X'phA/(2AL). (28-123)

As a final definition, Kisi and Hirose select the cutoff point-or withdrawal from battle number-for
Blue to be a dcsignated number B) which may be zero, and that for Red to be R*.

With the given formulations, the approximate chance P(B,-R) that Blue wins is

P(B,R) I IB' - (B*)']/(2a)jIexp{-[B' - (B*)21/(2a)}/i! (28-124)

and that for Red is

I - P(B,R) = sumbfEq. 28-124 from 0 to(R - R*- ).

For a sample. computation, Deitchman's analysis indicates that the a of Eq. 28-123 is about 500 for
guerrilla warfare. Thus, if we take o - 500, B* - R* - 0, and B = 100 and R = 10, then the chance'
that Blue annihilates Red using Eq. 28-124 is found to be 0.546, whereas the exact value is 0.542-a
negligible difference.

We, record here that Deitchman's "deterministic" model, for guerrilla warfi re gives equality of
strength or fighting power at any stage to be

[B' - (B*)'J/(2a) R R*. (28-125)

Moreover, if the strength of the Regulars were reduced from B to B* at some ti e t, say, then there
would be

[Bs - (B*)']/(2a) (28-126)

guerrilla casualties at the same time, and Eq. 28-124 may be referred to as the sto hastic counterpart.
We see that this analysis allows for a. breakpoint B* for Blue such that Blue wo)uld withdraw from

battle, 'and a breakpoint R* for Red-indicating a more reasonable and more practical requirement
fo a breakpoint B fore Bleuh oht rlep u rdw ithdra enro

"(than complete attrition on a side. (Battle breakpoints are discussed in par. 28-11.)
:.• " ' ~28-35 ,,-i
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Finally, Kisi and Hirose point out, as one might expect, thai the number of casualties for the
guerrillas is a random variable having a Pcsson distribution with mean eoial to Eq. 28-126.

For some further enlightening study on guerrilla type warfare, the reader should consult Schaffer
(Ref. 15).

28-10 SOME CONSIDERATIONS OF THE ATTRITION COEFFICIENTS

We now come to one of the critical issues concerning Lanchester type models of combat, and that is
the realistic determination of the attrition coefficients or the kill rates. In this connection, we have
already indicated that the attrition coefficients may be estimated, somewhat "passively", by the use of
equations such as Eq. 28-1. We see easily that in using kill rates so determined one is dealing primarily
with three components-i.e., the chance of a hit upon the target, the conditional chance that a hit is a

kill, and the rate of fire of the weapon. Thus, the chance of hitting will vcry' drasticallv with range io
the target, Whereas the conditional probability that a hit is a kill will not necessarily. vary so
drastically, although it will vary some. The rate of fire of a weapon will not be dependent on target
range, although it is true that the rapid fire weapons are used predominately at the shorter rang i, and

large artillery or missile warheads fired for the long ranges will naturally have relatively slow rates of
fire.

From this discussion, therefore, we see that the attrition coefficients cannot possibly be constant, as
we have more or less used them heretofore. Moreover, it may not be proper or realistic to use average
kill rates over the ranges of engagement which two opposing forces fight eacl. other. In other words, wc
may be dealing with a very complex problem indeed, although some of the simpler models could be
adequate for some applications or fighting conditions. Therefore, the problem of modeling combat
adequately may become quite complex indeed-even for the kill rates or attrition coefficients alone-
to say nothing about the best choice of model otherwise, trying to model ,the terrain features encoun-
tered, weather, command and control, etc. Then again, many of us are in agreement that combat is
bound to involve stochastic considerations which may often turn out-to be very influential in all types
of warfare.

Bonder (Ref. 16) has made a study of the Lanchester attrition rate coefficients by hypothesizing that
such coefficients are random variables following some probability distribution, since the concept of an

"average value implies a distribution". Bonder's treatment (Ref. 16) is conditioned on the number of
rounds that must be fired to destroy a target, and involves some of the more basic considerations of the
time to acquire targets, time to fire the first round, time to fire subsequent rounds given a hit or a miss
on the 'preceding round, projectile time of flight, and other events of firing. Bonder derives an expres.
sion for the.probability density of the attrition rate and indicates that it is the reciprocal of the total
time to defeat a target, as one would surmise, and as we have brought cut heretofore. The criticality of
the ranges to targets is brought out in Ref. 16 only in terms of such implication as range affects the fac-
tors just mentioned.

Barfoot (Ref. 17) is somewhat critical of Bonder's analysis and argues that a valid prediction of the
average attrition should be obtained by using the harmonic mean of the variable attrition rates rather
than the arithmetic mean. He points out that this change results in a constant Lanchester attrition rate
coefficient being defined as the reciprocal of the expected time to kill a target, and he gives an alternate
method for obtaining the coeffickents. Bonder (Ref. 18) ther. shows, nevertheless, that his methodology
of Ref. 16 leads to an ave age or expected time to kill a target, the reciprocal of which may be used as
the average attrition rate, and h.nce takes care of Baufoot's objections-at least for the case of a single
target kill probability.

"28 36
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One of the original and profound treatments of the target range problem is rno doubt that of Weiss
(Ref. 19) who extencled Lanchester type combat theory to the relative movement of forces, combat
among small groups of forces in the presence of large areas of effectiveness for %eapons, and combat
between heterogeneous forces with consideration of the problem of target assignment. Indeed, Weiss'
paper (Ref. 19) and some of his s ibsequent studies represent several major contributions to cormbat
theory (see par 29-3).

Taylor (Ref. 20) shows hew to obtain a solution to Lanchester type equations for combat beween
t;,wo homogeneous forces when the attrition rates arL variable, but their quotient is nevertheless a con-
stant throughout the battle. Also, 'I aylor's solutions are developed for either time or fcrce separation
as the independent variable. Indeed, one may easily appreciate the dependence between time of battle
and the closing of opposing forces in range against each other.

In summary; we might say that the whole matter of determining attrition rates for Lanchester's
combat equations needs much more research. Also, we should not forget that the anaiysis of available
data from actual b: atles such as that by Engel for IwoJima (Ref. 6) remains quite relevant for shady of
the attrition rate problem and the validation of models.

28-11 BREAKPOINTS OF BATTLES

Ano'hc r critical issue concerning the analysis or modeling of combat has to do with breakpoints, or
when and under just what circumstances will one of the opposing forces withdraw? Clearly, and es-
pecially as time marches on, it now seems very unrealistic to assume that .ides will fight to annihila-
tion as in -Iden times perhaps. Hence, stopping criteria for battle disengagement need considerable
study if analyses are to be used for pediction purposes. Some investigators have suggested that a side
m.ght withdraw or disengage from battle wihen it has suffered some 25% or 30% casutalties, for exam-
ple, or a tank unit might disengage when, say, 40% of its tanks are lost, etc. Helmbold (Ref. 21) has
studied various reasons for breaking battle, and apparently found nothing very systematic for battle
breakpoint criteria that could really be depended upon as anything approaching universality. In fact,
many commanders withdrew for uncxplained reasons. Blakeslee (Ref. 22) reviewed and analyztd -Jdl

available studies on battle breakpoint casualty criteria. He found that percent casualties may still be
the best criterion to use, and that the breakpoint irt percent casualties for the attacker was only one-
'alf of that for the defender. Moreover, a considerable amount of randomness should be expected, es-
pecially for the defender.

In spite of the limitations and state of the art of analyses on attrition coefficients and battle break-
points, however, there 'recently has been developed some new thoughts and a fresh approach to the'
analysis of combat type data, both of which might help to circumvent some of the old problems. This,
we take uo next as the final topic of this chapter.
28-12 A NEW FORMULATION OF LANCHESTER TYPE COMBAT THEORY

28-12.1 BACKGROUND AND BASIC APPROACH

Up to this point, the reader will no doubt have acquired some appreciation for many of the dif-
ficulties of modeling combat or obtaining suitably accurate predictions in studying new weapons and
tactics for a future conflict. Our account of combat theory here so far has been concerned primarily
with numbers of opposing elements, or weapons, etc., on each side for several Lanchester type models
of combat and the attrition coefficients or kill rates. However, anay realistic representation of combat
must involve many other considerations such as terrain, line of sightsto trets, tarset detection prob-abilities, command and control pr.eedures, and other characteristics. Thus, we face an enormous and
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r,:ther complex problem, a: the reader will appreciate no doubt. Hence. is there another approach to
the problem of analyzing combat .ata in some way that might be helpful? Or, is it perhaps possible to
approach the battle description problem in terms of fewer variables or parameters? Recalling that at-
trition rates are tied in with the reciprocals of kill times at which targets are deleted from the battle-
field, then one might possibiy consider the problem of analyzing only kill time data. Hence, suppose
,hat we have at hand target kill time data from an actual battle of the past, or kill time data from a

"'reaistic" battle simulation, or a war game played on a computer, or even such data as they occur
from an actual battle (especially in the early stages) in the field. This latter consideration is one of
some importance, for comma-rders in the field now have sufficient irntelligence resources to gather such
critical information, and they also have sufficient computer cap-liiity to analyze data rather rapidly.
Analyzing the situation a bit further, one may see that the side vihich loses too much of his combat
capability first, or before the other side does, will of necessity have to come to grips with the problem as
to whether he should withdraw, or break battle-perhaps hoping for reinforcements, or to fight later
u:;de- much improved conditions. Hen-e, the faster a side loses His key elements, weapons, etc., as
compared to the other side. then the clever he comes to defeat. This background brings forward the
idea of Grubbs and Shuf, i d R Fef. 23), who examine the problem of working with kill times in battles
or simulations for the ',vx elements, weapons, targets, etc., of interest. They point out that Lan-
chester's differential equation. of combat are inherently deterministic in nature, althoi'gh considerable
effort has been devoted in recent years to introducing stochastic treatments into the theory, for exam-
ple, by dealing with transition probabilities and "variable" attrition coefficients. They also advance
the advarntageous idea that the time to kill, or time to neutralize key opposing targets, is the more
logical random varialble to be treated on a probabilistic basis, and hence that the fraction of remaining
combatants on each side should properly be estimated from the time-to-kill probability distributions
sampled-in other wordS, from principles of the statistical theory of reliability and life testing. The ad-
vantages of such treatment include the possibility that the future course of a battle may be predicted
from data on casualties in the early stages of an engagement, and therefore that field commanders will
have available information on which to base critical decisions'-for exanmple, either to withdraw or Ic
augment fighting forces-in order to bring about more desirable future courses of combat for a given
mission.' Aio, commanders may even use the analyses suggested independently of information on
enemy losses to. decide whether the course of combat is proceeding satisfactorily or accord'ig to plan
by comparing data on early casualties observed in an engagement with standards that have been
determined from experience or specified in advance. Another advantage of the suggested method is
that available Weibull theory leads to placing confidence bounds on the fractions of survivors for any
specified mission times. The degree of confidence on final predictions depew.ds, as would be expected,
on the number of iargets put out of action in an engagement or .imulation, the nature of the time-to,
kill distributions encountered or sampled, the degree of accuraci or confidence desired, and the num-
ber of runs or the size of the war game

In other words, when a Blue force meets a Red force, or one stumbles upon the other, then the ensu-
ing battle involves changing decisions on the part of commanders, many human variables, the random
effects of terrain, weather conditions, the selected or available weapon mixes, timely deployment and
use of weapons, accidental occurrences relating to the reliability and maintainability of equinment,

* reiupply, etc. Thus it is perhaps unnecessary to argue furtherthat many conditions leading to various
degrees of randomness are ever-present, thit the variable logically treated on a probabilistic basis
should be the time to k-:1 opposing targets, and therefore that other Lanchester parameters should de- (-)
pend in a probabilistic manner on elapsed times in battles, in particular, when kills or other forms of -
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attrition occur. As a matter of fact, if in a battie one were to tabulate the times from zero at which
targets are de-troved or combatant losse, occur on both sides, then he might well develop a better un-
derstanding of applied combat theory; such data cuuld well -help to develo-, general Lanchester-type
theory further, or extend our knowledge of its validity-but such data are now unfortunateiy hard to
acquire since the) have not been demanded. Why not work the time to kill concept into the
Lanchester-type theory nevertheless to see where iz might lead? This we now proceed to do along lines
similar to the ones covered in some detail by Grubbs and Shuford (Ref. 23).

28-12.2 THE NEW FORMULATION
We begin with the concepts of par. 28-1 1..1 and a simple argument. As before, let B. and R0, respec-

tively, represent the initial numbers of Blue and Red corrbatants, targetz, or fighting units, etc., that
arr deemed appropriate as key elements or key targets in an engagement; and let B aad R be the num-
bers remaining on each side at any time t after combat has begun. Thus, the fractions of survivors,
B/Bo and R/Rj, each represent quantities that will vary in a random manner from unity at the start of
a batle down to some fraction (or perhaps to zero), at the time the engagemet.t ceases, or a side with-
draws. Moreover, the proportions B/B. and RIR. clearly vary in a random manner with time: i.e.,
B = B(W) and R = R(t), and indeed they are the fractions of sarvivors on the two sides at any time t, in-
cluding also perhaps the projected or assigned "mission" tizre t, to reach some objective. Therefore, it
can be argued tha't these proportions, or a function thereo could be related to various forms of proba-
bility distributions of time t' kill. These probability distributioas of time must involve meaningful
physical definitions; criteria; or descriptions for time to kill, time to incapacitate, time to failure of
equipment, etc.; and their parameters should in some way describe the "fighting powLr" or capability
of a side at the random times required to kill opposing targets. To win a battle, one mu.t kill or in-
capacitate before his opponent disables him. In this connection, it is well known that the two-
parameter Weibull distribution (actually a prohability distribution of R. A. Fisher discovered inde-
pendently 8y Weibull) can be used to represent a very wide variety' of time to fail (or, in this case, time
to kill) probability distributians. Moreover, the fraction of survivors at given times in life tests of equip-
ment is now rather widely recognized as the reliability of the equipment. In general, such percentage
or fractions of survivabiliiy could be equated to reliability, which depends upon the random time-to-kill
variables in combat. For contifiuous distributions the reliability or fraction surviving with respect to a
mission time 4. may be defined es the integral of art appropriate probability density function (pdf)
from t. to' o, Thus, immediately we have the following approximations or relations for remaining frac-
tions of Blue and Red at any time t after the battle starts:

B/B, - exp(-0t1, B -- 8(1), (a,#>0; Q>0) (28-127)

RIR. " exp(-p- ), R "- R(t), (p,6 >0; Q0) (28-128)

where #" {I:,R,B) is an "attrition" coefficient for Blue, i.e., the loss or failure rate, or scale
parameter; and a - att,R,B} a shape parameter for the' time-to-kill probability distribution encoun-
tered. These parameters represent the capability of Red forces to destrcy Blue targets, Blue to protect
himself, etc. 'n combination, we might say that a.4nd 0 represent in perhaps an obscure way the "total
fighting power" of Red against Blue, but including also various attrition accidents that occur to Blue•./ -• ,in battle. Similar arguments apply to E.,. 2&-128. By the notation 0 - 01,RB}, for example, we wman l.. ,
that D is the parameter (constant) of a life-time chance distribution that is statistically estimable from
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the probabilistic relation between the remaining Blue and Red forces with time Note that Eqs. 28-12-and 28-128 may be interpreted as the chances of survival of a Blue or a Red. tnd these

prop•ortions may approach zero theoretically, but not practically, in most battle:.
The suggested use of the Weibull distributions in 'Eqs. 28-127 and ?8-t28, along wi'i tb,= proposed

method of analyzing data from combat or simulations, requires some discussion and Charauterization
for further justification. To begin:with, we do not take the approach often used in ,he past in w, hich one
is interested ii changes in the numbers of combatants or key t..rgets for individuai ,'nvageme:its, bat-
tles, etc. Rather, we visualize the concept of sampling popuiazions-that is to -ay. a %crv large number
of similar engagements or battles-and we concentrate on studying a sample engagement that is
"representative" of the hypothesized general characteristics of many battles in tne supposed environ-
ment. We regard the outcome of individual engagements or battles as being accidenta! in character,
and-except for superior weapons, tactics, favorable weather, terrain, etc.-one side may sometimes
"win" over the other due to chance. If it were possible to fight ,".;t many such engAigements or carry out
a very large number of simulations, we could obtain the desired characteristics of the population in
great detail. However, since there will rarely ever be time for this and the cost would be'high, it seems
of value to make inferences from samples representing combat situations to the populations of such en-
gagements'or.battles. This appears to us to be precisely what we should be getting at in indivioual, or a
few, simulations of combat. In particuiar, for example, we may be interested in. running a sample
simulation of a combat situation in order to see whether or not it is likely that our choice of weapons,
the tactics employed in using them, and certain command-and-contro! princ-pies would overcome and
deieat an enemy with somewhat different weapon capabilities in the same hypoth,;ized battle envi-
ronment.

For our purposes here, therefore, we regard the problem of analyzing combat as that of sampling
two-sided mutually interacting failure situations or games in which time isof the essence, since one
side, if he expects to win, must put targets on the other side out of action before his own fighting
capability is destroyed. The quicker Blue's weapons and tactics bring the Red side "to its knees", then
the better for Blue. He will have gained command of the battle situation before Red, who must now
withdraw, lose further men and 'equipment, or go down in defeat. Thus, the !ifetimes at which combat
elements are put out of action seems to be of such importance that we must concentrate on analyzing
the random lifetimes, times to Kill, or random times to failure of combat elements. Moreover, such an
analysis would give a summary of the battle conditions under study. In thi's connection, it is .,ow
rather widely known that the class of probability'functions kr-wn as Weibull distributions possesses a
very attractive capability for treating (positive) data for times to fail, cycles to failure,, mileages to
failure, etc. Thus, it seems evident that Weibull theory mey be applied to cumbat data, especial!y life-
thnes for the combat elements. We also note that Fat:ei's analysi.; (Ref. 6) of combat data for the Iwo
Jima campaign appears' to support an exponential type of decay, which is'a special case of Weibull
probability distributions. Furthermore, in order to have some conFt ienc.- that ouw choice of a class o:
probability distributions will ,be "robust" enough to cover many of the different forms of lime-to-kill
dLtributions that might occur in simulations or in co'nbat, we might well consider the two-pardmeter
Wribull di.tributions for which the pdf 's appear in Fig. 21-7.

Of course, we do not claim that Wcibull theory will applh to all combat situations or that only
Weibull distributions shnuld be used; for in fact the idea advanced here of analyzing time-to-kill data
should be more general than this; Indeed, other forms of probability distributions such as the Pearson
Type III or gmma distributions, or the four-parameter Pearson Type I or beta distributions, could
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aiso be considered, or even some very special probability distributions that accurately describe par-
ticular combat engagements. Nevertheless, we do point out that there are some rather distinct advan-
tages to using Weibull theory at the present time. In particular, statistical investigators have concen-
trated on and worked out a considerable volume of useful theory concerning the Weibull two-
parameter probability distributions, and have been able to place cohfidence bounds on the true, un-
known fraction of survivors in the populations by using either a complete random sample, or truncated
data. Although we believe this accomplishment could be attained eventually for many classes orpdf 's,
it may nekertheless take many years, and we feel that the presently available Weibull theory can be
used immediately and to considerable advantage' in the analysis of simulated or combat data. Also,
much computer time can be saved. The analyses suggested here apply only to the, two-parameter
Weibull theory, of course. Also, we believe, as apparently does Engel, that the parameters should
properly be estimated from two-sided conflict engagement data. It may be possible to use weapon
rates of fire, lethality, delivery accuracy, mobility 'haracteristics, target vulnerability, etc., to estimate
the parameters in advance, but we do not see now just how this can be done from one-sided or
"passive" weapon characteristics not including enemy return fire.

We might derive Eqs. 28-127 and 28-128 somewhat formally from the consideration that BiBo =
B(t)/B0 is the fraction of Blue forces remaining at time t; or the chance that a Blue combatant, tank
target, or fighting unit, etc., will survive to time t; and hence that (Bo - B)/Bo is the chance of a Blue
combatant being lost by time t. Thus, we may hypothesize that (Bo -- B)/B. is the cumulative chance
of kill for Blue within the random time t and that furthermore the time derivative of this quantity can
be equated to a probability density function of times to kill or lifetimes. In summary, we say, for exam-
ple, that

dF/dt =, (/B 0 )[d(Bo - B)/dt] %%, at"-exp(-#ta) (28-129)

where the left-hand side is the fractional rate 'of losses for Blue and the right-hand side is the two-
parameter Weibull pdf for the time to kill Blue targets. Integrating Eq. 28-129, we obtain immediately

B = Boexp(-ftla). (28-130)

The Weibull pdf has been suggested here because of its inherent generality in describing accurately the
various possible shapes of time-to-kill distributions occurring in combat.'

Also, we could argue that, since (B0 - 11)/BO is the fraction of lossea for Blue, then the conditional
failure rate for Blue, given survival to some time t, may be described somewhat generally in the form

[B')IBoI[Bt)/B, '- aI-1 .. (28-131).

where the right-hand side depends on the time of battle and B'(t) is the time derivative of B. That is to
say, the conditional failure or loss rate of Blue forces may vary with some pewer of time, possessing the
generality of an increasing, constant, or decreasing kill rate. Hence, we get immediately that.
In,[Bt)/Bo] = -fita or, as before, B(1)/B, = exp(-3ta).

Now the fractions of-survivors, or the "reliabilities" given 'by Eqs. 28-127 and 28-128, as we have
already indicated, can really encompass a wide range of probability distributions on time for combat

tengagements. In fact, the. two-parameter Weibull pdf given by

A f(tI f) = 1 -1exp(-jt1) (28-132)
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is somewhat of a natural choice, for it can-by .-'oper selection of the shape and scale parameters c
a•id --vary from the subexponential to the exponential (in which case a = 1, and the conditional
failure or kill rate is constant and equal to 0) to the super-exponential models of time to kill. Indeed,
various combinations of a and 0 even include the normal or Gaussianpdf, as well as skew, platykurtic,
and leptokurtic probability distributions. We can, therefore.through the use of the Weibull model,
equate the random fractions of Blue and Red survivors with time to any of a wide variety of realistic
probability distributions for remaining lives, which in some way will depend On the "fighting powers"
or combat capabilities of the opposing sides. If, for roughly equal forces, the chance of survival for Blue
forces (i.e., the proportion of survivors at various times t)'consistently exceeds that of Red, then Blue
obviously has the advantage in an engagement.

28-12.3 PARAMETER ESTIMATION FOR THE WEIBULL KILL TIME DISTRIBUTIONS

We have already discussed methods for estimating the Weibull scale parameters, 0 and p, and the
Weibull shape parameters, a and 6, in Chapter 21. In particular, if the kill times are dis':ributed ex-

ponentially, then the reciprocal or the mean time to kill for either Blue or Red may be estimated from
Eq. 21-83. The recommended methods for estimating the Weibull scale and shape parameters
generally are covered in par. 21-8, and hence need not be repeated. Nevertheless, we will illustrate the
matter of parameter estimation and the details of analysis in an instructive example which follows.

28-12.4 AN LNSTRUCTIVE EXAMPLE

EXAMPLE 28-8:
In a study of the effectiveness of antitank missiles as the main armament of tanks, it was decided to

simulate a "typical" engagement in Western Europe for a certain version of the Chief battle tank

(CBT) versus the RI0 tank. One of the main purposes of the simulation was to determine whether
missiles could successfully, engage opposing tanks at longer ranges than guns, and hence obtain an
early advantage in killing enemy tanks, tlh.ereby neutralizing the enemy tank force and obtaining a
given objective on schedule. In pa icular, a mission time of about 90 min was suggested for accom-
plishirig the objective.

In a valley, 20 RIO's were in position near the bottom of an inclining ground area leading up to a
town of key importance in the hill of the general battle zone. The RIO's were initially in defilade and
hence not easily in view of the frit ndly task force of 20 CBT's approaching them. At about 2500 m,
however, the RI O's opened fire on he approaching CBT's, but the latter were out of range for very ac-
curate fire from the R1O's.' As a result, and as the battle proceeded, the first-tank knocked out by the
missile armament of approaching "BT's was an RIO at 4 min after the engagement had started. In 8
min, one CBT had come within ange of the RIO's and was-killed. In summary, five RIO's were
knocked out at 4, 9, 15, 23, and 4) mrin elapsed time from the beginning of the engagement. On the
other hand, three CBT's were kille at 8, 13, and 24 min, and later at 60 min another CBT was finally

'knocked out. During the period of 40-60 min, it was thought that another R10 had been put out of ac-
tion, but a heavy fog had set in, m king such determination uncertain, and the battle was stopped just
before night. With these data on ti esto kill targets on each side, and assuming no major changes in
the commanders' tactics, resuppl, etc.. what can be said about the progress and outcome of such a
battle in general had it continued t ) 90 min, assuming the available data represent a valid sampling for,-
.a population of such engagemnent:?

We assume that the time-to-kil distrbutions for tank targets on each side follow two.parameter
Weibull probability distributions ecause of the wide variety of possible shapes for fitting such data,
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TABLE 28-8. COMPUTATIONS FOR THE INITIAL SAMPLE SIZES
(B0 and R, for Example 28-8)

CBT Data (R. 20) RIO Data (R. = 20)

ts Int, A, C, it Int, 'A C,

8 2.079 -0.408 -0.244 4 1.386 -0.273 -0.193
13 2.565 -0.386 -0.239 9 2.197 -0.259 -0.191
24 3.178 -0.346 -0.223 15 2.708 -0.234 -0.181
60 4.094 2.141 0.706 23 3.136 -0.200 -0.166

40 3.689 1'.965 0.732

ZAj1nI, = 5.828 = i lAgIntI = 5.040 = ,

WC11nt1 = 1.061 = 1/& -Clnt, = 1.002 = 1/3
Thus, &'-, 1/1.061 f 0.943, and Thus, Ij i/1.002 - 0.998, and

S= exp(-&t2) - 1/244 = 0.0041 A = exp(-3s) , 1/154 = 0.0065.
I/8 = 244 I/I - 154

(The constants A, and C( are taken from Mann, Re. 24.)

and we proceed to estimate the parameters so that an appropriate fit can be obtained' to describe the
probable remainder of such an engagement. For quickness and convenience, we use the theory and
tables of Mann (Ref. 24 or par. 21-8.2.3) to estimate a, f, 6, and p, although other methods of estima-
tion could be used [for example, the maximum-likelihood estimates of Cohen (Ref. 25, or par. 21-
8.2.2) or of Billman, Antle, and Bain (Ref. 26)]. In order to use Mann's estimates, i.e., the linear in-
variant statistics, it is convenient to tabulate the computations for the initial sample sizes B0 and R0 as
shown in Table 28-8.

From these results, we note that, since the estimates of the shape parameters a and 6 are each prac-
tically equal to one, exponential time-to-kill distributions may be used to describe the battle, i.e., the
losses on each side. In fact, the estimated true mean time to kill an RIO is estimated to be about 154
min*. To put this result another way, 'since the exponential failure distribution'involves a constant
conditional failure rate at any time t, the instantaneous kill rate for CBT's is predicted to be
0.0041/min. and that for RIO's to be 0.0065/min.

Since the single-parameter negative-exponential distribution seems to be a suitable hypothesis from
these estimates of shape parameters (a - 1) for the small numbers of kills, we can estimate the scale
parameters 1 and p (i.e., the conditional failure rates) from Eq. 21-83. We have, in fact,-

1/ - est(l/6) [ tg + (Bo- r)tr]/r (r numberof kills)
'-I-

= [105 + (16)(60)1/4 = 266 (vs 244)

/ = est(1/p) [91 + (15)(40)1/5 = 138 (vi 154)

so that the agreement is surprisingly good in this case.

This example is for illustrative purposes, and hence we do not imply'that 154 min is a typical or average combat Lk1 time.
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An interesting and important feature of our method is that we may easily place confidence limits on
the fractions of survivors for each side. For example, for the assumption of an exponential distribution.
it is known from the theory of Epstein and Sobel (Ref. 27) that

24/8 = X2(2r) (28-133)

where
I = 1/#or 1/p

9/= 1/or11A
xk(2r) = chi-sqcuare with 2r degrees of freedom.

That is to say, 2r#/# and 2rp/l are each distributed in probability as the well known chi-square, and
hence--since the true unknown fraction of Blue survivors is exp(-#t), and that for Red is exp(-pt)-
we may determine confidence limits for the true fractions of survivors as follows.

We start with

P•)[x-(2r) < X'(2r) = 2r0/8 < Xl-,(2r)]= I - 2a (28-134)

where X! is the lower a probability level and Xs,- the upper a probability level of the chi-square dis-
tribution for 2r degrees of freedom. Hence, for a mission t,, we can convert this probability statement
to

Pj,[t.X.2(2r)/ (2ri) .<5 t,.10 <- t.xj_,,(2r)/ (2ri) ]

= Pr[exp{-tX1_,,(2r)/(2ri)} < exp(-t,,/O) < expT-t,,,X.( 2r)/( 2 ri)}] = I - 2a.

(28-135)

But exp(-0t.) BIB. and'exp(-pt.) - RIR* for any mission I,, and thus we have lower and upper
confidence limits on the true unknown fractions of Blue' and Red survivors. Thus, had the tank battle
gone to 1.5 hr (90 min), we could state for the assumption of an exponential distribution that"

Pr[B/B, 2 exp{-tx•4x!_.(2r)/(2r8)I] = 1 - a

or

P,[BIB. 2 expV-( 9 0)(1/266)Xe.n(8)/8l 0.521 = 0.95.

In other words, we state with 95% confidence that at least 52% (10.4) of the CBT's will survive after 90
rini of such a battle. On the other hand, we can only say that at least 30.4% (6.0) of the RIO's will sur-
vive after 90 min, again with 95% confidence.

With two-sided confidence limits based on Xsim(8) - 2.18, xym(8) -. 17.53, X..m(10) = 3.25, and
. I X•..(1O) - 20.48, we can state with 95% confidence that at 90 min the fraction of surviving CBT's will

be between 0.48 and 0,91, while for the same confidence level the fraction of surviving RIO's will lie be-'
tween 0.26 and 0.81, Of course, the widths of the confidence intervals depenctmarkedly on the number
of kills, the conditional failure rate, the mission time, and the confidence level; in this illustration, we
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are dealing with data from a rather limited engagement too sparse to allow us to infer very precise
statements about the general population. For the mission time of 90 min, the estimated fractions for,
point estimates of surviving CBT's and R10's are, respectively, exp(-90/266) = 0.71 and
exp(-90/138) = 0.52 for further population inferences. Should more precise information be desired,
the simulation could be carried further, repeated, or the problem enlarged in consonance with the im-
portance of the decision to be made.

In this example we have concentrated properly on placing confidence bounds on fractions of sur-
vivors; however, if desired, relevant statistical literature is available for comparing the Blue and Red
population parameters.

We have indicated that confidence bounds can be estimated also for the reliability or proportion of
. survivors, R(1,,) = B(t,)/B ff 1 - F(t,.) = exp(-Bt*) related to the Weibull distribuziors of time to

kill, i.e., for a# 0 and 60 1 in Eqs. 28-127 and 28-128. This recent work has been carried out by N. R.
Mann (Ref. 28), and should prove to be most useful indeed to the weapon 3ystems analyst.

28-12.3 SOME REFLECTIONS
As mentioned earlier, it is diflicult under ordinary circumstances to obtain times at which casualties

occur in actual battles--especially such data for the opposing side. Nevertheless, in realistic simula-
tions of battles or computer games, etc., one can acquire the needed data and hence have at hand in-
formation to judge the probable future outcomes of engagements by using the method suggested here.
Also, data obtained in a natural manner on the friendly side, with no such information at all oa enemy
casualties, may be of considerable importance. For example, as we have indicated the Army in the
field carries computers as part of its equipment at the present time. Hence, if Blue were in a battle and
had been allocated a certain time, say 3 h, to accomplish an objective, then computations could be
made in the field and during the battle to arrive at estimates from the Blue casualties occurring, say,
during the first 30, 45, or 60'min of battle. From these data the shape of the appropriate Weibull pdf
could be determined and, hence, the remaining Blue survivors at the mission time of three hours could
be predicted. (We remark in this connection that truncating a simulation or battle at some predeter-
mined fixed time as compared to that of a fixed number of casualties would lead to somewhat different
methods of estimation.) If this estimated fraction of survivors is expected or is satisfactory, then Blue
proceeds; otherwise, higher headquarters would be so advised and hence have important information
on which to base any decision to withdraw, throw additional units into the battle, etc. Furthermore,
standard values of the Weibull parameters # and a can be developed from experience, and hence com-
puted casualties as a function of time could be compared With observed rates in a simulation or actual
battle to determine whether requirements are satisfactorily met, or various alternative' actions should
be taken by commanders. Moreover, confidence bounds may be placed on, the predictions.

Finally, other forms of probability distributions could; of course, be fitted to observed time-to-kill
data on targets in a' battle or simulation-for example, the gamma, lognormal, or especially the
extreme-value distribution-although it is believed that the two parameter Weibull model suggested
here represents a single form of distribution that will be sufficient for many battle situations of interest.

For an application using Lanchester type combat theory to study armor protection, firepower, and
mobility for tanks see Ref. 29.

28-12.6 STOPPING RULES TO CONTROL RISKS FOR EXPONENTIAL LIFETIME WAR
GAMES OR SIMULATIONS

( ) A problem of considerable interest and importance in military, operations research is that of provid.
* ing appropriate stopping rules for war games and computerized simulations of combat. Past practice

• -,•28-45
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has been to run many simulations in order to study the variation in outcomes of a stochastic game and
hence arrive at some idea of the confidence that might be placed on the results. The new formulation of
Lanchester combat theory in par. 28-12, makes possible the analyses of results in terms of random
times-to-kill in battle. Hence, in accordance with the statistical theory of reliability and life-testing,
our new procedure has the as antage that stopping rules may be found for games with exponential life
times of combat elements si, )ly by using statistical decision theory. Shuford and Grubbs (Ref 30)
have solved this military operations research problem and an example of the analytical solution is pre-
sented here.

Consider, for example, what actually may be a typical problem faced in the weapon acquisition
process. Should Blue forces equip its new main battle tank (say, the XM 1) with missiles or guns to op-

pose effectively Red's new battle tank (call it the RIO), which is equipped with guns? When Blue tanks
are equipped with. guns, we might assume that the glue force would normally lose about 25% of its
tanks on the average in the first 90 min of combat. (This 25% loss could have been predicted by using a
detailed computer simulatioi, model or verified from historical records.) The proponents of the missile
armament for the Blue XMI might claim that the Blue force would lose only 10% of its tanks in 90
min. How, therefore, may we settle the issue?

A study team decides that if it can be reasonably sure that the fraction of XM I's surviving after 90
min of battle is in fact as high as 90% when armed with missiles, the change should be made. If, how-
ever, the Blue fraction surviving after 90 min appears to be close to 75% the change would not be "cost-
effective". The study team, therefore, decides to test the following battle hypothesis for Bluc's missile
armament:

H. = The fraction of Blue XM1 's surviving at mission time t. = 90 min is 0.90, against the alter-
native hypothesis

HA = The fraction of Blue XMI 's surviving at mission time t,,i = 90 min is only 0.75.
The team also decides that the acceptable risk of rejecting H. when it is actually true should be

about 5% (chance of a Type I error is ,y = 0.05); and that an assurance level of 90% is required for re-
jecting H, when it is false and HA is true, or chance of a Type II error is put at P = 0.10.

Since pretests with the simulation model and analyses of actual tank battles show that the life-times
of tanks in combat can be approximated with an exponential distribution, then the hypotheses to be
tested for a typical mission can be restated as follows:'

H.: B/B9 f exp(-t,./,/) = 0.90 (28-136)

HA: B/B. exp(-tf/8A) = 0.75. (28-137)

With the mission time t,. - 90 min, the problem reduces to determining whether the fraction of sur-
vivors or the "reliability," exp(-90/0), is 0.90, or as low as 0.75; i.e., whether in an engagement the
wean-time-to-kill the XM1 armed with missiles is 09 - 854.2 min, or is as low as 0. - 312.8 min.
These values are found from Eqs. 28-136 and 28-137, respectively, for t1,i- 90.

Our hypothesIes now can be written equivalently as H,:Oo - 854.2 min versus HA:OA - 312.8 min.
Oui problem is to determine the number of kills that we must observe before we can truncate the
simulation to perform our test of significance and control risks as previously indicated.

Grubbs (Ref. 31) has shown that for exponential life-testing and the case where OA<.0, the power
function of the test, or the operating characteristic curve of the sign'ficance test given in Eq. 28-138, im- \

'plies that
- .28-46-
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,9/

. 1 (1"-(28-138)
OA 0613-

Here, ,1. is the lower -y probability level of the standard normal distribution, ih-, is the upper P proba-
bility level, and r is the required number of data or tank kili times required. Solving Eq. 28-138 for r, we
find that

4(1 -1)

91;&n7 - V1-, + [(/Ai, - i,-,)' + 4 (A -

,\
*-(28-139)

where IA (./9,A)la and A = (in.-, - ui7-)/(,u - 1).

Our stopping rule then is analytically to find r, the number of kills required before stopping the
simulation, that will fit the operating characteristic curve as nearly as possible through the risks,
y = 0.05 and P - 0.10, for the acceptable and unacceptable true* mean times-to-fail, 0o = 854.2 min
and Ot - 312.8 min, respectively. We can find such an r from Eq. 38-139.

Fory - 0.05, and P = 0.10, then, from a table of values for the standard normal distribution we find
V= -1.645 and i11-. = 1.282. Then we compute

p - (8/01)6 • = 1.40 (28-140)

and

- *(•_,- ,i7)/(• - 1)'- 8.9625. (28-141)

Finally,

r ft A2/9 O 8.9or 9 kills required. (28-142)

Our stopping rule teils us that we need 9 Blue tank kills before we stop our simulation and perform our
* test at the fisk levels -, - 0.05 and P - 0.10.

To co, 'olete our test, we run the simulation with some initial numbers, B, and R., of tanks on each
side (mu, :i greater than 9, say Bp -. 20 or so) until we have obtained 9 Blue tank kills. We record the
time fron he start of the battle at which each tank kill occurred. Next we compute our estimate of 0
from, Epstein and Sobel (Re. 27) as

t[ +(B, - r)t4l/r - [ Is + (B9 - 9)/t,1/9 (28-143)
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for the ordered kill times <-t<_ .. tBo, with the battle being truncated immediately at r = 9 Blue tank
kills. Since 2r0/0 = X2(2r) is distributed in probability as chi-square with 2r degrees of freedom, we will
accept the hypothesis that

H0:i, B. = exp(-90/0) = 0.90

and hence that missiles are very effective, if the observed

> OoXo.o6( 2 r)/( 2 r) = 445.6. (28-144)

If 0 < 445.6 we reject the hypothesis that B/S0 = 0.90 and accept the alternative hypothesis that
missiles are not so effective. :

Thus, with the technique developed by Shuford and Grubbs (Ref. 30), risks of erroneous judgments
in war games or simulations may be controlled for exponentially distributed combat life-times.

28-13 SUMMARY

We have described the two Lanchester Linear Laws of combat, the Lanchester Square Law, the
logarithmic or exponential decay law of Weiss and Peterson, and the Guerrilla Warfare model' of
Deitchman, along with some methods of estimating chances of a side winning a battle. The determina-
tion or estimation of attrition rates or kill rates was discussed and some of the problems of verification

of the laws of combat brouSnt out. Finally and for proper stochastic analyses, we recommend for future

applications the matter of treating survival times of key targets, or battlefield elements, and show that
such an analytical apprcach would have some very decided advantages, including the capability of be-
ing able to place confidence bounds on the proportion of survivors at an extrapolated mission time.
Several instructive examples are given to indicate various types of applications. The considerations of
this chapter apply primarily to homogeneous forces, whereas heterogeneous forces are treated in
Chapter. 29.
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CHAPTER 29

LANCHESTER COMBAT THEORY-MODEL EXTENSIONS;
HETEROGENEOUS rORCES; AND COMMAND, CONTROL,

AND INTELLIGENCE EFFECTS

Lanhester type models ol combat theo(y to descri6e and predict outames of battles are ertended from 1he homoge.
nous force concepts of Chapter 28 to include additional terms for resupply production and resupply raes; some non-
combat type of losses due to the environment, disease, or accidents; and the scale of operation. Attrition of forces due
to the critical factor of range or distance of separation of Blue and Redforces, i.e., rao ge-depeadent attrition rW'es are
introduced, and the concept of trading off time or. range for combat losses krought out. Also, the generaliz.ation of
Lanchester laws to include the effect of line-of-sight problems is covered, along with criteria to establish whether the
Lanchester Linear Law or the Square Law is likely to apply. Then the highly important concept of combat between
heterogeneous forces is introduced and illustrated with some usefid example oj applications. ,Then, we indicate a
n.odel for a battle which is assumed to he made up from many individual duels btween Blue and Red forces. Finally,
in a new topic involving Lanchester combat theory, a derivation due to Schreiber (Ref. 12) points out the key impor-
tance of command, cont . and -.ntelligence effects on battles, especially as compared to numbers of weapons or forces
on each side.

29-0 LIST OF SYMBOLS
a = aircraft availabil~ty rate
a - constant of proportionality in Eqs. 29-27 and 29-28
B - number of Blue forreq nr units at any time t

B(r) - number of Blue forces as a function of separation distance r
dB/dr - instanta7.eous rate of change in the number of Blue forces as, a function of separa-

tion distance r
dB/dt - rate of change in the number of Blue forces with respect to time t

Be - initial number of Blue forces
B, - B,(1) - remaining number of i-type Blue units at any time t of the battle

B. - initial number of i-type Blue units or weapons
S- average number of surviving' Blue forces at time t of battle

B, - number of Blue tanks' at time I
B, - number of Blue infantry at time i
B ,- number of Blue artillery weapons at time t
P, - number uf Blue aircraft at time t
b. - Blue aircraft attritiorn rate per sortie
el casualty rate Blue will accept
e- - casualty rate Red will accept
E - parameter given by Eq. 29-5

"E(R) - expected number of Red forces killed by Blue
e - final or top level of command and intelligen.-e .efficiency
e. - initial level of command and intelligence efficiency

-- command and intelligence efficiency of Blue forces

29-1
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eR = command and intelligence efficiency of Red forces
F = parameter given by Eq. 29-6
F =/2 eo)/(2 - e) - I = parameter defined in Eq. 29-71
f - fraction of Blue aircraft sorties employed against Red tanks

I -1 = fraction of Blue aircraft employed against Red artillery
f(t) probability density function of number of duels

G = - AY -.10- = parameter defined by Eq. 29-10
G, = initial value of G
g = fraction of Blue artillery used against Red tanks

I - g = fraction of Blue artillery used against Red artillery
g(r) = monotonically decreasing function of the separation distance r to indicate tile de-

pendence of attrition rates on r
H = V/•B = parameter defined by Eq. 29-11

H, = initial value of H
h()= probability density function of d.&ration of duels
[I] = identity matrix

i = 1, 2, ... , I represent% the ith type of Blue units or weapons for heterogeneous forces
j= 1, 2. ... , J represents thejth type of Red units or weapons for heterogene ,us forces
K = replacement rate for Blue forces
L = replacement rate for Red forces

A. = vrp = parameter defined by Eq. 29-9
n = number~of duels

P = chance that Bi:je will kill a Red in view of target detection chances and time to fire
P(BR,t) = chance that B Blue and R Red forces survive at time t

p chance that a Blue wins a duel against a Red

p- = single-shot kill probability for Blue against Red
= single-shot kill probability for Red against Blue

[Q] - matrix of the product of kill rates and allocation factors (Eq. 29-51)
q - I -p - chance that a Red attrits a Blue
R- number of Red forces or units at any time i

'R(r). - namber of Red forces as a function of separation distance i
dR/dr - instantaneous rate of change in the number of Red forces as a function of separa-

tion distance r
d~jdt - rate of change in the number of Red forces with respect to time .

Ro " initiad numbcr ,)f Red forces
R- R(1t) - remaining number ofj-type Red units at any time i O the battle

R,. - initial number ofj-type Red units or weapons
A - average number of surviving Red forces at time t of battle

R. - number of Red infantry at time t
A - number of Red tanks at time s
#T -'number of Red artdlery weapons at tin'e t

F Ism - SRI - separation distance between Blue and Rel forces
re s separation distance between Blue and Red forces at the start o' (!,.e battle
re .replacement rate for Red tanks (7)

29-2
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S (s8 + s = distance from the reference line to a line (LOL)' which is parallelto

and moves with the same speed as the LOB

s = sortie rate, per available aircraft

si = distance of Blue forces from a reference line well within Blue's ground area and

parallel to the line of battle (LOB)

sR = distance of Red forces from the same reference line used in the definition of sa

I = time

!t2t,<...5t•, = ordered times

v = dr/dr = closing spee' of Blue and Red forces

(2] = row vector representing all Blue and Red units (Eq. 29-48)

[dZ/dt] = time derivative of the vector [21 (Eq. 29-49)
[Z0 ] = initial vaiues for the vector [21 (Eq. 29-50)

a = reciproc 'l of mean time to detect a target for Blue (rate of detection)

a' = Red's rate of detecting Blue targets

= combat attrition rate of Blue forces

= attrition rate of Blue elements, i.e., the rate at wh;ch an individual weapon or ele-

ment of the jth type Red weapon attrits ith type Blue elements or targets when

firing on Blue
- = n,,combat loss rate of Blue forces

- alloca:ion of Red weapon.s against Blue tarmets, i.e., the proportion (or probabil-
ity) of thejth type Red weapon firing against the ith type of Blue target

6 - noncombat loss rate of Red forces

61 - allocation of Blue weapons against Red targets, i.e., the proportion (probability)
of the ith type Blue weapon firing against thejth type of Rer target

0 = 8(r) (-0/0),f g(-)dr - angular value for Eq. 29-25

S- rate of duels between Blue ano Red forces

S- rate at which duels are completed

I/u - mean or expected time of a duel

p - combat attrition rate of Red forces

P-j - attrition rate of Red elements, i.e., the rate at which an individual weapon or ele-
ment of the ith Blue group attrits jth type Red e'ements or targets when firnng on

Red
• - variance of number of ked forces killed - E[R - E(R)I'

r - time to fir, for Blue

i- Red's time to shoot

~, 5 £. .... . ... ..A !LS~29-1 INTRODUCTION !

Chapt-r 28 dealt primarily with Lanchester's equations for homnogeneous forces, which generally
wer-_ kept simple enough to, introduce some of the rather basic concepts. Nevertheless, the idea of rein-

rt.rrbents for either side was brought out during the discussion of validating the. Lanchester Square

Law model for the Iwo Jima campaign. One can only begin to model more complex battle situations
j with such simple corm.epts because battle results are not only a function of tile numbers of forces and.
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weapons on each side, but also the various types of weapon systems (taking into account their diver-
sity), the capabilities of the various types of weapon systems in combined arms roles, range, doctrine of
employment (tactics, organization, etc.), intelligence of enemy activities, the environment of employ-
ment, logistic considerations, industrial capability, and other factors. Thus, there is a need to include

.. more parameters in any realistic models which attempt to provide sound inferences for future con-
flicts. Therefore, it is the purpose of this chapter to cover some of the more inclusive models of combat
and to see just how they may be used for the purpose of evaluating weapons.

In particular, we will discuss the matter of additional terms in Lanchesterf type models of combat,
alung with some of the recent developments of theory and application relating to force separation, the
value of intelligence, and some account of heterogeneous forces. Moreover, one can see that if we are
able to deal with the case of heterogeneous forces in terms ofcombined arms effects or the "equiva-
lent" homogeneous models, then some very useful simplifications will have been accomplished.
Finally, we need to indicate the relation between deterministic models and that of the probabilistic
models.

We first discuss some additional terms (par. 29-2) for Lanchester's homogeneous equations for the
case of the Square Law. (We have already introduced a term for troop replacement in Eq. 28-51 of
Chapter 28.)

29-2 ADDITIONAL TERMS IN LANCHESTER'S EQUATIONS

Lanchester's differential equa;tions for either the Linear or Square Laws may be extended to involve
additional terms such as replacement rates and n,ncombat losses due to accidents, diseases,
epidemics, etc. For example, for the Square Law we might add additional terms, bringing about the
following:

dB
"-R -YB + K (29-1)

dR- -pB - R + L (29-2)
dt

where
K replacement rate for Blue forces
L - replacement rate for Red forces
y - noncombat loss rate of Blue forces
.6 noncombat loss rate of Red forces

combat attrition rate of Blue forces
p combat attrition rate of Red forces
B - number of Blue forces or units at any time I
R - number of Red forces or units at any time :

- time.
"-In these extended Square Law equations, the constants K and L can be considered to be replace-

ment rates for the Blue-and Red forces, respectively, whereas the terms -'yB.and -6R for Blue and
Red represent noncombat or nonoperational type losses, or losses dependent on the scale of each side's
activity', or in accidents, etc., and are not related directly to the size of the opponent. Combat losses are
such that B and p dominate -y and 5, however," as would be expected. k )
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When the opposed forces are equally effective, i.e., for p p and -y 5, but the replacement rates
are different, for example, then the solutions of Eqs. 29-1 and 29-2 are:

SLO - K-y
B - y2 + Eexp[(j - y)t] + Fexp[-(0 + -y)t] (29-3)

and

KO - L7 -
R 3 - Ly 2 Eexp[(# - y)t] + Fexp[-(# + yt)t] (29-4)

where

E o + L -- (29-5)

T B\/L+

F = - Bo + K + (R L (29-6)B+= T of l+uoc

Bo = initial number of Blue forces

Ro = initial number of Red forces.

We note that the size of the constant E, which is fixed by the initial conditions and the production
and resupply rates, determines which of the forces goes to zero. The total 'strength on a side is the
initial fighting force plus the replacement rate (or it could be the production rate) divided by O -y '.

The equations take a very special and interesting form when -y = 6 = L = 0, for then only Blue
replaces troops in battle, or adds to them. In this particular case, we have

-= -OR + K = -v P(v!R - V)- (29-7)

= -pB = -Vp B) =-MH/V'0 (29-8)

where

M =V (29-9)

G = R- KI/ (29-10)

"H =V'B (29-11)
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and we immediately see that

dH/dt = -MG (29-12)

dG/dt = -MH. (29-13)

But Eqs. 29-12 and 29-13 are in precisely the same form as Eqs. 28-28 and 28-29 for Lanchester's
Square Law as a function of time, and we may write down immediately (see Ref. I for eAample) that

H, = vl'B = V/p'B0cosh(v/tt) - (V•Ro - K/v#T)sinh(Vrt) (29-14)

and

"G = VORR - K/VO (29-15)

= ('(-fRo - K/Vt)cosh(Vx/t) - VpBosinh(V/0t).

We recall from the Square Law that for Blue to win we must have pBo>6R., and hence such con-

dition here means

MHoJ > MG4 (29-16)

Ho> Go- VpBo > V/•Ro - K/ V (29-17)

or Blue wins if

V'pBo + K/v" > V#_R.. (29-18)

If HO = G, at time t = 0, then H and G approach zero asymptotically; thus, B approaches zero
while R approaches a limiting value K/V/P which really just permits Red to destroy Blue's replace-
ments at a rate equal to their arrival rate!'

Engel (Ref. 2) has applied these very equations to the battle of Iwo Jima in an attempt to' validate
the Square Law as we indicated' in par. 28-5.,

Thus, the reader can see that additional terms 'can be included in the basic Lanchester type com-
bat equations to represent a variety of considerations, although it can be seen also that the solutions
could become somewhat complex. An important problem is to develop the best model for a given

* application.

EXAMPLE 29-1:
Given that Blue and Red'have equally effective forces in a battle, but that Blue's replacement rate

of forces is at the rate of 15 per unit of time while that for Red is 5 per time unit. Suppose that Blue
has only 100 men while Red has 200 men, and the kill rates of Blue and Red are equal at the value

Sp - 1.5 per time unit, while noncombat lo;ses for both sides are at the rate "y - I 0.3. (1)
"Does Red have enough men initially to overcome Blue's resupply rate, and who wins? (2) Assume

'f ll:" that there are only losses on 'each side due to combat ani that Blue has an artillery advantage which
prevents Red from any resupply; then determine' how the battle will go.

S. . 29-6
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From Eq. 29-5, we note that E may be positive, in which case Blue will win; E may be zero and
bring about a stalemate; or E could be negative, in which case Red wins (as may be noted from Eq.
29-4). Hence, the computation of E is of central interest..For (i), from Eq. 29-5

E = -45.83

and hence Red's 200 combatants initially is much more than that required to win.
For (2), -Y = 6 0, and L = 0, and hence now

E = -45

so that Red still wins easily.

29-3 RANGE-DEPENDENT ATTRITION COEFFICIENTS

Appropriate models for describing ground combat should account for the fact that the attrition co-
efficients or kill rates will depend on ranges of engagement. In fact, we have already brought out this
point several times, for example, by indicating that the probability of hitting drops off rather rapidly
with increased range to target. A first step concernirg this matter was taken by Weiss (Ref. 3), who
extended Lanchester-type warfare equations of combat between two homogeneous forces to include
re!ative movement of forces and hence allowed for a trade-off between time and space in generating
casualties. Weiss' formulation considered that the attrition coefficients depended upon force separa-
tion in such a manner that the ratio of Blue to Red kill rates was a constant. This is probably a fairly
reasonable assumption; otherwise, one would have to introduce much more complexity into the
'modeling process. Later, Bonder (Ref. 4) used Weiss' extension technique to study the effects of
mobility and range dependent attrition rates on the number of surviving forces. Bonder (Ref. 4) also
developed a second-order differential equation for the purpose of relating average force strength to
the force separation distance, and he obtained a solution for the number of Blues and Reds at any.
time after combat had begun for the case of constant relative closing speed of the two sides. Taylor
(Ref. 5), has givern a rather compact treatmer.t of this very problem. Hence, it is of interest to record
some of the accomplishments of these investigators here.

Following the notation of Chapter 28, let:
B = number of Blue forces at any time I
R = number of Red forces at any time t

B*- initial number of Blue forces
R. = initial number of Red forces
S- rate at which Blue forces are killed by Red forces
p = rate at which Red forces are killed by Blue forces

sg = distance of Blue forces from a reference line well within Blue's ground area and parallel to the
line of battle (LOB)

si = distance of Red forces from the same reference line used in the definition of sB
s - (sa + st,)/2 - distance from the reference line to a line (LOB)' which is parallel to and moves

with the same xpeed as the LOB
1'r - I. - ss - separation distance between Blue and Red forces.

A representation of sm, sR, s, and r is shown on Fig. 29-1.

- --.-. ~ 29-7,
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LOB* LOB'

0I
SB-

R --

-4 "

The line of battle is between the Red and Blue forces; but the location of it depends on the rate
-of advance of these forces.

II

Figure 29-1. Location of Red and Blue Forces

T1hen Weiss (Ref. 3) sets up the Lanchester combat equations taking account of the force separa-
tion distance r as

dB
=-#Rg(r) (29.19)

and

diiI. d.

where
g(r) lmonotonically decreasing function of the distance or separation ra

One may easily note that upon comparing Eqs. 29-19 and 29B20 with Lanchester's basic Square
Law, Eqs. 28-28 and 28-29, the attrition rates now become, e g(r) and pg(), and hence the rates may
depend markedly on the separation distance r. Nevertheless, she effective ratio of the time derivatives,
Eq. 29-19 to Eq. 29-20, leads to

p =dB PRdR. (29-21)
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Eq. 29-21 is precisely equal to Eq. 28-30, so that as Weiss (Ref. 3) showed, the usual Square Law
given by Eq. 28-33, or

p(B0' - $2) = - R') (29-22)

still holds for force levels in spite of the dependence on the separation distance r between Blue and
Red forces. Obviously, ý.his seems to be a rather unique outcome, which reprodices and generalizes
the Lanchester Square Law.

Since Eq. 29-22, the ordinary Lanchester Squre Law, for this much more complex case does not
involve the separation distance r, the rate of change of Blue forces (and Red) with respect to time
may be transformed to the equivalent rate of change of Blue forces (and Red) with respect to dis-
tance r. For Blue, for example, we have

dB dB dr
dt v-dr v = jt (29-23)

so that Taylor (Ref. 5) and Bonder (Ref. 4) give force levels as a function of the closing range r for
Blue as

B = B(r) = B.coshO + Ro(f/p)"IsinhO (29-24)

where

r

0 0(r) = _(#/p),2nf g(r)dr (29-25)
Vg

with r0 = the separation distance between Blue and Red at the str- of the battle.
A similar expression for Red as a function of separation distanc,. is

R = R(r) = RocoshO + Bo(p/P)'Asinh8. (29-26)

Thus, the 'numbers of remaining Blue and Red forces for any closing range r can be determined
also, or we may say that the effect of mobility is to trade casualties for control of ground.

Weiss' clever analysis (Ref. 3) also gives some interesting equations for the closing speeds of the
Blue and Red forces. In terms of the closing speed of opposing Blue and Red forces, Weiss (Ref. 3)
shows that for ihe distances sa and s, of Blue and Red from the reference line, one finds the speed.
relations.

ds a dB 
(29-27)

and

(a, - aRI (29-28)

dl cadIl
29-9
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where a is a constant of proportionality, and cy and CR are the'casualty rates Blue and Red, respec-
tively, are willing to accept before withdrawing or retreating from battle.

Weiss (Ref. 3) indicates that a method of obtaining the solution to Eqs. 29-27 and 29-28 is to con-
sider first the initial part of the action and assume that Blue and Red reach an equilibrium at some
closing range' r before large losses have been received by either. (This is ri-asonable since only rarely
will a whole force be annihilated without withdrawal or retreat.) The complete action is then solved
under the assumption that the time lag in change of this equilibrium is small compared with the time
for the whole engagement. In fact, at this stage we may say that the closing speed dr/dt could be set
equal to zero, and the function g(r) in Eqs. 29-19 and 29-20 solved for, so that the attrition equations
become

dB
= 2$R/1(fR/ca + pB/cR) (29-29)

and

dRd = 2pB/(flR/cB + PB/cR). (29-30)

Moreover, the corresponding speed of the LOB is given by

T a(c,.8R - cxpB)/(cn.8R + cBpB) (29-31)

from which we see that due to the chosen sizes of the- casualty rates cR and c8, the speed ds/dt may be
positive, zero, or negative; or that an inferior force may "hold the line,' against a superior force by
accepting a higher casualty rate, so to speak. Clearly, this would seem :o help with the validation of
this particular model, and as a matter of fact we have already remarked in par. 28-11 concerning
breakpoints of battles that once a force is on the defensive it will then ften suffer nearly double the
offensive casualty rate.

29-4 A GENERALIZATION OF LANCHESTER'S LAWS FOR LINE OF SIGHT
CONSIDERATIONS.

While we are discussing additional terms for Lanchester's basic lin ar and square laws, it is of
some interest to consider a somewhat different kind of generalization cue especially to line-of-sight.
problems or chances of seeing targets. The particular formulation that ollows is due to Owen (Ref.
'6), and approaches establishment of the Square Law of Eqs. 28-28 and 28-29, and the area fire
model of Eqs. 28-22 and 28-23 in a different manner. Owen (Ref. 6) in icates that the Square Law
should be valid for close combat, whereas the Linear Law for area fire s ould be valid for combat "at
a distance" and proceeds to establish this with a rather clever analytic i development. He assumes
that a•u individual, for example on the Blue side, takes a certain time to fire, and he will fire oniy
when he sees a Red target or has detected one. Hence, the chance that Blue does not see or detect
a particular Red target in a given time r is exp(-ar), where a is a "visibility" parameter, and in fact
is the detection rate (or its reciprocal 1/a is the mean time to detect). Clearly, a may be'relatively ()1
large fo open terrain and smal in the dark, or for trees, ambushes, etc. Now if Red has R men with

"29-10 I
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weapons, or there are R targets, the chance that a Blue sees none of them will be given by
exp(-aRr), so that the chance that a single Blue sees at least one target to shoot at is
[1 -. exp(-aRT)]. Hence, if the kill probability per shot is pt (which would consist of the chance of
hitting multiplied by the conditional chance that a hit is a kill), then in the time interval r, a Blue
member has the chance P or

P pa[l - exp(-aRr)] (29-32)

of killing an opponent. Moreover, since each Blue has a probability of killing given by Eq. 29-32,
then for B Blues the expected number E(R) of Reds killed by Blue will be

E(R) - Bp,%[l - exp(-aRr)] (29-33)

where we have ;3nored the "small" chance that two Blues kill the same Red. In addition, it is easily
seen that due to binomial probability theory, then the variance of the number of Reds killed is
simply

= E[R - E(R)]3

= Bpt[l - exp(-aRr)j]I - p,[l - exp(-aRr)]}. (29.34)

In conclusiun, we see that the number of Red elements killed 'is a random variable with mean and
variance given by Eqs. 29-33 and 29-34, respectively, and perhaps for many applications such dis-
tributions may be approximately described by the normal fit.

Owen (Ref. 6) at this stage replaces the random number of Red kills by its mean value, Eq. 29-33,
'thereby disregarding the stochastic element or variance, and obtains the deterministic form

dR
=-E(R)/r -(Bpa/r)[l - exp(-aRr)] (29-35)

and similarly

dB
-v -(Rp'j!r')[I - exp(-a'Rr')] (29-36)

where a', p., and r' now have similar definitions for Blue side kills, or they are respectively the
visibility -parameter, the kill probability, and firing times for, Red.'

Now suppose that the visibility is poor, i.e.i art is small, or we have distance firing, or conceal-
nment. in which cases

exp(-aRr) I I - aRr :(29-37)

or from Eq. 29-35 we then. establish that
O dR

" ,4 -cpBR. '(29-38)

29-11
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But this is. precisely the form of the linear law for area fire, or Eqs. 28-22 and 28-23. Similarly, we get
that

dBdB -I 't4BR 
(29-39)

fcr the poor visibility case of Red seeing Blue.
On the other hand, if the visibility is good, or aRr is large (or Red has a "large" Army, or a very

low rate of fire), then clearly the exponential approaches zero, i.e.,

exp(-aRr) " 0 (29-40)

and from Eq. 29-35 one sees that in this case

dR

which for any "fixed" r is of the form of the Lanchester Square Law, Eqs. 28-28 and 28-29. Thus,
with this more general approach to combat, we are still able to validate, on some practical grounds,
the Lanchester Linear and Square Laws.

In this more general formulation of Owen, which involves the chance of fisiding the target, there is
more to be said for the now three combat parameters-a the visibility parameter, p, the single-shot
kill chance, and T the time available for target detection. In particular, we note that the single-shot
kill probability appears in both models, i.e., in Eqs. 29-38 and 29-41, or these limiting cases. Thus,
for either law, advantages are gained by always trying to increase kill probability per shot, i.e.,
whether for the linear law for area fire, or for close combat and the square type law. (The reader is
no doubt aware that for small arms type weapons it -may be difficult to increase single-shot kill
chances for area or ambush fire, whereas increasing the rate of fire will be an advantage for the
weapon, such as use of a machine gun. On the other hand, the use of artillery and large lethal areas
per projectile or warhead payload becomes very much in order in this case.) Moreover, it is clearly to
Red's advantage here to decrease Blue's single-shot kill chances, and he may do this by hiding or
hardening his units, or by cover protection.

For the sighting or visibility parameter a, we note that the attrition rate in Eq. 29-38 is directly de-
pendent on it, i.e., for area fire; whereas for high visibility and the square law of close combat it is
compietely missing in Eq. 29-41. We conclude then that should the enemy be "hard to find", it
becomes of critical importance to increase visibility or improve on target detection. On the other
hand, if 'he product aR" i or can be made sufficiently large, then increasing the size of the visibility
parameter may be of relatively little importance indeed.

Finally, we might take a look at the firing time r available for Blue. We note here that the kill rate
in Eq. 29-41, or for the limiting square law, is inversely proportional to r or hence the rate of fime.
Thus, the machine gun may be extremely valuable in such conditions of combat. On the other hand,

for the model of Eq. 29-38 or area rir', very little, if anything at all, is gained through rate of fire; and
even the machine gun, for example, may be of little value against ambush, au we are well aware.

, These arguments make considerable sense in the analyses of combat, but of more importance is ( .)
the fact an appropriate theoretical development has been carried out which will aid in more precise

29-12
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quantification of combat than otherwise would have been possible. In addition. we gain considerably
more appreciation foi the basic work Lanchester originally performed for us.

EXAMPLE 29-2:
A Blue force of company size (- '200 men) believes that a much smaller Red force, estimated to be

50, is in the general area just ahead. If this be true, Blue hypothesizes that Red's single-shot kill
probability per weapon may be as large as 0.075, and the chance of a Red --eing a Blue is about 0.6.
Blue, on the other h ind from immediate past experience has been detecting about one Red target
every 30 min and Blue's p, is about 0.05. Considering that Blue may be caught by surprise and must
fire immediately, within 6 s while Red may use as much as 5 min to detect and fire on Blue, what
can be said about any appropriate choice of a combat law which might be applicable to'such a sitia-
tion?

It is easy for the Blue commander to analyze these available data in the following terms or
parameters:

B = 200 R =50

p" = 0.05 -0.075

a = 1/30 = 0.033 a' = 0.6/5 0.12

r = 6/60=0. 1 r' = 5.

Hence, we find that

aRt = (0.033)(50)(0.1) = 0.165, while a'Br' = (0.12)(200)(5) 120.

Thus, there is some evidence that since aR7 is relatively small and t'Br' is large, then Deitchman's
mixed or guerrilla warfare model of par. 28-9 would be appropriate for tihe cemmander to predict
casualties or infer outcomes of such an engagement.

We note that the determination of the model to fit depends on the 'size- of aRr and a'Br', and not
on the single-shot kill chances p, or p.

29-3 HETEROGENEOUS FORCES OR COMBINED ARMS

29-5.1 PRELIMINARIES
By heterogeneous forces, we mean the employment and "mixture" of weapons of different types on

a side for various firing missions in combat. Through long and past bitter experience, we have lear-
ned that combat against any current or potential enemy must' involve infantrymen with their rifles
and machine guns; artillery to attack targets at longer ranges, or for counterbattery, or to deny the
enemy the use of key areas of the terrain; and tanks to aid in breakthroughs or fight enemy tanks, or
carry out mopping-up actions, etc. Thus, modern war depends on the wisest use of combined arms
or heterogeneous type forces to get and keep an advantage over the enemy in combat actions.

Lanchester's original investigations into combat theory involved primarily the analysis of "homo-
geneous" forces on each side, and he touched very lightly on the problem of evaluating combat be-
tween heterogeneous forces. Nevertheless, we must discuss some of the problems involving the
analysis of heterogeneous forces, for this is actually the case in practice, even though this is obviously
a rather involved and difficult area of analysis.

Obviously, for heterogeneous forces, there is a problem in allocating weapons to targets on both
sides. This was not too involved a problem for the homogeneous case, in which several riflemen, tank

_ _ _ _ _ _ __ __._ _29-13
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crews, etc., could fire at single similar targets on the opposite side. Needless to say, the allocation
problem becomes`very important indeed for combat between heterogeneous forces since, for example,
artillery can successfully engage enemy infantry, riflemen may waste bullets against tanks, some
man-port-abie weapons can destroy tanks, aircraft may attack some ground targets without coming'
under fire, etc. Hernce, it becom~es clear that, for combat between forccs, appropriate parameters
must be considered to take account of weapon-target allocation problems. Moreover, there is the
problem of determining the "best" weapon-target allocation modes in order to conserve ammunition,
or to maximize effectiveness of weapons for a given logistical supply or other criteria of importance.

It is not difficult to establish appropriate notation and the general model for the case of combat be-
tween heterogeneous forces on each side. We consider i = 1,2,. . ., 1 different types of Blue weapons,
men. key elements, etc., and j=1,2, ... , J distinct types of Red, weapons, men, key elements, etc.
Then define:

B, = B,(111) remaining number of i-.type Blue elements at any time'i of the battle
A,=initial number of i'-type *Blue elements
Rj R(t) =remaining number ofj'-type Red elements at any time t of the battle

40O= initial number ofj-4type Red weapons or forces
=the attrition rate of Blue elements, L~e., the rate at which an individual weapon or element of
thej'th type Red weapon attrits ith type Blue elements or targets when firing on Blue

=allocation of Red weapons against Blue targets, i.e., the proportion (or probability.) of the
jth type Red weapon firing against the ith type of Blue target

p,= the attrition rate of Red elements, i.e., the rate at which an individual weapon or element of
the ith Blue group attritsjth type Red elements or targets when. firing on Ried

6,=the allocation of Blue weapons against Red targets, i.e., the propottion '(probability) of the
ith type Blue weapon firing against the jth type of Red target.

With these definitions, it is easy to see that the rate of change (i.e., decrease) in i-type Blue targets
and j-type Red targets can be expressed as:

* dBj
E 6 ,-j~ i 1,2,....,! (29-42)

and

dR, ps j - 1,,...., J. (29-43)
di ~ g.gB

Thus, Eqs. 29-42 and 29-43, represent the generalization of Lanchester type differential equations
of combat to describe the course of battle for heterogeneous forces or combined arms on each side.
We note in particular, as previously stated, that there is the problem of estimating the I and J dis-
tinct attrition coefficients and also the allocation rortsor "probabilities of assignment" of
every weapon on each side, against targets on the other.

As a particular example, and to illustrate further, suppose that we consider that Blue and Red
have only infantry and artillery on their sides. Then, Eqs. 29-42 and 29-43 simplify to the following
considerations:

8 - I represents Blue irdantry
- ~ £ - 2 represents Blue artillery weapons C

29-14
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B, = number of Blue infantrymen at time t of the bartle
B2 = number of Blue artillery weapons at time t of the battle

j = I represents Red infantry
j = 2 represents Red artillery

R, = number oi Red infantrymen at time t of the battle
R, -= numh er:cf Red artillery weapons at time I of the battle

ano hence that the basic equations become

SdB,
di -- `y2sR2 (29-44)

dBt dt -01273'R, - •ynR2 (29-45)

dt' P 1611B, - pssB, (29-46)

and
dtR 112612B, -- ,. (29.47)

Continuing, if we put, for example, 6, pat, then Red artillery kills Blue infantry at the same rate
that Blue artilley attrits Red infantry. If we were to put yV, - 6&,g 0, then no Red infantry is
assigned to kill Blue artillery, and likewise no Blue infantry is allocated to fire against Red artillery.

Indeed, this might make sense, for on the other hand the, attrition rate 01, for Red infantry kills of
Blue artillery could be practically zero, or the kill rate Pit of Blue infantry against Red artillery may
likely be quite small. These points or examples should illustrate the relation between attrition rates

and allocation factors. Attrition rates may be estimated from realistic hit probabilities, rates of fire,
and conditiona'l chances that hits are kills, as before; or they could be es'imated from the reciproca:s
of kill times in a simulation.. computer played battle, etc. The allocation factors, on the other hand,
may be varied to determine the best or optimum weapon target engagermnt procedures; or perhaps,
in some cases, they may even be known roughly from' combat experience.

Concerning weapon-target allocation studies, Bonder and Honig (Ref. 7) in'iicate that based on
inome research of Dr. Stanley Sternberg there are some findings of much interest to determine the char-

acteristics of good or optimal allocation strategies. It was assumed in this connection that the battle
dynamics of heterogeneous force battles could be described by coupled set,, of constant attrition coeffi-
cient differential equations, and also that:

i. Zero time is required to switch from one target to another
2. Projectile flight times are small.
3. Blue and Red forces have perfect control and intelligence.

Based on these assumptions, the research results (Ref. 7) indicate that, "For linear payoff functions, it
is ineffective for individual weapon groups to distribute their fire over different target groups. That is,

all (Blue) i-group weapons should engage all (Red) j-group targets wit!. no splitting of fire allocation
' 'within a group (or type of weapons). The optimal assignment strategies are such that all weapons of a

single group (type) should be assigned to a single group in the opponent's arsenal." Moreover, "It has
also been shown'that the choice o (an enemy)group (target)to be fired uponis independent of the
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number of weapons in the group (performing) the firing." The targets to be fired upon are selected by
determining the maximum attrition rates on the marginal utilities of the opposing sides and not di-
rectly on number of weapons available. "A good -trategy seems to be to assign Blue group (weapon
type) i to Red typej targets for which the product 6jp,, of attrition coefficients is a maximum, or viw'e
versa." (These findings on the allocation problem seem to agree wizh those of Weiss in Ref. 3, who
studied the case of heterogeneous forces where Blue and Red had only one "primary group" or "men"
and one supporting weapon sy;tem oc "air" or, each side. Weiss points out that if Blue "Does attack
ground unilaterally with his air, it is best for him to use all of his air rather than'a fraction, and to com-
mit it to ground attack as long as it exists rather than switching back to attacking enemy air.")

As some points of further consideration, we should emphasize that there is also a problem in the ac-
tual designation of Blue i-type weapons or systems which will be used against the j-type Red targets,
and the *-type Red 'weapons which will he firing on i-type Blue targets. or vice versa. This '-ill
naturally depend to some extent on the analyst and the particular problem he- faces in a given applica-
tion. Moreover, the analyst must often arrive at some rather clever selections of what actually con-
stitutes the best i- and p-type elements, weapons, or targets. For example, it could be argued that men
are most important of all, and that B, and R,, for example, should represent the number of Blue men
and number of Red men, respectively, for if men are put out of action, then they cannot man weapons
to fire at the enemy. Likewise, B, and R9 might represent the number of Blue and Red artillery p;m.s,
respectively, and Bs and R, could iepesent the number of rifles on the two sides, etc. Alternatively, it
might be appropriate to deal with "entire" weapon systems as key elements in an analysis. Thus, a
tank and crew with its armament could be considered as one of the B's or Rs, etc. Finally, for larger
scale operations, then more age-egation wou d be in order, depending on the systems analysis applica-
tion.

With this background, we now turn to the problem of solving the Lanchester type extendrd square
law for heterogeneous forces.

29-5.2 GENERAL SOLUTION OF HETEROGENEOUS FORCE EQUATIONS
In spite of the increased complexity of Lanchester type equations, Eqs. 29-42 and 29-43, of combat

for heterogeneous forces, fortunately, there exists a unique method of solution for the remaining num-
bers of Blue and Red type elements at any time t after the battle has started. We note that for the ex-
tension of the L.Unchester Square Law type of ikixi) ais forheterogeneous forces as in Eqa: 29-42 and 29-
43; we are dealing with a set of I plus J1 simultaneous differential equations. Moreover, , s might b" evi-
dent, a matrix theory approach will lead to a solution, and we proceed as folkws to facilitate the study
and solution of Eqs. 29-42 an-] 29-43. Consider the row vector lZ] for remaining Blue. rid Red forces,
[dZ/dt] for time derivatives on both sides, and [Zvi for initi&l conditions, given by

, [Z - [8,,B,, ... , Bt, Rip R, ... , Rrj (29-48)

[dZl/d1 - (48 dBs dB, dR, dRi dRj (1-9i - ,d. "' d' di' Pl di ,ipdij (29-49)

12l,1.1 - [Bu, , ... , B,. R., R ... ,8 4.s (29-50)

and the matrix of products of attrition and allocation coefficients given by

-. *1.
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Then. -it becomes 'lear that we may cunvert Eqs. 29-42 ,and 29.43 to a new single system of matrix
ifferential equations given by the schematic notation

[dZ/1d1 -[Z=[QJ (29-52)

which has the matrix expontnttial sol'ut *ion

AZ 'Z.Jexpl-[Q01 (29-53)

and where the matrix I'exponential is to be expanded as'

expf-[QtJI = [I] - QJ1 + IQJ't!/2! + (29-54)

and ill is the identity mtrix. Thus, through matrix notation and a generalization which combines.
both Blue and Red fo es, we have succeeded in finding a rather simple mathematical form of the

matrix differential equi ions, which hindles the problem of Lanchnestr heterogenes is or combined

arms type of weapon forces. Although the solutions of Eq. 29.53 may appear complex, it is neverthe-

less clear that solution can be foud, perhaps especially with -odem computers. The problem is

that of wevaluating the matrix exponential, expa-n[Q1e, and Sternberg (pp. 389-436, Ref. 8) es-

tablishes an analytical method for writing equations of the type of Eq. 29-5(- in closed form which
hopefully will lend itsif to "rapid" computation.

Onb may note that when I -J - , then Eqs 29-42, 29.43, and 29.52 simplify to the ordinary

homogo-neous type of I anchestcr models for the Squuar.o LAW in Chapter 28. To illustrate, we have

from Eqs.. 29.48, 29-49, ahnd 29t50r

[Z1 - IB R ,

0fdZ/di4 - [~id /d, dRIdi I
29.11
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[Zo] = [Bo, Rol

and Eq. 29-51 gives• [ 1
•0 P

S[QI [ -- j

Moreover,

op 0 62 #2'p2 0

IQ]= ' : []= J , [Q]'= ,etc.,0fl'p 0 lp

and finally

[21 = [B, RI = [B0, Rol - [#Ro, pBo]t + [#pBo, fpRolt 2/2!.-

Thus, the remaining number of Blues as a function of time t is given by the fastly converging series

B = B. # Rot + &pBog/2! -f2pRot'/3! ,+ #'p'Bot'/4! .

For the data of Table 28-1 of

Bo = 100, Ro = 50, f = 0.10, p = 0.05

and time = 2,

B = 100 - (0.10)(50)(2) + (0.10)(0.05)(100)(2) - (0.10)2(o.05)(50)(4/3)

= 90.97

to four terms versus the discrete value of 90.5 in Table 28-1.
'We will not go any further into the solution of the generalized Lanchester type models for heteroge-

neous forces or weapons, i.e., Eq. 29-53 here, but in Chapter 30, "Weapon Equivalence Studies", we
will have much interest in converting values of heterogeneous weapunm in a conflict to equivalent ho.
mogeneous weapon values, which represents a somewhat different approach but a very useful one in-
deed. Occasionally, the practicing analyst .may have to solve equations such as Eq. 29-53 for theý
remaining numbers of Blue and Red weapon systems for the case of heterogeneous forces.

Finally, we remark that the allocation factors y, and 6 t in the previous equations for heterogeneous
forces may be determined by applying the procedures of Chapter 32 on weapon-target allocation pro.b.
lems, this indicating the extent of our analytical treatment of generealized Lanchester type combat
models in this handbook.

-The reader may have some interest in compa•ng this expression for the remaining number of Blues as a Riction of timre

versus that of Eq. 28.48.

* '29-18
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* 29-5.3 ILLUSTRATIVE HETEROGENEOUS FORCE EXAMPLES

In recent years, there has been increased emphasis on the extended Lanchester type equations and
applications of Eqs. 2A-42 and 29-43. Weiss (Ref. 3) carried out some of the earlier inves~tigations and,
in particular, gives a rather extermsive account of the case of men with support by aircraft. He assumes
that men.can attack only men, whereas aircraft can attack both men and enemy aircraft. He sets up a
"value" function of. the difference in numbers of Blue and Red men, and develops analytical criteria
for the analysis of this type of simple battle.

Bonder and Honig (Ref. 7) further develop analytical models of ground combat theory for heteroge-
neous forces and consider in their, model the use of attrition or kill rates, allocation factors, and also in-
telligence factors. In addition, they consider firing doctrine, terrain interactions, the comparison of
analytical and Monte Carlo simulation results, and they also give some account of the Army's use of
their analytical models or development. In connection with the, study of battalion task force activities,
Bonder, Farrell, et al. (Ref. 8) contribute many significant findings to the broad subject of analyzing
combat betwecn heterogeneous forces. Althoubh we cannot delve extensively into these subjects here,
systems analysts having some interest in similar applications will want to study Refs. 7 and 8, and also
the various con'-ibutions of Thrall et al. (Ref. 6).

For our illustrative purposes here, we sketch some of the work of Willis (Ref. 9). In connection with
his studies of mathematical models of weapon systems and tactics in land combat, Willis (Ref. 9) es-
tablishes Lanchester type (heterogeneous) square laws involving Blue tanks B1, Blue artillery B2, Blue
aircraft B3, Red tanks R1, and Red artillery R21 to illusti ate the generality of possible applications of
ayailable theory. He then uses the following attrition equations:

Biic tanks:

dB1d0 - R, (29-55)

di

where i = rate at which Red tanks can kill Blue tanks. (Only Red tanks attack Blue tanks.)

Blue artillery:

dB = --',nRs 
(29-56)

where fu = kate at which Red artillery can kill Blue artillery. (Only Red artillery attacks Blue artil-
Slery.)

Blue aircraft:

• ~dBidtO = -•saR (29-57)

where we see that only Red tanks attack Blue aircraft and
ol. - Blue aircraft attrition rate by Red tanks, per sortie flown

s = sortie rate, per available Blue aircraft
a - 'Blue aircraft availability rate.

29-19
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Red tanks:

dR1

t = -puiBi - p2 1g - p31asfB, + ro (29-58)

where we see that Blue tanks, Blue artillery, and Blue aircraft all have the capability to attack Red
tanks, and

Pu = rate at which Blue tanks can kill Red tanks
Psi = rate at which Blue artillery can kill Red tanks
Psi = rate at which Blue aircraft kill Red tanks

g = fraction of Blue artillery employed against Red tanks (the rest being used against Red artil-
lery)

a = aircraft availability rate
s = sortie rate, per available aircraft
f = fraction of Blue aircraft sorties employed against Red tanks (the rest being used against Red

artillery)
ro= replacement rate for Red tanks.

Red artillery:

dR2dt = -p,(l - g)B2  pnsa(l - f)B3 (29-59)

where we see that Blue artillery and Blue aircraft, but not Blue tanks, attack Red artillery, and
p,, = rate at which Blue artillery can kill Red artillery
p., = rate of attrition of Red artillery by Blue aircraft

I - g.= fraction of Blue artillery employed against Red artillery (the rest against Red tanks)
s = sortie rate
a = aircraft availability rate

I - f = fraction of Blue aircraft employed against Red artillery.
One may easily see and appreciate not only the generality but also the considerable amount of flex-
ibility that can be incorporated into the Lanchester type equations describing'combat of heterogene-
ous forces.

Finally, we remark concerning the solutions of (linear differential) equations such as Eqs. 29-55
through 29-59 that even though the general approach of the matrix exponential Eq. 29-53 may be used,
one might be able to'employ a "trick" or-rather straight-forward solution. By this we mean that otten
one or more of Eqs. 29-55 through 29-59 could be differentiated, thereby giving second-order differen-
tial equations. Since the first derivatives, i.e., Eqs. 29-55 through 29-59 exist, they may be substituted
into the second-order equations. Now since the second-order differential equations are in standard
form, one has only to refer to a textbook on the subject such as Ref. 10 for their solution.

With the given definitions of coefficients, Willis (Ref. 9) provides some informati;ve examples based
on the certain values of the coefficients. In particular, suppose we omit terms B, and R2 involving Blue.
and Red artillery for sake of computation, so that Blue tanks and aitcraft attack Red tanks, but Red
tanks can attack Blue tanks and not Blue aircraft. Further, take the values of the remaining parameters (-"

. I 29-20
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pu = 0.003 s = 0.004

= 0.001 b. = 0.05

a = 0.70 Ps= 2

where b. = Blue aircraft attrition rate per sortie. Then for a Blue goal of killing either 400 or 300 Red
tanks in 16-2/3 h of combat, Table 29-1 indicates different combinations of Blue aircraft and tanks
needed to do the job for the attrition rates given. We see from Table 29-1 combinations upon which to
make a selection based on total cost or other criteria.

A very interesting feature of this type analysis concerns the 1rade-offbetween Blue tanks and Blue air-
craft and, as Willis (Ref. 9) points out, this depends on two major uncertainties: (1) the time duration
of combat, and (2) the ratio of Blue tank effectiveness plu to Red tank effectiveness #11. In this connec-
tion, and for the given assumed numerical values of the parameters, Willis (Ref. 9) calculates Table 29-
2. Hence, one may appreciate the importance of such analyses to the weapon decision-making process.

TABLE 29-1. COMBINATION OF BLUE AIRCRAFT AND BLUE TANKS
REQUIRED TO KILL A GIVEN NUMBER OF RED TANKS

Combinations of Blue
Aircraft and Tanks Needed

Number of Red Tanks
Blue Must Kill Aircraft Tanks

400 to0 133
75 200
50 267

300 100 33
75 100
50 167

TABLE 29-2. TRADE-OFF BETWEEN BLUE TANKS AND BLUE AIRCRAFT
AS A FUNCTION OF pltl/v

Number of
Blue Tanks

Ratio of Blue Tank Equivalent
Effectiveness to Red Combat Time, to One Blue

Tank Effectiveness pIUps mian Aircraft

I to 1 2000 8.5
1000 6.2

500 5.8

3to 1 2000 5.3
lo500 2.7

29-21,
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As a matter of fact, the trade-off equivalence between tanks and aircraft brings forward the concept of
weapon equivalence studies, or equating the effectiveness of diverse weapons, which we will discuss in
Chapter 30.

We now cover some other extensions of Lanchester's basic laws of combat, and in particular discuss
battles of many individual duels and the relative value of intelligence, command, and control effi-
ciency.

29-6 LANCHESTER'S LINEAR LAW AND THE BATTLE OF MANY DUELS

In Chapter 17 we discussed and presented models and techniques for analyzing several types of
stochastic duels, and we brought out the possibility that some battles, especially for homogeneous
forces, might well be treated in terms of many individual duels. Hellman (Ref. 11) made a study of a
stochastic model of military engagements which are assumed to involve individual duels between com-
batants. Hellman assumes that the duels between individual Blue forces and individual Red forces
start at the ordered (random) times, 0<5i < t2 <.. <"t, < ---, where this sequence of times follow a
Poisson process of density A. This means that the probability density function f(t) of n duels begun
during the time interal zero to t will be given by

Sf(t) --- [exp(-Xt)Jt)"/n!. (29-60)

Thus, the parameter i may be estimated from any typical data on target detection and engagement
times or otherwise hypothesized realistically. Hellman (Ref. 11), as a special case of interest in his
more general theory, also assumes that the probability density function h(l) of the duration of a duel is
stochastic and follows an exponential law given by,

h(t) = Aexp(-ut) (29-61)

where u is the rate at which duels are completed and the mean or expected time of an individual duel is
1/,a. Now a duel will always result in the elimination of one or the other combatants, and we define

p = chance that a.Blue wins a duel against a Red
q = I - p = chance that a Red attri:s a Blue

B. ' initial number of Blue forces
R. = initial number of Red forces
B = (random) number of remaining Blue forces at time t
R - (random) number of remaining Red forces at time t.

Finally, for this type of battle, we will be interested in
B" - average number of surviving Blue forces, at time t'of battle

and

AT - average number of surviving Red formes at time t of battle.
Hellman gives Band l'as

B- Be.- {- [i - exp(-ta)]//, (29-62)

and

S- R Ap- p - Ii -exp(-00t)/14. , (29-63)

29-22,
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Clearly, these are relatively simple equations for a battle consisting of a series of stochastic duels, and p
and q may easily be estimated from the principles of Chapter 17. Also, we remark that Hellman's
theory gives us the opportunity to compare the results of the Lanchester deterministic linear type laws
(Chapter 28) with that of the stochastic battle results of Eqs. 29-62 and 29-63.

Hellman (Ref. 11) also shows that the same form of the familiar Lanchester Linear Law, or

p(Bo - B) = q(Ro - R) (29-64)

still holds even for this stochastic case.

Finally, Hellman is able to derive expressions for P(B,R,t) or the chance that B Blue and R Red
forces survive at time 1.

EXAMPLE 29-3:
A Acomputerized simulation of many Blue versus Red tank battles, involving 20 tanks on each side,

indicates that on the average Blue had 15 tanks remaining after 60 min of battle time and Red had only
10. Assume the tank battle may be described as a series of duels; what can be said about the chance
that a Blue tank will win in a single engagement against a Red tank?

We note from Eqs. 29-62 and 29-63 that our solution for p and hence q is quite independent of the
parameters X and u, and even also of the time tc In fact, the ratio p/q depends only on B., R., A and A-
or on proper division of Eqs. 29-62 and 29-63-with the result

q/p = (Bo - T)/(R, - R) (29-65)

which is Eq. 29-64 also.. Thus,

q/p = (20- 15)/(20- 10) = 0.5.

That is to say, since p + q = 1,

p = 0.67 and q = 0.33.

Thus, we see that Blue's chance of winning an individual duel against. Red is 0.67, and indeed this
figure may easily be estimated from rather cursory data on the initial and remaining numbers of forces.

29-7 THE VALUE OF COMMAND EFFICIENCY IN COMBAT
It is well known that intelligence of enemy activities, surprise, and.goad command and control of an

Army will offset enemy advantages and indeed may often result in superiority. Schreiber (Ref. 12)
studied this very problem in connection with the use of Lanchester's Linear Law for area fire. He con-
siders two opposing homogeneous forces in an engagement which consists of a sufficiently large num-
ber of similar weapons on a side, although Blue and Red weapons could be different types. During the
battle, every unit of each force is within range of and can be fired upon by every unit of the opposing
force, and the battle ends when one force annihilates the other. Schreiber (Ref. 12) says:

"When the battle starts each force has complete information of the locations of the enemy units.
During the battle each forte employs an intelligence system to provide information on the effect of itis

29-23
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fire on enemy units, and the effect of enemy fire on its own units. This information is used by a com-

mand and control system to redirect fire with the object of always distributing it uniformly over surviv-

ing enemy units, and in particular, avoiding wasteful fire on targets already destroyed.

"The effectiveness of the intelligence and command and control systems in this type of battle can be

measured by the fraction of the enemy's destroyed units from which fire has been redirected. If this

fraction is one, fire is always directed only at the enemy's surviving units and no 'overkilling' results; if

it is zero, fire is directed all.during the battle against the original enemy positions, and much of it is

wasted in 'overkilling'. This fraction will be called the 'command efficiency', and is assumed to be con-

stant throughout the battle.

"Assuming that the battle lasts long enough for some units to fire at least several rounds, and that

the initial number of units on either side is sufficiently large, the following equations hold:"

= -PBR/I[B,- e(B, - B)] (29-66)dt

dR
= -pBR/[R, - eB(Ro R)I (29-67)

where B, R, B9, R. and time t are as previously defined, and

ep = command and intelligence efficiency of Blue

ej - command and intelligence efficiency of Red.

Note, for example, in Eq. 29-66 that if Red's intelligence and command efficiency is eR 0, then

dB
= -(8/B*)BR (29-68)

which is of, the form of Lanchester's Linear Law for area fi.re, and Red's effectiveness is so limited.
On the other hand, if e -' I, i.e., Red has complete intelligence and conducts a most efficient battle

against Blue, then Eq. 29-66 reduces to

(29-69)

which is none other than the ordinary Lanchester Square Law.
Hence, the outcome of the battle may well depend on the relative intelligence and command effi-

ciencies of the Blue and Red sides.
Schreiber shows that for a draw or parity, then

PRII(2 - el)' pB= /(2 -'es). (29-70)

Thus, an increase in the value of the intelligence and command efficiency from, say, an initial value t.
to some final or top level # will increase the combat power by the equivalent amount as an increase in

numerical strength given by the fraction F, or

F vý(2- e.)/(Z -e)- 1. (29-71)

29-24-
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( Hence, Schreiber constructs Table 29-3 to indicate the value of good intelligence and command con-
trol.

Needless to say, the advantages of target intelligence and superior command and control are very
substantial indeed and uF to a maximum of about 41%!

As a point of some particular interest, Schreiber shows that if, for example, Blue wins by an-
nihilating Red, but, of course, suffers the fractional loss (B. - B)/B, in doing so, then this quantity is
given by

(B, B)/B, = 11 - 1- (2 - el)eR8R:/9(pB) I"'/ea. (29-72)'

Thus, it is noted in Eq. 29-72 that the fractional loss of the winning force, Blue, is the same for all
values of p, Be, and et which result in the same relative "combat power" for Blue given by Schreiber as
the right hand side of Eq. ?9-70. This, however, means that the absolute loss is minimized by the
smallest value of Be, the initial starting force. Therefore, as Schreiber points out, if minimizing battle
losses is the required criterion, and assuming the kill rate p fixed, then the "combat power" should be
attained by increasing command efficiency rather than by increasing the number of Blue wenpon
units! In summary, the modified Lanchester Eqs. 29-66 and 29-67 throw much light on the relative im-
portance of intelligence, command, and control as they affect combat capability along with the effec-
tiveness of weapons.

29-8 SOME ADDITIONAL CONSIDERATIONS

In our account of Lanchester combat theory we have presented "deterministic" theory primarily but
nevertheless have also introduced stochastic or probabilistic considerations in connection with changes
of state from the numerical forces on each side to a smaller number of combatants. Also we have used
the random times at which targets op each side have been killed, or put out of action, to establish ap-
propriately fitted (Weibull) kill-time distributions and advantage6usly estimate future casualties after
some point of truncating the battle or simulation.

For the deterministic approach, and as pointed out by Taylor (Ref. I) in his Figs. 22 through 27, for
example, the battle time results for the more complex stochastic transition probability equations ap-
proach those of the simpler deteiministic models for sufficiently large numbers of forces. Hcaice, in
such cases the systems analyst will naturally make his inferences from applying deterministic models,
whenever possible. This also suggests that random effects, nevertheless, may be particularly import ant
for combat among small numbers.

TABLE 29-3. EQUIVALENT PERCENT INCREASE IN NUMERICAL STPrN'GTH
CORRESPONDING TO AN INCREASE IN COMMAND EFFICIENCY FRC to e

03 0.1 0. 0.G 1.A
"0 5.4 11.8 19.5 29.1 41.4

0.2 6.1 13.4 22.5 34.2
0.A 6.9 15.5 .36.5i ,'0.6 &.1- Ws..
0.8 9.6
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Clark (Refs. 13 and 14) has made a rather extensive, investigation of this problem and found, for the
Lanchester Square Law attrition process and the same values of the attrition coefficients, that the force
level results were greater for the stochastic analysis than the corresponding deterministic model.
Taylor's Figs. 25 through 27 of Ref. 1, which is readily available, give some of Clark's numerical
findings on this subject.

Concerning the analysis of random kill times for targets on each side in a battle, the models for this
situation were discussed in par. 28-12 for homogeneous forces on each side. A suggestion to extend this
type of analysis to heterogeneous forces is idvanced by Grubbs and Shuford (p. 939, Ref. 15).

For a discussion of a variety of Lanchester type differential equation models and some seven different
measures of effectiveness, the reader is referred to a paper by Willis (Ref. 16). In fact, Willis discusses
measures of effectiveness which -include the loss rate difference,, the ratio of percent losses, the loss
ratio, differences in losses, surviving force ratio (effectiveness of a force), fractional reduction in force
ratio, and percent losses of a side at the time of a battle when losses on the other side reach a specified
value.

We.ss (Ref. 17) discusse" optimum tactics for a combat model which includes a primary and sup-
porting weapon system on each side, and covers the implications on force structure depending upon
the weapon range, cost, and parametrically specified performance.

Some other topics of interest associated with this chapter are given in the Bibliography.

29-9 SUMMARY

The aim of Chapters 28 and 29 has been that of presenting to the analyst a rather comprehensive
base of useful Lanchester type combat models which should aid in numerous applications requiring
management decisions on weapons and fortes. The basic models for homogeneous forces in Chapter 28
and the extensions in this Chapter-including additional terms of analysis, along with the important
case of heterogeneous forces on each side, and the value of command efficiency-should give the
systems analyst a considerable amount of expertise so that he can extend his knowledge and applica-
tions to a wide variety of combat theory type problems or uses. Some of the typical examples present-
ed herein also should indicate somne of the many areas of application.
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CHAPTER 30
WEAPON EQUIVALENCE STUDIES

A discussion is given of one of the fundamental and currently key studies in the evaluation of weapon systems; namely,
the problem of quantifying, comparing, or equating in some way the relatwe performance of diverse weapon systems.
Thus, can the effectiveness of infantry antitank weapons &b equated to that of tank armament against common targets, or
can infantry effectiweness measures be "equalted " throvg.' some dterministic scale to equivalent measures of effectiveness.
(MOE) for artillery? Also, in general can one determine a useful overall value or worth of a military unit with com-
bined arms, so that a proper comparison can be made in judging chance of success in defeating some hypothesiz.ed enemy'
unit with perhaps Me same or different set of heterogeneous weapons? A survey is given of recent analytical work on this
important and useful topic to convert combined arms or heterogeneous force MOE's to equivalmt homogeneous values for
all weapons of the same, identical type. Obviously, it can be seen that some introductory matrix applications art very
useful, or even needed, to handle problems of this We, and indeed te use of eigemalue techniques help in obtaining the
solutions on suitable and common grounds.

The killer-victim scoreboard is discussed and examples of equivalence type studies are given for indicated applica-
tions.

We note also that the method,; of this chapter can be used to develop combat unit values as accurately quantified inputs
for theat'r-level war games.

30-0 UST OF SYMBOLS

A - u = K, of Eq. 30-48 also
'-a

ai, - number ofj type weapons eliminated by i type weapons in some time t for a
"killer-victim" scoreboard

B ,
-I-

B, - B,(t) - number of Blue type 'weapons remaining at any time t of the battle
(i - 1, 2,..., b)

[B] - column vector of numbers of Blue weapons in Eq. 30-4
[dB/dtl - time derivative vector of Blue weapon numbers

I - weighted average Blue force - £ ~ - Ve(B)

Bu number of Blue type i weapons at time t
Bo. - initial number of Blue type i weapons in the ruth engagement

- number of types of Blue weapons employed in a battle
b - p. for i 1,..,bawndj- b + I,...,b + rof Eq. 30-67
bh, - 0fori 1,...,bandj - 1,2,...,bofEq. 30.7
b a-Oilfori " + 1,...,,'+randj- 1,2,...,bof Eq. 30-67
bob-0 fori - b + I,...,b + randj b + ,.,b + rofEq. .30-6

C.- I111~~30-1 ;
S.1P,•:
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c = particular constant of proportionality = 1/g p =/

D = i IOUPn

[E] = " = column vector for Blue

[E,I --7 - colu', vector for RedL -1
F - F(t) - force ratio of Blue to Red at general ti.'

Aq - Vq(B)/ Ve(R) - initial force-ratio, Blue to Red
Ft - K(R)/lV(R) - fraction of relative Red initial strength remaining at time I

[I) - identity matrix
Koi., - total number of kills by Red typej weapons of Blue type i weapons in the

wth engagement
Ka,•. - total number of kills by Blue type i v eapons of Red typej weapons in the

nth engagement
k - superscript for number of iterations in Eqs. 30.37, 30-38, and 30-39
k - largest eigenvalue of a matrix inJohnsrud's notation (see Eqs. 30-68)
£ integer - 1, 2,...

M - toital rumber of small unit engagements considered
[MJ - general matrix

[M,) - submatrix of 1,W) in Eq '30-30
[M.; - submatrix of [M] in Eq. 30-30

[Mal - submatrix of [M] in Eq. 30-30
,- Johnsrud's notation for number of type i weapons

s1 - B, type I Blue weapons
s, - B. type 2 Blue weapons

no Botype Blue weapons
+1 - R& type I Red weapoT
+, - R type 2 Red weapons

- R, type r Red weapons
1I1 = oLplJ [p productofkill.ratematrices

Pl - ,! [p] pmdct ofkil-ratematrik
[R) - column vector of numbers o Red weapons in Eq. 30.5

[dRI/I - time derivatie vector of Red weapon numbers

30.2
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A= weighted average Red force = E WRJRJ V,(R)

Rj = R,(I) = number of Red typej weapons remtaining at any tirre t of the battle
(j = 1,2,...,r)

Rj. = initial number of Red typej weapons in the mth engagement
Rj= number of Red t)ypej weapons at time t

r = number of types of Red weapons employed in a battle
t = time

At. - time duration of mth engagement

V.(B) E watB5 = initial value of all Blue weapons = B(ave)
5-1

F.

7.(R) E wnir R= initial value of all Red wtapons = Nr(ave)
.-vl

VI(B) - value of equivalent Blue strength at time t
V, (R) -value of equivalent Red strength at time I

[W] - new vector defined in Eq. 30-37
w - wf/t/ww (see Eq. 30-59)

[wa, = column vector for weights or values of Blue weapons
(wa] - column vector for weights or values of Red weapons
w,- value or weight of Blue type i weapon (i = 1,2,..., b)
wa- value or weight of Red typej weapon (j - 1,2,..., r)

W- relative worth or value of•,ype i weapon (Johnsrud's notation)
W, Wi..., W - wgb w.,... ,wie, resp:ctively

W.'+ , W,+a,..., WS, - w, wna,.... ww•wrespectively
- transpose of a vector Or matrix

au - detectability/availability factor or chance for Blue type i weapons engag-
ing Red tWej weapons

L[1 - Red's kill rate matrix against Blue in Eq. 30.6
= constant of proportionality in Eq. 30-23
- constant rate at which a Red typej weapon kills a Blue type i weapon, unit,

etc.
7 r eigenvalue (Howes-Thrall) - £(Johnsrud)

es

0-I

• [pi - Blue's kill rate matrix against Red in Eq. 30.7
001 - constant rate at which a Blue type i weapon kills a Red typej weapon, u nit,

• ~etc.

Pa constant of proportionality in Eq. 30-22
I

30-1 fODUrMON
In a battle, it is likely that friendly infantry will right enemy infantry; tanks will fight tanks; and ar-

tillery will attack artillery some of the time but often will be usd against personnel targets as well.
Nevertheles, in recent military history infantry personnel have been provided weapons to attack h 3d

S, -TM- 7
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targets such as tanks, and hence man portable antitank weapons are becoming a real threat as tank
killers, especially on a smaller cost basis. In addition, tanks have the iapability not only to attack other
tanks, but can be used advantageously to attack enemy personnel such as infantry or, in break-
throughs, may overrun many types of enemy positions including those of artillery. Artillery also has
the capability to attack tanks, trucks, or personnel in protected positions. Thus, it is seen that the
trend has been toward weapon systems which have the advantage of being "multipurpose" in charac-
ter. There is no such military item as an "all-purpose" weapon nor is it very likely that future weapons
can be used for "universal" applications. Hence, the different types of ,.'eapons in a fighting unit will
naturally have the capability to take on the same or some common types of targets, and in this way will
compete with each other, even on a cost-effcctiveness, or some other basis. In addition, thmre is the
need as we pointed out at the end of Chapter 8, to determine the overall effectiveness or "fire power" of
any combat unit. Finally, we see from Chapter 29 that studies involving combined arms 'or
heterogeneous weapons invariably run into much analytical complexity. Therefore, there exists much
motivation not only to compare competing weapons, but also to try and equate their relative worth on
some common scale. Clearly, this should be possible-especially since different weapons under study
are employed to attack the same targets-and hence it might be expected that a useful scale of relative
values could be established. Moreover, such an equivalence study of different type weapons could be
used perhaps to simplify the complex problems of combined arms studies, i.e., the placing of values of
heterogeneous weapon systems on a common or homogeneous basis. This, therefore, is the goal of
weapon equivalence studies.

To appruach this type of problem, it is seen that either key or meaningful measures of effectiveness
(MOE's) must be used in any useful analytical development. In this connection, we have seen that
perhaps one of the most important and "key" measures of effectiveness is the kill rate of each weapon
on a side. Thus, we must find some analytical means of converting kill rates to useful quantities on a
convenient scale of measurement. Some authors employ the "value" of Blue and Red combined arms
or forces, and use the sum of products of the individual weapon "values" and numbers of weapons on
each side as "good" measures of the relative strengths of opposing forces. Others may , se the concept
of "killer-victim" scoreboards which may easily be obtained from computer simulations Of battles. The
"killervictim" scoreboard is a matrix of elements showing how many of each type of weapon were
eliminated in a battle by each type of weapon on the opposing side. Th.us, this represents a very useful
measure to analyze, especially in view of the fact that currently there are wide-spread uses of computer
simulated battles, 'and also there is an urgent need to-analyze'the type of data which may be obtained
therefrom. Finally, other investigators approach the problem by determining "ideal linear weighis"
which are used io develop a "weighted average" of the effects of a given weapon on a side against each
of the enemy's weapon types. All may lead to the same results.

In our account here, we. will follow in particular the work of Holter (Ref. 1), that of Howes and
Thrall (Ref. 2), Dare and James (Ref. 3), Anderson (Ref. 4), Spudich (Ref. 5), and Johnsrud (Ref. 6)
since these authors seem to have accomplished some of the more significant results relative to the prob-
lem 'of weapon 'equivalence studies.

30-2. BASIC ASSUMPTIONS AND THE ANALYTICAL APPROACH

30-2.1 PRELIAINAI•ES
We consider a battle or combat situation between two opposing forces, Blue and Red. We define or -A

hypothesize the following:
Be BY(e) -numnberofBluetypeiweaponsremainingatanytimeaofthebattle(i- 1,2,..., b)

" s 30-4.
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Rs Rs(t) = number of Red typej weapons remaining at any time t of the battle (j 1,2,..., r).
(Hence, there are b different types of Blue weapons and r different types of Red weapons employed in
the battle. Also, Blue and Red may employ the same types of weapons, or they may be different ones of
their own choice or availability.)

= constant rate at which a Red typej weapon kills a Blue type i weapon, unit, etc.
p = constant rate at which a Blue type i weapon kills a Red typej weapon, unit, etc..

(With regard to s,, and pis and their definitions, we remark that for some applications they may be
defined more generally than just in terms of kill rates. In fact, these might be extended to include also
chances of seeing and engaging targets on the opposing side and in addition could include the alloca-
tion type factors "'s, and 6,, of Eqs. 29-42 and 29-43, for example, or chances of weapon-target engage-
ments for heterogeneous forces, etc. Such will depend on the application at hand and the need for such
generality.)

The problem of weapon equivalence studies is to find the weights for or "values" of, Blue type i
weapons, i.e.,

WBI, WB,... ,WBh •... I IOB6

and Red typej weapons, i.e.,

WRI,•WRS, ... , WRJ, ... ,W IRr

which are then used to determine the linear combinations

V0(B) = wtaB + wH2B2 + . + wtvB* = B wgDg (30-1)
g- i

and

Vo(R) wRIR, .+ wimR, + + w.R, w , WjtjRj (30-2)

where V0(B) and Vo(R) are good overall measures or "values" of the relative strengths of Blue and Red
forces, respectively, at time zero. Then, for example, the initial "effectiveneus" or force ratio Fe, usually
for attacker to defender strength, given by

F& =V.o(B)I/o(R) (30-3)

can be used as an index of relative force strengths. Moreover, a solution for the individual w8l's and
wj's provides a set of weapon effectiveness values (WEV's), which can be multiplied by the corre-
sponding numbers of weapons, or force levels, on a side to give the overall unit or total force effec.

tiveness vAlues as in Eqs. 30-1 and 30-2.

/IT-

*Actally, no confusion sh result from making the D and R, either the initial numbers of weapons in a battle or the
munbers at time 1.

30-5
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It will be convenient and more useful tooutline this problem in terms of vectors and matrices. Thus,
the Blue force level column vector [B], or numbers of different Blue i type weapons, is given by

"Bi
BsIBIS- (30.4)

Lb

Correspondingly, tht. Red force level column vector [R] is

R2 "fRI = ((3065)

The kill rate matrix [•] for Reds killing Blues, is

i8,, 16n ... j6,,
[11 =(30-6)

A., 6,2 ... tb,

an r X b matrix, and the kill rate matrix [p] of Blues against Reds is

P11 P12 ... Pu,P21 O22•~

[p] = (30-7)

P e P&2 ... Pb..

a b X r matrixofelements.
'he weight column vector [wai to be determined for the Blue weapons is

[will (30.8)

and the weight column vector (wa] for Red is "

30.6.
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/

FWR11
WR2

[WR] = (30-9)

-L WR,1

Thus, with the definitions, Eqs. '30-4 through 30-9, we see that Eq. 30-1 may be expressed as

V(B) = [wB]9T[B] (30-10)

where the superscript T means transpose of the column vector to a row vector, and also we have for Eq.

30-2 that

V(R) = [wi]rT[R]. (30-11)

In summary, therefore, the problem is to establish methodology to determine some sort of "good" or

"best" column vectors, [ws] and [wi]. These vector?, established by using the kill rate matrices of Eqs.
30-6 and 30-7, then give us the needed weights for determining overall force effectiveness.

For Lanchester s Square Law model for the attrition of heterogeneous forces on each side, we see
that with the definitions enumerated, we have also the differential vectors

dB1/dt

dB2/dt
[dB/dt] = . (30-12)

dB./dt

and

[ dRedt

dRs/dt
[dRIdi] = . (30-13)

Then the appropriate equations in matrix form are

[dB/dtl = -(aIIRI (30-14)

and

[dR/ldtj -[pJia[B] (3os)

"These Lanchester type heterogeneous force equationi are sinhu, in form to the basic model of Eqs.\29-'
42 and 2943, except for convenience here we have-used symbolically single coefficients.

30-7
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Before proceeding to the problem of converting the Lanchester heterogeneous case to an equivalent
form for the LaUchLester combat theory homogeneous case, it will be useful and informative to indicate
some particular contributions of Holter (Ref. 1) and some illustrative examples of the kill rate matrices
of Howes and Thrall (Ref. 2). In fact, we follow initially much of Holter's contributions (Ref. 1) before
proceeding to the results of others.

30-2.2 ESTIMATION OF KILL RATES

In Ref. 1, Holter indicates that his developments on the weapon equivalence problem were per-
formed-in connection with a study entitled "NATO Combat Capabilities Analysis II" (COMCAP II)
under the sponsorship of the Deputy Chief of Staff for Operations and Plans,' Headquarters Depart-
rient of the Army. As Holter indicates, "One of the principal objectives of the study was to develop
weapon effectiveness values (WEV's) and unit effectiveness 'values (UEV's) for representative US and
Soviet forces engaged in mid-intensity combat in Western Europe, circa 1976. The objectives of the
study were attained by analyzing killer/casualty data generated by an exercise of the D: vision Battle
Model (DBM) over some six days of simulated warfare in the European theater." His pi-per (Ref. 1)
presents the ma:hematical description and justification of the methodology we will cover here, and ap-
pears as Appendix D of the COMCAP II final Report of the General Research Corporation's Opera-
tions Analysis Division.

Concerning the kill rate matrices, [6] and [p], the elements #j, ar` pu, are measures of the killing
poweis of individual firers on one side against different types of targets on the other. Although the
analyst may try to estimate such quantities realistically from weapon performance values of rate of fire,
and hit and kill probabilities, Holter gives equations for their "realistic" determination in COMCAP
I1 by grouping Division Battle Model killer/casualty data into discrete sets of small unit engagements
according to Blue posture: delay, defense, or counterattack. The estimates of kill rates are:

M H

E slt.,/ Z (RA.)(4t1) (30-16)

and

N 
HVP1j = . KIJ1mf E (Be.)(A41) (36-17)

where
M - total number of small unit engagements cons dered

Kali. - total number of kills by Red typej weapons c Blue type i weapons in the mth engagement
Ri.- 'initial number of Red typej weapons in the h engagement
At,. - time duration of mth engagement

KR4j. - total number of kills by Blue type i weapons f Red typejweapons in the mth engagement
Bs. - initial number of Blue type i weapons in the h engagement.

Thus, the more realistic the Division Battle Model DBM) is 'played, the more accurate the es-
timates of attrition rates brought about from the two- ided conflict simulated.

30-2.3 SOME NUMERICAL EXAMPLES OF KI] RATE MATRICES

As a preamble to understanding weapon equivalenoe studies and their use of "ideal linearized
weights", Howes and Thrall (Rd. 2) give some rather triking numerical exnamples of Blue and Red

• '/" "'• ( 30-i'
• . " t •- 7 -• ',
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( side potential for two different classes of weapons, i.e., b = r = 2, and this should be informative to il-
lustrate here. They consider for the sake of simplicity only an infantry weapon class and an artillery
weapon class, for which i --j - 1 indicates infantry and i =-j = 2 indicates artillery. Recalling that
the first subscripts of Op and pg, refer to rows and the second to columns of matrices, Howes and. Thrall
(Ref. 2) illustrate the following numerical effectiveness measures for the killing power of kill rate
matrices:

[0.5 ol [0.6'01
[P] 0.7 6.2] and [] - 0.6 0.1 (30-18)

Here, the numerical kill rate matrices indicate that
1. In infantry combat Red is more effective than Blue, i.e., 0.6 vs 0.5.
2. Neither Blue nor Red infantry has any capability against opposing artihlery, i.e., 0 vs 0.
3. Blue artillery is superior to Red artillery, 0.7 vs 0.6, when artillery attacks infantry.
4. Blue and Red artillery have a positive effect against each other, with Blue being a bit superior to

Red-i.e., 0.2 vs 0.1.
Now if the effectiveness matrices are changed to be

0.5 0.11 [0.6 0.2

[P] 0.7 0.2 and [0.6 0.1(

then Blue and Red are given some capability for infantry to attack opposing artillery, with Red having
a slight upper hand-0.2 vs 0,1.

The following kill-rate matrices show that Blue (0.8) and Red (0.5) have both increased their ar-
tillery vs artillery capability, but their infantry units nevertheless have zero effect against artillery:

0.5 01 [0.6 ol0
L 0.7 0.8J and [] -[ 0,6 o0.j (30-20)

Finally, as Howes and Thrall (Ref. 2) point out, if the artillery units of Blue and Red are concealed,
or are under gooo cover, or are out of each other's range, then the effectiveness matrices may become

[0.5 ol[06'
[P] " 0 and [•] = 0 (30-21)

L0.7 0. 0 6  O

for example. Hence, we see that the analyst certainly has the opportunity to use much flexibility and
generality in setting up weapon systems analyses of the kind we are illustrating here. In 'fact, these
numerical examples should give us a good background to study the relation of heterogeneous force
analyses and the "equivalent" homogeneous forces type of [anchester Square Law.

30-2.4 RELATION BETWEEN. METHODOLOGY FOR LANCHESTER HETEROGENE-
OUS AND HOMOGENEOUS FORCE LAWS

S -We now establish one of the major results on.which weapon equivalence values are based. This im-
portant and interesting result was apparently noticed rst by'Dare and James (Ref. 3) and subse-
quently elaborated on by Thrall (Ref. 7) and Anderson (Ref. 4). For our purpose here, we follow the

30-9
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development or proof given by Holter (Ref. 1). Holter highlights a "major premise" concerning this
development:

"The total value of a number of weapons of a given type on a side is directly proportional to'the total
value' of the opposing forces destroyed by those weapons per unit of time.".

This means that, as a direct consequence of the premise, positive constants 08 and PR exist and can
be found such that the relationships between Blue and Red weapon effectiveness values (WEV's), or
weights w8, and wij, can be written

PR [wJ]= [P] [WR] (30-22)

and

#[wit] = [f] [wB] (30-23)

where the vectors [wB] and [WR] are defined by Eqs. 30-8 and 30-9, respectively; the kill rate matrice3

[1,] and [p] by Eqs. 30-6 and 30-7, respectively; and 16 and pR are constants of proportionality, also to'
be determined in some "optimum" manner. This means that aside''from constants of proportionality
the kill rate matrixfor attriting a side multiplied by the "values" (or weights) of the weapons or forces
put out of action gives a vector of relative values for the weapons on the opposite side.

We can now transform Eq. 30-22 successively by using the three key Eqs. 30-15, 30-10, and 30-11.
First, in view of Eq. 30-22 we have also that

[wA]T[p]" = PR[WD]IT. (30-24)

Then, multiply both sides of the equation by -1 and on the right by [B), so that we get

- !waJ { [p]J[BJ } = - pit, 4w[WBJ. ' (30-25),

Finally, using Eqs. 30-15, and 30-10, we see that

.[Wa]r[dR/dI' = -pi V(B) forequivalence
or (30-26)

- -pm[waI T [BI.

dut this last 'equation is a weighted average of time derivatives for all of the Red type weapons equated
to a negative constant multiplied by a weighted average of all Blue type weapons, i.e., the weighted
averages are representative single values for the different types of weapons. Expanded, Eq. 30-26

becomes-

d
- (weitR 1 + wmRs +"" + wiRr) -pa(walB1 + wB2Bs + ... + ws.B,) (30-27)Sdi

which is of the form of the Lanchester Square Law for homogeneous forces in terms of an "average"
Red force A and "average" Blue force , i.e., ".

30.10
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dR
d P -PB = -pR1ZvflB,. (30-28)

Similarly, for Blue attrition, we get

dB
- - " -,#RXw'jRJ. (30-29)

Thus, if we can find unique values of.OB, pa, and the "value" or weight vectors [ws] and [wR], for
Eqs. 30-22 and 30-23, then Eqs. 30-10, 30-11, 30-22, and 30-23 imply that one may go from the heter-
ogeneous Lanchester model, Eqs. 30-14 and 30-15, to an equivalent homogeneous Lanchester model
represented by Eqs. 30-28 and 30-29. This very striking, remarkable, and important result, apparently
first worked out by Dare and James (Ref. 3), can be used to convert the heterogeneous force overall ef-
fectiveness of a side to an equivalent value in terms of an average homogeneous force, so to speak.

30-3 DETERMINATION OF VALUES OR WEIGHTS

We next face the prcbiem of determining the components of the weight vectors [ws] and [WR], and
the scaling factors 6s and Pa. It is not ordinarily possible to determine unique values of all of these un-
knowns, and hence in order to make this possible some additional assumptions must be made or some
criteria must be set in advance. Studies of this problem by Dare and James (Ref. 3), Thrall (Ref. 7),
and Anderson (Ref. 4) would indicate in most cases that the products#a.' may be determined unique-
ly, and the components of [wa] and wrn] may be determined to within an arbitrary scaling factor.
Holter (Ref. 1) points out that if the matrices [1,] [p] and [p) [#I determnined from products, as in-
dicated, of the kill-rate matrices of Blue and Red are "irreducible", then there is one and only one
value of the product of factors I'Ipm that leads to nonnegative values of components of [wil and [Wa],
and this is the maximum eigenvalue of [0) [p] or [p) [#I. (This maximum eigenvalue is the same for
both products of kill-rate matrices). A nonnegative square mRtrix [MJ is said to be "reducible" if it hat
the form

M, 0
[M]= (30-30)M21 M8

where [Mi] and [Mg are also square matrices, or more generally, if tne form'of [Ml given by Eq. 30-
30, can be obtained by a reordering of the rows followed by the same reordering of the columns. Other-
wise, the matrix is irreducible. An example of the reducible matrix is that of Eq. 30-18. We will not go
any further into the subject or details of "reducible" and "irreducible" matrices here, although the
reader may consult Thrall (Ref. 7), or Howes and Thrall (Ref. 2) for further information. Holter (Ref.
1) points out that the matrices [01 [p1 and [p] [L] are reducible (i.e., not irreducible) if at least two op-
posing weapon types are not interacting directly with the other participants in the battle-and in his
COMCAP I! DBM study previously referred to the prublem of reducibility did not arise-so that ir-

reducibility is usually to be expected for many heterogeneous force analyses.SfSome of the assumptioe s orcriteria adopted by various authors in their studies of heterogeneoui
S. forces to estimate weights include the following:

• :•.....I ,.30.-11
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I. Dare and James (Ref. 3) take

Su, = w = I (30-31)

or in other words the weights or values must add up to unity. Hence, the relative worths of the different
types of weapons are placed on a relative frequency basis, and the vectors in Eqs. 30-8 and 30-9 may be
referred to as "probability" vectors.

2. In Ref. 7, Thrall suggested taking

Pi = witi (30-32)i-I

and

= Ta WaS (30-33)

so that the weights for the different weapon types on one side are tied in with the scaling factoc for the
other side.

3. Howes and Thrall (Ref. 2) discuss several different methods for determination of the relative
weights or values, and give examples of their recommended "ideal" weights. The interested reader
should study their paper. We sketch their ideal linear weight procedure in par. 30-6.

With reference to 1, 2, and 3, a possible disadvantage-as pointed out by Holter (Ref. 1)-is that
the weights or values need to be cross-structured so that the overall representative strengths or
equivalent fighting powers are determinable on the same homogeneous scale and in terms of the same
weapon. It is apparently for this reason that Holter suggested the following relationships be used

n I-/c (30-34)

where e is a single scaling factor for convenience, and

wt a s (30-35)

ifor the designated Blue type I weapon. (For the COMCAP II study, Holter designated the M60A3
tank as the Blue type I weapon, and the results would be in terms of relative effectiveness values for the
M60A3.) Another, and perhaps simpler procedure, which apparently gives equivalent results, is that
oJohnsmrud (Ref. 6) which will be discussed later. The advantage of both the Holter procedure and
that of Johnsrud is that all Blue and Red weapon relative weights will be expressed or measured in
terms of the worth of the same weapon, although we recognize that other techniquet to determine the
"best" or "optimum' weights may vary for different applications perhaps.

We now turn to the solutionm of Eqs. 30-22, 30-23, and. 30-34. These equations may easily be com-
*bined (-elter, Ref.1) to obain

[too] - JP]~ , IA Iwo (306.36)

30-12
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which involves only the scaling factor c and the Blue weight vecior or weapon effectiveness values.
Holter (Ref. 1) gives a rapidly converging algorithm (e.g., Ref. 8), which leads to unique values of
X = c2 and the weight components of both [wa] and [wR]. Let the superscript k be uted to denote
values obtained at the end of the kth iteratior.. Then Holter's iteration is:

Step 1. Put k = I (for the first iteration).
Step 2. Set all components of [wB,]A' for k 1 equal to unity to start the iterative process.
Step 3. Calculate in succession:

(a) [W](•h = [p][lt][w8]'J (30-37)
where [fIV) is a new vector.

(b) X~k) = I/ Wk) (30-38)
where W'" is the first component of [W](') at that iteration, and then calculate

ý.(c) IwaI4+÷) = X"k)[Wyk). (30-39)
Step 4. Now repeat Step 3, incrementing k by unity at each iteration, until a value V'+1 = P), at

some stage or iteration k to within a specified degree of accuracy. The iterations converge to
a unique value of A (see Hildebrand, Ref. 9) and the vector [wBI desired with wB, = 1,
assuming the matrix [po] [,] is irreducible.

Step 5. Calculate:
'(a) c (30-40)
(b) with the value of c from Eq. 30-40, calculate

[wit] dl [wal (30-41)

where [wpJ is the final iterated value in Eq. 30-39.
The final vectors, [wa] and [wn], give all the weights or relative values of the Blue and Red weapon

types, and thetotal force values or strengths are found from Eqs. 30-1 and 30-2 or, that is, Eqs. 30-10
and 30-11.

We will illustrate the methodology with a very simple example involving only two different types of
weapons on each side. The principles extend to any number of weapon types, and for such applica-
tions the analyst will no doubt want to program the calculations on a computer.

EXAMPLE 30-4:
A Blue infantry-mortar "team" meets a similar Red "tear•i" in thejungle. Blue has 80 infantrymen

with rifles and 24 mortars for the attack. Red, on the other luand, is estimated to have about 60
defending riflemen and 18 mortars. Blue's kiil-rate matrix (p] against Red is

0.10 .0.141
1 [0.20 o.ioj

and Red's kill-rate'matrix Ld) against Blue is

r[.1s 0.101
l, .20 0.o05

S- - " Let the subscript I refer to riflemen and subscript 2 to mortars. Determine:
" 1, Relative values of all, weipons employed in the engagement

2. Relative strengths of the forces

30-13 K
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3. Equivalent force ratio
4. Percer-tage of losses for the winner assuming the loser breaks battle when he has sustained 30%

caF jalties.
From the matrix [pi we see, for example, that p1 =- 0.1, or each Blue rifleman kills 0.1 Red rifle-

man per time unit of say one hour; and pt, = 0.2, or each Blue mortar can kill 0.2 Red rifleman per
hour; etc. Similar statements may be made for [ft], or Red's kill rates of Blues. These kill rate matrices
may have been estimated from calculations of hit and kill probabilities, and rates of fire for the
weapons used under jungle conditions. Or perhaps, better still, they might have been determined from
combat experience records of a similar engagement or from a realistic computer-simulated battle in
jungle canopy-the better the kill rates, the better the final analysis. Accurate and relatively precise
kill rates are necessary for any good rankings of weapon values or worths.

In line with Holter's assumptions, we will take the relative value of a Blue infantryman with rifle to
)e 1, i.e.,

and determine all other weapon values or weights with respect to a Blue rifle.

Following the step-by-step procedure previously given (Eqs. 30-37, 30-38, and 30-39), we initially
set

and calctulate the product of the kill rate matrices

0o.1 0.041 [o.15 0.10 [0.023 0.01201
I 0 o2 o.= .0 0.20 0.06 L030 0.0250]

Then the iterations proceed as follows:
1st Iteration:

[w(n '0,2 0.0120 1 00350'

(W"'(Wj" [.050 0.0250 1 0.0750

' I/W 1 . '--1/0.0350 - 28.5714

[ (2)"' X(1)[Wl" = 28.5714r.o"5 [2 7]oo
0 51

roal.0750 Iboo

.2nd Iteration:

0.023 0.01,20 [o1. 0 0.0487

A 30.14 ., ,L
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\2)= l/W 1l
2' = 1/0.0487 = 20.5339

[wul (8)= \(2 [W](2) 20.5339 1 O0 3

L0 10 6 [2 12070

3rd Iteration:

F.04851
[W]'"= [pl[/l[wl" j0 .1032 .

A" = 1/W,., = 1/0.485 = 20.6186

[w(] 4) = x'"[w]J"3) L2.1278]

4th Iteration:

10.0481
[W]J°'= [Pl [•l fw•,]=". 1032]

\4)= 1/Wl() 1/0.0485 za 20.6186

[w9'1 = \(4)I W]2=[]

Thus, thre iterations were actually necessary, the fourth reproducing the third orne. Hence, the
final value f X is

A 20.6186

and the wei ht or value vector for the Blue side is

2.[ E2.12778]
or a Blue rortar is more than twice as valuable as a Blue rifle.

To obtain Red's weight or value vector, we calculate from Eq. 30.40

Tv- v/20.61$ 4.5408

30-15LI ,, FM
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and from Eq. 30-41

jwRl = V T,=1[uB] 4.5408 [0.15 0.10]8 .00 ]
In summary. we have

WBI 1.00

wa2 = 2.13

u,= 1.65'

= 1.39

and we see that a Red rifleman is 65% "more vatuable" than a Blue rifleman (1.65 vs 1.00), that Blue's
mortars are conriderably more effective than Red's' mortars (2.13 vs 1.39), and each Red mortar is
only 39% more effective than a Blue rifleman (1.30 vs 1.00).

Continuing, Blue's overall unit or team effectiveness, measured in units of Blue riflemen, is

[wj r[BJ = [1.00 2.131 = 131.12

and that of Red is given by

[WjT[RJ [1.65 1.391 124.02.18.

Hence overall, Blue is only slightly superior to Red, i.e., tbout (131.12 - 124.02)/124.02 - 6%.
The total value of all weapons on both sides is

(1)(80) + (2:13)(24) + (1.65)(60) + (1.39)(18) - 255.14

(summing Eqs. 30-1 and 30.2) or the equivalent of "255 Blue rifles" were involved in the conflict.
Holier (Ref. 1) shows that the "state equation", which relates Blue's and Red's equivalent strengths

at any instant after the start of the battle (and given by his equation (24)] is

4(1 - �V'(h')IV'(R)j/[& -'Vs(B)/1V'(B)l)'72 - V,(B)/Ve(R) - F (30-42)

where:
V,(R) and V#(B) - strengths, respectively, of Red and Blue at time I

9(R) -• Red's worth at timee•zro - 124.02 from Eq. 302
V,(B) -, Blue's worth at time zero 131.12 from Eq. 30.1

and the fraction or force ratio &i is such that if one specifies the proportion of initial strength remaining (3
on one side, i.e., a battle breakpoint, the corresponding fraction remaining on the opposing side nAy
be determined from Eq. 30-42. In our example, F - 131'.12/124.02 - 1.057.

"30-16.
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Thus, we see that Biue wiui be the victor and, if Red breaks battle after 30% -:asualties, then from

Eq. 30-42 w' get tsince V1(R)/V•(R) = 0.7)
[i - (0.7) 2 J]/[ - V2(B)IVo2(B)])1/3 = / .o2 7

Or solving for the fraction V,(B)/IV(B), of remaining Blues, we obtain

VI(B)!131.12 = 0.737

or that is to say Blu. has already suffered 26.3% equivalent casualties when Red breaks battle at 30%
equivalent casualties. At this stage, Blue has left the equivalent of (0.737)(131.12. = 96.6 riflemen and
Red has left (0.70)(124.02) = 86.8 equivalent Blue riflemen.

Finally, as another significant contribution, Holter established in Ref. I that the batde time I as a
function of the fraction of i v:ial Red strength remaining, is given by the expression

= n F F0 -Fo - Fn.)t; c "In (30-43)

where
Fe = relative force ratio as in Eq. 30-42, and
Fi = V(R)/I;(R) - fraction of Red relative initial strength remaining at time t. (30-44)
For the battle analyzed here, we use c 4.5408, FA - 0.70, F# I .07, and obtain the total en-

gagement time of

1, - 1.50 h or I h and 30 min.

As a somewhat separate approach, suggested by, Mr. Roger Willis of the US Army Training and
Doctrine Command Systems Analysis Activity (TRASANA), we might return to Eqs. 30-28 and 30-29
and let Blue have b weapon types, but Red have only r - I weapon type. In this case, it can be shown
that the weight for the ith Blue type of weapon is

wag wxpi,/pi,, for each i. (30-45)

Also,

MOD E ,uWa,. (30-46)

Eqs. 30-45 and 30-46 are still equivalent to .qs. 3G.22 and 30-23.
From, Eqs. 30.45 and 30-46, it is also seen that tne product paD, of pohitive constants becomes.

#uPst (30-47)I' ( ,,I-,

. • ' p - ~ -
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where tor convenience we may take

KI = I 6,P (30-48)a-i

for known or estimated kill rates Ou and p,,. Thus, this means that pjt is constrained to be

Pi = K 1/6j (30-49)

and in fact Hoaler's c of Eq. 30-34 then becomes

c = Vr, (30-50)

and Tirall's suggestions in Eqs. 30-32 and 30-33 become, in effect,

• a',l = K,/, (30-51)

where 0, is still determined from Thrall's Eq. 30-33 or

OS = z-w (30-52)i-I

Finally, if we set for convenience

BJ, = I(30.,53)

then

pi = K, (30-5o4)

and if we also take as a convenience-similar to Holter's assumption Eq. 30-35.--tajat was 1, then
from Eq. 30-46

.(30-55)

and for each i we have from Eq. 30-45 that

mot, p/g K, (30-56)

or that ws to say each weight opm for the Blue weapon types is uniquely determined from

-OS Psi U, Ppio (30-57)

301-18-
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We have a further useful inference of Willis; even if Red has different weapon types, then Eqs. 30-
14, 30-15, 30-28, and 30-29 imply for eachj = 1, 2,..., r that

b r

PROBa = F. PjL U'RI/WRI. (30-58)I-! L-1

In particular, if Red has two weapon types, i.e., r = 2, then the relative weight or worth of Red type 2
weapn to Red type I weapon is

W ffi= wR (30-59)

where w ,is found from the quadratic equation

Bw' + (A -C)w- D =0 (30-60)

where

A = • (30-61)
9-1

B= (30-62)
1-1

C= 16xjpg2 (30-63)

D &psi. 30-64)

Moreover, if for convenience concerning relative values or weights we put wn, 1, thea WvM, and hence
w, becomes the positive solution of the quadratic Eq. 30-60. Furthermore, the worth or weight ofthe
Ah Blue type weapon is

was (lt/P)(P.o + •,,pas) (30-65)

and Holter's X becomes

X A + Bw,/wa,1)'. (30-66)

Pence, for some particular cases it is possible to calculate c, or Xr, of Eq. 30-40 directly without any
need for iterations. The analyst may well, therefore, keep such results ready for reference when
needed.

The methods of analysis we have just discussed are clearly of much imporance in weapon systems( analysis studies, and especially for battle analyses, or simulations or war games involving htterogene-
ous forces. For example, suppose that a computer simul ation of opposing, heterogeneous forces is

--. W•7 e -
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carried out, and it is found that Blue lost 25 tanks, 8 howitzers, 40 machine guns, 125 rifles' 21 anti-
tank weapons, And 15% of its perso.viel. In this same simulation, si ppose that Red lost 22 of its tanks,
9 artillery pieces, 45 machine guns, 100 rifles, 19 hand-held antitank weapons. and 18% of its person-
nel. Then a simple question. but a very important one is, "Who has really won?'" Recall that such a
simulation was not only expensive, but also was conducted to settle important questions concerning
,some new weapon mix or force structure, and moreover that such (perhaps confusing) results are to be
expected,! One easily may see that it certainly seems reasonable to measure tht worth of weapons on a
side in terms of Lheir potentia: or capability to destro) or attrit the enemy's weapons and personnel.
Now especially, if the numbers of kills on cach'side are relatively equal-thereby bringing about some
confusion--then there is indeed a rather formidable problem of reaching. the right decision concerning
overall force effectiveness. Hence, one easily should see that the use of weapon equivalence studies are
certainly convenient for overal; judgments.

These considerations are amplified more fully in the analysis in par. 30-4 of "killer-victim" score-
boirds and Johnsrud's treatment (Ref. 6) of it.

30-4 ANALYSIS OF KILLER-VICTIM SCOREBOARDS

The killer-victim scoreboard is 3 matrix showing how many of each type of weapon were eliminated
in an engagement by each weapon on the opposing side. The killer-victin- scoreboard may be deter-
mined at specified or truncated times of a battle, or it may be obtained as a summary for the results of
the entire battle. A typical killer-victim scoreboard is given in Table 30-;.

In Table 30-1, the killer-type weapons for Blue and Red are.isted on the left as rows, ind the num-
bers of Blue and Red weapons attrited from the battle are listed as elements of the matrix (columns).
Thus, during battle time t a Blue type I weapon attrited a,. Red type 4 weapons and at, Red type 5
weapons. There are three different types of Blue weapons, e.g., rifles, tanks, and artilley, and only two
types of Red weapons, i.e., machine guns and tanks. The different types of Blue and Red are num-
bered together, with the smaller integer subscripts identifying the Blue side'and the larger integer sub-
scripts identifying types of Rei weapons. This is, a matter of convenience to group Blue and Red
weatxon types together. Note in Table 30-1 that there are no Blue victims from Blue weapons, as
should be expected ordinarily, and no Red victims due to Red weapons. In general,

a,, m number oflj type weapons eliminated by weapons of type i ;n some time 1.
For example,

a0e, number of 'Blue type 3 weapons (artillery) eliminated by Red type 4 weapons (machine
gum)

TABLE 30-1. KILLE1R-VICTIM SCORKBOARD

VitdM Weaps.

Killer IBlu led
Weap.. I 2 S 4 5

1 0 0 0 a.

Blue 2 0 0 C a" du

3 0 0 0 .1 an
"4 a. a " 0 0

am a 0 ft 0' 0

30-20'
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a" = .6, or Red tanks don't kill Red machine guns
aij = 0, when the subscripts i andj both refe- to either Blue weapons alone or Red weapons alors'.

The kilier-victim scoreboard may be converted easily to a (combined) kill-rate matrix of elements,
such as we have already discussed in connection with Eqs. 30-6 and 30-7. Suppose we let

nj = number of weapons of type i
and

I = time of iattle (completed or truncated).
Then, if we take any element ati of the killer-victim matrix and divide it and other elements of that row
("killer" weapon type i) by the product of the number of killer weapons and time I of the bittle con-
sidered, we obtain new elements b,,, where

bij = aaj/(nt) = the relative kill rates of type i weapons against typej targets, or kills (30-67)
per shooting weapon i per unit of time against typej targets.

Hence, if we now replae the aij in Table 30-1 with the bij of Eq. 30-67, we get a new matrix or "kill-
rate scoreboard" which has zeros in the upper left b-rows and b-columns for Blue weapons, zeros in the
lower right r-rows and r-culumns for Red weapons, whereas the upper right b-rows by r-columns
represent the kill-rate matrix [pi of Eq. 30-7 for Blues against Reds, and the lower left r-rows by b-
columns represent the kill-rate matrix 1#1 of Eq. 30-6 for Reds killing Blues. Further correspondence
between the combined Blue and Red or killer-victim scoreboard and the treatment of weapon equiva-
lence studies in pars. 30-1 through 30-3 indicate also for cross-reference purposes that we may equate

X = B, type I Blue weapon-
as = B2 type 2 Blue weapons

14 - B, type b Blue weapons
No,+ I R, type I Red weapons
Snb+ - R2 type 2 Red weapons

nI,+, = R, type r Red weapons.
b,j, - p1 for i , ... bandj- b+ , ... b+ rof Eq. 30.6 7

b,, - 0 for" i b.... bandj - 1, 2,..., bof Eq. 30-7
b i- #11, fori b + 1,...,b + randi - 1,2,..,bofEq. 30-67
bsj- Ofori - b + I .... ,b +rand b + 1,...,b +rcfEq.30-6.

We now fellow the analysis of Johnsrud (Ref. 6), which is aimed at the problem of using the killer-
victim soareboard for rghting among het ersgeneous forces, and showing how to uncouple the interac-
tions among weapons and derive an equivalent force ratio which will acoirately reflect the course of
the battle. Thus, he answers the questwon, "How does one analyze results from heterogeneous force
battles?". As poirted uwtt by Johnsrud (Ref. 6), "To date such time-dependefit (killer-victim) score-
boards are not being used in weapon effectiveness studies because nobody knows how to extract all the
information they contain. ". His paper, therefore, is a contributinn toward helping in this regard.

Johnsrud's analysis (Ref. 6) converts the killer-victim scoreboard to a matrix of.kill rates by as
previously discussed and then sets up relative value equations for each werpon as follows, where we ii-
lustrate for the vauticular example of Table 30-1 with a&# now replaced by bia:

-30-21r.____ 4. "•'
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kw, = bi.W4 + b15 $

kWs = bs4 W, + bu W, (30-68)

kW4 = b,,W1 + b,,W, + b,,Ws

kW, = b,Wj + bW,2 + bMWs.

Here, k is a constant of proportionality. Thus, one has a set of n = 5 homogeneous linear equations in
n = 5 unknowns, and it is known that a solution for the values-weapon relative worths or weights
W--is suitable when k is the largest eigenvalue of the (n X n, or here) 5 X 5 matrix. This leads to

Johnsrud's "worth" matrix, or really the expanded matrix of k's and kill rates for both sides given by

0 0 b14  bis

0 -k 0 b24  bw

0 0 -k bs4 bu (30-69)

bht ba ba -k 0

b,, ba bi 0 -k

Due to the zeros, for which it is assumed Blue wa-apons don't kill other Blues and Red weapons
don't kill other Reds, it is easy to se in general-for any number of weapon types on each side-that
the corresponding matrix of any size may be expressed vs

* [p L01 
(30-70)

where (I] is the identity matrix, and [81 and [p1 are the usual kill-rate matrices of Eqs. 30-6 and 30-7
of Red vs Blue and Blue vs Red, respectively. Furthermore, and as Johnsrud (Ref. 6) points out, the
largest eigenvalue, or characteristic root k, may be found from the determinantal equation

Ik'1I.- [PI[oll - 0 (30-71)
where the left-hand side determinant is the difference between two determinants, one consisting of
only /0 and the other one involving elements obtained simply from the product of the two kill-rate
matrices of Blue aM Red weapons-in either order, incidentally. The order of the determinant in Eq.
30-71 is the saame n that for the product of the kill-rate matrices.

For Example 30-1, the product of tLe kill-rate matrices taken there as [p] (f] is

r0.023 0.01+ '1 L o.oso 0.s I?(

S .. 30-22
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and hence for that example, Eq. 30-70 becomes the determinantal equation

-0.023 -0.0121

S- [ =]L[-0.050 k2 - 0.025 1 o

or

k- 0.0480 + (0.023)(0.025) - (0.050)(0.012) - 0

or

k' - 0.0480 - 0.000025 = 0.

The solution of this quadratic equation of P yields two values of V, i.e.,

0 = 0.048515 and k' -0.0005153,

and the largest eigenvalue is

k = 0.22026.

Since Eqs. 30-68 are the same as Eqs. 30-22 and 30-23, with pita =i k, we have consistent with Eq.
30-34 that,

c = = I/k =-4.5401. (30-72)
/

Recall that with the iterations of par. 30-3, we obtained

r = 4.5408

there being a difference of 7 in the fourth decimal place due no doubt ts not carrying enough signifi-.
cant figures at each stage of the iterations. For our example, the value of c - 4.5401 is likely the more
accurate determination.

We may now proceed as before to obtain the relative values or weights for Blue and Red weapons.
Another procedure, however, using the largest eigenvalues of k is to return to the lull matrix Eq. 30-

69 and triangularize it, as does Johnsrud (Ref. 6), i.e., we start with.k replaced by its iargest eigen-
value

"-0.22026 0 0.1 0.04 1
0 -0.22026 0.2 0.10

0.15 0.10 -0.22026 0

0.20 t. 05 0 -0.22026

.30-23
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and use the first row to produce zeros elsewhere in the first column, obtaining

"-0.22026 0 0.1 0.04

0 -0.22026 0.2 0.10

0 0.14684 -0.22343 0.04

0 0.05507 0.1 -0.20257

Then we use the second row to produce zeros for the elements in the second column below the diago-
nal, etc., obtaining

"-0.22026 0 0.1 0.04

0 -0.22026 0.2 0.10

0 0 -0.13515 0.16

0 0 0.59996 -0.71021

Finally, the triangularized matrix is:

-0.220?6 .0 0.1 0.04

0 -0.22026 0.2 0.1l0
0 0 -0.13515

0 0 0. 0.00001

The lower right element 0.00001 indicates a suitably accurate computation due to its smallness.
Hence,

W- (0.16/0.13515)W4  1.1839W4

W, - (0.2W, % 0.1W 4)/0.22026 - 1.5290W4

W, - (0.1W, + 0.04W4)/0.22026 - 0.7191W4.

"Therefore, in terms of the frst Blue weapon, we get

W4- 1.39Ws

Ws- 1.65W,

1% 2.13 W,

which are the same values obtained by iteration for Example 341-1.
In summary, we see that Holter's proredwre of Ref. I and that ofJohnsrud (Ref. 6) lead to the same

reutO. For general application however, the Johnsrud procedure is easier to %.pply, since it is

*hcan be show. through imems naeap~datio, npr~ov by Mr. Ralph Shear of ibe BRL. that johiusirud's analysis ii 19
,.e ftly hdemicA to that oiHoker, akbhoughJobakmd' mahod is mare covenien t coniyuaonally. (Seealso Ref. 10,p.66.)I30.24
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relatively straight-forward and easy to remember. Of course, once the killer-victim scoreboard is deter-

mined and the kill-rate matrices of Blue and Red known (whether from transformation of the killer-
victim scoreboard or estimated otherwise), then the relative worths or values of all Blue and Red

weapons can be found. For large scale problems, involving many types of weapons, one may desire

access to a high-speed computer programmed for making such calculations.

Next, we give a further example indicating a quantity-quality type of trade-off.

EXAMPLE 30-2:

Under what conditions would parity have been achieved using the data of Example 30-1?

The question we are asking here is, "Under what conditions is the equivalent initial effectiveness o.

force ratio unity?" This may be determined by using Eq. 30-3 equated to unity. Now we know that

Blue would win from the data of Example 30-1. However, equivalence means for this example that

watB1 + Wa 5Bg 7 witRt'+ wnR2 2

or

(1)(80) + (2.13)(24) =-wR 1R + uwjR 2

or

wRjRI + wietR2 = 131.12, as we already know.

Thus, if Red were to use weapons of the same relative values, i.e., wRt = 1.65ws' and wts = 1.3 9 wol,
then the numbers of Red weapons R. or Rs, or both, could be changed. Thus, for example, we might
keep R, - 60 Red riflemen at before and add to the number of Red mortars. In this case

(1.65)(60) + i.39R2 = 131.12
or

R2 = 23.11.

Thus, Red could employ 23 mortars in the battle instead of 18 to achieve equality. Alternatively, he

could use more riflemen, 4u. e:.iploy tactics which make both rifles and mortars more effective, etc.,

since a unique solution does not exist for this 'problem.

30-5 FORCE RATIO AT ANY BATTLE TIME
The equivalent force ratio of Blue to Red at time a of the battle inay be found from

,,F =F(t) Z : willBu/ uwjt• (3t)-73)

i.L., an expression similar to, Eq. 30-3, but ,where now we designate specifically that
Bu - number of Blue type i weapons at time i
R- - number of Red typej weapons at time I

and wand wn, are as before the relative values or weights for Blue and Red type weapons, assumed to
be. constant over the battle.

Ji*3 130-25
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Johnsrud (Ref. 6) also points out that the eigenvalue k, which obviously has the dimension of
reciprocal time, i.e., r', can be used-with the assumption of the Lanchester Square Law and con-
stant worth matrix, during the battle--to obtain the force ratio also as

F(t) - (F0 + l)exp(-kt) -r (Fe - l)exp(kt) 30-7)
(F0 + 1)exp(-kt) - (Fo - 1)exp(kt)

where
F0 = initial force ratio, i.e., Eq. 30-3, for example
k = largest eigenvalue
t = time.

Johnsrud points out the importance of using the force ratio plotted as a function of time over the battle
and in his example gives graphs describing the changes in it as the battle proceeds. Indeed, for any
battle invoking many different types of weapons on each side or unbalanced forces, the relative force
ratio would seem to be a key and perhaps one of the simplest effectiveness values to study, and hence
place final judgments upon.*

30-6 ADDITIONAL CONSIDERATIONS

Some of the fundamentals of weapon equivalence studies having been covered, there remain some
particular points of interest to the analyst, and which are worthy of mention here.

Whereas many heterogeneous weapon systems studies may naturally be conducted or programmed
on computers because of analytical complexity or to introduce more realism, the establishment of data
relating to killer-victim scoreboards will often represent the basic information to analyze. Neverthe-
less, Johnsrud (Ref. 6) points out that sometimes the methods of weapon equivalence studies will lead
to very peculiar resufts if the simulations are not realistic, or one permits the use of Lanchester type
Square Law attrition AN the way to extinction. He suggests nevertheless that sharp, and hence un-
realistic, discontinuities may be eliminated by considering target availability. In fact, attrition rates
might be generated which include target availability by using equations of the form

dRt .- bijB.i1 - exp(-ajR,)J (30-75)

where, as prviously,
R,- number of Red typej weapons

t - combat time
bo- - kill rate of Blue iype i weapons againstRed typej weapons for "available" targets to shoot at
Do - number 4 Blue t) pe i weapons

and, in addition,
ai- - detectability/availability factor fdr Blue-type i weapons attacking Red typej targets. (Hence,

al is the chance or fraction of Red typej target weapons detected and brought under fire,
while aR is the expected number.)

Similar equations hold fr the Blue side.

A1 *Other ,efi.Su of efictivwnes in coaita skuadea ngi& be mo uMaingvaI-.ee es I me rat*s di ffruisce in p"Cern "'
ka4m. ratio o perent kome. tow requfrod fo bluii to obta a -hva objectivw, pwerce reductioa (or inczem) in lorce
rtio, or Red pecemnt line by dw tme DIm tuke hmve machd a ertical le.ve
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Hence, as easily seen from Eq. 30-75, when Red targets are very plentiful, i.e.. Rj is large, then the
loss rate dRf/dt (for Red) approaches the negative sum of terms for the'Lanchester Square Law. On
the other hand, if Largets are not detected or are very sparse, i.e., ag,R, is small, then the term i,1

brackets of Eq. 30-75 becomes approximately agjR), and we see that Lanchester linear type attritimon
takes over. Thus, as we have noticed before, combat often proceeds along the lines of either the
Lanchester square or :inear type of attrition, and hence Eq. 30-75 or some similar -law tends to
generalize what might happen. Johnsrud (Ref. 6) suggests solving Eq. 30-75 numerically by advanc-
ing time in small increments (dt) and calculating the corresponding decrements dRj in the Rp. Such a
procedure may clearly lead to worthwhile studies of rather complex battles, once fairly realistic kill
rates and target detection chances are available for typical engagements of inwerest.

Whereas we have indicated the problem of "reducibility" for the kill-rate matric-s may not or-
dinarily be involved, especially since many analyses will involve competing or interacting weapon
systems, there will be occasions for which one weapon system will have absolutely no kill potential
against some weapons on the opposite side. For example, rifle bullets usually would have zero effect
against armor. One way out of this difficulty perhaps is to redefine targets or weapon systems for the
battle studied so that some interaction is likely. Hopefully such a technique might not affect any major
conclusions of the study otherwise. Failing this, however, then zeros will appear in kill-rate matrices
and still the problem demands proper analysis and riust be treated, nevertheless. Howes and Thrall
(Ref. 2) treat the problem of -educibility in a thorough manner, so we only sketch their use of recom-
mended "ideal linear weights"- here. By way of summary in fact, their ideal linear weights for the dif-
ferent Blue weapons against Red weapons, i.e., the column weight or value vector [ua,1 of Eq! 30-8,
turn out to be

[wal =pI[w,,]/([I ,j.,,), (30-)6)

= jpj ;.J iwJ/(IE.1T [u'uI [E,iwI

where
IpI - kill rate matrix of Blue against Red

jwgj - column weight vector for Red weapons

" an equally weighted probability column vector with r'elements of I/r
each

[B] ' kill rate matrix ot Red against Blue

1(- 30-78)

- an equally weighted probabilit/ column vector with b elements of I/b
each.

*1-' _30-27
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Likewise, the column vector [wit of Eq. 30-9 for the ideal linear weights of the different t.'pes of Red
weapons turns out to be

[wi] = 1,1 [L"81/([E. T'wi])
(30-79)

= [fi] [p] fwi/l([E~J~,1 [r EblrlwaI)

Although Eqs. 30-76 and 30-79, for determining ,the relative weights or worths of Blue an! Red

weaponcs might seem "circular"--e-pecially since Blue's weights in the top expression of Eq. 30-76 de-

pend on Red's weights, or indeed, in the bottom expression of Eq. 30-76 Blue's weights depend on

Blue's weights, so to speak (!)-Howcs and Thrall (Ref. 2), nevertheless, show that a unique solution
is obtainable. They define

[PI1 = [P 1(0] (30-80)

[PI = [01t8] [(30-81)

"[E& "[w1lwl [IE, fuwl. (30-82)

"This means that the ideal linear weights must satsfy the folhowing equations and also be nonnegative
and nonzero:

fP.s] [Waj Yl*li (3Op.83)

l/), Iml =")'l'=]. " 30-84)

These vectors can be sed to compare' or relate elements on each side of the expressions in Eqs. 30-83
ani 30-84, so that the ideal linear weghts are obtainable.

-The desired weights are eabily calc. ated, and we illustrate the process for our Example 30-I. To
begin with, we know that the p.-cducts o• the kill-rate matrkces, both [p11,61 and [#1 ip;. have the same
eigenvalues. Moremvr, for the data of our Example 30-1. we found that the eigenvalues ol1
[IP& - [oil#] were

. - k'(Johnsrud) -' 0.o48S15and -0.0005153.

Then, by subrituting in both sides of Eq. 30-83, we sne thea from

[AIl [l , ''[wo1

we have

0.023 0.01-2 am

~ 1 30.3";
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or [0.023w, + 0.o,2zv] [0.048515wai

0.050w,, .+ 0.025wis [O.0485l5wvj,

and since corresponding elements on the two sides must be equal, we have two equivalent linear equa-
tions in two unknowns, from which w, 1 may be found (from either equation) in terms of w1 j. The solu-
tions yields

wýb, = 2.1263w1 ,.

Thus, the relative weight of win to use may be determined f ,t -action

f,'t/(wt + 2.1263wo) = 0,320

and that for the relative weight of wag is given by

2.1263/(l + 2.1263) = 0.680

and hence Blue's ideal weights or relative value or weight (probab~iity) vector for his weapons is

[0.3L0.68

and "circularity" is thus avoidable. However, Howes and Thrall (Rd. 2) give also othe rvmethods of
solution, including an iterative technique starting with all weights for a side being, equal.

In a corresponding manner, the appropriate and unique ideal linear weight vrctor for Red may be
found to be

5420.54'
LO.4s58

Finall., we we that relatively all weapon values of each side may be conat to values in terms of
the Blue type I weapo obtaining-

wm " (0.68/0.32)u, - 2.13w,

.an ma (0.542/0.32)w, -
1 .6 9 w.,

-(0.458/0.32)uqn - 1.43l, .

In sammary, the ideal linear weights are.watnwat (slighty) diffrnem from tdaie d by Holter
or Jobaurud-which were 1.00, 2.13, 1.65, and 1.39--alhough conistency oi portioty for each
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side, Blue or Red, does indeed exist. In addition, we mnust point out in particular that the Hlowes-
Thrall ideal linear weight approach may be used either for irreducible or reducible matrices.- and
hence it possesses generality in determining useful relative weapon worths.. based espec"ially on t'le
largest eigenvalues of matrices.

It is well to point out to the cautious reader and analyst tat'the killer-victim scoreboards are very
sensitive to variations in the weapon-target allocations whether fixed throughout a model run of
simulation or whether varying w~th time during the run. Moreover, relative weapon values should
really be very dependent on terrain, or on tactics or the command function. or on a host of possibly
other factors not usually represented in combined arms simulations or models s-!th as darkness.
smoke, and electronic' countermeasures. Also, there mig~ht just be some interest in e.%panding the
methods presented herein to the possibility of taking into account the stochastic nature (') o~f combat
and therefore using probability dlistnioutions of outcomes (Chapter 28) as weli as constraints involving
the number of replications-used and associated confidence- limits, perhaps.

30-7 SUMMARY

'We have covered some of the c-urrent approaches concerning a~nalyses pertaining to weaponequiva-
lence or relative weapon values, and have seen that the techniques involved are not only very usefut but
are needed to make judgments on the effectiveness of heterogeneous forces. Moreover, there now exivss
many Army weapon systems study requirement% which could well make good use of the concepts
covered herein since improved accuracy of decision is bound to result from the theories of ,! loiter,
Johrnsrud. How~es and Thrall, it al. It is realized the kill rates (which continue to be the key analh sis
param~eters) may oe very time dependent for some applications; hence. this particular problem should
be explored in some future weapon equivalence studies. Neverthekiss, the ana~lyst should ,erk out and
apply the techniques discussed herein to his particular problems, and hence advance the knowledgc
and usefulness of his weapon systems analyses as an aid to the decision process for %electing improved
weapons.
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CHAPTER 31

OPTIMAL FIRING POLICIES FOR
SINGLE AND MULTIPLE WEAPONS

The problem of just hou Blue should allocate the firznng of/ hs rounds w hen a Red enemy ,s approaching his position is
discussed ;n this chapter. The optimal po0li dep.•nds on 'the characteristics of Blue's weapons, including especially his
hit ard Ikl probability as a function of range to Red's position in front of Blue. The optimal policy of allocating rounds
fired by Blue at different ranges depends also. on the use of an appropriate "gain "function, which indicates relative
zalues of stopping Led at various ranges,in front of Blue's position. It is found that a good strategy is for Blue to

ali*, cate his firing in sch a manner that he it ill seduce Red's sun'ival chance to as low a value as possible as Red ap-

hroaches and attacks him. Because of this, the surrival chance of Red is derived, and the allocation of Blue's rounds
determined on the basis thereof The results attained are based on some research of Karlin, Pruitt, and Madow, (Ref. 1).

Seteral examples are giren, and it is found, perhaps somewhat surprisingly, that Blue should commence firing at en-
gagemnt ranges soma hat before he "sees the white of Red's eyes".

31-0 LIST OF SYMBOLS

a(s) infinitesimal accuracy of fire function
b = constant in Eq. 31-43
c = constant in Eq. 31-19

E(k) - expected number of kills for Blue against Red up to range s in front of Blue
e Naperian logarithm base - 2.71828...

f(s) functional condition required for an optimal firing allocation (see Eq. 31-26)
f, (s) = optimal firing policy for the ith Blue weapon
g(s) - "gain" or value function for Blue k.lling Red at range s

g'(s) - first'derivative ofg(s)
gU(s) - second derivative of g(s)

A - As - small change in range s (Ref. I notation)
h(s) derivative in Eq. 31-25

h,(s,) - function defined by Eq. 31-60
- function defined by Eq. 31-58

k - constant in Eq. 31-23
k -(s) particular function of s for 1he ith Blue weapon (see Eq. 31-54)

,- uppe- finite bound on p:(s)
m - constant in Eq. 31-24'
on - designation for the mth hit
x number o weapons

- number of Blue weapons oftype i
PA(0) - Red's overall survival chance from a very remote range and all the way to Blue's

position
PA(s) - Red's chanci of survival from i very remote range to distance r in front of Blue
I'•(s) firt derivative of Red's survival chance

Pr(s) - probability of Red surviving o hits
ph(s) - probability of hitting at range s

31.1
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pt,(s) - first derivative ofba(s)
pZ(s) = second derivative of p,(s)
Pa(s) = Blue's combination hit and kill probability against Red at range s
ph(s) = first derivative ofps(S)
pZs) = second derivative of p,(s)
phi(s) = kill chance for Blue"s ith type weapon at die-ances

r = total number of different types of Blue ýv.'eapons
s = distance from Blue's position

As = small change in s

s. = particular range from Blue's position, selected in some optimal manner
=• = cutoff range'

s, = cutoff range

ss = cutoff range
(s,,'t) = interval in range for Blue to fire his ith weapon (sj<tj)

I = time

At = small change in time i
v = speed

AV = small change in speedv
a = parameter for the exponential distribution, or mean distance to a hit or kill

a, = exponential parameter for the ith Blue weapon
f = parameter of a distribution (see Eq. 31-12)
,y = parameter of a distribution (see Eq. 31-12)
6 - upper finite bound on the integral of the firing allocation function over all ranges

(see Eq. 31-5)
6, = upper finite bound for an integral (see Eq. 31-51)

X(s) = kill "rate" of Blue's weapons against Red, as a function of the range s to Red's for-
ward line of attack. X(s) is actually the "intensity" of firing for Blue at range s.

X,(s) - p,(s)p'.s) - kill "rate" of Blue's ith weapon type against Red
p(s) - firing "rate" policy for Blue, or the manner that Blue should allocate the firing of

rounds at Red for range i
pe(s) - optimal firing policy for Blue
pl(s) r firing allocation factor for Blue's ith type weapon at ranges

p7f(s) - optimal fring po!icy for the ith weapon

31-1 INTRODUCTION
Our problem here is to develop a method for finding the best combination of weapons, or weapon

systems, which should be employed by Blue in a rather general combat situation somewhere in the

world. The approach in this chapter is different from that of studying two-sided conflicts of homoge-
neous or heterogeneous forces, as in Chapters 28 and 29, or that of using computer simulations of
typical battles. In fact. and by way of contrast, the criterion adopted for consideration here is that of
selecting a single weapon, or some group of different weapons, which will have the highest chance of
defeating an enemy force as it approaches our position. Thus, there is the rather critir.d problem of
determining the optimal or best ruing policy for employing our weapons as the enemy approaches and
attacks our position. Clearly, efficient use or employment of weapons could be of great importance. In / N
particular, there is no point in wasting rounds on enemy forces at too great a range; accordingly, the 1

31-2
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policy fcr defense will depend strongly on engagement ranges. We now describe the approach to this
problem and the analytical parameters of major interest.

We first visualize a Blue force in position, protecting some ground area, which will soon be under at-
tack by a Red force moving into a posture for assault. The Red force, starting well out of range of fire of
friendly Blue troops, approaches our Blue force position and begins to come within the range of fire of
some Blue weapons. Later, and as time moves forward the Red forces come within the ranges of many
of our Blue weapons which will take them under fire with the mission of trying to destroy as many
Reds as possible before they overrun our position.

Blue has at its disposal for study and use various weapon mixes to accomplish its mission; the objec-
:ive is to decide on the optimal mix of weapons and just how to fire them in the situationjust described.
Some of the weapons may consist of artillery for long range, but which natural y will have relatively
low rates of fire. Other weapons will be de--igned for close-in fighting with less lethality per round but,
nevertheless, will have higher rates of fire and are easily handled for short ranges of engagement. Thus,
our interest centers around the best firing policies and the selection of the optimal mix, regardless of
the different weapons involved or their particular physical characteristics.

The central and most important weapon parameters we consider here will be the delivery. accuracy,
or probability of hitting, the warhead lethality or weapon wounding power, and the rate of fire.
Delivery accuracy of a weapon depends markedly on range to -he target. The enemy often will ap-
proach our defended area from some remote location or range for which the chance of a hit will be near
zero initially and, as he comes closer, the probability of hitting-may get as high as unity. Thus, the
whole range of hit probabilities may be experienced and therefore must be taken into account in the
analysis. Lethality or wounding power will depend on the weapons used and the targets attacked. Con-
siderations of target vulnerability must be adequately accounted for, and the weapon type and war-
head selected to destroy approaching targets. Although for many point or hard targets we will employ
the concept of the conditional chance that a hit is a kill, we also permit the single shot kill probability
concept, including the delivery accuracy function as covered in Chapter 20. Rate of fire of the weapon
is very important and, as we know, is a major factor determining the weapon kill rate for the engaged
targets. We are accustomed to thinking about rate of fire as so many rounds per minute, for example,
but here there is involved the critical problem of tactics which should tell us at what range to open fire
and how many rounds proportionately should be fired upon the enemy as he closes to assault our posi-
tion. Thus, we will be particularly interw3ted in a possible optimal policy concerning what range to
start firing and just how to best allocate rounds fired as a function of any given distance the enemy is
from our position.

Our approach now will be'that of trying to minimize the chance that enemy forces survive as they at-
tack our position. Therefore, appropriate weapon employment as a function of range of engage-nent is
clearly the major problem to study here. Wt; will follow the approach of Karlin,. Pruitt, and Madow
(Ref. I) with some modifications that are brought out clearly. Also, it is natural to study initially the
prdblem for a single Blue weapon and develop the required methcdology for this simplest case before
proceeding to weapon mixes or the employment of combined arms.

31-2 ANALYSIS FOR A SINGLE BLUE WFAPON

We consider first a single Blue weapon used to defend our position, and postulate an engagement for
which the enemy is approaching the Blue position at a constant rate of speed. Thus, we may be able to

( " interchange the battle time I for the distance s.the enemy is from us, or to "trade-off" time and dis-
tance, so to speak.

31-3
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Karlin, Pruitt, and Madow (Ref. 1) deve!op methodology first for the problem of determining an op-
timal policy for firing a single weapon of known accuracy against the attacking enemy. The ef'ec-
tiveness in firing a single weapon is described by a nonhomogeneous Poisson process with variab!e in-
tensity rate A(s) where s represents the distance of the Red enemy forces from*Blue's pusition. The
quantity X(s) amounts to an integral density function of the kills per unit distance advanced by the Red
forces, and hence it is not a probability density function for our purposes here. Also note that the or-
dinary kills per unit of time are converted here since time for a constant speed may be transformed to
an equivalent distance. Thus, if the forward speed cf Red is v miles per hour and .1 is a small or
modernte change in time, then the equivalent change 'in distance is 4s, where

IS = vAt. (31-1)

Thus, for each increment of time ,t, the Red force has moved some distance AU toward Blue. Sinice for
equal intervals of distance along the ground, the kills of Red per unit distance will increase from near
zero at large separation distances and approach unity for close in fighting; thus the ,(i) is tiot a con-
stant but an increasing variable. Hence we have a nonhomogeneous Poisson process for the expected
number of Red kills within the inter,-als on range separation instead of a homogeneous Poisson
process.

Karlin, Pruitt, and Madow (Ref. ,1) decompose the variable kill rate A(s) into two parts. That is,
they put

A(s) = p(s).a(s) (31-2)

where as they say, "p(s) is associated with a firing policy and usually signifies the rate of firing", and
"a(s) is the infini:e:simal accuracy function as a function of the distance s for the weapon being con-
sidered, i.e., the probability of hitting the enemy at the distance between (s + h) and s, when engaging
the weapon system at unit rate, is a(s)h + O(h). By its very meaning, a(s) is naturally assumed to be
decreasing as the distance s increases and could possibly vanish for s > s.'.' [O(h) means "order of A"
or a small distance, and their h - our As). The intensity function A(s), depending on range, could how-
ever'be built up from another approach that we now present.

For some weapons, it is natural ahd easy for so.ne apolications to treat the hit probability problem
and the conditional chance that a hit is a kill separately. We know that the chance of a hit in a single
round will vary drastically with target range and in fact will decrease almost in an "exponential" man-
ner with increasing tange to target. Hence, the hit probability phs) may be described for target dis-
tance s by an exponential type falloff law or

ph(s) = exp(-s/a) (31.3)

where
S - distance to target, or engagement range
a - measure of"mean" distanc, to a hit.

Eq. 316-3 gives a chance of a hit equal to unity at zero range and decreases to a hit probability of zero at
infinite range. Thus, it may suffice for some of the applications within the scope of this chapter.

Also, for some hit probabilities the following form of the law depending on thesquare of target range -
may be used:

31-4 1 -
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ph(s) exp(--s/a). (31-4)

Other types of falloff laws giving a reasonable approximation to the hit probability over the distance
separating forces also may be used. With regaid to Eqs. 31-3 and 31-4, or some other hit probability
functions decreasing with increasing distance to target, it is well to keep in mind that such a fit or law
muct be "analytically tractable".

For the kill function, it may be that the conditional chance that a hit is a kilt is one, i.e., a "hit is
always a "kill", for engagement ranges of interest. On the other hand, for some targets such as tarks
there may be some part of the presented area which is not penetrable due to "headon" armor, and the
conditional chance that a hit is a kill will be less than one, say 0.8, and the value may not change very
much for target ranges of interest.

For the attack of other targets, such as artillery attacking personnel groups or units, the fractional
kill in the target area depends on the random fall of shot over the target, for which hit and kill chances
must necessarily be combined, as covered in Chapter 20. (Moreover, the lethal area of an artillery
round depends on angle of fall of the projectile.) In any event, and for either case, the hit and kill func-
tions may be described 4nalytically by a single function whach will decrease to zero at the longer
ranges, since a hit will have a very low chance of occurrence.

Now, for the rate of fire function, p(s) of Ref. 1, some comments are also in order. Clearly, there will
be a maximum value that the rate of fire can obtain physically. The number of rounds fired per unit of
time is discussed in Chapter 16. However, as we have already brought out, in this chapter rate of fire is
to be treated' as an allocation of rounds over probable engagement ranges in a battle, so that the de-
fender or Blue takes on Red targets at ranges he can kill them and hence reduces Red's chance of sur-
vival. The firing rate, cr allocation factor, p(s) is an ordinary density function and not a probability den-
sity function. Thus, the integral of p(s) over all all post ible -anges of engagement may be described by

"p(s)ds 5 a (31-5)

which indicates a constraint on the quantity of total firepower and where the constraint or limit 6 is the
total number of rounds availab'le to fire at the enemy. The larger 6 is, the'greater the range at which
Blue opens fire on Red in an optimal firing policy. If we put 6 - 1, we get the policy for firing only a
single round within optimal range limits.

In summary, and with a somewhat different argument, we are supporting the, formulation of Karlin,
Pruitt, and Madow (Red. 1) to deal with a variable kill-rate function A(s) depending on the separation
distance s, which may be decomposed into two major parts, i.e.,

(J) p(s)Pb(s) (31-6)

where we replace the a(s) of Ref. I by the function PN(s) defined as

p*(s) - combination hit and kill probability function.
Moreover, we note in particular that the combination hit and kill function or pa(s) is determined com-
pletely by the weapon-target characteristics and the engagement range. That is to say-and we stress

, the point als6--that for an optimal firing policy only p(s) is at our disposal to adjust for the purpose of

31.5
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allocating rounds at different firing ranges s, especially once ph(s) is fixed by use ofZ. given weapon and
the targets it attacks.

With this background, we consider a general firing policy p(s) and note that its choice really deter-
mines X(;) of Eq. 31-6. Further, let us define Px(s) as the probability that the enemy, Red. survives up
to a distance s in front of Blue. (We assume that Red starts at infinite distance c and may approach
s = 0, our Blue position.) Then, as seen clearly (Ref. 1), we have the following relation for the decrease
in Red's survival chance from (s + As) to s:

PA(s) = PX(s + As)1 - X(s)ASI (31-7)

to order As. That is to say,

Px(s + As) - Px(s) - x(S As)'A(S) (31-8)

As

and as As-O, the left-hand side of Eq. 31-8 becomes the derivative of A(s), i.e.,

Pt(s) = X(s)PA(s). (31-9)

Upcn integrating Eq. 31-9, and using the fact that the enemy survives at infinite distanceji.e.,
P\(- ,= 1, we get the chance of survival for Red up to distance s from Blue's position is

P.\(s) I exp -j A(s)ds . (31-10)

We reiterate that A(s) is the kills per unit distance or the intensity of kills at engagement range s, and
the integral in the exponent of Eq. 31-10 gives the expected number of kills over the distances or en-
gagement ranges up to point s traversed by Red in attacking Blue's defense. If to a distance s, the ex-
pected number of kills E(k), given by

E(k) = A(s)ds (31-11)

is large, then Red's chaace of survival becomes small, whereas if the expected number of kills E(k) is
small, in which case s would ordinarily be a remote distance from Blue's position, then Red's survival
chance would be high up to the particular value of s. considered. Our problem, therefore, is that of
finding the relative allocation of rounds for all distances s, determined by the factor p(s), in view of the
existing hit-kill function p,(s), for Blue's-weapon which will keep Red's chance of survival as low as
possible. This should give some idea of just how the model considered here works, and the importance
of Eq. 31-10.

*In calculating P^s), one should keep in mind that the integration really is from a very remote distance to the distance £--) !

from Blue's position as in Eq. 31-10, and not from Blue's position toward Red forces.
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Although we have considered only a single weapon for Blue so far, it becomes clear, nevertheless,
that if Blue employs n similar weapons, and they fire independently at the approaching Red forces,
then X(s) in'Eqs. 31-10 and 31-11 would be replaced by nX(s). That is to say, Red's survivai chance
would be reduced very significantly with increasing numbers n of Blue's weapons.

To fix ideas a bit, we now give two illustrative examples involving only a single weapon, then pro-
ceed to the determination of an optimal allocation function p(s) for one weapon, and finally the use of
weapons of different types.

EXAMPLE 31-1:
Consider a Blue rifleman taking on a Red rifleman, and the Blue rifleman has a hit function given by

Eq. 31-3, i.e.,

ph(s) = exp(-s/a)

which fklls off exponentially with increasing range. (We consider only hit chances here- and ignore kill
chances for the moment, assuming that a hit is a kill.) Now consider also a rate of fire or allocation
function for Blue which uses the policy of practically no firing at the longer ranges but increases firing
substantially as the enemy rifleman approaches Blue's position. Clearly, for sake of illustration, an ex-
ponential function will also satisfy this requirement. Thus, we may take the allocation function as hav-
ing the form

p(s)= yexp(-s/#) (31-12)

where we may use two parameters, -' and 6, for proper scaling.
Then, we see that Red's chance of survival up to a distance s from Blue is determined from

A.(S) =ex~p[-f'p(sop.(s)ds]

= exp{ -j''ex~p[-(s/#) -(s/a)Ids}

= exp{-["yfa/(a + O)Jlexp[--(a + #)s/(af)]}1. . (31413)

To get Red's chance of survival over all engagement ranges, zero to infinity, then we mrny put s 0
in Eq. 31-13 and obtain

P.,(O) -exp[--ya6/(a + 1)]. , (31-14)

Thus, Red's overall survivl chance depends on the three parameters-a, Band '. Now if iwe nor-
malize the allocation function, Eq. 31-12, to make it a relative frequency function for allocating rounds
fired over all ranges, i.e., make it a probability distribution, then we must have

S31.ms7
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a!.d Eq.'31-13 becomes a proper probability given by

Px(s) = exp{-[a/(a + 0)].exp[-(a + 3)s/(ctO)]}. (31-16)

Moreover, the value of Eq. 31-16 over all engagement ranges reduces to

Px(o) = exp[-a/(a + #)] , (31-17)

and we see, for example, that if the parameters a and 8 are practically equal, then Red's survival
chance over all engagement ranges becomes approximately

0-.5 = 0.61

so that Blue'3 hit probability parameter a ir-s to be many times that of #for the allocation function p(s)
to reduce Red's survival chance. But in any event, if Blue adopts the policy of defending against Red
for all ranges, then he cannot reduce Red's survival chance below

e-I = 0.37

for the assumptions considered here. Therefore, and more importantly, one observes that the exponen-
tial type allocation of Eq. 31-12 may be relatively poor indeed because it seems that Blue nmay be firing
too many rounds close in. relatively speaking, and needs a different type of firitig policy. The optimal
firing policy for the hit probability function, Eq. 31-3, will be given in Example 31-3. By way of con-
trast, however, let us now give an example (Example 31-2) involving very different hit(kill) and alloca-
tion functions.

EXAMPLE 31-2:
Consider a simple hit and kill function that falls off linearly to zero-with increasing distance to a

point s = so to Blue's front. Such a hit and kill function may be taken as

( (llso)(so - s) , forO s5s,
pi =S (31-18)

0 , for s>s.

and note that

f- Is'
Sph.(s)ds = J (so - s)ds = so/2
6 0

and thus the integral of the hit and kill function cannot be regarded as a probability distribution func-
tion over ranges of interest. (The point s - s@ may represent a sighting, detection, or hit probability
limitation.)

Suppose further that the proportion of rounds fired per unit distance is a constant c (i.e., uniform) ' N 1
and given by (.;

31-8
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c , forO!s:so

p(s) - (31-19)

0 , otherwise.

Then we have

X(s)ds = p(s)pt(s)dr f (C/So)(So s)ds
"$ S $

S[c((2so)] (so - sdsforO-s-so

= (31-20)
0  , for s>so.

Red's chance of survival for these assumptions is

I exp[-c(so - s)2/(2so)j , for 0<s<so
Px(s) = (31-21)

{ 1 , for s>s0 .

Hence, for distances. beyond the point s = so, Red's survival chance is unity, and at distances less than
so it is the first part of Eq. 31-21, while at s = so/2 it is

Px(s) = exp(-cs./8) (31-22a)

thereby depending only on the rounds fired per unit distance and the factor 8. Finally, Red's survival
chance over all ranges of engagement

P(O). = exp(-cso/2) (31-22b)

and hence depends on the constant level c of firing and s., as one would expet. It can be said that the
point s = so is rather arbitrary here, and simply for illustrative purposes, although it may still have
some physical s'gnificance pertaining to the terrain or weapon, and hence be useful for analyses. In the
sequel, we will find the optimal method of allocation for this case also, as determined in Ref. 1. How-
ever, this determination depends on the concept and.use of a "gain" function.

31-3 OPTIMAL FIRING POLICY FOR A SINGLE WEAPON

In order to determine an optimal type of firing policy, Karlin, Pruitt, and Madow (Ref. 1) make use
of the concept of a "gain" funcion. In other words, the amount gained or "valuc received" by Blue de-
"pends on the distance at which Red can be annihilated-since Blue would not like to have his position
overrun nor would he like to risk too much to, close-in fighting. Hence, it would appear that a gain
function should be nonnegative, starting~at zero for Blue's position and increasing to some finite and
"constant limit for the longer engagement ranges from Blue's position. The gain function used will
clearly have a decided effect on the optimal iruing policy or allocation function p(s). In Ref. 1. two dif.

31-9
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particular their Theorems 1, 2, and 3-are quite gerc,:.l and apply to any reasonable gain functions
which may be adopted in a given evaluation as ive will see in par. 31-3.1.

The particular gain functions g(s) used merely for illustration in Ref. 1 are.

ks , for s5s.
P(s) = (31-23)

Lo, for s>so

and

M(S/So) 0 , for s<sO
g(s) = (31-24)

m , for s>so

where the slope k and values m and # are positive constants chosen for given applications, and so is some

remote or key engagement range of interest to Blue at or before which he will try and stop Red.
It is easily seen that the gain function Eq. 31-23 increases linearly at a slope of positive inclination to

the constant ordinate value ks0 at the point or distance before Blue's position s =so as in Fig. 31-1.
On the other hand, the gain function (Eq. 31-24) increases in a concave or convex manner, depend-

ing on whether 6 is less than one or greater than one, to a constant level m at s = s, and beyond. It is
seen that one or the other of these two gain functions should satisfy some general practical require-
ments. Alternatively, gain functions may be used involving costs of not stopping tlhe enemy ap-
proaching one's position, or some proper function of risks incurred by not stopping Red, etc. Such con-
siderations will depend on the particular problem of analysis and the analyst's use of the best type of
gain functions for the application.

Once the hit and kill function for the weapon has been determined, and the appropriate gain func-
tion selected for the particular' analysis, then the allocation function or rate p(s) is found based upon

techniques of 'the calculus of variations (Ref. 1).. Thus, calculis of variation theory determines ihe
analytical form of p(s) for Blue's firing policy to reduce Red's survival chance to near minimum as he ap-
proaches Blue in the attack.

(SO, ks0

iFigure 31-1. The Gain 'Function
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A very useful theorem that applies to problems of the type given in our Examples 31-1 and 31-2 is the

Theorem 2 of Karlin, Pruitt, and Madow (Ref. 1)-whkich we reword here somewhat for completeness
and usefulness as follows:

Theorem 2 (Ref. 1):
Given the hit (and kill) probability function p,(s) and a gain function gks) for which there exists an

engagement range s = so such that the following conditions:

d
(1) -ps[Pk(s)g(s)] = h(s) >0 , ftors<s0 and h(so) = 0 (31-25)

and

( fp (s ' . [hgo) 1
(2) f(s) = 2S) - g-s > 0 for s>so (31-26)

where the prime means the first derivative and the double prime means the second derivative, then the

optimal firing policy has the form

0 , forO•s5s0

po(s) = f(s), forso<s!s, (31-27)

.0 , for s1<s

and the value of s, is determined by the condition

f (s)ds .5 (31-28)

(Recall that 5 is based on a finite limit on the total available quantity of firepower expressed in Eq. 31-
5.)

In order to illustrate this theorem we return to Example 31-1 and find the optimal p(s) for a selection

of the gain function (Eq. 31-23).

EXAMPLE 31-3:
Use the hit probability function of Example 31-1 and the gain function given in Eq. 31-23, then find

the optimal allocation of Blue's rounds to be fired at Red, and contrast the optimal ps(s) with the
negative exponential falloff law of Example 31-1.

We have, using Eqs. 31-3, 31-23, and 31-25 that

d
h(s) " P•= p(s)g(s)] = kexp(-s/a)(1 s/a) (31-29)

which is positive for all values of s<a; and becomes zero for tle selection s = so = a. Further, by dif-

(ferentiation we get

31-11
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ph,(s) = -(l/a)exp(-s/a), g'(s) = k

PZ,(s) = (1/la)exp(-s/a), g"(s) = 0

so that.the quartityj(s) determined from Eq. 31-26 is

f(s) = (l/a)exp(s/a) (31-30)

and turns out to be, perhaps surprisingly, a positive exponenrial, or a predominant allocation of rcurds
at longer ranges instead of shorter ones as in Eq. 3t -12.

Next we use Theorem 2, Ref. 1, and determine the optimal firing policy from Eq. 31-27 to be

0 , for0<s~s =a

Po(S) = (I/a)exp(s/a) , for a<s9s1  (31-31)

0 , for st < s

and where s, is determined from Eq. 31-28 for the total rounds available 6, i.e.,

5= (1/a)exp(s/a)ds = exp(sl/a) -e

a

Thus, solving this equation for s1, we get

s, = aln(6 + e). (31-32)

The policy to fire no rounds at distances 0<s!a as indicated in Eq. 31-31 is no doubt surprising to
many readers. However, this is not to say one would never fire if the enemy were there! Rather, it is to
Blue's advantage to start firing at longer ranges where he has some reasonable chance of hitting Red.

Ir summary, all of the rounds available for Blue would be fired between the distance a in front of
Blue, which is the parameter in 'Blue's hit probability function depending on the range s, and the open-
ing engagement or firing range st determined from Eq 31-32. The fraction or percentage of rounds to
be allocated and fired between two distances . .nd Ss bounded by s - a and s - s aln (6 + e), i.e.,

a< SI 3• S. <<Si (31-33)

may be determined from

-1J (l/a)exp(s/a)ds [exp(sa/a) - exp(sv/a)J/[exp(s,/a) - el. (31.34)

Finally, the related probabilities of survival for Red at all distances: may be found wth the aid of
Eqs. 31-10 and 31.31,, and are

31-12
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expl-[ln(t5 + e) - 1} forO<s<a

Px's) exp{- faln 6 + t) - s]/a} , for a <s:•5i s31-35)

1 , fors,<s

and s,= aln(5 + e) from Eq. 31-32.
As a matter of cunmparison. let us return to Example 31-1 using the negativ, exponential allocation

function (Eq 31-12), -ind for which we put 6 = 1, and hence found -y = 1/3. A't the ranges = a. Red's
Survival probabili:y for the ,iegative exponential allocation may be determined from Eq. 31-13 and is

PX(a) (- ).e a + (31-36)

No matter %hat :he value of,>0 used in Eq. 31-36, i e., any positive multiple of a, it can be shown that

the survi'al chance ef Red to the distance a in front of Blue is never less than about

Px(a) - 0.93.

On the other hand, from either the top or middle right-hand side o" Eq. 31-35 for the optimum positive
exponential allocation of Eq. 31-31, we get

P\(a) = 0.73

and hence Red's survival probability is considerably, ; ss for the optimal i',ring policy (Eq. 31-27). In
addition, one notes that the maximum range at whieX 3!ue starts the optimal firing policy, or shoots a
round, is is = aln(! + e) 1 1.3tI. and the probabiiity of hitting Red there is by Eq. 31-3

exp(-1.31a/a) = 0.27

whereas for the distance s - a in front of Blue, where -he firing allocation stops,, Blue's hit charce
against Red is

exp(-a/a) = exp(-l) - 0.37.

Tlus, it cp,ý be sai. that the optimal policy is for Blue to stai, fiinrg at Red before he "sees the white"
6f his enr .y's eyes! Rd's survival chan-e to I i" a is by Eq. 31-35 zxp(-0.3 1) r 0.73 for A - 1 round,
but is reduced to 0.S8 for b - 2 rounds, etc.

The reader might wish to make other such comparions for full appreciation of optimal ruing
policies. Cof -ourse, the actual form of the hit and kill functions, which depetnds on the we&pon and
target range, will have quite an influential effect on the optimal ruing policies. Also, the choice uf the
gain function may require some skill for particular applications. For this reason, it will be informative
to find next ihe optimal firing policy for 'the .inear farloff hit and kill function of Example 31-2,

EXAMPLE 31-4:
Use tIt hit 3nd k0l function of Example 31-2. Find the optimal rate of fire policy for the gain runc-

tion Eq. 31-23 and comment on it as compared to the uniform firing of rounds over engagement ranges
nsed.

31-13
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Using Theorem 2 (Ref, F again. we find rhat

d IS t ~ ~s ' d (o's
l(s) - = So2.C)/s 1-3-

anti since h(sQ/2 - 9 then s/2 is the lower cutoff range
Further,

ph(s) -1/s., g'(s) = k

pZs) =0 , g(s) = 0

and from Eq. 31-26

( -SOS S,. )[-2(- 1 ( , , 1,,•
or

f (s)= 2sl/(s. - 5)2.

The upper bound or range for Blue to start firing at Red is

f1 ~ds 6 =1, for illustrat.*on herm,
s./2

or

2se I
:= 1.

So- ;12

Hence, soving this latter equation for the bound s,, we obtain

$I 3s,15.

J..•._, t. ofqmnal firing policy for this ce..o is

I 0 , for s <s./2

p.(g) " 2s.](so s)*, forso42•5s 3t./5 (31-39)

0 , for 3s*/5 <.r.

Furt her, t he chanc e o(st'na'vad for Red ts t hen (winad with thew aid of Eqs. 3 1- 1) and 31-18 to be (
31-14 .
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16/25 , for s<so/2

Px(s) = 44/[25(so - s)1] forso/2s:s3so/5,1, -- 0)

1 , for 3s0/5 < s.

In summary, we 3ee that the optimal firing policy is not uniform as illustrated in Example 31-2, but
for the reasonabl- gain function (Eq. 31-23), all of Blue's firing-as Red approaches and attack-,
Blue-should be between

;/o2 < s : 3so/5

and according to proportions found frorr. the integration of p.(s) in Eq. 31-39 over ranges of interest. In
fact, it can be seen from Eq. 3i-39 that for a single round, or 6 = 1, Blue should fire between 0.5s. and
0.6s.! For 6.5- 2, 3, etc., then si increases to larger and larger values, i.e., Blue opens fire at greater and
greater ranges.

It is of interest to plot Red's survival chances for Examples 31-3 and 31-4. This is done in Fig. 31.2,
where it is seen for ihe same gain function it would be better for Blue to have weapons witll. hit and kill

100"

S0.75

.0,0

0 p fo o- p

1 2 3. 4 5 6 7 a 9 10

Distance of Red from Blue s

F'gure 31-2. Survival Chance Curves for Red (iazmples 3i-3 and 31-4) .
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probabi~ity function falling off linea:.iy rather than inma negative exponential manner. Of course, our

coverage here is to be regarded motrly as an introduction, and hence that there remains much to be ex-
plored cn the problem of optima' Jlocation of rounds for all weapon firings.

31-3.1 COMMENT ON UNBOUNDED HIT AND KILL FUNCTIONS

In our treatment of hit probability and kill probability functions so far in this chapter, we have, un-
like Ref. 1, exhibited the use of hit probability and kill probability functions which start at the value of
unityjust in front of Blue's position, and then decrease to zero for the longer engagement ranges at
which Red forces may begin to approach Blue. By observing the integral of the exponential in Eq. 31-
10, but not including the negative ,sign, it can be seen that the value of the integral must be large to
bring about a low or zero chance of survival for Red as he approaches and assaults Blue's position.
Also, we have seen some of the limitations that might be involved with survival chances in Examples
31-1 and 31-2. This brings us to the concept of unbounded hit and kill functions, which are also in-
cluded in Ref. 1, so that Eq. 31-10 may approach zero. However, it becomes of considerable interest
first to discuss the physical units involved in the X(s), the p(s), and the a(s), remembering especially
that so far in this chapter we have been using -he concept of strictly a hit and kill function pa(s) orpa(s)
in pla e of Karlin, Pruitt, and Madow's a(s) in Ref. I. Based on some queries about the paper of
Karlin, Pruitt, and Madow (Ref. 1), the author of this handbook has, in a private communication (Ref.
2), received some clarification of the basic concepts these authors had in mind originally concerning
their paper, and we give them here for the benefit of the user of this chapter. (We express our apprecia-
tion to Professor William E. Pruitt of the University of Minnesota for these clarifications.) To begin
with, the units of X(s) are in I/meters. The units for p(s) are in rounds/me:er, and those of a(s) are in
1/rounds, which may be expressed also in terms of 1/meters divided by rounds/meter, if we so desire.
Hence, we see that p(s)a(s) multiplies properly to the units of I/meters. However, this possible use of
the units of (l/meters)/(rounds/meter) for a(s) seems a bit strange, but it can be seen thatthe product
a(s).As could nevertheless be i'iterpreted as "a probability per given unit firing rate". Then, for exam-
ple, if the distance scale is changed from metes to centimeters then As will be multiplied by 100, but
the new unit rate will be one round/centimeter, i.e., 100 times the old rate. Also, the probability per
unit rate should then be 100 times as large as formerly. Hence, one may therefore see that there is
much robustness in use of the product p(s).a(s) - X(s) of'Ref. 1, as it is general enough to encompass a
wide variety of situations. In particular, a(s), for a very high weapog_ hit or kill rate, may even be an un-
bounded function near Blue's position and, for example, one may use a(s) I/s, in which case we then
see that

f a(s)ds " = (31-41)

or that is the integral diverges near zero, regardless of how sma I the constraints on the firing policy
p(s) may be. Further, we get PA(0) - 0, or that is to say Red*. ýmrvival chance is zero when he ap-
proaches all the way to Blue's position. Thus, the unbounded a S), if it fits, instead of our usual kill
function Pa(s), will guarantee "certain kills" On the other hand, iigh "firepower" or many rounds, in $
which ease p(s) is large, may give sufficiently small survival p wbilities for Red also. In summary,
Karlin, Pruitt, and Madow (Ref. 1), indicate that their theory is sefflicient robust..-is to use an un-
bounded a(;) in place of our hit and kill probability functions, and suggest using, if thc •. either
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a(s) = 1/s (31-42)

or

a(s) = b/s , a>l (31-43)

along with the gain function (Eq. 31-23). Indeed, they shcw that if Eqs. 31-42 and 31-43 are adopted
for use, then the optimal firing policy has the form

(0, fors<V V + So - a

Po(s) - 1 forVP + so11 -- 5:gs + s• V (31-44)

( 0, for V 2+ s<s.

In other words, t'he optimal policy calls for the firing to be uniform over the interval of s given by the
middle inequality of Eq. 31-44, and zero otherwise. Thus, all of the available rounds would be fired be-
tween

V6- + so2 -- < s a + s.2 (31-45)

there being one round in each 1/6 subinterval.'
'The chance of survival of Red in his attack of the Blue position for this particular case from Ref. I is

+s- (S)/• +s , fors<v +s2 -s

a(s) ~-- s/v + , , forv6 + 69 - •s9/62 + so (31-46)

for VV+ s< s.

'Some other exAmples are given in Ref. I

31-3.2 ADDITIONAL POINTS OF INTEREST'
Concerning the general nature of all opti,,-il fuiing policies, Karlin, Pruitt, and Madow (Ref. 1) list

the following two properties, which may surprise some readers:
"I. 'If (the derivative) g'(s) is bounded for O:;s'<so, then the optimal policy never calls for firing ai

the maximum rate M in the neighborhood of s - 0.
"2. If p(s) tot a(s)] is integrable at s - 0, and g'(s) is bounded on 05s:54£,£ the optimal policy re-

quires no ruing in a neighborhood of s - 0."

31-4 OPTIMAL FIRING POLICIES FOR MIXTURES OF WEAPONS (HETERO-
GENEOUS SYSTEMS)

We now consider Red's chance of survival as he approaches Blue based on the assumption that Blue
will, as in fact is often the case, fire different weapons at him. Thus, and more generally, let us assume
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that Blue has r different types of weapons and moreover may have several of each type toemploy, there
being n, of type i. Then the different hit and kill functions may be defined as

P,, (S), pk,(-s), .. ,P 1(S)

and the rate of fire or allocation functions as

p1 (s), p2(s), P,(S).

It is easyto see, based on Eq. 31-10 for a single weapon, that Red's survival chance for the r different
weapons now becomes

P1(s) = exp[-f._ nX j(s)ds]

since Red now has to survive all of Blue's weapons that bring fire on him.
Aside from the question of optimality of the firing policy as a function of ranges of engagement, Eq.

31-47 may oe used For any group of Blue weapons when the kill rates

A,(s) = p,(s)p5,(s) (31-48)

are known for each weapon system of Blue. In fact, a series of computations which show the kill rates of
each type of weapon with range, and the number n,, of each type may help tu establish a near or
suitable minimum for Red's survival chance.

Moreover, and as pointed out specifically by Ref. 1, a possible generalization of the basic theory
could involve the concept that the damage done by a hit on Red is a random variable with different

degrees of lethality. Hence, the damage done on successive hits may' be cumulative, and the second,
third, etc., hit by a weapon would bring about correspondingly higher degrees of damage to a target.
In fact, the probability density of the mth hit on a target occurring in the interval of range from s to
(s + Air) for a single weapon s a Poisson event, and may be described by

r' I •1-' rit,

Pr()- (1/m!)IJX(s)duI -exp[-) (S)dsJ'3.9
Pf

This equation could be substituted for Eq. 31-10 to evaluate the gain accrued from 'each successive hit,
especially when more than one hit would be necessary for a kill, as is the case currently for some well
armored tanks. This type of concept brings forward a new and different area of interest for further
study, but it will not be explored further here. Rather, we return to the basic problem cf allocating
rounds fired by different weapons for the case involving Eq. 31-10, but not Eq. 31-49, for multiple hits ()
to obtain a kill.

. 31- I
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Following our discussion of the optimal policy for firing a single weapon, it will be of some interest to
make a few remarks about enemy targets, how they may approach Blue's position, and how Blue may
fire on them. To begin with, and so far in this chapter, it has been more or less assumed "hat Red
would move only one target forward at a time, so to speak, and thit the firing policy we use wou~d
hopefully eliminate that particular target from the battle. in this connection, it could be considered
that as far as Blue shooting a single weapon is concerned, then the problem could be looked at as if a
single Red target is out front, or nearest Blue's position, and Blue would naturally engage that par-
ticular Red target. If that first target is eliminated under Blue's firing policy of allocating rounds, then
Blue turns his attention to the next target that Red presents, and so on. In this way, Blue's single
weapon attacks only one Rea target at a time. Obviously there are certain weaknesses ini this formula-
tion. For example, as targets change, then the hit and kill function would also change, and this would
surely complicate the analysis, although some switching of models might be feasible. Thus, we are
merely suggesting some warnings concerning the possible applications of the methooo!ogy presented;
we cannot develop this area of investigation any further here.

Now for the case of fiing multiple weapons. Clearly, any worthwhile analysis involving multiple
Blue -weapons against multiple Red targets would immediately bring forward a host of many new
problems. In fact, there is obviously the very important problem of allocating Blue weapons of different
types to the various Red targets that are attacking the Blue position. In this connection, Ref. I does not
introduce an analysis of this important allocation problem, and we will address only the problem of
multiple Blue weapons which will bring fire on some "typical" Red target that will be closing in on
Blue. Thus, the particular enemy force is somewhat hazy in concept. In Chapter 32, we do address the
weapon-target allocation problem, but simply as i separate issue, so that the practicing analyst may
apply it to a host of different problems he might face perhaps. Nevertheless, for the mixture of different
types of weapons for Blue's defense, some general observations are in order and can be made here.

To begin with, if there are a number of different kinds of weapons which Blue will use against Red,
then whenever two or more different types are being fired simultaneously by Blue, all but one type
must necessarily be fired at the maximum intensity or rate. Moreover, the tendency, will in fact be to
fire different types of weapons at different times and different ranges because of their capability. This is
simply because some types will be best for the longer ranges. Other types will be most suitable for the
intermediate ranges, and finally others for the very short ranges. In this way, Blue will allocate the fir-
ing of his weapons so that their full potential will be used advantaeoubly and effectively.

Another general observation concerns the firing of several weapons of the same type and is also perti-
nent here. A way of handling this type of problem is to note that one can approach the analysis be say-
ing that the bounds in Eqs. 31-50 and 31-51 may be multiplied by the number of weapons n. In this
way it is noted that, for the firing policy developed--call it p(s)-the firing policy for each weapon of
that same type is taken' as .*()/n, a lower, intensity but longer period.

Although much further research should be carried out for'the multiple weapon problem, including
especially the weapon-target allocation, there is.a class of problems for which specific answers can be
obtzined. Again, it is necessary that the rate of fire or allocation functions, which depend on the firing
range, be bounded, i.e.,

SC ,(s) < M8  (31-50)
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and

f pt(s)ds = 61. (31-51)
.0

Then, Karlin, Pruitt, and Madow (Ref. 1) first assume that only one weapon of each type will be fired,and based on this have proved a theorem of some use. It is their Theorem 4, which uses the assump-
-- tion of the unbounded hit and kill function of Eq 31-42. It also makes use of a common gain function
g(s) for all of the different Blue weapons fired at Red.

Theorem 4 (Ref. 1)
Suppose the hit and kill function designated as I for the first Blue weapon is unbounded at zero

range, i.e.,

Pt, (0) a) Is (31-52)

and tnat

(1) P'l (S)iPhl(s) <P6(s)/pk2(s) <.. <P'k(s)/p1,,(s) (31-53)

and

AS,(s) ', (,(s) g'(s)

(2) kg(s) = P2(s) -2 (s) (31.54)A fs),t(s) g'(s)

for all value- of the weapon type iand the range s. Also, and as before in Eq. 31-26, let us definef,(s) as

fi(s) = kj(s)/p,.4 (s).' (31-55)

Then, if the fi(s) are specifically bounded, i.e.,

(s) . 5 mg.(31-56)

on the interval of range (s,,tj) given and determined by Eqs. 31-57 and 31-58, the optimal, firing policypi?(s)'for the ith weapon consists ofifiring that particular weapon with intensityf(s) of Eq. 31-55 on theinterval of range (s,,:,), where the ranges so and it are determined -recursively from the equations

f, f (s)ds .6 , i = 1,2,...,r (31.57)

h/a(s) = hi,_,(t_,), i 2,...,r (31-58)

MThe unbounded p*,(O) Is not a nemury condition for Theorem 4, but is admissible even if it is unbounded. 0'
31-20
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and where also we ta!ýe

S, = 0 (31-59)

and

hi,(s) = g(s) + pg(s)g'(s)/p'Mj(s). (31-60)

These relations are sufficient to determine the firing intervals (sia), and firing allocation functionsfi(s),
uniquely (Ref. 1). We will illustrate this with an example.

EXAMPLE 31-5:
Blue's intelligence is such that he decides to stop a Red unit approaching his position by firing a 105-

mm howitzer at the longer ranges and an 81-mm mortar at closer ranges if Red successfully gets
through the area of artillery fire. Suppose that the mean distance to a kill for the 105-mm howitzer is
8000 m, that for the 81-mm mortar is 2000 m, and the hit and kill functions may be taken as approx-
imately exponential. Consider also a gain function which starts at zero value just in front of Blue's posi-
tion and increases exponentially to 0.99 at 10,000 m. What then would be Blue's allocation of rounds
fired from the howitzer and mortar, and what would be Red's survival chance up to 1000 m in front of
Blue's position?

To solve this problem, we will first set it up generally. Thus, we will use the subscript I for the mor-
tar, and the subscript 2 for the howitzer. Then, take as in Eq. 31-3 the hit and kill functions for the
mortar (1) and howitzer (2):

pi(s) = exp(-s/a,) p,(s) = exp(-s/qa).

Further, the derivatives are

P*I(s.) = -exp(-s/a 1 )/a, , pts(s) = -exp(-s/a2,)/a2

p't(s) = exp(-s/ao)/at• , p.(s) = exp(-s/a2)/a2.

For the gainf nction, it is seen tnat a reasonable description meeting our requirements is given by

g(s) = 1 - exp(-s/l) (31-61)

and since the value of gain is to be equal to 0.99 at a range of 10,000 m for Blue killing Red there, then
the parameter is found from

S
= -In[1 g(s)J (31-62)

or

(7 310000
,--ln(1 - 0.99) 2171.5 i.3
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For the assumption (1), i.e., inequality (Eq. 31-53) of Theorem 4.(Ref. 1), we have

I
p'(Y)/P ..... -1/(2000) = -0.0005

and

1
SPt 2(s)/P,2 (s) .... -1/(8000) = -0.000125

so that assumption (1) is satisfied.
Now assumption (2), i.e., Eq. 31-54, gives ki(s) on substitution to be

I ubt1\to to be

k,(s) -- + (2) + + (31-63)
al (a 1  at

for i = I and 2, and is greater than zero, where we have used

g'(s) = exp(-s/l)# and g((s) = -exp(-s/#)ft'.

Thus, both assumptions (1) and (2) of Theorem 4 (Ref. 1) are satisfied.
Next, we find the fi(s) fori = 1 and 2 from Eq. 31-55, which are

fi(s) = k1(s)/px1 (s) = + exp(s/a,) (31-64)

and

SfI(s) = ks(s)/phI(s) ( + exp(s/aj). (31-65)

Now, we start with i = I in Eq. 31-60 and find

h " i- exp(-sl/) + exp(-s la,)[Eexp(, s/)1f1[-exp(-s•.)/,1a)

• ' ,. ' (31-66)

-I-exp(-s/l)(1 .+ a,/#). '(" ]

Then using s, = 0 in Eq. 31-57, whtre we will take 61 I for illustrative purposes, one finds that the
value of t1 from

Sf(s)ds = exp(t1/a 1l)(1 + a,/#) (I + a1/0) a, (31-67) Q

0

31-22
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generally, and solving finally for t, gives

t1 = alln [(bl + I + all/i)/(1 + a,/#)]. (31-68)

Now since a, = 2000, and 3 = 2171.5, the value of t which makes the two sides of Eq 31-67 equal
when 61= 1 is

tj =838m.

Next, we 'Usei = 2 in- Eq. 31-58, which gives the relation

h2(s2) =. hi(ti) (31-69)

and with the aid of Eqs. 31-60 and 31-66 we see that

I - exp(-ss/l)(1 + a2/f) = I - exp(-t 1 /f)(1l + al/f). (31-70)

On solving for s2, we obtain generally that

s2 = t1 + #In[(I + ax/l)/(I + al/l)]. (31-71)

Substituting a, = 2000, as = 8000, 6 2171.5, and tj = 838 into Eq. 31-71 yields

s= 2773.5m

for the minimum range for the howitzer. This value of s2 = 2773.5 then is finally used in Eq. 31-57 for
i = 2, which gives

jfs = J) -xpS/a2) I + -)ds 6,. (31-72)

Upon integration, one easily finds solving for is that

12 = a, ln[exp(sx/a,) + 5ji(1 + as/#)]. (31-73)

Upon substituting for all values into Eq. 31-73 including 6, = 1, then we determine

ts = 3898 m.

Hence, the optimal furing policy for Blue is to open fire on Red with his artillery weapon at a range
no greater than about 3898 m, and firing a round between that range and no closer than 2774 m. Then
Blue uses his mortar to fire a round from about a range of 838 m or soon thereafter as Red approaches
Blue's position. Red's survival chance will depend on Blue's firing range.

The reader may verify that had two rounds been flied from the mortar, then the shooting of those
two rounds may have commenced at 1, - 1427 m instead of'838 m. Furthermore, had the howitzer shot

.31-23
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three rounds, then the lower limit on range for firing the howitzer would have been at s2 3362 in, and
firing of the howitzer could have commenced at t2 = 6171 m, a much longer rauac.

rhus, we have calculated the intervals or bounds on range for firing the mortar and the howitzer,
either for single rounds each, or for two rounds for the mortar and three rounds for the howitzer. The
optimal intensities for firing are determined by fz(s) of Eq. 31-64 for the morta.r and.ti(s) of Eq. 31-65
for the howitzer. By the use of Eqs'. 31-47 and 31-48, the values of Pk,(S) on page 31-21, and Eqs. 31-64
and 31-65 for ji(s), we are able to determine the survival chance of Red up to 1000 m in front of Blue's
position to be 0.3%. Moreover, for the firing of two mortar rounds, the reader could put t, = 1427 m in
Eq.. 31-67 and show that 6, = 2; and he could substitute s2= 3362 m and t1 6171 m in Eq. 31- 7 2, to
show that 62 3.

31-5 SUMMARY

We have given an introduction, to the rather important problem of Geveloping opt.imal firing proce-
dures for a single weapon and for multiple weapons; the-se policies of allocating rounds being depend-
ent on the range to enemy forces. Also, several examples have been given to acquaint the analyst with
some of the types of applications he might face.
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CHAPTER 32
WEAPON-TARGET ALLOCATION PROBLEMS

Weapons should be proper,) assigned to neutralize targets on the basis of their capabil.!,; to do so. We therefore in-

troduce and exhibit some of the better techniques for allocating weapons to targets in order to optimize effectiveness in
some way. This mayv include criieria which minimize the pofential threat of Red targetv, or improve the worth of the at-
tack to Blue, or reduce the logistic burden or cost. Weapon-target allocations involve operations research techniques such
as Bellman's dynamic programming procedure, linear programming studies, the use of Lagrange multipliers, and other
methods for finding maxima or minima subject to various constraints. We realize that weapon vs target allocations can-
not be calculated in the fie'd under normal combat conditions; however, the results of such studies can be used advan-
,tageou.ly for improved training of commanders, or efforts to field better families, of weapons, or for planning for the
development and procurement of new weapons. Finally, we discuss random taret allocation briefly.

We give a sufficient number of examples, which illustrate various applications, and the reader may extend his knowl-
edge in appropriate directions bhy studying the References and Bibliography given herein.

32-0 LIST OF SYMBOLS

Aj = "common" factor of several values of qi, = (qls)I/p,
[A] = [rj•] = coefficient matrix of the number of Blue i type rounds required to kill the jth

Red target (type)
p ak = chance Blue destroys exactly k Red targets

a0 = chance that both of two targets survive
el = chance that exactly one of two targets is killed
a2 = chance that both (of two) targets are killed
B = Blue force designation, or number of Blues
B, = number of rounds (or sorties) available for the ith type of Blue weapon. (This may

be a combat day of expenditure.)
Bj = number of Blue missiles assigned to thejth Red target

B, = optimum value of Bj
B

B0 = B, = total number of Blue rounds, or weapons

[b]I column vector of constants __-

b ---symbol in Eq. 32-31
CQ - xts =.commitment ratio of the ith type Blue weapon rounds to the jth Red target

complex
E(R,) - expected number of Red targets killed

f(R,B) - E ts(wj II p!j)l(Bl)
J-1 .i-I

= relative frequency with which, or the chance that, the ith Blue weapont (type) takes on
,- or is assigned to defend against thejth Red weapon (type). These relative frequencies

may be zero in some cases or several Blue weapons may attack one Red target.
"i 1,2,... ,Bandj 1,2, .. ,R.

32-1
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f•: = f = special case for)fj
f, = special cases offj also

fj = number of targets in thejth Red target class

g,(x,B) = minimum value of a sum in Bellman's dynamic programming -echnique (Ser Eq 12-6W,,

gi(x,B) = hA(x) = first value of g,(x,B) attained when r -- 1
hd(xj) = certain minimum in dynamic programming (see Eq. 32-56)
hJ(zj) = minimum in dynamic programming based on weights zj
h,(xj) = wj(qij)x, = initial value of h*(x) for i = I

*K = maximum number of times the Red threat may be defeated with Blue's available rounds

k = subscript, often used for an optimum condition
L1 = pip, = normalization of the p, with respect to the first P,
Lj = slack variables (see Eq. 32-70)

P, = chance Blue destroys at least k Red targets = " aj

Pd = chance any Blue (the ith) searcher detects any Red (thejth) target
p= conditional or average probability, for the engagement, that ihe zth Blue weapon (i[%pe)

will destroy the jth Red target (type), given that the jth Red target survives all o.o.er

Blue Weapons. The p', may be dete-rmined or estimated by means of the methods in
Chapters 14, 17, and 20.

ptj = p = special case for pj
pj = chance that a Blue missile kills thejth Red target
pj = p, j = 1,2,. .. , R is a special value ofpj

Ps,,a = single-shot kill probability of Blue against Red

Q = P.0 11 - (1 - Pd)R] as in Eq. 32-82
qj = I - pi -- chance that thejth Red target survives the ith Blue weapon
qj = I - pj = chance thejth Red target survive!. a Blue missile

qj = q'= special value of qj
R Red force designation, or number of Reds

Rh = number of Red targets killed
r = number oi Red targets actually attacked

ri= number of rounds (sorties) of ammunition required to defeat the jth Red target with
the :th Blue weapon

Sj number of weapons (rounds) allocated to thejth target
S* ='optimum value of Sj (see Eq. 32-44)
T = threat, as measured by its worth or value
Tj = jth Red target, class, referring to type of target, size, and location
tj = number of target elements in thejth type Red target complex
V = total value to Blue, which is to be maximized, and which is given by (see Eq. 32-20)

a
V E Vha

VA = value, or reduction in threat, to Blue for destroying exactly k Red targets. The Red tar-
gets are assumed to be more or less similar, although they could be of somewhat differ-
ent types if the Vt and ah take care of that possibility. (Note that V, =.value of destroying
one target, V2 = value of destroying two targets, etc., so that the assumed targets are i.)

32-2.kJ
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just about restricted to being of equal value, or that is Vk =X, here W: is the value of 1

.single target.)

I' =k,, = special value (f 1"'
It' = total %ort, h

11' = total allowable %eight

'(B) = total Aorth with respect to B
11; = weight (;n pounds) ofoone Blue i type round

lf'v -particular worth givea by Eq. 32-29

uj = worth or value of thejrh Red target. This may be estimated or, a cost basis. measure

of threat, risk. or bv any other means of inieres..

u, = It = special case for uws

it,, = v special value of w),

wir = threat or ',alue potential of zhejth Red type target complex. Uis before for slitnl,, the
jth Rt-d target)

[xj = column vector to be so~ved giving the rs

.,s= shortened designation for x,,ir,:) (see Table 32-2
1() = number of rounds allocated for firing at the Ith type Red target from ;C;e ith type B!ue

weapon
xgj = number of targets in the.th Red class of a single threat assigned to the :th Blue weapon

.y = integer value of xj, (see Eq. 32--4)

x* = total at1ocatic:i of the x)'s

xt = computation for r1 (x,) (see Table 32-3)

I; = l[jl4; 1 greatest integerin I
B

Ys = -,ln(l - po) = transformation given by Eq. 32-18

z = weight constraint (see Eq 32,66,t
IA( = i-,)/= "key' or parameter quantity given in Eq- 32-43

r '= transposeofa matrix

a = integer, 1, 2 .... for number of Red kills specilied

= "key 'quantity or parameter given in Eq. 32-41

-y = "key" quantity or parameter given in Eq. 32-42
R

Th - E t,,'pt, (see Eq. 32.14)
i-.a

p, exponent
Svalue of a single similar targe-t

.32-1 INTRODUCTION

Since the Arn:',- has a' host of weapons, designed to .;track various targets possessink different

degrees of protection and located at different ramges. there naturally ariae the problem of how best to

employ different weapr.ns in attacking the enemy or defeviding a position. Obviously, iargcts must be
taken under fire as they appear on the battlefield and become a threat to friendly forces. Indeed. it of.

ten has beeu' said that the target assiqnmentt prob'em is l"andled more or less through random occur-Crent es; how,*ver, t-uch random engagement6 often may result in much inefficiency, and it becomes of

32.3
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considerable importance to assign different weapons to particular targets. anid LenL.e not waste am-
muriit ion or effort unnecessarilv. There Is no point, for example. in tiring -ma ar epoSt

cannot penetrate armor at tanks, nor is it desirable to Fire antitank rounds at larce area targets wh im h
(.,Ir'better be neutralized b,* appropriate artillery fire. Ther. again weapons mnav he. range-limited anid
hence cannot possibly take~on tarcý!ti bey-ond their range capability. Slorecier. the ctcloerv acCUrA(ý
of \Aeapons may be a limit ing parameter, for so manv rounds might be required to gularantee any high
dlegree of assurance of kiihng'a target that unwise firi ng-policies would be the resaiim if rangze-accuracv-
lethality considerations are not taken into proper cognizance. Thus. completcek rArndUIn selection oif
and firing at targets cannot possibly be adopted as sound polkvy, although such mav somietimes h
ne~cessary due perhaps to surprise. Planning of either the attack or the defense i5 alwa%.s a %-jorth\% hile
actiuitV. In summary we might well point out that it is the function of command to corierve resources
,Aherever possible'. but at thc same time to emplov weapons in such a manner that the enemy will be
cienied ground and be annihilated promptly, once any conflict starts.

J-here are many w~.ys or criteria that might be used to allocate weapons azainst targets, and the
anal\ st will have to choose the more appropriate methods of approach foe the p~articular problem at
hand. Some very valuable bases which have been used in the past include allocation on the basin. tf

maximizing the effecti eness of some family of weapons in damaging targets, or minimizing the cost or
weight of ammunition required. or minimizing the total cost (,f the weapon tamily. and others. [hen
again, one may have to take into consideration time, available resources of all kinds. or consider sec-
ondary damage areas that might be effected, etc.

The problem of weapon-target allocation is somewhat different from that of force structure analyses.
In the force-mix problem. one is interested in determining just what w~eapon mix should be developed
for 1.imits on funds and constraints on time to -rma~imize" the damage to a projected or hypothesized
enemy force. On the other hand. for the weapon-target allocation problem one statts with the premise
that given a weapon family of certain chariIteri~stics against certain targets appearing at different
ranges, then just how should the weapons of the family be assigned f-r a~ctual firing"

A review of the literature on the weapon-target matching or "missile allocation- pioblemn to about
19-0 is given by Matlin (Ref. 1). In Ref. 1. Matlin covers the model characterization, including the
weapon system, the target complex, thne engagement, the damage stibmodicel, and the algorithm
description. fie also lists In his Tal`ile I (Ref. 1) many of the parameters involved for the attacker, the
defender, the scenario, objectives. a3nd intelligence problems. Matlin's Fig. .1 gives a flow chart as guid-
ance for users, and his Fig. 2 summarizes the characteristics of the missile allocation suh'model.

The types of models descnbed by %fatlin include the allocation model for a single weapon, the
allocation rmodels for 'multiple weapon types. game models. and some special feature models. Finally.
Niatlin gives abstracts of some 41 papers or reports concerning the weapon-:atget allocation problem.-

We will first illustrate the weapon-target assignment prob.wm by starting with a simple evaluation
strategy.

32-2 A TYPIC'AL WEAPON-TARGET ALLOCATION MODE.L

Let us start with a very typical weapon-target assignment problem. Suppose'there are H Blue infan-
trymen with rifles in position and under attack by N Red riflemen approaching them. Then, let us use
the following, rather general, notation to analyze this limited. homogereous weapon situation.

Let:
11 relative frequency with which, or the chance that, the Ah Blue weap In (type) takes on or is

assignied to defend against the jth Red weapon (type). T'hese relative, freqluencies miay be (
32-4
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zero in some. cases or several Blue weapons may attack one Red target. i = 1, 2, ... , B and
j 1, 2,. R.

p'J. =conditional or average probability, for the engagement, that the ith Blue weapon (type) will
destroy th4•'h Red arget (type), given "hat thejth Red target survives all other Blue weap-
ons. The Puj may be determined oi estimated by means of the methods in Chapters 14, 17,
and 20.

j =worth or value of thejth Red target. Th'is may be estimated on a cost basis, measure of threat,
risk, or by any other means of interest.

Hfence, the chance that t) ith Blue weapon takes on thejth Red target and then defeats it isfkpu, and
the charce that this does not occur, which means that the Jth Red target survive:,, Is

(1 - PM)(l) + IJ( - p)) = 1 -. jPq- (32-1)

Furthermore, an overall measure of the threat Blue should consider for the engagement is then easily
seen to be the sum of worths for each Red target multiplied by the chance that no Blue weapons kill
that Red target, i.e., the threat T is

it B
T = w 11I0 -kip,P) (32-2)

J-1 i-i

and Blue will want to minimize this overall threat value subject to the conditions for assigning the ith
Blue weapon, or

S-- i(32-3)
1-t

and

%J, 0. (32-4)

Now having established a somewhat general formulation of the problem, let us ieturn to the simple
situation of Blue riflemien versus Red riflemen. In this case, we may just as well assume that each Blue
rifleman has an equal chance of taking on a Red rifleman, and each Blue has the same chance of killing
a Red, and all Red targets have equal valie or threw to Blue. Thus, for such a homogeneous case of
combat, the various factors simplify to

%• inJ for all ij. (32-5)

Further, Eq. 32-2 then collapses to the total threat value

T - wR( -f (32-6)

'4 32-5
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To be very specific. recall thatfin Eq. 32-6 is the chance or proportional frrquency with which the ith

Blue rifleman engages a LFed riflema,, and p is tile conditional probability that given a d&tection and

an engagement that the ith Blue rifleman kills a Red rifleman. Thus, given p and the threat value 'r

for ean-h Red rifleman, then what should the relative frequencyf be? Since the chances of engaging all

Red ta,-gets by the ith Blue weapon sum to unity as in Eq. 32-3, and with the assumption that all (j

are equa!, then Rf = Rf = 1. or fhas to be equal to i/R. That is to sav. each Red rifleman %%ill be

taken on by a Blue rifleman with the equal relative frequency of 11R. This may be proven more rigor-
R

ouslv by setting = J, noting that E fj must equal unity, and using the Lagrange multiplier tech-
i-t

nique to find under "optimum" conditions that f = 11R. Thus, each Red rifleman is engaged b% a

Blue rifleman with a frequency equal it') the reciprocal of the number of Reds.
The appropriate value of Twe seek under zhe assumptions is thus attained a~tf = 1R, and is given

by

T = wR(l - p/R)8 . (32-7)

An example'will'be instructive.

EXAMPLE 32-1:
Given that 20 Red riflemen attack 15 Blue riflemen in position and that for close ranges each Blue

rifleman has a 90% chance of killing a Red rifleman as he approaches Blue in the open. How should

Blue allocate his fire and just what is the initial overall "value" of this simple engagement?
We might jus' as weil take w = 1, for equal threats, to obtain relative numerical answers, and we

know that each Blue should select any one of the Reds with equal freq,,zncy. Thus, the chance that

each Blue selects a Red. or allocates fire to that Red, is 1/20-and this incidentally ]'as nothing to do

with the total number of Blue iniantrymen, being quite independent of that. Thus, each Blue will pick

a Red at random and the threat computation is found using Eq. 32-7 to be

T . (1)(20)(1 - 0.9/20)"5 = 10.02,

One notes, incidentally, that the highest value to Redoccurs when no Reds arem taken under fire, i.e.,
f. 0, and the value T is then equal to 20. Had each Blue taken on a Red more frequently than

f 1/R = 1/20, sayf= 1/15, then T would be less than 10.02, i.e., T 7.91. Had Blue engaged a

Red less friouctly, say, f 1/30, then T - 12.67, a higher "value" to Red. Had. the Blue force con-
sisted of 20 riflemeh, then the value to Red would have been less, of course; i.e.',.we would then have

T = 20(1 - 0,9/20) = 7.96

for in tl.is case Blue,, with five more riflemen, would have been able to bring on more effective &ire.
Continuing a bit, suppose now that Blue's single-shot kill probability were reduced to 0.5, which

might occur forsomewhat Ionge, engagement ranges. Then the threat Tfor- 15 Blue riflemen becomes

T - 20(1- 0.5/20)" - 13.68

and, as expected, the value to Red is much increased. (,,)
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Blue may always, therffore, reduce the overall value by throwing in more troops or using more po-
tent weapons. On the other hand, one may easily see that this example is rather superficial, for Red
will try to sneak up on Blue, or choose paths toward Blue, which will keep his chance of being de-
tected as low as possible-i.e., so that he may gain an advantage, namely, that of surprise. Hence, Blue
will not then see all Red riflemen at once, but only one or a few occasionally, and the selection prob-
lem will boil down to taking each Red target as it suddenly appears. Then again, when fewer Red
targets appear on the scene, we see that Blue can allocate more fire per Red and possibly obtain some
advantage since the kill probability per Red may increase. Moreover, after each shot the numbers of
Blues and Reds, or B and R, will change. Consequently, the threat value of the conflict will vary ac-
cordingly, and perhaps on a stochastic basis, unless Blue or Red can allocate their firing
systematically. Obviously, we are merely trying to illustrate the allocation problem of weapons to
targets in an elementary manner and for the battle at a given stage, so to speak. Uniform randomness
here does not seem to be unreasonable.

Now to return to the more general weapon-target allocation problem as formulated in Eq. 32-2. One
sees that the i's andj's may refer to diflerent types of weapons, which take on different types of targets
at very different ranges of engagement, and the probability phj that the ith weapon type kills thejth
target type may vary considerably; accordingly, the general allocation problem becomes much more
complex. In fact, this general formulation is actually one such type of allocation problem set up in the
literature by Manne (Ref. 2), and apparently one originally formulated by Dr. Merrill Flood at a
Princeton University Conference on Linear Programming in March 1957. Furthermore, as Manne
(Ref. 2) points out, this particular formulation of the weapon-target allocation problem is a highly
simplified one because the typical military problem in the field will obviously involve target assign-
ments which will have to be made also on a priority, sequential, and/or surprise basis, as we have in-
dicated, and not at all on a simultaneous allocation.

Generaily speaking, the minimization of Eq. 32-2 subject to conditions (Fls. 32-3 and 32-4) is
rather difficult-as pointed out by Manne (Ref. 2)-and some modifications of the general formula-
tion iave to be made, or more restrictive assumptions taken into account. In this vein, a very useful
and important reformulation of the problem due to Ash (Ref. 3) would seem to have rather wide
ranges of application. We will illustrate the rather general usefulness of Ash's variation of the original
problem of Flood by outlining an important practical example.

EXAMPLE 32-2.:
Blue intelligence indicates that Red infantry numbering about 100 riflemen and a separate group of

Red tanks numbering 10 are preparing for an attack on ,Blue's pisition, although the Red forces are
still some 8000 m away. Knowing his weapon capabilities from systems analysis studies, blue decides

that he can stop Red's probable attack with a Battery of six 105-mm howitzers, which has 1000 HE

rounds available, and a Battery of six 8-in. howitzers equipped with 500 HE rounds, with the latter
also having 1250 of a new type of projectile which'has some capability !o kill tanks at very long ranges.
Blue estimates, wing the methods of Chaplter 15, that each 105-mm HE round has about 0.05 chance
of killing a Red infantryman, but only 0.01 of causing an enemy tank mobility kill. For the 8-in. howit-
zer battery the new projectile has a single.shot kill probability of about 0.04 against an enemy rifle-
man and 0.08 against an emnmy tank, whereas corresponding values forthe 8-in. HE. round are 0. 1 and
0.02, respectively. How then should Blue allocate his combat load of ammunition to minimize the Red
threat?

"Clearly, a problem of this nature is of much practical import-rice since it represents in application
of the use of a new weapon and just how it may fit into the family. For Ash's formulation (Ref. 3)

- W.o 32-7
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which assumes relatively small single-shot kill probabilities, some additional definitions are needed as
defined below. In particu' ,r, he assumes that there are several composite targets, or target complexes.
each consisting of severi or many target elements.

The additional definit,.)ns needed are:
BI = number of blue rounds available to be fired from the ith type weapon
xij = number of s'ounds allocated for firing at theJth type Red :arget from the ith type Blue

weapon

I = number of target elements in thej th type Red target complex
C=j = commitment ratio of the ith type Blue weapon rounds to the jth Red target

complex
w, = threat or value potential of the jth Red type target complex ias before for simply the

jth Red target).
Note that for our reformulated problem the commitment ratio cI1 corresponds roughly to the relative
frequency or allocation ratiof4 , already defined, it being redefined somewhat hei ,. A!so since we are in-

terested in then'umber of rounds of each type fired by Blue, and have defined :hat number as Bi, we see
that total of Blue rounds of all types is B., or

a

Bo = Bi. (32-8)

Thus, we may as well let B be the total number of different type of Blue weapons, and'R the total
number of different types of Red target complexes.

With these considerations, then the total value of the Red threat can be expressed as

R B
T E•wjtfl H (I - cajpP,) (32-9).

i-I '-1

E Wt, U (1 - XIjpgdj)

and the desired assignment is the determination of the ci,, or hence the x1j, which makes Ta minimum
subject to

R .Rt

E cdjj = Ixs= Bi .. (32-40)
J-1 J-i

for i 1, 2 ... , Band

i CIJ• . (32-11) -

By assuming, as will often be the case, that the product of factors c,,p, is suitable small, i.e., perhaps
no greater than about 0.1, then Ash (Ref. 3) shows that T is very approximately given by 302

'/i:. 32-8
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T exp(B/2) wj tjexp[- (1 + cjp,)i k32-12 )

through second order terms in pij, which therefore should be of sufficient accuracy. 1The approximate
threat valie T of Eq. 32-12 his geometric characteristics and is of the form that Ash (Ref. 3) was able
to use Lagrange multiplicr methods to prove that the allocations that minimize Red's approximate
total threat (Eq. 32-12) are given by

B

cj= l/pj - (7 - nI)/[(w, II pJ)l/sB-l)f(R,B)1 (32-13)
I-i

where

R
171 = . tJ/p. (32-14)

and

R IB
f(R,B) = i tj(wj fIpti)-l/"'-i. (32-15)

Hence, the allocation computations are straightforward, although a bit tedious perhaps, and for the
very complex problems the use of a high-speed calculator may be very desirable.

We are now ready to return to and give a solution of Example 32-2.

EXAMPLE 32-3:
Give the data of Example 32-2 and assuming that a, Red tank is equivalent to a threat equal to 19

Red iniantrymen, determine the best allocation of 105-mm HE, 8-in. HE, and the new long-range
antitank rounds for Blue's combat load.

With the given data, the subscript i represents Blue, and i = 1, 2, and 3 (B = 3) will be taken to
mean 105-mm HE rounds, 8-in. HE rounds, and new projectiles, respectively. Similarly,j means Red,
and j = I and 2(R = 2) will denote Red infantrymen and Red tanks, respectively. Moreover,
BI = 1000, B2 = 500, and Ba 1250 (BI = ng in Eq. 13-13); t, = 100 Red riflemen and ts = 10, Red
tanks, and w1 = 0.05 and u• = 0.95. Finally, for the kill probabilities, we have

Pl = 0.05, Pis = 0.01, psl = 0.1, pu = 0.02, Ps = 0.04 and Pa = 0.08.

Then from Eq. 32-15,'we find that

f(R,B) = f(2,3) = - t,(w,,11 -IJ).' -1
= 100[(0.05)(0.05)(0.1) (0.04)]- , + 10[(0.95)(0.01)(0.02)(0.08)].1-2

= 31,622.8 + 2564.9 - 34,187.7. 3
. . 32-9
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For the i7i, we have from Eq. 32-14

2

7, = E t)/pII
= //

172 = 100/0.05 + 10/0.01 = 3000

~72 100/0.1 + 10/0.02 - 1500

173 = 100/0.04 + 10/0.08 = 2625.

Finally, the co are determined from Eq. 32-13 and are

c = 1/0.05 - (3000 - 1000)/{ [(0.05)(0.05)(0.1)(0.04)11(2(34,187.7)}

- 1.50

and since xij cjjtj

x, 1.50(100) = 150.

C1= 1/0.01 - (3000 - 1000)/{[(6.95)(0.01)(0.02)(0.08)11/2(34,187.7)}

= 85

and

x12 = 85(10) = 850.

Similarly, we calculate c2l = 0.75 or x 1 = 75; c" = 42.5 or xn 425; cs1 - 12.28 or xjj - 1228; and
c3s = 2.18 or xs = 22.

In order to avoid classification, this problem has been formulated in terms of "artillery" weapons
with very low kill chances to meet the assumptions and for illustrative purposes only. The reader may
easily see that there is an inordinately high level of "waited" rounds for the total allocation which
nevertheless checks out well. Obviously, one has to be very careful that Ash's ass.mptions are fully
met; negative allocations for the ct are prnia fads evidence of failure to meet the assumptions, and zero
allocations would have to be assigned upon recheck.

32-3 A MODIFICATION OF FLOOD'S ALLOCATION MODEL

As we have pointed out, the minimization of Eq. 32-2-subject to the conditions of Eqs. 32-3 and 32-
4 under all conditions-isapparently very difficult. For this reason, Manne (Ref. 2) indicates that Dr.
George Dantzig has suggested replacing the factor (1 - •pjjps) by the factor (1 - pgj)-. In fact, since

(1 - fliPt) 2 (1 -- p , 0 :gfs,, < 1 (32,16)

one might consider minimizing

32-10
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R B
T F. wj 1I( - (32-17)

J-1 1-1

It is noted in this connection that Eqs. 32-2 and 32-17 take on identical values when the'fj are unity,
and should be very similar for fractional hi. Moreover, the minimum of Eq. 32-17 would represent a
lower bound to that of Eq. 32-2.

The forms of Eqs. 32-2 and 32-17 are nonlinear, but Eq. 32-17 may be converted into a form, which
may use a linear-programming procedure by defining a new variable yj given by

B
yj= Efjln(l - pu) (32-18)

and then Eq. 32-17 becomes

T wjexp(-yj). (32-19)

Hence, the original problem reduces to minimizing Eq. 32-19 subject to the conditions of Eqr. 32-3
and 32-4, for which Manne (Ref. 2) indicates a method of solution. Howe6er, dynamic programming
techniques may be applied to obtain the values ofAj, which minimize Eq. 32-17. We discuss this in par.
32-5, rather than proceeding with Manne's approximate and somewhat restrictive solution. In fact,
any solutions which give fractional values of thef]j may be undesirable, so techniques which give in-
teger values haie more meaning physically.

Some points of interest concerning peripheral matters of the optimal target assignment problem are
worthy of mention here.

32-4 OTHER WEAPON-TARGET ALLOCATION MODELS

den Broeder, Ellison, and Emerling (Ref. 4) consider the problem of allocating and firing B missiles
of the same type simultaneously against R Red targets. They define the following:

pj f chance that a Blue missile killb thejth Red target

qj - I - pj,. chance thejth Red target survives a Blue missile

Bj - number of Blue missiles assigned to thejth Red target

a- - chance Blue destroys exactly k Red targets

P% - chance Blue destroys at least k Red targets

* a/

V,% - value, or reduction in threat, to Blue for destroying exactly k Red targets. The Red tar ets, L
are assumed to be more or less similar, although they could be of somewhat different types
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if the Vt and at take care of that possibility. (Note that V, = value of destroying one target,
V. = value of destroying two targets, etc., so that the assumed targets are just about restricted
to being of equal value, or that is Vt = kw,, where w is the value of a single target.)

V = total value to Blue, which is to be maximized, and which is given by

R
V F. Vtak. (32-20)

h-I

den Broeder, Elison, and Emerling (Ref. 4) do not solve the general problem for different p,, but
assume initidIy that they are all equal, i.e.,

pi = P = Pj =PR = P (32-21)

and prove the following two Theorems:
Theorem I: If the Vt are nondecreasing functions'of k, then the maximum va'tbe of V is attained when'the Bj 's

differ by at most one.
R

Theorem II: The probabilityP& E aj of destroying k or more targets is, for each k, a maximum when the
j-k

B, 's differ by at most one.

The reader should note that we have used T for the threat in Eq. 32-2 when Red's burvival chances
are considered, and in Eq. 32-20 we use I for value when kill probabilities of Red are involved. Also,
the wj of Eq. 32-2 are not equal to the Vt of Eq. 32-20, the latter being cumulative for the number of
targets k.

In Ref. 4, the authors also consider the Flood model of Eq. 32-2, which in their notation to be
minimized is W the total wc:'i' of the surviving Red forces

W Ew (q)B, (32-22)

subject to

R
Bj B (32-23)

J-2

and

B, --O. (32-24)

In connection with minimizing Eq. 32-22, one could instead maximize

-wj[ - (q,)B,]. (32-25)
i -I QI

32-12 TWIM77
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Based on Eqs. 32-22, 32-23, and 32-24, den Broeder, Ellison, and Emerling prove the following

theorem:
Theorem III. Given that theBj minimizes

W(B) = wj(qj) B (32-26)

thenBj minimizes

R

W(B + 1) = wj(qj)B, (32-27)
J-1

R a.

for•jŽ>o and yBj = B + i, if

Bý = Bj forj # k, andB, = B,% + 1

where k satisfies

w,t(q.) ap,p = max [wj(qj)e,pj]. (32-28)

Note that Theorem III merely states that if one interprets

as a revised estimate of the value of the kth target based upon an optimum assignment of B missiles,
then an added missile should be assigned to the target for which the expectation of the revised value
destroyed is largest. Hence, Theorem III affords a very nice algorithm for computation.

One may note that the value model of Eq. 32-20 and the worth or value form given by Eq. 32-25, i.e.,

Wv = (2w,[1 - (qj)B4 (32-29)
J-1.

are identical if

W, V, Vt =kv, and qj q. (32-30)

For example, we illustrate for the case of two targets with q, - q2 = q, and B, missiles assigned to

target 1, and B2 to target 2.
Then,

a = chance that both targets survive

,= 1 - (1'- = qS,+Bq

W; WF -7 7 _, 32-13

;;X19 -T-WW W-I 7 7 t... . .I I
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a, chance that exactly one target is killed

= (1 -- qB,)qB, + (1 - qB,)qB, = q'i + qB,-- 2qB,+B,

a2 = chance that both targets are killed

= (1 -- qB,)( - qB,) = 1 - q2 ,_ qB,.+ qB,+B,

From Eqs. 32-20 and 32-30

2
V 2V~a• = val + 2va2 = (2 - qBj- q ,)v.

i-I

Also, from Eqs. 32-26 and 32-3C

I

W(B) = Z -q
1 ,) = v[(1 - qB) + (1 -q,)]

i-1

- (2 - qB, - qB,)v also.

As pointed out in Ref. 4, for equal survival probabilities q, = q, the procedure oi the authors'
Theorem III may be interpreted as "an attempt to make all wj(q)B equal and, if the Bj were not re-
quired to be integral, this interpretation would be quite precise". To quote den Broeder, Ellison, and

Emerling further:

"Proceeding formally from w/(q)Bj = wk(q)Ba, one obtains

Bj -B, = jlnqI-1 ln(wt/wj) = bt, say. (32-31)

"Thus, it appears that for qj = q, one should attempt to assign so that the differences between the 8j
are equal to specified constants (whereas most analysts interrogated have guessed that their ratios
would be significant). It may be recalled that in Theorem I we attempt to satisfy B) - B, = 0. Indeed,
if wj. a w and q; " q, the bj, ar, all zero and we have a heuristic proof of Theorem I for the special case
V,, = kw."

This discussion suggests the following.
Theorem IV: The •fwction

R,
V =Z Vtat,

is, for arbitrary qj - - Pj and Vt - kwa, maximied according to Theorem III with
W =j

We will illustrate these results with an example.

EXAMPLE 32-4:
Blue is planning an attack on Red, and has intelligence information to the effect that the Red force

he is assigned to neutralize consists of an infantry company, an artillery battery, and a tank company.
.• 32-14 :i

,~ 7 .S.W .
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Blue has 10 missiles with large warheads, each consisting of a payload of 1000 shaped-charge, frag-

mentation submissiles, and the payload of each missile hts a kill probability of 0.2 against the Red in-
fantry company, 0.05 against the tanks, and 0.1 against the Red artillerý. If Blue considers that the

relative worths or, values of Red infantry, Red tanks. and Red artillery a-e about equal, then how
should he allocate the firing of his 10 missiles so as to maximize the value of neutralizing the Red
forces?

Let j = 1 denote infantry, j = 2 denote tanks, and j = 3 denote art'llery. Then

p, = 0.2 p2 = 0.05 P3 = 0.1

q= 0.8  q2= 0.9 5  qs = .9

W =,. W ~ =f' W t• W.,

We note that V.- kwj, for k = 1, 2, 3, and for computational purposes take w = 1, so that the require-

ments of Theorem IV are satisfied. Thus, we may use Theorem Ili with wj = w = 1, and find the Bj
which minimizes the worth of Red surviving, or

R$

W(B) = R rwj(qs)B, = (qs)B
i-i i-i

Suppose we were to fire only one missile, then clearly that single missile should be fired at Red in-
fantry, since its kill worth is then w1p1 = 0.2, whereas w@2p = 0.05 and w~p = 0.1. Note that the ex-
pected value of the Red surviving the threat is then 0.8, and if Blue shot the single round at Red ar-

tillery or tanks, it would be 0.9 and 0.95, respectively. Since we have minimized the threat to Blue for
one round, we may now apply Theorem III to obtain allocations for 2, 3, etc., rounds. (Actually, for
the next round or so, it is easily seen that Blue should continue to shoot at Red infantry.) The com-
putations are carried forward in Table 32-1.

The algorithm of Theorem Ill therefore starts with B1  1, ;Ind keeps'increasing B, by one until

(q,) B ,pi < qp 2 = p, or qsp, = p

TABLE 32-1. APPLICATION OF THEOREM mI TO EXAMPLE 32-4

Line B, B, Be (90)'P, (g,).Bip. (g,)B'P3

1 1 0 0 0.1600 0.0500 0.1000
2 2 0 0 0.1280 0.0560 0.1000
3 3 0 0 0.1024 0.0500 0.1000
4 3 0 1 0.1024 0.0500 0.0900
5 3 0 2 0.1024 0.0500 0.0810
6 4 0 2 0.0819 0.0500 0.0810
7 4 0 3 0.0819 0.0500 0.0749
8 4 0 4 0.0819 0.05P9 0.0656 ""
9 4 0 5 0.0819 0.0500 0.0590

10 5 0 5 0.0655 0.0500 0.0590

32-15

,,r No ,0.1_M n.7 - -
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and this occurs on line 4 of Table 32-1, at whih point a missile is allocated to target j = 3 or Red ar-
tillery. Following line 4, Red artillery is a'llocated 2 missiles through line 6. After tire 6. Red artiller."
gets the additional allocation through line 9 since (qs)Bp3 is greater. The fina! allocation is to -hýoot
missiles at Red infantry, 5 at Red artillery, and none of the 10 rounds at Red tanks. In fact, no missiles
would be allocated for firing at Red tanks until Blue had at least !3 missiles to. fir'. (The final .,alue

from Eq. 32-29 is 1.08.)
Calculations such as these should make the anilyst stop and think- Fdr-xample. are the basic input

data sound or should they be altered? Perhaps if the data can be refined, then a more exact calculation
could be made and a more reasonable (?) allocation of missiles to targets scheduled. 'Ihen again.
which type of Red unit would really be the greatest threat to Blue? Would it be Red's infantry, tanks.

or artillery? Offhand, it would seem to be the Red anillery, and'hence our allocation may not !here-
fore be too poor. But aren't the Red tanks more of a threat than the Red infantry? To rettle such ques-
tions, one would have to consider the entire Blue forces in the battle area, and based on this, then
perhaps he might place different values on the. Red. units rather than the assumption of equality we
have made here. in such cases, the analyst may desire to change models as needed to fit the battle
situation.

Lemus and David (Ref. 5) also developed some rules far optimuni allocation of different weapons ta
a target complex. They consider that the threat is composed of groups of attac'king units (e.g., Red
weapons) to an assemblage of targets, each ef which has a certain worth or value to the attacker, and
for each of which the chance of hitting and killing is known. They assume -'so, as is often necessary in
analyses of this kind, that the engagement time is short so that there is no time to evaluate the out-
come of individual engagements, and the attacker must therefore assign all of his weapons before the
effects of individual shots are assessed. Furthermore, the targets are assumed to be fixed in dispersed
positions so that the attacker cannot possibly knock out more than one of then, with a single shot.

We now aoapt their analysis to our basic problem of Blue allocating his x.eapons and rounds against
Red forces, and state Lemus and David's formulation (Ref. 5) as follows:

1. There are J 1, 2, ... , R Red targets, each of which has a certain worth or threat value wj to
Blue, and wjO.

2. There are i 1, 2, ... , B different types of Blue weapons, and the number of weapons (or
B

rounds) of the ith type is B1. Also, , BE = B0, the total of weapbns (rounds).

3. The probability that the ith Blue weapon destroys theijth Red target is pt and the chance that
the jth Red target survives the ith Blue weapon is then qij 1 - Pu-

4. The number of Blue weapons (or roundi) of the ith type which are assigncd to thejth Red target
is XLJ.

5. All targets are within the range of all weapons considered.
Then consider the problem of finding the xij by maximizing Blue's kill value against Red:

it 8

V , . -w[ I 11(1 p- ) "1 (32-32)
J-I 51-

subject to
,.R0

E xl= Ba , fori =1,2,...,B (32-33)
S32-16J

" " inl -'''''• • --. . . . . . .... :- , -• -;,t,• • ,•••• - . .' : . .
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and

O<P.J < ,, Xt 2: 1,32-34)

Lem'is and Daid (Ref. 5) point out that there are essentially two different types of solution in the

literature inr this kind of problem. One is the "digital' solution which vields integral alues of the ýx,.
and the other is the "analytical" type of solution which is based on the use of Lagrange multipliers.

an# tetts the number of weapons ýor rounds) as a continuous variaoie. usually producing fractionai

numbers. If the number of weapons is of ti.e order of magnitude of the number of targets, then the
digital solutions are rmost desired'; whereas if the nun'rer of weapons is large compared with the num-

ber of ýargets then anaivtical methodolcgy rrav e- quite acceptable since it will require less --%m

putational timne and at the same time yield sufficientlv accurate results. In R."f. 5, Lernus ar.- Da"aid
develop'an analytical solution based on Lagrange multipliers and compare it through an example with
that obtained from digital methods. A very useful account of Lagrange multiplier methods for the

systems analyst is given by Dorn in Ref. 6.
The anal' iis of Lemus ard David (Ref. 5) is based on the analytical treatment that follows. The 4v

are first expressed as

(A,)o (32-35)

where .,I is a "(ommn" part of the j,j for thejth target, and it may as well be taken in terms of one of

the probabilitie qp. fo; eynample es, - (qv,) ,A i.e., selected as a "base" here. Hence, the p, turn out to

be different exponents and dcpend on the ith Blue weapon. Then, some factors L1, With p, of Eq. 32-35

refe"rin' to the 1st Blue weapon type., ar. de-fined in terms of the p, as

PL I l p(32-36)

and finally quantatws S. gi ving the total allocatian of Weapcns (rounds) to the lth target, are'

Si Lox,,. (32-37)
'Io

i.e., in termu of the Allc.a'aon fa"ors x,,. We then have tha.

F S = L,, Boo (32.38)

where B, is the total number od Blue weapons (or often oundt) available for firing.
One may rnoe using these definitions that this simply nveans

SII (qt)'- II j(A,)"', - |H ( " - .((qt),'0 "' (q 3 9 )S, 32-39)

* a.,-a-a V ?17

FM I
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Shere
= chance of sur- ial of .th RedL target ,hen fitred on by the Ist Blue weapon, tvpe.

Nforeo~er the value 1Fq. 32-32) theti becomes

R
J' = !-Z1 .- (q03 1)ý] (32-40)

J, I

Next, to obtain the optim-im allocations, one calculates the quntities

R

- : = In'uztln(l/quj)]/ln( lqz,)I (32-41)

R
"y Z I/ln(1/q,,'] (32-42)

i-I

InA = (4l - Bo)/I (32-43)

S7 = Olnu, - InA + ln[ln(I/qs)I/jin(I/q.,)j (32-44)

where SJ is the optimum value of Sp. In passing, and as it turns out, we have that

RTSJO = B, SO .0. (32-45)

Finally, the optimal alhxat ions x1j of Blue weapons (rounds) against Red targets are given by

s= BSsO/B. (32-46)

and tL., final value IV for the alloc..tion values may be calculated easily from

V - (32-47)
/o5

If some of the allocations turn out to be nega i'e, those targets are dropped, and the procedure
"repeated for those targets for which S; > 0.

EXAMPLE 32.5:
Ure the data o Example 32-. Find the optimal allocation of Blue's missiles to Red's three targets of

infantry,- tanks, and artillery, aswuminq (1) equal rge values, and 12) th- relative worths for Red in-
fantrq. Red tanks,. and Red artillery are A - I, T - 2, and % - 3, respectively.

Altho .gh Blue's 10 missiles are all alike, we y treat them as being "distinct", with B, -I and
ZB, B* - B 10. Also. we ee that

p, - 0.2 p, 0.05 and P, -0.1 -i)

32-18

RP IM
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q,= 0.8 q i 095 and q,= 0.9

1 = 1 , and Wa I (for Assumption No. 1).

We now compute 3 from Eq. 32-4 1:

= lniln(l/0.8)II/n(1/0.8) + ln[1/0.93)I/ln(!/0. 95)

+ in[ln(ln(l/0.9)]/ln(1/0.9) =-85.987.

Then compute - from Eq. 32-42

y' = I/In(l/0.8) + I/In(1/0. 9 5) + 1/in(I/0.9) = 33.468.

Then compute InA from Eq. 37-43

In). = (-83.987 - 10)/33.468 = -2.868.

Finally, from Eq. 32-44, we obtain the total allocation of Blue missiles to Red infantry as

S = Ini - (-2.868) + ln[ln(1/0.8)]j/in(l/0.8) = 6.13.

In a like manner,

Ss' -1.99 and So = 5.86.

We note that s"* is negative (or minus two Blue missiles), hence the second Red target (tanks) should
be omitted, and a recalculation made.

By way of passing, S' + St" + S*' - 10.0, nevertheless.
A recalculation, using only the Red infantry with qi1  0.8, and the Red artillery with qaa = 0.9,

givesthe new values

= -28.081, .y 13.973, lnX -72.725

and

S,* 5.49 and So* 4.51 (and we take St " 0).

Since there is only one type of Blue missiies or rounds, the individual type Blue allocations of Eq. 32-
47, which become x, - S'/8. are of no particular interest in this example.

Hence, rounding would give the same answers,

4S, 5, S 0O, and So 5

as the digital or integer values in Example 32-4, using the methods of den Broeder, Ellison, ,nd Emer-
ling (Ref. 4).

32419
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For Assumption No. 2 of Example 32-5, using the unequal values-i.e., itw 1, uti = 2, and ii 3

-. we "_alculate

-62.046 , - 33.468, lnX = -2.153

S1*= 2.93 ,S2 = -2.43 , S = 9.50.

Again, S,* is negative, and hence the allocation of -2.43 Blue missiles against Red tanks should be

ignored, i.e., made zero. Recalculation using data for only the Red infantry and Red artillery yields

S= -17.653 , y = 13.973 , lnX = -1.979

S = 2.15 , s: = , s; = 7.85

or rounding

S = 2 , S'=o0 , S= 8.

Thus, the final allocation is to fire 2 of the 10 Blue missiles at Red infantry and 8 against Red artillery.
Without b change in single-shot kill probabilitics, Red artillery now gets 3 more Blue missiles against

it, since its value relative to infantry was tripled. On the other.hand, Red tanks are still not assigned
any Blue missiles, for the increased value to w• - 2 is apparently not enough to overcome the lower

single-shot kill'probability of 0.05. The Red tanks would be fired upon, of course, with increases in the
Blue missiles above 10 to appropriate numbers.

Lemus and David (Ref. 5) give a numerical example of three different types of weapons, which are

fired at 20 targets of different values, with the numbem of types of each of the three weapons being 50,
80, and 45, respectively. Their calculations for the allocations are carried through using both the

methodology for the' "analytical" approximation previously given, and, also for the application of
Theorem III of den Broeder, Ellison, and Emerling (Ref. 4) for the "digital" or integer value alloca-

tions. In this connection, their results show a very close correspondence between the two methods of

allocation, i.e., the analytical or continuous versus the digital or'interger values as did our Examples

32-4 and 32-5.

32-3 THE DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING APPROACH TO WEAPON-TARGET.
ALLOCATION PROBLEMS

Perhaps the' most powerful method in recent years of solving mary appiied problems, including the

weapon-target allocation problem described in this chapter, is that developed by Richard Bellman
'(Ref. 7) through use of his "principle of optimality." It is especially adaptable to nonlinear prob'ems,
and we .state it here.

Tw I'nmpI, of Optim~saty..An optimal polic7 has Ow property at whatgm trt initial ak and imital dsuovU

am, the emwaining dat-mont niut conhtia opatmal polcy tMth regard to do state residling frn Mthe first decision.

(Ref. 7 and Ref.. 9, p. 16).
We will describe Bellman's dynamic programming technique here by returning to the threat of Eq.

32-17, sir.re it represents an important practical problem and also gives a lower bound to Eq. 32-2 first

discussed. We note that ihe threat T is a function of the allocation factors or relative frequencies fi,

32-20
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which we will Pow change to or replace by allocation integers x 1 --since they may now exceed unity-
t6e chances pU, that the zth Blue weapon (or type) kills thejth Red target (type), and some measure of
worth zej of the jth Rtd target. Thus, the total value of the threat which Blue must minimize is, as
similarly in Eq. 32-17,

R B R B
T Ewj(1 - p,j)t = 5wj II (q, 1 )x (32-48)

where Blue has B, weapons (rounds) of type i. and a total load of

B,X ,= Bo. (32-4'•)
4-1

In order to approach and describe the dynamic programming approach to weapon-target allocation
problems, we fo-!ow Bellman (Ref. 7), Bellman and Dreyfus (Ref. 8). and especially the treatment of
Sacco and Shear (Ref. 9) In Eq. 32-48, there are R terms and each term, depending on final alloca-
tions. may consist of as many as (B + 1) factors. The B allocation numbers x,,, giving the number of
Blue i type weapons assigned to the th Red (type) target, are to be integers. It is helpful here to write
out just what we are seeking from the dynamic programming approach, i.e., we want the

R B B

min E w, I (qj)x,, = minwt fI (qg1)x,all X" J-t 1 -1.1t • -1

B B
+ minuzw, (q,2)T,* + " + minwjI(qa,)xa

B
+ + rmin wt 11 (q,,)x,- (32-50)

{•anl - 1

for i =1,2,..., B, subject to

0 q = I -- P11 1 , forailiandj (32-51)

x,: > 0 , (all nonnegative integers) (32.52)

* and

j Y B 8" , . (32-53)
I.'-

the total number 'of weapons (or rounds) allocated.
We note that the jth term in the expanded summation (Eq. 32-50) represents a, minimization of the

threat defined for the jth Reti target. Hence, it represents a minimization over the set of values, i.e., the
number of rounds of each Blue weapon system against the jth Red target,

32-21'V.
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{XIJ, .2J, xsj, . BJ

for the threat of thejth Red target, which we now concentrate on, or

B

H' 1I ( q,,) ,

subject to

B

Exi = xj < B0 . (32-54)

We have used xj in Eq. 32-54 to denote the total number of Blue weapons (or rounds) which are fired at

only thejth Red target, and it certainly has an upper bound of B, in the (most unusual) case that all

rounds may be fired L. the]th.Red target. Now it will usually turn out that all B different types of Blue

weapons (or. rounds) will not be fired at only theljth Red target for the optimum allocation of rounds.

Thus, we need another 'letter, say k, to describe this particular allocation and, therefore,

k < B. (32-55)

Hence, for k different actions or allocations against theijth Red target, we will denote the minimum

value of the jth term of Eq. 32-50 by hk(xs), or

h4(x) = min [u,s(q41 ),t,(q.,)X,•. .(qtj)x,4 (32-56)

which is subject to the constraints of Eqs. 32-54 and 32-55, with x. replaced by x,.

We note that the minimization indicated by Eq. 32-56 is really a multidimensional problem,

although it can be accomplished in k one-dimensional minimization processes by using Bellman's'

Principle of Optimality (Ref. 7). This is accomplished by an imbedding process of including all

previous functions or factors in the current one being minim i!ed. In fact, the Bellman principle of op-

timality will be applied first to minimize the threat of thejth Red target alone, i.e., Eq. 32-56, and then

ultimately to the entire.threat (Eq. 32-48) of all Red targets. Thus, Bellman's powerful principle of op-

timality is to find the minimum of Eq. 32-56 by employing the functional arrangement

h c(x) m i[(qt,)x-,h'_t (x, - xj)I (32-57)'

fork= 2, 3,..., B, where xt can assume the values of 0, 1, 2, ... ,xj. When k 1 I, then we find

-h'(xj) = rain [ul(qsj)xoj (32-58)
XmJ

for x,1  0, 1, 2, ... ,orx, orthus it is seen that ifxjisas large asx,, then ,iY

32-22' p22" "
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F

/hZ(xj) = wj(qj)x, for all j = 1, 2,..., R. (32-59)

At this stage xj is not known, and all we really know concerning it is that

OX 1 + X2 + + XR<BO, and0-xj<Bo.

In other words, the total allocation of Blue's weapons and rounds against all Red targets, as well as
that against thejth target, cannot exceed the total number of rounds B. available. Hence, it is seen that
we will have to tabulate the quantities ht(xj) over a "sufficiently appropriate" grid of values for xj and
obtain the sequence of values for Eq. ..?-56 or Eq. 32-57.

So far, we have discussed allocations against only the jth Red target, so that now we must face the
problem of handling all of the other Red targets aiso. This is accomplished also by the ube of Bell-
man's principle of optimality. In fact, we notice that there ar2 R different Red targets, although of
course we must recognize that all of them may not be shot at for an optimal allocation of weapons
and/or rounds. Hence, suppose that r < R of the Red targets will actually be attacked. Then, we define
a new function g,(X,B) representing a minimization over the total Red threat, which is given by

g,(x,B) = min [hA9(xj) + hiA(xs) +-. + h1(xt)J (32-60)

wherer 1,2, ... ,Rand

Sxi = x < Bo. (32-61)
i-1

Note that when r = R, the final optimal allocations of rounds to the Red targets are obtained, and that
also these allocations by target designation numbers are the qua,,ittes

x,, x 2,•••, andxR

some of which may be equal to zero.
In order to obtain this final optimal allocation, we again use Bellman's principle of optimality for

Eq. 32-60, which now becomes, or is expressed by,

g,(x,B) = [at(X,) + g.-.t(x - x, B)] (32-62)
X?

fo r -2, 3, ... , R, and where also x, may take on the values 0 < x, <x.
When r - 1, then the function gj(x,B) is

gi(x,B) = hj(x). (32-63)

Now Eqs. 32-62 and 32-63 hold for all B, R, and x, and, using Bellman's theory, we can assess the effect
o ihe final optimal policy or allocations which may result from some variation in any of the
parameters. Moreover, in carrying out Bellman's principle of optimality, as just described, many such

roblems are solved, including that for R - 1, 2, 3, ... , different Red targets. Hence, Bellman's

32-23
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dynamic programming technique reduces what would ordinarily be the need for hundreds, thousands,
or millions of enumerations to a systematic and powerful procedure for detirm'ning the optimal alloca-
tions or arrangements.

We will illustrate the dynamic programming approach by applying it to the data of Examples 32-4

and 32-5. but for the relative worths of Red infantry, Red tanks, and Red artillery equal to w, = 1,
u,• = 2, and v = 3. respectively-Assumption No. 2 of Examipie 32-5. Although the reader will no
doubt notice that for this particular application dynamic programming seems more complex than the
solutions given for Examples 32-4 and 32-5, he should, nevertheless, notice its general use for other-
wise formidable or "impossible" problems.

E.XAMPLE 32-6:
Find the optimal allocation of Blue's 10 missiles against the Red infantry, Red tanks, and Red ar-

tillery for relative target worths'of w, = 1, and = 2, and ws 3, respectively, given the data of Ex-

ample 32-4.
Although in Example 32-5, it was convenient using the method of Lemus and David (Ref. 5) to treat

Blue's 10 missiles as being distinct or different/itype weapons, i = 1. 2. 10. such is not the case for

BePman's dynamic programming approach here. In fact, there is only one type of Blue weapon, i.e.,
missiles, and i = I only; however, there is a constraint of 10 missiles to be fired, or

B, B = B0, 10.

"Thus, there is B = I or only one type of Blue weapon, butj 1, 2, 3, or R = 3, different types of Red
targets: infantry, tanks, and artillery. Furthermore, tor a single Blue weapon, the k of Eq. 32-57 is
limited to, or simplified to k 1 1. and the B of Eq. 32-60 is also restricted to B 1. Thus only the

computations

g,.(x,B) = g,(x,l)

of Eqs. 32-60 and 32-62 need be carried out to determine the optimum target assignments.
W- proceed by first constructing Table 32-2 for the individual allocations

x1j(xk) = Xij(x) , j = 1, 2, 3

and the functions to be minimized (Eq. 32-59)

Ai'(xt) _ h'(xi) = wj(qj)x, , j = 1, 2, 3.

Since there are a total of'l 0 missiles to be allocated against 3 targets, then we will make computations
throu ,h x, = 10, although the allocations to individual Red targets, or xl(xR,), are stopped at 5, which
turn,. 1t to be sufficient for the problem considered here. One may often have to make such initial
guesses. One 'should note in Table 32-2 that the computations are strictly as indicated in the example
at the bottom of the table, and hence no minimizing takes place at this stage of initial calculations.

Since there is only one type of Blue weapon, then only,'the h'(xh) have to be computed. That is to say,
what would ordinarily be the next table-i.e., based on h2-(x•), for example, or Eqs. 32-56 and 32-57' for
k = 2, 3, etc.-become altogether unnecessary, or do not really exist. Instead, one may proceed to the
minimization of Eq. 32-60 or that is Eq. 32-62.

32-24
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STABLE 32-2. TABLE OF INITIAL FUNCTIONAL VALUES, h•(xi) = w,(ql) x,
FOR EXAMPLE 32-6

Values of Function hl(x1 ) Allocation Values to Individual
Red Targets xii(x.).

h',(.,) ý,(x,) hf,(x,) x,,(XI) x,=(X1) x1$(X)

3x•1 2 3 12 3

0 1 2 3 0 0 0
2 3 0 0 0

2 0.8 1.90 2.7 1 1 1

3 0.8 1.90 2.7 1 2 1
4 0.64 1.805 2.43 2 2 2
5 0.64 1.805 2.43 2 2 2
6 0.512 1.7148 2.187 3 3 3
7 0.312 1.7148 2.1873 3 3 3
8 0.4096 1.6290 1.9683 4 4 4
9 0.4906 1.6290 1.9683 4 4 4

10 0.3277 15.476 1.7715 5 5 5

q= 0.80 q = 0.95 , qs = 0.90

w, =1 ww =2 ,u. =3

Example: h1(6) = tt)(q,) 12 = 2(0.95)8 = 1.7148

((The allocation values in this table are estimated as the most likely ones needed for the
minimization process of Table 32-3).

The next table to construct is Table 32-3 which does involve finding minima. Table 32-3 introduces
the second target j = 2 for the Red tanks, in addition to the values hI(x,) for Red infantry, which we
also use just now to determine the g,(x,B) of Eq. 32-62. In fact, we will calculate all entries for Table
32-3, for illustrative purposes, even though only the minimum values need be recorded Ordinarily. In
the calculation of entries for Table 32-3, one:

a. Selects a total number of rounds x5 to be fired.
b. Selects an x, (rounds fired at tanks) = 0, or 1., or ... , to xh (less than or equaLto x,).
c. Locates the entry hAl(x 1) for x, = x2 in Table 32-2.
d. Adds the entry hl(x - x2) for the difference x, = x - x2 from Table 32-2. (Here x " initial xh

selected in step a..)
To illustrate the procedure, the Table 32-3 entry, for x, = 5 and x= xls(xl) = 2 is

h•(2) .+ hf(5 -2) = 1.9 + 0.8 = 2.7

using the appropriate ent,. es from Table 32-2. However, the minimum occurs not for x2 x12(x1) = 2,

but for x, = x 2(x1) = 0, or x1 = xu2(xI) = 1,. and is 2.64. Hence, for 5 rounds against the first two
targets, Red infantry and tanks, the optimal allocation is either 5 Blue mis3iles against Red infantry.(7 only, or (5 - 1 = 4) 4 missiles against Red infantry and I against Red tanks. Note in Table 32-3 that

* the minimum values are underlined, and only these will be used in the next and final calculation of the

,. '.3. * .
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TABLE 32-3
TABLE OFg2(x,1) BASED ON FIRST AND SECONOTARGETS

* (RED INFANTRY AND RED TANKS)

Different values ofx2 used in calculating hM(x2) + tt(x - x2)

xk x2=0 x2 =I x2=2 x2 =3 x2=4 x2 =5 x2 =6 x2 -7 x2 =8 x,= 9  x,= 10
0 3 x, = compact notation for x,(x,)1 3 3 =0, 1, 2, .... xA.

Optimal x1,(x,)'. underlined.
2 2.8 3 219 xa = total allocation, or rounds.

3 2.8 2.8 2.9 2.9

4 2.64 2.8 2.7 2.9 2.805

5 2.64 2.64 2.7 2.7 2.805 2.805

6 2.12 2.64 2.54 2.7 2.605 2.805 2.715

7 2.512 2.512 2.54 2.54 2.605 2.605 2.715 2.715

8 2.4906 2.512 2.414 2.54 2.A45, 2.605 2.515 2.715 2.63

9 2.4096 2.4096 2.412 2.412 2.445 2.445 2.515 2.515 2.63 2.63

10 2.328 2.4906 2.3096 2.412 2.317 2.445 2.355 . 2.515 2.43 2.63 2.548

gs(x,1) - rin [h*l(x,) + g,(x - xs, 1)1 = min [h!(x2) + hl(x - xt)I with h'l(x,) from Table 32-2.
X9 X9

minima gs(x, 1). Note from Table 32-3, for example, that if only 2 Blue missiles'are fired against only 2
of the Red targets, infantry an,2 tanks, then the minimum for xa = 2 is 2.8 at the value of xj 0, so that

2 Blue missiles would be fired at Red infantry and none at Red tanks. Other optimal ailocations

against infantry and tanks are clear.
For the final calculations, we could construct a table of'

g,(x,l) = min [hf(xi) + g2(x -x,,)]
x&

where the hi(x1) are listed in tho! columnj = 3 of Table 32-2, i.e., for the added Red artillery, and the

*g2(x - xs, 1) are the minimum values for the allocation entries of Table 32-3 already calculated. How-
ever, there is no point really in constructing such a complete table for ourproblem here since we know
.that exactly 10 Blue missiles will be fired. Therefore, we see that only the 'values of ga(10,1) need be
calculated, and we select that x3 which gives the least or minimum value. In fact, for x, 0, 1, 2, ... ,

!0, the values of gs(10,1) are, respectively:

5.3096, 5.4096, 5.1096, 5.212, 4.942, 5.07,
- i4.827, 4.987, 4.7683, 4.4683, and 4.7715.

32.26......... ....
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k (Example calculations for generating these g,(1 0,1) values follow:

X 4: hl) + minx = 10 - 4 = 6

2.43 (from Table 32-2) + 2.512 (from Tablc 32-3) = 4.942

X= 7: h11(7).+ minxt 10 - 7 = 3

2.187 (from Table 32-2) + 2.8 (from Table 32-3) = 4.987.).

We see that the least value, 4.7683, is for -3 = x13(xl) = 8, and hence 8 Blue missiles would be fired

against Red artillery, leaving 2 Blue missiles, which from Table 32-3 would be fired against Red infan-
try only since the minimum occurs for x2 = 0.

Therefore, and in summary, Blue would fire 2 missiles against Red infantry, zero missiles against
Red tanks, and 8 missiles against Red artillery, which' is precisely the answer obtained before by the
(much simpler) method of Lemus and David (Ref. 5) in Example 32-5, involving the "analytical"
calculation, as compared to integer values for the dynamic programming approach.

For this particular example, therefore, Bellman's dynamic programming solution is much more in-
volved than the rather straightforward "analytical" approach of Lemus and David; however, the Bell-
man principle of optimality is much, much more general, and can be used to solve a very wide range of
allocation problems no other technique can even approach. We illustrate this now with an important
type of problem not readily handled by other methods.

Instead of placing a limit on the total number of Blue weapons (or rounds) to be fired, suppose we
were interested in a limit on total weight of the rounds, or the cost, or even other measures of effec-
tiveness. Sacco and Shear (Ref. 9) cover a very appropriate application of Bellman's dynamic pro-
gramming procedure for a limitation on the total weight of rounds to be fired'. (This might, for exam-
ple, be a measure of logistic effort.) Hence, we consider the analysis that follows.

Before, we defined the wj as the worth or value of thejth Red target. To distinguish, we will now
define W, as the weight, for example in pounds of one round fired from the Blue ith type weapon.
Hence, if xjj rounds fired from the Blue ith type weapon are allocated against thejth Red type target
and Wl is the weight of one Blue i type round, then the total weight of all Blue i type rounds to be fired
against all j = 1, 2, ... , R Red targets is

W ,xj. (32-64)

Moreover, if the total weight of all of Blue's rounds fired from all- Blue weapons is not to exceed, say,
W, then we must have the restriction

. W, d j 5J )W (32-65)

as a constraint in our new type analysis here. Hence, instead of a limitation on simply the total number
) of rounds fired (for example, Bo 10 missiles in Example 32-6), the allocations must now be made in1.. 32-27
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terms of an upper limit on the total weight of rounds to be fired. This is easily handled, however. by
replacing Eqs. 32-54 and 32-55 by

0• xqj = zJ < 14' (32-66)
£-1

and Eq. 32-57 by

h'(zj) = min[(qk•,)Y' h_(zj -h_.,j)I (32-67)

.x1•J

Note also that we have changed the former number of rounds xj to a new designation zj which now
represents wezghts of warheads as in Eq. 32-66. The only other problem to handle in this analysis is to
note that for the XkJ to be integers, then the values it can assume are

0, 1,2,..., [zjl Wk], [zj/f,,! = lyj

where [y] means "greatest integer not exceeding y".
The h•(zj) for Eq. 32-67 is found from an equation similar to Eq. 32-58, or

hl'(zj) =wj( q~j)',,

and then k = 2, 3, etc., is used in Eq. 32-67 as required by the particular problem or application.
With these modifications, we are now ready to give an example of dynamic progamming for this new

type of application. In order to illustrate the principles rather fully for more complex problems, we
should consider at least two different Blue weapon types, and also we will use three different types of
Red targets.

EXAMPLE 32-7:
In a very hypothetical planning situation, Red has a truck, an armored personnel carrier, and a light

tank, all widely s,)aced and staggered, approaching Blue's position over a hill. Blue has an antitank
weapon which fires an armor piercing projectile weighing 2 Ib, and which has single-shot kill probabil-
ities of 0.9, 0.6, and' 0.4, respectively, against the Red truck, armored personnel carrier, and light tank.
Blue also has a recoilless rifle, located somewhat off to the side, but rather advantageously, which may
be aimed rather accurately, which fires an HE projectile weighing 31b'and may produce single-shot
m6bility kills of 0.5, 0.7, and 0.8, respectively, against the given Red targets. If, for logistic .planning
purposes, only 10 lb of warheads should be fired, representing a day-of-supply limitation, then'just
how should Blue allocate the firing of his weapons, assuming that the relative worths of the, Red truck,
armored personnel carrier, and light tank, on a scale of unity, are 0.2, 0.3, and 0.5, respectively?

Again, our problem is to find the allocations of now two Blue weapons to three Red targets, desig-

nated by {xII, x12 , X1s, x21 1 X", xx, and which will minimize the-threat (Eq. 32-48). Unlike Example 32-6,'
Blue now has two weapon types (B = 2), so that Eq. 32-57 for k = 2 must be calculated also. The data
for this problem have been thorcughly analyzed by Sacco and Shear (Ref. 9), and we record their
detailed analysis here for the benefit of the reader.

We begin the calculation with Eq. 32-58 and compute the 'value of hf(zt), for j ] 1, 2, 3, and for f\
values of z, ,= 0, 1, 2, ... , 10 lb. Fqr each j and xt we record the values of hA(z,,) and the value of xtj

4 ; 32-28
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which gives this value of hi(za), i.e., we construct Table 32-4 similar to Table 32-2. Note that xlj range

from 0 to no higher than [zk/f'] = [10/21 = 5 rounds allocated.
The next step is to compute hJ1 ;t), j = 1, 2, 3, since Blue now has added a second type of weapon.

Again, we record the value of x2j (in the adjacent Table a2-6) which gives h•, these being listed in Table-
32-5. Since hj(zA? can be interpreted as the "return" from the d'rection of two Blue weapon types
against tht ith Red target,,we must obtain and record the xlj in TFable 32-6 for the pairs of (xsj,xij)

allocations. Each x,j is obtained from Table 32-4 and is found n the row corresponding to (z, - 3xaj)
and the appropriate, c-lumn forj. Thus, all results are exhibited in the side-by-side Tables 32-5 and 32-
6.

Having computed the hl and h2, the calculations of hJ(z) are now complete, and we may compute the
g functions in Eq. 32-62. In fact, since gz(z,2 ) = hl(z), we can proceed to the calculation of g2 (z,2),
which is given by

g2(zt,B) = rain th2z 2) + g9(z4k z 2,B)} (32-68)

TABLE 32-4

TABLE OF FUNCTIONAL VALUES hi(z,) =' wj(qij)x,,
FOR EXAMPLE 32-7

Values Pf iFunctionshJ(.g) Values to Individual Red Targets

Allocation x1 (z,,)

hl(z,) hf(z5 ) hf(z.) x,,(Zk) Xi•240) xS(zk)

j 1 2 3 1 2 3

1 0.20 0.30 0.50 0 0 0
2 0.20 0.12 0.30 1 1 1
3 0.02 0.12 0.30 1 1 1
4 0.002 0.048 0.18 2 2 2
5 0.002 0.048 0.18 2 2 2
6 0.0002 0.0192 0.108 3 3 3
7 0.0002 0.0192 0.108 3 3 3
8 0.00002 0.00768 0.0648 4 4 4
9 0.00002 0.00768 0.0648 4 4 4

* 10 0.000002 0.003072 0.03888 5 5 5

-= total projectile allocation in pounds

"xl,(zs) represents the number of warheads (projectiles> allocated to each of the
three targets: j - I (Red truck), j - 2 (Red A PC), and j - 3 (Red tank). The x11 of
Table 32-4 are chosen hopefully to cover all particular allocations needed for the
dynamic programming solution limited to z - 10 lb of warheads.

?,= 0.1, qs - 0.4, q. - 0.6

W1 -0.21 wt1 -0.3, aw "0.5

b.) EXAMPLE. /0.(10) wgqZ 0 ~ 0.3(0.4)0 -0.003072

4...•i ' ' ~~32-29•:%.•"
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TABLE 32-5. TABLE OF FUNCTIONAL TABLE 32-6.' TABLE OF PAIRS
VALUESh2J(z,) [x2,(z,), xtj(zk - 3x2,)]

2 3 112 3 2 3

0 0.2 0.3 05 0 -0,0) (0.0) (0.0)
1 0.2 0.3 0.5 1 (0,0) (00) (0.0)
2 0.02 0.12 0.3 2 (0,1) (0.1) (0.1)
3 0.02 0.09 0.1 3 (0,1) (1,0) (1,0)
4 0.002 0.048 0.1 4 (0.2) (0,2) (1,0)
5 0.002 0.036 0.06 5 (0.2) (1.1) (1,1)
6 0.0002 0.0192 0.020 6 (0.3) . (&,3) (2,0)
7 0.0002 0.0144 0.020 7 (0,3 (1,2) (2.0)
8 0.00002 0.00768 0.012 8 (0.4ý (0,4) (2,1)
9 0.00002 0.00576 0.004 9 (0,4, (1,3) (3.0)

10 0.000002 0.003072 0.004 10 (0,5) (0,5) (3,0)

h-(z) = min [(q,,j)xhJ(zg - 3xi,) , obtain h'(z, - 3x,,) from Table 32-4

= 0,1,.... [yJ ; [y] J TV,]

q= 0.5 , q. = 0.3 , q 0.2

EXAMPLE. Check. 1'(8) 0.00768

h2(8) = min [(qn)'nuh(.g - 3xn)]

[y] = 8/3 = 2

xn = 0,1,2

(0.3)*h21(8) (1)(0.00768) - 0.007 9 (minimum)

(o.3)1h2[8 - 3 X 11 = (0.3)h2,(5) = (0.3)(0.048) 0.0144

(0.3)'h218 - 3 X21 = (0.3)'hA(2) = (0.09)(0.12) - 0.0108

The minimum occurs when xn = 0. Therefore no rounds from Blue' weapon 2 (recoilless rifle) are expended against
j = 2 (armored personnel carrier). Since zt = 8 lb and a Blue weapon I (antitank weapon) round weighs ) lb, 4 can be
expended against j - 2. In Table 32-6, one may find this information at the intersection of z, = 8 and j = 2 given as
(0,4).

Our objective is to find the value of z2 which minimizes the' expression on the right side of Eq. 32-68
for the given z < z,. The values, z2 and (z, - z2), are used to enter the Table 32-6 and obtain the policy
1x22 ( 1,0, x '(zt - 3x 2s), Ixs (Zk - Z2), X(Zk - x2 -,3xs1)]J. For examp!t,. when z, =. 6 lb,
gs(6 ,2 ) = 0.068 by use of Eq. 3,2-68 and the value of zs which gives this value of g2(6,2) is z, = 4 lb.

Thus, entering Table 32-6 at row z,, = 4 lb, we find in thej = 2 column that x,2(4) "= 0, x12(4) 2. In
the same table in row z-z = 6 - 4 = 2 lb, we find in the j - I column that xal(2) 0 and
x11(2) = 1. Thus, the optimal policy for only two targets, the two Blur weapon types, and a total war-

t head allocation of A,= 6 lb is 1x:-,),xs,x2, Xf} = {1,2,0,01.
J Proceeding in this manner, we construction Table 32-7.

To sum up a bit at this point, we have so far the optimum allocations of two weapons versus the first
two of the targets, i.e., the Red truck. and the APC, for all total weights of warheads up to 10 lb as
shown in Table 32-7. Now we must add the third target, i.e., the Red tank to complete our problem.

"32-30 ' .- ,
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TABLE 32-7. CALCULATIONS OF THE MINIMA g2(z, 2)

"" _2Z"2) VI I -. 12, X21 --r

6 O.Y 0.0..0L
o. C1. 0, .

2 G 2 1,0,0, or f ,;,0.0
3 1- 29 tO. ,O. I

,4 1,10.0
011 10.0.1

6 006F 1'.2,0.0
7 0.056 .1, 1,c, I
8 0.0392 1.3.0,0
9 0-0344 1, 2. 0. 1

13 0.0212 1, 3.0.0

Now let us stop momentarily and examine the status of our solution at this stage, i.e., for adding the
third target, remembering especially that the weight of the warhead for the first weapon-the Biue
antitank weapon-is 2 lb and that for the Biue recoilless rifle is 3 lb. Now looking at Table 32-7, let us
select the solution at the stage for the allocatioa 11,2,0,01 for 6 lb. We note here that the first weapon.
fires I round at the Red truck and 2 rounds at the Red APC, making a total of 6 lb. Thus, we cannot
fire a warhead weighing 3 lb from the second Blue weapon and come out wire exactly 10 Ib, so we
would be locked ir.o firing only with the trst Blue weapon-the antitank one. Thus, if we are to fire

the second Blue weapon at ali, i.e., the recoilless rifle, the tota: allocation at this stage of Table 32-7
must probably be something like z, - 5 lb, i.e., the allocation (1,0,0,1); or perhaps that.of z, = 7 lb,
i.e., the allocation 11,1,0,11; and indeed only one 3-lb warhead can be fired to ieach 10 lb total, and
that is the second Blue weapon. In this connection, we begin to see that we "are getting locked in" on
the overall problem solution merely by looking ahead a hit. In any event, we will demonstrate that
beyond the first two targets the recoilless rifle will fire a shot at the Red tank because of the constraint
of 10 lb total weight and its effect:'eness. In this connection, however, we do not need to calculate a
complete table such as Table 32-7 for g,(sa,,2 ), for there is no fourth target to consider. Furthermore,
we will be interested only in calculations involviAg the exact, specified total weight of warheads, i.e., 10
lb. Thus, we need to calculate gs(10,2) only by using Eq. 32-62 which is now expressed for our pur-
poses here as

gi(10, 2 ) min {bI + g,[(l0 - z,),21).

Hence, to p,,ceed we run &, over the values of0, I, 2,..., 10 and look for the minimum. It occurs at the

value ofz, - 3 lb, and we find

h1(3) +-g,( 7 ,2) 0.1 + 0.056 = 0.156.

STherefore, we see that a 1-lb warhead is fired at the third target and the rcmaining 7 lb at the first two
targets,. making up 10 lb. This means that the final optimal allo.ation is

(xiz X Xist, x,xs, xU) - (1,10,A,1,1)

or the Blue antitank weapon fires a 2-lb projectile at the Red truck. a 2-1b projectile at the Red APC,
and the Blue recoilless rifle fires two 3-lb projectiles--one at the Red Al C and one at the Red tank.

- 32.31
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Examining the structure c;f tbe calculations in Table 32-7. hcweiver. it is readily seen that wAe have

actually solved many simpler types of problems in the process. For example. we have soled the prob-

lem of 2 targets (index I ;nd 2). two Blue weapon types, and a total weight constraint of 7 lb. The op-
timal policy for this problem is ,,%en in Table 32-7. Furthermore. if. for example. one is interested in
the same targets and two %eapon types, but with a total weight constrain: of. say. 9 lb, then ý,tO.2)

must be computed., For this example. gs(9,2) = 0.168, and the uptimal policv is {1.2.0,0.0.l1)-

32-6 A LINEAR PROGRAMMING FORMULATION OF A WEAPON-TARGET

ALLOCATION PROBLEM
As we have scen, practir-ally all problems in allocating weapons to targets in some optimal manner

involve the application of mathematical programming principles since we are searching for maxima or
minima subject to certain constraints. In connection with cost-effectiveness analyses conducied some

"years ago at the USA Ballistic Research Laboratories, Sacco and Masaitis (Ref. 1f), and O'Neill.
Sacco, and Westerman (Ref. 11) developed a we.pon-target allocation model of some practical impor-
tance. The typical problem they covered was expressible in terms of standard linear programming

principles and was formulated as follows. Let:

Tj= jth Red target class, referring to type of target, size, and location

fj number of targets in thejth Red target class

B, number of rounds (or sorties) available for the ith type of Blue weapon. (This may be a com-

bat day of expenditure.)
ri' =number of rounds (sorties) of ammunition required to defeat thejth Red target with the ith

Blue weapon

xo= number of targets in thejth Red ,..; ss of a single threat assigned to the ith Blue weapon

i 1, .... Basbefore

j = , 2. R as before.
The problem developed by Sacco and Masaitis (Ref. 10), and, O'Neill, Sacco, and Westerman (Ref.

1 I ) is that of finding the maximum number of times K (not necessarily an integer) that the Red target

threat can be defeated for the available supply of ammuniticn. It becomes clear that this problem can

b. stated mathematically as that of finding the allocations x,p which maximize the quantity k, subject
t'.):,

K(rIixI + rTtxi +"" + rlxtt) ._, Bt

K(rol T2 + rax=g + + rttxsj) . B2

oo.. . . . . . . . . .. . .,. . . . . . ...., o .o o .+ o o. •. .. . .

K(raixt, + rTx,+ + r.+ 7 3ix 1s) 5 B,

X1n + XI + " + Xa11 (32-69)

X21 +X" +" + X2•, =fe

.. . . . .... ...+ . . .7 . . . .. . . ... . +

X01 + X" +'. + X#

Xe >: 0.
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The authors (Refs. 10 and I) sugges: the use of slack- variables L, to replace the top half of Eq. 32-
69, or the inequalities, by equalities expressed as:

K(ri1 xil + r 1 2 X 1 2 + + rRaxR + LI) =B

K(r21x21 + r..x22 +'- + r2RX2R + L2) B2 (32-70)

K(r81 x81 + r82x 8 2 + + rBRXBR + LB) = B.

Instead of maximizing the quantity K, it is clear that we may minimize I/Kor, using the first equa-

tion of Eq. 32-70, this means finding the minimum

min (r11 x12 + r12X12 + + rRxR + LI)/B 1  (32-71)

subject to

B,(r2 x.21 + rTaxn +. + rT2xR +1-) = Bz(rnlxl1 + r 2 x12 +" + rIRXIR + Lt)

B,(rslxs, + rssx.+" + rs&ým + Ls) = Bs(r,1 x,, + r1 2 x,5 +" + rTi.RxR + Lt) (32-72)

S. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . ....., o . .° . . .. . . . .. . . . . ...°. . . . . . . . . . . .. °. . . ..

Bt(r 1x 1i + rD~xs, +"" + rBRx1t, + Li) = BtR(rltxJt + r12 x1 2 +"" + rTRx, + L,)

and the R equalities of Eq. 32-69, where we used the common Kof Eq. 32-70 to obtain the first (B - 1)
equations (Eq. 32-72). In summary, and using matrix notation, this means simply that we are to find'
the x1, such that E4 32-71 holds, or is a minimum, -ubject to the linear equations

fAi[x, = [bI, x1,j 1 0 (32-73)

where

[x, = IX,,X 12, ,.. ,Xt, Lt ... ,xAxB,...,YBRLJ (32-74)

is the row vector of unknowns to be solved and,

[bi' = [0,0,...,O0,f.,.... ,faj (32-75)

is the'row vector of constants, there being (8 - 1) zeros and R of thef/s. The coefficient matrix [al is

given by

[A) , [fry). (32.76)

The values of K and those of the xi, are not restricted to integers. The elements rij of the coefficient

, matrix, which give the number of rounds from the ith Blue type weapon required to defeat theijth Red
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target, may be found for many targets and weapons as listed in the jaini .M!uniaon5s E tfectilenevs .ttan7Ial

(Ref. 12).
Hence, and by way of summary, this type of weapon-target allocation problem involving Eq. 32-71,

subject to Eq. 32-73, reduces to a standard linear programming problem, the algorithms of which may
be found, for example, in the book of Gass (Ref. 13).

32-7 RANDOM TARGET ALLOCATION AND THE HOMOGENEOUS POINT
FIRE MODEL

In this chapter our primary discussion'was on the "optimum" allocation of weapons of specific

capability to targets they are most capable of attacking. Except for Eqs. 32-6 and 32-7, this did not

cover random selection or allocation of weapons to targets, as will often be the case. Therefore. we

believe it desirable to close out this chapter by discussing briefly something more about the random

allocation of weapons to targets. This will be done for uniform random allucation--or, that is, equally

likely assignment-of weapons against targets for the case of homogeneous forces. The case of assign-

ment of weapons to targets otherwise discussed in this chapter should be considered, of course, to in-

voive heterogeneous forces anyway. Thus, it does not make sense to fire rifles at tanks, for example, nor

is it necessary to shoot a tank or artillery projectile at a single infantryman. In fact, it can be seen that

between homogeneous forces random firing may indeed make much sense, except especially for those

situations where, for example, particular targets at the closer combat ranges necessarily deserve and

are given the highest priorities for firing. In what follows, we will discuss briefly the homogeneous point

fire model of Karr (Ref. 14) which has to do with a class of binomial attrition processes, and, it) fact,

one may obtain simple expressions for the expected number of enemy casualties or kills and also

chances that the number of kills will be equal to selected or prespecified numbers.

In the formulation of Karr (Ref. 14), he considered a "one-sided" combat between two opposing ho-

mogeneous forces, e.g., riflemen or tanks, where a force of 3 Blue indistinguishable "searchers" seek

out and fire upon a force of R Red indistinguishable "targets". The assumptions he makes concerning

the combat situation are:
1. By some fixed time, all R Red targets become vulnerable to detection and attack by the B Blue

searchers.
2. The probability that any Blue searcher detects any Red target is Pd, and each particular Blue

searcher detects a different Red target independent of one another.
3. A Blue searcher who makes no detection makes no attack, and a Blue searcher who makes one or

more detections chooses one target to attack randomly according to a uniform distribution over the set
of targets he has detected, independent of his detection process.

4. The conditional probability that a Blue searcher kills a Red target, given detection and attack, is

P. for all ,Blue searchers and Red targets.
5. No Blue searcher may attack more than one Red target.
6. The target detection and attack process of different Blue searchers are mutually iridependent.
With these assumptions and the uniform random allocation of Blue firers against Red targets, Karr

(Ref. 11) shows that the expected number E(Ra) of Red targets killed it given by the relatively simple
expression

I. E(R,5) -R(1 -{ J; 1 1 -( --M} (32-77)

*Apparently, this relation was originally suggested or worked out by LTG Glezw A Kent, USAF mrJ later proven rigorously
by Karr (Ref. 14).
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When the chance of detection pd is zero, the'i E,;. 32-77 reduces to

E(RA) 0 (32-78)

as one would expect, and when Pd 1, then Eq. 32-77 reduces to.

E(Rk) = R(I - [! -p/R} (32-79)

SR1I - exp(-Bp,.8hR)I (32-80)

when p,,5 /R is suitably small.
Karr (Ref. 14) also shows that the chance that the number of Red kills is exactly equal to, say, a is

Pr(Rk a) (•) (-1)-' (?)[(1 - Q) + iOJRjD (32-81)

where

Q = pa.~l - (1 - Pd)i.. (32-82)

Karr (Ref. 14) also extends :his type of model to the case of applications to heterogeneous forces, or
the "heterogeneous point fire model", and to an area fire model. We will not go into such matters any
further here, however.

32-8 SUMMARY

We have introduced the problem of allocating weapons to targets in order to irnprove the effec-
tiveness of weapons on the basis of worth, potential threat, logistic effort, or other considerations. The
treatment of weapon-target allocation problems involves operations research techniques such as math-
ematical programming (particulary the dynamic programming principles of Bellman), linear pro-
gramming techniques, Lagrange multipliers, and other useful analytical tools. Weapon-target alloca-
tion models are very valuable and should be applied to problems of the weapon systems analyst-
especially in planning for the fielding of optimum families of weapons to be used in combat.

It is realized that weapor-!arget allocation problems cannot often be handled in a combat environ-
ment, although the methodology may be of considerable 'importance for logistic planning purposes.
minimization of costs of weapons to perform intended tasks, the study of families of weapons and how
they fit together, the prudent use of weapons in the field, 'and a host of other considerations.

A sufficient number of examples are giwen to illustrate some typical applications.
-The analyst may extend his knowledge in various or desirable directions by. studying thoroughly the
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CHAPTER 33

INTRODUCTION TO HUMAN FACTORS
AND WEAPON SYSTEMS ANALYSIS INTERFACE PROBLEMS

Since humans operate, perform with, and/or maintain weapons or weapon systems, human factors and human
engineering considerations become an important bart of the overall system to be evaluated-esf'cially from the stand-
point of maximizing effectiveness and establishing training requirements. Although there is some. overlap, it seems
desirable, nevertheless, to define and discuss human engineering, human performance, and human reliability somewhat
separately insofar as weapon systems analysis is concerned. This'leads to the discussion of typical problems and exam-
ples the analyst might possibly face in his evaluations. This introduction to the human factors role in the field of weapon
systems analysis hopefully skould serve to give the young analyst a start in the direction of appreciating the impfortance of
human factors and human engineering interface problems.

33-0 LIST OF SYMBOLS

C = high explosive charge weight
E = effectiveness of weapon system
m = measure of the soldier's proficiency
m = mean value
P = percent targets detected, or probability of detecting a target
t = parameter describing tactical employment capability
t = time variable or parameter
v = variance

W = weight of metal casing
w = inherent capability of the weapon
0 = parameter of the exponential distribution

ua -- standard deviation in deflection for grenades
ag = standard deviation in range for grenades
o = round-to-round standard deviation in range
ey = round-to-round standard deviation in deflection

,, - standard deviation of C of I (aiming error) in range direction
ap, = standard deviation of C of I (aiming error) in deflection direction

33-1 INTRODUCTION

Considerations of the man and his interface with a weapon system have to be very important factors
in analyzing the potential effectiveness of the weapon' system. Every new successor weapon system

i should be. better than its predecessor, and hopefully we should be able to predict the performance of
each weapon in the field or its potential under combat conditions. In order to evaluate weapon systems
properly, we must know accurately what human performance contributes to system effectiveness and
bring about any needed training of personnel in -the fielding of any weapon or weapon system.

Weisz (Ref. 1) gives a most appropriate description of the man-weapon interface proLlem in weapon
systems analyses, and we quote him here:

33-1
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"-No weapon system analysis can be considered valid unless it includes the contribution of a very im-
portant component, namely, "man", as part of the system. Mtan's contribution to the performance of the
weapon can either enhance or degrade its performance, depending on whether or not his capabilities
and/o.- limitations were appropriately considered in the first place as part of the initial, total system
concept. A growing body of literature is slowly being assembled and methodologies developed which, if
properly utilized, will materially assist system analysts in conducting their analyses throughout the life
cycle of a weapons system.

"Most of the research supporting this human factors field is~ being conducted in the behavioral
sciences and human factors engineering fields utilizing experimental methodology and multi-variable
statistical techniques drawn from experimental psychology. Operation research techniques have also
been added to the list of tools which human factors researchers are using in performing their portion of
a given weapon system analysis. There is at present no single comprehensive reference source which at-
tempts to describe and pull together all the techniques* and methods which have been Utilized in this
field...

"."There are at least four areas to be considered in an analysis of a system or systems to which the
field of human factors can make contributions:
"Manpower Requirements

Manpower is a critical commodity and -thus needs to be considered on all proposed system concepts
in terms of the number of personnel to be used and the skill levels of the personnel required to operate
and maintain the system. These inputs can 6e expressed in quantitative and qualitative terms and in
the monetary cost for each competing systemn concept being analyzed. If special skills are required,
whether there are a sufficient number of such personnel available to the Army becomes an extremely
important question which must be considered in the analysis.
"Training Requirements

How difficult will it be and how much will it cost to train operating and maintenance personnel for a
proposed system? Will it be easier and thus less costly to. train personnel on one competing system
compared to another?
"Performance Requirements

.Cain personnel perform, and how effectively can they perform, the duties required to operate a
system? Are the capabilities (auditory, visual, physical strength, judgment, etc.) of the operating per-
son~nel used appropriately in the system? What is the error potential of the man component of the
system as diFferentiated from the equipmen~t e.rror potential? The error potential of man can' usually be
determined and expressed quantitatively.

"The contribution of min to system performance must always be considered in the particular envi-
ronment in which the system will be utilized. Thus such environmental conditions as dust, heat, cold;
fog, mud, noise, blast, smoke, etc., must be considered insofar as they affect the man doing his tasks, as
part of total system operation. Obviously, total system functioning or its effectiveness will be influ-
enced directly or indirectly by the degree that these conditions affect man's performance. Providing
quantitative data with regard to how seriously these environmental aspects affect man's performance
comprises part of the contribution which human factors thinking can make to a specific system
analysis,

"Systm Design
A large bulk of human factors data is available in the area of human factors engineering where the

main objective is to provide assistance to designers of displays, controls, layouts of crew work areas and
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operator compartments, etc. Analyses of how, various design approaches in these areas will affect
system effectiveness can usually be made throughout the development process of a particular system.

"Although human factors contributions have not been treated here in their entirety, it is clear that
the area of human factors should definitely be included but not treated separately from other areas
pre!sently embraced in the system analytic thinking process. Since man is an integral part of the total
system, his contributions must be included each and every time that such areas as system performance,
sVstem effectiveness, system dependability, system reliability, system capability, and cost effectiveness are cinsidered.
The US Army Human Engineering Laboratories (HEL) have shown that man's contributions can be
determined and expressed quantitatively as accurately as most of these other factors.

"Human factors personnel are unanimously in agreement that, if the man-component variable is in-
*troduced early into pre-development system analytic thinking and then appropriately considered in

the actual design process, tremendous savings in time and money will usually result. In addition, the
Army R & D manager will have more complete and more valid information available to him for

decision-making purposes."
Man has often been looked upon as one of the primary components of a complete weapon system,

and his interface with the weapon or weapon system he employs may likely strike the balance between
success and defeat in a battle. I- is a very natural approach for the analyst to identify each anticipated
source of variation in the expected performance of the weapon system, to estimate the relative sizes of
the components of variation, and to find their effect on predicted overall system performance. Should it
turn out that the man is contributing too large a component of variation toward expected system per-
formance, then further training of the soldier, or operator, may be indicated, or perhaps the improved
design of weapons will be made mandatory. Otherwise, it becomes important to estimate the size of
natural human variations which may be involved in operation of a weapon system, and to take such
amounts of variability into account in effectiveness studies. Personal equipment-such as the helmet,
body armor, clothing, shoes, and communication equipment-must be. compatible with the military
personnel who use it. In addition, for example, pilots of helicopters and aircraft have special interface
problems to meet in connection with .ile complex equ~pment they operate. Thus, such considerations
as we have enumerated bring for- ard three important areas of interest concerning human factors
which the weapon systems anal,. jt must take into account, namely:

1. Human engineering
2. Human performanc-
3. Human reliability.
In this chapter, we will discuss some evaluations of these in turn and thereby introduce the analyst

to some of the aspects of each type of human factors problem.

33-2 GENERAL DEFINITIONS AND SOME GUIDELINES

33-2A HUMAN ENGINEERING

Historically human engineering has been defined as the study of interface problems between man
and machine. Engineering can be said to be the process of planning, designirig, fabricating, produc-
ing, and testing things-such as a rifle, a vehicle, a tank, or a weapon. The human engineer represents
the user of equipment with regard to ease of operation, maintenance, safety, comfort, etc., and in his
role evaluates man as a system component and his contribution or relation to the whole system. The
human engineer plays an impcaant role in product and system design. Accordingly, it is necessaryI " C ~ that he contribute to the selection among alternatives to system design so that the most appropriate
piece of equipment for use in the field will become available. For many new systems, the engineering
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process of study is rather highly conceptual, and the experienced human eng'neer is perhaps needed
here very critically.

A fairly complete and comprehensive treatment of human engineering guidelines to equipment
design is that of Ref. 2. This book was prepared under the sponsorship of a Joint Army-Navy-Air Force
Steeri,:g Committee, and the various chapters include topics on:

1. System and Human Engineering Analyses
2. Man as a System Component
3. Visual Presentation of Information
4. Auditory and Other Sensory Forms of Information Presentation
5. Speech Communication
6. Man-Machine Dynamics
7. Data Entry Devices and Procedures
8. Design of Controls
9. Design of Individual Workplaces

10. Design of Multi-Man-Machine Work Areas
11. Engineering Anthropology
12. Design for Maintainability
13. Training System Design
14. Training Device Design
15. Human Engineering Tests and Evaluation.

The various chapters were written by selected authorities in the fields of interest.
There exists also a military standard (Ref. 3) on human engineering design criteria for military

systems, equipment, and facilities. The purpose of this military standard is to present human engineer-
ing design criteria, principles, and practices to achieve mission success through integration of the
human into the system, subsystem, equipment, and facility, and achieve effectiveness, simplicity, ef-
ficiency, reliability, and safety of system operation, training, and maintenance. The standard is ap-
plicabie to the design of all systems, subsystems, equipment, and facilities and is apparently intended
to cover humans who are between the 5th and 95th percentile body dimensions. Appli'.able body
dimensions are those dimensions which are design-critical to the operation, manipulation, removal, or
replacement tasks involved.

33-2.2 HUMAN PERFORMANCE

Human performance usually is taken to mean a quantitative measure of the degree to which an in-
dividual is capable of operating with the equipment. It, should be recognized that individuals iary in.
capability and that the assessment of such variability may be of importance insofar as weapon system
operation is concerned. As examples, we may desire to kiowjust how well a soldier can sight or aim a
rifle, how accurately he can throw a hand grenade, or how well can he aim and fire a machine gun, an
artillery piece, etc. Also, when we consider that for many pieces of equipment or weapon systems the
human Jperator may in effect be a component of the whole system, then his performance in terms of
variability has to be considered and estimated along with other variations or errors that affect system,
performance.

33-2.3 HUMAN RELIABIIZTY

Human reliability might be considered by many to be perhaps a part of or includable in human per-
formance, and indeed it could be so argued. However, there is the tendency in recent years to break out
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separately the concept of human reliability, and •;;deed this can often amount to a very pertinent treat-
ment in view of the recent marked advonce7 for the field of reliability analyses in general. A simple con-
cept of reliability might be the propoytion of errors a soldier would make in handling or using a piece of
equipment or a weapon. Or it might be the "mean time in battle" until fatigue occurs for the soldier.
Also humans come into the picture in the maintenance of systems so that they will be ready once a de-
mand is placed upcn them to operate, fire, etc. Thus, the fraction of the time the system is "up" and
ready to start a mission may become very important (it being a measure of availability), and the degree
of maintainability by individuals would become a study of human reliability, so to speak. Thus, in
many problems ,i may be advisable to study human reliability separately from the concept of perform-
ance in order to give proper emphasis to the new field. Moreover, the principles developed in Chapter
21, Part One, of this handbook would be applicable to the analysis of many problems of human
reliability.

We will illustrate each of these areas in turn, although first we consider an early example, which bor-
ders on both human engineering and human performance. It concerns a 1952 Ballistic Research Labo-
ratories (BRL) study of hand grenades and an analysis of the ability of soldiers to throw them, in order
to select an optimum grenade.

33-3 AN EARLY EXAMPLE

Throughout World War II, the Army retained the old Mk 11 hand grenade, an egg-shaped, serrated,
and heavy grenade, weighing 22 oz. The serrated fragments were large, but small in number, whereas
terminal ballistic research during World War II indicated that lethality could be improved with a

(. design calling for much smaller, although higher velocity fragments. Also, it was realized that the
throwing accuracy of the soldier should be determined and taken into account in any effort toward
developing a new hand grenade. Thus, it is easily seen that in the early 1950's the Army was faced with
a human engineering and a human performance problem, and indeed both should be taken into ac-
count in efforts to develop any new hand grenade. In fact, some thought that a spherical and lighter
grenade could be developed which could be thrown farther than the Mk II and more accurately.
Others thought that the surface finish, whether smooth or rough, might have an important effect.
Another thoughtful person argued that the grenade should be much like a baseball, because of the pop-
ular American sport! Obviously, this presented a good opportunity to design and carry out an ap-
propriate experiment for studying human performance in throwing the grenade and to clear up the
human engineering problem of hand grenade size, weight, and shape. The BRL decided consequently
to approach the problem from an overall or-system concept, the man being an important system "com-
pcnent", and to cond ict a good weapon system analysis to recommend the optimum hand grenade.

A preliminary analysis indicated that the optimum shape for lethality effects would be spherical and
that some six different types of grenades, covering three different weights and four different diameters,
should be considered in the study. The ph-sical features of the six types of grenades are given in Table
33-1.

In view cf the fact that accuracy of throwing is a very important characteristic of hand grenades, it-
became necescary to conduct throwing tests involving the proposed grenades in order to evaluate this
factor rather extensively. For the throwing tests, it was decided to conduct a program which would in-

-t volve the given six types, but would also include some smooth surface grenades and some rough surface
grenades of the same type, the old 3tandard Mk II grenade, and in addition the "Beano" grenade ex-
perimented with during World War II. The (inert) grenades selected for the throwing tests were iden-

• :tified by code letter and had the various characteristics outlined in Table 33-2.

.33-5 .
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TABLE 33-1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION OF TEST GRENADES

Fragment Average
Wt of Grenade, S velocity, density, Volume, Diam,

oz C/_ W Explosives ft/s g/cm' cm' in.

8 0.327 25 4250 3.99 56.9 1.88
8 1.00 50 6530 2.66 85.4 2.15

12 0.327 25 4250 3.99 85.4 2.15
12 1.00 50 6530 2.66 128.0 2,47

18 0.327 25 4250 3.99 '128.0 2.47
18 1.00 50 6530' 2.66 192.0 2.82

C/ W = charge to metal weight ratio

TABLE 33-2. CHARACTERISTICS OF ELEVEN TEST GRENADES

Std. Dv. Std. Dev. of
Cod, MarL or Surface LGt No. Ave. Wt, of Wt, Ave. Diam, Ave. Diem,
Assigned Letter Finish PA-E- 02 o0 in. in.

C Rough 7037 F.01 0.07 1.98 0.00
D Rough 7038 8.02 0.09 2.23 0.01
H Smooth 7039 8.04 0.06 2.23 u.ul
G Rough 7040 12.04 0.08 2.27 0.01
A Rough 7041 11.94 0.16 2.57 0.02
B Smooth 7042 12.19 0.10 2.59 0.00
I Rough 7043 18.24 0.22 .2.61 0.01
E Rough 7044 18.15 0.20 2.86 0.01
F Smooth 6247 17.95 0.10 2.85 0.01
J (Beano) Smooth - 12.00 Unk. 2.95 Unk.
K (Mk II) Serrated Unk. 22.00 Unk. Unk.

Letters assigned randomly to grenades for the test design.

The nine experimental types of hand grenades (first' nine in Table 33-2) had a "pip" on their
spherical surface so that they could be oriented in the hand of the thrower to simulate the fuze which
would probably be developed, but did not have fuze handles since the exact type of fuzing ,was not
known at the time and was not considered to be of great importance for the throwing tests. The stand-
ard Mk II (inert) fiagmentation hand grenade was loaded with a filler equivalent in density to that- of
TNT,, and the fuze handle was used on this grenade since the combat soldier was accustomed to this
conventional type. It was necessary to throw the "Beano" grenades without simulated fuzes, i.e., the
fuze wells were covered with tape.

It was decided that the (inert) grenades would be thrown from three positions-i.e., prone, kneel-
ing, and standing--and for four different ranges consisting of 20 yd, 30 yd, 40 yd, and maximum range.
Thus, combinations of throwing positions and ranges consisted of four in number and were- as follows:

"1. Prone position'-aiming stake at 20 yd range
2. Kneeling position---aiming stake at 30 yd range
3. Standing position-aiming stal:e at 40 yd range
4. Standing position-maximum. :ange.

33-6
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The grenade thrower was allowed to throw the grenades in any manner he considered best for him-
self; thecefore, the method or manner of throwing was not restricted to being "standard". For the

kneeling position, it was specified that the grenade thrower should keep at least -he knee on the
ground. For the standing position-maximum range, a stake was placed at 60 yd from the throwing
position and the grenade thrower was instructed to throw the grenade toward the stake, but at the

same time to throw as far as he could (i.e., the purpose of the stake was only to establish a well-defined
direction of throwing). During practice periods of the throwing tests, it was noticed that the grenade

thro ers exhibited considerable difference in technique for the prone position, some arising almost to

the kneeling position as the grenade left their hand. Because of this, it was specified that in throwing
from the prone position a grenade thrower must not in any way come to a position, approximating the

kneeling position.
Before throwing each of the different types of grenades for record, the grenade throwers were

allowed a preliminary practice period in order to get the "feel" of the particular type of grenade they
were about to throw. When throwing the grenades for record, all throws counted unless the thrower in-

dicated that he had a legitimate alibi and that the deficiency of a particular throw was his own and not
a fault of the grenade. Actually, no "alibis" were made or recorded during the entire throwing test.

In the throwing tests, stakes driven in the ground were used as targets. These stakes were placed in
the direction of throw at distances of 20 yd, 30 yd, 40 yd, and 60 yd. After each throw, two observers

noted the position at which the !--renade first impacted on the ground and measure-d the deviation of the

impact from the stake in both the range and deflection dir...tions. (The point of first impact with the
ground was selected because it was understood that the fuzing system for the new grenade would in-

volve an impact element and the grenade would detonate on first coming into contact with the

ground.) Also, the grenade throwers were asked to comment on each of the types of grenades tested,
giving, for example, their opinion on ease of handling, size, weight, or any other observations which
might be considered important insofar as the selection of an optimum grenade was concerned.

The gienade throwers for this program were selected from combat soldiers who recently had re-
turned from Korea and who ve, e stationed at Aberdeen Proving Ground. In order that the throwing
tests could be accomplished quickly, it was decided to construct a layout of eleven "throwing ranges",
side by side, in order that th,;. eleven different types of grenades could be thrown or tested during the
same time period by the eleven grenade thirowers. However, a single soldier tested only one type at a
time and finished with this particul ir type before proceeding to a new type. A suitably flat and sandy
area of ground was constructed on vhich the eleven throwing ranges were laid out, and directions for
the throwing tests were given to all ;renadethrowers by 'the proof officer over a loud-speaker system.

The primary purposes of the thn wing tests were to compare the different types of grenades insofar
as inherent accuracy of throwing s concerned and to obtain information on the accuracy with which
the "average" combat soldier could aim and throw the grenades. The important parameters which
were considered to introduce proba le or significant variations into the experiment were, therefore, the
different types of grenades, the diffe -ent individuals throwing the grenaaes, the fact that an individual's
arm may become sore as he proceeded with the throwing test (i.e., a time parameter) and, finally, a
possible source of bias which might be introduced by the different "throwing ranges". It was decided,
therefore, to carry out the throwing tests using an experimental design known as the Graeco-Latin
square, with four grenades of the same type thrown per cell, in order that variation from the various
sources could be stripped out and analyzed separately; In this connection, the eleven different types oI

j -1 grenades were identified and assign id the letters A, B, C, D, E., F, G, H, I, J, K at random, as in Table
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33-2. and e~even grena-ie throwers ~%erc used at a time, these being assigned the numbers 1-1 1 at ran-
dom- The entire thro%4ir.g experiment, with detailed analyses, has been re[.orted by Grubbs and Shank
(Ref- 4. ý,cme of the resoilts being of sufficient interest to record here. For the entire experiment, there
were 36-2 throws ot the hand grenades. half the experiment being with f-loves and half without. A
rather complete account of the statistical analysis, is given in Ref. 4.

Results o( the anals -is indiuate that there existed no significant differences in round-to-round disper-
sion (standardd deviat ion or variance) in range for the different types of grenades, or for dispersion in
deflection for the different types of jimreades. (Throwing accuracy could be different nevertheless.) In
some cases there we!re s~gnificant differences in'round--o-round dispersion in range which were at-
tributed to the throwers but not to the tNpeM of hand grenacls tested. Table'33-3 gives an indication of
the sizes of 'the rournd-to-round standard deviations in range and deflection for the average of all types
of grenades tested. It (-ad be seen from Table .33-3 that the standard deviation in range is about 1.3
tirmes that in deflection and that both values appear to be rf acceptable magni~tude.

On o~erage range and with rreference to the aiming stake thrown at, the analyses revealed the
smaller diameter (2 in. and 2 -- in.).- and the small and medium weight grenades (8 az and 12 oz), to be
super*.J: in accuracy. Thec larger diameter and greater weight grenades (2.47 and 2.82 in. diameter
and 12 and IS oz) appear to be the most inarcuratie as did als )the old standard MkIl grenade. The
"-3ea no- grenade fell more or less between the group of best iaccuracy in £iiAge and the group of poor
accuracy in range. If oie were to rank the gren~cdes in decreasing order of ac..uracy in range, the result
would tw D). C, 11, A. B. G. J. 1. K. E. F (correlate with Table 33-2). There were highly significant dif-
ierences among the thiouers in so far as accuracy in range was concerned.

On iverage deflection, there weft generally no sign~icant differences amoicng the grenade types,
alt hough there waq some evidenc e to 'ndica~te that the heavier grenades tended to land to the right ' f
the stakes and the lighter grenades t,-. the left of the stakes-perhaps because pr~z.tically all of the
*hrowers were right-handed.

Although the standard deviatiors in range and deflection are different in magnitude, the accuracy of
throwing may he des, rjI-d in terms of z very meaningful measure. nameiy. the chance that a thrown
grenade will come within a given distance of the stake aimed at. This is illustrated in Fig. 33-1 for the
aiming stake platccl at 40 yd and the thrower in the standing poeition. Note in particular'(1) the
s uperiority of the smaller weight and hence smaller diamreter grenades. and (2) tiiat the old Mk 11
hand grenade *as the least a.ccurate one. Similar turves ior the prone position-20 yd range and the
kneeling position-343 yd range Are igiven in Ref, 4.

The elfectiveness of a hand itrenade as.an ant ipersonniel weapon depends on the distance from the
target the grenade furA irons, and on the fragmrent size and veilocity. From this stAndpoint, therefore, a
characier.:stic of primaty' importance ri analyzing the throwing test data would be the radial deviations
from the stakes and the dispersion in radial distances. Hence. we wee tte ~mpofiamie of Fig. 33-I. Ac-
tually. significant difference for the different types o( grenades were indicated for the average radial
distant.-s. as one may sutpect. due to the results on average range previously mientioved lfone were to

TABLE 33-3. mmmhAtRY oF ROUND-To-ROUND DISPERSIONS

P'uv20 4444
Knerttaei 10 4W
'isWWai 4 747
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Fiigure, 33-1. Cumulative Probability Curves for Hand Grenade Throwing Test
(Standing Position, Range 40 yd)
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rank the grenades in iccuracy using sums of average radial deviations (omitting the throwing test for

maximum range), the order of decreasing accracy for the designated grenades would be 1), C, H. B,

G, A, J, I, E, K, F.

Thus, it appears that irrespective of whether one analyzes the averi,e range and deflection devia-.
tions independently, or the important characteristic of radial deviations, tiz,, smaller diameter and

lighter weight or medium weight grenades turn out to be somewhat superior in accuracy. The larger
diameter and heavier grenades were the more inaccurate, whereas the "Beano" grenade held the rtiid-

die ground, and the old Mk 11 grenades were the most inaccurate.
SThe smaller diameter, lighter weight grenades couid also be thrown farther, as indicated in Table

33-4.

* In evaluation studies of hand grenades, the probability of a casualty, i.e.. the single-shot kill proba-
bility, may be used as a measure of effectiveness. The chance of a casualty depends on the product of

the chance that a thrown grenade will land within a given distance of the target and the conditional
chance that it will cause an incapacitation at that distance. Thus, a very important reason for con-

ducting the throwing experiment was actually to match terminal ballistic properties with the throwing
accuracy ability of the average soldier. In this connection, one notes in Table 33-3 that the maximum

"standard deviation occurs in range and is about 7.5 ft. This value, combined with the bias or deviation
from the stake thrown at, could be used to help in designing the lethality parameters of the grenade.

Suppose, for example, that the radial standard deviation of the impact points from the aiming stake

amounts to 10 ft. Then, the charge to metal weight ratio for the grenade could be determined such that
fragments emanating from the grenade upon detonation would be lethal out to about 3a" = 30 ft for the
fragment weights and initial velocities decided upon. Thus, the further importance of the type of ex-

periment carried out here which involved both human engineering and human performance. In fact,

this account, though for a simpe weapon, should nevertheless give a clear picture of the type of inter-

face problems between human factors, engineering design, and weapon systems analysis. Indeed, the

design of the hand grenade, including its size and shape, and the fragment weights and velocities,
shoutld be such that the throwing accuracy of the soldier is fully considered.

TABLE 33-4. AVERAGE MAXIMUM RANGE DATA FOR
GRENADE TYPES AVERAGED OVER THROWERS

Actual Ave.
Range

Grenade Grenade (all throwesn),
Typc p~e"Criptiou a

C 2in.-,oz. 4&.75
D 2.25 irn.- oz.(Rough) 46.93
H 2.25 in.-8 oz (Smooth) 44.75
a 2.6 in.-I2 oz (Smooth) 42.41
A 2.6 in.712oz (Rough) 41.71
G 2.25 in.-12 oz (Rough) 40.02
J Beano 40.06
I 2.6 in.-18ooz Rouh) 37.25
K Mkll 37.10
E 2.9 in.-ISoz (Rough) 36.94

3lF 2.9 in.-lS oz (Smonh) 36.38
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33-4 HUMAN ENGINEERING
In par. 33-2.1 we defined human engineering as a study of the interface problems between man and

machine and indicated that human capabilities to perform the various operations should be 'aken into
account in designing the machine. This is especially true insofaras, weapon systems are concerned, for
the soldier is often an important componert. or he may indeed amount to the major element affecting
system performance or vice versa. A simple example is use of the rifle. Thus. those charged with the de-
velopment of a weapon system should consider a method of analysis which integrates the !,uman ele-
ments of the system with the overall performance of the system. The advantage of doing this is that one
can bette" determine just how well the human elements affect overall system performance and also how
the system affects the human capabilities or limits them in some way. The best designers of a weapon
system will try to develop designs which wi!l not only facilitate their use or operation by an individual
b'it will also aim for designs which tend to reduce human error rates, the time to operate a system. or
to maintain it, etc Thus, careful planning. analysis, synthesis, and management control of a weapon
system development project is necessary to assure proper integration of the man and the weapon.
Shapero and Bates (Ref. 5) have suggested a Systems Analys's and Integration Model (SAI.), or
matrix method, 'to establish the relations among elements of a system. trace their effects on perform-

ance, and hence fully establish the important aspects of system operation. They view !he weapon
system as being "composed of subsystems consisting of mechanisms, men, and facilities having inputs,
oUtputs, physical characteristics, and environmental characteristics". This implies the need for a way
of treating the human and nonhuman contributions to the system compatibly. Accordingly, in their
Systems Analysis and Integration Model the human components of a system are treated as "human
operational components" that are the "black-boxes" of human operations, but these components are
not equated to man. Rather, man is visualized as participating in the functioning of the weapon system
through combinations of operational components that can vary in size from those that represent opera-
tiotis for less than an hour to those that represent many men for more than a day. To quote Shapero
and Bates (Ref. 51 further, we note that mney indicate the following:

"More specifically, a human operational component is a combination of operations in which rigid
arrangements or constraints compel events to take a certain course. The constraints of the component
are intended to exclude all possibilities of -,ction which would not be in line with the intended course;
and typically the constraints cannot be altered by the action forces.

"In this context, those responsible for the human factors in a man-mechanism system are responsi-
ble for designing sets of operations to be performed by men and for assuring that these operations have
fixed characteristics, Steps usually taken to ensure that these operations are reproduced within given
tolerances and with given reliability are:

'1. Design and allocation of systems functions to be performed by man.
2. Design of work area, work place, and work environment in order to minimize variabilitv.____
3. Establishment of fixed operational procedures.
4. Training of personnel in these procedures.
5. Performance of research to provide data and methods for the better accomplishment of 1,' 2, 3,

ind 4 above.
"As with mechanisrns; the human operr'tional. components defined in the model are typical of the
system level being discussed, and may be a mission segment, a function, a task, or a job element. At
one level, for example, it may be the operation of a tracking console. At another level, it may be a
"monitoring operation of a simple job of assembly. At every level, as with mechanisms, the characteris-
tics of the human operational components are described in terms of their inputs, outputs, physical
characteristics, and envirotamental characteristics."
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The Systems Analvsis and Integration Model approach to include human factors in weapon systems

analysis studies of Shapero and Bates (Ref. 5) is suggested as good background reading for thc young

systems analyst, and Appendix A of Ref. 5 might well be an aid to the analyst because it covers some

suggested classifications of human operations components and mechanism terms for use in the SAIM

methodology.

Sometime- the analyst will have to be familiar with the anthropometric studies of humans, and how

they may affect human engineering applications. Anthropometry is the technology of measuring
various luman physical traits -primarily such factors as size, mobility, and strength-i.e., character-

istics that will have decided effects on weapon system performance. Engineering anthropology is the

field of endeavor which aims to apply anthropometric data to equipment, workplace, and clothing
design, in order to enhance the efficiency, safety, and comfort of the operator. An authoritative treat-

ment of engineering anthropology is given by Hertzberg in Chapter 11 of Ref. 2. The weapon systems

analyst must realize that the concept of "the average man" is either a myth or a fallacy, and hence that
variations in human characteristics and traits do indeed exist and may be large in magnitude. Hence,

such variations must be properly considered in designing and fielding worthwhile or useful- weapon

systems

Man-machine dynamics are covered by Frost in Chapter 6 of Ref. 2, and the design of controls is dis-
cussed in Chapter 8 of Ref. 2. These references represent appropriate reading for the systems analyst
who will be dealing with human engineering studies in connection with weapons.

In recent years, there has existed a considerable amount of interest in determining the design con-

straints for shoulder fired weapons, and the Human Engineering Laboratory constructed a test facility
to collect human performance data which could be used to determine limits for length, weight, and

other physical properties of shoulder fired weapons. Parallel to this effort, the Ballistic Research
Laboratories t ollected physical measurements of some one hundred modern shoulder fired weapons,
both U.S. and foreign. In fact, the weapons considered included rifles, rocket launchers, recoilless

rifles, grenade launchers, carbines, submachine 'guns, machine guns, shotguns, and various miscel-

laneous shoulder fired weapons. 'Moreover, the opinion of experts in the use and maintenance of
weapons were sought dnd analyzed in order to estimate the percent of US Army men who could easily

handle, transport, and fire US weapons. This study is reported by Moore and Strickland (Ref. 6), and

it should be very useful to designers concerning the practical length and weight of any new shoulder

fired weapon. Moore and Strickland (Ref. 6) also established a regression equation to estimate the per-

cent of men who could easily use weapons of various lengths and weights. Such studies should be very
*useful in future analyses of'human engineering problems concerning shoulder fired weapons.

Some particular examples of human engineering applications in connection'with weapon systems

might be helpful toward orienting the systems analyst a bit'and will be mentioned here. For example,
in assemblying the 40-mm XM 172 grenade launcher, a very large number of operator errors were

found and reported in a study by Miles, Kramer, and. Ellis (Ref. 7) on what appeared to be a simple

task of inserting a locking bar into a hole in the upper rotor of the grenade launcher. It was found that

the locking bar was required to pass through four separate pieces; the misalignment of any one of
which would prevent the locking bar from being seated properly. In. this connection, a human

engineering redesign recommendation was made to bevel the leading edges of the locking bar so that

fine alignment would occur automatically. Thus, the importance of human engineering studies for
even a rathersimple operation of this kind becomes evident.

During the late 1950's and early i 960's, the Army conducted a series of studies on the Special Pur.
pose Individual Weapon (SPIW) as a possible replacement or supplementary shoulder fired weapon to
-the standard rifle. For a series of seven "systems" tests conducted in support of the SPIW, involving
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rifles and men, Torre (Ref. 8) presents the findings of human factors or human engineering studies
pertinent to design of future rifles. A problem of much coricern at the time was that limited hits were
obtained for ranges of 200 yd or more in an earlier experiment invo'ving pop-up man-silhouette
targets. In fact. the average aiming error for an infantryman amounted to about 3.5 mils linear stand-
ard deviation, and the need for firing several rounds was thus indicated. Also, other p6ssible causes of
inaccuracy needed study. In particular, Torre (Ref. 8) was interested in determining the -ffects of rifle
design parameters such as impulse, stock configuration, and cyclic rate on semiautomatic and auto-
matic fire accuracy, especially for multiple projectiles.(usuaily three) per trigger pull. Generally, im-
pulse and stock configuration both had effects on delivery accuracy. In fact, if was found, for example,
that the reduction in the moment arm of the rifle would lead to reduced round-to-round dispersion.
There seemed to bc little difference in dispersion between firing from the arm as opposed to the
shoulder. The effect of weapon % eight seemed to-have little effect for serially fired bullets, and the effect
of a pistoi grip at two positions along the weapon produced negligible results. The effect of firing from a
support condition with the "sport" type stock was quite pronounced at least "or low-impulse values of
the rifle. Although dispersion did not increase between slow and rapid fire for quick turns up to about
90 deg, dispersion did increase when the riflemen turned as much as 180 deg and in a rapid manner.
For the rapid firing of three rounds per trigger pull, the second and third rounds departed markedly
from the first, the largest displacements being vertical rather than horizontal. Hence, such an effect
and its size was found to be of importance in developing any policy of firing such weapons, especially,

,since, the mean radial distance of the second projectile from the first was. between one-third and one-
half that of the distance between the first and third projectiles. These and other considerations
developed in Ref. 8 bring out the importance of human engineering studies-which were very helpful
in efforts to make recommendations for a dual-purpose type weapon-which might consist both of a
point target system and an area fire system.

A fairly typical human, factors evaluation of an experimental item is that reported by Miles, Ellis,'
and Kramer (Ref. 9) in a study of the XM174 Automatic Grenade Launcher. This human factors
study included a design and operation type of evaluation and, a field evaluation employing nine en-
listed subjects with Infantry MOS's. The study was aimed toward answering three questions: (1) can
randomly-selected infantrymen be taught to operate and maintain the XM174 Automatic Grenade
Launcher, (2) just how fast and accurate is their fire, and (3) what features of the weapon design in-

hibit optimum man-system performance?
An experiment designed to answer these questions was conducted (Ref. 9) and led to several sug-

gested design modifications which would meet current human factors standards. The other conclu-
sions reached in Ref. 9 are:

"The XM174 weapon can reasonably be fired in a tripod-mounted mode with or without the T&E
(training and elevation) mechaniim engaged. However, significantly greater hit probability against
vertical targets (e.g., apertures in buildings or fortifications) and targets beyond 200 meters is achieved
when the tripod and T&E are both used.

"The weapon is .suitable for hand-held (assault) firing, ahhough right-handed persons are more
likely to favor this mode and to achieve greater accuracy.

"Persons experience carrying a loaded XM174 (without tripod and T&E) as heavy and awkward,
but an individual's loss of speed and maneuverability are no greater than if he were carrying a loaded
M60 Machinegun."

The quantitative values of parameters answering the three questions are given in Ref. 9 for future J I
Sreference and for Aids in further human engineering studies of similar launchers.
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In summarizing the problem of human engineering factors in the area of weapon systems analysis,
one might say that the efectiveness of the weapon or system might well be expressed as a function of
three variables or parameters, thus involving the relationship

E = f(m,w,t) (33-1)

where
E = overall effectiveness of the weapon system
m = proficiency of the soldier or soldiers manning the system
w = inherent capability of the weapon as designed

t = tactical t-chnique of employment of the weapon in combat.
Many other human engineering studies or examples are to be found in the Bibliography of this

chapter.

33-5 HUMAN PERFORMANCE

Whereas human engineering is concerned primarily with the development of appropriate interfaces
betwet-rn man and equipment or weapon, human performance has more to do with (1) the assessment
of just how well man performs with the weapon or system, and (2) the evaluation, usually in a quan-
titative way, ofjust how well he actually operates the pieces of equipment. If, for example, the man can

operate one design of a weapon or system much better than some competing designs, then the best
system to, field will usually be the former one. Whereas it is not always easy to distinguish very sharply
between human engineering and human performance, and indeed some studies actually involve both
areas of interest (par. 33-3); it is often worthwhile nevertheless to treat the two subjects somewhat

separately.
A useful example of a human performance study is the hand grenade throwing test of par. 33-3. A

more recent and illustrative study, however, would be that of studying target detection capability,, such'
as that reported by Horley, Eckies, and Dax (Ref. 10). Their study covered a comparison of several vi-
sion systems mounted in stationary and moving tanks in the target detection role. It was considered
that ihe Army's requirement for future tanks to be able to penetrate nuclear battlefields, and survive
there, would really change the basic tank design since the crew would have to perform many of its tasks
in a sealed compartment isolated from the environment. Hence, target surveillance and detection in
the traditional manner from the open hatch may not be possible at all, and other detection methods
needed more extensive evaluation. These considerations led to the'study and evaluation of four tank vi-
sion systems for' the vital surveillance_ tasks of tanks, as follows:

1. Open hatch with 7 X 50 binoculars
2. Closed hatch (greenhouse vision cupola) with 6 X 30 binoculars
4. Gunner's vision block and periscope
4. Closed-circuit vidicon TV with zoom lens.
A field experiment'was conducted with these four detection systems which were tested simultane-

ously against' the same target arrays, and a factorial type of experimental design was used to help in
stripping out such effects as learning and the transfer of crews and systems. The results of the study are
summarized in terms of informative graphs which give the percent detection for each surveillance
system as a function of time to detect targets. Thus, the probability oi detection of the targets sought
wi:hin any given time for the four surveillance systems, including human operation, is available as s
also a comparison of the four systems. kJ
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Fig. 33-2 is a reproduction of Fig. 2 from the report of Horley, Eckles. and Dax (Ref. 10) and il-
lustrates the type of summary information gathered from the experiment on crews. One sees that the
television system turned out to be the poorest, and that although the open hatch with binoculars gives
the best target detection probabilities, it may be that the gunner's periscope for the closed-hatch tank
would indeed be acceptable, perhaps especially in a nuclear environment. Ref. 10 contains some 15
graphs giving detection chances with respect to time for the other conditions of test. Hence, studies of
this character often produce valuable and useful information on human performance as well as for the
systems under study.

Although not mentioned in Ref. 10, we have noted that many of the graphs on the times-to-detect
targets may be summarized by use of an exponentiai'type law. For example, the cuive for the gunner's
periscope of Fig. 33-2 may be fitted approximately by the equation

P = I - exp(-t/O) (33-2)

where

P = percent targets detected
I = time (to detect), min
0 = exponential parameter = about 1.8 or 2.0 min.

In any event, it would certainly seem that the two-parameter Weibull type law (see Eq. 21-147, for ex-
ample) would fit many of the time-to-detect curves of Ref. 10. Such a fitted jaw would give the weapon
systems analyst a rather, general analytical function he could often use in his evaluation studies.

An example of a rather huge and somewhat more complex human performance study is HELBAT I,
* or the Homan Engineering Laboratories Battalion Artillery Test, reported by Horley and Giordano

(Ref. 11). As indicated in Ref. 11, the Army needed additional information concerning the operational
accuracy of conventional artillery systems. In fact, the continuing assessment of various delivery errors
for conventional artillery systems represents information of importance to the weapon systems analyst,
weapon design and development engineers, military tacticians, and artillery training agencies.
HELBAT I involved three artillery battalions of M109 self-propelled 155-mm howitzers from the First
Armored Division, Ft. Hood, TX. Each of the battalions consisted of three batteries of six howitzers
each, for a total of 18 weapons. The purpose of HELBA/T I was to determine the capability of a bat-
talion of M109 self-propelled 155-mm howitzers to deliver surprise mass fire accurately in the shortest
possible time without adjustment. We quote further from the study:

"The mission selected was surprise fire using the predicted fire technique, Meteorological +
Velocity Error Transfer (MET + VE). There are basically three types of artillery techniques for firing
indirect missions: (a) -Adjustment onto target, (b) transfer i-re using registration corrections, and (c)
MET + VE transfer. The MET + VE transfer is the technique most likely to produce human errors
at the Fire Direction Center (FDC), and since speed of engagement is critical to massing surprise fire,

many human errors wii also be committed by forward observers and gun crews. Human error, there-
fore, will be greatest in this type of mission, although the resulting inaccuracy does not preclude the

t mission from being one of the most important. Its importance is, in fact, stated by Army Artillery Doc-
trine: 'In order to inflict a maximum number of casualties, and to achieve the greatest demoralizing ef-
fect on the enermy, the immediate objective is to deliver a mass of accurate and timely fire from many

Jr pieces in the shortest possible time without adjustment.'"
The planned objectives ,of HELBAT I were listed as:

(. "1. Determine the total system accuracy of a battalion of self-prope!led 155-mm howitzers usingJ . surprise-fire techniques.
S .... 33 .15'
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2. Determine the total time (from survey to time-on-target) required by a battalion to deliver fire
on the target.

3. Measure the time distributions of rounds striking the target area.
4. Measure the warning sound of incoming volley fire at the target area.
5. Determine what portion of the total system error is human error and isolate this error in each of

the sections of an artillery unit."
Concerning the procedure, each battalion conducted surprise-fire missions against stationary

targets. The battalions would move rapidly into a firing position, engage a target with massed time on
target (TOT) fire, then change to new firing positions and repeat the operation against a new target.

"For experimental purposes, the targets were considered point-type, and they were engaged by
mass volley fire (TOT), parallel sheaf, center range.

"Two firing techniques were used to achievethe element of surprise: (a) MET + VE mission, where
tle firing data is computed from current MET data and existing VE data on each battery, and (b)
single-piece registration, where one piece from the center battery registers as far'away from the target
as possible bat within K transfer limits, with the registration data then applied to all three batteries.
Both of these techniques rate high in terms of expected errors at the FDC, because of the complexity in
computing the firing data and the many, approximations associated with applying corrections from
both meteorological messages and registrations."

For the HELBAT I experiment, there were 24 firing missions for the MET + VE method of firing
and 18 firing missions invo!ving the registration procedure. Although very desirable, it was not possi-
ble in HELBAT I to carry to completion the objective listed as pianned objective 5, i.e., being able to
strip out the effect of humans as a component of variance in assessing overall system error or variation.
Thus, although we speak of HELBAT I as being an example of "human performance", it turns out-
as will so often be true for many other such experiments-that one is really studying overall system
delivery accuracy, i.e., with the human elements incorporated into and being a part of the test. Thus,
although it is certainly quite proper to include and fully account for the human engineering or humar.
factors part oi a weapon system, it is also proper and indeed necessary as well to be sure that total
system acc -racy is assessed since this is really what is needed in the first place. Fortunately, modern
techniques of analysis apply to both problems. Of course, it is highly desirable to assess all of the possi-
ble components of variability in the entire system as operated in order that those parts causing major
variations or errors will be known promptly and corrected as need be; this often would include some
special emphasis for human factors problems.

Before presenting some results of HELBAT I for system delivery accuracy, including errors in-
troduced by personnel operating and manning the battalion equipment, it might be well to point out
that system accuracy will be based primarily on the capability of artillery batteriesto place the center
of impact (C of I), or mean point of impact (MPI), as it is often called, on the target center or aim
point. For surprise fire, it is desirable to do this as quickly as possible, and then fire a sufficient number
of rounds to neutralize the enemy threat. Thus, one desires to determine whether the C of I for a bat-
talion can be placed within 50, 100, or 200 m of the intended aim point; knowing full well that there is
a sizeable round-ta.round normal variation in the fall of shot, or "precision of fire", as it is often re-
ferred to in terms of the standard deviation.

Results of HELBAT I indicate that for the combined firings of all three battalions the round-to-
round standard deviation in range, or precision fire, was about 4. = 70 m and the round-to-round
standard deviation in deflection amounted to ey = 45 m, thus exhibiting a ratio of the range sigma to
deflection sigma of 1.56. These range and deflection sigras are for individual or single rounds fired.
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Now, with regard to the major point of interest conc-rning just how well surprise fire for a battalion
may be brought to bear on enemy targets employing the MET + VE method of fire adjustment,
results indicate that the standard deviation in range for a C of I, or MPI, will be about a, = 136 m, and
the standard deviation in deflection will amount to about a, = 88 m Thus, the inability to place bat-
talion C of I on the target aim point involves delivery standard errors of just about double that for
range and deflection sigmas, respectively, for individual rounds fired from the howitzers. This is nb-
viously a very important piece of information concerning expected aiming errors since such data on the
values of the parameters involved are needed to estimate the percentage of casualties that might be an-
ticipated, for example, by using the methods of Chapter 20 to make such an assessment. The errors in
placing battery or battalion C of I's on target are also of interest to. the weapon designer, or the logisti-
cian in planning for ammunition supply based on the weapon systems analyst's studies and others as
well.

The delivery accuracy standard errors in range and deflection of the MPI placement may also be
used to determine relative frequencies, such as for example the 50% point or the circular probable error
(CEP), which indicates a circle within which half of the C of I's can be expected to lie.

In spite of there being very different values for the standard deviation in range (0, = '136 m) and
standard deviation in deflection (a, = 88 m), Grubbs (Ref. 12, p. 32), nevertheless, gives a very ac-
curate approximation for calculation of the.CEP. It consists of determining or using the following
parameters:

or2 = 02 + o, 2 (136)2 + (88)2= 2 6 2 4 0, oro = 162

m = mean value = 1, in this case

v = variance = 2(a 4 + o4)/o" = 1.168.

Then, the CEP of the delivered C of I's is found from p. 32, Ref. 12

CEP - av [1 - v/(9rn2 )1312 = 131.5m. (33-3)

Hence, the CEP for expected battalion MPI's or C of I's is about 132 m. This value compares with and
in fact is smaller than the value of CEP = 150 in determined in Ref. 11 by a graphical pl.tting proce-
dure.

The MET + VE method turned out to be somewhat superior to the registration procedure-see
Table 7'of Ref. 11.

Table 9 of Ref. 11 gives pertinent data on errors for the forward observers' functions carried out in
the HELBAT I experiment. Finally, as pointed out in Ref. 11, the HELBAT I results agree quite well
with the analysis of data from Korea by the former Army Operations Research Office and that of the
Br'tish.

33-6 HUMAN RELIABILIrY

Human reliability, as discussed in par. 33-2, may be considered to' )e the relative frequency of
success with which an individual soldier, crew, etc. performs the arious assigned tasks. Human

' reliability is a rather new. field, relatively 'speaking, and more and more effort apparently is being
devoted to it currently because of its importance as a special subject. One writer, Miles (Ref. 13),
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seems to argue that the proper term should be "human performance reliability"; although we have
already indicated that human performance and human reliability 'are perhaps closely allied, it simply
being desirable to give some special emphasis to characterizations of reliability due to the current im-
portance of that nowy widely known and accepted field of special interest. Then again, there seems to be

some emphasis to the effect that reliability studies have not properly taken account of the human ele-
ment, And hence may be "misleading" (Ref. 13, p. 2). In any event, the reader should and no doubt
will realize that studies of system reliability will be understood to include all of the elements or compo-

nent parts of the sys'em which may have an efect on overall weapon re'liability, and this, of course, in-
cludes humans. Indeed, it may be that in some applications the human initiated malfunctions are the
most frequent, or the most important, and hence they have a major effect or impact on system

reliability. Moreover, the basic principles znd theories given in Chapter 21 will still apply to human

and system reliability problems in a general manner.
As a simple example of human reliability, we might consider the effectiveness of infantrymen in.

properly cleaning and assemblying an infantry weapon, such as a rifle. In this connection, a dirty rifle
or one not perfectly assembled may produce a failure of some kind before a properly cleaned rifle fails.

Thus, for a group of "rookie" riflemen, who have just cleaned and assembled their rifles, one might

start a firing program and count the number of shots until a malfunction occurs for each rifleman and
his rifle. It might be, for example, that the number of rounds to first malfunction might be distributed
in an exponential fashion (Chapter 21), so that the reliability is defined as the chance that a rifleman
will be able to fire some mission number of rounds, such as 50, before his first malfunction. The better

the cleaning and assemblying job, then the greater the reliability, or, that is, the chance of successful
operation beyond the mission number of rounds. This is a measurement of reliability on a more or less
continuous scale, the principles of which are rather fully covered in Chapter 21.

A somewhat allied form of system reliability, including human operational ability, might be seen by
referring to Fig. 33-2. For a time of 2 min, the chance that a target will be detected with open hatch and

binoculars is about 0.75, whereas that for the gurnners periscope the corresponding chance is only
about 0.64, or that is to say, the human operation involving open hatch and binoculars is the more

reliable one This is another example of what could be called human reliability on a continuous scale.
A different 'type of reliability for humans would be the relative frequency of errors encountered in

performance tasks of individuals. For example, McCalpin and Miles (Ref. 14) conducted a study to
measure the extent and consequence of human errors in the operation and maintenance of Stoner

weapons. Twenty-four subjects were tested six times on each of several maintenance actions resulting
in 144 trials, with a human error potential involving some 11,520 possibilities for error. The error
categories, the frequency of error, and the observed human error rates are given in Table 3 3-.- The

TABLE 33-5. FREQUENCY OF ERROR AND
OBSERVED PROBABILITY BY ERROR CATEGORY

OBSERVED
ERROR CATEGORY FREQUENCY HUMAN ERROR'

RATE

1. Catastrophic 2 0.00018
2. Inadvertent Activation 7 0.00061
3. Weapon Stoppage 157 0.014
4. Procedural Errors 252 0.022

Total Errors 418 0.036

(Total Number of Error Possibilities - 11,520)
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authors go ahead to point out that the highest incidence of operator error leading to Stoner rifle failure
was experienced in theweapon cleaning process. This finding indicated that the weapon was dirt- and
,arbon-sensitive and, further, that the operator cannot easily ascertain when the weapon is really
clean. One characteristic in particoilar appeared to be the source of the problem, that bei.ig the ex-
cessive friction in the bolt carrier group which caused binding in the receiver slides; this resulted in
weapon action being slower in a dirty weapon than in a clean one. Thus, in the firing tests there re-

suited increased failures for both the rifle and machine gun configurations when proper cleaning and
maintenance were not carried out. McCalpin and Miles (Ref. 14) concluded that reliable operation of

the Stoner rifle and machine gun is rather heavily dependent upon reliable human performance and
maintenance tasks.

McCalpin (Ref. 15) suggests setting up a data bank to collect, process, and analyze human
reliability data of all kinds. Thus, and in summary, there seems to be a rather fertile area of future in.
terest in gathering human reliability data and taking pains to apply it to overall system reliability

problems encountered in the various weapon systems analyses.

33-7 SUMMARY
We have introduced and discussed some of the interf?.ce type problems E;Žtween human engineering

and weapon systems aralysis studies. It was thought somewhat desirablt to discuss three perhaps dif-
ferent areas for the analyst-i.e., the human engineering problem, tht= human performance problem,
and the human reliability problem. It is seen that the weapon systems analyst may face studies which
could involve all three facets of human factors, and consequently some typical example application
possibilities have been covered. An extensive Bibliography of some Human Engineering Laboratories
publications which might be of some interest to the weapon systems 'analyst is included.
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CHAPTER 34

ANALYSIS OF COSTS AND OTHER RESOURCE MEASURES
INTRODUCTION AND GENERAL GUIDELINES
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34-1' INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this chapter is to provide a general introduction to '.eapon s'.tem costing
methodology and some rationale for the major concepts in militar. cost estimating. Quantitative tech-
niques for cost analyses and their applications in support of the Armvy s weapon system development
program will be addressed in greater detail in Chapters 35 and -R).

In addition to models of evaitiation discussed so far, the function of weapon s. stems analysis has
been described also as that of assisting the decision process by proiding ctimparative measures of cost-
benefit/cost-effectiveress for the prudent selection of alternative. which can attain specified objectives.
Conceptually the emphasis is on comparison, both in the physical context (technical effectiveness) and
the economic context (cost-benefit). Within the framework of 4ýpon ýystems anal% sis, physical and
economic assessments should be made as an integrated activity.

As a weapon syttem progresses through successive life cycle phases, technical estimates become
more definiti,,e, allowing further refinement of the cost estimdteS. Con, er'elv. the more definitive the
cost estimate, the greater the capability t ) delineate syv tem diesign alternati'es which will optimize ef-
fectiveness per unit of effort or -xpenditure. The oserall objective is to determine the weapon si stem or
weapon system alteriatives which 4.si-.-e the best balance between tost and technical effectiveness in
combat. "

Cost analysis is a discip ed .procesý founded in consistent and uniform application of cost es.
timating techniques and rnshodology. Therefore. in order to pro% ide cost, comparisons which. are
meaningful annt: appropriate to th. derision at hand. it is -icessary that t visible cost framework be
devesoped with which to:

I. Relate the costs of weapon system design' alternatives, in - niform manner, to s~stem objec.
tives

2. Provide . structure to relate costs to the decision process and budget programs
3. Provide a traceable path to assess the validity and accuracy I the cost estimawes themsel-es.

Subsequent paragraphs of this chapter will address briefly this fran work of cost analysis within the
Army and somrne conaiderations in applying cost analysis techniqu s and methodology to weapon
assessment problems.

34-1
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34-2 THE FRA.MEWORK OF COST ANALYSIS

[he concepts-ot cost Zomparison and cost estimating are fuadamental to the cost an.-I!vs is approiich.
In the early conceptual stage of a %weapon systems analysis, requirements are characterizedi hv
numerous uncertainties. The objective in developing cost estimates during this preliniinarv stagze i5s to
provide g~ross estimates of the comparative life cycle costs of crmpeting alteratives, ident iksing the
most significant i ost relationships wherever practical. During successive stages of the %-eiApon s% stemi
life c-,cle, when siystem parameters and technical requirements become definitive, a more refined (ost
est~imate can be developed.

[hroughout the costing prL -ess, the focus is on cost estimating rather than detailed and precise ( ost
projeutioni in the normal accounting sense. Such an approach is necessary as well as practical since
Ithe objective is to present primarily cost information which is relevant to the d ecision to be made. For
certain type-, of cost estimates, extraneous cost dletpil which does not contribute materially to differen-
tiatinF4 the cost impact of economic alternatives contributes little to the final technical deision anid, in
far(t. may waste some project time. For example, if the same mechanized component- support icem is
common to twvo design a',-rnatives and, its fuel consumption rates historically have been evaluated at
10`0 of operating hours, detailed cost comparisons based on fuel consumption rates may be relativel-v
meaningless. (Major system decisions should be made on full 100% life cycle costs, including sunk
costs, non-add items, -wash coits", etc. Traditionally, cost and Lperational effectivencss analyses
(COEA) do not consider "wash costs" at all.)

If one assumes the usage rate of some component is different for each alternative, i.e., differences in
quantity required or weapon system operating characteristics, the relevant costs may by those -elated
wo operating hours. Further, such differential may be expressed adequately as a percent increase in,
total cipetating costs for one alternative over the other based on usage rates. In short, the ý-ost es-
timatiaa prours seeks to compare the relevant differences in cost per unit of -effectiveness sought in
determining the economic merits of competing alternatives.

34-2.1 CONSISTENCY AND UNIFORMITY OF COSTING PROCEDURES.
A valid cost comparison requires that cost parameters receive standard treatment and that costs be'

expressed in compatible units. Uniformity and consistency are the cornerstones of cost analysis arid
th~ey serve to:

1.Facilitate the development of cost relationships which accurately reflect the comparative
economic meri; of competing alternatives

2. Promoti! compatible cost categories and cost information systems within the Army and.
IDepatritmcnt of !efense (DOD) to support costing efforts.

3. Provide a means of relating resources to bucdgets in order that funds may be prgdmdfor
iystern development.

Uniform treatment uf cosi elements is also necessary to assure the reievancy of economic com-
parisons among alternatives. For examps'o, evaluation of iiupportingcsata, for two alternative items may

mrAi~ quite similar costs. Further investigation, however may show that the btsis of the cost estimate
supporting one alternative was expressed in constant dollars while- the basis of the other was current
"uolars .ý- a fact not necessarily dcc wimeted in the original source dlatai. In this case, the prelitninary
estimate tiherefore did not reflect a vaWi cost comparison.

* -Yash ri*sis has been usedto desribe identicl coust- ignored in evraluation - for two or more compet ang systems.
WssJ~ ~ is not in olffua term.

34-2
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Another reason for uniform and consistent costinf, procedure:, is to promote standardization in cost
documentation and data bases. Cost estimates are generally developed using one of t%%o basic ap-
proaches or methodologies. First, they may be developed using historical cost records and pa.-: cost

analysis studies which provide either directly relatable cost experience on similar .,,stems, or cost in-
formation on dissimilar systems having certain characteristics analogous to the ssstem to be costed.
This approach is the parametric or "top-down' approach. Unfortunately, expeditious and accurate
development of cost relationships is handicapped by the incompatability of much of the available
historical data - i.e., differences in cost categories, cost elements, level of aggregation. units of
measure, constant dollars vs current dollars, and Other disparities. 'I frcefore. much time and effort
must be devoted to manual data search, data validation, and appropriate adjustment before cost es-
tiniating relationships can be developed. Second, cost estimates may be deseloped using the engineer-
ing or "bottoms-up" approach where each part is estimated or priced and then summed to deri%e the
relevant total cost.. Recogni:ion (f this problem has resulted in directive efforts by 1)O1) and the
Dcpartment of the Army (1)A) to promote consistency'and uniformity in cost analysis' procedures.
Army Regulation (AR) 11-18 (Ref. I) and Department of the Army Pamphlets (D)A PAM) 11-2
through 11-5 (Ref 2-5) outline the policy of the Army Cost Analysis Program. 'IThese documents
further identify the responsibilities of the Army Staff and Commands in supervising the development,
operation, and flow of an Army-wide uniform system of cost analysis within the D)OD Acquisition
System (Ref. 6). Army cost analysis offices are required to maintain close coordination with research
and development activities, procurement and production activities, and project managers to obtain
their input to cost analysis programs.

Consistent and uniform costing procedures also assist in equitably relating resource cost to budget
programs. In the final analysis, limited budgets control the total commitment of resources, and
weapon system costs must be related to budget accounts so that funds can be programmed to accom-
plish Army force posture objectives The major Army budget program accounts to which weapon
system development, investment, and operating costs are charged are:

I. Research, Development, Test, and Evaluation (RDTE)
2. Procurement Appropriation (aircraft missiles, weapons, ammunition, other) (PA)
3. Military Personnel Army (MPA)
4. Military Construction Army (MCA)
5. Operation and Maintenance Army (OMA).

34-2.1.1 Cost Categories

Consistency in developing cost estimates requires uniformity in the manner in which costs are
developed. The major military groupings of costs throughout the life of a weapon system correspond to
the program phases in which costs are incurred. These are (Refs. 2-4):

I. Research and Development'. Those costs resulting from applied research, engineering design,
analysis, development, tet, evaluation, and management of development efforts related to a specific
materiel system. Examples of major cost categories are:'

a. Development engineering
b. Producibility engineering and planning (PEP)
c. Prototype manufacturing
d. System test and evaluation

e. "ing

f. System/project management

34-3
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g. Research 'and Development (R&D) facility construction
h. Training services and equipment.

2. Investment Nonrecurring. Those cost elements which generally occur only once in the pro-

duction cycle of a weapon/support system. Exampies of major cost categories are:

a. Initial production facilities
b. Industrial facilities/production base support.

3. Investment Recurring. Thos,- cost elements which occur repeatedly in the productkin ol a
weapon/support system or its component, including the costs of delivery to the use,. Examples of ma-
jor cost categories are:

a. Manufacturing
b. Engineering changes

c. System test and evaluation
d. Initial spares and repair parts

e. Transportation

f. Training services and equipment
g. System/project management.

4. Operating and Support Costs. Those direct costs resulting from the operation, maintenance,
and consumption of materials and supplies for a weapon/support system after acceptance into the
Army inventory. Examples of major categories are:

a. Military personnel costs
b. Depot maintenance

c. Replacement training
d. Replenishment spares and repair parts
e. Unit training, ammunition and missiles
f. Petroleum, oils, and lubricants (POL).

Fig, 34-1 shows a typical distribution of system dollar expenditures over time (cost streams) for
R&D, investment, and operating and suppxrt (O&S) costs over the life of a weapon system.

34-21.2 Work Breakdown Structures

Department of Defense Directive 501-0.20 (Rer 7) establishes the policy governing the preparation

and application of a work breakdown structure (WBS) for use during the acquisition of systems,

Investment

R&D'

00lS

; ~Time %

Figure 34-1. Typical Cast Stream Pattern Over a Weapon System Lifetime -
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equipment, and materiel items. The program objective of the WBS as given in Ref. 7 is to provide a
consistent, visible cost framework that facilitates:

"A. Planning and assigning management and technical responsibility; and,
"B. Controlling and reporting the progress and status ot engineering efforts, resource allocations,

cost estimates, expenditures, and procurement actions throughout the development and production of
a defense materiel item."

The criteria for the preparation of military WBS's are prescribed in Military Standard 881 (Ref. 8).
Refs. I and 2-4 establish weapon/support life cycle cost structures and definitions for cost categories
and elements in support of the W BS defined in Ref. 8. The WBS is a product oriented family tree of
hardware, softwarc, services, and other work tasks which completely defines the project program. Fig.
34-2 illustrates in a conceptual matrix the relationship between the cost categories of Refs. 2-4 and ele-
ments of a typical WBS for a major materiel item.

The work breakdown structure was developed to assure that the uniformity objectives of Ref. 7 are
met and that the approach to the development of the first three levels ofcost breakdown are consistent
as a minimum. The three levels are defined in Ref. g 'as:

1. Level 1. An entire defense materiel item,, e.g., the XM138 Self-Propelled Howitzer System
(hardware, 3oftware, services). This level usually is identified in the DOD programming/budget
system either as an integral program element or as a project within an aggregate program element.

2. Level 2. A major element of the defense materiel item, e.g., an aircraft. a missile, a track vehi-
cle such as the XMI main battle tank; or an aggregation of services or activities, e.g., system test and
evaluation. Within Army system development programs, this level will normally be a major end item.

3. Level 3. Elements subordinate to Level 2 major elemnents - e.g, an airframe, latv.•ch and
gu.dance control equipment, or the power package drive train of the XMI tank.

By the use of the WBS categories as guidelines, costs can be subdivided or aggregated into cost ele-
ments which relate direct!y to design and performance variables. A further breakdown-of a WBS Level
3 item into essential componews is provided in Rif. 9.

34-2.1 3 Major Cost Terms

Cost categories and WBS elements provide an input framework for cost analysis. That is, they assist
in structuring the resource categories (equipment, facilities, manpower, materiel items, etc.) and
functional categories (maintenance, logistics, training, etc.) necessary to support successfully the
development, acqu'sition, maintenance, other support and -operation of a proposed weapon system
design specifications (physical, operational, and performance characteristics) developed to satisfy the
military need generating the system requirement.

The presentation of the results of cost analysis involves the development of an ouipwa structure which
prýesents system life cycle costs in a form useful for assessing the economic implications of the weapon
system decision under consideration. However, speciic output formats are highly context dependent.
That is, they depend upon the scope and level, of the costing effort, e.g., individual weapon system
costs, force-mix 'costs, total force structure costs; the evaluation criteria of the decision maker; the ob-
jectives which the weapon system is being designed to achieve; etc.

At a more general level, comparative cost estimates must be related to the time-phased application
c resouses over the lifetime of a weapon system and the impact of lose resource commitments on
Army budget appropriations. The latter consideration is an important part of the weapon system deci-
sion since year-to-year system funding requirements must compete with demands for funds from other

34-5 -
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existing and proposed Army systems. In this context, general output cost terms have been standarcd-
ized to permit a common frame of reference in relating input cost structures and budget categories
over the life Jf the weapon system. The definitions of these key cost terms (from Ref. 10) follow:

1. Development Cost. Development cost includes:
a. RDTE funded costc - i.e., conceptual, validation, and full-scale development phases from

the point Lhe program/system is designated by title as a program or system
b. All costs - both contract and in-house - of the research and development cost categor. to

include the cost of specialized equipment, instrumentation, and facilities required to support the
RDTE contractor and/or Goverment installation.

2. Flyaway (rollaway) Cost. Flyaway is used as a generic term related te the creation of a usable
end item of hardware/software. Flyaway cost includes:

a. WBS elements of major system equipment such as structure, propulsion, electronics, and
Goverment furnished equipment (GFE)

b. System/project management, and system test and evaluation if any of the system text and
evaluation effort is funded by procurement funds

c. Procurement funded costs
d. All costs - both contract and in-house - of the production nonrecurring and recurring

cost categories to include allowances for engineering changes, warranties, and first destination

transportation unless first designation transportation is a separate budget line item.
3. Weapon System Cost. Weapon system cost includes:

a. The same WBS elements as in Flyaway Cost - i.e., major system equipment, system/proj-

ect management, system test and evaluation (if any of the syste!m test and evaluation effort is funded

by procurement funds) plus WBS elements of training, peculiar support equipment, data,

operational/site activation, and industrial facilities unless industrial facilities are funded as a separate

budget line item or by RDTE funds
b. Procurement funded costs

c. All costs - both contract and in-house - of the production nonrecurring and recurring

cost categories to include allowances for engineering changes, warranties, and first destination

transportation unless first destination is a separate budget line item.

4. Procurement Cost. Procurement cost inciudes:
a.. The same WBS elements as in weapon system cost - i.e., major system :quipment

system/project man.1gement, systema test and evaluation (if any of the system test and evaluation effort
is funded by procurenrr it funds), training, peculiar support equipment, data, operational rite activa-
tion, and industrial facrasties (unless industrial facilities are funded as a separate budget line item or by
RDTE funds), plus the WBS element of initial spares and initial repair parts

L. Procurement funded .dsts
c. All costs - both contract and in-house - of the production nonrecurring and recurring

cost categories to include ailowances for engineering changes, warranties, mnd first dcstination
transportation unless first destination transportation is a separate budget line item.

5. 'Program Acqu;sition Cost. Program acquisition cost consists of development costs, procure-
ment costs, and any conmtruction costs which arm i u,'ect support of a system or project. Program 'cost
and program acquisition cost are synonymous . ,ns. Program zcquisition cost includes:

a. The WBS elements of major system equipment, system/project management, system test
&a-d evaluation (except operational r.. and evaluation funded from military personnel funds or opera-
tion and maintenance funds), training, peculiar support equipment, data, operational/site activation,
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industrial facilities (unless industrial facilities are funded from procurement funds as a separate
budget line item), initial spares, and initial repair parts

b. RDTE, procurement, and military construction funded costs
c. All costs -,-- both contract and in-house -of the research and development, and production

(nonrecurring and recurring) cost cztegories to include allowances for engineering changes. warran-

ties, and first destination transportation except when first destination transportation is a separate
budget line item.

6. Ownership. Ownership cost encompasses the cost elements within the operating and support
cost category exclusively. O&S costs include those costs associated withoperating 'modifying, main-
taining, supplying, and supporting a weapon/support system in the inventory.

7. Life Cycle Cost. Life cycle cost includes all WVBS elements, all related appropriations, and en-
compasses the costs - both contract and in-house - for all cost categories. It is the total cost to the
Government for a system over the full life of it; and it includes the cost of development, procurement,
operation, support, and, where applicable, disposal.

Fig. 34-3 graphically displays,tie relationships between the seven cost terms, cost categories, ap-
propriations, and WBS.

34-2.2 EMPHASIS ON ECONOMIC DECISION ALTERNATIVES

A decision to acquire a proposed w.eapon system involves a commitment of future economic
resources to attain a specific capaLility. Since resources are finite, their cost to satisfy one objective is
the foregone value of their best alternative use in satisfying other objectives. In economic theory, this is
referred to as "opportunity costs", and it implies that any resource allocation decision either directly
or indirectly involves the consideration of alternatives.

However, the dollar cost of a resource allocation decision is' but one measure of value. The other side
of value is the return expected or the benefits to be accrued for the resources consumed. That is, the
greater economic return- to be realized from the alternative use of resources is a function of the ratio of
benefits to costs, e.g., the return is greatest when "opportunity costs" are minimized. In this context,
the economic analysi3 objectives of AR 11-28 (Ref. 11) includes guidance to the effect that every effort

'should be made to examine two or more alternative means of providing the same type and level of
benefits so that the alternative can be identified whose total discounted cost is lowest. (.osts can be ap-
propriately measured in dollars, b t not necessarily in benefits. Therefore, various effectiveness measures should
be calculated and correlated to the amount of resources required.

It 'is important to recogni e that costs have two dimensions:
I. The value of resources and their application'in a particular system configuration
2. The socioeconomic v !ue of these resources as a function of the return expected (benefits to be

derived). While the former may appropriately be measured in dollars, the latter often cannot be. In
evaluating alternatives, a prt dent decision maker can be expected to maximize his return (benefits) for
costs (resources). Therefore, a weapon system decision cannot unequivocably be based solely.on dollar
costs alone, and hence the s Tioeconomic benefit may prove to be the margin of acceptability. At the
very least, to justify the inc mental cost outlays to attain the new capability, a comparison would be
required to, demonstrate th gain in military capabilities provided by the new system over existing
systems.

Cost-benefit and cost-effe iveness are often used interchangeably in current literature, leaving the
impression that the two terms are synonymous. However, they are different and the distinction be-
tween the two is addressed in the paragraphs that follow. 1J

,- f 34-8
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34-2.2.1 Cost-Effectiveness

Each system design, employing resources in a specific conf, uration, has associated ý%ith it certain

attributes related to standards of technical eMciency or operational eftecti~eness %hich car. be qtuan-
tified. Specifically, the phycical characteristics of a piece of equipment - such as its si~ze, shape,
weight, type of construction materials, and operating design cl.aracteristics - can be associated %%ith

various standards of durability, maintainability, ease'of operation and use, etc., to develop quan-
tifiable measures of effeciveness. Similarly, the effectiveness of a proposed operational procedure can
be measured using comparative standards of man-hours savcd, number of procedural actions con-
solidated, reductions in' setup time or assembly time, etc. These and other examples of system benefits
can be quantified in terms of rturns accrued for the resources, or the cost of resources, consumed.

These quantifiable system attributes are normally the basis for what is termed "cost-effectiveness'" in
support of comparisons among system alternatives. Comparisons are b',sed on quantifiable. tangible.

physical, operational, and performance merits of each alternative.

34-2.2.2 Cost Benefit

Each alternative also has "benefit" attributes which are intangib!e and related to the various levels
of abstraction which are not subject to explicit quantification. These might be termed the "extra
dimension" value of alternatives r-laztive to sociopolitical considerations, external and internal en-
vironmental influences, and other qualitative factors. The importance of such intangible benefits
should not be underestimated because they can be the overriding consideration in making a weapon
system decision. Some examples of nonquantifiable benefit considerations might include: , -

1. Political acceptability. Does the proposed weapon system alternative present such a significant
arms escalation as to cause a reaction on tht. part of a, major foreign power?

2. Horizon technology. Are there indications that a technological breakthrough is imminent
which will make the proposed system obsolete before its useful lifetime ;s realized? Therefore, wouid a
cheaper and less duratble system be more beneficial 'in the long'run than the preferred alternative for
which the cost-.ffectiveness ratio is nighest? Would 'such a trade-off compromise result in a higher loss

of human life?
3. External organizational influences. Is another alternative more compatible with overall Army

mission objectives, although less cost-effective in terms, of specified mission objectives? Would
proposed new concepts in logistics, ope-ations, dnd training have a ;ignificant impact 'n any of the

proposed alternatives?
4. 'Himan factors. How much radiation shiz.!ding (increase in weight) is required relative to the

specified, mission environment? How might this reduce manieuverability and hence raise trie
vulnerability of other mission essential combat elements? Does the design configuration present a
significant safinty hazard under present refueling procedures? Are pioposed operating procedures com-
patible with orgaiizational manning levels? Will they cause an increase in labor burden resulting in
fetigue (higher accident rates) or lower morale?

These and other intangibles are considered in making rational resource allocation decisions. Not
only are they often difficult to quantify, but assigning a cost value to them may often be meaningless.
For example, how can a cost be associated with the value of human life? However, thesc intangibles

/ should be an integral part of a thorougt. economic analysis, and their impact on the weapon system
decision must be assessed subjectively and/or qualitatively, as by consensus of expert opinion, priority " -
ranking, etc. The utility of a weapon system is a function )f the political and social system it serves. I .

34-10
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Therefore, the benefits of a particular system cannot be assessed solely on the basis of technical effec-
tiveness per unit of resource (cost) expended. Often, a less effective and/or more costly alternative may
be acceptable. From a technical/scientific point of view, the difference between use of a nuclear
weapon and an equivalent amount of conventional bombs is the efficiency in delivery of the former.
From a political/social viewpoint, the use of nuclear weapons would ha~e serious international.
significance.

The broader issues of "benefit" analysis are beyond the scope and purpose of this handbook, which
is oriented toward the quantitative attributes of benefits or "cost-effectiveness" considerations. The
subject of cost benefit has been introduced here only to promote an awareness of the fact that (1) any
resource allocation decision inherently involves consideration of alternatives, and (2) the value, or

merits, or a particular alternative cannot always be based solely on quantitative system characteristics
versus costs.

34-2.2.3 Cost Comparisions

Estimates of cost-effectiveness are based on two fundamental approaches (Ref. 12):
"L. Fixed effectiveness approach. For a specified level of effectiveness to be attained in the accom-

plishment of a given objective, the analysis attempts to determine which alternative (or feasible com-
bination of alternatives) is likely to achieve the specified level of effectiveness at lowest economic costs..'

"2. Fixed budget approach. For a specified cost level to be used in attainment of a given objective,
.the analysis attempts to determine that alternative (or feasible combination of alternatives) which is

likely to produce highest effectiveness.".
While the initial approach taken in a cost-effectiveness analysis might be directed toward optimizing

one or the other of these objectives, in practice (as additional considerations and constraints are un-
covered) the overall objective usually becomes one of maximizing effectiveness per unit of cost or
minimizing costs per unit of effectiveness. The final presentation of results may be a comparison of
cost-effectiveness curves such as displayed in Fig. 34-4 with appropriate supporting information in-
dicating the sensitivity of alternative choices to effectiveness level. In this case, alternative A is most
cost-effective at higher cost levels while alternative C is more cost-effective at lower cost levels.

In making cost-effectiveness comparisons, it is also important to recognize that costs must be'com-
parable over time with respect to both:

.1.. The life cycle phase (R&D, investment, and O&S) within which costs will be incurred
2. The total life cycle costs of each alternative.

Fig. 34-5 illustrates the.fact that weapon system design alternatives often have diverse cost stream
patterns over their respective life cycles. We might assume, for example, that each alternative has
system characteristics as shown in Table 34.1. While the characteristics of the three hypothetical
design alternatives in the example are exaggerated to illustrate a concept, in practice there are many
cases where radically different proposalshave been made to satisfy a weapon system objective.

34-2.2.4 Weapon System Cost Characteristics

In the example given, there are many important trade-offs which must be evaluated with respect to
how much and when resource costs Will be incurred, the returns expected from each alternative.
relative to internal and external system influences, year-to-year budget limitations in each. of the Army
appropriation categories, and competing demands on resources by existing and other proposed
weapon system development programs, etc. Some of the more important considerations in reaching
weapon system cost-effectiveness comparisons are discussed in the next paragraphs. -

I., . 34-11
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Cost Level 3

Alternative A Alternative C Alternative B
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Increasing Effectiveness'

Figure 34-4. Conceptual Cost-Effectiveness Comparison
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R&D Intmtenn
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Fiqsre 34-5. Cost Streams for Three Hypothetical Weapon System Alternatives

34-2.3 RELEVANCY OF COSTS

Development of the input cost structures (WBS elements and cost categories) described in previous
paragraphs, although esse 'ntial to the cost analysis approach, serve only as a point of dep~arture in

framework for describing the cost associated with each weapon system alternative.
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TABLE 34-1. HYPOTHETICAL ALTERNATIVE WEAPON SYSTEM
COST CHAR:•CTERISTICS

Life Cycle Alternative System A Alternative System B Alternative S' stem C
Costs
R&D Extensive modification to New weapon system New weapon system

existing weapon system

Low to moderate technology Moderate technology High technology

Moderate multiple mission Moderate multiple mission High multiple mission
adaptability adaptability adaptability

Investment Existing assets; real estate Existing assets; real estate, New assets required
plant and equipment same plant

Moderate support system Moderate support ~hardwa, e) Extensive support (hardware)
retrofit ecs-s system developme't system development

IV
High development "learning Moderate development Minimum developm:ni
curve" "learning curve" "learning curve"

Minimum training require- Moderate training required High training requirements
m~nts

More units required Less number of units required Minimum number of units
required

O&S High operating costs Moderate operating costs Low operating costs'

High maintenance costs Moderate to high mainte- Low maintenance costs
tidnfCe costs

High replacement costs Low replacement costs High ,epacement costs

A subsequent step in cost analysis is to determine which costs are relevant in making a valid com-
parison of the merits of each alternative. Which costs are relevant depends, in turn, on the scope and
level of the cost estimate required and the criteria specified for evaluating alternatives. Normally, for
major weapon/support systems, all life cycle costs, including sunk and "wash costs", are included and
documented for decision purposes and historic cost track visibilh~y.

Cost relevancy may also be related to the difficulty in distinguishing variable cost elements from
those that are fixed, and whe. share of fixed costs are to be included as valid determinants of total
costs; US Army Materiel Command supplement zo AR 37-13 cautions that:

"Substantial distortion can be introduced (into the cost estimate) by applying to direct costs an
overhead rate based on both variable and fixed cost overhead elements. The overhead cost accounts
should be examined to identify any costs that would be the same for all alternatives. Such fixed costs
may be applied in the same dollar amount (rather than rate) to all alternatives; or particularly (when
making cost comparisons to identify the least costly of several project alternatives) they might be ex-
cluded from all alternatives as 'wash items'."

Implicit in this guidance is the admonition that only the portion of fixed costs which change as a
result of differences in investment between alternatives should be included in the cost comparison.
Fixed costs which are common to each alternative or which do not change significantly with changes in
variable costs do not materially affect the decision to be made; hence they should noi be included in
the cost comparison for historic cost tracking purposes and cost visibility.'

"34-13
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34-2.3.1 External and Internal Costs

Deciding which costs to include in the cost estimate must begin with establishing bounds to the
costing problem. l)ifferentiating internal from external costs defines the scope of the costing effort. It
involves a deterrrmnation of how much weight'and value should be given to cost influences which bear
on the weapon system program for which alternatives have been identified. External costs have been
defined by G. I-'. Fisher (Ref. !2) as those "... that fall beyond the boundaries of the decision maker's
organization or beyond the scope of interest of the cost analyst's customer.". More spec ifically, which
costs are external depends upon the type of cost estimate required - e.g., individual weapon system
cost comparisons, force-mix costiog, total force structure costing, and the level at which the final
weapon system decision will be made. Obviously, if tl.e cost analysis is directed toward developing

comparative cost estimates for a single wrapon system, e.g., a tank, concurrent developments in other

Army weapon systems mos; jikely -.- 1' have limited impact on the decision to be made. On the other
hand, if the cost .nai t is is dirct':ed toward the determination of the total force structure impact of a
weapon syit,'n; past and future weapon system development programs become internal to the
analysis.

As a practical r';-x "er, the time available to develop the cost estimate will dictate to a large extent the
detail to Lt. considered in the costing effort, thereby forcing concentration on those major costs which
directly/ affect the decision to be made. While this may result in some degree of suboptimization, this is
parti~illy offset by the diseconomies or marginal returns from a more extensive (and therefore more
costlv) cost development effort.

34-2.3.2 Direct and Indirect Costs

The particular charges to include in a weapon system cost estimate have been the subject of continu-
ing debate and revision. Ir general, all costs which can be traced to hardware, direct consumption of
material, or personnel who directly operate or maintain the system are direct charges to the system.

The difficulty often arises in determining what prorated share of indirect costs - e.g., maintenance,
shared assets, line item logistic management -ý should be included in the cost estimate. The general
guidelines 'in Ref. I I and the definition of costs to be included in various cost elements within cost
categories established by Refs. 1-4 should be consulted for an indication of the costs to be charged to a
weapon system development program. Questionable cost items, when encountered, should be re-
ferred to higher authority for evaluation.
• However, in consonance with the objective' of developing c!-Fiaparative estimates, a' preferable ap-

proach is to include in the final cost estimate those costs, direct and if.direct, which would be affected
by one of the alternatives. Costs which wilU be incurred regardless of the alternative chosen, or which
are equally applicable to each alternative, are not always relevant for making comparisons to identify
the least costly system and hence may be 'of little value in supporting the decision to be made.
However, total life cycle costs are required for budget purposes; the "delta costs" or cost variance
among alternatives will not suffice.

34-2.3.5 Reurring and Nonrecurring Costs

The classification of cost elements into recurring and nonrecurring costs is essential to the time-
phased economic comparison of lifc cycle Wt.t for conapeturg system alternatives. In general, non-
recurring costs are those associated with research and development and those that occur only once in
the investment phase (and usually independent of the size of the buy). Recurring costs are those that
are incurred repeatedly in the production cycle (and are dependent upon the size of the buy) and the
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cost associated with wear-out replacement items, operations, and maintenance. Ref. 3 provides some
guidelincs for classification of recurring and nonrecurring costs.

The purpose of separating recurring from nonrecurring cost elements is to facilitate determination
of variable costs as a function of the buy-quantity changes and variations in operational requirements.
Each system design alternative will incur certain fixed costs regardless of the number of units of the
system to be procured or the length of time they will see service. Therefore, to determine the cost of
each- alternative for a specified effectiveness level, or conversely, to determine differences in effec-
tiveness levels for a given cost, trade-offs are generally made in variable cost elements. Further, weapon
system development programs are often subject to design changes, engineering changes, performance
requirement changes, schedule changes, procurement level changes, etc. Separation of costs into
recurring and nonrecurring elements provides greater flexibility in assessing the cost impact of such
changes.

34-2.3.4 Emphasis on Incremental Costs

Incremental costing usually refers to the additional costs associated with some increase in capability
or effectiveness. Since each new weapon system evolves from some base of military resources (ad-'
vanced R & I) studies, expansion of maintenance and training facilities, etc.), costs are viewed from the
perspective of both the total absolute life cycle costs and the additional resources necessary to. develop,
field, and operate the new system. In essence, these are the costs over which the decision maker has
control. Some of the more significant considerations in determining the incremental costs of a new
system are identified and briefly described in the paragraphs that follow.

34-2.3.4.1 Sunk Costs

Costs which have been incurred as a result of past decisions may not be relevant to many current
weapon system decisions under consideration. Also they may not be part of the incremental costs rele-
vant to the current weapon systems decision either. Such "sunk" costs, therefore, may not represent
meaningful alternatives because funds or resources have already been expended, whether used in sup-
port of the new system or not. Consider the costing problem for three competing systems - A, B, and
C -- in Fig. 34-5, and assume sy~tem A represents a weapon system design alternative for which $3
million' in R&D funds have been expended as part of a previously cancelled development program,
whereas no R&D funds have been expended for systems B and C. The $3 million already spent repre-
sents a sunk cost no matter which alternative - A, B, or C - is chosen and therefore should be in-
cluded in the cost comparison, but 'explicitly identified as sunk, i.e., not relevant to the decision at that
point in time'.

34-2.3.4.2 Inherited Assets

Inherited assets are similar to sunk costs in that they may not be meaningful to a cost comparison.
For example, system design alternative A in Fig. 34-5 may eventually be described as a modification of
an existing weapon system. In this case, the costs associated with assets of the older system - e.g., real
estate, plant, and equipment - have already been incurred and may be essentially "free" to the
proposed system if the decision does not require replacement of assets used. Only those costs which are
necessary tv effect modification requirements and the additional costs to operate and maintain the new
system would, in this case, be included in the cost comparison.

"M.%ajor system sunk costs are generally used and so speciried.
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34-2.3.4.3 Shared Costs

Shared costs are those which are shared by two or more projects and oiten present a difficult es-
timating problem. An example might Lea repair facility for a component common to two o: more

weapon systems. The facility is available to each weapon system whether used or not. Hlowever. ho%'
much of the pro rata share of costs should be charged to each system may often be difficult to estir.,,,e.
Should the costs be shared equally, or on a cost percentage based )n expected usage rates, e.g.,
schcduled maintenance vis-a-vis reliability or maintainability parameters plus an unscheduled main-
tenance factor? The rationale for including these costs and their relevance must be explicitly deter-
mined beforehand to avoid bias in the comparison of cost estimates between alternatives.

34-2.3.4.4 Salvage Value

Not all inherited assets can be treated as "cost free". Many existing systems/support sste.ns mnty
have intrinsic value beyond their useful lifetime to the project or mission under study. They may have
residual market value, salvage value, or even a substantial value to some other weapon system
program. In such cases, v here residual/salvage value is significant, an attempt should be made to es-
timate a value (in terms of opportunity costs) to provide a more equitable basis for comparison among
alternatives. The method to be used will depend upon the alternative uses of the system/subsystem
and could be based on commercial scrap value, future market value, or depreciated value using a
reasonable depreciation formula.

54-2.3.4.5 Wartime Costs

Estimating the additional cost of wartime operations - i.e., additional reserve stocks, ammunition,

spares, repair parts, other consumable items, personnel casualties, wartime attrition factors, etc. - of-
ten presents a difficult problem, particularly in long range weapon system d-vek.pment programs in-
itiated during peacetime. The difficulty arises in attempting to predict the scope and duration of a
potential war in which the weapon system will see service. Because of this, the common practice is to
assume that all alternatives have equal wartime capability or to compare only the wartime costs
necessary to sustain operations for a fixed duration, e.g., 30 to 120 days, after hostilities begin until
reinforcement/replenishment operations can be initiated.

While in-most cases this is a practical approach (particularly for most individual weapon system
costing problems), there are some costing p.oblems (e.g., weapon systems in a force mix) in which
omission or limited treatment of the costs of wartime operations may result in a substantial bias in the
real differential costs among competing alternatives. This differential may be illustrated conceptually
in Fig. 34-6. Assume two equally' effective alternatives, A and B, for which cost-effectiveness curves
have been plotted as shown in Sections 1 and I of Fig. 34-6 (peacetime cost plus the costs of 60 days
sustained combat support and consumption stocks). In this example, alternative A appears to provide
the greater return in effectiveness per unit of cost. However, extending the coqt comparison into Sec-
tion III (sustinied combat operations for I to 2 yr), alternative B begins to show greater effectiveness
returns per unit of expenditure and a crossover point occurs at 60 + n number of days after the initia-
tion of hostilities. This change might have been as a result of higher replacement costs (combat losses)
for alternative A over replacement costs of alternative B.

34-2.4 COSTS ASSOCIATED WITH TIME

A complete determination of the cost differences among weapon system alternatives often require,
consideration of the time value of resources, i.e., the amotnt and rate at which resources (funds) a;
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Section 1 Section 11 Section 111

L) ~Alternative B

• ~Alternative A .

Conflict +60 Days
Begins

Weapon Effectiveness Over Time

Figure :34-6. Conceptual Cost Crossover Point Under Wartime Conditions

consumred over the life c:ycle of each alternative- The concept invoives the principles of "present value"'
of resources (funds) and "discounting" theory. Tite objective is to assure that weapon system costs are
comnmensurahle in both the static context (the absolute value in dollars of resources ":onsumed) and
the dynamic context -(the alternative value of resources, over, tinie).

The life cycle cost streams generated by each proposeca alternative may differ significantly (see Fig.
34-5). If it -is anticipated that the time value of money in .any given case ,is sufficiently great to change

• ~the ranking of choices, a method must be employed to reduce the cost comparison to a common frame. '
S~of reference, i.e., the value in present dollars of dollar expenditures projected for future years. Fun- '

damentally, if the prevai~ing intertst rate is 5% compounded annually,, the consumption of a dollar
now is equivalent to investing the dollar for deferred consumption-of $1.05 one year from now. Conver-

. ' sely, if t~he period of investment is ten years, the discounted value Of $1.0 million for consumption ten
years from- today, at 5% interes't, is equivalent to spending $644,000. now. The interest rate, therefore.,

• is one measure of the oppor'tunity cost (see par. 34-2.2) of alternative, investments over time.
The opportunity cost of a weapon system investment decision is the ahterr.ative use of funds to sup-

Sport other weapon system development programs. In this~context, the alternative which defers the use
of resources furthest into the future releases resources for their next best i .mmediate use. This partially

•. offsets the present value of the system costs to be incurred in the future. The present value of future
, system cost is therefore equal to the undiscounted cost minus the benefits accrued by the immediate

S . alternative use of resources until required, by the system at some later. date.
'. Both the discount rate and the differences in expenditure patterns over the investment period inay

be significant in comparing alternatives: Conqider the hypot 'hetical weapon system comparison at zero
C 1 ~ discount rate presented in Fig. 34.7. The time period Of expenditure is 15 yr; alternative A incurs'

• . higher start-up costs-(R&D and investment), but is an efficient operating system. Alternative B, on the.
"34-17
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Figure 34-7. Time-Phased Life Cycle Expenditure Patterns, Undiscounted,
for Two Alternatives Over a 15-yr Period

other hand, ;s a less efficient operating system (high operating and maintenance costs), but requires
less R&D and investment costs. The undiscounted total cost fur alternative A is 57.0billion, while the
undiscounted total cost for alternative B is 57.5 billion. The expenditure patterns of the life cycle costs
(assuming complete replacement by the i6th year and no salvage value) for each alternative is shown
in Table 34-2. Table 34-3 shows (column 2) the 15-yr discounted present costs for each alternative at
various discount rates (column 1) Notice that the absolute cost difference (column 3) is 5500 million
in favor of system A at 7ero discount rate, but only $70 million in favor of system A at 5% discount rate.
A crossover point takes place somewhere between 5% and 10%; at 10% an absolute cost difference of
5320 million occurs in favor of B (indicated by minus sign). The relative difference (column 4) shows
an even greater increase with higher discount rates. Which of the two systems would be the preferred
alternative depends upon many considerations other than their discounted present value cost!.
However, the discounted costs of each alternative are an important input to. the investment decision,
particularly during the peak periods of competing demands for funds in a particular budget appropria-
tion category. The problem is not in calculating present ralue, but in determining the appropriate dis-
count rate to use. As stated in AR 11.28 (Ref. 11), the discount rate -currently 10% - is specified by
the Office of Secretary of. Defense.

A practical approach (analysis time permitting) is to calculate present value for a range of discount
rates for each alternative in order to determine the relative "break even," rate. The decision maker can
then decide whether this discount rate (or rate range) is above or below what he considers the ap-
propriate discount rate to be.

34-2.5 APPROACHES TO COST ESTIMATING

A cost estimate may often be referred to at a judgment or opinion, developed formally or informally, . N

regarding the anticipated coit of a piece of hardware, d service, a commodity, or an integrated system,

34.18.
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TABLE 34-2. EXPENDITURE PATTERNS FOR ALTERNATIVES IN FIG. 34-7

R&D and Investment O&S
.... loral

Future Years 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 ) 10 11 12 13 14 15

Althernative A 50 1001 300113001300 1100800 500 200 100 250 250 0 250 0billion
Costs, . 10 j I

Alternative B 25 10 1 700 400 250 50 600 600 600 600 600 7.5 billion

TABLE 34-3. DISCOUNTED PRESENT VALUE OF TWO ALTERNATIVE EXPENDITURE
PATTERNS (TABLE 34-2) AT THREE DISCOUNT RATES (5%, 10%, AND 15%)

Present Value
Discount (Billions of Dollars) Absolute Relative

Rate Difference, Difference,
(15 yr) Alternative A Alternative B S X 10. %

Base 7.00 7.50 +0.50

5% 5.25 5.32 +0.07 1.3

10% 4.18 3.86 -0.32 7.6

15% 3.37 2.95 -0.42, 12.4

using past experience as a guide. The greater' the gap between a proposed capability reflecting innova-
tions in technical design, materials, operational or organizational concepts over past capabilities, the
less the confidence that experience will provide a reliable guide o the future. Since most new military
capabifities involve advances over preceding sstems, cost esti ating ohen requires projections from
the known to the unknown. IThi3 inevitably results in uncertai ty regarding how much a cost predic-
tion could differ from actual costs. (See par. 34-2.6 for t discussion of cost Luncertainty.) The
magnitude of this uncertainty is a function of how far the cost a calyst must project from the known to
the unknown and how adequately he can identify and resolve the impact of unknowns on cost.

There are very few approachss currently available with which cost predictions involving elemetts of
uncertainty can be quantified with any great mathematical prec sion. Rather, cost estimating must be
viewed as a process of hypothesis testing which requires caut un and good judgment in the use of
available techniques •both statistical and nonstatistical). The c -t analyst mnist recognize the limita-
tions of these techniques and use them appropriately to support, test, and validateassumptions and in-
formed judgments as to the relationship between costs and cost influencing factors. The techniques
used in cost estimating may vary from a sophisticatcd mathematical expression to an engineer's con.sidered opinion of expected costs. There are few standard guidelines regarding techniques to use and

when to use them; selection depends to a large extent on the:

I. Scope of the analysis
2. Purpose of the cost estimate.
3. Time available to 'develop costs
4. State in the weapon system life cycle, i.e., definitive level of system requirements'and specifica-

(t 5ioneS .... 5. The 'volumqe, completeness,. and accU.ary of available .--;t data.3-1
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The different methods used and their approach to developing cost estimates are briefly described as
follows:

1. Parametric Cost Estimating. An approach which treats the relationships between costs and
cost influencing factors as a function of key cost explanatory variables havinS a range of values as op-
posed to a single value. Its functional form is the cost estimating relationship (CER) which expresses
the link between a physical or performance characteristic, a resource, or an activity with a particular
cost associated with it; or-the link between independent but related costs. (Commonly called a cost
factor.) A CER of the first type might be a complex mathematical function relating the investment cost
of a piece of hardware (dependent variable) to its weight, range, and accuracy (independent or ex-
planatory variables). A CER of the second type might be a simple functional expression of the annual
hardware maintenance cost as a fixed percentage of the original investment costs. The parametric ap-
proach to cost estimating normally is mvst useful in the early conceptual stage of a weapon systm ac-
quisition program when system parameters are only grossy defined. As a weapon system matures, the
parametric approach is frequently used to "validate" or make "about right" conclusions of other
costing methodologies.

It is to be recognized, howevcr, that this approach deals with a relatively high level of aggregation,
and cost estimating relationships use cost explanatory variables (weight, speed, power, frequency,
etc.) to predict costs when limited detailed knowledge about system configuration characteristics and
requirements are availal.le. As such, the adequacy with which a cost projection closely approximates
actual system costs depenL to a large extent upon: (a) the reliability of historical source data as valid
predictors of future costs, and (b) the abi"ty of the cost analyst to establish comprehensively the
proper relationships between system costs and cost influencing factors.

2., Engineering Estimate. An approach to cost estimating involving a detailed examination of
separate segments of work and system components at a relati.-ely low functional level, e.g., level 4 or'
lower in the work breakdown structure, and synthesizing these individual estimates into a. total cost.
Its application requires a detailed knowledge of the system, the production process, work standards,
organizational procedures, manufacturing methods, and operations. Hence, engineering estimates are
most applicable during the production stage of a weapon system acquisition cycle when requirements
have been fairly well defined.

The cost estimator works from sketches, blueprints, engineering drawings, word descriptions of
items not completely designed, work vt. cements, organizational descriptions, manufacturing procesm
descriptions, -tc. From these, he attempts to specify, in detail, each engineering and production task to
be performed and the man-hours and materials requiret•; tooling requirements; sequence of produc-
tioni operations to include fabrication, assembly and checkout,, etc. -;-. developing detailed cost es-
!imates for each process and aggregating costs at each level of the work breakdown structure. The
engineering approach is a laborious and tedious task typically involving thousands of calculations to
estimate the cost of a major end item of equipment.

3. F.stimates by Analogy. An approach to cost estimating which depends upon a direct com-
parison of a proposed item, piece of equipment, system function, or operation with comparable or
analogous rapabilities of some prior system. Although it Las been the most widely used method in the
past, it is ajudgment process And requires expertise and ex.erience on the part of the cost analyst. The
term "judgment" is applied because the validity of the estimate depends upon how precisely the
chosen analogous system mirrors the system to be costed in terms of size, weight, performance;,com.
"plexity, etc., and the accuracy with which the cost analyst can identify and adjust for specific dif.
ferences. ,
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Ref. 13 defines the analogue techniques as based on the construction of relationships using cos(

data from logically similar systems. There are two types of anal.gues:
a. Direct comparison with similar systems having the same operational/performance charac-

teristics, e.g., using cost data on commercial vehices to develop- estimates for combat vehicles
b. Direct comparison with dissimilar systems having many of the same cos, characteristics as

the system to .e costed, 'e.g., estimating missile costs based on aircraft experience.
4. Expert Judgment Estimate. This is little more than an educated guess by thosi, who have com-

prehensive knowledge of a system or system components Its use is often ziecessitateC by gaps in ein-
pirical data or when a sufficien: statistical sample is not available. It is recommended primarily for
cross-checking the validity of estimnat!s developed by other methods to determine their reasonableness.
Alternatively. an expert judgment may be used to assist in identifying the key cost variable in a par-
ticularly elusive cost relationship.

•34-2.6 COST UNCERTAINTY

Unce'tainty is an inherent characteristic of system.i and cost analyses. particularly in support of ma-
jor weapon system programs whizh require long development lead ti.nes (eight to ten years). The
changing threat, ad-;ancing techi.ology, fluctuating economic conditions (wages and prices), develop-
ment time-horizon uncertainty, iecessary design modifications to accommodate new requirements or
to overcome unforeseen technical barriers, etc., all contribute to the difficulty in accurately predicting
eventual system costs. Additionruly' there is the problem of incompleteness and inconsistencies in
much of the avaiiable historical cost data which is fundamental to the development of cost projections
for new weapon systems. As pointed out by Hitch and McKeen (Kef. 14): "But the actual costs of
developing, producing, and operating complete weapon systems have frequently exceeded cost es-
timates made prior to development by factors of tei. or more, largcly because of technological uncer-
tainty that existed when the costs were estimated ,

However, it is essential to th, weapon system decision process to be explicit in identifying cost un-
certainties a..d determining the range.of error theq are likely to introduce into the cost estimate.
Developing a point estimate of alternative systeih cost provides no indication of the possible cost
variability associated with each alternative. This could be misleading and even bias the weapon system
decision "o be made. For example, consider the cost diAiutions for two hypothetical systems shown
in rig. 34-8. Although the actual or final cost of System A may turn out to be less 'than B, the expected
diztribution of costs for B has a much narrowerrange anditherefore could encounter less risk that the
probable cost will be seriously in error. Depending upon the decision maker's preference for risk, his
upper cost threshold, etc., his choice of Systemin or B can"rie made with better insight into the conse-
quences of his decision if such informati q available to him.

Although there are many individual factors contributingeo cost'uncertainty, they can generally be
classified into two primary categories:

I. Requirements uncertainty

2 Cost estimating uncertainty.
Further, it has oiten been observed that cost estimates are often as different as the cost analysts
developing them. Inevitably, there will-be some bias in the estimate reflecting subjecti e judgments on
how uncertainty should be handled and its ;mpact on costs. However, it is important to recognize that
uncertainty in the cost data doet not necessarily invalidate the cost estimate, as long as cost uncer-
tainty is treated uniformly in the comparison41 alternatives,.

i" .." . 4 " .34-21
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I S, stem B

System A

CB 1 X ,C4

CA C2 B2 C

expected or mean value of cost curve for System B

"X2 = expected or mean value of cost curve for System A

CA = lower bound of cost for System A

CA2 = upper bound of cost for System A
CB2 = lower bound of cost for System B

CB 2= upper bound of cost for System B

Figure 34-8. Hypothetical Cost Distributions for Two Systems

34-2.6.1 Requirements Uncertainty

Requirements uncertainty has the greatest impact on the accuracy of cost projections. Historical

evidenrc. suggests that much of " e difference between initial weapon system cost estimates and actual

costs can be attributed to system configuration changes resulting in cost growth. Some examples, given

by G. H. Fisher (Chapter VI. Ref. 15) are:

1. The original hardware design may fail to meet the desired performance characteristics, and

hence hardware configuration must be changed.

2. Performance characteristics may be changed in response to the changing threat, causing

hardware specification changes.

3. A decision might be made that the system is required sooner than originally planned, requir-

ing substitution of resources for time.
4. A change in system specifications may be induced by errors or omissions in initial require-

ments for some part of the system.

5. Indirect effects of specification changes may impact on other parts of the system, e.g., person-,

nel requirements may change.
6. The strategic situation may change, Zeading to a change in operational. performance charac-

teristics, or methods of employing or deploying the system, or changes in force size ar number of years

. of system operation. -
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It is riot possibie to anticipate all contingencies which could arise and4 result in unscheduled changes
it a %%eapqon ,tcquisition program, particularly when the development cycle spans an 8-10 yr period
I towe6 er. requirements uncertainty can be treated explicitly if grouped into two cAtegories: k I) uncer-
tainty Nwhich is subject to probabilistic quantification over a relevant range of values. and (2) uncer-
tainties which are not'subject to prediction within known limits of confidence.

Require;:eent uncertaintaes in the first category can be dealt with using pararmetric costing methods.
"That is, key cost explanatory variables, e.g., production quantity, operating hours, etc., can be ex-
amined through a range of values (discrete or continuous) to determine the sensitivity of cost to
changes in these %ariables This approach permits an indication of both the probable magnitude of the
cost uncertaimy and the rate of change in costs with changes in requirements.

Requirements uncertainty in the second category is characterized by unanticipated variations from
circumstances such as budget changes, safety or logistic policy changes, changes in threat or
technology, administrative'delays, and, deferments. While in the past these factors have contributed
"significantly to cost growth (particularly weapon systems with long lead times), it is almost impossible
to predict with reasonable confidence the probable magnitude of such costs. These uncertainties can

usually be dealt with only in a general manner through the use of cost adjustment factors derived from
experience with predecessor systems.

34-2.6.2 Cost Estimating Uncertainty

Cost estimating uncertainty refers to variations, in the cost estimates themselves. These can be at-
tribtuted to:

I. The variability or errors in the available cost data used to develop cost estimating relationships
2. Errors or variations in cost estimating relationships due to weaknesses in the values chosen as

valid predictors of costs, or variability in the data samples of explanatory variables
3. Extrapolation crrors which occur when it is necessary to develop estimates beyond the sample

range of historical data
4. Errors resulting from aggregation of costs at higher levels as a result of overlooking important

intersystem dependencies
5. Price changes which induce errors in the~cost estimate, particularly if the cost estimate is re-

quired in terms of prices expected 'in future yeaws.
Cost estimating uncertainty is inherent in any prediction of future weapon system costs based on

projections or extrapolations from past experience with analogous or similar systems, even if the re-
quirements of the system are clear and certain. This uncertainty is inherent because projectiotis of
future weapon system costs normally are based on a statistical sample (or population) of historical

data on similar or Analogous systems. While generalized statistical estimating techniques pr-vide
measures of data variability, e.g., standard error of estimate and the use of confidence intervals, which
can be, used to make range error estimates of the costs within the data sample, extrapolating beyond

the range of the sample introduces uncertainty as to whether the characteristics of the sample still
hold. (See Ref. 15.)

34-2.7 COST SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS

Cost sensitivity analysis is a systematic 'approach to examining the impact on total system costs
resulting from variations in the values of key cost generating variables or changes in assumptions about

S(major system requirements. It is one of the primary tools available to the cost analyst for testing

j hhypotheses relative to:
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1. Requirements uncertainty

2. Cost cstimating uncertainty
3. Dominance in the preferred ranking of system alternatives in cost-effectiveness comparisons.

Cost sensitivity analysis attempts to de:ermine how much significance uncertainty about key system

cost paramel.ers will have on total system cost. Specificaily, if a cost generating variable - e.g., weight,

speed, or range -- in a cost estimating relationship is allowed to vary through a relevant range of
values, sensitivity analysis can determine' what impact this will have on the total cost outcome. As an

example, assume that the effect of a key cost generating variable, value X. is uncertain on the total cost

CT in an estimating equation. Assume also that informed judgment indicates that the relevant range of
values of X varies from X0 to A* with a "most likely" value of X. Suppose various values of V through

this range are tested in the equation to determine what the impact will be on the total cost Cr. Fig. 34-9

illustrates three possible cost curves % hich could result from such a sensitivity analysis. Cost curve AB

indicates that CT is relatively insensitive to changes in X; cost curve AC indicates that CT is relatively

insensitive up to X1, but it changes dramatically for higher values of .X, and cost curve AD has an

almost linear sens tivity with respect to changes in X.
The results of sensitivity analysis, therefore, may assist in identifiing and isolating critical cost

parameters which could introduce significant variation in total system cost. This information can then
serve as the basis to (1) identify ways to hedge against uncertainty; (2) indicate areas where empirical
testing may be necessary to reduce uncertainty; (3) point out areas where more information or further
research is required; or (4) test for dominance in cost-effectiveness comparisons of weapon system
alternatives.
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Figure 34-9. Hypothetical Cost Sensitivity Curves
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Cost sensitivity analysis takes place after cost estimating relationships have been clearly specified.
and it attempts to assess the magnitude of uncertainty surrounding the key system cost parameters
that can be tolerated and still yield a reasonable cost estimate.

34-3 COLLECTING COST DATA

While cost estimating techniques and cost structures provide the tools and methodology in support
of cost analysis, the validity of the estimate depends to a large extent on the adequacy and accuracy of
available cost data. Since many cost estimates of future systems are based on a comparison with
previous cost experience, the major ta:s' facing the cost analyst is identifying appropriate cost data and
deciding just which techniques and methods should be applied.

The identification and selection of data sources should begin after a clear description of the system
to be costed has.been obtained and after the ground rules specifying the structure and detail of the cost
estimate are established. Normally, substantial time and effort are required to obtain a precise
description of the system and to determine the desired content of the output of the cost estimate. If the
cost estimate is prepared early in the concept formulation phase of the system life cycle, the imprecise
description of the system may limit the estimating techniques that can be used and may influence the
selection of data sources. System descriptions required by the cost analyst may differ considerably
from those required by-the weapon systems analyst. For example, the weapon systems analyst may not
be concerned with activity rates .or operating hours which are important to the cost analyst. An exam-
ple of both equipment specifications and operational assumptions which could be required in a system
description is given in Table 34-4. Additionally, the costing ground rules underlying the study should
be firmly established, including, for example:

1. Kind of cost index to be used (example: ten-year system cost)
2. Date when all prior cost will be considered sunk' cost (example: FY 1978)
3. Rules regarding amortization or discounting
4. Rules regarding costs of other agencies
.5. Special rules regarding base operating support personnel, attrition rates, etc.

Irk collecting cost data in support of a particular costing problem, the cost analyst will invariably
face difficulties in obtaining useful data. Typical problems .experienced in the past include the follow-.
ing:

I. Data are not system related.
2. Data Are not standardized within reporting systems.
3. Data are obsolete.
4. Data are biased.
5. Access to data is difficult.
6. Data are program and budget orierate.4i instead of system oriented.
7. The credibility of the data. is often unknown.

The cost analyst should recognize that he must adapt data to fit his purpose. As data sources are un-
covered and evaluated, techniques must be devised to adapt or normalize the data that are available to
the needs of the analysis. Data collection is likely to be the most time consuming part of any cost
analysis; therefore, careful planning of the data collection and adaptation effort is necessary.

34-3.1 COST INFORMATION STANDARDIZATION PROGRAMS

" DOD Directive 7000.1 (Ref. 16) provides the overall policy guidance with regard to resource
m ) anagement systems within the Department of Defense. This directive states, that the resource
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'TABLE 34-4. SYSTEM SPECIFICATIONS AND ASSUMPTIONS
(EXAMPLES)

I. Primary equipment specifications (if possible, by major components. e.g., airframe or stiucture, propulsion, guidance).

A. Perforrnan e specifications:

1, Examples for airframes:

a Speed

b. Combat radius

c. Climb

d. Ceiling

e: 'Range

f. Load

2. Examples fir electronics:

a. Frequency
b. Continuous vs spasmodic operation

c. Functions to be performed and speed of computation

d. Accuracy (e.g., in terms of deviation over time arid/or drift rate, discrimination capability)

e. Jammability

3. Examples for engines:

a. Rating
b. Specific fuel consumption

c. Operating temperature

B Weight data

C. Other physical data:

I. Examples for ai frames:

a. Size data (e.g., fuselage lengih, wing area, wing span)

b. Construction characteristics:

(1) Sheet and stringer

(2) Sandwich waffle, etc.

(3) Foamed metal
(4) Welded v riveted

(5) Castings, forgings, extrusions, weldments, etc.

c. Basic metal t pes (with respect to items in b, above)
d. Tolerances (v ith respect to items in b, above)

2. Examples for electronics:

a. Volume

b. Type of cons ruction technique (tube, transistor, modular)

c. Number'of t bes or transistors
, I; ~~d. Number of st gs•.'

(cont'd on next page)
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TABLE 34-4. (cont'd)

e. Power requirement

f. Antenna diameter (for radars)

D. Who the manufacturer is or is likely to be.

1I. Ground support equipment specifications analogous to those listed under 1.

III. Operational concept specifications or assumptions and related matters. Examples are:

A. Force sizc

B. Geographica! deployment (especially overseas vs ZI)

C. Dispersal scheme

D. Activity rates

E. Fixed or mobile system and deicription thereof
F. "Hard" or "soft" system, and psi •perification, if hard

G. Organiational concept: wing, group, etc., and number of squadrons per wing or group
H. Alert capability and related manning concept

.1. Degree of system automation, stated by function if possible, in relation to manning and GSE requirements
J. Number of years the system is to be in the operational inventory
K. Training concepts; and in the case of missile systems: (a) number of missiles to be used in initial training, (b) num-

ber of live firings for "proficiency" training purposes per year
L. Logistic support concepts, especially regarding depot maintenance (DARCOM depot, or contractor?). Is there to be

a "centra: support" area?
M. Permanent or temporary facilities

N. Tenant or nontenant operation
0. Main aspects of the, development program, especially number of vehicles in the test inventory.

management systems will be oriented to the needs of all levels of DOD management, and also they will
provide the intormation required by the Congress, Bureau of the Budget, Treasury Department, and
other Government agencies. Another requirement of the directive is that the resource management
systems be standardized and controlled to thi extent practical so as to minimize the data gathering
and reporting work load imposed on contractors and in-house activities. The Assistant Secretary of
Defense (Comptroller) is charged with the overall supervision of all DOD resource management ac-
tivities, and some of his responsibilities include: (W) review and approve proposed significant changes
in resource management eystems or proposed new systems, (2) insure compatibility and uniformity
among resource management systems, (3) provid, ;. olicy guidance for the characteristics and general
criteria governing resource management systems, and (4) insure standardization of data elements and
data codes. As noted, the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Comptroller) has overall or general, but not
working level, supervision; this level of supervision is delegated to the individual military departments.

The Department of theArmy Cost Analysis Program, outlined in Ref. 1, establishes policy and
assigns responsibilities for improving the analysis of all major costs related to organizing, equipping,

marintaining, and developing Army forces.' Within the US Army Materiel Development and Readiness
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Command, AMCR 37-4 (Ref. 17) p:escribes program and policy guidance for establishing Cost Es-

tiniate Control Data Centers (CECDC's) in each subordinate command. These CECI)C's are intend-
ed to serve as the central cost analysis activity at each cominodity command for registration. control.

review, and validation of cost information. Each CECDC is required to maintain cost tracks on select-
ed weapon systems in a consistent and traceable format. Although progress in th'e past has been
somewhat slow, this systematic accumulation of cost data should materially improve the availability
and validity of the data required by Army cost analysts.

34-3.2 COST INFORMATION SOURCES

Contractor Cost Data Reporting (CCDR), discussed in DOD Instruction ,()0.1l1 (Ref. 18),

provides cost information in a format compatible with the standard/weapon/support system cost

categories of AR 11-18. The CCDR consists of the following four reports af potential value to the
weapon systems cost analyst:

1. Contract Cost Data Summary
2. Functional Cost-Hour Report
3. Progress Curve Summary
4. Plant-Wide Data Report.

Another source of standard cost data is the Selected Acquisition Reports (SAR's) defined ;q IX)D
Instruction 7000.3 (Ref. 19). This is a summary report designed for submission to Congress and other
Government agencies and provides pertinent information regarding weapon system program changes
that influence costs to .include:

I. Engineering changes
2. Procurement quantity changes
3. Support requirements changes
4. Schedule changes
5. Unpredictable changes

.6. Economic changes
7. Estimate changes
8. Contract performance incentives
9. Contract cost overrun/underrun.

DOD Instruction 7000. 10 (Ref. 20) provides information and instructions for preparation of three

summary reports that are used to collect summary level cost and schedule performance data and
funding data from contractors for use by program matnagement personnel. These reports may provide
cost infrmation of value to the cost analyst. Discussion of these three reports follows:

1. The Cost Performance Report (CPR) is intended to provide early identification of problems

having significant cost impact, effects' of management actions, taken to resolve the problems, and
program status information for use in making and validating management decisions. This report,
prepared by contractors,' consists of five formats containing costs and related data for measuring con-

tractor's cost and schedule performance. The formats are:
a. Format 1 provides data to measure costs and schedule performance by summary level WBS

elements.
b. Format 2 provides a similar measure tor organization or functional cost categories.
c. Format 3 provides the budget baseline plan against wqiich performance is' measured.
d. Format 4 provides manpower loading forecast for correlation with budget plan and cost es-

* timating predictions.
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"e Format 5 is a narrative report used to explain significant costs and schedule variances and
"other identified contract problems.

2. The Contract Funds Status Report (CFSR) is designed to supply funding data about defense
contracts to progr;,;m managers for:

a. Updating and forecasting contract fund requirements
*b. Planning and decision making on fund changes
c. D)eveloping fund requirements and budget estimates in support of approved programs
d. Determining funds in excess o.' contract needs and availability for deobligation.

3. The Cost/Schedule Status Report (C/SSR) is prepared by contractors and provides summary
costs and .schedule performance information on programs where application of the CPR is not ap-
propriate.

AMCR 715-22 (Ref. 21) provides for estimates of all negotiated procurements in excess of S1 million
to be made accurding to a specified functional cost structure compatible with Ref. 1.

While these reports (SAR and CCI)R) are summary in nature, their consistency of format provides
a good point of departure in searching for essential characteristics of a weapon system to be costed.

"34-3.3 COST DATA HANDBOOKS

The Armnq borce llaning Cost Handbook (Ref. 22) has been prepared by the Comptroller of the Army
to provide 'cost and other factors for typical building block organizations to permit calculation of the
"estimated cost of alternative force structures. It provides detailed investment, personnel, and operating
costs for selected TOE's or mixes of TOE's using unit identification numbers. Since equipment
authorizations vary somewhat in different theaters, separate costs are shown for each theater where
this difference may be significant, Sufficient data are available to enrble the analyst to identify the cost
impact of changes in:

I. Force structure
2. Force deployments
3. Activity rate, e.g., flying hour program
4. Training requirements
5. Airlift requirements
6. Ejuipment modernization
7., Logistic guidance
8. Manpower.

The data factors are intended to enable the analyst to develop a first approximation of the equip-
ment and training costs of alternative force structures, the added costs that result when they are
deployed, and the operational costs that apply in different theaters.

The explanatory notes included in the Handbook are of particular interert and value. They outline
the techniques used to accumulate various costs and the dollar value estimating factors that are used.
Such estimating factnrs (training costs per man-year' of training and ccntral supply costs per year per

tables of organization and equipment strength) can be used in other costing exercises, such as weapon,
system life cycle costs. This detailed explanation of the procedures used to derive unit costs illustrates
the point that cost esiimates should clearly present methodology and as3umptions so that users of
derived cost data may judge the suitability of the estimates for their analytical purposes'.

Ref. 22 is revised periodically to refl•ct price changes, authorization changes, and improved cost fac-
tors. As the cost data base expands, the Handbook will incorporate new data 'and improved
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mrthodology. Automated cost calculation assists in revising data to encompass the continuous' changes

that take place.
The engineering handbooks contained in most libraries provide more technical descriptive material

than cost information. They are useful to the cost analyst in providing an understanding of the
technical process of subsystems that must be costed. Catalogs prepared by manufacturers that specify
the various hardware subsystems in more detail can then be reviewed for detailed cost information.
Care must be exercised in using such prices however. Most frequently, new developments are based
on extending the state of the art of the components of the system. Catalog prices reflect on-the-shelf
prices that may substantialy understate the acquisition costs of one-of-a-type systems not available in

the market. Catalog prices should be used only when it is clear thýat the items are directly applicable to
the system.

It is unlikely thai the cost analyst will find all the cost data he might desire in handbooks. Tn fact,
prior studies on s-milar systems are more likely to provide the data he requires or to provide data ref-
erences that are pertinent to his needs.

34-3.4 PREVIOUS STUDIES

The analyst frequently estimates an unknown future cost by relating it to some known similar
s],stem that has been accurately costed. Detailed cost data derived from prior studies are essential for
accurate cost analysis of new systems. Such data are used to develop valid estimating relationships. Es-
timating relationships are of five basic types:

1. Per-unit catalog price or planning factor, e.g., helicopter engines, by type and current produc-
tion costs; helicopter maintenance in *terms of dollars per flight hour

2. Cost-to-cost estimating relationships, e.g., initial repair parts, as a percent of initial equipment
costs

3'. Non-cost-to-cost relationships, e.g., communication equipment with frequency and range as

cost influencing variables
4. Specific analogy, e.g., speed and range requirement by cost of similar specific systems
5. Expert opinion, e.g.,- new laser sensor by production state of the art.

Previous costing studies will have used some or all of these estimating techniques, no doubt'. Ideally,
the system to be costed will be comparable' in many d&tails with a system that has recently been
developed. In such cases, much of the available cost data will be useful with minimum adjustment.
More likely, however, the new system will be unlike older systems for which extensive cost data exist.
In these cases, the similarities in subsystems and in their development, production, or maintenance
procedures should be identified and specific analogy techniques should be used whenever practical. If
specific analogy techniques cannot be used because of basic differences between the systems, it may be
practical to adapt the data that are available for use in performance estimating relationships. In such
cases, the data from many studies are used to derive statistical non-cost-to-cost estimating
relationships.

Prior studies contain much data that have been derived from cost and engineering handbooks. The
reference documentation for such data provides an excellent lead to similar data that are more directly
applicable to the new system to be costed. Prior studies also contain references to other cost studies
*hat were used in compiling estimating data; these references enable the analyst to explore such
studies more fully for data that may be applicable to his analysis.
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34-4 DOCUMENTATION

Proper documentation of a cost study is essential to both the presentation of the estimate anid
providing a traceable rccord of how costs were derived. The latter is of fundamental importance in ac-*
commodating timely revisions to the estimate as a result ob program modifications and for recording
detailed results for subsequent weapon system studies.

The documentat'ion that tne analyst prepares must provide sufficient detail to assure :hat the data,
procedures, rationale, and CER's that are derived can be validated step by step by review authoritie.•.
All data sources, data used, assumptions, discussions, and calculations must be summarized in a
logical fashion that makes clear each action taken in the analysis process Various types of formats
have been suggested to assure that the cost analyst identifies and records each step in the analysis. If
several groups are participating in an analysis, explicit instructions must be prep;, ed to avoid duplica-
tions and omissions. Interim reports should follow the format of the final report. Table 34-5 illustrates
a sample format that identifies the various components of a cost estimate report. Further, D)A\
documentation policy is provided by DA PAM 11-5 (Ref. 5). Circumstances may modify the repor'ing
requirements. Usually, the detail in the full-length report is summarized to present the study results
more clearly. However, the full report is the supporting base that provides the essential backup for the
summary submission.

34-5 SUMMARY

Army cost analysis requires a .herough understanding of the systems analysis structure, the use of
appropriate cost categories, knowledge of cost element structures, consideration of the effect of uncer-
tainties, the use of cost sensitivity analysis, and a clear definition of the actual hardware to be costed.

Some major considerations that should be stressed in cost analysis are:
1. Emphasis on total program cost, to include the entire spectrum of cost implications over the

life of the program
2, Use of cost categories that highlight the major phases in the life cycle
3. Considerations of the timing of cost
4. Explicit handling of sunk costs
5. Identifying the net resource requirements, thereby allovwing for inheritance from existing

systems and recoverable value at retirement of the system.
Inaccurate or imprecise estimation of costs of competing weapon or weapon systems may result in

failure of an overall evaluation to discriminate properly among alternatives.

34C3
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TABLE 34-5. COST ESTIMATE WORKING REPORT OUTLINE

Cover Page:
Title
Prepared for
Prepared bv
Participating Organizations
Approving Authority (namne, rank, and/or title and signature)
Date of Approval
Key Analysis

Cost Task Summary Sheet
Cost Estimate
Cos; Estirnate Change Summary
Cost Estimate Quality Control Ch.'cklist
Ccntents
Introduction:

Purpose of Estimate
History of Estimate
Brief Description of Items or Systems (including developmental status)

Study Ground Rules
Constraints
Assumptions
%%'3rk Breakdown Structure
Organizational Responsibilities
Information Summaries
Product Characteristics:

Tabular
Graphic (comparisons of data bas-! with products being estimated)
Schedule (tabular or graphic)
Resource Expenditure

Reference Unit Costs
Data Base Items (brief description)
Cost Estimating Re!ationships Used (with constants)
Cost Uncertainty
Cost Sensitivity Analysis
Validation Report
Cost Escalation Implications
Results (cost estimate details)
Conclusions:

In Response to Task Assignment
Relative to Cost Analysis and/or Cost Estimating

Appendixes:
A - Study Directives, Instructions, and Correspondence (a bibliography list by date of receipt or date of origin for

outgoing documents followed by copies of study)

B - Cost Estimate Schedule

'C - Bibliographic List of Cost Information Survey

D - Bibliographi; List of Interim Reports, Working Reports, and Ancillary Reports'

E - Cost Estimate Chang, Detail
F - Summary Report (annotated as to Workiig Report source for each item of cost information.)
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CHAPTER 35

WEAPON SYSTEM LIFE CYCLE COST ESTIMATION (LCCE)

The problem of'deternmnmng the life cycle costs of a w'eapon system is an itml'ltedpro,'ves. O',lzned herein are irl,,j,

cost guider for consideration of the i eapon sysnem.i -analva and some of the more gneral and •v iel, prthicd c" ,'-

timatbon prrx'edures. The .-trmv divides the u eobon svitem life'.;t' ,nto three phawes.the reear h and dte;i,,pni:!

SR&D, phas•. th, in;: 'tment or pr,,cu,'wont ph0 ie. and thp ,,f:,'-df.:,,, .n'! ,,tport. (i&.% pia,. (Ce,,t ,t az' i',,:f,,t,
for each of these three phases are coz-ered in some explanatory detail :; the analyst. ar I the practice of u wng either the

bottoms-up or top-down approah to cost esti'nation problems is discoiss-'t. Thes" two dtterent approachei ma I ,,,n-
sider'd to in'olh, either the analogy me'thod, the analYtical or, ost estimation r ntf.,n a C.ER; methd. ,r the" well-A• iou n

and widely practiced engineinng methodi of cost determination. .A ver" imporr's' tiarameter in c..,tn, the he cile!
weapon .ojjtem relates to the estimation of the use.fu lift of the system. and this nmust be included in the coft anal)uiw

)Process.
An example outlining the current approach to cost estimation.or the life cicle of a sstem if gien and illuitratedbt,

the U tility Tactical TwwnA ort Aircraft S)stem ( I "TTAS).

35-0 LIST OF SYMBOLS

A. constant to be determined
A, amount of expected cost in the ith yeear, d6llars

AJEW aircraft empty weight
A WGT = AJPR weight, lb

a = nA .
t = improvement learning curve slope
C = general symbol used for cost

C, = cost of ith item or element
Cr = Q(n) = cost of producing the first n items

= average cost per cannon .,r the first 1000 cannons
d = exponent to be determined
F - cost of producing the first unit
n = number of items produced
n = period of the life cycle, yr
n - number of elements costed over life cycle

Op number of actual operating personrel, in thousands
P = present value, dollars
P peak monthly~production rate
r, - (variable, if applicable) discount rate used for the ith year, expressed as a decimal
S ' "shift factor" to account for inflation
S - number of sup"oort personnel (Eq. 35.19), in thousands

W - gun weight, lb
X, - shaft horsepower, P".
X, - dry weight,b lb

j x.mIni4W
prototype AJ1PR weight, lb
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1' -= adjustmnt in cost to account for use of composite materials
Y- InC

a = average i trianc'- of costs for all elements costed
standard error oi total cost

= estimate of standard error f residuals for Con 1"'
LJc(In') = standard error of cost for Investment phase

r(. 0&S) er standard error of cost for the 0 -rating and Suppoi t phase
ac(R&1D) = standard error of cost for the R&D phase

o, = standard error of zth element cost
= estimate of standard err6r of residuals for) on x

35-1 INTRODUCTION

During t1 19 60 's, major weapon 'system programs experienced uninhibited cost growth over
original estimateb of expected life cycle costs. This has been var.'usly attributed to overoptimism in
cost estilnates, design changes, modifications to accommodate "desired" characteristics, overemphasis
or. pushing the limits of techrology (high risk solutions), schedule slippages, rapid inflation, etc. For
these and other reasons, escalation in weapon systems program costs has been th," subject of continu-
ing criticism and debate by miny, incladdng the Congress of the U'ni,ed States. As a result, the I)eputy
Secretary of Defense issued a memorandum to all military departments :Ref. i) emphasizing the need
to improve weapon system acquisition practices, specifically the need for cost italism and improve-
r-ents in cost estimating and validating capabilities. This memorandum was fol~owed by a revision to
IX)I) Directive 5000.1, Major Vysl'er: Acquisitions (Ref. 2), which stressed the importance of careful
r.•udy oft he need for weapon systems and adequate assessment of the risks involved. Primary emphasis
was placed on trade-offs among capabilities, cost of acquisitivn and ownership. along with develop-
ment schedules. Key among the policy objectives was a "fly-before-buy" concept stressing prototype
and h;.rdware testing to ,alidate performance and cost prior to full-scale development.

In response to this guidance, the Department of the Army has made some major reyisions to improve
weapon system' acquisition and management pract:cesas reflected in AR lO(-l, &asrc 'tohues for
Systems .4cquisi1ion (Ref. 3). This regulation outlines basic procedures required to implement Army
system acquisition policy objectives.

35-2 THE WEAPON SYSTEM LIFECYCLE

The preparation of a weapon system life cycle cost estimate must be responsive to the requirements
of the formal process to obtain funds to proceed througi the acquisition cycle. The key management-
decision milestones, requiring cost estimates, correspond to the following major phases of the weapon
system life cy~je:

1. Conceptual

2. Validation
3. Full-Scale Development
4. Production and Deployment

.5. Operating and Support (formerly ownership phase).
A determination that cost estimates are complete, realistic, and acceptable is very important in or-

der to proceed to a subsequent life cycle phase. The following guidelines for preparation, assessment,
and revision of life cycle cost werespecified in the 1972edition of AR Il00.t, Basic Pbhciefor Systems Ac.
quisilion by Me Departnvnt of the A",y. .

35-2"
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"I. Prior to Approval to hr~itiate Conceptual Phase. The materiel developer will perform an initia!
broad based 'cost assessmrem' nf acquisition cost mainly using summary level parametric estimating

techniques. This initial assessment will be of major cost categories and to the extent feasible will es-
timate cost of major items or compor.ents below the system level.

"2. Prior to Entering Validation. The materiel developer will prepare a baseline cost estimate as

detailed as possible in conformance with the single work breakdown structure (WBS) established. This

estimate will also establish all discrete cost elements for the program, cost parameters, arid the initial
'design to' unit cost goal. The estimate for program acquisition cost, a part of the basehne cost cs-
timate, will serve as a basis for submission to DSARC/ASARC* review and establishment ofthe Army
Planning Estimate. 'Beginning with the planning e~timate, cost estimates arid parameters must be suf-

ficiently realistic so that significant changes to cost parameters will not occur subsequently. An In-

dependent Parametric Cost Estimate (IPCE) will be prepared and submitted for DSARC/ASARC I

review.

"3. Prior to Entering Full-Scale Dc-elopment. The materiel developer will perform a deliberate re-
estimate of cost for DSARC/ASARC II and will recommend establishment of the development es-
timate baseline for program acquisition cost. An Independent Parametric Cost Estimate (IPCE) will
be prepared and submitted concurrently. The cost parameters previously established will be

reassessed and resubmitted to provid& realistic 'design to' unit cost goals in RF.?'s (Request for
Proposals) and contracts. The impact o" "+e costs of ownership (operating costs) will be upi :ed only

when necessary for specific decision purposes.
"4: Prior to Entering Low-Rate Initial Production. The developing agencywill reassess the develop-

ment estimate for program acquisition cost and will reassess the impacts of'design to' requirements on
cost parameters for DSARC/ASARC Ila review.

"5. Prior to Entering Full-Scale Production. The developing agency will again perform a deliberate
re-estimate of the investment (procurement) cost portion of the development estimate. At this time an

industrial engineering type estimate will consider detail levels of the work breakdown structure

(WBS). The objective is i obtain the most comprehensive assessment possible of the expected

production cost. The contractor's experience during low rate initial production will be reviewed and
analyzed to determine validity of the 'design to' unit cost and the cost for production/procurement re-
pored. This cost estimate supports the DSARC/ASARC III 'review."

Throughout the life cycle, the baseline cost estimate established dur. Ig the conceptual phase serves

as the point of departure fos all subsequent cost -C Usssments. This pro-ides for the traceability ef the
cost estimate for evaluating program cost vat iAnce in accordance with Ref. 4. The assignment of
responsibility for the preparation of an Indeper, dent Parametric Cost' Estimate (IPCE) is done by the
Comptroller of the Army, and this estimate is developed independently of the developer estimates for

submission through command channels for each DSARC/ASARC review.
Through the materiel acquisition process, life cycle cost estimates-to including funding t.rofiles-

are necessary to support funding decisions to' continue with ,progrim development. Futher guidance
on cost-estimating requirements in support of management decisions can be obtained fiam Refs. 5, 6,

S. and 7.
It will be very helpful at this point to discuss briefly the life cycle of a materiel system which is shown

schematically in Fig. 354 (Fig. 2-1 of Refs. 8, 9, and 10). Note in particular that the figure is oriented
toward indicating program costs throughout the life cycle. On a time scale basis, one notes the in.

~(r house planning phase, the conceptual phase, the full-scale development phase, the production and

-DSARC/ASARC a Defense Syusenus Acquisition Review Councti/ Army S*stefwuAcquisition Review Council
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deployment phase, and the operating and support phase which overlaps the production and deploy-
ment phase. Note ,lso the division into research. exploratory development. adv'ance~d development.
engineering development, and full-scaie development. Generally, the more s'ignificant milestones-in
terms of the ASARC/DSARC-are indicated and include the letter of agreement (LOA). the decision
coordination paper (DCP), the required operational capability (ROC), the development plan (DP).
the low-rate initial production, and initial operational capability (IC). The more important cost
phases in the whole life cycle cost analysis include the research and development,(R&D) costs, the in-
vestment costs, and ,he operating and support (O&S) costs. The height of the curves indicates the
relative costs for each of the significant cost phases. Indeed, if the program costs (ordinates) could be
estimated accurately, and especially if the shown costs were costs per unit of time, the integration of
these curves over time, i.e., over the life cycle, would give an acceptable account of total costs. Ob-
viously, the costs over each of theindividual phases will vary from one weapon system to another, and
it is the job of the cost analyst to notice the differences and to determine projected costs as precisely as
possible. Hopefuily, experience in estimating the different cost phases might apply to several weapon
systems.

Fig. 35-1-applying to Army "materiel systems"-.is rather general in character.
A "materiel system" consists of all tangible items-includirig ships, tanks, self-propefled weapons,

aircraft, etc., and related spares, repair parts, and supportequipment; but exci..ding real property, in-
stallations, and utilities-necessary to equip, operate, maintain, and support military activities
-without distinction as to its application for, administrative or combat purposes.'A "system", for our
purposes, is a combinat~on of components which function together as an entity to accomplish a given
objective.

The boundaries of different materiel systems may seem to vary, but the key words in the given defini-
tion, "function together as an entity", serve to define the system. For example, a large missile such as
the PERSHING may function within a force unit of a battalion; while a rifle, together with'the man
who carries it and some maintenance men, would constitute a functional entity' As a practical matter,
it is often possible to define many systems at battalion level or lower. In some cases, however, there will
still be difficulty in deciding what costs should be attributed to the materirel system. The applicable
principle is "if a given component would not exist if the system did not exist, then that component
must be included in the definition of the materiel system".

Divisional and nondivisional support cost estimates are major topics of interest for the cost analysts,
nevertheless.

35-3 THE COST GUIDES AND GENERAL COSTING METHODS

As we have indicated, there are three major areas or categories which have been developed for es-
timating the lift cycle costs.of Army materiel systems; these are the research and development phase,
the inve•ment phase, and the operating and support phase. In this connection, a common framework
for general cost communication among interested personnel is given on Fig, 35-2, the Army life cycle
cost matrix. Note tlc division into rows and columns such that (1) the rows represent the cost elements
for R&D, investment, and O&S costs; and (2) the.columns refer to system elements, such as system
frame, propulsion, guidance and control, and fire control. The framework must be compatible with
cost analysis policy and convention; it must be capable of capturing 100% of the costs; and it must be
manageable in size.- Simplification in level of cost analysis detail is very essential also.,

-,r The US Army has published th ,e very useful and informative major cost guides for the cost analyst

or the weapon systems analyst, namely: the Research aod Development Cost Guide for Army Materiel Systems

35-5
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(Ref. 8), the Investment Cost Guzde for Army Materiel Systems (Ref. 9), and the Operating and Support Cost
Guide for Army Materiel Systems (Ref. 10).

Ref. 8 indicates that there are two major cost estimating approaches, and we quote:
"Estimates for materiel system acquisition costs are either derived from detailed, grassroot calcula-

tions (the i.;dustrial engineering approach) or based on the relationships between more aggregate
components of system cost and the physical and/or performance characteristics of the system. These
relationships should be derived from cost histories on prior programs. The latter method is often called
the parametric approach. Two additional descriptors, which will be used in this guide, have come into
common usage because of :he clarity with which they capture the essential difference: Bottoms-up for
the detailed industrial engineering approach and Top-down for the parametric approach.

"Historically, defense contractors have employed the bottoms-up approach in their proposal pricing
and planning purpose estimates for the Government. Because of Government Program Mahagers
(PM's) responsibilities in connection with defense contractors, it has evolved that PM estimates of
program costs mirror the detailed work breakdown structure (WBS) associated with contractor cost
estimates. Thus the PM estimate, described as the Baseline Cost Estimate (BCE), usuall, reflects
bottoms-up cost estimating methodology.

"The advent of top-down cost estimating methodology brought the opportunity for a genuine cross-
check of detailed bottoms-up cost estimates'. The descriptor, Independent Parametric Cost Estimate
(IPCE), has been given to those estimates employing the top-down cost'estimating methodology.

"For the cross-checking or validation process to be productive it is necessary that a common ground
be created whereupon differently derived estimates may be compared, analyzed, and judged. A crucial
criterion in the selection of such a common ground is that the WBS selected should not preclude (by its
inherent composition) the choice of either top-down or bottoms--up methods. While it is possible to
aggregate detailed cost (i.e., to pyramid) it is not possible to disaggregate composite costs (to un-
pyramid) any lower than the level of costs used in creating the cost estimating relationship. (Example:
If you cost the construction of a new 1800-square-foot home on the basis of $22.00/square foot [a factor
derived by averaging the square foot costs of several new homes in the. area] which yields a composite
cost of $39,600, you cannot say how much of the $39,600 is the plumber's or electrician's cost.) Thus,
the common ground, as would be reflected in a WBS, must take into consideration percept ons of the
general level of detail upon which cost estimating relationships are based. This is a func ilon of the
overall quality and general structure of the historical data base and the levels of cost agg ation at
which cost analysts conventionally work.

"During the early phases of the acquisition process only limited -requirements information is
available. The top-down approach is particularly suited to making estimates based On limited physical
and performance information. The descriptor, 'Cost and Operational Effectiveness Analyses'
(COEA), has been given to those cost/effectiveness studies performed, principally, in the earl y acquisi-
tion phases. Research and Development phase costs of system alternatives evaluated in OEA are
derived using, principally, the top-down cost estimating approach.".

Trainor (Ref. 11) adds a third basic method of costing materiel systems-the "analogy' method.
Estimation by analogy involves establishing a cost-oriented relationship between a project hose cost
is known and the project for which costs are to be estimated. As an~example, it is sometimes ssible to
make a simple cost per pound analogy. During much of World War II, for example, it was ot too in-
appropriate to cost some weapon systems at about $1 per lb for the nonelectronic compone ts, while
the cost for VT fuzes, for example, was about $35 per lb. Trainor (Ref. 11) points out that i a combat

.35-7
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vehicle costs $2.70 per lb, then, as a first approximation, it may be possible to conclude that its replace-
,ment, even though 20% heavier, will also cost about $2.70 per lb. Thus the chief advantages of the

analogy technique are its ease of application and the fact that it may even avoid much detailed costing
of the system items or components.

By way of summary, we see that the bottoms-up method is the usual engineering approach which
has long been used, while the top-down approach attempts to identify some of the key or more impor-
tant parameters and develops a cost estimation relation (CER) in terms of the finally adopted
parameters. Naturally, it would be expected that the top-down or parametric approach could involve
the principles of statistical regression theory, and in fact it does.

The engineering approach is one of the most common and certainly the most detailed method of -ost
estimation. Indeed, it involves a complete description of the system, a detailed list of activities and all
the operations that are required for completion of the tasks, etc. Thus the engineering estimate,.
although very complex, has been widely used- in industry and is often important in project justification
because it may present solid evidence that the engineers will have a sufficiently detailed understand-
ing of the system they are to develop. When properly used, the engineering estimate can provide a
detailed and accurate cost estimate. The technique is not commonly used by DOD. however. The
engineering type estimate is applicable to nearly all kinds of major projects and weapon systems and is
also used for the production phase of a system, especially along with the so-called "learning cu-ve"
type of projections for many units produced. The degree of learning has been shown to be quite pre-
dictable within acceptable limits for repetitive operations involving weapon system components, e'ec7-
tronics, and automotive equipment. It has not been shown to have been entirely successful in many
field or environmental conditions where things are not so well controlled as in the factory. The
engineering approach, it can be seen, is very time-consuming and somewhat complex; therefore,
quicker, less costly techniques are desired.

The top-down or parametric cost estimating procedure, which establishes the relation between cost
and the characteristics or major parameters of weapon systems, often is very economical and entirely
satisfactory. Some typical cost-related parameters or variables, for example, might include system or
component weight, speed, and horsepower. In fact, it might be said that the parametric approach is an
extension of the analogy techniq ..e to include more parameters and a' statistically supportable basis.
The parametric technique has become increasingly popular perhaps due to work at the RAND Cor-
poration through the 1960's. In fact, the parametric technique often was used for estimating procure-
ment costs of airframes, engines, and various categories of electronic equipment orpaower supplies. It
has not been used often to estimate development costs. Statistical regression techniques have been.
found to be very valuable, and increased -sample sizes in such regression analyses would be expected to
reduce risks of estimation. Thus the analogy technique may often be a "back of the envelope" type
calculation, often involving a single "parameter"; whereas the parametric approach uses available
data to fit a curve relating cost's to values of the parameters and hence may become quite sophisticated
indeed. In the parametric approach, the'analyst must be careful to develop a good law or the proper
relationship between expected cost and sensible functions of the parameters used. Parametric tech-
niques are nearly always preferredto analogy techniques for estimating costs when a sufficient data
base is available, and a keen cost analyst develops proper regression relations. There is often a limita-
tion in the use of parametric techniques--one must be careful not to extrapolate for inferences beyond
standard errors of prediction. In fact, cost equations may be very nonlinear, and hence linear regres-
sion methods may not actually apply.

Oi,.35-8 .
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All three estimating procedures-ti -t engineering or bottoms-up, the analogy, and the parametric or
top-down methods-are most commonly applied to the estimation of production costs, although they
may be applied to the estimation of development costs also. However, development cost estimation
may be expected to be more unreliable than production cost estimation. Nevertheless, once a good
parametric or regression equation is available, it can be used quickly to get answers. On the other
hand, the ordinary engineering approach would be too &:taded, costly, and time-consuming.

In the paragraphs that follow we discuss research and development costs, which actually are related
primarily to development rather than research; investment costs; and operating and support costs.

35-3.1 RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT COST GUIDE

The basic principles and guidelines for treatment of research and development cost estimation prob-
lems are covered in Ref. 8. R&D cost es mates are needed to permit labor savings, to permit trade-offs
between life cycle phases, to achieve be er balance between equipment purchase and repair, to per-
form better comparisons between new materiel systems. and to provide management visibility of
critical resource requihements. The R&D cost guide (Ref. 8) is expected to apply as a minimum to:

"(1) All programs for which there is an expectation of a Cost Analysis Improvement Group (CAIG)

review.
(2) All programs expected to enter the Army Systems Acquisition Review Council/Defense

Systems Acquisitions Review Council (ASARC/DSARC) process.
(3) All alternatives expected to be listed in the final Decision Coordination Paper (DCP).
(4) All other programs as may be directed by the Comptroller of the Army.

"Thc presentation and documentation requirements do not apply to the myriad alternatives, op-
tions or scenarios conceived in the course of the iterative process of defining and redefining systems re-
quirements. They apply once it can be concluded that the process has yielded alternatives that are can-
didates for senior decision makers (DA Staff) attention."

"The term, 'R&D Cost', is defined, in ge,.eral, to be the sum of all costs resulting from applied
research, engineering design, analysis, development, test, evaluation, and managing devteopment ef-
forts related to a specific materiel system. The term R&D cost includes:

(1) All costs to the Government, defined as contractorcosts plus in-house costs, of products and ser-
vices necessary to bring a specific materiel system from concept to serial production.

(2) All costs to the Government of developing the specific capability, irrespective of how such costs
are funded, i.e., irrespective of which appropriations (RDTE, MPA, MCA, or OMA) are cited, and
irrespective of which organization within the Army has responsibility."

"Sperifically excluded from R&D cost estimates. are:
a. Co its incurred during the Investment and Operating and Support phases of a program.
b. Research and Development costs which cannot be directly related to the system itself or which

cannot be reasonably allocated to the system. Research (6.1) and Exploratory Development (6.2)
categories are not considered to be program peculiar R&D costs.".

.A major fraction of the total R&D costs are for services performed, as comp red to products
produced. In fact, the cost of R&D'services may be some 2/3 of total R&D costs. For civilian services,
some useful algorithms have beers developed; an example is Fig. 35-3. The cost analyst is expected to
make explicit formulations such as in Fig. 35-3 which underpin the methodology employed in his
estimate.

For military personnel, the cost per man year should include the following (Ref. 8):

35.• :" 35.
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"(l) Actual mean pay based on grade and MOS assuming a weighted average length of service for
each grade.

(2) Basic Allowance for Subsistance and Basic Allowance for Quarters (BAS and BAQ) based on
gr• 5 structure and percent by grade receiving BAQ.

(3' Special pay, if applicable, received by individuals based on the personnel requirements
specified in the table of distribution and allowances (TDA) or requesting authority. These pays should
be added to the mean cost per person based on the percentage required to possess the particular skill.".

Such methods of estimating costs of services may be expected to apply as well to the investment
phase and in some instances to the operating and support phase also.

"There are two types of estimates of costs; one is a point estimate, and the other a range estimate. The
point estimate does not reflect any uncertainty associated with it, and too often, therefore, it implies a
very precise estimate. For this reason, a range of costs-based on the inherent cost estimating
uncertainty-should 'be provided. In fact, costs estimated from statistical considerations are often very
valuable because the statistician may be able to place confidence bounds about many cost estimates.

As we have mentioned, the term "research and development cost estimation" is somewhat of a mis-
nomer because cost estimation problems related to this phase are predominantly for development. In
other words, costs for research may be mostly for the use of brains and some special (but often costly)
equipment, and it is to be realized that many results from any research effort may apply to a variety of
development projects. In fact, even programmed research may turn out to be applicable mostly to a
very different field of interest than that for which the effort has been expended.

Development costs are not easy to estimate, and the process often turns out to be a much more in-
volved or complex problem than that of estimating costs for the investment (procurement) or for the
O&S phase. A very interesting account cf the development cost estimating problem has been given by
Trainor (Ref. 12), who made a study of some seven techniques'of estimating costs of weapon systems-
"all wrong", as he puts it. Trainor (Ref. 12) discusses the seven techniques-the component buildup
method (an engineering type approach), the component buildup method plus a correction factor, a
risk analysis-network theor type of approach, analogy techniques, a "remote" analogy technique (as
compared to the direct analogy process), a complexity factor analysis type of approach, and the
parametric cost analysis approachl He points out the advantages and disadvantages of all of these cost
analysis approaches in some rather convincing detail. Clearly then, there is always the netd for much
cross:checking in cost analysis methodology, ,and different approaches have to be pursued. For
development costs in general, Trainor (Ref. 12) indicates that variations between the estimates and ac-
tual development costs for some major systems can often vary by as much as 200-300%.

35-3.2. INVESTMENT COST GUIDE
Ref 9 gives guidelines for costs relative to the investment or procurement phase. The investment

costs, are the one-time expenditures that must be made to introduce a new weapon into the operational
force. Investment costs are needed for the same reasons as those listed for R&D in par. 35-3.1, and the
investment cost guide (Ref. 9) applies as a minimum to the four conditions at the beginning of par. 35-
3.1 also. The investment cost elements are listed on Fig.. 35-2, although •he element No. 2.01, Nonre-
curring Investment, is actually broken down further into:'

1. Initial Production Facifities (IPF)
2. lndustriial Facilities/Production Base Support (PBS)C '~3. Other Nonrecurring
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Furthermore, the element No. 2.02, Production, is broken down into:
1. Manufacturing
2. Recurring 'Engineering
3. Sustaining Tooling
4. Quality Control
5. Other.

Of course, costs for each of the various elements must be estimated, as well as additional significant
elements not listed if they occur.

"The term 'investment cost' is defined, in general, to be the sum of all costs resulting from the
production and introduction of the materiel system into the Army's operational inventory. The term
'investment cost' includes:

(1) All costs to the Government, defined as fontractor costs plus in-house costs, of ptoducts and
services necessary to transform the results of R&D into a fully operational system consisting of the
hardware, training, and support activities necessary to initiate operations.

(2) Costs of both a nonrecurring [n3turej, i.e., costs which are required to establish a production
capability, and recurring nature, i.e., costs which occur repeatedly during production and delivery to
user orgaiizations.

(3) Costs of all production products and related services, irrespective of how such costs are fund-
ed, i.e., irrespective of which appropriations (PROC, MPA, OMA, MCA), are cited, and irrespective
of which organization within the Army -has responsibility.

(4) All costs resulting from production and introduction into operational inventory irrespective of
how allocated among Unit E,,uipment (UE), Maintenance Float (MF), and Training Usage classifica-
tions." (Ref. 9)

Production cost estimating is also an activity involving uncertainty or error, but it involves much less
error than that of estimating costs for development. Estimates often are within 20% of actual costs, and
they seldom vary by as much as 200%. The practice of using param tric cost estimating techniques for
production has Worked well indeed and has been especially useful in reducing errors of estimation.
Much of the variation in estimated unit production costs is actually the result of inadequate resource
allocation, which in turn results in reductions in the planned qua tities or, planned production. rates
themselvesi.

The investment phase includts production, and it is for this ite of the investment cost matrix that
we .may illustrate an example of the top-down cost estimating app ach and the use of cost estimation
relations (CER's). This particular application is for the so-called " earning curve", which is an equa-
tion expressing the cumulative cost of producing any number of ite in terms of the cost for the first
item produced and the "learning curve slope", as it is called. T illustrate, let

Cr. - C(n) - cost of producing the first n items
n =- number of items produced
F - cost of producing the first unit

=b improvement learning curve slope.

Then, the equation usually employed to estimate the total cost o producing n items is

" .Cee FRI+& (35.1)76

35]1
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It is easy to linearize Eq. 35-1. Taking natural logarithms of both sides, we have

lnCT = lnF+ (1 + b)lnn.
(35-2)

Thus with cost data for the first item produced and the total cumulative cost for any number n of the
items, the "learning slope" b may be determined and used for future, similar production. Alternatively,
once the exponent b is known for some typical item, and the cost F of the first item is also known, Eq.
35-1 may be used to determine the total cost of any number n of items produced. Eq. 35-2 is especially
ueful for linear regression studies and the determination of errors of predictior.

Due to inflation or rising costs for many military items, it is often necessary to modify Eq. 35-1 to ac-
count for changing dollar values. This is done in terms of a "shift factor" S that represents the value of
the dollar for any given year to that for a reference or "standard" year.. Thus Eq. 35-1, modified to ac-
count for inflation, would become

CT Fn= S.
(35-3;

Ref. 9 covers a very good and informative example of the top-down or parametric' approach for
costing artillery type w, apons, or cannons. The example is in terms of the "cumulative average cost"
for various calibers of cannon as a function of the gun weight only. The, cumulative average cost is
defined as the total cost of producing- some number n of cannons divided by that particular number of
cannons. In the example, it was found that~an acceptable estimate of the cumulative average cost could
be found in terms of only one parameter, i.e., the gun weight. The initial data studied by the cost
analyst are given in Table 35-1, which is Fig. B-6 of Ref. 9. Fig. B-5 of Ref. 9, reproduced here as Fig.
35-4, indicates the original cost information for different calibers of cannon plotted against gun weight
in pounds from the appropriate columns of Table 35-1. The cost analyzt has fitted a curve of the form

U= .4W'd
(35-4)

where.
= average cost per cannon for the first 1000 cannons

A - constant to be determined
d - exponent to be determined

W = gun weight, lb.

To illustrate th.; cost estimation relation (CER) approach for determining predicted cost of any
weight of cannon, one may easily apply linear least squares by woi king with logarithms for both sides
of Eq. 35-4. Thus this transformation gives

lnC lnA + din W (35-5)4 ... or
,y a + dx (35-6)

I .735-13 ,
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where
y = in (35-7)

a = InA (35-8)

x = In IV. (35-9.

The calculations to fit the line of Eq. 35-6 are indicated on Table 35-2; the notation is that of Ref. 13.
Thus, the' line is fitted using logarithms of the costs in 1972 dollars and the weights of cannon in
pounds. The line fitted is

InC = 4.02 + 0.658 In1W
(35-10)

which may be returned to the oriinal scale by taking antilogs, i.e.,

or
5 5.7 WR'0  . (35-11)

Eq. 35-11 then gives o' CER from which the average cost per cannon in 1972 dollars may be estimated
from any caan nn weight W in pounds. Suppose, for example, one were interested in the cost of a new

TABLE 35-2
CALCULATION OF CER

W, x

Dollars lb . InC InW

686 40 6.53 3.69
7951 1590 898 7.37 ' 14
6442 1352 8.77 7.21 Xx - 105.85. Z• 125.92
9449 2370 9.15 7.77 1 - 7.56. , 899
(465 2370 8177 7.77 Zxs - 827.26. Zys 1145.09

11829 2650 9.38 7.88 - 969.7n
2648 365 788 5.90
8639 2485 906 7,82 CR: C' -wAWI
3800 1064 824 6.97

25839 6280 10.16 8.75 Fittedequation: y - o + dx
8581 2970 P06 800 with y . Inc

1800 2840 9.80 7.95 a - In A
27288 13800 1021 9.53 InW
20545 10350 9.93 9.24

A,, 4 0Zx - (Zx)' - 377.42
A,, oZ9j - (ZV)' - 175.38
A., - ,Z• - (Zi)(Zy) - 248,29
Slope d - A.,/A,. - 248.29/377.42 - 0.658
atricept a - InA - di 4.02

Variance of re-iduali a (A,_ - Aj)ffv(1- 2)1 - 0.071.
%d emo of ressdual, - &, TW -VV~ 0.266
Tramformatmon back to oaqinal svale Xr .- : C 55.7 WI" and J*., '•u'"S028 0 1

,. , ~ ~~35- 16' ,",....
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or proposed tannon that weighed 10,uO0 lb. Then, %e calculate the average cost per cannon for the
first IlW)O such cannons to be

C = 55.7(l0000)°-u = S23,970

from the fitted CER.

The st:,ndard deviation of residuals about the line on the logarithmic scale (Eq. 35-6) is

S• O•= 0.268

which converts to about

.. •. (11297)(0.268) = $3028

for the original cost in dollars and the cannon weight scale. Hence th'! standard error of prediction
from the fitted curve at the mean value . = 7.36 is 0.268/V%/ =- 0.07, which means that cn the
original scale at R' =e = e'= 1920 lb the standard error of prediction would be about

(I1297)(0.268)/VI4 = S809.

Thus at I = 7.56 or W = 1920 lb, the standard error of residuals or prediction from the fitted curve
would be at the miniinum value of

ar'w = $809.

However, the standard error of prediction for a weight of cannon equal to 10,000 lb substituted into the

'itted.curve (Eq. 35 4) would amount to

o trw= (Ave •)(& 1)V//) + n( 7T56- 7ln0000)2W/4,, (35-12)

=- (!1297)(0.26$)V(71/' 1) + 14(7.56- 1n1OOOO) 2/377.42)

= $1257.

(See any tandard statistica; textbook on regression, or ,ee Ref. 13, for example). Thus the 512.-7 (and
such shi'ilarly computed values) represent a rather significant increase in the error of prcdiction at
cannon weights departing from the mean value of about 1920 lb.

The predicted average cost for 1000 cannons weighing 10,000 lb would be found from Eq. 35-11 and
• ~~is '.

= $23,870

so that 95% confidence bounds' on the true cost at this weight would be about

. ... 35-17
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SfU ± 1.96(1257) or

$21,406 to $26,334

or a spread of $4928.
%We note from Eq. 35-1 that the average cost of the first n items produced is CT divided by n or

Cr/n = Fn8

(35-13)

where as before F is the cost of the first item produced and b the logarithm of the learning curve slope.
Hence from the data just calculated we may estimate F and then determine the general cost equation
for any number of cannons produced. In fact, by definition, the exponent b is known to be

b = lnO.9 5/ln2 (35-14)

= -0.0740

for a 95% learning rate. Therefore, suppose we are interested in a cannon weight of, say, 2495 lb. Then
"the average cost per cannon of the first 1000 cannons from Fq. 35.11 would be

C10.0 = AlWf = 55.7(2495)o"- $9575

so that from Eq. 35-.1 we may easily, find the cost of the first unit, or

(Cr/n)(35-15)

which for the initial 1000 cannons produced of weight 2495 lb would give

F = Co/(1000)b = S9575/1000-004. = 15,964.

Finally then, the total cost for any number n of cannons at-any weight W is given by the equatiot,

Ci, - Fn+* = 15,964 n0'm (35-16)

We therefore have a CER also for calculating the total cost of any number of cannons of any given
weight and have demonstrated the extreme tusefulness of tf e top-down or cost estimating selection ap-
proach.

We emphasize that so far in this series of computations we have estimated only one of the investment
phase costs and that all of the other costs for investment or production on Fig. 35-2 must also be es-
timated and added together. Nevertheless, this example illustrates the value of regression techniques in
cost analysis problems, particularly those involving the top-down approach.

An illustrative example for the bottoms-up or engineering type approach to cost estimation during
the investment phase is given with all the necessary detail in Appendix C of Ref. 9. In this example,

"K • 35.18
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some 50 cost elements are listed for which costs have to be estimated and cost data sheets may hae to
be pre-,ared. This should give some idea u, the necessary dtail and the many numr rolus (itICUl,,ion,

which have to be carried out for the Fottoms-up approach.
Chapter 6 of Ru. 9 lists many general cost estimating equations which may be uscd to determine in-

vestment costs g, ,ierally. As an isolated example, the cost of tranrsportation may be estimated from the
relation

Transportation 1st + 2nd Des- I1st + 2nd Des- / Total (3'-1-

portation Cost + port Spares Per ) Manufactured
2.10er tinaitn Trans ti pati raes- Quranuatited

Unit

35-3.3 OPERATING AND SUPPORT COST GUIDE

The guide which provides a framework for the presentation. documentation, and reportin of, cost
estimates of tht O&S phase of a materiel system life cycle is Department of the Army Pamphlet No.
11-4 (Ref. 10). The major objectives of this particular guide are:

"a. To achieve consistent preparation and documentation of Army materiel system Operating and
Support phise cost estimates. This objective is accomplished through establishing and maintaining
uniform cost wtructures and formats employing-standardized cost elements and definitions.

"b. To improve the perception of Operating and Support cost estimating. This objective is accom-
plished by illustrating, in a highly simplified manner, the types'of generic expressions employed to es-
timate Operating and Support phase costs.".

It can be %_xpected that the operating and support costs incurred during the useful life of a weapon
system may exceed the production cost of the system. Therefc'e, the high O&S costs warrant a very
comprehensive revi'w during the acquisition process of the weapon system. Some specific reasons why
O&S cost estimates are needed ..re given in Ref. 10 and are:

"a. T6 permit personnel savings. Personnel costs, not only of the crew, but also of the maintenance
and the indirect. personnel, make up a major siare of O&S costs. Only if these costs are made visible
can Arm( planners realize the opportunity for reducing these costs, for example, by considering other
ways to ntegiate the hardware into the force units.

"b. U der the current design-to-cost concept, potential cost performance trade-offs and engineerir.
changes nust be evaluated in terms of their impact upon the overall cost of ownership of the system,
and appropriate weight should be given to this factor during source selection evaluation. High acquisi-
tion costs are acceptable provided that the additional investment will be amortized in a reasonable
period ol time through lower operating costs. By preparing full O&S cost estimates the proper trade-
offs can :e made. -

"c. To achieve better balance between equipment purchase and repair. Before making its annual
budget r quest the Army must determine the best balance between the purchase of new modern equip- I
ment ant the repair of its existing equipment. This involves a trade-off between new capability and
present ieadiness. Visibility of O&S costs is required in such determinations.

"d. T) perform better comparisons between materiel systems. Credible estimates of the Operating
and Sup )ort cost impacts of new systems will permit the Army to discriminate better between com-
peting s1 stems. In a scenario in which two or more competing systems have-comparable performance

35-19 40
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and production costs, it is conceivable that the systems could have significantly differei,t operating and

support costs.
".e. To provide management visibility of critical resource requiieme:-s.

One should note that annual operating costs are the recurring outlays that are required to maintain

and operate a system after it becomes a part of the military force. The estimates of weapon system
operating costs are sometiies quite accurately predictable. This isperhaps especially true for systems

that are not too complex, such as trucks or even armored personnel carriers. For such systems,. the

- operating costs will likely be dominated by the costs of the operating crews and the cost of fuel and
maintenance. Moreover, maintenance costs usually may be treated on a cost per hour basis or a cost

per unit basis ba,;ed on similar predecessor vehicles, for example.
Returning to Fig. 35- I, we note a very significant omission is time in years on the~abscissa. Thus one

needs to know the "useful life" of a Weapon system to determine O&Scosts, and henve the .life cycle

cost. In fact, perhaps one of the most difficult facets of estimating the life cy:ie cost is the determination

of the useful life of a weapon system. Indeed, by actual observation, the useful life of materiel items de-
pends on type of weapon, design, usage, environment. etc., so that useful life itself may be expected to
vary randomly. Some attempts are usually made by the Army to specify a standard useful life for a se-

lected class of equipment. For example, in 1968, the, accepted life of US Ammy helicopters was 9 yr,
whereas the accepted useful life is now some 15 yr. Then again, a recent study of the Utility Tactical
Transportation System (UTTAS) indicates that a value of 20 yr should be considered acceptable.

Useful life is an important and critical factor in determining O&S costs, or" even in planning produc-

tion.
As an aid to t-he cost analyst, the general cost estimating equations for the operation and support

phase of the system life cycle are given in Chapter 6 of Ref. 10. In fact, there is a cost estimation equa-

tion for each of the elements listed on Fig. 35-2 for the operating and support phase cycle. As a simple

example, the cost esimation equation for petroleum, oils, and lubr'icants (POL) is listed in Fig.' 6-6 of

Ref. 10 as:

(35-18)

POL =(Operational Rate Per Equip- X Mile, e.g. X(perating
(Total Quantity)X (Annual Activity /POL Cost Per Number of)

Cost Equipment \ment (Miles, e.g.) Years

Appendix B of Ref. 10 documents an example of an O&S cost element. It is for the crew pay and

allowances. The cost model itself is very simple, and a cost data sheet (CDS) is completed for this ele-
ment. The cost model simply states that the 'total estimated cost for crew pay and allowances maybe

found by multiplying together thetotai quantity of operational equipment, the number of crewmen per

item of equipment, the sum of average annual base pay and theate r cost and flight pay per crewman,
the number of operating years, and the constant dollar shift factor for military pay and allowances (see

Fig. B-3 of Ref. 10).
Appendix C covers a very good illustrative example of the operating and support costs for typical

i,,w transport helicopters and is thoroughly documented.
Thus as with the general problem of accurate cost estimation, one' needs to identify all- significant

elements throughout the life cycle of a military system and properly plan for all of the detailed costs,
summing them up to the total for a given organization, etc.

35-20
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There may be quite an advantage gained by trying to establish some general top-down cost estima-
tion procedures for the operating and support phase also. For example, there. may exist a useful rela-
tion between the number of support person'nel and the number of actual operating personnel for the
equipment. Therefore, one might be able to establish a regression equation of the kind:

S = 1500 + 0.32(Op)
(35-19)

where
S number of support personnel in thousands

Op number of actual operating personnel in thousands.

Thus it is easily seen that with such relationships cost could be more readily estimated with sufficient
accuracy

35-3.4 STANDARDS FOR PRESENTATION OF LCCE

Standards for thr- presentation and documentation of Life Cycle Cost Estimates' of Army materiel
systems are given in Ref. 14. This guide has been prepared primarily for those who prepare cost es-
timates and those who review cost estimates prepared by others. Ref. 14 has been prepared primarily
to indicate the need for standardized formats, while at the same time it attempts to recogrize that sub-
stantial reliance must be placed on the freedom of expression inherent in the professionalism of in-
dividual cost analysts throughout the Army even though the two aims may appear to be somewhat
conflicting. Therefore, the guide really aims to address the minimum standards that are required. The
guide takes into cognizance 'and is, in fact, based on the wide-spread use of Refs. 8, 9, and 10.

There are three broad classes of standard life cycle presentations that are needed, namely: (1) static
cost presentation which displays cost estimates on a nontime-phased basis and is the most frequently
encountered in cost analyses, (2) time-phased cost presentation which reflects static costs that have
been displayed over time usually by fiscal year in relation to the program schedule, and (3) cost sen-
sitivity presentation which portrays the sensitivity of a point estimate to changes in the cost driving
variables. There is 'also a' need 'in the cost analysis community for standardization of the required
degree of cost calculation precision and accuracy; accordingly Ref. 14'covers significant figures and the
rounding of numbers. Appendix B of Ref. 14 suggests a life cycle cost structure that might well be used,
and a good summary of the needs are outlined in Fig. 35-5, which is Fig. B-2 of Ref. 14.

35-4 ADDITIONAL FACTORS FOR LCCE PROCEDURES

So far in this chapter we have indicated some of the more ordinary or standard procedures
associated with the problem of life cycle cost estimation for weapon or materiel systems. However,
there are some rather significant additional factors that must be taken into account in the cost analysis
process. The general aim is for an accurate cost estimation procedure. In Chapter 34 we discussed the
matter of sunk costs and showed that they may not apply to the system under study, especially if they
have already been expended and hence are not proratable to a particular weapon or system of current
interest. However, such detailed considerations may become of considerable importance in charging
costs to any current system undergoing cost analysis.

(7> There are three additional significant factors affecting cost analysis which are worthy of mention,
"- - namely: (1) the matter of useful life versus combat life, (2) residual or scrap value of a materiel item,

35-21
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k and (3) discounting future expected costs. We now consider these factors, but treat (1) and (2)

together.

35-4.1 RESIDUAL OR SCRAP -VALUE, USEFUL LIFE, AND COMBAT LIFE

As everyone knows, mos, commercial items have a scrap value or a trade-in value toward the
purchase of a new item. Moreover, it can be seen that when one considers the residual or scrap value of
an item, that particular point in time may also determine the useful life. Therefore, it can be expected

that the concepts of residual value and useful life are closely related. Normally, it has'been US Army
practice to make product improvements on weapons or materiel systems and to overhatl (r rebuild
many items from time to time in which case the estimation of useful life after modification would

become of importance. On the other hand, at least-for some Army materiel, it has been customary to
consider that the residual value of an item is zero, or in other words simply ignore the problem of

residual value of a materiel system. Nevertheless, there is always the problem of timely replacement of
items. Also a factor or concept not previously mentioned-and one which would affect all of these
considerations -is that of the expected combat life. Clearly, the determination or estimation of combat life
is a much more difficult problem than estimation of noncombat useful life since combat life depends on
the number, types, and intensity of combat engagements over time. The reader may easily see that the
expected combat life of materiel items or weapons may have a most dominant effect on system "useful"
life. We cannot treat this difficult problem of estimation in any detail here even though it will have a
very marked effect on cost determination. Nevertheless, we can point out that the various methods of
analysis presented in this handbook might well be applied to the estimation of combat life for many
military items, and hence this might give a useful approach toward estima aion of the combat lives of
some military systems.

35-4.2 DISCOUNTING OF COSTS

The amount of funds appropriated for weapon systems are not allocated all at one time, but rather
the custom has been that of appropriating a fraction each year. This is tru for R&D, investment or

procurement, and for O&S costs as well--all phased in over time. Conse.. iz-ntly, the matter of dis-
counting to determine costs, which are comparable for alternative weapon system buys, has to be con-
sidered and should be developed aside from the concept of useful life, although useful life will deter-
mine the total discounted cost of any' system. Some new weapon development may have a higher in-
vestment cost, and this may lead to expected lower operating costs for the same overall effectiveness as
a predecessor military system which is replaced. Inherent in the estimation of diccount values is the
discount rate and the time period over the life cycle of a weapon system considered to be of importance.
For example, as many as 25 or 30 yr may be required from the time of initial development of a weapon
system to final phaseout of it. Discount rates themselves vary over time although it is also desirable for
the Army to specify or set standard rates in many cases. It is understood that for the present a discount
rate of 10% has been specified; however, discounting in general is not always put into practice in the
Department of Defense (Ref. 11) for life cycle cost estimation problems. Nevertheless, the appropriate
equation for discounting future costs to the present value is

S• A,,= (35-20)o • ,-1(1 + re)'

' " " "" .. . . ... .. . . .. °... .* . S" " " °. .. -25. . ..
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where
P = present value. dollars

n = period ot the life cycle, yr

.4, = amount of expected cost in the ith year. dollars
ri = (variable, if applicable) discount rate used for the ith year, expressed as a decimal.

Should a constant discount rate r, r be considered valid over the period, Eq. 35-20 then becomes

P = E ) (35-21)
(1,+(1)+

We emphasize that Eqs. 35-20 and 35-21 are for constant dollars. Since inflation rates may be quite

pertinent for any discounting analysis, discounted costs have to be accordingly adjusted. An excellent
treatment of discounting, and as a matter of fact all of the subjects related to life cycle cost estimation,

is that of Fisher (Ref. 15).

To illustrate the importance of discounting in cost analyses, Trainor (Ref. 16) has prepared a con-

vincing example which we include in Table 35-3. Trainor (Ref. 16) develops a comparison of the

military adaptation of a commercial helicopter with a helicopter specifically designed for military mis-

sions to illustrate the use and importance of discounting.

In his example Trainor uses the andiscounted cumulative costs (columns 3 and 7) for which it can

be seen that after 25 yr (5 yr development, 5 yr production, and 15 yr of operation) the new design has

cost $3.551.0W), and the military adaptation has cost $3,802,000. The lower operating cost of the new

design (S160,000/yr vs SI 90,000/yr for the military adaptation) has caused this design to break even in'

the 17th year, i.e., after 7 yr in operation. By the end of the 25th year, however, the new design is 7%
less expensive' and, assuming equal effectiveness, would be a clear winner. However, using discounting

costs, a totilh1 differe't picture emerges. The military adaptation is less expensive beginning in the

third vear ($67,200 vs $74,800) and never relinquishes its lead. By 17th year (the break-even year in

undiscounted costs) the military adaptation is still 6% less expensive. By the 25th year, the gap is

nearly closed. Hence, Trainor. points gut that the "prudent" manager might tend to choose the

military adaptation in preference to the new design. Certainly he would be tempted if he is concerned

that both designs might become obsolete in less than 15 yr of operation. He then indicates

"The illustration shows the power of discounting. Yet discounting is seldom practiced in life cycle

costing. Two possible reasons are offered. First, many analysts and managers simply do not under-

stand the concept of discounting, its importance in the selection of alternatives and the ease with which
it can be applied. The second reason for the lack of use of discounting, especially in the past three-four

years is the confusion between the use of inflation factors and discounting. The casual observer may

question why -ne should inflate costs at the rate of 10 percent per annum only to turn around and dis-

count these same costs by 10 percent. Actually, discounting and inflation are different concepts for dif-

ferent purposes. Discounting is appropriately used to distinguish between alternate investment oppor-

tunities while inflation factors are used to assure that programmed funds are adequate during periods
of rising prices. In other words, discounting is used to select an alternative and inflation factors are

used tc be sure the selected alternative can be purchased. These two reasons may offer some rationale

for the lack of acceptance of discounting. Whatever the reasons, the failure to discount seriously
weakens the credibility of much of today's life cycle -Losting.".

"35;24
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TABLE 35-3
THE'USE OF DISCOUNTING TO COMPARE ALTERNATIVES

(DISCOUNTING AT 10%)

NEW DESIGN, $1000's MILITARY ADAPTATION, $ 1000's

UNDISCOUNTED DISCOUNTED UNDISCOUNTED DISCOUNTED
COST/ CUM. COST/ CUM. COST/ CUM. COST/ CUM.

YR YEAR COST YEAR COST YEAR COST YEAR COST

DEVELOPMENT

1 10 10 9.1 9.1 10 10 9.1 9.1
2 25 35 20.6 9 25 i 35 20.6 29.7
3 60 95 45.1 #7 50 85 37.3
4 75 170 51.2 U 40 125 27.3
5 26 195 16.1 142.1 15 140 9.3 103.8

PRODUCtION,
6 62 258 35.0 177'. 1 50 190 28.2 132.0
7 220 478 112.9 290-0 200 390 102.6 234.6
8 300 778 139.8 429.8 220 610 102.5 337.1
9 250 102$ 106.0 535.8 220 .830 93.3 430.4
10 123 1151 47,4 583.2 122 952 47.0 477.0

OPERATION

11 160 1311 56.0 639.2 190 1142 66.7 544.1
i2 160 1471 50.9 690.1 190 1332 60.4 604.5
13 160 1631 46.2 736.3 190 1522 55.0 650.5
14 160 1791 42.1 778.4 190 1712 50.0 709.5
15 160 1951 38.2 616.6 190 1902 45.4 754.9
16 160 M 34.7 851.3 190 09' 41.2 796 1
17 160 31.7 883.0 190 2282 37.6 833.7
18 160 4 28.8 911.8 190 *7 34.2 867.9
19 160 2591 26.1 927.9 190 2662 31.1 899.0
20, 160 2751 23.7 961.6 190 2852 28.3 927.3
21 160 2911 21.6 983.2 190 3042 25.6 952.9
22 160 3071 19.7 1002.9 190 3232 23.3 976.2
23 160 3231 17.9 1020.8 190 3422 21.2 997.4
24 160 3 16.2 1037.0 190 3§12 19.2 1016.6
25 160 3 14.7 1051.7 190 17.5 1034.1

35-5 SOME CONSIDERATIONS IN DEVELOPING COST RELATIONSHIPS

Some further points in cost analyses of which the weapon systems analyst should be. aware are dis-
cussed now. Once the data have been collected, normalized, and evaluated, the next task is to develop
an estimate for each category of cost, The estimating method best suited to a particlar application
may depend upon many factors, including, for example:

1. Position of the weapon system in the life cycle at the time the estimate is required
2. The availability of historical cost information
3. The level of detail of the cost information available
4. The level of detail available on system specifications (design, performance, and operational

characteristics)
5. The time available to prepare the cost estimate. . 1

Early in the concept formulation phase-when limited design information is available and con-
siderable uncertainty exists regarding system specifications,, development, and production

35-25
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requirements-only order of magnitude cost estimates may be possible. Parametric cost estimating

,and estimating by analogy are particuiarly applicable during this phase. While DO)D guidelines may

suggest that the use of statistical parametric methods is the preferred approach, to tlie development of

early cost estimates, their use may often be invalidated by an inadequate sample of historir'al cost data.

If only one or two predecessor systems or items have been developed, estimating by analogy with the

most comparable system may have to be' used.

The parametric method involves the development of CER's between cost arid one or more cost

generating variables. This method has the advantage of objectivity and flexibility in that the general

form of the influence on cost of the explanatory variables is determined; however some "correlations"

may be "spurious" and should be guarded against. Specific numerical values can be derived through

sta1odard statistical regression techniques. Another advantage of CER's is that they provide some in-

dicaticn of the quality of the cost relationships-whether by coefficient of "'determination". standard

"error of estimate, confidence, or prediction intervals-as valid predictors of cost. We have covered one

such example in Table 35-2. Again, the primary limitations to the successful use of parametric

methods are the quality and quantity of historical data reflecting the essential characteristics of the

item or -system-io be costed, and the fitted "law".

The analogy estimating approach may involve the identification of a single predecessor item or

system and adjusting the cost of that system for changes in price levels, production quantity and

schedules, etc., to develop a baseline cost. This baseline cost is then adjusted to account for differences

in physical, operational, and performance characteristics between the predecessor system and the

system to be costed. Obviously, the validity of the cost prediction is a function of:

1. The ability to make a good analogy

2. The accuracy with which the es*ntial differenccs between a predecessor system and a new sy,-

tem have been determined, both of which may involve cpnsiderable expertise and good judgment.

If a good analogy is available, the advantage of this over the parametric approach is the time saved in

data search, adjustment, evaluation, and curve fitting. The disadvantages of estimating by analogy are

that costs are related to a single explanatory variable and costs are assumed to be proportional to the

magnitude of the explanatcry variable, e.g., "a 25% increase in weight will result ina 25% increase in

cost"

Both the analogy and parametric approaches can be used to estimate costs in all of the cost

categories of Refs. 8, 9, and 10. Historically, estimating by analogy has perhaps predominated (until

recently) due to the data availability problem. However, with the current emphasis on parametric es-

timation, the DOD and the Army are currently engaged in measures to correct these deficiencies by:

1. Development of uniform Costing procedures both from Within the DOD and from contractors

engaged by the DOD

2. Development of CER libraries, the cost estimate control data centers within the DARCOM

commodity commands and automated cost information systems where feasible.

When technical data packages and engineering drawings become available during the later stages of

the development phase of the life cycle, the engineering estimate'is often used to determine investment

and recurrirg production cost. This is a time-consuming and expensive approach to cost estimating

because numerous calculations are required in the buildup of costs from basic work tasks, materiel
fabrication and assembly processes, item physical dimensions, etc. While this method has the potential
for greater accuracy in cost estimates, the time consuming aspect suggests that this method be used

primarily in those circumstances in which:
I. There is (onsiderable uncertainty regarding estimates developed parametrically or by anaiogy _

35-26
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2. There is uo usetul historical counterpart for the item or system being costed.
Many of the cost relationships developed in the early tages of the weapon system life cycle, however,

may be made by ising cost ratios and standard cost factors. Examples are construction cost factors
(c0st/square foot), facilities maintenance cost as a percent of facilities investment costs, and standard
labor rates for specific work processes. These may be available from current indexes and tables
developed through historical observations of similar cost elements.

In the conceptual stage, Research, Development. Test, and Evaluation (RDTE) costs are of primary

importance. Accurate estimates of investment and operating costs cannot, at that time, be developed
because'some of the basic cost parameters are not yet established. The total requirement or the initial
tables of organization an(' equipment (TOE) 'allowances, plus additional allowances such as main-
tenance float and combat consumption, will vary as decisions are made on how many and which
organizations are to be equipped with ,the materiel items. Operating costs will be .. factor of total
authorizations, and operational system maintenance and consumable demands. In this early phase,
much of the R& 1) cost may be based on comparable research efforts for similar items of equipment
and related components. As the detailed design specifications emerge in the development phase and
prototype hardware is produced and tested, parametric or analogy estimates of costs are gradually
replaced by actual costs-.-e.g., R& D costs will have been expended, and more accurate projections for
production costs based on updated CER's' and engineering estimates will be available. Operating costs
may still be developed using cost factors, bui these can be updated through experience with prototype
testing.

Since cost relationships are based on experience with "similar" systems, there is always the element
of uncertainty concerning whether past cost experience will hold in predictions about future costs. This
is partictlarly applicable to advanced weapon systems which are normally characterized by
predecessors of lesser technological sophistication. Therefore, each cost estimate should also reflect a
judgment regarding the possible variability about the most likely costs based on the quantity or
quality of information used to derive cost relationships. An assessment of uncertainty is essential to
both a realistic prediction of component costs ard an indication of potential areas for system cost
growth. 0

The results of the uncertainty analysis also support trade-off analyses among weapon system alter-
natives during the concept formulation phase.

35-6 CONSTRUCTION OF TABULAR COST MODELS

Cost estimating relationships, cost factors, etc., may be considered to be the transformation devices
for relating the cost of functional, resource, and program elements of the system to cost generating or
explanatory variables. These parameters must be combined in a systematic, logical, and valid manner
to provide some insight into the total resource impact of the weapon system decision to be made. The
cost model serves the role of an "integrating" device which relates'the cost categories, cost estimating
relationships, cost factors, etc., to the cost summaries required for a particular. study. The cost model is
an analytical tool for examining the behavior of system costs relative to assumptions about the weapon
system, e.g., number of items to be procured, number of yzars of operation, and utilization rates. In
this context, therefore, the cost model represents an efficient summary of the essential' system cost ele- I
ments in a format which lends itself readily to manipulation and prediction.

An example of the cost elements and factors constituting.a cost model for a surveillance aircraft
system is shown in tabular form in Table 35-4 with the identification of the variables or symbols given

.. 3ý-27,
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TABLE 35-4. MATHEMATICAL STATEMENTS FOR THE SURVEILLANCE
AIRCRAFT SYSTEM COST MODEL

(ost ('ategory and Element Symbol

1.0 Research and development (=.1k + (I.2)
i.I Aircral't = RDAC
1.2 Surveillance = RDS

2.0 Initial investment = (2.1) + (2.2) + (2.3) + (2.4)
2.1 Perwotnel = (2..0) + (2.1.2)

2.1.1 Training = (2.1.1.1) + (2.1.1.2) + (2.1.1.3) + (2.1.1-4)
2.1.1.1 New pilots = PPN X TPN
2.1.1.2 Transitional pilots = PPT X TPT
2.1.1.3 Officer, other = POO X TOO
2.1.1.4 Enlisted a PE X TE

2.1.2 Travel = (TVO X PO) + (TVE X PE)
2.2 Installations = FACI
2.3 Equipment a (2.3.1) + (2.3.2)+(2.3.3) + (2.3.4)

2.3.1 Aircraft a ACT X CAC
2.3.2 Ground support, a SG X CSG

N
:3.3 Other specified -. E 1Ai(i + MF) Ci

i1l

2.3.4 Organizational a PM X COEr
2.4 Initial stocks - (2.4.1) + (2.4.2) + (2.4.3)

2.4.1 Aircraft spares - SP X ACT X CAC
2.4.2 Aircraft POL .= SM/12.0 X POL X FH X ACI

N
2.4.3 Other specified _ IAi X CCi X LOG X Ci.

3.0 Annual operating a (3.1) + (3.2) + (3.3) + (3.4) + (3.5)
3.I Personnel a (3.1.1)+ (3.1.2) + (3.1.3)

3.1.1 Training m (3.1.1.1) + (3.1.1.2) + (3.1.1.3) +(3.1.1.4)
3.1.1.1 Pilots a YRS X T X PP X TORP
3.1.1.2 Officer, ot6e , YRS X TOO X POO X TORO
3.1.1.3 Enlisted a. , YRS X-TE X PE X TORE

3.1.2 Pay and allowances a (3.1.2.1) t (3.1.2.2) 4 (3.1:2.3) + (3.1.2.4)
3.1.2.1 Officer. rated - YRS X PR X PAR
3.1.2.2 Officer, nonrated m YRS X PNR X PANR
3.1.2.3 Enlisted a YRS X PE X PAE
3.1.2.4 Civillah , YRS X PC X. PAC

3.J.3 Travel w YRS JTVO X (PP X TORP + POO X TORO)
+TVEX PE X TOREJ

3.2 Equipment a (3.2.1)+(3.2.2)S(Ac: RCAC round _

3.2.1 Aircraft attrition , YRS IX FH X ýCOroundrAC

3.2.2 Other teplacement/consumpton - YRS I(IAi X RC? Ci]

3.3 Maintenance a (3.3.1) + (3.3.2) + (33.3)
3.3.1 Facilities a YRS F FACtM
3.3.2 Aircraft a YRS X ACI X FH X CMFH
3.3.3 Othr equipmmnt m YRS X •M X CMU

3.4 POL * YRS X ACI X FH X POL
3.5 ServIce and other a YRS X PM X CO M 3i
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in Table 35-5. The total system model is developed from subsvstem models which in turn are com-
posed of CER's, cost factors, and engineering estimates. The layers of submodels will depend upon the
level of WBS detail and cost estimation relationships ,hich can he deve!oped from historical cost data.
The total system cost model should identify costs by major cost catezories and elements. as shown.
Within each cost category, submodels and estimating relationships should include only those mathe-
matical statements necessary to determine uniquely the link between cost and cost ýzeneratiniz
variables. A simplified example of mathematical expressions withip a nonrecurring in, estment sub-
model is shown in Fig. 35-6.

Tables 35-4 and 35-5, and Fig. 35-6, illustrating submodels, ihou!d give the weapon systems analyst
a good idea and some appreciation of the overall approach for life cycle cost estimation of a system.

35-7 DEVELOPING A BASELINE COST ESTIMATE

To provide a point of departure in estimating system costs, an initial -baseline" estimate should be
developed early in the life cycle under a set of logical assumptions regarding the number of items to be
procured, base case production schedules, utilization rates, and other pertinent factors. Since limited
information is available to project accurately the ultimate system configuration at this point, variations
in the values of these key variables can be explored in the cost model through sensitivity analyses. For
example, the base case may be costed for .V configuration end-items and the sensitivity of total system
costs determined for variations in production schedules ard rates (experience curves,. Similarly, the
number of years of operation of the system can b: varied over 5 to 20 vr, for example, to determine the
sensitivity of system costs to utilization rates and operating assumptions. Other critical assumptions
about key variables can be tested in the cost model, using the base case as a point of depature. The
purpose of such an exercise is to determine those key variables for which total system cost is most sen-
sitive in the relative comparison among weapon system design alternatives.. The ultimate objective is to
attain the best overall balance between system design, opeiational effectiveness, and cost over the
lifetime o" the system.

As the system progresses through successive life cycle stages, the baseline model is retained a.,d up-
dated to reflect more definitive' information avaiiable from development, design, and testing efforts,
and, ultimately, actuai production schedules developed-during the initial, production stage:

The importance of the baseline estimate cannot be overemphasized because all subsequent cost
• nalysis effort should perhaps be an extension'of it; i.e.,.as more definitive system design information
becomes availabl- to improve the life cycle cost estimate, any Updates or revisions in costs should be
made relative to the baseline estimate. This procedure is essential to the systematic recording of a cost
trail which:

1. Facilitates development of consistent data bases for subsequent cost analysis studies and, more
importantly,

2. Provides the framework for tracing system cost growth in support of a "variance analysis"
which indicates the reasons for cost differences between current and previous life cycle cost estimates,

Life cycle costs must also'be time-phased to provide an indication of comparative year-to-year ex-
penditure patterns (total obligational authority) for system configuration alternatives. Funding im-
plications on 6scal year budget leveli in major Army appropriation accounts are important input to
the weapon system decision. Time phasing should further require that future cost streams be dis-
counted to determine the financial value (time/money preference) of various investment options. Year-
to-year cost information is also an important input to formal budget requests, e.g., program change re-
quests (PCR's), to provide funds to proceed irnto the next phase of the weapon system life cycle.

'35-29
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'In the initial system proposal, time-phasing considerations will be a planning estimate only based on
specified target dates with appropriate lead and lag factors derived from experience. As the system
proceeds through the development phase and more definitive information on a system specification
becomes available--e.g., number and types of organizations to be equipped wis-,h the major end-item
(basis of issue phases), and tentative production and delivery schedules e stablished-then year-to-year
estimates of funding requirements can be improved.

With such background details, we are now in a position to present an excellent. example of the prob-
lem of LCCE; namely, that for the Utility Tactical Transport Aircraft System (UT'TAS).

35-8 A LCCE EXAMPLE FOR UTTAS

A current and highly illustrative example of the LCCE process is that related to the UTTAS. This
particular cost analysis study is covered and fully documented in Army Cost Analysis Paper, ACAP-8,
of the Directorate of Cost Analysis, Office of the Comptroller of the Army-Refs. 17, 18, 19, 20, 21,
and 22-October 1976. As would be expected, the study is quite voluminous and contains the six
stated references and some 385 pages of detail and justification. Ref. 17 is the Executive Summary and
Comparative Analysis; this broad description should give the weapon systems analyst a good apprecia-
tion of the probable extent and expected scope, size, and required detail of a suitable life cycle cost
analysis.*

"The UITAS is anew twin engine helicopter to replace the UH-1 in the air assault, air cavalry and
medical evacuation missions. This aircraft has been designed as the Army's first true squad assault
helicopter, since the UH-1 was originally designed to perform the medical evacuation mission, which
only later was expanded to include the air assault role also. The result was an increase in mission gross
weight with related performance reductions. The UTTAS will perform the missions of transporting
troops and equipment into combat, resupplying the troops while in combat and performing associated
functions of aeromedical evacuation, repositioning of reserves, and command control. UTIAS
development program considers overall cost-effectiveness with particular emphasis on reliability,
maintainability, and survivability in combat/field operations.

"The UTTAS was approved (DCP signed) for full scale development on 22 June 1971. The General
Electric Company was selected (from three responding offerors) to develop, engines for UTTAS and a
contract to that effect awarded on 6 March 1972. On 5 January 1972, a Request for Proposal (RFP)
was issued to the aircraft industry for proposals, to develop the UTTAS airframe. Two contractors
(Boeing Vertol and Sikorsky Aircraft Division) were selectcd from three responding manufacturers to
proceed into full scale engineering development. Airframe development contracts were awarded on 30
August 1972. The initial Army plans called~for six flying prototypes, one ground test vehicle (GTV)

-- and one static 'test article (STA) from each contractor., The House Appropriations Committee in the
FY-73 Research and Development budget request indicated that the number of UTTAS prototypes
from each contractor should be reduced to three flying prototypes, one ground test vehicle, and one
static test article. The Army 'has therefore proceeded with a three flying prototype UTTAS develop-
menre program. Following a competitive prototype fly-off program, -a single contractor will be selected
to enter into lcw rateinitial production piogram.

"The October 1976 BCE is an update to a previous (15 May 72) study and has been prepared by the
Office of the Project Manager, UTTAS, US Army Materiel Development and Readiness Command

We are indebted to Col William Clough, formerly assigned to ti- (*fice of the Comptroller of the Army, for the material of
tkqii exrample and other suggestions on this chapter.
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(USA DARCOM). While partial updates have been prepared to the May 72 BCE kR& D phase es-
timates were updatcd in Jul• 1973 and May 1974 and Investment nhase was updated in December
1974), the present BCE is the first comprehensive update of the entire UTTAS life cycle cost estimate.
The principal difference between the current estimate and previous PMO estimates lies in the areas of
methodology. The present cstimate places greater emphasis on contractor cost data and engineering
buildup appro ich than did the previous studies.

"On the IPCE side, the current study is the second estimate of the UTTAS program. The initial
1PCE, prepared by a Joint DA/UISA DARCOM cost team, is dated 16 December 1974." (Ref. 17)

The system addressed is a generic UTTAS of 8500 lb aircraft manuiacturer's production report

(AMl PR) weight and 10,500 lb empty weight, powered by two 'GE-T-700 engines. Both the Baseline
Cost Estimate and the Independent Parametric Cost Estimate follow identical program scenarios in
w, ich the competitive R&D phase produced three flying prototypes, with a single contractor starting
with either an 85 aircraft low rate initial production (LRIP) option ora 200 aircraft LRIP option. Sub-
sequent full-scale production plans call for buying out the remainder of the 1107 aircraft of the Army's
UTTAS program. For the O&S phase, estimates are based on a'fleet of 914 deployed aircr; ft, with the
remainder going to training, and as float and attrition. Each aircraft is to be operated 324 flying h/yr
for a 20-yr life span. Costing, was performed in accordance with AR 11-18 and DA Pamphlets 11-2
through 11-5, i.e., Refs. 8, 9, 10, and 14.

For our purposes here, we will give illustrative examples for isolated, but perhaps typical, costing of
elements for each of the R&D, Investment, and O&S phases-the complete study is covered by Refs.
17, 18, 19, 20, 21, and 22.

35-8.1 EXAMPLES OF R&D PHASE ELEMENT COST3

,n the R&D phase of costing approaches for UTTAS, the par--metric approach or top-down method
proved to be of considerable advantage, a-d CER's were del-eloped for many of the elements.

A CER for airframe development (Element 1.01, !) costs was fitted to previous data for the OH-6A,
UH-IA, SH-3A, AH-56A, CIH-46A, CH-47A, and CH-53A aii frame costs (see Fig. 1.01, 1-1 of Ref.

19). The cost for airframe development, or the CER, is given by

C = 0.0080665(AWGT) + 48.819 , FY74$ (35-22)

where
C - cost of airframe, FY 74$

A WGT A MPR weight oi airframe, lb.

Engine R&D costs were based on a CER which expresses cost as being depend nt on only the shaft

horsepower X, and the dry weight X2. Thus the engine cost is estimated from he equation

C = 41.3 +. 0.208X,.' - 5.4X20'42, FY 725 (35-23)

where
C = cost of engine, FY 725

(X, =' shaft horsepower, HP
S- X2 -- dry weight ofengine, lb.

35-33'
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The CER for the prototypes airframe first unit cost may be estimated trom a regression relation,
determined from data on the HO-4, HO-6, US-IA, AH-56A, CII-47A, CI-1-53A, and SH-3A air-
frames. The first prototype airframe cost equation fitted is given by

C= 28.2272^'" + 12, thousands FY 72$
(35-24)

where
C = cost, thousands FY 725
1', = prototype AMfPR weight. lb
r2 = adjustment to account for use of composite materials in prototypes.

35-8.2 EXAMPLES OF UTTAS INVESTMENT'PHASE COST METHODOLOGY

Ref. 20 covers costing methodology for the Investment phase of the UTI'AS program. The Investment
Cost Matrix includes such elements as

I. Nonrecurring Investment (2.01)
2. Production (2.02)

•3. Engineering Changes (2.03)
4. System Test and Evaluation (2.04)

5. Data (2.05)
6. System/Project Management (2.06)
7. Operational/Site Activation (2.07)
8. Training (2.08)
9. Initial Spares and Repair Parts (2.09)

10. Transportation (2.10)
11. Other (2.11)

for system structure items of airframe, engines, guidance and control, armament, fire control, ammuni-
tion payload, etc.

As an example, the estimated airframe nonrecurring cost for the investment phase is found from the
CER given by

C ,5.5047 + 0.0001088(A WGT')P, millions FY 72S (35-25).

where
C. = nonr' urring airframe tooling cost, millions FY 72$

AWGT = AM "weight of airframe, lb
P = peak monthly production raie of airframes.

For a 9180-lb airframe with composite rmaterial and a peak monthly airframe production rate of 15, the
nonrecurring investment cost is readily calculated from Eq. 35-25 as

C 5.5047 + 0.0001088(9180)(15) = 820.5 X 106 FY 72$.

The 'FY 77 inflated dollar amount is determined by using the multiplier. 1.5268,. or the cost is thus

1.5268 X 20.5 IV 10 = 31.3 X 10" FY 775.

'I/'{ :: 3-5-34
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Ddta for the airframe production cost basis are displayed graphically On Fig. 35-7 (same as Fig. 2.02,
1-1 of Ref. 20). This figure gives the cumulative average cost for the airframe recurring investment at
the 1 000th production unit in FY 725 versus the average AMPR airframe weight in pounds. A linear fit
was decided upon and yielded the equation

C = 63,210 + 68.646 (AWGT), FY 725 (35-26)

where
C = recurring investment cost for the airframe at 1000 production units, FY 725,

A WGT = ave AMPR weight of airframe, lb.

The first unit cost for manufacturing of the airframe-including recurring engineering, sustaining
tooling, and even quality control-is readily found by dividing the cost in Eq. 35-26 by 1000 raised to
the power for the relative learning curve slope, i.e.,

F = [63,210 + 68.646(A WGT)]/1000('"/1"2  (35-27)

AIRCRAFT
S2,000 1. CH-53

S2. CH-47
23. CH-3 C- 63,210 + 68.646(AWG7)

4. CH-34
5. CH-21 1
6. UH-1
7. H-19

• 1,200 8. OH-6
9. CH-46 * 2

A W.T - ave AMPR weight, lb

* 400

6 05
.07

8 " I
5,000 15,000 25,000

Ave AMPR Weight, lb

* Figure 55-7. Airframe Recurring Investment Coet CAER
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where
F = first unit cost

0.86 = learning curve slope or rate of 86% assumed.

A point of some interest for any item or element costed would be the actual or observed cost versus
that predicted or the development of a "CER" for such a relationship. The observed production cost
st-dv and "CER" developed for the larger size engines versus predicted cost are depicted on Fig. 35-8
(i.e., Fig. 2.02, 2-1 ot Ref. 20). Note in this case that the fitted CER is linear in terms of the dry weight
X2 and the ratio of shaft horsepower X\' to dry weight .X'2 of the. engine. The CER fitted is

C = 91522 + 209.78X2 +- 36943.2(X1 /X 2), FY 72S (35-28)

where
C = average cost per engine for first 100engines, FY 725

X, = shaft horsepower SHP, HP.
X2 = engine'dry weight DWVGT,.Ib.

C = -91522 + 209.78(X 2) + 36943.2(X1 /X 2)

300
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Figure 35-8. Large Engine Production Cost CER (Plot of Residuals Ave Cost
for First 100 Engines)
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For this CER, the mean cost is $207,730, and the standard error of the estimate is $22,649 or about 9%.
Also included in the production costs are the communications/navigation equipment, the arma-,

ment system, and ammunition, the ground support equipment, subsystem integration features,
engineering changes, test and evaluation programs, initial spares and repair parts, and other needs.
Again we see that there are many items of cost which are to be identified,' estimated as accurately as
possible, and summed to obtain all of the investment costs of the UTTAS system.

35-8.3 ESTIMATING COSTS FOR THE OPERATING AND SUPPORT PHASE

Ref. 21 contains the'details of the methodology used to derive the costs for the operating and suzpport
phase for the UTTAS system. As would be expected, one must determine the organizations that will be
required to operate and supportthe UTTAS system. He must also considermaintenance, any materiel
modifications, direct and indirect support operations, and pther relevant costs. For the military per-
sonnel involved, one must determine total costs-i.e., costs based on crew pay and allowances, main-
tenance personnel pay and allowances,, indirect pay and allowances, and charges for permanent
change of station (PCS). The number of expected operating years is, of course, a very important
parameter in all of the calculations: Furthermore, the.various costs have to be estimated for each grade
of military personnel involved, the different theaters of operation, the tables of organization and equip-
ment, and summed over all such categories.

For the UTTAS system, the young weapon systems analyst may get some idea of the enormous
amount of detail involved in costing the operating and support phase by scanning Ref. 21 of some 163
pages. Many of the costs are very direct calculations, building up, it might be said, from a bottoms-up(type of appro.?ch. Therefo. e, there would seem to be plenty of room for some analytical studies to
develop regression relatioi, or other models which might gi-,e satisfactory tools for cost estimation in
the operating and support phase. Of course, CER's may be used in the operating and support phase,
as well as for the R&D and the investment phases. As an example' for the UTTAS system, this was
done for costing the ieplcnishment spares for the airframe and engines. In fact, the operation and
maintenance cost per flying hour in 1977 dollars may be estimated from the CER

C = -33.9 + O.040(AEW), FY 775 (35-29)

where
C -. , k" 777

AEW = aircraft empty weight, lb.

35-8.4 C3MMINT ON THE CER's AND THE ACCUMULATION OF ERRORS IN
COSTING

Sh.: r~covered some of the methodology for estimating R&D costs, investment costs, and O&S
costs i _. of some pertinence here to make some remarks about the accumulation of errors in es-

, timatiig the overall or projected cost of a weapon system over the life cycle.
SOne may note in particular that most of the CER's are'linear, or they are often converted to linear

fort.. "y using logarithms. Of course,' there is a very basic problem in identifying the more important
pa•r.neters and just how they should fit together in any cost model. A useful feature of the regression
type CER's is that'standard errors of prediction may be calculated, as for example for the learning
curve of par. 35-3.2. Herce when all such costs are added, one fimds the standard error of prediction for
the system or sum of all costs to be very large indeed. For example, even for a single item or element,

". 35-37
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the mean of the observed costs on Fig. 3517 is about $638,970, and the standard error of the estimate is
a whopping $2 0 1,000-nearly a third! Therefore, it can be expected that in many cases the standard,
errors of prediction may be intolerably large for the items or elements costed. This could invalidate the
cost model. Furthermore, it can easily be seen that systems as complex as the UTTAS, or even much
simplr systems, may have literally hundreds of items or elements for which to estimate costs.
Moreover, irrespective of the use of CER's or engineering approaches to determine estimates. there
will be errors in estimating the true or actual costs. This leads us to reflect just briefly on the totas error
of prediction for the overall costing of a system life cyc!e. In fact, the problem may be examined
statistically as indicated in the paragraphs that follow.

Consider adding up the costs of i = 1, 2,..., n items orelements of a weapon system, where L', is the
estimated cost for the ith element but has a standard error of estimate equal to a,. Then clearly, the
total of the estimated costs, or the overall system life cycle cost, i's

C= C, (35-30)
l-1

and the variance of the total estimated cost C is

•= Ec a(35-31)
*-1

which mounts rather quickly with increasing n. Thus if the average variance per element of the system
is taken to be a4, then

Sal :na (35-32)

and we see that the'standard error of the esti ated system life cycle cost is

Oc = Vna'. (35-33)

As an example, suppose we have under consideration a weapon system, the life cycle costing of
which requires the summing of 100 cost element . Suppose further that we would like for the standard
error of estimate, for the system life cycle cost to ont exceed 10%. Then from Eq. 35-33, it is easily seen'
that the "average" standard error of estimate for each element costed cannot exceed 1% of the system
life cycle cost, which may be difficult indeed.

Finally, we see the need to develop and have a ilable some kind of corL'idence statements for system
life cycle costs. As a hypothetical example and to avoid classified cost data for UTTAS, let us consider
LCCE data for "UTAH", a Utility Tactical Assa ult Helicopter. By use of the independent parametric
cost estimate (IFCE) approach to place upper and lower bounds on estimated costs, it was found in
this connection that the BCE's werewithin the ranges of limits determined by the IPCE's, as shown in
Table 35-6.

The expected total cost of the UTAH system Der the life cyclermay be taken to be (in FY 77S)

581 + 2146 + 6423- $9,150 X 109.
.35-38
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( TABLE 35-6
SUMMARY OF LCCE OF UTAH

(MILLIONS FY 77$)

Lower Most Upper
IPCE Most Likely Expected Likely IPCE
Cost BCE Cost IPCE 1PCE Cost

Phase Estimate Estimate Cost Cost Estimate

R&D 488 540 581 601 713
Inmestment 1768 2086 2146 2380 2986

O&S 4633 5143 6423 6642 7527

TJhe standard error of this estimate could be determined with the aid of Eq. 35-31 if the variancez of the
individual element costs were known, but such information is not available. To get an approximate
standard error, we might perhaps assume safely that the "lower" and "upper" IPCE cost estimates for
the R&D; investment, and O&S phases are "in the tails" of the distributions, and consider for illustra-
tion here that they a-e at about the 0.025 and 0.975 points of a normal distribution. Then the standard
errors of thethree phases are:

uc(R&D) '(713 - 488)/3.92 = 57.4

ac(Inv) (2986 - 1768)/3.92 = 310.7

ac(O&S) w (1527 - 4633)/3.92 = 738.3.

The standard error of the total cost is then estimated as

Sc = V/(57.4)2 + (310.7)2' + (738.3)2 = 5803.1 X 108.

Or in other words, we might "state with 95% confidcnce" that the true life cycle cost of UTAH %`'1 be
given by

$9150 X 10' 4 1.96($803.1 X 100)
or

$7576 X 10sto$10724 X 100

indicating a difference of about $3,148 X 10', or a very wide "confidence" interval!

35-9 HIGH RELIABILITY AND SYSTEM COST
Finally, perhaps we should make a remark about system reliability since it certainly is one of the

parameters which drives up the cost of weapon systems. As the saying goes, the higher the required
reliability of the system. the higher and higher the to.al cost, and extreme reliability will mean very
highcosts. No doubt, the problem of guaranteeing high reliability is one of the most difficult engineer-
"ing and quality assurance areas of current interest for manyweapon systems; therefore, this deserves
some special consideration in cost analywis studies of many weapons.-An informative study of such a
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problem is covered in Ref. 23. This reference makes a study of industrial practices and procedures and

makes some recommendations for improvements in the general area of guaranteeing reliability of elec-
tronic systems. Without doubt, much more emphasis will be placed on the problem since "reliability
growth" of militar' systems is now rather widely analyzed and practiced. (See also Chapter 36, par.
36-5).

35-10 SUMMARY

We have introduced the problem of estimatingweapon system life cycle costing and have indicated
the very involved nature of the prccess. It is clear that life cycle costing of systems must fit within the
framework of the required documentation, coordination, review, and budget approval procedures of
the DOD and Army. In fact, the year-to-year financial impact of weapon system costs on Army ap-
propriations must be estimated as accurately as possible to insure that adequate funds will be available
to complete all of the overall weapon system programs. This clearly requires a thorough knowledge of
the DOD and Army program planning and budget protrams.
. It appears very convenient to determine life cycle cost of systems by dividing the costing effort into

three phases: (1) the R&D phase, (2) the investment o- procurement phase, and (3) the operating and
support phase. Inherent in the preparation of LCCE is the determination of the useful life of a system.

We have covered many of the current techniques for estimating costs over the life cycle of a weapon
system, and we have illustrated the process by using an example involving UTTAS and a hypothetical
system called UTAH, Utility Tactical Assault Helicopter.
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CHAPTER 36
SOME SPECIAL COST ESTIMATION TECHNIQUES

In view of its importance. the concept of the learning curve is discussed more fully, and the usual model for it is derived
in an edementary manner. Because it is often necessary to provide rather rough estimates of costs for Army systems, the
application of the Program Evaluation and Review Technique (PFRT) is -overed in sufficient detail for the weapon
systems analyst. Since it is seen that design changes at various periow during late development and produdion will have
an important impact on costs, the concept of altering 1;&e learning curve when such changes occur represents an area of
some particular interest to the analyst. Reliability growth costs are also discussed.

36-0 LIST OF SYMBOLS

A = absolute minimum value for the beta distribution
A = constant to be determined (see Eq. 36-46)
a = coefficient in Eq. 36-14
a estimate used,in PERT (see par. 36-3)
a = estimate of A, the minimum
B = absolute maximum value for the beta distribution
B = constant which represents the slope of the fitted cost line in Eq. 36-46
b = In L/In 2 = exponent of the learning curve(b - estimate used in PERT (see par. 36-3)
.b - estimate of'B, the maximum
C = C(R) - cost to achieve reliability R
. = average cost per item for n produced items

C(T) N(T)/T = cumulative failure rate to time T
Cr 'total cost of all n items
C, cost of first item produced
C, cost of second item produced
C, cost of fourth item produced
C, cost of ith item produced
C, cost of nth or last item produced

CQ(n) - cost of nth produced item before the first design change
C9(n) - C, where there was no design change

C.(n - n) - new cost of items produced after- n- = K.(n - nl)*
Cs(n - nm) - new cost at the nith design change

c - cost variable for PERT
d - one-time tooling cost

E(c) - expected value of cost c
f(c), - probability density function of costs
h(t) - failure rate, hazard rate, or intensity function
K- - cost of 1 st produced item before fist design change
K# - C, for no change in design

I (I - Ad) + yj ,constant representing thechangdcot
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k = I/ I(B - A),P+ . 4 1 3(p + 1, q + 1)] = constant to make the area under the beta
distribution curve equal to unity

k = 1, 2, ..., n = stages in system deveopment
L = learning rate = 80%, 90%. etc.

SM = true mean value, or the population mean
Me = true modal value, or the population mode

M(To) = mean time between failures (MTBF) at T =T

A,(T,) = maximum likelihood (ML) estimate of MTBFat time T.
m = PERT estimate of M = (a + 4m. + b)/6

ni. = estimate of M., the mode
N((T) = total number of failures to time T

n = item number (even for changes in design during production)
nt = item number at the first change in design
n"2 = item number at the second change in design
""no = item number at the ith change in design

in - ni = number of items beyond the first design change where the old learning curve'is
corrected or changed to start the learning process over

p, q = shape parameters for the beta distribution
R = reliability level

R(T,, ) = M L estimate of reliability at T. for new random failure time £
r = last or rth design char-e

r(T) = instantaneous failure rate
T = test time-to-fail for an item at some stage of development

To = cumulative test times to any failure for the Ath stage of development
T. = specified development test time

I - random failure time of item on test
""t. - mission time
. - unit' or system specified mission time for service use after the last develop-

ment test
u. lower a probability level of u (see Table 36-2)

ul-,. upper a probability level of u (see Table 36-2)
v PERT estimate of variance - (b - a)'/36
x natural logarithm of the number of the item
y natural logarithm of the cost of an item

-2 general geometrically numbered item for the learning curve (ratio of 2)
InX - ordinate intercept ft"r In T - 0

1 - a upper probability level (> 0.5)
a W lower probability level (< 0.5)

- Weibull shape parameter
- ivL estimate offl

S(P)rNi) - complete beta functionr(pi+q)
y - slope ors fitted (logarithmic) line

fractional increase in cost based on the first design change as it affects new 6'
production at the (it + I)st item
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6 = characteristic life = X`
X = Weibull scale parameter

X, = fractional reduction in production cost due t& first design change
X, similar fractionai quantities for the 1th design change

\ =L estimate of X
or = true variance

= estimate of standard deviation of a

,36-1 INTRODUCTION

In Chapter 35, we presented a rP0-er d.t•aijed formulation and discussion of the problem of life cycle
costinw of Army weapon systems, and we indicated the usual methods or techniques of estimating
costs. The prominent techniques for estimating costs consisted of the analogy approach, the bottoms-
up or itemized engineering approach, and the top-down or usually statistical regression approach. In
the process of estimating life c ,cle costs, we found it necessary to illustrate by actual example the use of
the so-called learning curve during production. In view .f its importance, we derivc the law or equation
for the learning curve in this chapter and introduce some special techniques the analyst might need in
his costing problems. One of these is PERT which may often be found to be of some particular use
when it becomes necessary to develop rough cost data.

Since it is very likely there will be some design changes in Army systemsduring late development,
prototype production, and production in quantity, the analyst should be aware of the fact that learning
curves wil! correspondingly change in a significant or even drastic manner. For this reason, the analyst
should be aware of models which can alter properly the learning curve because of design changes.
Finally, reliability growth may have to be costed.

36-2 THE LEARNING CURVE AND ITS CHARACTERISTICS

The originai work and idea for the so-called learning curve theory has been credited to Leslie
McDill, who was commanding officer of Cook Field, OH (now. well known as Wrigh!-Patterson Air
Force Base): McDill's work on learnirg curves was performed about 1925. Later in 1936, T. P. Wright
published a paper onjlearning curve theory in the Jcownval of the Anautioal S&ries, the title of his paper
being, "Factors Affecting the Cost of Airplanes". Wright (Ref. I) showed among other things that as
the number of production aircraft increased, the cumulative average unit cost .o produce the aircraft

decreaied at a constant rate. This finding has been referred to as the "cumulative average theory".
Wright also expressed costs in dollars per pound. While working for the Lockheed Corporation during
World War 1I, J. R. Crawford Advanced the propomtition that as the number of aircraft produced cora-
tinued to increase, the unit cost to produce an airplane would decrease at a c.onstant rate Crawford's
propostion became known as the "unit theory". Naturally, as experience with the production of any
item increases, efficiency improves and the cost of the items exiting the production line is bound to go
down in some describable fashion. Thus, there must be some kind of law which should describe this
trend, and the law developed has been labeled the "learning theory" or "learning curve" law.

The learning curve perhaps has a somewhat strange formulation, involving the number two in a very
prominent way, for it indicates that pioductioh costs are lowered by the multiplication of the learning
rate factor every time the, number of r.amnufactured articles or- items i doubled. We illustrate the
process and its formulation in Table 3M. 1 for a learning rate L of 90%..

36-
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TABLF 36-1. THE LEARNING CURVE PROCESS

EQUATION OF PRODUCTION
ITEM PRODUCTION COST COST

NUMBER OF ITEM OF ITEM

I C' = C, $1.000
2 C, = C, = LC, 900
4 C = ("', = VC, 810
8 C. = c' = .(3, -29

16 (C,, = (C, = L'C, 656 10
32 (.'.= = c" L-('6 590.49

2C = L-C, (0.90)-(1"00)

We let the cost of the first, second, e&c., items produced be designated respectively by C1, C,, C,.

C,, ... , C,, where C, = cost of ith item produced, and C. = cost of nth or last item produced. Thus, in

the original formulation of the learning curve, the first item costs C,, or 51,000 as shown in the last

column of Table 36-1. Then, when production is doubled to two articles, the cost of the second item
produce ] is she learning rate L = 0.90 times the cost of the first produced article. Then, when produc-

tion is doubled again, from 2 to 4 items, the cost of the 4th item is the learning rate L times the cost of
the second article, or (L)(L)C, = LPC,, or for the example, we get (0.90)' (1000) $810. The process
continues in this progression, so the cost of the 8th item is Cb, or (0.90)' (1000) $729, for the exam-
ple; the cost of the 16th item is LPC, 'or $656.10, etc. Note that the item numbers proceed in a

geo, etric progression with the ratioof adjacent terms equal to two, and the costs proceed also in

georr e.ric progression with ratio equal to the learning :ate L. Thus, for any generai power of 2, say u,

we yave that the 20th item will cost VIC,, or (0.90)0(1000) dollars.,

Tc find the costs for an-' (arnd all) numbered production item(s), i.e., 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, etc., we see
that :he cost law is geometric at the geometrically numbered articles, and we may therefore linearize

the ocess by taking logarithms and fit a line passing through the end points, or for the first item and

its c t, and the last or nth item and its cost.' Lettingy - the logarithms of the costs, and x IL the

loga thin of the item numbers, the fitted line or equation on the logarithmic scale is seen to be

In- Cn . In (L ICt) - In C'T IlnL ( 6 1y-n1 -, LCdlC -~ ' (36-1)

x - In I in2" - InI uIn2
or

y - InC1 + (InL/ln2)x. (36-2)

How .,r, since x - Inn - In24, for the nth or last produced article, and y , In C,, the cost of that
article, then from Eq. 36.2

h InC, lnC, + (lnL/1n2) (Inn)or c. -a'Lna-r) (3&,3)

b - InL/nn2. (36.4) _
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Eq.. 36-3 states Lhat the cost of the nth'produced item is equal to the cost C, of the first item multiplied
by the number n of the item designated raised to the power equal to the logarithm of the learning rate L
divided by the In 2. Thus, using the geometric points of the learning curve, we have found an equation
for tht cost of any numbered item produced. (Eq. 36-3 is not a geometric series, however.)

Since the learning rate L is always less than unity, the exponent b is always negative. For example, if
L = 0.90, then b = ln0.90/ln2 = -0.15.

1 he total cost CT of all n items from the production line is also of much interest and is
n

CT = X C, (36-5)
i-1

But since
C, = C1(i)b (36-6)

for all i as determined in Eq. 36-3, then
nCr =C, .1 i

t= l

C I[nb /(b + 1) + n"/2 + bn b-1/12- ---1. (36-7)

The series expansion (Eq. 36-7) may be determined from equations for summing series by the methods
of the Calculus of Finite Differences. Thus, when the number of items n produced is sufficiently large,
then the second, third, etc., terms of Eq. 36-7 nearly vanish, for b is negative. Then the total cost of n
producecd items becomes

Cr = Cinb+,1 (b + 1) (36-8)

giving an equation that is not often used. Instead, many investigators recommend use of the
approximation

CT - C nb+1' (36-9)

apparently assuming that b is suitably small when the learning rate is suMciently high. Eq. 36-9 is easy
to fit by least squares by taking logarithms of both sides, whereas the more exact Eq. 36-8 becomes a
bit more awkward. Eq. 36-8 is well worth using, however, since b may be found by iteration, if
necessary, for example. Eq. 36-9 is widely suggested for its simplicity, however, but gives a smaller b
than the~true one.

One notes that given appropriate cost data on the items produced+then the exponent b may be deter-
mined by the method of least squares (usually working on the logarithmic scale) by the aid of Eq. 36-3,
36-8, or 36-9. Moreover, when the exponent b is found, then the learning rate L may be determined
from Eq. 36-4

L =21 (36-10)

For example, if b is found by linear least squares (from logarithmic data) to be -0.3,,then the value of
Lis

L = 2" = 0.81 or 81%.

The curnuiative average cost per item L' may be found by dividing the total cost, for all items
pcoduced boy the total number of items. that is, from Eq. 36-8, we see that

o, Cr/n = Ctn./(b +,I) (36-11)

(" or from Eq. 36-9

I ( "C = Cr/fl C'n. (36-12)

, " 36-5
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If the cumulative average cost and the unit cost are plutted together on a graph versus the number of
produced units, then as perhaps expected, the unit cost curve will drop and continm below the
cumulative average cost curve.

Andress (Ref. 2) gives an account of the learning curve as a production tool, including background
information; some of 'the hazards that may be involved in using learning curve theory; and re-
commended applications such as in electronics, home appliance, residential home construction, ship-
building, machine shop operations, product innovation, proportion of assembly time, and acvai,-ed
planning. Thus, Andress seemc I to think that the uses of learning curves should be widespread indeed.
In our account here so far, we have applied the theory only to cost estimation, although it may as well
be applied to man-hours to perform production operations, other measures of effort, and other areas as
well, no doubt.

An example on fitting the learning curve given by Eq. 36-9 is fully illustrated in par. 35-3.2, based on
data displayed in Table 35-i , and the computations in Table 35-2. Moreover, some of the more perti-
nent information on the original scale of costs is given after transformation of the least square
parameters for the equation fitted on the logarithmic scale.

The previous account might be referred to as the "conventional" learning curve theory. Vardernan
and Laney (Ref. 3), based on a study of flyaway costs for some Navy aircraft, have suggested some
modifications of the conventional learning curve models to improve accuracy of cost predictions. The
first change is to include one-time tooling costs, so that Eq. 36-9 iz modified to become

Cr = Qn'+' + d (36-13)

where d is the one-time tooling cost.
Another adjustment attempts to take into account the combined effects of the introduction of

engineering changes and the diminishing rate of learning, both of which require the log-linear curve to
be adjusted. Vardeman and Laney (Ref. 3) point out that this modification may be of particular con-
cern when one is trying to project future costs based on currently available data. The idea here is to
make a continuous adjustment to the slope of the conventional learning curve, and they suggest fitting
the total cost curve given by

Cr Cinbai+lnuI+d (36-14)

where the new coefficient or parameter a depends on the type of aircraft.
The learning curve approach represents a particular method of estimating cost, labor, or effort ap-

-plied to a project; namely, that to the repetitive operations of production. One might consider also a
"rougi "' but somewhat more general approach to many cost estimation problems, and this is through
the use of methodology for PERT which we next discuss.

36-3 COST ESTIMATION BY USE OF THE PERT TECHNIQUE

We have seen in Chapter 35 that even though some otherwise refined methods for estimation of costs
were applied, the cost estimates themselves were often quite variable or uncertain-to say the least.
Moreover, the total costs for the life cycle of a weapon system were found to be subject to rather wide
variations or statistical uncertainty. For this reason, and for the sake of making quick and cheap es-
timates wherever possible, then occasionally and for certain applications at least, the use of approx-
imate or rough techniques of estimation may be permissible. In this connection, and for cei tain phases
of life cycle cost estimatin, one might well consider the possible use of subjective cost estimates based
on PERT. PERT--originally referred -to as the Program Evaluation Research Technique-was
developed for the Special Projects Office of the Navy Bureau of Ordnance in connection with the .. 0

36-6
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POLARIS Fleet Ballistic Missile Program and is described by Malcolm, Rosebloom, Clark, and Fazar
(Ref. 4). Their paper describes the development and application of the PERT technique for measuring
and controlling development progress for the POLARIS Fleet Ballistic Missile Program. The PERT
methodology the authors initiated was for the purpose of developing, testing, and implemeating a
systematic methodology for providing management with integrated and quantitative evaluation of
progress to date and the outlook for accomplishing the objectives of the fleet ballistic missile prog-arlr.
It also involved studying the validity of establighed plans and schedules for accomplishing the program
objectives and determining the effect of any changes proposed in established plans. In fact, the
research and development program was characterized as a network of interrelated events to be
achieved in a properly ordered sequence. The basic data for the PERT analysis consisted of estimates
of elapsed time for the various activitics which connect the dependent events of the network. T7,de time
estimates were obtained from "responsible, technically qualified" individuals and were subsequently
expressed in "probability" terms or, that is, by a method of quantifying uncertainty. Thus, although
the original development of PERT was associated with times to complete various phases of a project,
we nevertheless will deal with costs here instead. Moreover, it can be argued that time, cost, and often
other measures of effor will be equivalent.

The PERT team for the Navy project felt that the most important requirement for the evaluation
was the provision of detailed, well-considered estimates of the time constraints on future activities, and
hence that only carefully considered time estimates should be obtained. In fact, the person making any
such estimates must have a very thorough understanding of the work to be done. PERT recognized
that the time estimates for some activities, such as research and development, are highly uncertain,
and that such uncertainty should be quantified and made known. Thus, it is seen that one is really in-
volved in estimating the significant parameters of distributions in times to perform certain activities or
work. Another requirement is knowledge of the precise sequencing of the various activities to be per-
formed with the realization that any specific step in an isolated area of work cannot be completed until
a specific step in another aciivity has been accomplished. In a like vein, we will regard these considera-
tions as being important also for the estimation of costs. In fact, we might consider that the problem of
fielding a weapon system, or the pursuit of a development program, etc., may be considered to be a
function of several key variables. These variables are essentially of three kinds: resources, usually in the
form of dollars, or what dollars represent-manpower, materials, and methods of production;
technical 'performance of the weapon system and its components; and finally time. Here, our problem
is to'estimate costs in a meaningful way.

Of course, we recommend that costs always be estimated in the most accurate way, if possible and if
time permits. However, there often will be the requirement or the existence of a deadline to preclude
the most accurate estimation of project costs. It is then'that the rather subjective PERT approach that
follows may be used, perhaps with some success.

Once it had been decided to employ the PERT technique to determine likely costs, it becomes
necessary to study thoroughly the element or characteristic involved and for such a task to estimate the
most optimistic (least) cost, the most pessimistic (greatest) cost, and the most likely cost. Lus, the
minimum, the maximum, and the modal values or estimates represent the key parameters of study and
the very basis for the PERT. Hence, further, one might postulate or adopt the concept of a distribution
of costs for any 'item or activity in a manner that the "distribution" has a maximum value B, a
minimum value A, and a most likely or modal value MA. The situation is described. graphically in Fig.
36-1.

' One notes that there is very little chance that either the most optimistic co.tr A or the most
pessimistic co~t B would be realized-the true cost would likely be somewhere in between-so that the

* " ' 36.7"
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fit)

A M0  M B *

Figure 36-1. Typical Beta Distribution

probable distribution of costs would reach a maximum somewhere in the middle. No assumption is
really made about the position of the point M0, the most likely value of the cost, since this would de-
pend on the estimator's judgement. Nevertheless, these concepts fit in rather well with the idea of a
generalized beta distribution which is widely referred to in the statistical literature. The PERT idea is
not to get so involved, however, since the beta distribution is characterized by four parameters-the
mean, the standard deviation (or such measure of dispersion), the skewness, and the amount of
kurtosis-with full realization of the abrupt endpoints, instead of long tails going off to infinity. An
adequate statistical model of the beta density to represent probable costs is

f(c) = k(c - A)P(B - c)4, A <<< B (36-15)
where

f(c) = probability density function of costs
C = cost
S= constant to make the area under the distribution curve equal to unity

1/[(B - A)P+4 +'1(p + 1, q + 1)]
= Complete beta fu-tion"

A = minimum cost
B - maximum cost

p, q - p.- rameters determining the shape of the beta distribution.

Whereas, the mode, or most likely value, of the distribution is taken to be Me, then we may de-
signate the average value, or true mean, of the distribution to be'E(c) - M.

For the PERT estimation problem, or the anampling problem, the recommendation and practice,
according to Ref. 4, is to get qualified experts vri estimate the least cost A, the maximum cost B, and
the most likely cost Mg. Then, the estimates of these are denoted by

a - estimate ofA
b - estimate of B

V4 - estimate of MO.

36-8t MM
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4 With these expert estimates, the true mean Al and true variance u2 of the (general) beta distribution are

determined from

m = estimate of = (a + 4m0 + b)/6 (36-16)

v = estimate of a 2 
= (b - a) 2/36. (36-17)

Thus, with these principles, one has a simple,, straightforward approach to estimate the mean cost of
an item, a project, etc., and the variance or standard error of the distribution of costs.

To illustrate, let us return to the data of Table 35-6 for various life cycle costs of the Utility Tactical
Assault Helicopter (UTAH). Suppose, for example, that experts estimated the least, the greatest, and
the most likely independent parametric cost estimate (IPCE) costs as

a = least IPCE cost of R&D phase = $483 X 10'
b = greatest IPCE cost of R&D phase = 5713 X 106

Ml = modal IPCE cost of R&D phase = $601 X 10'.

Then, with these data one could use Eq. 36-16 to find the expected or mean IPCE cost, which would be

M = [488 + 4(601) + 7131/6 = $601 X 10'.

Note that the expected IPCE cost, calculated by mare refined methods, turned out to be $581 X 10.
The reader realizes, of course, that the least, greatest, and most likely IPCE cost estimates of. Chapter
35 were actually calculated by more refined methods than that of PERT. Our interest here is for il-

lustrative purposes only.
The estimate of the standard deviation of costs is calculated from Eq. 36-17 as

a .= (713 - 488)/6 = $37.5 X 101.

By contrast, in par. 35-8, we considered the least and greatest costs of Ref. 17, Chapter 35, to be at the
2.5% and 97.5% points of a "normal" distribution, and estimated the standard deviation to be

= (b - a)/3.9 2 = (713 - 488)/3.92 = $57.4 X' 10'.

Thus, one w~ay see that the assumption of the exact distribution to use for cost determination, along
with the method of estimation of the parameters, could indeed be somewhat critical-at least for ac-
curate estimates of dispersion.

In any event, this illustrates PERT and just how it might be applied to the problem of estimating
costs, or times to perform certain tasks, amount of effort to be expended, etc. We emphasize,
nevertheless, that PERT is, or may be, very subjective, 'and the user should proceed with such caution.
PERT does, however, provide a very quick method of estimating means and dispersions of probable
costs.

What are the limitations of PERT? On a statistical basis, this has been studied by Grubbs (Ref. 5).

In this connection, heshows by equating moments that'the possible number of different beta distribu-
tions which are implied is very limited. In fact, the shape parameters are limited to three cases:

p = 2 V'"= 3.41 q: 2 - vT= 0.59

p= 2- v/"=0.59 q =2+V =3.41
* and

p.=3 q'=3

That is to say, the number of possible beta distributions is limited to three "fat": and "flat" shapes,
aside from the endpoints. Of course, weights other than the values invniving the factor 6 in the(I). denominators of Eqs. 36-16 and 36-17 could be used. Such changes would alter the possible shapes a
bit, but this problem may well require some further detailed study if additional advances are to be

-. U - ~3&-9
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made in the PERT methodology. To illustrate, for' example, we note that the estimate of the mean
actually weights the most likely value four times as much as the endpoints, i.e., the least and 'greatest
values. No doubt, one may argue this to be somewhat proper, although it is well known that in much of

the sampling theory, in statistics the individual observations making up the sample mean are weighted
equally. (In this case, it is well to mention that least and greatest values are hardly ever attained.)
Perhaps the, greater source of some error would be in the variance or standard deviation. As we have
seen, .he PERT standard deviatior is (b - a)/6, whereas we used 3.92 instead of the value 6 for
truncation at the 2.3% and 97.5% points of the distribution in par. 35-8. In contrast, if we wert, dealing
with a uniform distribution on the interval (ab), then we know that the standard deviation must be

(b - a)/v 11' = (b - a)/3.46, and is nearer our estimate in par. 35-8. The assumption of the
distribution, perhaps especially for the variance, is seen to be important.

It would be. beyond the scope ot this harndbook to give an account of the general analysis of PERT-

type networks. However, it should perhaps be mentioned that at least some of the phases of'the life
cycle cost analyses of weapon syste.ns could in fact be ctiaracterized by PERT networks or system flow
plans, and cost analyses correspondingly made in a systematic manner. We should mention also that

the Delphi Method (Refs. 6 and 7) also might be considered in connection with cost estimation
problems.

36-4 UNIT COSTS FOR DESIGN CHANGES

In Chapter 35, we indicated the possibility of design changes during development of a weapon
svstem. Such design changes will alter the costs, and indeed the learning curve must be modified cor-
respondingly. James (Ref. 8) has carri'd out an analytical study to provide predictive expressions or
models taking account of a perturbed environment due to design changes. He proceeds as follows,

assuming initially that the cost of the nth item produced before a design change occurs is, as in Eq. 36-
3, given by

Co(n) = Kon' (36-18)

where ;n view of subsequent notation for design charges during production we define:

Co(n) = cost of nth produced item before first design change = C,. of Eq. 36-3
K. = cost of I st produced item before first design change C, of Eq. 36-3

n = number of item-and will be used here for any general number of the produced

articles, including design changes
b lnL/In2, as before, where L is the learning rate.

Thus, James (Ref. 8) assumes that production proceeds until the first design change occurs, and
assumes this occurs at item ni n1. The next design change occurs at item number n = n2, etc., so that
the ith design change is at n = n,, with the.subscript i = 1, 2, 3, ..., r for r design changes.

Now if the first design change is made at item n - n1, the cost of the (n, + l)st produced item will not
follow the usual learning curve, but will be c;hanged, perhaps abruptly. In. fact, at this stage, it may be
possible to reduce or remove some of the original effort, or part of the production line, etc. Suppose that
the original effort is reduced by the fractional amount X, at the first design change, then the new cost at
this stage, or discontinuity, is changed to

(I - X,)Co(n) = (I X)on' (36-19)

where X, -- fractional reduction of cost at the first design change.
However, to this reduced cost there must be added a n.w cost due to the first design change. This

new cost may be expressed as a fraction or percentage of the cost or the first item produced (n - nj) or

36-10
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Ko. Hence, taking .accouht of both the reduced and added costs, we see that the new cost for producing
the item numbered (n, + 1) and beyond follows the equation

C1(n - ni) = (1 - X)6)Co(n) + "±iCo(n - n1) (
(36-20)

= (1I --Xi)Ko n" + yi'Ko(n - ni)

where we define or use'

n -n = number of items beyond the first design change where the old learning curve is
correLed or changed to start the learning process over

Y' = tractional increase in cost based on the first design cihange as it affects subsequent
production

C,(n - n,) = new cost for items produced after n n = =c(n - nJ).

It is assumed that learning curve rate or slope does not change as evidenced by the continued use of tn-:e
same parameter b. The asý mptote to the cost function (Eq. 36-20) is

CQ(n - n1) = K4[(1 - X,1) + yin 5 . (36-21)

The new cost, just after the first design change, continues until the second design change is made at
item number n = n2 . (After the first design change, the number n of the item ranges over n, <n < n2.)

For the second design change, we proceed in a manner analogous to that for the first design change
(Ref. 8) but use subscript notation to designate the establishment of a new (third) learning curve, as
compared to the second one of Eq. 36-20. Also, we use new percentage (fractional) cost changes, X2 and

( t2. Thus, for items produced over the interval given by n2 < n < ns, we establish the new cost learning
curve for itcn numbers exceeding n2 to be

C2(n - n2 ) = (1 - X 2)C,(n - n1) + 3"C,(n -n2) (36-22)

where C1(n - ni) is given by Eq. 36-20, and C*(n - nil) is calculated from Eq. 36-20 substituting new
A, and ys. Expansion of Eq. 36-22 gives actually, in terms of tie initial quantities, the cost curve at
the second design change as

C2(n - n2) = (1 - X1)(I - X,)Kinb + y•(l - Xs)Ko(n - n06
+ 'y[(1 - X,) + -j1JKo(n - n2)6 (36-23)

and hence becomes a bit involved. In any event, it is always more convenient to program cost calcula-
tions for any design change stage i by using the recursion relation (Ref. 8):

Cs(n - ni) = 1 XI C, )- I(n - n, -1) + "f'•o(n - ni)
(36-24)

(I (1 . )C,_1(n - ng_') + y"1K,- 1(n - n )b
where

= 'o = no = 0 for zero subscripts

K, = Ko 11 [(1- X,) + ,. (36-25)

and

Cc(?;- ni) "K*_1(n - nj)". (36-26)

- :" '" " ,. ' , '36-11 '
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Otherwise, the general formula for direct evaluation at the beginning of the n,th unit cost lear ning

curve is

CL(n - n,) = Kon, n (I - >'1 + "yriCon - n,)'
j=i

+ E 'y-t 1 o(n -,n)-)b 11 (1 - A). (36-27)
J,-2 - j

The asymptote to Eq. 37-22 for the second design change incidentally is

C2 (n - n2 ) = /0[(1 - A1) + 711 [0( - A2) + "Y,1nb. (36-28)

Thus, James was able to establish the overall cost learning curve for the important, and perhaps very

usual, case where design changes are made from time to time in the production process. Every time a

design change is made, there occurs an abrupt or discontinuous change in item cost at that particular

stage of the production process. In order to illustrate the computational process, James (Ref. 8) gives

an example for two design changes during the production process, the data in terms of the parameter

being:

Xi = 0.113 yO = 0.20 7  nj = 30
AX = 0.13" P 2 = 0.333 n2 = 70.

He assumes an 80% learning curve, for which

b = ln0.8/ln2 -0.322.

The reader may verify by calculation with the aid of the given equations that

1. For.production up through the 30 items, the cost learning curve is (Eq. 36-18)

Co(n) = Kon-"'", 0.<tn,30.

2. For productien from the 31st through the 70th iterr, the cost learning curve is (Eq. 36-20)

C,(n - 30) = 0.887K 0n-o'. + 0.207KO(n - 30)-'s2t, 30<n570.

3. BeyotMd production of the 70th item, where the second design change is made, the cost learning

curve becomes (Eq. 36-23)

C2(n -70) = 0.765Kon-0tr + 0.179K0 (n - 30)-°O"3 + 0.364K.(n - 70)-o'- , n> 7 0.

In his Figs. I and 2, James (Ref. 8) plots theitem costs and learning curves in terms of the percent of

the initial item cost Af. His Figs. I and 2 are plotted on linear and logarithmic scales, respectively, and

are reproduced as Figs. 36-2 and 36.3. One may note the abrupt item cost changes at the design

charnges, which occur at the 30th and 70th items, for both the linear and logarithmic plots. -

The cost analyst must determine the initial item cost, the'learning curve rate, and values of the At
and -7. Then, knowing at what points in production' there are design changes, he will be able' to

calculate costs accurately. The methodology given herein may be particularly s6itable for automatic

data processing.

36-5 RELIABILITY GROWTH AND COST IMPLICATIOFrS

In Part One, par. 21-8, we discussed the Weibull failure time or reliability model, and pointed out in

Eq. 21-146 that the (variable, time-dependent) conditional failure rate, hazard rate, or intensity func-

tion is given by

h(l) " ,S' (36-29)

36-12
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where
'i = intensity or failure rate

I = random failure time of item on test
0 = Weibull shape parameter
X = Weibull scale parameter.

Here, we emphasize that under the Weibull model specified, t is a random life time or random time-to-

fail for a general item, component, or system, and the reliability or R(t,,) at the mission time 1,,,, or the
chance that any general item will survive to at least the mission timc , is given by

R(t,) = exp(-X). (36-30)

With this brief introduction or bacxgrnund, we now turn to the analysis problem of increasing or im-
proving reliability of the system thrcugh design changes, development, or quality control procedures,

i.e., the concept of "reliability growth".
Now let us suppose a system is still undergoing development, and either design changes are made, or

quality assurance procedures are being used to improve the reliability of the system as development
progresses. Then, it has been noticed (e.g., Duane, Ref. 9) that the failure rate of the item, compon-

ent, or system will usually decrease with time. In particular, if the total of the development test times is
T, and '(T) is the total number of observed failures of the equipment put on test up to time T, then it
has often been shown on a log-log plotting scale that a linear relation is experienced, i.e.,

InI.V(T)/71 = lnX + -,inT (36-31)

where
InX = ordinate intercept for In T = 0

-y = slope of fitted line.

Furthermore, we see that

N(T)= -y74' (36-32)

from the logarithmically fitted line of Eq. 36-31. Thus, when there are efforts to improve system
reliability, then as the development test time -of the system increases, it is found that the cumulative
failure rate or

"C(T) = N(T)/T (36-33)

decreases and can be exrpressed analytically by Eq. 36-31. Note, in this connection, that the slope "Y of
the fitted line on the log-log plot would then be negative.'Furthermore, once data on In [N(T)/'Fl are
plotted against In T, the intercept In A and the slope -' may be estimated, for example, by least squares
(Ref. 10), and Eq. 36-31 firmly established.

Continuing, we next see that the item, component, or system instantaneous failure rate r(T) during
development for a test time Tin Eqs. 36-31 or 36-32 may be found by taking the derivative of Eq. 36-
32, and in fact is

d
r(T) - di ( -- \( + 1)TV. (36-34)

We note that since the system configuration is changing, or quality assurance measures are being
applied to improve system reliability, the data are not "homogeneous" in the sense of sampling a
single or fixed population. Thus, in reliability growth studies one is not dealing with, for example, a
single Weibull failure-time distribution, and the usual Weibull theory of Chapter 21 will not apply. In
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fact, Crow (Ref.11) points out that when the configuration of the system is changing during a develop-
ment program, and failures are governed by the failure rate of Eq. 36-29, then the system failure times
follow a nonhomogeneous Poisson process with Weibull type intensity function r(T) equivalent to Eq.
36-34. Hence, for that particular stage of development, Crow, due tc the nonhomogeneous Poisson
process model, suggests equating the h(t) of Eq. 36-29 to the, r(T) of Eq. 36-34, i.e.;

h(t) = r(T)
or

#XT0- = X(-y + I)T T  (36-35)

showing that this simply means

= 6 ' + 1. (36-36)

Hence, at a development test time T, the Weibull failure rate is
r(T.) = OAT..-' (36-37)

and if no further system improvements in reliability are made after time T., then it is reasonable to
assume that the failure rate of the system would remain constant at the value r(To) of Eq. 36-37 if
testing were continued with that latest design. In particular, if the system were put into production
with the configuration fixed as it was at time T., then it would be expected that the life distribution of
the produced systems would be exponential with mean time between failures (MTBF) of

MTBF = M(T.) = [r(T.)]-= To' /(O•), (36-38)'

Furthermore, since system reliability is improving as the development goes on, the MTBF is increasing
and in view of Eq. 36-38 is proportional to T,1-0. We can, therefore, say that # may be referred to as a
"growth parameter" reflecting the rate at which the system reliability is improving, or equivalently as
the MTBF is increasing with development. We note that since the MTBF is increasing, and the scale
and shape parameters X and $ are positive, then recessarily ft has to be less than unity for the non-
homogeneous Poisson type model considered here.

Although the scale parameter X and the shape parameter 6 for the Weibull failure rate (Eq. 36-37)
may be estimated by establishing the (linear least-squares) line of Eq. 36-29, we will use the more ef-
ficient method of maximum likelihood (ML) estimation by Crow (Ref. I i). We consider a, system
development program that proceeds in stages k-!1, 2, ..., n and where we test the equipment at these
stages to determine the failure times. It is expected that since the equipment is underg'ing "reliability
growth", the (total) cumulative test times to any failure, T", Ts, .... Tj, ..., T. are increasing, as are the
mean times between failures, or Tg - Ti.a, for all i - 2, 3, . These "development" test times at
the stages of testing are used by Crow (Refs. I 1 and 12) to determine maximum likelihood estimates of
the parameters B and A which are

= n/f E-ln(T8 I/T#)] (36-39)

and

A - n/T.. (06-40)

The reader may note that the estimates-Eq. 36-39 for the shape parameter and Eq. 36-40 for the scale
parameter-are equivalent to those of Eqs. 21-185 and 21-186, where, A - 1/8, and 3 is the so-called
characteristic life. Ihe estimates of the shape and scale parameters of Eqs. 36-39 and 36-40 are based
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on a "fixed number of failures" truncation, or Type II censoring. For time truncation estimates and
multiple tests of items, see Crow (Ref. 12).

The ML estimate of the MTBF at the last test time T,. is from Eq. 36-38 given by

"• (T) T,1-/(X[)= T-/(ný). (36-41)'

Moreover for the item, component, or system, the ML reliability estimate for any randoin time I is then

R(T,,, t) = exp(-XAI/T,,-) = exp(-nfft/T,). (36-42)

Crow (Ref. 12) gives confidence bounds on the true unknown'MTBF for the sistem configuration at
the last deve!opment test'time T,,, or that is for the parameter

M(T.) = T 1-A/(X#).• (36-43)

These confidence bounds are based on the estimate of MTBF or Af,(Ti) given in Eq. 36-41. Thus, if a
and (1 - a) (for 0 < a < 0.5) are respectively the lower and upper probability levels, then one can make
the following confidence statement:

Pr{u..fM(T.) • Mf(T.) .' ui_.,'Af(T.)J = I -2a

or

PrIT.u.1/(ný) < M(T,) _< T.u,_./(nSa)J = i- 2a (36-44)

where probability levels u. and u,,. are found in Table 36-2. For example, suppose we want 95% con-
fidence limits on the true MTBF and there were n = 10 test times, the lastorie being T1,, and we deter-
mine ý from Eq. 36-39. Then we can make the confidence statement (at T.) that

Pr10.51717 /(100) < MTBF < 3.286T./(10#)l = 095.

Furthermore, it follows that if at that stage the item or system exhibits an exponential failure-time
distribution,' or, constant failure rate, then the confidence bounds on the true unknown reliability at T0

are found from

Prlexp[-nt,'1,/(T.u,)] • expl-t.,.r(T,)] < exp[-nftm./(T,,u_.)I =1' - 2a (36-45)

where t. - unit or system specified mission time for service use after the last development test.

This account of the current state of the art for reliability growth modeling gives the needed theory for
estimating system reliability at various stages of the development process. However, jusi what can he
said about the cost of improving reliability insofar as the problem of the life cyclecost estimation of a
system is concerned? ApparentlI,, so far very little has been accomp!ished on establishing cost models
to predict this particular part of the overall system cost, and hence this area will deserve some research
in the future. Perhaps, nevertheless, there are some guesses that can be made in order to round out this
part of the subject insofar as the total analyses of weapon system costs are involved. In fact, we can
rather easily see that military systems will have to achieve suitably high reliability, for otherwise they
will risk casualitie3 or result in defeat of our forces, cause inefficiency, and bring about loss of con-
fidence in the equipment. In this connection, the reliabilities we are interested in will most surely be at
least 90% or higher. Moreover, the cost of producing systems which have, say, 95% reliability may be
much higher than the cost for a design of about 90% reliability. When there exists the need to produce
and field systems with reliabilities of 99%, 99.9%, or even higher, it is easy to see that costs will go tip at'
perhaps an exponential rate, or be "astronomical" indeed. As a guess therefore, we might consider the
possible use of a cost model of the typt that follows insofar is increasing system reliability is concerned. I)-•
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in

TABLE 36-2 PERCENTAGE POINTS u,, SUCH THAT

Pr1l(T,)/.tl(T) < u01 = a

1) 0.005 ,(.1(10 1 025 0,050 01100 0.9K00 0r950 0.975 0. 990 0.995

2 0.21-8 ((2944 6 4119 0.5552 0.065 1 33.76 2.-2 151. 389 9 "88.6
3 02,2' 0.3I i9 04054 05_13 06840 8.92" 14.24 21.96 3 60 552
4 02902 0 3368 0.4225 0.51"4 0.6601 5.328 7.651 1065 1596 21.31
-5 0.31 ;1 0 3603 0 441 ; 0.5290 0 6568 4.008) 5.424 -, W 9995 12.o8
6 0 3372 0 3S15 114595 (0.5421 06600 3.321 4.339 5.521 7.388 90"76
- 0.35O9 0,4063 0 4-6'0 0.5548 0.6656 2.910 3.702 ý o595 5.903 7,162
8 0 3'46 1.417, 1 6.4910 0.5668 0.6-20 2.634 3.284 4.0X2 5.0"4 5.993
9 0.390)6 .412r o. ;146 0.5780 O.6CS7 2.436 2.989 3.589 4 469 5.211

10 0.4052 0 446" 01.5171 0.5883 0.6852 2.287 2.770 3.286 4032 4.652
II 0.4185 0 4 °5 !(.5285 0.5979 0.6915 2.170 2.600 3.054 3702 4.233
12 0.4308 0.4"12 0 5391 0.6067 0.6975 2.076 2.464 2.87) 3.443 3.909
13 0.4422 0.4821 0 5488 0.6150 0.7033 1.998 2.353 2.121 3.235 3.650
14 0.45-8 0.4921 05539 0.6227 0.7087 1.933 2.260 2._5(-7 30664 3.438
15 0.46'7 0.51)17 (05664 0.6299 0.7139 1.87- 2.182 2.493 2.92! 3.262
16 04719 0.5106 0 5743 0.6367 0.7188 1.829 2.114 2.404 1 2.8(X) 3.113
17 04,07 0.5189 (05818 0.643! 0.72.34 1.788 2.056 2.32' 2.695 2.985
18 0.4889 0.5267 0 5888 0.6,491 0.7278 1.751 20(4 2.251) 2.604 2.874
i9 0.4967 (0.53 0.5954 0.6547 0.7320 1.718 h959 2.21%! 2.524 2.7"7

20 0..5040 0.,; I 11 06016 0.6601 0.7360 1.688 1.918 2.147, 2.453 2.691
21 0511 1 0.5478 (1.64(75 0.6652 0.7398 1.662 1.881 2.099 2.390 2.614
z2 0.517-7 0.5541 0.6132 0.6701 0.7434 1.638 1.848 2.056 2333 2,546
23 0.5240 (0.51)1 06186 0.6747 0.7469 1.616 1.818 2.017 2:281 2.484
24 0.5301 0.5659 0.6237 0.6791 0.7502 1.596 1.790 1.982 2.235 2.428
25 0.5359 0.5714 0.6286 0.6833 0.75,4 1.578 1.765 1..1949 2.192 2.377
26 0.5415 0.5766 06333 06873 0.7565 1.561 1.742 1.919 2.153 2.330
27 0.5468 f),5817 06378 0.6912 0.7594 1.545 1.720 1.892 2.116 2.287
28 0.5519 0.5865 06.421 0(6949 0.7622 1.530 1.700 1.866 2.083 2.247.
29 0.5568 0.5912 0.6462 0.6985 0.7649 1.516 1.682 1.842 2.052 2.211
30 0.5(16 0.5957 0.6502 0.7019 0.7676 1.504 1.664 1.820 2.023 2.176
35 0.5829 0.6158 0.6681 0,7173 0.7794 1.450 1.592 1.729 1.905 2.036
40 0.6010 0.6328 0.68132 0,7301 0.7894 1.410 1.538 1.660 1.816 1.932
45 0.6168 0.6476 06962 0.7415 0.7981 1.378 1.495 1.606 1.747 1.852
50 0.6305 j 0.6605 0.7076 0.7513 0.8057 1.352 1.460 1.562, 1.692 1.787

0.65380 (.6823 0.726p7 0.7678 0.8184 1.312 1.407 L.-16 1.607 1 1.689
70 0.6728 0.7000 0.74123 0.7811 0.8288 1.282 1.367 1.447 1.546' 1.618
86 0.6887 0.7!48 0.7553 0.7922 0.8375 1.259 1.337 1,409 1.499 I.64

S100 0.7142 0O.7384 0.7759 0.8100 F0.8514 1.225 1.293 1,355 1 1.431 .480'

Let

C C(R) uost of system for the level of reliability R
A - constant to be determined
B - constant which represents the slope of the fitted cost line
R = value of system reliability which must be achieved for producing and placing the

system in the field.

"he reliability R at some development stage rr~ay be estimated from Eq. 36.42, for example, or from
lower confidence uound on R based on Eq. 36-45. Then, as'a suggetion or guess, we hint that one
might consider predicting the linear cost relation from

InC -, InA + Bln R/(I - 11)). (36-46)

Thus, for example, as the ,necessary reliabilities of a system increase from 0.90 to 0.95 or from 0.95 to
0.99, or to 0 999, etc., the ratio R/(i - R) from Eq. 36-46 equals 9, 19, 99, etc., and the natural
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logarith.a o, the ratio becomes 2.20, 2.94, 4.60, 6.91, etc., representing a fairly rapid increase.
Moreover, we also have the slope B to work with, which may be determined or appropriately adjusted

over a wide range of suitable values for the finedcost line. From Eq. 36-46. we see that the actual cost
of h.gh reliability at a stage of development may perhaps be estimated therefore by the fairly robust

model

C = A[R/(I - R)]s. 036-47)

These matters are recorded here because they may represent costs over and above notmal

development.

36-6 OTHER CONSIDERiTIONS FOR COST' ESTIMATION AND RELATED
PROBLEMS

As we have seen in Chapter 15, and aside from estimating costs by means of the analogy technique
or the bottoms-up engineerirz apprn.ach. many of the methods involve the statistial regression ap-
proach. The problem for the regression approach is first to choose the proper model; the model select-
ed is most often a linear form. in aro± event, the analyst should endeavor to select a meaningful model

to fit to any existing cost data, and also a model which hopefully will lead to as precise a cost predic-

tion as possible. lfthe linear regression modei does not result in a good fit, then a more meaningful

model should be found-the analyst always striving.t elect a final fit which exhibits smna!l variance of

residuals. Some of the background for militar/ cost analysis and the use of regression techniques to es-
timate costs are given in Refs. 13 through 16. Fora complete treatment of linear and mintiple regres-
sion procedures, and generalized least squares, 'the analyst should refer to appropri-t- literature on

statistical methods. Also, a BRL Report (Ref. 10) covers most of the ramifications that-the cost analyst
may be in need of, as well as the various tests of statistical significance needed in regression studies,
whether to estimate costs or for other applications. We believe it to be b• yond the scope of this

handbook to cover such anaiytical techniqdes in the space permitted her, especially since such

methodology is readily* available in the military libraries.
Needless t6 say, there are man;' different types of military operations researh problems tha: acquire

the study of costs in one way or the other. For example, the whole field of cost, frectiveness studies may

be mentioned,, and the newer interests of the military in the so-called cost and operational effectiveness

analyses as well. Thus, p, oper costing of all types of systems studied represen s a major activity of the
Army systems analysis community, and the weapon systemu analyst must ha e sufficient background

in cost analysis methodology.
The paper of Wright (Ref. I) seems especially noteworthy for its day or time (19M6), because it

covers the subject of costs of aircraft in some detail for that period. Wright indicates that the unit cost

of aircraft structures would vary from about $5.25 to $6.25 per lb, wherea& for the whole airplane
(lightweight metal) the cost would likely be between $5.75 _and $6.75 per I it terms of 1936 dollars.

For that period (1936), he even compares the cost o" automobiles with that A airplanes. Wright in-
dicates that for airplanes and automobiles carrying 4-5 passengers, in terms of 1936 dollars the air-
plane at a production quantity of 25 would cost about 58.18 per lb and at a production quantity of

1000 the airplane unit cost per pound would go down to about $3.20. At 10,000 produced airplanes,
the average cost pet pound was estimated by. Wright to oe $1.90 per lb, whe as at 1,000,C00 copies

the price per pound would have gone below onc do'lar, i.e., $0.95! For the 4-! passenger automobile,
the cost per pound at 1000 ?roduction line -utos would have been only 50.784, and at a million autos
the cost in 1936 dolars'would have been an amazing $0.224 per lb! On the average for the airplane,
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pohit , o u~ ts 111M tit l ti l o a l, md \ u~ i l s . w~ its mnor e vx picfl'i\ e (oii~ tru o, tw t *,, 1% r ai l r kr!

J)(ilt' ~t tat he Lit 1)of "Iip "i to autornottilr ( ost lie pjound %%a, then alom 4 -;t I I !nj

lil2a a' ~r'ia.ued thlt ( ofl(ept if doflars per potind t),i k then and os '.%ei Irji,ýj h tjt- ! Ut

u'r of (1)I e'tttillit)II1) Ifi' the mthoid of analog\ H~is st.'.estriz'atlons. It %woild set Ill. 'hox Y !llc .I'

ktrpinig a (lo-r taib (n hilt art oif ussing vario us procdui ion items. aucordingl%. the Al\r' %%iu7f do

ve ll to (otint nat an ap prop riate ist dlat a.!ank or all of its items undergoing.R &DI. produtot n andi

There are ma vm eijaplii os s hr O?(ceiia)cnieal rmnn" mia nr tiZi

solite? hirv n) st #*P inrmt go heas ll\ into here. To men? ion an example. hoev~ecr. One ,nil~irefnPer toHa

,iroblein of repaji part, for miii'ar\ ssstems. In this conner l ion. It is highlycde-sirab le to ha' e maxtnu ivi

assu a ui~c of (otit inued operation of svstems, in combat zonei. especijally for atifv Fix ed t'\petiitt re

limitls, and me mii'hit I - intere~sted in the prolper alh)( at ion (of repair parts for the 1higjhest %ahi "I e

reliatnliit\ that (an be a hieed for agiven (ost. Black and Prosthan (Ref. I ) have maie a stud% ot thit*
type of problem, anci related ones.

36-7 SUMMARY

.\ý spee(iii teuhniontes in the inosting of Army items, we have covered. the learnin$4 cur~v in a
somcssilat thoroueLh mianoet and extended it to encompass the problabilit . aht tiere will be desilgn
(hanges; during the produtction of Army systems. Accordingly, the analyst r lust expect changes to 4)(

c ur in learniniz curves as des.elopment and tffoduction pro, eed. Also. we have introduced the (onfl( pts
of PERI sin' e there rna\ be some possible application of it in various Armyl costing~ p robflet.l~iina

wt, pointedI out that reliability growth may cause addi' ional costs.
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CHAPTER 37

INTRODUCTION TO COST-EFFECTIVENESS STUDIES

An introduction is g•ven to, th.e analittcal fie/d oftcoat-e/ffe tzr,'e, t ctat,' ¶r j, et,,jn ,I %te'm.. 7hrrt" art' ta o Prima4

ways of conducting cstq-e(fectiveness :rudies.' 1, The tirnt sets a itel '. wt.cT',,, i hih is ne'e, ,ari or deirab/e I t)

achietve and then determines the telative coft. of !t o or 7more comnpe'tinig, r ,VetfV or ail, rnattzet. . 2, 7ne other all',catle

some gi.ven, affordable cost or amount 4f effort for iompetnrg 7lternatlief ind thr mrn(ion under itudi. and then deter-

mines which alternatwe attains the highest level of effectiveness. Often: th,, tlqp o.!approach to the ana/lcs. of weapon

systems gimi answters tchith are rather clear cut and hence o" direct in'ereit and ;aloe tI, the decision maker It can be

said that cost-effectivenee iiudzes are more general than simpli elf, tutenei( itteiie. or the ticC of meacures ,f eflc-
tivenets t MOE's). since they treat and analyze hot. the costs ant! the efe,tfu 'ne3A faetors.

Two simple examples are given to ,llustrate applications1 coft-e.tat:.'t tethe studies. and this sh,,uld give the

analyst a beginning touard more inclusive iniestigationi.

37-0 LIST OF SYMBOLS

A area of iliumination ofat least one footcandle
BA = burst altitude of roured to initiate flare. ft
BT = ourning time (A flare, s

C = constant
E level of illumination, footcand!es

T(n) = expected fraction of the enemy force that becomes casualties for n rounds fired

H = altitude offlare, ft
I .- intensity of flare, candles

IR = required intensity of flare light, candles
n number of rounds, or in some cases batter% Icleis

Rr = target~radius

UI . trit.area of interest. ft'
0,,. =parameter of a kill function for the range direction, simiar to a standard deviation

(see Chapter 20 also)
=i, parameter of a kill function for the deflection firection, similar to a standara

deviation (see Chapter 20 also),
a,, =round-o-rouund standard deviation in the rarge direction (used in this chapter also

to involve increased dispersion due to artificial aiming of rounds)
o, = round-to-round standard deviation inthe deflection dir-ction (used in ,his Chapter

also to involve increased dispersion due to artificial aiming of rounds)
at, = standard e-ror of the aim error of C of I in the range direction
y, = standard error of the C and I or aim error in the deflection direction

37-1 INTRODUCTION

The various evaluation models and many different measures of effectiveness of weapon systems wereS(i rovered in previous chaptimr, and the treatment of costs was discussed in Chapters 34, 35, and 36.
-- Logically then, this brings us to the idea of cost-effectiveness studies of weapon systems. Such studies
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relate to the relative effectiveness of competing weapons or weapon systems for sortie given cost or

allowable amount of funds available, or the cost-effectiveness studies may otherwise revolve around the
determination of the relative costs of two or more competing systems for some specified level of effec-
tiveness against targets. If we were to study a family of rockets and guided missiles as a possible
replacement for an existing family of artillery weaponis, for example,, then the cost and effectiveness
study should be made from either of these two viewpoints. Moreover, in the stud-y of costs, it seems
clear that life cycle coss for both systems must be compared for equal values ci effectiveness, or the ef-
fectiveness deermined for equal life cycle costs. (The latter may often be the most difficult to do.) One
sees easily that for the newer rockets and guided missiles, there might be somewhat more of a problem
of determining accurate life cycle costs. In fact the problem may be somewhat like, or at least as dif-
ficult as, that of the UTTAS system referred to in Chapter 35. The new inventory item one proposes to
introduce into any existingweapon family may involve some stecial or unique effort in developing ac-
curate costs. The reader should realize that many highklevel systems analyses for current development
programs could be very voluminous, take many months of preparation on the part of the analysts per-
forming the study, and ordinarily would involve a rather high level of security classification. Therefore,
we will go into a somewhat simplified version of a cost-effectiveness study here in order to give the
analyst an idea of the problem of performing effectiveness studies along with simple cost estimation
techniques. In fact, since the basic principles for costing the life cycle of army weapon systems were
discussed in Chapter 35, we may indicate in this chapter the principle more or less, but for a very sim-
ple, yet illustrative, case. Based on this, the analyst should be able to proceed to the analysis of more
complex cost-effective cases.

It might well be said that a ctst-effectivenes study should define and attack the overall problem in
terms of an objective or a number of objectives. Moreover, there must be alternative means, or alter-
native weapons or systems, by which the objective may be accomplished or at least there could -be dif-
ferent strategies that one is interested in comparing. Thcn the costs of the alternatives should be deter-
mine- for each of the competing warheads, weapons, strategies, etc. These costs, or estimated value or
uses of resources, form the basis of one of the prime tools in the cost-effectiveness evaliation. Continu-
ing. one sees also that it is necessary to develop a model,-i.e., a rnathemr.A:ca! model or a computerized
model, for example-which describes and sets the relationships among the objectives, the •.ternative
means of possiblyachieving them, the environment of conflict with its probable effects on mission ac-
complishment, and finally' the costs or resources for the alternatives. In order to make the sel-ctioni of
the best alternative, it then becomes necessary for the analy3t wo cioose the criterion-and h..-'fu:ly
the best one-which leads to the superior alternative. This criterion should relate the ob;,cti%,cs and
costs ir an effective and useful way, for example, by setting the stage for maximizin% the achievement
of the objective or objectives for some fixed budget determin-d in a relevant manner for the problem at
hand.

As an introduction 'to the general ideas of a cost-effectivencss Atu 1y, we will first set up a problem,
the aim of which is to select the bItter of two possible allcrrnatie pro.ietiles for an artillery weapon.
Next we will consider a rather special and often isolated type of cost-efferti-'cress study relating to the
choice of flares to illuminate targets.

37-2 1ý.OST-'XFFECTIVENESS COMPARISON OF TWO TYPES OF
155-rmm PZOJEC`1 LES

37-2.1 BACKGROUND DATA
In order to ihlustrate the concept of a simplh cost-effectiveness type study, let us recall tht the

"standard 1553 nm " howitrer projectile is a high explosive projectile primarily for antipersonnel fime." -

'V 37-2 1
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Now consider that a proposal to increase the lethality of artillery proje tiles might consist of loadijv a

special type of projectile with submissiles or grenades, which %%ill be dirperied on the doý nv ard dlope

u." the trajectory to spread ove- a fairly wide area on the ground, and hence atta• k more enemv griind

troops should they be present. For an assumption on the range of engagement of I 55-mm tire. let us

postulate that it is expected enemy personnel targets wil' most likely be attacked at about I1.10i0) m:

and ihat charge 7 ordinarily will be uied for such firing.
For the standard HE project~le, the round-to-round standard deviatior in range for 1 l,060h m is

about 45 m, and the round-to-round standard deviation in deflection is only about 6 M. * The expe( ted

error in placing the center of impact (C of iD on the target aim point is about 120 m standard deviation

in range and 45 m in deflection. * For these delivery condiiions, the lethal area of each projectile against

enemy troops-30% of which are standing, 40% of which are kneeling, and 30'%, are prone or are under

cover*is about 1800' m". although f4i- the simultaneous delivery of 6 rounds fired in vo'le% by an ar-

tillery battery, the total lethal area is about 9,000 m 2 . 1 hese data give the ba'ic effectiveness

parameters of the standard 155 mm HE round, and the known cost of such a round, properly fused, is
determined i the production learning curve to be S170.

For the other competing 155-mm round, consisting of multiple grenades-which are ejected at prop-

er altitude an ienotated by submissile fuze action on striking the ground-the lethal area for a volley
from a batter3 -s been calculated to be about 25,0X0) m' for the same target. although the rot d-to-

round standard deviation in raige is about 172 rn and the round-to-round standard deviation in deflec-

tion is about 25 m. For the new submissiled projectiles. the delivery standard errors for the C of I are

expected to be the same as for the 155 mm HE projectile although the cost per projectile for the newer
grenade-filled projectiles is expected from cost estimation relation (CER) studies to be S31H). Nor-

mally, such enemy personnel targets have been found to occupy an area of about 140,0(M) in'.

37-2.2 THE PROBLEM AND OBJECTIVE

The given detailed charocter-stics, involying both performance data and cost data, are suflicient to
carry out a limited (ost-rf ectiieness study. The question we ,eek to answer is shether the news projec-

tile consicFting of submi,;siles is "' ost-effective". In other words, for it• (woit. is the new or proposed
roundas effettive against personni I targets as the present standard round? To answer such a question,
our objective is first to establish a good or proper model of evaluation. %%e must determine a suitable

measure of effectiveness. and then we can 'substitute the performance and cost data into the model to
deteimir~e whether we should cha ge over to production of the new type of 1.35-mm projectile loaded
with submissi-s.

In order to answer th," questior ),sed, it would certainly appear that a verv suitable method of com-
parison would involve determining the expected fraction of a unit that becomes casualties for each of
the two type of projectiles, and hen e establish the superiority of one over -he other. Now, shall this be

done by fixing the cost level at so value and finding the effectiveness for both cases of interest, or

shall we determine relative costs for a given level of effectivenes of a unit, i.e., say the 30% level of ex-

petted fraction that becomrs casu Ities? Actually, this is a '"low-level" type of cost-effectiveness (CE)
study, so it seems more natural to determine the numr.ser of rounds for each type of projectile to rgive

30% casualties, and then cost ea h type for comparison. We note also in this connection that ilhe

analyst does not have'to go to the roubie of estimating life cycle costs for two major systems. Rather,

,"See Ref. I, for example. ,"
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both projectiles may be fired from existing howitzers, and hence we may deal simply ,vith a cost-
effeutiveness comparison of t.ie two different projectiles, and nothing more- This is especially true if
logistic costs or effort are about the same-which we expect in this case.

Obviously, there is such a jumble of numbers for the characteristics of the two projectiles that we
need a single measure of effectiveness! Hence, we proceed as follows.

37-2.3 AN APPROPRIATE SOLUTION

As a pertinent solution to this "component" CE study, we will find the number of standard rounds
and the number of new rounds necessary to attain 30% enemy casualties. Then. thrse required num-
bers will be multipled by the appropriate cost per round to determine which round results in the lesser
cost.

For the standard LIE round, 'the lethality pattern of the battery volley (6 rounds) is about twice as
wide in the deflection direction as in the range direction. Therefore, using the notation of Chapter 20,
Eq. 20-57, with c 1, we have

"2Tcaka.,, =y 21rak,(2or,,) =9000 m2

or
f = ' 26.8 m and or = 53.6 m.

For the new round.with submissiles, it was found from firings that the pattern was almost circular.
Thus, for this round we see from Eq 20-57

27ra,,ak•-, 21rarlx = 25,000 ml
Gr

OrN. = v,.= 63.1m.

Since the enemy personnel normally occupy al, area cf about 14000)m2. we will take the tar-et to
b, approximately circular and determine the target radius Rr from

rR• = 140,000 m t

or
Rr' = 211.1 m.

The expected fract.: n)vn) of the .:nemy force that becomes casualties will be calculated by Eq. 20-
77, for which we recall that the round-to-round ballistic dispersion is assumed to follow the bivar'iate
normal distribution, and the error in placing the C of I of the rounds on the target aim point also
follows a bivuriate normal delivery' distribution. The enemy targ n elements, or personnel are assumed
to be distributed uriformly over the entire target area of 140,000 mi. We note that Eq. 20-77 depends
critically on the number of voleys in this case (rounds ordinarily) that' will be fired. Thus, to find the
number of volleys required, we try some number of volleys in Eq. 20-77 and change the n until we get
the desired 0.30 fraction of casualties, i....,

10(n) 030.

Mfhen that x so determined gives the required number. of battery volleys..

I: _37.4
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Case I (Standard Round)

Since RT is la1rge (211.1 im), the analyst decides for the comparison to improve target coverage by in-

creasing the round-to-round dispersion in range and deflection to 110 m and 15 m, respectively.

l//v'6= 44.9m ay = 15/V'6-= 6.1 m

(for volley movement)*

a,, = 120 m (given) o, = 45 m (given)

ohX = 2 6 .8 m av, = 53.6 m

Using Eq, 20-77, we find

I(n) =1(20) 0.302.

Case Ii (New or Proposed Round)

a, = 172/V/6"= 70.2 m a= 25•,/6 10.2 m (for volley
movement'

,, = 120 m (given) a,, = 45 m (given)

auZ = 6 3 .1m all= 63.1 m

RT = 211.1 rn

By using Eq. 20-77, we calculate

.J(3) = 0.290 andJ(4)= 0.336.

Hence, only three volleys of the submissile rounds are needed to obtain about 30% enemy casualties,
where."s for the standard 14E round about 20 would be necessary, and using the original round-to-

tound standard deviations of a,- = 45 m and a>, = 6 m does not help! (Perhaps it, might appear to the

reader that three i's a surprisingly low number of rounds for the new projectile, but its lethal arca is
nearly three times larger than that of the standard projectile, and the increase in round-to-round dis-

persion for the new projectile is still lost in the relatively large aiming error. (For,three volleys, there

are only fo,:r terms in Eq. 20-77, so that the results are easily checked.)

Now for the relative costs to achieve 30% casualties:
1. Total standa.d round cost is (6)(20)($17,)) $20,4NY
2. Total new proposed round cost is (6)(3)($300) ,45,400.

Hence, it might be said that the proposed submissile round is neatly four (3.78) times as effective as
:he standard 155-amm projectile. Moreover, the saving, in dollars for each such enemy personnel target
threat destroyed is $15,000. Therefore, it would be concluded that the new round would be'very "cost-
effective" indeed and is recommended.

We emphasize here that, indeed, we have illustrated a very simple example of a cost-effectiveness
type of study, although the reader might well visualize its generalization to a more complex study. For
ei.amF!e, if we return momentarily tothe concept of possibly replacing a family of artillery weapons by
a famil) of rockets and missiles, then we might start with a "division slice" or a "corps slice" and the

*'The battery volley of 6 rounds gives a lethal area of 9000 m2 which 'moves randomly as the

Cof i of 6 rounds.
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amount of effort in terms of dollars that might be allocated for performance of the artillery mission in
expected engagements. Then we would proceed to determine the relative tlfecti-eness of the cannon
type artillery versus the family of rockets and missiles for the given allocated ,.ost. In such a CE study,
one would lay out the entire complex of targets that would be attacked in combat, evaluate weapons
against it, and perhaps even conduct a computerized war game of some kind to determine relative ef-
fectiveness of the two types of competing weapon families.

We now turn to a problem involving a very different type of muni-ion, i.e., an illuminating projectile.
Nevertheless, the cost-effectiveness study can be treated in much the sart-e way as for the fragmenting
projectile analysis previously covered, except that we will illustrate by fixing costs as a starting point..

37-3 ILLUSTRATION OF EFFECTIVENESS FOR A FIXED COST

Illuminating projectiles are used to light up target areas at night, and hence are needed to determine
the type of target, sizc, iocation, etc., so that appropriate fire can be brought to bear upon any
threatening enem;, units. In 1975, Sheldon (Ref. 2) performed a "logistic/cost-effectiveness" study of
flares. His primary purpose in developing a model of cost-effectiveness 'was to give the user a simple
tc-,! which would translate the characteristics of pyrotechnic illumination into numbers of flares tnd
procurement costs, so :hat a technique would be readily available to determine costs to accomplish a
given mission. In his study, Sheldon (Ref. 2) attempted to determine how much light is finecssary to
see and engage enemy targets. especially enemy tanks a: night, and to find out what size aiea on the
gron'd would be representative of a typical illumination mission. The study of Sheldon involved the
following parameters:

I intensity of flares, candles
H altitade of flare

BA burst altitude of round to initiate flare, ft
BT = burning time of flare, s

E = level of illumination, footcandles
IR = required intensity of flare light, candles

UA - unit area of interest, ft2.

He developed the relationship in Eq. 37-1 which gives the required intensity JR in terms c; the unit
area UA to be illuminated, the flare altitude H, and the needed level of illumination Eto see a target of
interest:

IR = (E/H)[(UA/,r)' + h1213, candles. (37-1)

The particular target of interest considered in 1ef. 2 was taken, to b,- a tank, and the viewable ranges
were determined for both front'and' back lighting of the. target. Fig. 2 of ReT 2, reproduced here as
Fig. 37-I shows the viewaLle range as a function of the level of illumination Emin footcandles. It is noted
from Fig. 37-1 that I footcandle will allow an observer to see and engage tanks at ranges beyond t~o
kin, for either front or back lighting. Thus, it would seem that I footcandle would certainly be suf-
ficient for our illustrative purposes of evaluation here, i.e., the illumination of a troop concentration.

The study, Ref. 2, showed that dispersion in height of burst to release the flare had very little eflect
on viewable range, although the target area it was desired to illuminate, i.e., 5 kin'. was so large tliat
the delivery errors of mortars or artillery' would have no effect on the evaluation and were therefore of
inconsequential interest. In order to formulate for illustration a relative effectiveness evaluation for a
given fixed cost, we will approach the problem somewhat differently here than in Ref. 2.

37-6
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The current 155 mm illuminating projectiles--M485. M485EI, and M485A2--have an intensitv of

about -'0(X).00 candies, whereas an improved 155 mm.illuminating projectile NRI09 possesses an in-

tensi't' of 2,200,000 candles. 'I ne area .4 in square meters on the ground for proper fuzing altitude and

at least I footcandle of illumination may be determined from Eq. 37-2 (Ref. 2):

A = .21/E. ft' = 0.11148 Il/, i 2 . (37-2)

Hence, the standard round will illuminate an area on the ground, to at least I footcandle, equal to

A = 0.11 148("00,000) = 78,039 m2.

Likewise, the area illuminated to a, least one lootcandle by the NR 109 135-amm round will be

A = 0.11148(2,200,000) = 245,264 m2.

Since ½heldon (Ref. 2). has shown that the 155 mm NRI09 round is cost-effective for an area of

rather large size, i.e., about 2240 m on a side, then let us rephrase the problem for a "target" radius
somewhat larger than the 211 1 m used in the previous fragmenting projectile. example. Thus, a new

target of radius 300 m which we would consider illuminating, to at least I footcandle, would include

the'one of 211.1 m. and the total area of the new "target" is 282,743 m'. Certainly, the actual target of

radius 211.1 m we desire to neutralize with fragmenting projectiles would be found if the larger area

were illuminated to at least I footcandle everywhere.

For round-to-round delivery errors. we might expect that orce the fuze functions and the flare and

parachute are.ejected from the projectile, then the flares would disperse over a wider area than projec-

tiles hitting the ground. Thus, we might take a, - 60 m and at, - 20 m.

For the aiming errors, we may as well use the same values as for the high explosive projectiles in par.

37-2.

Fnally, concerning costs 6f rounds, Sheldon (Ref. 2) puts the crst of the 155 mm M485 serie% il-

luminating round at 5106, and that of the NRI09 at $115. In this connection, let us suppose that the

cost of the NRl0'9 round were even A higher than the stated $115 cost, i.e.. $153.33 and that the
Ludget tn find the target is' $106f In other words, we could fire 1063/106 = 10 rounds for the M485

series illuminating projectile and 1060/153.33 - 6.91 or 7 of the NR109 illuminating projectile. With

the fixed cost cf $1060 and the increased cost of the NRI09 illuminating round, we want to determine

whether it is sti!l "cost-effective".
The NR 109 round burns for 69-s and the M485 burns for 153 s. For this illustration of relat iOe rffe, -

tiveness for equivalent costs, we are assuming that 69 s burning time i- sufficient to locatt the tatk

target.,
Our procedure will be that of determining the expected fraction of a "target" of radius R)0 m which

will be illuminated to at 'east I footcandle by 10of the M485 type rounds, as compared to that of only

7 of the NRI 9 rounds. Clearly, moreover, for this case involving delivery errors, we may think of the

problem also as a "'target coverage" study and use Eq. 20-77, i.e., the same as for the first ex.ample

(par. 37-2) of this chapter. To summarize, we have the following basic' data:

NM485 Type Round

t = 10

a, n60i a, =20m

ro l 120 m a. - 45 in

t .-& .- '78039/(2- t' 115.5m

37.8 , .,;.
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NR109 Round

n-7

au = 60m ff, = 20m

am = 120m a, = 45m

aX = aky= V/245,264/(2r) = 19 7 .6m

Rr - 300m.

Then using these data aad Eq. 20-77, we find for the M485 type round that

J(10) = 0.669

and for the NRI09 illuminating projectile

J(7) = 0.938.

Hence, to summarize, the 10 standard 155 mm illuminating rounds would provide sufficient light to
cover 66.9'o of the extended "target" oi radius 300 in. whereas only 7 of the newer NRI09 rounds.
provided at i.,', equivaient cost of Si1060, would still g;ve sufficient light to expose 93 8% of the extended
target. Thus, it- addition to agreeing with She!don (Ref. 2), we find using a different approach- -

namely, that of treating the problem as a target coverage one-that the newer NR109 illuminating
projectile is still very -cost-effective" indeed.

It, simma."y, pars. 37-2 and 37-3 give two different approaches to the problem of integrating costs
and eff,-ctiveness in an oper-ations research type study. Both provide rather clearcut answers to the
questions that were raised, and hence provide the analyst with very useful tools in his analyses. Es-
pecially do they seem to give the manager the concrete type of information he is interested in or is ac-
tually. seeking.

37-4 SOME FURTHER CONSIDERATIONS ON COST-EFFECTIVENESS

As an elementary introduction tj cost-effectiveness in this chapter, we have aimed to outline by ex-
ample the approach tO determining costs of competi'ng alternatives for a fixed level of eff,ctiveness, and
the relative effectiveness for a given fixed cost of alternative or competing systems. Our ",systems" were
merely components of artillery cannon or gii delivery means to illustrate the general idea. In the fi ;t
illLstration, we considered the problem of whether it might be desirable to "break up the payload" oy
dividing it into smalle.- "package%" in the way of subn'issile or grenades and scatter them over an area
oi the battlefield for improvement in effectiveness, especially as compared to the single warh.-ad or
fragmenting projectile of tite, artillery weapon. Moreover, :he analyst, noting that the target was
possibly a bit large, decided to improve target coverage by scattering the rounds fiom a battery so as to
increase the round-to-round dispersion somewhat. However, this did not appear to paj off• Also a very
concrete judgement on a particular engineering erinciple wase-ialuated through means of a cost-
effectiveness approach.

In the second illustration, we concentrated on hypothesizing a fixed cost to be allocated for detecting
targets at night, and even increased the cost of one of,the alternatives to see if the improved il.
luminating projectile was !#ill cost-effective when delivery error% and smaller target areas were in-
volved in the analysis. In other words, we did somewhat of a,"sensitivity analysis" which backed upCanot~ier stu~dy, approach. Again, a pak'ticula~r anci important enginneering type of question was answered:

• ' " " .'37-9- •!I
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through the use of a cost-effectiveness analysis. Thus, the advantages of emplhin, the (ot-

effectiveness approach over and above the regular effectiveness type of analysis are evident becatie it

can be seen th it costs of weapon systems are clearly of major importance.

The reader %%ill see rather. easily that we have ovly introduced the idea of applying the general prin-
ciples of cost and effectiveness analyses. Nevertheless. the Army literature on the subject of Cost-.

effectiveness analyses is verv extensive and represents an area of much continuing ir.terest to the
analyst. Like many other topics, it might be said that cost-eftectiveness stuidies were always of much
value and importa'ce, especially since part of the weapon systems planning game invokes co,,ting.
Our President ard the Congress use cost analyses to assist in reacbini decision,; whether oi not to

proceed with major weapon systems. Because of the probability --. budgets, practi all, all
syste;ns have to be "cost-effective" or they otherwise cannot be dev : and produced.

In recent years, the approach has been somewhat away from the us', cost-effectiveness an,, %si,.
perhaps to some extent because some individuals have criticized the activity as being too much orient-
ed in the engineering directioa! Also, there has been more and more em -h.,I .n th -'flyv before buv"
principle, so that "operational" type testing has apocaled to a wide segment o0 the Army operations

anaj% sis community. In fact, we hear more and more of the importance of performing "cost and
operationai effectiveness analyses", implying a more peitinent and general type of useful analstical
"pastime". in mahy cases, it becomes very difficult to distinguish a cost and operational effecti~eness
analysis (COEA) from a cosv-effectiveness analysis, and in any event a good overall pertinent analysis
that answers important questions is still a good and useful analytical "pastime" COEA': are covered
in Chapters 45 and 46.

Due to the nature'of the cost-effectiveness analyses, however, we should bring out here a few ad-
ditional comments on references of possible interest to the reader. The Research Analysis Corporation
'published a primer on cost-effectiveness in 1967, apparently thinking of its ubiquaitous opplications

and to inform the layman, so to speak, this being in Ref. 3 by Sutherland. Visco (Ref. 4) discus.ses the

berrnning of cost-effecti'veness analysis. At one of the early Army Operations Research Symposia
(1965), a Deputy Amsistant Secretary of Defense, Dr. Alain Enthoven, (Ref. 5) gave a discussion of
icost-effectiveness analyses of Army divisions ;n the keynote speech. He pointed out, among .other im-
portant consideratiions, that the analysts cannot make a useful calculation for all of the factors that
may come into prominence in a cost-effectivenest analysis, and that judgements will have to be made
on some of the key factors. Hopefully, the decision maker and the study team can work out and resolve
possible disagreements, so that the best solution to cost-effectiveness type problems may be reached.

A theory of cost-effectiveness for military systems analysis has been published by Fox (Ref. 6).
Schlenk-r (Ref 7) has studied the foundations of a cost-effectiveness inethodology for weapons, and
the idea of using dynamic programming approaches t-o cost-effectiveness studies is discussed by Sacco
and Schlegel (Ref. 8). Barfoot (Ref. 9) initiated work on a prcliminary cost-effectiveness handbook in
1963, and Quade (Ref. 10) had indicated some limitations of the cost-effectiveness approach to the
problem of military decision-making. Ref. II is a fairly extensive bibliography on cost-elfec'tiveness
type studies in the Department of Defense.

A partial bibliography of references which the Army weapons systems analyst might have sonie in-
terest in is included in this chapte" ior possible further study.

37-5 SUMMARY
We have introduced the idea of cost-effectiveness studies to evaluate nroblems in the analysis of (")

'weapon systems. An advantage of such studies is that they take into consideration simultaneously both

.37-10 _ _ ,
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the effectiveness and the cost issues in an evaluation. Moreov,-r, cost-effectivness studies appear to
give the decision maker the very type of information he usually seeks, and the answers are- likely to be
rather clear-cut. The two primary ways of conducting cost-effectivenss studies involve either tht
analysis of costs for competing alternatives when the level of effectiveness has been• set, or the deter-
mination of relative effectiveness for alternatives ,nce the allocated or affordable cost has specified for
the particular mission.
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CHAPTER 38

SURVIVABILITY
.S : 0;a, t t; ,,;n;, ,':r~t:'.ns.r fcr•;nni, it e.;Pin jiPwrtcl, and materiel muzs •'r t!ak.n mtt acc,,nt -n rza!:ating, the

7 -t, s '',¢ , z..t") , fpab2idt;eS i the s Pd. The term "eurv: t a xorieuhat neue r c,,n,,-

latin arnd Ii q'r:e dst:n.t frorn the i ei-esta shtd t'eeld of i•inerabizti and .Wnera~zit reductiun. .lter de'the

s rz z az :,, b; , a ui r ka ,I and u jl i ranner. u-e prrieed to di .cuiz rtc rtealm ofo, ir we ac ' ql xatims to an znir,*rma!, e
e1t',: a rd cind that the u ea7on s'is!tms analist should reqard the conceptas an element If the s.o.tern5 analls sproces5.

Inf ti.a t lar. uwe "rreee fhat quantiuiatzon and mnr4ling of ju rvablitI, pararreterf zI dl be required in order t,, va A e
the "?,re meanmznpi and useful tradr-o its su rz abzhi hAharatert cds ii th other measure of effecti, enes jt fu-eap,,n

38-1 INTRODUCTION

"TIe -ulnerabilitv of targets to attack has been under study for manv years: in reality, from the very
hcezinning of the p;ob'iem originally of determining the relative effectiveness of weapons., In fact. it
-ouut he ,argued that the initial evaluations of weapons involved the calculation of hit probabilities and
the estimation of the conditional chance that a hit is a kill, i.e.. the latter taking into accouni target
vulnerability considerations. Thus. it was absolutely natural and necessary that the vulnerability of all
kinds of tartgets to a'l types of -%eaporns be. studied from the very start. Moreover, the necessity of
vulnerability programs, mostly of an experimental character, emerged as a needed activity to make
sald (omparisons of .ea.pons for different roles and missions. It was seen veryo-ften over the yea'rs that
reduced vuliacrabdity led to improved survivability for personnel, aircraft, tanks, and other combat
svstems in general.

It' can be sid additionally that survivability of personnel has long been an area of prime concern to
the Armed Forces, and that. for example, the planning of medical facilities for the field and the
medical workload always needed somewhat precise estimates to cope with all probable occurrences.
Indeed, at cne of the early Arn.y Operations Research Symposia, Laughlin, Scoles, and Eyler (Ref. I)
- working in the interests of the US Army Medical Service Combat Developments Agency, Fort Sam
Houston. TX - gave a paper establishing survival curves for possible casuaitieb in a war, along with
the various levels of medical type treatments. Much less attention, however, has been paid to the sur-
vivabilitv of materiel until recently, and now such considerations are being regarded as a "must" in
evaluations of all kinds.

"The general term "survivability" is a relatively recent concept, coming to the forefront in-the past
few years, and there seems little doubt that survivability will receive more and more attention in the
weapons planning Frocess from now on. Obviously, survivability involves more than improvements
(de reaes) in-the vu~nerability of weapons or targets as too much protection wil clearly result in some

lds% of mobility for personnel and weapon systems. Thus. it becomes of much necessity and interest' to
explore :hejoncept c-f survivability on an overall or operations research basis. This exploration ib the
purpose of this chapter in connection with the nonnal role of the weapon systems analyst.

The new field of "survivability" is of much interest to the Army because: (I) large numbers of per.
monnel and large qlvanfities of materiel have been lost in past conflicts; (2) the costs of developing, ac-.

, quiring. -and maintaining weapon systems have escalated enormously; (3) reliability and main.
tiinmhilhy problems in a combat environment are continually plaguing the Armed Forces; (4) many
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new relatively cheap and unsophisticated weapons have the capability of destroying expensive combat

systems: (5) with the growing complexity of weapon systems there is a need for highly trained person-

nel. and hence more costly operation of equipment; and '6) it is expected that our potential enemies

may have a numerical superiority in the number. of personnel and perhaps in materiel (see Ref. 2).

Survivability might well be considered to be a concept which must be taken fully into account in the

wceapon systems analysis or evaluation process. For this reason, survivabili:y should be regarded as an
element of systems analysis. Moreover, it can be seen that studies of survivability will be necessary to

assure the accomplishment of many Army missions in future combat. Indeed, the term "Survivability"

currently encompasses a rather general field of activity, and it may involve the much older disciplines

such as vulnerability, vulnerability reduction, reliability, maintainability, and -(loss of timely).
repairabilitv. To sum up, the weapon systems analyst will need to study and apply the principles of

survivability analysis in his process of evaluating weapon systems ard materiel.

In order to lead up to a definition of survivabilit), we will first review the definitions of vulnerability

and vulnerability reduction, as there has been some confusion among the three terms, and all three

concepts need to be somewhat distinct for future reference and applications. Vulnerability is a quan-

titativ'e measure of the susceptibility to damage of a target structure or item of materiel to a given at-

tack mechanism. Vulnerability often is expressed as a "vulnerable area". Vulnerability reduction consists

of the application of design techniques to materiel items in order to reduce or eliminate the effects of
combat damage mechanisms. Vulnerability reduction may often be expressed as a percent decrease in
vulnerable area.: With these two definitions as a background, and the lack of any definition of sur-
vivability in the current issue of the Army dictionary, the Army Materiel Systems Analysis Activity

which set up a Survivability Office, proposed the following definition:
"Survivability is that characteristic of personnel and materiel which enables them to withstand (or

avoid) adverse military action or the effects of natural phenomena which ordinarily and otherwise
would result in the loss of capability to continue effective performance of the prescribed mission.'

Put simply. therefore, survivability represents a new area of interest and effort which aims to in-
crease as much as possible the probability that personnel and materiel of all kinds will survive in a bat-
tlefield environment.

Ref. 2 is a "Survivability Primer", which covers some of the current basic approaches regarded as
important in improving survivability, and points out that any improvements in the chance of survival
must be achieved without sacrificing the ability of the system to perform its mission within realistic and
resource constraints. For example, some realistic trade-ofis may be necesary between survivability
and other aspects of effectiveness such as reliability, mobility, and lethality. We might well add here
that the Army mission also is to win in battle, and survivability should not detract from that.

Ref. 2 discusses -four areas considered of prime interest in the study of weapon systems to enhance
survivability, namely: (1) detectability, (2). hitability, (3) vulnerability reduction, and (4) repairability.
Thus, Ref. 2 recommends that targets should be designed or used on the battlefield so that they cannot
be detected, if at all possible. And if they are detected, then system characteristics or cover should be
such thaw they are- not easily hit. If and when targets are hit, then they should be as invulnerable as
possible; and If friendly systems are damaged, they should be designed so that they are easily repaired.
In summary, it can be seen that much preliminary thought should go into the problem of designing
and producing weapon systems for future coMlict -,once committed to a battlefied environment, it is
often too late to enhance survivability. Thus, the best way to assure survivability is to "build it into"
systems in the planning stages, and then make the necessary trade-offs through proper analyses.
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To the list of the given four areas of effort, we should add another important area of effort-one

whi(h has more or less been concentrated on in the past-namely. that of continuinz to enhance the ef-

fectivenesq of weapon systems wherever possible. especially since winning the battle may often be the

best way of assuring survivability.
In the paragraphs that follow we will discuss each of the five areas of interest for survivability in or-

der that the ana!vst will have availaole an introduction to the general subject and will always remem-

ber the role of system survivability in his effectiveness studies.

38-2 DETECTABILITY

Perhaps one of the more important problems of warfare centers around the timely detcction and

location of targets. so that they can be brought under fire before the enemy can employ his weapons ef-

fectively against friendly forces. Enemy targets--especially' those that will be threats to friendly
ad% ance---chould be detected promptly; and recognized and identified as to type, characteristics, and

lcatioua. It fact. thene clrricits or phases constitute the target acquisition process. It can be said that
targets are detected Lv their "signature", whether the detection is by visual means, sound, radio wave

propagation. infrared (ir) rad:ation, ultraviolet radiation, or other propagation means. Thus, to
minimize the chance of being detected by enemy forces, Army equipment and personnel should have
reduced signatures wherever possible. Indeed, the techniques of camouflaging systems and personnel,
reducing electromagnetic radiation, and the use of acoustic mufflers and ir type suppressors should be
considered in equipmcni design for lowering the chances that the enemy will detect Army systems and
personnel on the battlefield. (See Chapter 27 also.)

Ref. 2 gives a good. somewhat detailed discussion of serious enemy surveillahce threats-including
visual, noise (acoustic and seismic vibrations), infrared/thermal, and electronic means of
identification--which we must counter to preclude detection.' In this connection, Table 2 of Ref. 2,
which is reproduced here as Table 38-1, gives some examples of the various enemy threats to detecting
our targets, along with some possible countermeasures we might take to lower the chances of being
detected. Also, Table 4 of Ref. 2, reproduced here as Table 38-2, lists some survivability enhanc:ement

TABLE'38-1. HIGH THREAT AREAS-ENEMY CAPABILITIES AND OUR
COUNTERMEASURES

Surveillance Enemy
Threat Threat Capability Our Countermeasures

Visual Naked eye Pattern painting
Conventional photographs Yes Lightweight screening svsem rLSS)
linage intensifiers Snmioke

Noise
(Acoustic Directional microphones "More efficient mufflers

ind seismic Seismic sensors Yes Quiet operations
vibrations)

Infrared/thermal Infrared photographs Improvedpaint
Infrared searchlight Yes LSS

Smoke

Electromagnestc Radar LSS
Monitoring of radio transmission Yes Jmmming
Direcionr finding units

38-3
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TABLE 38-2. SURVIVABILITY ENHANCEMENT MEASURES FOR
CONSIDERATION-DLTECTABILITY

Item Measures for Consideration Expected Benefit

Aircraft Smoke-screen warhead for 2.75 in. rocket Protect a:rcraft from observation hK, enem% air
defenses and troops, n the izround

Vehicles Noise-reduction - tracks. ergines Reduce distance at w hich %rhicle may be
detected by its noise

ehkimIes Sionatuite reduction ir, acou,,lic. optical, Reduce detection probabilit:es
magnetic, seismic, and gases

Pc. sonnel Lightwe'ght camouflaged clothing and equip- Rtduce chances for dcection of itdi% idual
ment

\ehicles and air- Engine ad'anccd technoloZN' - regeneration Redluce signature and m~intenance
'raft aircraft engine, reduced noise, reduced ,-

ssignature

Various equipment Camouflage through reflectance of natural Reduce detectahilit;
environment by mirrors

Various equipment Camouflage through use of urethanes colored Reduce detectahihty
at local site

Airt raft and ships Reduced radar cross section Reduce detectability

Materials Coatings to increase radar abso.-ption Reduce detectability

measures for consideration in current activities to reduce the chances of detection of our battlefield
systems.

Hopefully, these few brief accounts will serve to acquaint the analyst with a useful overview of the
target det-ctabili,y part of the problem to improve survivability. We emphasize in particular that
systems with low signatures or systems which cannot be seen have less chances of being detected, and
hence improved chances of survival in a combat environment.

38-3 HITABILITY

Detected targets will usually be shot at and, in spite of all kinds oi efforts to avoid de ection, some of
,our weapons and personnel will be identified and located by the enemy during a battle. Once detected,
then it becomes of increasing importance to avoid being hit, if,at all possible. e coined term
"hitability" has therefore been defined as the susLeptibility of a target to being hit (Ref. 2).

Small targets are harder to hit than larger ones; consequently, proper attention must be paid to siz:.
For example', low silhouettes are very desirable, and it has !ong been observed that somr Russian tanks
have lower silhouettes than their American counterpart. The dezign of materiel i a manner to
preclude bulkiness or large exposed areas should be kept in mind by the engineer.

The shape of a target may be of some importance as far as hitability is concerned, a thnugh t more
important rule is to present as small an area as possible for any probable detection by t e enemy. This
would include also the'exposure of as small a part of the target as possible by taking f II advantage of (
terrain and vegetation to shiield or hide the remaining parts of the target.

38-4
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The use of suppressive fire agýainst the enemy may be of much importance. because if the enemy cal-

not freely use his weapons to bring fire on detected or exposed friendly targets. then decided advan-

tages in survivability will be gained for friendly forces. Artillery strikes.are valuable for this.

The use of electronic countermeasures to avoid detection or to jam enemy weapons depending on

electronics also may clearly improve survivability.
Some targets may avoid being hit by virtue of their speed, acceleration, or by changing direction

suddenly. Thus, the maneu;'erabilit\ and the agility of weapon systems may often decrease the

chances of being hit, and hence improve the chances of survivability. On the other hand. it must be

remembered that moving targets are often more easily detected. Fcr some weapon systems, such as

tanks. the reade" should recall from Chapter 22 "Mobility, Maneuverabili-v. and Agility", for exam-

pie, that one ef the continuing fundamental problems for overall, tank design is to strike the right

balance between aggressive firepower. armor protection, and the use of mobility to avoid being hit (in

addition to shock action).

Ilarrassment fire by friendly artillery will also keep the enemy off guar'd and reduce his.chancis of

bringing effective fire on our systems. Thus. there is much to be gained by judicious use of friendly ar-

tillery as a continuing deterrent to enemy efficiency.

Probabilitiesof hitting depend on the aiming errors of weapons, the round-to-round ballistic disper-

sion, the target size and the weapon-target range. Thus, any means of provoking the enemy to open

fire at as long a range as po sible will often enhance survivability through guaranteeing lower hit prob-

abilities. Note in particular that our target size (except for direction) and the enemy's round-to-round

ballistic dispersion cannot asually be altered, although some consideration might well be advanced

toward trying to increase the opponent's aiming error. This ma,, be accomplished, for example, by
mobility, presentation of false targets at different locations, enticing the enemy to fight during adverse

weather conditions especially when our forces are on the defense, and any other countermeasures. to

brinig on wild shooting from the enemy.

38-4 VULNERABILITY" REDUCTION

The classical approach to improving the survivability of materiel has been through, efforts to reduce

the vulnerability of systems (targets) to enemy weapon fire. This includes protection trom most of the
typical damage mechanisms such as fragments; kinetic energy projectiles; shaped charge rounds;

blast; thermal and nuclear radiation; and chemical and biological attack mechanisms.

[hte Ballistic Research Laboratories have always been one of the rrime agencies studying the vul-
nerability of targets to attack and the consequent reduction in vulnerability that niight be achieved

through certain basic principles. For example, sore, of the ways for reducing target vulnerability in-

clude the use of armor plate to protect personnel and critical components of a system; designing redun-

dancy into the system where applicable; locating critical components behind noncritical components;

and~using temporary ballistic protection such as "ballistic" or nylon blankets, or sand bags, logs, etc.,

in the field.

In general, special experiments have to be designed and conducted to study target vulnerability;

otherwise the collection of data from analyses of target damage in combat too often leads to uncon-

trolied and ,ineplained variations.
Naturally, the armoring of vehicles or systems increases weight and reduces mobility although there

might be some optimum trade-off, for example, for tanks. In fLict. the design of tanks should be such

that the crew, is protected by armor, and the ammunition and fuel supplies should not be inside the
crew compartment if at all possible. In addition, the use of spall suppression liners on the interior walls
and floor aids in crew survivability.
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Spaced armor mounted on tanks or other combat vehicles provides protection against shaped charge
ammunition, qnd may also tip monobloc type armor penctrating projectiles, thereby reducing their ef-
fectiveness in penetration.

For Army aircraft, one of the prime, sources of vulnerability is that of fire hazards. For this reason,
self-sealing fuel cells or tanks and various self-closing fittings for fuel systems on Army aircraft have
proven to be most successful. Also, plastic foam material has been inserted inside aircraft fuel cells to
counter the occurrence of fires from incendiary bullets. Ref. 2, which provides a current overall sum-
mary of survivability efforts, gives the following guidelines for reducing fires aboard aircraft:

"1. Place flammable fluid containers or tankage within the airframe to avoid leakage into potential

ignition areas.
"2. Prcvide scuppers or drains to dump leakage overboard into areas where such leakage is no?

likely to be ignited downstream.
"3. Where structural compartments or voids adjacent to such containers cannot be avoided, provide

fire/explosion suppressant materials or extinguishing systems to prevent the ignition or propagation of

fires or explosions.
"4. Isolate oxygen systems from flammables. Where such isolation is not practical, provide struc-

tural containment or fire barriers.
"5. Provide fire suppression methods in those areas, such as an engine accessory bay, where a

sustained fire would cause loss of the aircraft."
Vulnerability may also be reduced by eliminating unnecessarily complex or sophisticated cpmpo-

nents of systems and by using the pt'inciple of miniatu'rization wherever possible. Also the use of
modular construction provides for quick replacement of damaged components (Ref. 2).

Ref. 2 discusses techniques for reducing the vulnerability of stacked ammunition, the use of ballistic
blankets and flexible armor around equipment, the use of shrouds for artillery, the protection of com-
munication and electronic equipment, the reduction of vulnerability to helicopter rotor blades, eye
protection for armored vehicle crewmen, and other possible areas for decreasing target vulnerability.
To show somewhat in general the type of current 'thinking relative to survivability enhancement
measures for further consideration, we .present Table 38-3, which is Table 12 of Ref. 2.

Needless to say, the most extensive efforts of past investigations in connection with survivability have
been that of studying target vulnerability and the possible implementation of measures to reduce
target vulnerability. However, it can be easily seen that armor and passive defense types of protection
can only go so far in improving survivability. Hence, in future studies the problem of survivability has
to be approached more from an overall point of view, or a more co:nplete operations research type of
investigation, for the system in the combat operational environment. What we are saying is that the
newer concept of survivability has to make more headway by trade-offs between the use of vuinerabili-
ty reduction measures and other means of survival such as preventing target detection by the enemy,
reducing chances of be'i.g hit, promoting ease of repairability of equipment, and enhancing the effec-.
tiveness of triendly systems to damage enemy targets as quickly as possible. This also means or calls
for better quantification, perhaps best On a probabilistic study basis, of the competing survivability
measures which might possibly 'be implemented.

38-5 REPAIRABILITY
The fourth area of interest covered by the "Survivability Primer" (Ref. 2) is that of repairability.

Re'. 2 defines repairability as the "characteristic of military equipment which determines how readily

and easily that equipment is repaired or replaced when it sustains combat damage". Most. charac-
teristics of repairability for systems or items must be considered and formed during the design st.ges.

38-6
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TABLE 38-3. SURVIVABILITY ENHANCEMENT MEASURES FOR CONSIDERATION-
VULNERABILITY REDUCTION

Item Measures Under Consideration Expec.ed Benefit'

..\irc.'aft Adanced structure design concepts and Redztcticns in maintenance, in vulncr-,
compositematerials, fiberglass rotor blade, ability, in fatigue of components
composite material rotor hub, 4_ormposite
fuselage/composite tubular rotor, composite
transmrision housing, boron rotor blade

Aircraft Fire-safe fuels Fewer fires in flight

Aircraft Ballistically tolerant flight controls such as ReU iced vulnerability of controls
the bellcrank on the AH-IG"

Aircraft Improved crash survivability--- crashworthy Fewer injuries to personnel, reduced damage to
fuel system aircraft

Aircraft Improved ca--o restraints Fewer crew injuries under crash conditions

Aircraft Crashworthy armored seat for helicopter crews Fewer crew injuries

Aircraft Ducted repla'cement for tail rotor Reduced vulnerability to foreign objects and
fewer injuries to personnel

Aircraft Oil-mist lubrication as ýmergency back-up Provides additional running time for engines
ir, turbines with damaged lubrication systems

Helicopters Sensors of serious blade damage would initiate Restores rotor balance after severe ballistic
shaped cbartes to sever damaged blade and damage to rotor system
opposite blade

Aircraft Armor blanket Protect parked aircraft from low velocity
fragments

Aircraft Suction ooost fuel system kh'-er fires in event fuel lines are broken or
(UTTAS) engine stops running

Aircraft Integrated actuator package Reduced vulnerability of hydraulic systems
through reductionof vulnerable area,

Aircraft Lateral axis redundancy for actuators Reduced vulnerability by providing redundant
paths and redundant controls

Aircraft Oil-starvation.toleraht transmission systems More aircraft returning te base after sustaining
ballistic damage to transmission system

Aircraft Improved structural adhesives (jolyamide Greater load bearing under conditions of metal
adh-sive) fatigue

Aircr•,ft Minimize hydraulic ram effect Reduced damage to fuel tanks from penetrators
(UTrAS)

'Aircraft' Fail-safe lubrication Reduced damage to moving parts' from failure
(UTTAS) of lubrication system

Aircraft Transparent plastics for high speed flight Reducedvulnerability for plastic windshields
vehicles with exceptional mechanical properties
at high temperatures

Track vehicles Split track Reduced damage from minesj I Vehicles trmnor kit for fuel tanks Protect fuel tanks, fewer fires and leaks

(contd)
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TABLE 38-3 (cont'd)

Item Measures Under Consideration Expected Bcnefit

Personnel Vest to accept survival ,omponents and also Improved survivability of personnel
serve as body armor

r'Y.rsonnul Lightweight clothing using new fiber types of Reduction in injuries from the effects of various
graded protection from chemical agents, weapons
rImouflage for the individual, body armor, eye
protective devices

Personnel Transparent armor Reduced vulnerability of personnel

Personnel Prophylaxis against lethal chemicals Fewer personnel casualties from poisoning

Personnel Fire~resistant clothing for naval personnel Fewer injuries from fire

Personnel Buoyant cold weather clothing Reduce p-obability of drowning or injury from
exposure for personnel forced into water

Personnel Lightweight armor for trucks Protect personnel from: small arms fire

Personnel Armor by the yard Protect personnel in boats, trucks, and
emplacements

Personnel Sealed and actively'pressurized flight suit Personnel protection in event cabin pressure
collapses at high altitude

Perso•inel MNiniature oxygen regulator Increased reliability for oxygen flow

Art;llery Confining effects of burning ammunition Reduced casualties at.d damage due to fires

Ammunition Decrease sensitivity of propellants to impact by Fewer fires and explosions
projectiles

Cables Fireproof cable sheath Fewer fires in cables

Fuel systems Harden fuel systems to withstand effects of Reduced vulnerability of fuel system
high energy lasers

N4 aterials Coatings to harden materials against laser Reduced damage and fewer fires
damage and increase radar absorption

Communications Fault-tolerant digital communication by More reliable communications through less
integrating and time sharing use of circuits vulnerable area and resistance to electro-

ngnetic mnterfrence and lighting

Fuel systems Fuel solidification upon projectile impact, Fuel Selling will result in less leakage following
penetration and fewer fires

Transmissions In'egral cooling/lubrication system for Less vulnerable transmission by virtue of less

transmission vulnerable area

Controls Integrally-armored servo-actuators Reduced vulnerability to pnetrators

Hydraulic system Silicon-based hydraulic fluids Reduced flammability

Communications Propagation of low frequency radio waves Provides backup communication means inevent other systems are useless because of
msere ionoipherik disturbances

Airbase ,Nondestructive pavement Reduced damage to air strips

38-8
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Thus, the designer ni.t i- lde c. of repairability and replacement of pz:-ts or modules in his overall
"study of any proposed militar, ,wtrm Il'revetive maintenance and servicing should be kept firmly in
mind, so that the extent of atmx pw,•ihl, comnbat damage and its probable effects may be reduced.
Nevertheless, the repair of' mtL(Ch of th, newer .\rni hardware is made more difficult by thý increase in
complexity (f military sx steins. (Cont(ernituZ the ease of repairability, however, the following design ob-
jectives art listed by Ref. 2 as prntnilhte or standards to follow:

"I. Provisions for greater accesihilitv 1o equipment and ccmponents that may reiuire repair or
replacement.

"2. Reduction of mean time to repair/replace a given component to assure combat and operational
readiness of the equipment.

"3. Provisions for interchangeabilitv of like components wherever feasible.
"4.. Provisions for modular construction as appropriate and design-for-repair wherever feasible."
Finally, we remark that cannibadizatior., or the use of parts from damaged pieces of equipment to

repair another damaged item in order to make it immediately serviceable, must continue to be ex-
plored for prompt repairabilitv of systems in combat areas. This procedure is not a recommended solu-
tion, however, under normal conditions.

38-6 EXAMPLE OF A SURVIVABILITY STUDY

Since we have so far discussed only some ol the more general types of guidelines and rules to improve
survivability, it might be helpful to indicate an application of the principles of survivability. There
seems little doubt that suirvivability analysis and applications, even though they are still new, will
flourish as an important activity and also as zn area of prominence for the systemt analyst in his future

Sevaluations. As a case in point, Redwvnski and Smith (Ref. 3) have made a study of the HAWK air
defense system site and have reported on possible survivability measures to reduce vulnerability or im-
prove survivability in their "Improved ItA\VK Survivability Primer". The HAWK Battery was'chosen
since the Improved HAWK system is a very effective air defense system for the Army, and any
probable enemy will very likely expend considerable effort and resources to neutralize or destroy such
air defense capability.

The approach in Ref. 3 'o improve HAWK system survivability consists of the following four essen-
tial elements of survivability:

1. Make the HAWK air defense system hard to detect from the air.
2. Make the HAWK system hard lo hit'if it is detected.
3.. Make HAWK hard io kUl if hit.
4. Make HAWK easy to repair if damaged.
The commander usuaily has sory.. cc titrol over the first two elements, whereas elements three and

four usually must be addressed during the design and production of the HAWK system.
Fig. 38-1 gives a baseline layout for tihe improved HAWK battery, with the key distances in meters.

Also, the direction of the possible mai threat is indicated at the top of Fig. 38-1.

The keys to the acronyms in the te t and especially Figs. 38.1 and 38-3 of this chapter are:
ICWAR = Improved Continuous Wave Acquisition Radar

IROR = Improved Range OnI Radar
ICC = Improved Control Cer ter

IHPIR = Improved Highpower Illuminator Radar
V "at=• ILCHR = Improved Launcher "'.

I L)} ILSCB = Improved Launcher Sertion Control Box
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Figure 38-1. Baseline Layout for an Improved HAWK Battery i
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IPAR Improved Fulse Acquisition Radar
IBCC Improved Battery Control Center
IHPI = Improved High Power Illuminator
CW = Continuous Wave
ARM = Antiradiaion missile
EMCM = Emission Control
FEBA = Forward Edge of the Battle Area
FROG = Free Rocket Over Ground
SHORADS = Short Range Air Defense System
,-kctually, it is to be expected that enemy aircraft may attack from more than one direction. The

HAWK battery has reasonably good radar coverage against lower altitude aircraft attack. However.
the enemy probably would decide to deny one HAWK battery any support from the adjacent one if
feasible and be willing to accept the possibility of some cxposure and subsequent loss for low altitud,
attack because of better survival chances. The probable procedure would be that enemy aircraft would
begin the attack by employing electronic countermeasures and search visually for the HAWK site.
There seems to be little doubt that approaching enemy aircraft will probably select 'the Improved
Pulse Acquisition Radar (IPAR) and the Improved Continuous Wave Acquisition Radar (ICWAR)
as the aim points, because any rotation ot the antennas "keys in" the target area and would provide a
good cue visually. Moreover, it can be expected that 500-lb general purpose bomb's would ordinarily
be used by enemy aircraft.

Ref. 3 indicates that the attack profile would be that shown in Fig. 38-2 and points out that the
enemy attack aircraft have only a short period of time to locate the HAWK site visually, for the HAWK

( battery will be engaging as many attackers as possible anyway. Each attacker will probably make only
a single pass because they know that REDEYE teams and Short Range Air Defense Systems
(SHORADS) will be deployed in the vicinity of the HAWK site. This background leads us to consider
some pertinent survivability measures for the HAWK battery in its mission.

Begin Level
Dive Site

Detection' Out

I Final J Aimpoint Visual Search

[Aiming selection

Bomb
Release Pull Up

\J Unmask,

Wings Level OnlyDuring Ordnance Release

IL
Figure 38-2. Maneuvering Aircraft Attack Profile
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The measures h were cisidered in Ref. 3 for increasiniz tle survivability of -\fAVK batteries to

direct aircraft attack included-
1. The influence of dispersion
2. The importance of site hardeninr
3. The importan(e of (amouflage
4. The probabl- impact of de(o, sites
5. The importanice of HlA\WK site location
6. The effect of combinations of survivability measures.
The baseline lavout in Figý. 38-1 for the improved HAWK battery is based on TM 9-I1425-.,25. and is

so recommended. However, a study of European and Korean sites indicates the IPAR i.nd ICWAR
radars were deployed onlysorte 40 m and 20 m apart, refpectively. whereas tile baseline configuration

recommends 212 m, perhaps affecting survivability.

Site hardening is especially important and the use of revetments as shown in Fig. 38-3 is especially

recommended.
Camouflage will be very effective since it makes the HAWK site much more difficult to detect and

hence aim bombs during the attack phase.
Decoys force the enemy to %%eakcn his attack when he mistakenly shoots at them, and hence they are

highly recommended.
Ref. 3 recommends p!acing the HAWK battery along a tree line or slope of a h1ll since using such a

configuration may have '1,e effect of decreasing the engagement envelope by 180 deg.
Naturally. combinations of the various survivability measures, if put into effect, will usually add to

more th."n individual improvements in survivability.
Table 38-4 give,; a brief summary of the suggested priorities of Ref. 3 for implementing the various

stcrIivabilitv measures for a HAWK battery site.
Ref. 3 warns that survivability defense of the HAWK site should give consideration to the likelihood

that the enemy inventory will include two standoff attack weapons, namely, thz Antiradiation Missile
(ARM) and the Free Rocket Over Ground (FROG) weapon. Survivability against the ARM may be
increased by prematurely activating the ARM proximity fuze, interfering with the ARM guidance,
shooting at the ARM in flight, and reducing the vulnerability of the HAWK site to blast and fragments
disctissed earlier, in particular by the use of revetments. ARM guidance degradation can be achieved
by shutdown of the radars. The FROG rocket has such a large dispersion in range and deflection that
a large number of FROG's would have to be fired at HAWK sites to achieve considerable damage!' The
FROG threat can likely be ignored, therefore.

it can be seen from this discussion that it will pay to keep the concept of survivability thloroughly in

mind throughout the weapon acquisition process, and that the implementation of survivability
measures based on systems analysis procedures will not only increase the chances of being able to live
on the battlefield, but will also clearly improve the overall capability and effectiveness of our weapon
systems.

We should renmark, nevertheless, that at the current state of development much of the survivability
effort is at the "guidelines or "general rules" stage, so to speak, and t. -refore extensive quantification
and modeling of survivability parameters are called for in the future to bring about the most
reasonable and effective trade-nfro. Indeed, it might be said that survivability considerations and
recommendations require overall systems analysis procedures to determine their real worth or advis-
ability, especially as compared to the general effectiveness of weapon systems otherwise. With this

thought, we turn to some analytical considerations which have a bearing on improving the effec-

tiveness of weapons and hence may have an important effect on survivability also.

38-12
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Figure 38-3 Typical Revetments for Improved HAWK Components

38-7 THE ROLE OF SOME ANALYTICAL EFFECTIVENESS MEASURES IN
SURVIVABILITY

The roie of the weapon systems analyst, as we are. well awaie, revolves around the problem of
evaluating properly all of ,t:e so-called measures of elTectivenes related to overall system performance.

The aim of troops in the field must involve more than implementation of survivability measures for per-

e sonnel and equipment, fo. otherwise ihere may be "'no contest", and'the problem of the syutemns
aialyst would be reduced to a most improper role' Thus. the concept of survivability, as we f.ave said.
must be evaluated in competition with the other desirable or pertinent caracteristics of weapon

( systems: By this. we simply mean that the key problem is the evalustion of overall performance, and

hence we cannot assign any one factor too much promittence or'weight. To illustrate a bit. suppose we
raiv, the question, "Just how important are survivability measures of the type discussed so far in this

" ~~3&13,
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TABLE 38-4. SURVIVABILITY MEASURES IMPLEMENTATION PRIORITY FOR

HAWK BATTERY SITE

Survivabilitv Medaures Poor Visibilitv Condigoi.s Good Visibility Conditions

Light .Attack HVzv, Attack LaUi. Attack Heavy Attack

* I):.pc' ,:tr -nr',rento tohe i ma ;, rx X X

catrnt ;cakohie

2 PT(, t (ab~e'• spIares are not a% abie X X X X

RrP'- IPAR. R %•, \R IBMC. ICC. both x X X

Pr.otrt (abr and use 1,nated carrmouflor X x
:o it ,rat (oter earth w•arrir, (ared b'

rrertinme:it cofl'.t rT( t•tf nd (Abj," p7t0 eittllt,

ineasurC'.

'i F.ml].)\ one .4 ore de ov ites. X

imh }plo\ rr~evreeniils Amru, rei.. of X
(( ornent, rnot r'%pt:,ed in Measure No,
ind r-nplo fulil tnaoufa'e rieasures

chapter as compared !o another very desirable me asjre of effectiveness (MOE') such as the kill rate of a
Sweapon We recall that the .l1 rate of a weapon istem is basicatly the rate of fine multiplied by t!e

probabilitv of hitting, multiplied by the conditional chance that a hit is a target kill. :%'oreover, kill rate

turns out to be the fundamental parameier desucibing the effectiveness of a weapon for stochastic duels
i Chapiter 17). target coverage and target damaze studies (Chapter 20). combat theory (Chapte-s 28
and'29). weapon equivalence studies (Chapter 3O0. ontimal firing policies (Chapter 31), weapon-target

allocation problems kChapter 32) cosi-effectiieness studies (Chapter 37); and potential kill rates will
also reduce the logistic burden (Chapter 23). With such an impressive list indicating the importance of
ktll rates, it nevertheless is easyto demonstrate that k'L. ra.e also means improving the c.,ance of sur-
vival. Thus. it is reasonable to assume that combat might w t l consist nf a series of individual stochastic
or rando.n duels, or a "bunching.up" of weapons on one side against single or a smallcr number of
tarwts on the other side - ir, whica case the kill rates add up ouickly' Now, define the following:

KAR BR) - kill rate of a Biuc weapon against a Red target (weapon)
KR4 RB) - kill rate o( a Red weapon against a Blue target (weapon).

Then. for the stochastic duels that are likcly to c -cur in a battle, we know frorr. Chapter 17 that ihe
chance P(B).of Blue winning an individuAl engagement is practically

P(B) -KR(BR)/IKR(BR) + KR(RB)J (38-1)

and thus the higher the kill -ste for Blue, the higher his chance of winning, or i.e., the greater the
chance of survival in an eng; grment. This obviously leads us to raise the question just asked! In other
words, just how should the kill rate of a Weapon be traded 6ffiwith any of the other survivability type
measures covered in the chapter so far? We contend, of co,',rse, as is quite proper, that survivability is,
and will continue to be -n element of systems analysis procedures which requires appv-opriate evalua.
tion also.

Let us continue this general line of thought a bit fu.ther System response time may be of much im-
portance in combat as-far as the chances of being hit are concerned. for once: the two sides detect each

38-14
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other, ihen that side with the shorter response time will often avoid being hit-to say nothing of ob-
taining a decided advantage in firing first.

The use of multiple rounds in optimal firing doctrines may also make the difference in superiority,
for the expected number of rounds to produce a hit for many targets is greater than one, along with the
fact also that multiple rounds, or especially rapidly fired rounds, will increase kill rates of our weapons.
The result is that increased kil! rates against an enemy means improving our chance of survival in com-
bat. Thus, cerwhelming the enemy with firepower will increase the chances of hitting and destroying
his forces, while increasing our chances of winning an engagement. This may well mean the difference
between surviv3l and def-_at, or being killed on the battlefield.

As an important area of endeavor fcs-irvivability studies in the future ve point out that there exists
a huge volume of unanswered questions which center around the incorporation of su-vivability
parameters or considerations in determining survival probabilities for weapons, individuals, and
organizations. For example, Robertson (Ref. A) has developed a model for calculating the survival
probabilities of several targets against several weapons. Some survivability models have also been
studied by Schoderbeck (Refs. 5 and 6). Dubins and Morgenthaler (Ref. 7) studied the inclusion of
dete-tion in survivabilitv models. Thus, there is a need to generalize the concept of survivability as now
practiced to effect its proper role in the weapon systems analysis process.

Other evaluations oi" probable interest to the systems analyst concerning the general subject, of sur-
vivability include a survivability evaluation of selected communication and 'electronic equipment by
Groves et al. (Ref 8), helicopter survivability in a REDEYE type threat environment by Hagis (Ref.
9), survival enhancement provided by remote antennas by Sohn (Ref. 10), a comparison of selected
methods to improve the survivability of stored nuclear weapons by Westerman (Ref. ý.1), an aircraft
survivability analysis by Paris (Ref. 12), a vulnerabitity model for weapon sites with interdependent
elements by Firstman (Ref. 13), and the minimization of fatalities in a nuclear attack by Owen (Ref.'
14).

Tnere is included herewith also a bibliography of some other relevant studies, models, or
evaluations.

38-8 SUMMARY

There has been some increasing concern in recent years about the survivability of our personnel,
weaponsi and materiel systems on the battlefield. The current activity of survivability, therefore,
means that much increased emphasis will be placed on the design, production, analysis, and protec-
tion of systems and personnel in future conflicts. Survivability investigations are now necessary in the
evaluations of all new systems, and.the term survivability is to be regarded as an element, of systems
analysis. The various pararieters representia •s .he survivability role of systems undergoing evaluati.n
must be traded off in some optimal way with other competing parameters of effectiveness, or otherwise
survivability will be achieved only at' some addidiona! cost and may even impair mobility; for example,
or other key system characteristics. It is seen that the analyst has an increasing problem in quantifying
survivability elements into his evaluations.
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CHAPTER 39

COUNTERMEASURES AND THEIR ANALYTICAL TREATMENT
The impurtance of considering countermeasures in the etaluations of weapon symtems is discussed, and some intro-

ductory analytical techniques to evaluate counter and counter-counter measuref are covered.

39-0 LIST OF SYMBOLS

AT = target cross section area, m2
e, E = efforts expended on Tactics I and 2, respectively (see Eq. 39-12)

ej = thejth action of Red
G = gaia of the transmitter, dimensionless

H0 = null statistical hypothesis of no effect to be tested
I = alternative statistical hypothesis

I.= Blue uses ir jamming

1., = Blue does not use ir jamming
1, = Red uses ir command guidance
I, = Red does not use ir command guidance
IR = intensity of incident radiation. W.m-'

t (a,e) = loss function depending on Blue's action a and Red's action e
m, M = successes associated with Tactics I and 2, respectively, when efforts e and E are

expended, respectively (Eq. 39-12)
m = number (of tanks, tcc.) committed to battle
,o= number (of tanks, etc.) !ost in m committed to battle

n, N = number of tanks committed under, the two different conditions (see Eq. 39-10)
n. = number (of tanks, etc.) committed to battle

no = number (o" tanks, etc.) lost in n committed to battle)
p, P = probzhilities of tank destruction under-two different conditions or hypotheses

P, = jammer power, W
Pr = power source, W

p(ej) = probability that Red uses action e)
p(x1 ) = probability x, occurs

p(eIxl) = conditional probability of ej given x,'
p(xhIe) • conditional probability of x, given ej
p(ejx,) -- chance that e, and x. both occur - p(x,,I e).p(e,)

p, - true anknown rate of loss for one period of time
P, true'unknown rate of loss for another period of time
R -range, m

R(ag) Blue's risk for action ag
R. crossover or self.screening range, ms"
s,S - number of tanks destroyed under two different conditions (see Eq. 39-10)

I t variable of integration, dimensionless
u - unit standard normal deviate

upper limit of cumulative normal integral
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x = a variable

S= outcome of observation or experiment under a series of k = 1. 2.... conditions
P(p> P) = chance that one unknown probability.4 exceeds another unknown probability I'

0 (x) = (1/ 2/•) exp (-t 2 /2)dt = cumulative standard normal probability intergral

X2 = chi-square random variable.

39-1 INTRODUCTION

The practicing weapon systems analyst must be rather well acquainted with the more general prin-
ciples of countermeasures, for his task is often that of evaluating the potentials of prcposed counter-
measures. Also, countermeasures are often likely to improve survivability (Chapter 38). and hence they
have some interest in their own right. Indeed, war i- often based on "see-sawing' advantages anyway.

This chapter provides the analyst with:

1. Basic definitions of contepts
2. An analytic framework
3. Some specific examples of measures,' countermeasures, and counter-countermeasures, and their

employment.

While it is usually impossible to anticipate enemy reactions to an initiative, there is a rather satisfac-
tory or useful mode of approach to this problem.

The history of warfare can almost be written in terms of measures and countermeasures. The shield
was the countermeasure to the arrow and sword,'while the battle-ax was the counter-countermeasure
t,' the shield. The tank was the countermeasure to the machine gun, while the antitank mine and
shaped charge warheads are counters to the tank threat. While such concepts are simple. there are
facets of the subject which bear some close study; therefore, we will discuss them here.

A measure, in the present context, is a weapon, weapon system, or mode of warfare which is capable
of neutralizing or destroying an enemy, and against which he has no adequate defense other than
flight, evasion, or battle, using a new weapon, weapon system, or mode of warfare designed specifically
to counter tiie measure. A distinction must be drawn between measures and countermeasures on the
one hand, and tactics and counter-tactics on the other. Since, however, a new tactical combination or
array might be considered a measure and a purelv tactical maneuver-such as evasive maneuvering by
aircraft under surface-to-air missile attack which may be considered properly to be a
countermeasure-the distinction is sometimes a fine one.

Similarly, measure and countermeasure a:e distinct from attack and counterattack even though
they may be associated by tactical considerations. An attack may be made in order to exploit a new
measure. The German attack on England with the V-1 pulse or "Buzz" Bomb is a cla;sic association of
measure and attack. The British counterattacked in several ways, one of which was through conven-
tional air 'attack against the launch sites on the continent. This form of counterattack woldd not be
considered a countermeasure. However, the missiles were also attacked in flight by the effective com-
bination of the VT-fuzed projectiles, the M-9 gun director, and the SCR-584 radar, which combina-
tion was classified by Herman Kahn (Ref. 1) as' a countermeasure.

Any analysis of countermeasures must, account for the dynamic element. Between application of a
measure and the deployment of a countermeas.ure, there inevitably will be a time lag which may be of u
critical impcrtance. During this lag, the possessor of the measure will enjoy a degree of freedom and an
advantage which may prove decisive. Such dynamic considerations must be accounted for also in the
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use of counter-countermeasures. For example, radar has done prrhaps as much to revolutionize tar-
fare as any other single technical development. It greatly extended the range and accuracy of target
detection, and detection is not only the first, but also an essential requirement of any military. action
(Chapter 27). Radar deiection devices found early and important uses in World War II in the air war
over Britain in the summer and fall of 1940. Moreover, the strategic importance of radar was
demonstrated repeatedly at sea as well. It is not widely appreciated how close Germany came to vic-
tory with her submarine campaign; fortunately, radar played a crucial part in preventing this victory.

In the summer of 1942, the German U-boat Command learned that Britih patrol aircraft were us-
ing radar in the one-meter (old L-band) wavelength band to detect and attack their submarines as they
cruised on the surface at night to recharge their batteries. The Germans set to work developing a
receiver to monitor these radar signals se that upon being illuminated by the British radar the U-boat
could submerge before a detection and position fix could be obtained. The successful development of
this receiver, a superheterodyne type having considerable radiant energy of its own, reduced British
success. In response to this., the British developed an S-bard radar which they used with renewed
success. A German counter to this was delayed by their failure to attribute their aqain increasing losses.
to the correct source. Two coincidences intervened. First, they had been concerned that infrared detec-
tion was being used by the British, and Secondly, they thought that the radiation of their
superheterodyne L-Fand receiver was being homed on. The value of such information is clearly seen
here The development of an S-band transmitter depended entirely upon the perfection of the
magnetron. To the Germans, this technical possibility was unknown. Thus, the upward extension of
the frequency spectrum just did not seem, at first, possible. In the world of measure-countermeasure,
the watchword or slogan is "Expect the unexpected".

A bizarre note on this period is pointed out by Morse and Kimball in Ref. 2, page 96. The German
Air Force captured intact, in Rotterdam, one of these British 10-cm radars in March 1943, yet
knowledge of this event and technological characteristics of the device were not made known to the
German Navy until six months later. Those six months were crucial to the U-boat effort. The reason
for this lapse remains an intriguing mystery. An S-band receiver was eventually developed, i.e., a
counter-counter-counterrmeasure. Later the British developed a counter-counter-counter-
countermeasure, an X-band radar, which the Germans quickly again countered.

The measure, countermeasure, counter-countermeasure chain is an endless one. By the nature of
warfare, one side does not tell the other what it is doing. The answer to the question, "Why have our
losses increased so rapidly ?" may be extremely difficult to find. It can be considered in two parts. First,
"Is the opposition uqing some new device or measure?"; if so, "What is it?-" rhesecond question is ex-
tremely difficult when an entirely new technology breakthrough is possible. If answers are found to
these questions,, the next question is "What is to be done about At?" This is a problem in part technical
and in part tactical i.e., what and how?

39-2 EMPLOYMENT

Secrecy is vital in military operations and is essential in slowing down the use of countermeasures.
Essential to the'successful use of the British airborne radar was ignorance on the part of the Germans
that it was being used-ignorance even that it was, or could be, in existence. This ignorance arose from
the fact that the higher frequencies required totally new and different technologies. The S-band
transmitter, as pointed out, depended on the development of the magnetron. Thus, often it will not be
known what measure an enemy is employing, or even whether or not he has a new weapon. Clearly,
such knowledge i's of vital importance.

.39-3
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Such determinations must be made in the light of combat experience, of course. To reach the con-
clusion that a new weapon or technology is being used by an enemy, the tacticai w•apo wstekb -
lyst needs to have a data base in which time rc:_ards of appropriate operational ineasu: e- of effective-
ness are maintained. For example, along a stabilized front or in some theater of operation: it may be
known that tank losses are X tanks per tank engagement per month. If this quantity is viewed as a ran-
dom variable, then a sudden jump upward in the losses, say by 2 standard deviations, would indicate
the possibility at least of some new factor having been added to the tactical picture, A new warhead,
fuzing system, fire con'rol system, or similar factor, might have been introduced secretly by the other
side. This sort of analysis is the .same as that encountered in statistical tests of hypotheses.

In viewing his problem, the analyst or thecoinmander will take the position that it must be decided
whether or not the enemy has introduced, in this example, a new antitank weapon. The nu!l
hypothesis that could be formed in this case is:

H.: Nothing has changed, no new measures are being taken by the enemy. The variation noted is,
due to chance alone.

This hypothesis would have as its alternative the hypothesis Hi, i.e.,

Hi: A new, more effective, antitank weapon is available to the enemy.

Dependent on the degree of seriousness to be associated with a continuation of an unopposed use of
a new weapon, a decision could be made that would result in the rejection of a true null hypothesis
with a low probability.

Here is an illustration for tank warfare. At some point in time, let us suppose that. for a given number
of engagements there were m. tanks lost in a total of m committed to battle, and for a like period follow-
ing that point in time there were no tanks lost in n committed to battle. The true rates of loss before and
after the point of time selected might be called P, and p2, respectively, but they are unknown. We want
to know, however, whether our sample results would give credence to establishing that

P2 > Pi (39-1)

for, in that case, we would conclude that enemy technology or tactics could be such that he is gaining
much superiority, and we had better do something about it quickly.

Our null hypothesis He is

Ho: P1  P2

and our alternate hypothesis Hi is

H1: pi <pz.

For an appropriate statistical test of these hypotheses, we calculate

(mno - mon) 2 (m + n)

mn(mro+ no) (m + n - mo - no)

which is distributed as the chi-square distribution with one degree of freedom (df). Equivalently,

take u = VxT, or

(n,.o - mon)v4m+7U = (92
U [Imn(mo + no)(m + n - mo - n)11/2 (39-2)

where u is a unit standard normal deviate, and make a one-sided test by referring the calculated u to an

upper significance level of the standard normal distribution.

' -•-. [ ' 39-4
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Thus, if we select the 95% point, then if the calculated u is less than u0 .9 = 1.645. we conclude that

P1 = P2 and also conclude there is no significant increase in our tank loss rate. But if the calculated u is
1.645 or greater, we conclude that the enemy is gaining an advantage over us, and we had better in-
vestigate the cause-wt-ich might involve looking for countermeasures.

We might well add here that, while such calculations often might require sc:ne special talents not.
necessarily in the field of interest, it does not pose a great problem. Assistance is readily found due to
the availability of statistical or operations research type personnel almost anywhere.

Once a decision has been made-by statistical inference or direct knowledge-that an enemy
possesses a new weapon, a combatant will seek a counter to it. In general, the availability of a counter-
measure, and its employment, produces a benefit to the employer, but may be subject itself to a
coun'er-countermeasure which could prove disadvantageous. Asa result, it might not be very clear to a
combatant whether or not he should use the countermeasure.

Here is a concrete example. One side, Red, has a new ir guidance system for an antitank missile.
This materially enhances the accuracy of the missile. Blue, to counter, has developed an irjammer. In
response to this, Red uses a home-on-jam (HOJ) missile whichcan seek out and destroy Blue when he
is jamming. The spectrum of tactical possibilities is shown in Fig. 3,-1.

Red Blue Red 3ý

•€• .,..• r -•jPossible

,. VCOuco 
e

HOJ Hoe-on-Jam Do

O-" = Not Home-on-eam

Iner

Figure 39-1. Spectrum of Tactical Possibilities T
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Several choices are ,pefn to each side. For the time bcin,4, as,utnc that a choice of tactical posture
must be made by both sides without knowledge of lhc decilitz. oI the other. In such a case, a payoff
matrix can be constructed as shown in Tal)le 39-1.

The t1j are numerical values of some measure of effectivenerss •.lO)) and, !\ convention, may be
thought of as being the values received by Red. If. in addition, they tlow from Blue to Red and Blue's
sole objective is to minimize the payoff, while Red's is to maximiize the pa.off. the problem is called a
zero-sum tw )-person game.

A complete discussion of the solution of such games is not really necessary or appropriate here.
However, some conclusions can be drawn by inspection once the matrix of .lOE's has been given
numerical values. If.there were no penalty to Red associated with his use of the home-on-jam missile,
then there is no reason why he would fail to use-it. The payoff nmatrix would make this clear by the fact
that all elements in the second and fourth columns of the t, would .be as small or smaller than their
corresponding elements in the first and third columns, respectively. In this case, it would be said. that
Red's second and fourth alternatives (strategies) were dominated. By increasing the values of the ele-
ments in.the first and third columns, Red could alhvas cause a loss as great. or greater, to Blue by us-
ing his home-on-jam missile, regardless of Blue's action. Hence, Red would not rationally choose
either the second or the fourth course of action.

It is frequently possible to reduce the size of the matrix by examining the columns and rows for
dominance. Row dominance in a loss matrix would occur whenever eveiy element in one row is as
small or smaller than its corresponding element in any one other row. The latter row is then said to
dominate the former row. This discussion is perhaps somewhat informative, but far from complete. See
Ref. 3 for more details.

In the game theory context, the decisions to employ the measures, countermeasures, etc., are made
in advance and a tactical commitment is then made. An alternative view is possible, however, and is a
"dynamic" view based on Bayesian analysis. Assume that the question facing Blue is whether or not to
use his jammer. The decision is to be made in the face of uncertainty regarding Red's use of his ir com-
mand guidance.

TABLE 39-1. PAYOFF MATRIX

Red

Use ir GuidanLe Don't Use ir Guidance

Home-On-Jam I lome-On-Jam

M;ssile Missile

Yes No Yes No

-Jam 1 1 .ti tIs 114

Blue
Don't Jam 12, 1 n t.. (

39-6
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Define Blue's loss function as t(a.e). In this function, a stands for Blue's action and e stands for
Red's action, Define the following terms:

I,,, = Blue uses it jamming

1.2 = Blue does not use ir jamming

4 =Red uses ir command guidance

I,2 = Red does not use ir command guidance.

The list of possible values of e could be enlarged to include Red's use not only of ir command guidance,
but also his home-on-jam m;ssiles. To simplify exposition, ho.vever, the problem will be limited to the

two alternatives.
If it were known, for example, that e2 (Red does not use ir command guidance) were in effect, all

that would be required would be for Blue to choose a, such that 1,,e. would be minimized, i.e., know-
ing what the enemy is doing makes it possible to choose optimal action in the face of that knowlcdge.
In the absence o" effective espionage, however, this will not generally be known. There are several ways
to deal with this lack of knowledge, aside from the Game Theory approach. One may be able to say

that Red chooses his various strategies without regard for Blue's possiule actions by some random
process.

The risk for Blue is defined as the expected value of the loss funtion, where the expectation is with
respect to the probabilitis, or probability distribution, associated with Red's action el and e2, and is
denoted R(ad),

2

R(a,) = (at, ej)p(ej), for i = 1, 2 (39-3)

t where
p(ej) = probability that Red is using action ej and

p(e) + p(e2) -. (39-4)

If Red is using the ir command system, it can reasonably be expected that there will be some evi-
dence of this. The evidence may be direct, such as direct reception of ir radiation of known frequency
and modulation; or it may be indirect, such as an unusually high Blue tank casualty rate.

In order to quantify or model the discussion, let x be a number representing an observation, or ex-
periment, designed to tell Blue whether or not the enemy is using ir command guidance. There is no
reason, of course, why x cannot be a continuous variable, such as a reading on a continuous scale

denoting ir signal intensity; or x may be discrete, such as the number of tank kills per month, etc. For
expositional simplicity, let x take only three values: x, implies that Red is using ir guidance, x, im-
plies that he is not, and x, implies a toss-up between Red using ir and not using ir guidance'.

Finally, account for possible error in the experimental outcome since the indication could be that'
Red is using ir guidance when he is not, etc. To do this, let

p(xiI el) = probability of observing xi when el is true
p(xiI e2) = probability of observing x, when e2 is true
P(x2 l el) = probability of observing x2 when el is true
p(x2l e2) = probability of observingx2 when e2 is true (39

p(xsl el) = probability of observing x, when el is true,
* p(xsl e2 ) = probability, of observing x, when e2 is true-

where

low ~E P(xkl.,) = 1 (39-6)
- 39-7
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and

3

E P(Xk•12) = . (39-7)
k-I

The conditional probabilities can be obtained fro "i field testing or deduced from engineering con-

siderations, or from theory. The problem then has been reduced to one of making an observation in the

field, noting the outcome xk designed to reveal enemy measure employment.

If the p(ej) are referred to as a priori probabilities-i.e., probabilities that prevail, on an equally likeiv

basis or preset subjectively on the basis of "experience" or otherwise, and prior to actual

observations-what one seeks is the chance of ej given .'4, i.e.,

p(ejI.~k)
i.e., the probability distribution revised or "inverted" on the basis of the observations x,. This is called

the a posteriori distribution, and from Bayes' Theorem we obtain

p(ejIxA) = p(eixk) p(xkIej)'p(ej) (39-8)
x p(x) p P(xk Ie)ep(ej)

i-i

where

p(ejxh) = chance of ej arid xk both occurring (39-9)

= p (x I ej)-p (ej).
and

p(xh) = X p(xtlej).p(ej)"
J-i

Several aspects of this mode of analysis should be noted.

The first of these is the loss function itself. No rational decision is pos. ible without some idea of the

possible conquences. In the worst case, it should at least be possible to assign an ordinal ranking for

the consequences, in this case from best to worst.

Secondly, the p(xIej), the conditional probabilities of the experimental outcomes when the various

actions available to the enemy are assumed to be actually taken, can usually be calculated or es-,

timated. Such calculations are often a routine part of the designer's and operations researcher's art.

Finally, and most controversially, there is the a priori distribution p(ej) on the array of possible Red

actions. The controversy 'arises over the question of what is meant by probability, and specifically to

the point, what is meant by such a statement as "The probability that Red is usinghis new ir command

guidance system is 0.3.". For a fuller discussion of this very significant question, see Refs. 3, 4, and 5.

Under appropriate circumstances, these numbers may be merely'the frequency of occii -ence of the

enemy's past employment of his tactical alternatives. Such an interpretation. is not at variance with the

classical concepts of probability. However, this distribution has a much differerit possible interpreta-

tion in the "subjectivist" school. Here these probabilities are the degree of belc decision maker or

analyst attaches to each of the enemy's possible actions. The justification for this point of view is two-

fold. First, no universally accepted definition of "probability" exists and, since probability assign-

ments in every case are implied recognition of uncertainty, the degree of belief point of view is as valid

as any other. Second, the decision maker, especially the military decision maker who is responsible for'

success or failure associated with his decisions, must have, in the absence of certain knowledge, a way f •

"39-8
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of making his store of subjective experience bear on his decision. Tbc Bayesian structure thus combines
the objective elements, i.e., the p(xtleJ) with tne subjective elements t(a,,ej) and p(ej).

Another variation.to this analysis is possible. This is presented as an adaptation from Ref. 2 to the
hypothetical tank warfare situation under discussion. Blue is employing his tanks against Red. Red is
known to have deployed his new ir guidance system and the question to be answered by Blue is
whether or not his jammer is effective. Questions relating to the effectiveness cf Red's home-on-jam
missile can be easily incorporated as follows. Let

p = probability that Red's missiles destroy a tank when Blue's jammer is not used (Tactic I)
and

P = probability when Blue's jammer is used (Tactic 2).

Blue's question is: "Is p> P?", which means, "Is the jammer effective?"
To answer this question, Blue observes the number of tanks s that Red's missiles destroy out of the n

attacking tanks when the jammer is not in use, and the number of tanks destroyed S .,at of the .V at-
tacking tanks when his jammer is used-when such information is available. The question is answered
approximately on a probabilistic basis by the computation

Pn(p > P - /[s(n - s)/n3 + S(NT- S)/,N3 1" 2 ) (39-10)

where

4,(x) = (1/v'2W) fexp(-t2/2)dt (39-11)

= cumulative standard normal probability integral.

This result is displayed graphically in Fig. 39-2. For - successes out of n discrete trials of Tactic 1, S
successes out of N Trials of Tactic 2, a point is determined on the plot, giving the ruie (tactic) to em-
ploy.

In the example just given, the effort expended was discrete, since n and N are integers. The
operational situation may be more appropriately characterized by continuous endeavor. Ref. 2 (Morse
and Kimball) again gives a useful result. In this case, e is a continuous measure of effort usingone tac-
tic and E the same measure using the alternative, e.g., time. UnderTactic 1, m successes are achieved;
under Tactic 2, M successes. Let p be ti.-. effectiveness of Tactic 1, and P of Tactic 2, then

[(m/ 2) + (MIE{)] } (39-12)

This result is incorporated graphically in Fig. 39-3 in terms of continuous efforts e and E expended on
Tactics I and 2, resulting in m and M successes.

"39-3 COUNTERING

39-3.1 METHOD

The weapon systems analyst does not ordinarily invent new weapons, nor does he ordinar:. y invent
their countermeasures (although he may). He does need to be able to anticipate more or less suc-
cessfully the general nature of a counter or counter-counter, however. This kind of anticipvion is in
part scientific and in part simply art. There are very few advances in science which are unique.

S " • 39-9
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Figure 39-2. For i Successes Out of n Discrete Trials of Tactic I and S Successes
Out of N Trials of Tactic 2, a Point is Determined on the Plot

Generally, the state ef knowledge in any particuiar field is such that a breakthrough could be accom-
plished by any of a number of experimenters, even with wartime security meiasures. This 'diffusion of
knowledge, du'ring peacetime at least, is more or less intentional and in keeping with the scientific
traditior., taking place largely through professional literature, symposia, etc.. Durnn wartime, the (
scientists Of one nation have the peacetime baseline of their en#ýmy plus their own experiments and

39.10
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Figure 39-3. Continuous Effort r and E Expended on Tactics I and 2,
Rnpectively, Resulting in m and V Successes, Respectively

developments to formulate an estimate of enemy capability. This estimate can be enhanced through
overt and covert observation of enemy progress. Overtobservation can be in ;he form of a systematic
scanning of ihe several natural phenomena associated with potential weaponry-e.g., the elec.

tromagnetic spectrum, radioloical background condition, or seismo'graphy. Coven observation-i.e.,
espionage and related activities-while important, is not, however, the subject of this discutsion.I , ' ~A weapon system or subsycem, by its nature, uses energetic processes. Previous chapters have

pointed out to some extent how these processes work and how they interact wAth the enemy. If a causal
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network is constructed from a measure to its impact on its intended victim-and if this chain is con-

sidered in relationship to the natural, physical environment--then a large number of the countering

possibilities can be enumerated. Consider, in this light, the German U-boat experience. The link in the

causal chain that concerned the. Germans %,as detection. They rightly considered the possibility of

detection mean., other than radar, i.e., ir emission and radiation from their superheterodyne receiner.

Fig. 39-4 conveys the idea.

The analysis suggested by Fig. 39-4 is incomplete in that it lacks a dimension, namely, frequency.

This is suggested by re-ý ising Fig. 39-4 into that shown in Fig. 39-5. The vertical axis may be thought of

as "Means of detection", the axis perpendicular to the page, labeled "frequency", is the missing

dimension.

l lentifying the dimensions is wl.ere "art". or subjective thinking, is irvolved. To make this point in

extreme fashion, the analyst should note that science is far from certain that all the natural field
phenomena-such as electrostatic, magnetic, or gravitational -have been identified. Were some such

phenomenon to be discovered in secret and turned to military purposes. an enemy, in seeking to con-

struct a causal network similar to that depicted in Fig. 39-5, would fail because the one essential

Own Superheterodyne

Emissions

Detection by
Submarine Own ir Emissions British Aircraft

Radar

Figure 39-4. Causal Network

Frequency

Own Superheterodyne
Emissions

Detection by
Submarine Own iB Linions ritish Aircraft,

Figure 39-5. Two-Dimemsionai Causal Network C
"39-12
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dimension of his analysis would be missing. Descriptions of light sources. prior to the d';coverv of the
laser, would have been limited to those characteristics which could be defined by the spectral density,
i.e., amplitude and frequency. The characteristics now known as "'coherer.ce" would most likely not
have been mentioned.

3!f.3.2 MODES OF CLASSIFICATION

Measures, countermeasures, and counter-countermeasures may be classified by whether or not their
employment is directly observable by the enemy. This amounts to classification by the energy source
which enables them to produce their effect.

39-3.2.1 Passive Mode

The passive mode is characterized by the system being an absorber of energy or information in some
channel -of interest, even though it may be a net emitter also. A radio direction finder is such a device. It
listens in a frequency band, even though it radiates heat energy and perhaps radio energy at some
other frequency.

The passive mode characterizes most countermeasures designed to protect. As exemplified by the
radio direction finder, many radiation recciving devices are passive devices used for search, detection,
and tracking. However, this classification can also be extended to include many other objects and
systems designed for defense-such as armor, shielding, and evasive maneuver.

39-3.2.2 Semipassive and Semiactive Modes

These modes are descriptive of information gathering systems. Information must be conveyed by a
trarofer of energy. If the source of energy is some part of the natural environment, such as the sun, and
this energy falls upon some object, is then modulated in some unique way, and then is received and

processed by a third object or device, this third device is said 'a be semipassive. If the source of energy
is an object other than the receiver-processor and the subject of observation, and if this energy source is
under the control of the observer, then such system is said to be semiactive. A man reading by the light
of the sun constitutes a semipassive system, while one reading by candlelight is a semiactive system.

39-3.2.3. Active Mode

Active systems are those that contain the energy necessary for them ro~produce their designed and
desired effect. In 'the field of sensors, especially those employing echo ranging, e.g., radar and sonar,
the energetic source is located within the device. This notion ca i be extended to include those sub-
sytems which actually fire projectiles; hence, the machine gun is c nsidered an active device. For other
obvious reasons, so is the nuclear bomb.

39-4 ELECTRONIC WARFARE

Moit of the terminology and concepts used in this chapter we developed to meet the needs of elec-
tronic warfare. Electronic warfare is defined as that division of th military use of electrorics involving
actions t.sken to prevent or reduce an enemy's effective use of rad ted --lectronaagnetic energy and ac-
tions taken to ensure' our own effective use of radiated electroma netic energy. Electronic warfare, in-
eluding th: visibL. portion of the electromagnetic spectrum, e races both communication systems
and missile guidance systems. Hitherto, these activities have been more or less concentrated on gather.
ing and transmitting military information in the search, detection, tracking, or guidance phase3 of the
combat encounter. Recent developments, however, indicate that the laser may be ,sed as a destruc-7 tive weapon as well a a metering or guidance device.

39-13
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Measures taken to counter electronic warfare activities are called electronic counternmeasures

(ECM), and measures taken to counter ECM! activities are called elect-onhc counrer-coun'eriiieaures

(ECCM).

The treatment here of electronic warfare-vulnerability, ECM. and ECC.M-is elementary, just to

introduce these concepts as they rela.e to countermeasures and counter-counterrTeasures. Refs. 6-12

present a detailed treatmer.n of the subject.

394.1 PASSIVE SYSTEMS

39-4.1.1 Radio and Radar Receivers

Whether the, are used as measures or countermeasures, receivers are subject to countering. The

simplest and most effective way to counter a passive receiver is simply to shut down transmission.

An alternative to closing down transmission entirely is to transmit at random times for random time

durations. If this is coupled with a random selection of frequencies, over some band, then the passive

receiver operator is confronted with a search problem that will lessen the flow rate'of receivedinforma-

tion.

It may be that the combatant believes other tactical considerations to be overriding and will elect to

radiate rather than shut down. In some instances, shielding may be used, either natural or manmade.

An example of the use of natural shielding is the placement by the US Air Force of its extensive

ECM training facilities in the western de-ern. The purpose was to shield the signals generated there

from foreign electronic intelligence (ELINTI trawlers operating off the California coast. The shielding
effect is provided by the sharply rising Sierra Nevada Mountain Range. See Ref. 13, page 101.

High gain transmitting antennas, in effect a form of shielding, are often effective counters. By sup-

pressing radiation in all but the preferred direction, the combatant is able to deny his signal to
receivers not located along this axis.

Decoys and other deceptions may also be employed. A decoy generates a radiant signal similar in

frequency, modulation. and power to that of the real target, but follows a separate path; thus

presenting the receiver with the problem of selecting which of possibly many signals belongs to the true

target.. A totally spurious signal could be generated to confuse an ELINT operator, causing him to at-
tenpt to analyze or make inferences concerning a nonexistent electronic weapon.

As has been mentioned, some purely passive receivers radiate in channels, i.e., frequencies, other

'than those being monitored. Those that do are subject to passive countermeasures such as homing or

direction finding.

39-4.1.2 Electro-Optical Receivers

Guidance systems based on television and ir receivers have been shown to be subject to counter-

measures. Camouflage, smoke, 'and other shielding arrangements ./Juld effectively counter euch

devices. If guidance data are transmitted to a warhead, such asa bomb' or missile, from a- remote com-

mand or processing station, then such transmissions could be jammed.

39-4.2 SEMIPASSIVE AND SEMIACTIVE SYSTEMS

These systems employ a longer energy path than do passive systems; since the object of interest must

be irradiated. More countering opportunities exist, therefore, along this longe" path. Semiactive

systems are subject to attack on the illumination source, be it radar or light. For example, a wirhead

"To p 39-14
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which is guided to its target by a reflected laser-orginated light could be rendered impotent by a suc-
cessful attack on the source laser. The same principle applies to systems using ir illumination.

Evasive maneuvering can be an effective counter. Such maneuvering can be considered to be either
radial, along the line of sight (LOS); or transverse, across the LOS. If the source of illumination is
man-made, the effectiveness of the two forms of evasive'maneuver will depend on the range. If the il-
luminati6n is natural, e.g., the sun or moon, then-because of the pervasiveness of the illuminant-
maneuvering is not as ( :ective as hiding or using camouflage. Consider man-made illumination, either
eiectromagnetic or aco :.tic. All such energy transmissions are subject to the inverse square law. Let IR
be the intensity of inci,_,ent radiation (including acoustic radiation) on a target. Then

1R = PTG/(4wrR2 ), W.m-4  (39-13)
where

Pr = power source, W

G = gain of the transmitter, dimensionless "
R = range, m.,

Increasing the range. i.e, radial flight, by an amount AR will change the incident intensity by

AIR = -PTGAR/(2rR3). (39-14)

Eq. 39-14 shows that at great ranges, i.e., large R, the incremental effect of flight is smaller than
when the target is close in.

On the other hand, if the target can evade in a direction perpendicular to the LOS and contact is
broken, the radiant source would have to enter a search mode. In general, this requires an increase in

K," ( beam width, resulting in a reduction in gain if the power is constant. This will, from Eq. 39-13, reduce

incident intensity. Since detection probability depends on the signal-to-noise ratio, this reduction
could make redetection very difficul., if not impossible. Thus, there will generally be a range beyond
which tracking is possible, but redetection is not. At such ranges tangential maneuvering is likely~to be
effective. At closer ranges, direct radial flight might be preferred.

39-4.3 ACTIVE SYSTEMS

Active systems may requ;-e an even longer information path. All of the previously menti6ned coun-
tering techniques pertain to active systems, plus a few more.

Jamming is perhaps the most effective counter. If conducted at sufficiently high power levels, it can
completely negate the effect of the radar. Jamming' can itself be countered by frequency shifting or
through the use of home-on-jam missiles. If the jammer is the target itself, and if the target is closing on
the radar, as an incoming air ,arget would, then there is a range short of which thejammer signal will
be less than that of the target itself. This range is called the crossover range or self-screening range R.,
and is given by

R.= [PrGAr/(4wPj)J'/2, m2  (39-15)
where

Pr T transmitter power, W
G = antenna gain, dimensionless

Ar = target cross section area, m*

,Pj - jammer power, W.

Another counter to radar is chaff. Airborne targets, such as attacking aircraft, may be preceded by
1 ) other aircraft which dispense the. chaff particles or ribbons. Chaff is composed of lightweight con-

ducting mater ials cut to lengths designed to produce maximum echo intensity in the radar. Thus, an

39-15
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approach corridor of more or less solid radar retua. is established within which raiding aircraft can ap-

proach. The radar operator may know that attacking aircraft are approaching, but he may not be able

to estimate their number or altitude, nor will he be able to conduct intercepts or'provide a missile bat-

tery with an acquisition assignment. Several tactical variations can be built around a basic chaff at-

tack, one being the creation of diversionary corridors against which the radar operator and his defense
will have to respond, but within which there will be no attacking aircraft. See Ref. 13 for details.

An attacking aircraft may dispense its own chaff. Thus it will be continually moving out of its chaff

cover, but some protection is provided.

Decoys are also used to counter radar. A decoy is simply a device having the same radar echo as the

target which it protects. It will move at like speeds and maneuver in similar fashion to the real target.

Decoys may also be used to proiect stationary targets.

Coating materials are available which reduce the radar reflectivity of a target.

Several forms of deception are.possible for targets having sufficiently sophisticated eqiiipment. The

radar target could carry a receiving device with the capability to measure the pulse repetition rate,

sweep rate, frequency, pulse'length, etc., and then generate spurious signals at times before and after

its own illumination by the radar. If these sigrals are emitted at the correct power and are coordinated

properly, the radar operator is presented with a multitude of false targets at various ranges and bear-

ings moving on various paths. A variant of this, somewhat akin tojamming, is to amplify the received

radar pulse and transmit it back with a near zero delay time and thus saturate the radar receiver.

A counter to this form of deception, a counter-countermeasure, is to vary the pulse repetition rate

randomly. This is called jittering. By doing .this, the time of the next target illumination is unknown to

the target. A counter to this is, possible if the jitter rate is not truly random but follows a discernible

pattern.
Finally, the anticipated use of high powered coherent light beams, generated by continuous wave

lasers, is becoming a reality. Ref. 14, page 17, cites the achievement of continuous power outputs of

8.8 kW, which is more than enough to cause physical'damage to various kinds of targets. Anticipated

uses of such devices range from antiair warfare and missile defense to direct battlefield application.
Since the destructive energy travels at 186,300 mi-s-i (the speed of light), the fire control problem is

simplified, and the waiting time to evaluate results is reduced. Potential countermeasures are shielding

and, due to the extremely narrow beamwidth, evasive maneuver.

39-5 COUNTERING DAMAGE MECHANISMS

Throughout this handbook, we have discussed the means and mechanisms by which a target may be
damaged or killed, often evaluating the specific ways in which the mechanisms produce their destruc-
tive effect. By applying appropriate methodology, the analyst can develop anr exhaustive list of possible
counterme-asures.. This technique amounts to an algorithm for producing such lists, and for this reason
it is unnecessary to produce 'ouch an exhaustive list here. An example of the method may be provided,
however.

Example: Nuclear warheads produce the following effects:

1. Blast
Z Heat
3. Radiation:

a. Initial: -

(1) Neutrons

(2) Alpha particles

V. 39.16
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(3) Beta particles

(4) Gamma rays
b. Residual, radioactive isotopes.

Thus, to construct a list of potential countermeasures to a nuclear warhead, examine each effect and
conider a countermeasure. Consider the radiant heat accompanying the explosion and fireball, for ex-
ample. Water particles, dust, and other airborne particles between the source and the target greatly at-
tenuate and scatter infrared radiation. Thus, a. blanket of fog or smoke might protect a target from a
large proportion of the radiant heat. Although naturally occurring fog or smoke cannot be relied upon
to be present at the time of attack, generating fog or smoke cheaply and in quantity may be listed as a
counter. This has, in fact, been considered. Ref. 15 shows that 90% of incident energy can be shielded
at costs' as low as $33 per person shielded. This reference also discusses further refinements and ap-
proaches to this kind of shielding. Perhaps this type of approach will be of some help to the analyst.

39-6 SUMMARY

Measures of military importance arise in, two ways:

1. In response to perceived military needs
2. To exploit a new scientific development or capability.

A perceived military need may not necessarily find a means of satisfaction however, and a new
technological advance need not have a military application. There are thus elements of uncertainty
and chance permeating the entire area of weapon systems analysis. The analyst must, therefore, allow
his imagination, some reign, but at the same time he must possess scientific knowledge, at least to the
extent that excessive time and funds are not expended in pursuit of objectives which requir- violation
of the known physical laws, e.g., the second law of thermodynamics. On this last point, even %ere the
analyst's door must always remain slightly ajar!

The analyst's ability to forecast the overall effect of a system depends in large part on his ability to
anticipate countermeasures which the enemy might take. The effectiveness of a system, or its
"measure", is a conditional thing. Its potential worth is inversely related to the ease with which an
enemy can counter it, and this point must be strongly emphasized.

There are two ways that counters cmn be anticipated:

I. Search for effective Lounters in the space of the "measure".
2 Search for the counter in an enlarged space, i.e., search for ways in which the space co, ld be

enlarged.

The first method is easier. To counter a heavier arrow, where the space is the dimension termed
kinetic energy, one could build a thicker sitield, which seeks only to diminish the effect in the original
dimension. However, an order of magnitude improvement, an increasing return, may be gained if the
arrow is countered in a new and unexpected way, e.g., by gunfire. Here the new dimension can be
viewed as' "counter with chemical energy".

In order 'to search for a counter in an enlarged space, the analyst breaks down the process in ques-
tion into its most essential characteristics, supplying as he can dimensions which are not really in the
state of the art, but which are feasible or conceivable. The?,e define the regions in which the leastC ~ x expected, and therefore most potentially effective, counters are possibly to be found.

There remains much room for novel analyses or play of games.

'39.17
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CHAPTER 40

INTRODUCTION TO WAR GAMES AND COMPUTERIZED
SIMULATIONS OF COMBAT

A historical sketch is giVen of war games, their development, and uses or play over the many. mnan) years ,f r:,itejry

experience with them. Comruteri'zed simulations of combat ire also co,'ered in some illustratiwe detail, and mani ofthe
.curr I combat analysis models are summarized or highlighted for the new or young weapon %vste'ms analyst. N'ar
games and other simulations of combat have been found to be of enormous benefit in the training (i military strategists
and !acticians. Also combat analysis models represent the best currentlv known attainments in military operations
resiarch to stud), the effectiveness of tactics, weapons, and the environment in two-sidrd. complex conflids between op-

posi. ,g .forces. However, some cautionary measurej, must b, taken to apply' and develop frrther many of the combat
a.nalysis models - especially in connection with guaranteein~g realism, accounting properly fJr interactive processes, and
establishing significant results through analytical means. The chapter is concluded with the idea ofa "'near real time
casualty assfssment " type of field experiment which might be used as an aid in the ca!idation process of ome combat
analysis models.

40-0 LIST OF SYMBOLS

A = remaining number of rounds
a = standard deviation in dispersion at zero range
b = standard deviation in dispersion at 0.707 maximum range
c = standard deviation in dispersion at maximum range

D(;I" = radar degradation factor
d = constant
F = number of weapons fired,

H total number ot hits = • h(i)

h(i) = designation which is 1 if a hit occurs and zero if not
k = designation which is I if a target kill is obtained and is zero otherwise
k = firing symbol for CARMONETTE (or a "kill")

Al = square of the maximum range of the weapon empl,.yment in CARMONETTE
N = number of rounds per trigger pull

P(k I h) = conditional chance that a hit is a kill
P(r) = single-shot bit probability at range r

D = chance of target detection
p = priority
R = equivalent radius of ("circular") target

Radj Y-/ (DGF)(rm..)] -- adjusted l ange ratio
r observer-iarget range
r rate
r range

j .-(•"\N rmo a= maximum effective range 1.
Si.e.-,uf speed of unit iat time (t - Alt)

I:- 40.1 Li
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= time

A/ = small time increment
t1.1t = given time in a simulation

x, y = coordinates for two dimensions

v. ivi = representation for a square or grid in a simulation

x(i) = random number generated from a uniform distribution

x(.1) = random number generated from a uniform distribution

x,, vi, = coordinates at time I for unit I

-. t ,%t, Vi.t-At = coordinates at time (I - At)for unit i

Z = minimum of A and.\T = min(A, .F)

,. 1,,U = azimuth on which unit i is moving at the instant (I - At)

a(H)= standard deviation of weapon dispersion at range r

40-1 INTRODUCTION

Because of the complexities that may be involved, it is almost impossible or at least very improbable

to find suitably accurate analytical models for describing all types of combat, especially the more com-

plex ground battles among heterogeneous forces. The better military decisions, therefore, must depend

on expert or suitably capable fighting experience, or special training and study. Moreover, when a ma-
jor nation is involved, as is always true, in the development of new weapons, the task of finding the best
ways to fight a potential enemy becomes more critical. Then again, there is also the need to train new

troops and new commanders for the possibility of military conflict with all probable enemies. This lat-
ter problem often has been solved hy the use of war games, or simulations of combat conditions of in-

terest. With the advent of the high-speed electronic computer, there exists a huge capability to

simulate battles and conduct appropriate analyses of all kinds to study various hypotheses concerning
weapons, tactics, the effectiveness of different individuals' as commanders, or other military problems

of interest.

The experience in military operations research in, the last decade has established the need for in-
creasing the emphasis on operational gaming as a research and development tool, as well as for train-

ing purposes. Since the young analyst will very likely be required to program and conduct combat

simulations of different kinds in his various applications of weapon systems analysis techniques, it is

important to give an informative account of war games and combat simulations.

40-2 WAR GAMES

40-2.1, SOME HISTORICAL HIGHLIGHTS UP TO WORLD WAR I

A study of pertinent literature on the subject will show that the concept of war games is very old. In
fact, war games may be traced to very early times when they involved mostly a modification of the
game of chess,' used principally for pleasure, and advanced all the way *through to a period of great im-
portance in the military profession as an aid to training officers. A good historical account of war
games -is given by Young in Ref. 1. Young points out that as the value of the war game grew, over the
years, so did the complexity of the scheduled play to represent reality.

For our purposes, war games may be defined as an imaginary military operation-Usually conduct-.

ed on a map or terrain board-employing various movable devices which are intended to represent
the opposing (Blue) and (Red) forces, and which are moved about to reflect the conditions of actual ' -

warfare. Thus it is seen that many different types of possible military operations may be played- (
including offensive or defensive type operations, infantry batt" s, tank battles, small engagements,

40-2
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large engagements, or even beachhead type activities. Obviously, the potential of military games is
very great, especially if the players can represent realism accurately. Thus the war game offers an in-
valuable tool for training and other purposes. In fact, the amount of intelligence may be controlled on
both sides so that very informative results may be derived from appropriately played war games.

We quote from Young (Ref. 1) and summarize much orhis contributions which are needed for the
inexperienced analyst:

"-Most war games are played on a map, although sand tables are often used, and small blocks or
special pins are used to represent troops and their equipment. When blocks areused, they are often
made to scale and occupy a proportionate area on the map. The blocks are moved under the supervi-
sion of an umpire and according to the desires of the opposing players at rates determined by the
various arms of service represented. When the blocks have attained positions so that there exists a good
possibility that hostile troops are within sight or range of each other, it is assumed that a battle will oc-
cur. It then" becomes the umpire's duty to decide the result. This decision, depending on the type of
war game being played, may be based solely on the judgment and experience of the umpire, or it may

be based on prepared data, charts, tables, calculations, and other detailed aids. Data are frequently
obtained from similar circumstances in actual battles. Occasionally, dice or Monte Carlo methods are
used to decide the outcome of those situations involving chance elements.

"Many of the modern map maneuvers utilize celluloid sheets, which are placed over the maps, and
on which are penciled the positions of the opposing troops and their formations. After 'each phase of a
battle, such sheets may be stored for future reference, or the penciled marks may be erased and
redrawn acco-rding to the changing conditions.

[One of the very early war games was "Kriegsspiel", or war-play, which represented a detailed com-

bat simulation that originated in the early Prussian Army. The primary use of Kriegsspiel was'to study
tactics and strategy, and for this purpose it was played by high-ranking officers of the Prussian Army.]

"The apparatus required for playing Kriegsspiel included maps that were carefully drawn to scales
of 6 to 8 inches to the mile; blocks that were proportioned for use with the maps and were intended to
represent the % arious branches of the service involved; and strings of beads that were laid on the maps
and were used to represent frontages of formations and movements of cavalry. The game was directed
by an umpire, who had several assistants available and who determined the course of the game after
evaluating the movements and decisions made by players assigned the commo -id of the opposing ar-
mies Neither of the commanders was permitted to see in detail the dispositions of the opposing forces.
Limited information was given.to each commander regarding strength and disposition of the enemy,
state of the roads, season of twe year, and the supply situation. Tables and charts were usually
prepared in advance from which losses were calculated by the umpire,, and those situations which

* could not be resolved by the use of such data were frequently decided by dice. The action in the game
was developed until a point was reached whereby victory could be declared for one side or the other.

"According to Farrow (Ref. 2):
The principal utility of the [KriegsspielJ game appears to be in the arrangements previous to and

during the early conduct of the action. When the troops get to close quarters, the element of chance en-
ters so largely into the game that it destroys to a very great extent the dependence that may be placed
on the issue of the battle. The game, however, affords great practice in the drawing up of the order of
march of columns previous to any action, and the development of the columns of march into formation
for attack. In the hands of men having some military experience, this game becomes a certain means of
acquiring and perfecting a science which in time of peace cannot be easily acquired. 1i raises questions
which are stratgical problems of great interest."

S.... '.49-3I
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Thus we see that even though war games often are played according to some very definite rules and
may be controlled to various desired extents as deemed necessary, there ultimatelv may come a stage
at which randomness sets in and could more or less take over, so to speak. as often occurs in combat
between forces. Games that are controlled in one way or the other are often referred to as "deter-
ministic" or "rigid", whereas if chance elements are somewhat predominant-as is often the case in
actual combat-such war games are termed "'stochastic". Obviously, the personnel conducting the
war games~have a very decided effect on the battle simulated and hence on the u-.j-ulness of results or
lessons learned-regardless of whether the war games are for training purp-..ses or for studying the ef-
fectiveness of tactics, weapons, etc., or the effect of terrain or intelligence. Hence war games are about
as good and useful in drawing proper inferences as is the very wisdom of the personnel planning or

conducting the games.
Points in favor of conducting war games are that they are relatively inexpensive, they may be played

over and over again with variati.'_, likely to be expected under real combat situations, and analyses of
the outcomes may be -x-.mined for possible inferences to future conflicts.

Well-known- games such as checkers, chess, bridge, etc., are played acclrding to very strict rules,
and the competition between players must proceed according to such boundary conditions. On the
other hand, games simulating combat between two military forces permit much more leeway and in-
volve the experienced judgment of field commanders so that the better ways of fightiig under various
sets of conditions in the field can be studied with some realism. Moreover, a voluminous and accurate
amount of bokkeeping usually is required in the conduct of war games, even to make valid com-
parisons or improve' the training of personnel.

The Germans were not the only ones to employ war games extensively. Farrow (Ref. 2) points out
thaw the Americans developed a series of war games called "Strategos"-Strategos comes from the
Greek word for general-based on military principles which were designed to provide training and to
assist both beginners and advanced students in war gaming procedures applied to studies of tactics,
strategy, 'military history, and other aspects of war. Whereas Kriegsspiel was apparently used
primarily for part-time play and to train the upper ranks of the military, Strategos was dM4'ced into
two parts-the Battle Game and the Advanced Game-which it was argued was more detailed and
comprehensive; ihis enabled both the lower and the upper ranks to be trained and to benefit from such
games.

According to Lt. T1'otten (Ref. 3):
"The'baule aame was played on a game board using various blocks to represent armies of any size

and organization. The different comp'onents of the armies were assigned special moves and powers,
and very close attention was paid to distances and orders of battle. The progress of the game was
governed by carefully compiled rules. However, the game was generally kept simple, although rather-
artificial, and was designed primarily to educate novices to the point where the more advanced game
could be played. The battle game was intende:d to permit military men of any rank to practice the
organization of forces, their dispositions, the iormation of battle lines, and orders of battle.

"The iniclusion of the battle game in Strategos was an application that was claimed to have been ...
completely overlooked in the haste to present an advanced and necessarily very complicated game to
those few special students whose interest and professional studies may lead them to it. The great "mss
of [American] military aspirants ... will thus always fail to find interest in Kriegssniz. because of its
complexity at the very outset. This too, in small degree accounts for the extaeme slowness with which'
this game [Kriegsspipl], though so long in existence abroad, becomes known in America even among ,'-

officers of the regular army, who alone, perhaps, as a class, can afford to be constant players of it. But k)
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SStrateg..... is not OJlWI to these objections. not' does it by any means neglect the special wants tf

"those 1t,, whose extciosihe kno\,ledgce of the military art, science, and historv, and whoseý more than
passing, object in st udvil n tihes( mat:ers would demand the highest and most scientific aljplication of
the outlit. \With such an a)l)li('ation, 'embodying all that is valuable in t.e German and English games,
and introducitg many 1e1. and noticeable improvements in the matter of methods, men and tables...
the game of 5trategos (foe, naturally and appropriately terminate. Its advanced g,-:me thus affords tc
th ý professional military men every opportunity that could be desit'ed for pursuing studies, com-
menced in more elementary fields to their legitimate termination. In this ... all arbitrary assignments
of values and moves are of course entirely out of the question and improper. ['he whole game is re-
quired to base itself upon aCtL ,ities, upon the results of careful investigations, an"d upon the tabuL!ted
statistics of experience, of actual practice and of former battles and campaigns.

"'Consierable elfbrt was made in the . Idi-i,'ed (,amwc portion of Strategos to provide a more complex
type of game suitable for students with more experience and military knowledge. An attempt was
made to comlorni to the best military ki.owledge available, and to make :he game, through its direc-
tion, rules, orders of p)rocedlure. tables and charts, approximate as closely as possible a!l the features
that would be pres,-t,. in actual battle."

Young (Ref. I) gives a n aCCcount of "ancient" W'ar games to about 1824; he discusses the use. of
mathematics and scientific: principles for developing models Jr combat as the "vogue of military
mathtmatics' fi om auout 1700'to 1 00, and then covers developments in the early nineteenth century.
It is an interesting historical note that Napole'n did not become very fascinated with the "vogue ol
military inathem,:tics" app)lied to war games at the time. In fact, Napoleon's tactics showed very little

.- respect for such tlhi., -prevailing concepts of lighting wars-yet he swept victoriously across Europe! It( is said (Ref. 1) that Napoleon probably planned his campaigns well in advance by maneuvering pins
with colored heads over detailed maps of the actual scenes of the expected military operation. Such ac-
tions also may have aided the German. very much in both World War I and World War II because
they apparently developcd such techniques of planning and practice ror fighting battles to a marked
degree.

* The credit for the war game as we know it today should probably go to Lt. von Rei.switz, Jr., who
was a Lieutenant in the Prussian Guard Artillery and a member of the Artillery Examining Commit-
tee. Lt. von ieiss.witz acquired his interest in the war game from his father, who was a civilian and also
the Prussian War Counselor at Breslau (Ref. 1) The elder von Reisswitzmade a significant advance
in the war game bý transferring it :n 1811 from the chessboard to the san, * table which used a scafe of
1:2373. Troops were rep; esented by squares of wood on which symbols for the branches of the service
were pasted, and more realis: ic maneuvering and marching of columns were made possible becai'q

they were not re, tricteu to the squares of the chessboard.
Lt. von Reisswitz conceived the general ,-4ta ,fa ddapting the war game to actual military operations

or campaigns. a-1. .32.4 ne transferred the game to realistic map-like charts with a scale of 1:8000.
A- oung (Ref. 1) gives the following account of the apparatus and method of play for Lt. von Reisswitz's
war game.

"The game maps, although very realistic were "idealized"; they did not represent artial terra:n.
V They were usually drawn to a scale of i :8000, and showed approximately'4 squa -e miles of ground.

Terrain details were made as complete as possible, considering the~state of t; art oi mapmaking dur-

ing this period. Blocks or ppwns, which represcnted the troops, were made o9, little squarts of lead, and
were painted red C'ir one side and blue for the other. They were made to the. same scale as the map

~ used, and conventior al symbols were marked on the blocks in order to indicate the arm of the scrvice
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(IO iuniriA~ill crtnr ht 1w h r~z inic suhdi% i.ýionsý. [h tZaMV out it icud'ddce, d'%idcrs. and

Fho num'twr ol %~ -~ aricd nice ,tbordv,,av~s '% crc ptrr-nitted each side. but dhe mnrm.11.tn

1I'c ,1)p la~ Oxu %%..I,- thrce a con).-r.er tor each side and an ump~re_ The decisions of the
111m:)irC, %%Vre firat' thw X 1%rr not 1ý,eszioned during the course ti the game. and no dliscussion was per-
1ntlred until .ilt'r IL, "I" oi ~on, of .he izamie 'The umnpire saw to It that the troops were moved in ac-
COrd.11 rt. ithi the ýI s? , the oir, I-., and applicable drill regulation, [I-s .%as done in order to

fainiliaiethe piaxv .%th s fit id ,e c r. ice reglations anr' ~o create an appreciation of the time required

I he U K'4),) tI kI int N);ed ef a~l plans, 'marches. momements. ambuscades. etc., so that hie
oIA o~r o l t hvtr ("Xi "Otn a rld a~ nid imnprobable situnatitons. lHe required the plavers to maintain

I ' and dli order,. re-p1irts. and intelliience were paissed through himn and %ere tran-iniir'd a. the

''1'!roprtAte lin oe T()he ..ri ies addrvoied IL:E &%uli ecl to eac h player only such information as. in his
j ~n wt t ( on rca'onal-d tonie mýrm p-Atrols or other recognized sources.
"it a ppear., t hat the imiportant tat tor in ev ery .action in the game was the esti'natio'n of the time re-

yii~r *d 1,)r the t'xe otcvc )I i'ý dilci ent phase,. In order to provide a means for antro!ling the doiration
0o rtroop III'.etenwrt S, and :n1dzre t1% to estimate the losses Sustained on both sides during a barttle, the

flime duringz .%III( It at, at t~on ~'sdcvelop~d %sai divided into Intervals of 2 minutes each. These were
(alled t oundTJ i:1<". and ottlv su( h movemnents %%ere made as vwere realist ically possible in this time.
Ii he gaite could be' Stoppen. a% dresired, and a, particular round could be studied in detail.

I o 6ektifl ther game. t he urrpire vave each commander a 'geaer~al hypothesis' and a 'special theme'
9I he gzeneral K .-potiit',;\ %%as the sinte for both sides; the special themre was not, and depended on

t%heither the side %%ým itta king or-defending and on v-.rious aspects of the situation. The general
............... ' %% o tited all 'tie :we'ess .i' information on t!ie projercted operation and the general situa-

tion. and %%as d&signcd to p~romote contact by the op-osing troops on the terr..an included on the map.
I hie %Ipc MIa diine'i "erc (leri"td fron~t the general h%, 1,flicsis and comprised such information as each
(cu-mandcr would normnafi' jxossess (oncern;Ig. the strength and composition oi his own forces, the
1_i,,i ~(it.. and the enemy.-

.............h pl~it~rr% were'reqtiired to !w familiair with the function of 'ach arm of service, and the disposi.

tie:;- the,, made oIf tl-r' forces %%ere often a test (.. their knowledge. The movements on the map were the
%ame as would have been exre uted on actual ter-rain under similar co)nditions, but very complicated or
unu~tial mneuinuers were rxc!h,dcdA from the game.

lI iing received his gent ral hv pothesis and his special theme, each commander prepared written
orders and (icli~ered them to the umnpire. From this' information the umpire was able to establish the
initi al %itti~ition, and only thi! trocps- astually visible to the eniemy at this time were represented tun the
Map). lktachment%. patrols. Act. wecre' represented only as they became visible to e enemy,., or his
ret onnaissafle delmnt'ns. AC~ount wats taken of the time required fkor information gained by patrols to
be transmitted t.) the leader,. and pawns representinit troops Jius.discovered were not put~on the map
until the recestary timir had elapsed. The same rule !!-plied to thte issaiirg of orders ; the time required
to transmit the ordent was t~aken into account. A commander al. n was not permitted to communlcat-
direttly with subordinates who were more than I(WO paces from him.

"After the original mc~xoit'-.ons %%ere retailishedl, the, umpire could direct that several movements tbe
ma 4e simnultaneously it tht 'of'jroing forec . qwere so wideiy separated as to prevent an engragement.

*I however, once the trixip% '%rre ent:aged, t.ie game prtN ceded in an orderl y fashion, round by round. ~
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Each ,,Idt made sucii movements as %%ere possible dluring the per'(xi. of 2 mir~utes- iur~n -r czic-
ment. the unioiie dlelt-rmI ned the losses I., means of dice. TIhese !osses w~ere reflected I,%%%I sirdrawtni
pawns. and byý% substituting others of lesser value, according to establvitied rules.

"*'ht Egame proceeded ivntil somne predetermined result was arriised at or until the umipire saý it to
stop the niattch. ll~e.It was contended that the obj.ect of rae gar'ie %as not a ques-,ion ofini..niz
or 11.sing, ;is in cards or chess.

the w&ell groundled decisions of the umpire and approbation of one's comrades atre the univ
possible res~ards. Whoe, er best follows up his movement, adopts the -simplest and moSt natural
means to the e;.d. and departs least from the generail idea of the operation, will have%%cin -he uintch.
even though he may have -lost a few more pawns than his adversary. . . . The advantages they N% id
derive trom it will be to acquire skill in reading maps, in the selection of movements best suited to
the different arms of the service, in the choice of positions, etc. TIhe intereiting disc~ussiois whilth .-re
sure to follow a m-itch will be of incontestable value in the study of the milltars' art.'
As pointed out in Ref. 1, Young notes the following 'about L~t. von Reisswitz's war game:
"Several notable improvements in the war gam-! are now evident. The chessboard tyeof chart %s as

finally abandoned by Lt. von Reissw:,z, Jr., and increascd attention was given to the use of charts
%whi( h more faithfully re1)restrited actual terrain. Chess-like pawns, withi their conventional and limited
,novements, were discarded in favor of blocks that represented as nearI v as possihle the p,ýrts of a regi-
meint. The rules governing movements were those which actuailly applied to troops in the field. Finally,
anid perhaips tin'st impo; ant, the concepts of limited intelligence piay werc introduced, together with
more realistic control of troop movements and time requirements by an umpire.

"'ihe game contained a modification of an old feature; the use of dice in order to decide the results of
a tions 'and the losses sustaincd by the opposing troops. In each action it wds supposed that one of the
sides reta;ned an advantage over the other due to superi,.r strength, position, or some other factor. l'he
combinations of Narious factors were assigned odds, corresponding to the faces of the dice. In th i man-
ner, dn u~idu kv thrq w of the dice might cause the superior side to withdraw fromn the action with heavy
lossrs. Seven dice were usually used. separately marked for indicating the success or failure of an at-
ta(k, .%h ther an assailant merely retreats or is routed, number 3f losses suffered, etc."

Ytoung (Ref. 1) gives very extensive coverage of the development of war games in America during the
pf riod 1872-1918s. In particular-, Major W. R Livermore of the Corps of Engineers dle.eloped the
American Kniegsspiel based on the previous work of German investigators. Livermore'deve loped much
detail for the corduct of the American war gamres, with many instruictions F r movement of troops on

th ateield and times to accomplish certain meneuvers, et i'. The data i.sed by Livermore were ob-
tained from the U'S'Civil War and from Prussian Wars of 1866 and 1870. The Am.erican Kriegsspiel, at
the time, was (onsidel ed by many !o be ar. extremnely flexible war Pgarme ind perhaps a much closer~ap-.
proximat ion to the actual conditions of war th~an many contemporary games. Livermore succ'-eded in
eliminating much of the detailed bookkeeping and extensive and volumin'us reco~rds in earlier

Krie~spel ypegames and introduced many devices, charts, and tabies to speed up the (induct of
play and reduce the labor. formerly required -to make many computations during the operation of the

* war game.
'[here were a I s other American efforts and contributions toward war game development. Lt -C. A.

L. 'rotten publithed h.s book on the "Strategos" war game in 189a. Totten claimed that his Stra temgos
war game was much bewtej than any German game or even the American Kriegispiel since Strategos
was divided into the ha-Ic Garwi and the Advanced Came referred to earlier. Totten lelt that time was
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the most important clement of tactic,. and hLs book contains manyv tablens of estimated times t~oaccom-
I hi t`e fliam no uo~rn -nt s and nmr~eU% t'rs of the different typies of service elementF of the various

.\nnvorgan:/ta~nus. Vdlw;Leh in some %%ays Totreri's S1trategos was nmarc .xvcand slightly easier to
pl i and inanitpuiatw than 1 . A,,ne~.\ericar'. Kriegsspiel. it was only. marginally different from the
fumnvs oA' dle "Rigid� Ki si' for that fpeýriodl Neither Livermore's Arnericath Kriegsspiel nior Tot-

itns Srrat( ,o rct elcri j'd asLl 1111i en; fu'ia!rn in AXmerica as the German tvpe KrI g sspiel war games in
German-, brcause they both ý%cre comnsIderedl too complex.

The earl% tenrieih ~emu~v saw a growing use of a type of war eanme referred to as Fe
kriegspie h ýl I tended to ue-)arT fromn rigid moves and rules, and place an increasing amount

o! responsibilitN on mew diredtors of the %&ar games. as %%ell as the various calculationF when made; and
(2) attempted to mnake iise ot the more realistic dlata gathered'itorn studies of recent wvars. There wvas
also a very defi nite trend toward the use ef mlp~z of actual terrain, draw-.n to a suitable scale, which
broke awvay fromn the *'Ideal' maps of %onl leissx.%itz and others. In fact, map maneuvers underwent
verr rap~id dlevelopment during the next ztenty or so years. and a twvo-sided conflict was taken into ac-
cp)urit in the use of actual terrain maps in m.a ny geographical are.-;s of interest.

Althot0Igh present day anal% sis cain see rather easily that losses. (aused by, being tired upon,, involve
chances of hitting and the (onditional chan(e that a hit is a kill. it was true, nevertheless, for the early
war gamnes that the players had to use "*play"* tables constructed for the purpose since the more exact
scientific mnethods were not then really developed. Such aids involved tables of multipliers, and an ex-
ample Is given in Table 40i- ..Note ihat there are multipliers, and the corresponding "points", for both
field artillery, firing and rifle firing. Mloreoser, these are dependent on range of engagement, posture.
moti.-n. formation, and pesition as indicated., Fhus the reader may begin to appreciate the growing
importance of the need for auiomnatic handling of *such details for the players.

Prior to about 1910. it was fairly customary for the players to use three maps in a war game-one for
each side and one for the referee or control'er. By 1910) the use of the three-map game in tactical exer-
cises had all bit disappeared, and ir. its place was introduced the use of a large, single map of large
scale which all partii-ipa I% used. ilosever. each participant was given a small-scale map of the local
a.-ea similar to those they might have in actual battles.

The dlevelopment of the map maneuver dlui ing this period prior to World War I was marked chiefly
by the great advance in the maps used -nd their improved accuracy. Thus war gamnes had a very
pronounced effect on the tethniques of mapmaking and the terrain details needed for simulating
battles.

40-2.2 BRIEF ACCOUNT FROM WWI THROUGH WWII

From just after World War I until about 1940, the Germans continued to make the greatest use of
war gar;ie procedures. In fact, just after WVor~d War 1, the war game received more emphasis' by the
G;ermans because the victorious allies precluded Get-many's buildin'g up any sizeable armies or even
carrying out any large-scale field maneuvers. Consequently, the Ge'rmians seem~ed to have no other
choice since funds were lacking anyway. Thc war game was heiice an important outlet for the Ger-
mans uinder the circumnstances and fitted in quite well for any military training programs the Germans
were allowed to conduct.

Ana point of interest concerning the confidence that might be placed in war' games, Ref. 4 points out
that, near the end of World War 1, the G~erman Army' High Command issued orders. requiring a
ichearsal of t~he spfin-Y offensive in 1918. This practice was performed by means of a strategic war
gamc which was played at the headquarters of the Army Group Crown Prince Ruppert, with the very
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sign:.ficant result that the High C'ommand could predict quite well just %hat a slim chance existed of
any decisive success'

After Worloa \%ar 1, the Germans continued their extensive application of war gaming techniques
and developed mu' h litcrature on the general subject. Their war games %%ere conducted on maps of
from 1:5000 to 1 :8uU00) or approximately 12-18 in. to the mile, and the games played on these maps in-
voived many minor tactics and operations for detachments composed of all the arms up to the strength
of a brigade. A war game called the "Great Kriegsspiel" was also practiced by the older officers of a
regiment and the staffs of corps and divisions on maps with a scale of about 1: 10,000 or about 6 in.. to
a mile. Such games normally involved military operations of brigades, divisions, and larger forces. The
German General Staff officers were trained and instructed by means of a "Strategic War Game"
which used nmaps with a scale ol 1:100,000.

In the U.S.. a rather extensive amount, of war games was conducted at the Army Command and
General Staff College at Fort Leavenworth, the Naval War College, and elsewhere, although
budgetary restraints practically precluded any serious undertakings of war game studies, and nothing
beyond the advanced stages of war games by the Germans was really developed as itndicated in the
quote from Ref. 1:

"Two new works may be mentioned here because of their relatively immature nature in contrast to
the sophisticated techniques of the Germans. The first of these was ladet lfzr.,, 'ublished a short time
prior to 1938 by 'I. G. Wells. Although it was intended originally as a child's game, it forms an exer-
c.ise that can readily be identified with the earlier types of war games. The game was worked out in

collaboration with the distinguished Orientalist, Colonel Mark Sykes, and was designed for use on a
dri!l-hall type of floor or some similarly large space. The terrain was built up in three dimensions
through the use of I-inch boards cut into chords and angles. Houses were similarly cut of wood and
twigs were painted to represent trees and shrubbery. Lead soldiers were used, about I inch in height.
Toy guns, which actually emitted projectiles, were used to simulate artillery and infantry fire.
Although it was intended that these devices wo ild criminate the need for tables and calculations of
losses, it is evident that the accuracy of fire is questionable in terms of aiming errors, ballistic
similarities, etc. The umpire in this game was relegated to the background, and was used only to ad-
minirter simple rules involving bayonet charges and the like. Although this game is said to have had
the color and dash that Kriegsspiel lacked, it never attained any real popularity due mainly to its inac-
curacies and the expensive and cumbersome apparatus required. However, many of the features of the
game were desirable, such as the miniatur- houses, soldiers, guns, etc., and these have been extensively
adapted to the sand table (Ref. 5).

"The second piece of work was published in 1948 119381 by E. A.,Raymond, a lieutenant in the
Field Artillery Reserve (Ref. 5,. He proposed the transfer of the game from the map or sketch to a
board that had previously been specially prepared. This board, usually about 4 by 10 feet, would'have
contouri built up on it in cork and would be covered with graph paper of from I- to 1/2-centimeter
scal .s. Railroads, rivers, roads, etc,, would be painted on the graph paper. Pins were to be used, with.
heads of variou, colors and shapes'. to represent the armies. Infantry, artillery, tanks, Pnd aircraft were
to be designated by additional pins of various sizes, shapes, and colors. Tanks, ships, and trains were
to be-modeled mostly in rubber and affixed with pins. The moves were to be made in proportion to the
arm of the service and according to the scale of. the map used. Fire effectiveness was -to be determined
by range, and by chance. As an aid, three dice were to be used, with all the spots blocked out except

.the one-spot; for each whi: 'spot thrown an enemy unit was to'be considered to have been wiped out. (7
'/ 40-10.
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"The game was intended to be played on the battalion or regimental levels. Three men and 4 com-

manding officer were to be assigned to each side. Fifteen-minute moves %ere to be used during which
a0l the pieces on a side had to be moved. This was intended to simulate the usual haste and inartention
present on the battlefield, and to require the commanders to come to a swift decision each time.
S However, the element of surprise was removed from the game since each side would have full view of

the game board at a!l times. In addition, no provision was made for taking any captives, or for their ex-
change. This gamne, like 'Little Wars', did not attain any high degree ot popularity or us:ige, although
many of its features were also borrowed for use in regular map maneuvers and sand table exercises
(Ref. 5)."

Prior to and during World War II, the Germans developed some of the more significant and
widespread applications of war games by planning many of their intended military operations. Exam-
ples involved the initial campaigns against France d'tring the earl), stages of the war, and a map exer-
cise which was intended to check whether the possibility and time allowances for traversing the Ar-
dennes with armored units could be accomplished with any degree of success, as estimated by the Ger-
man Chief of Staff. It was reported that the German war games at the time were largely responsible for
the rapidity of succeis and the smoothness of the German movements, and no doubt saved many lives
and much labor and material that would have been expended otherwise. Moreover, Hitler's decision
to invade Poland in 1939 resulted in failure as is well-known, and no such planning of campaigns for
that operation was undertaken because of time and the uncertainty of the situation.

Perhaps the reader might think we have gone into too much detail to introduce the subject of war
games although he may also understand that the concept of playing war games is not only very old in-
deed, but literally hundreds of yeai s have been devoted to developing war games for various purposes.
and huge amounts of effort have been expended to make such games as realistic as possible. The thrust
in war game development has been to provide meaningful results which can be depended on to give
sound inferences and train military personnel. Even at present, war games have not been "perfected",
and therefore they still have a long way to go. Nevertheless, there exists enough experience in the
documented literature to enable the serious gamer studying the more complex problems of military ac-
tions to make a judicious selection of appropriate techniques to play a meaningful game and thus
develop some insight into many complex problems that could not be handled analytically. Moreover,
the analyst can use the results from war games and try to identify the more important parameters so
that he may develop an analytical model which hopefully can be used in applications and also be
economical in both dollar costs and time.

At this stage we should point out and have the reader appreciate that an enormous amount of in-
structions, details, rules of play, and bookkeeping is required in war game operations, especially if they
are to represent the realism of probable battles. Moreover, if we are to Use war games for more than the
training of military personnel, then the games-must be rather "fine-tuned" or made sensitive enough,
for example, if they are to be' employed advantagec..;ly for comparing weapon systems or for force
structure analyses. Thus it is seen that modern day computers not only can be used to great advantage
for storage and timely extraction of needed information, but also can be an enormous aid in the overall
problem of bookkeeping, analysis of'results, etc. This indicates, asthe reader ro doubt expects, that we
will ulti'nately lead up to the considerations of computerized combat simulations.

The war game was the forerunner to all kinds of simulations and hence became a' very handy tool to
obtain some insight into rather complex types of military operations. The so-called map exercises
could be played as a one-sided game, whereas'the war game is a two-sided conflict type operation for
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appropriate treatment and anal\sis of the effects of the more important interactions bet'Ceen the op-
posing forces.

40-2.3 SOME PRELIMINARY COMMENTS ON DEVELOPING THE PLAY AND'

ANALYSIS OF WAR GAMES

When setting up the procedure and play of war games, one should consider the amount andyvalidity
of all available background infOrmation. Based on this information, the sponsor and the players may
develop some of their own ideas as to possible outcomes of the play or, at least, they might conjecture
just what the war game might prove. The next Important'point is the development of a good scenario
for play of the war game, along with the data and other information which will b- available to the con-
troller and the Blue and Red players.

The assignment of missions to the Blue and Red forces are given, along with the "controlled" infor-
mation supplied io the players, and then the sequence of decisions, actions, and control or these is
decided upon It will be important to study and be well aware of possible consequences which result
from the decisions made an,'I actions taken. One of the key problems and areas of interest is that of
record keeping, for the analhsis of ,var game results and the lescons learned may well depend. on
proficient bookkeeping. Good bookkeeping naturally will involve the status of Blue and Red forces (ia-
cluding location, survivors or losses, etc.) versus time. The characteristics of the environment and
terrain; the amount of intelligence assumed available; relative information used in making decisions to
resupply, to commit any reserves and. replacements; the controller decisions, and measures of
effectiveness-all must be developed and recorded.

Finally, sensible game termination criteria must be developed to bring the game to a halt, and it is
important to critique the war game played to provide information for future improvements.

For our purposes here, we state that the play of modern war games usually involves the use of a Blue
Room, a Red Room, and a Control Room. This arrangement has been found to be very satisfactory in
the play of the war game; the programming of event steps in proper order; the handling of decisions
made at time po~ints during play; and the control of instructions, information, intelligence, etc., to Blue
and Red forces. Thus the amount of detailed information available~to the Blue and the Red forces can
be controlled to any extent desired, and the controller or umpire becomes so very much involved in the
management and conduct of the war game, that h;s decisions during play must be considered final. In
fact, the control or umpire function is -designed, among other things, to monitor the exchange of infor-
mation and all the information gathering procedures of the various combat elements to limit these
processes according to the rules of the battle and the restrictions imposed by the performance charac-
teristics of the weapons, type of units, and the co%er and concealment associated with the terrain.

Uniike completely computerized simulations, the war game or map exercises are such that play may
be varied during the course of "engagement", should this become desirable or necessary. In fact, some
special situations (e.g., an atomic attack) might be encountered during war game play, and personal,
but experienced, command judgment might well be in order. Thus it can be said that war games are
not as "rigid" in this respect as are completely computerized simulations of combat, which must be
usually programmed for "once and all". Perhaps the more a war game is automated on a computer,
the less the, training value of it.

Very briefly, once the Blue and Red forces are "in position" on the terrain, the play of the game in-
volves very detailed programming of the required steps or events according to a "logical battle". There
must be provisions during play of the game for the movement of the troops, i.e., the various units and '7

the weapons on the "terrain" according to realistic'time intervals, and the relative location of Blue and
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Red units then established from time to time for the record and analysis. Reconnaissance activities aid
in the initial detection of enemy elements. The troops on each side will then move forward as ordered,
and eventuall% forces on one side may come into contact with elements or units on the opposite side.
Of course, line-of-sight (alculations, based on terrain analyses, may be used to determine detection
and acquisition of enemy units. Additional information on subjects such as terrain, weather, and
obstacles in the area may a!so be involhed in the play. Eventually, sufficient contact will be effected,
and the *'battle" begun. Orders are given for the firing of weap,'ns as they become capable of engaging
the enemy units. .\fter some period of play there must be an assessment of conditions on each side-

such as losses, new locations of elements, any required movement of personnel and weapons-and in-
formation on replacerment and supply, if applicable. Thus there is a considerable amount of detailed
and important information to be handled. programmed, stored, and later analyzed. Play of the
engagement may be recycled, new assessments made, etc., and the game eventually terminated,

perha-s according to predetermined criteria. The results are then analyzed, and the training
proficiency assessed.

A remark is in order here about time intervals of play in war games. In many games, the play may

proceed in equal time intervals, such as one minute, for example, and assessments made at the end of
each equal time interval of play. Other war games frequently may use -'critical event" timing, as do
some simulations, in %hich Lhe actions will proceed from one event to another, i.e. the next event in a

timt sequence does not ncces'sarily involve equal time intervals. There are advantages to both ap-
proaches although current practice favors the equal time interval approach for convenience. However,
something may be said for stopping action at critical events, such as the loss of an important piece of

Srequipment, e.g, a tank, because the more exact time-to-kill data may be analyzed in terms of

V reliability type distributions as illustrated in par. 28-12.4.
Perhaps one of the most important considerations we should bring out at this stage is the design,

development, and play of war games-and computerized simulations of combat as well-so that the
analysis of final results may be more meaningful, sound, and useful for inferences. Because of the (of-
ten unidentified) interactions that invariably creep into the more complex battles involving diverse
weapons, it is very desirable to design war games in accordance with statistical principles and play

* .them so that the significance of results, if attained and true, may be established. Thus we point out

that usually it would make little sense to control all other sources of possible variation in a war game so
that only a single comparison is made since the controls may not turn out to be meaningful under all
possible conditions of combat variability. For example, it might be far better, depending on the par-
ticular, problem under study, to make fewer overall runs but to program a series of runs to statistically
establish superiority of tactics, types of weapons, etc. To illustrate our point, a statistical designof ex-
.I eriment involving a Greco-Latin Square may be used, in, which the Latin letters would be used to
dc•;ignate variois mixes of Blue weapons, and the Greek ,letters various choices of the probable Red
w -tapons capabilities. Or, as another example, factorial experimentation in connection with war games
ot computer simulations could often prove advantageous and profitable, or perhaps applicable stan-
d &rd designs of statistical experimentation might be exploited. War games and computer simulations
ate indeed "experiments"; and therefore it makes considerable sense to conduct them so that the more
important problem areas are covered and the significance of the results, if true, is established.

* Otherwise, it is well-known that many ordinary war games and computer simulations simply produce
cc nfusing or useless results. We will illustrate these very points in Chapter 41.

Ve will discuss by example some other details of actual play of the war game type of simulation in
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connection with a discussion of computerized combat simulations in par. 40-3; however, it is, impor-
tant to list some of the modern uses and applications of war games for the reader at this point (see par.
40-2.4).

40-2.4, SOME MODERN USES OF WAR GAMES

Some of the more important uses of modern war games include applications such as:
1. Training, especially of combat officers
2. Assessing the potential performance of subordinate officers
3.. Historical battle study purposes. Thus, given a famous battle in the past, the war game can in-

cude many of the key inputs and can be run to study possible outcomes. In this way, war games can be
very educational and informative for future militay operations.

4. Planning for campaigns. As we have seen, the Germans did indeed profit from practicing war ex-
ercises just be' -e engaging in actual conflicts with an enemy.

5. Logistical training. There is a need to train supply, transportation, communication, and other
such personnel in their respective fields. War games can be valuable in this regard.

6. Weapon family studies. If some standard or desired tactics are assurned in a battle, various
weapon mixes can be run in a simulation of combat and the most desirable mix of weapons, or the best
"family", selected.

In connection with war games support of the TRADOC Systems Analysis Activity (TRASANA) to
the Allied Forces South (AFSOUTH), Naples, Italy, Willis (Ref. 6) advances the following alternative
objectives for war games:

1. Facilitate communication between members of a staff and between organizations on plans,
procedures, policies, and planning factors relative to war games.

2. Evaluate the impact of constraints on force effectiveness.
3. Identify deficiencies in a force (in the areas of procedures, plans, tactics, systems, and training)

and evaluate the effectiveness of any current force.
4. Provide training, experience, and practice in the control and coordination of combined arms (or

joint service) operations and in preparing plans and orders.
5. Determine possible and/or likely enemy courses of action and identify exploitable enemy

weaknesses.
6. Exercise and test various plans and procedures.
7. Provide a context or scenario for more detailed studies, including estimates of the relative fre-'

quencies of various situations.
.8. Identify subject areas in which tests or experiments are required.
9. Determine requirements for forces, new 'systems, reserves, or replacements.

10. Evaluate alternatives for overcoming deficiencies, including changes in:
a. Procedures
b. Tactics
c. Organization
d. Systems
e. Force mix.

1 1.' Determine the most effective way to incorporate new systems.
"12. Evaluate and. compare:

"a. Alternative strategies.
b. Alternative tactics, countermeasures, or procedures

40-14
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c. Alternative force deployments
d. Alternative organizations
e. Alternative systems.

Thus' there are wide uses and important applications of modern war game techniques.

40-3 COMPUTER SIMULATIONS OF COMBAT

40-3.1 DEFINITION AND DESCRIPTION

So far in this chapter, we have reserved the term "war game" to mean usually a manual simulation
of combat between opposing forces; however, we also could speak of "computerized" war games, a
commonly used term, so that the big differences between a war game as an entity now and a computer
simulation of combat may disappear to some degree. There seems to be no progressive satisfaction in

arguing or sticking to the strict use of such terms since they will likely be used in a more or less loose
fashion anyway. In any event, it becomes very natural indeed to employ a computer in simulating
combat because the computer is a natural aid for the enormous amount of bookkeeping needed to con-
duct war games or combat simulations. In i'act, the computer can result in, great savings in the amount
of human effort. It can make calculations quickly and efficiently; it can be instructed to make "deci-

sions" if so programmed; it can easily generate random numbers for stochastic type study; and also,
no doubt, it will decrease overall cost. Thus it becomes ' ery desirable to have the computer perform as
much of the war game simulations as it possibly can; the ultimate is feeding the computer war game
input data, pushing the button, and waiting for the results!

In addition to bookkeeping, it seems desirable to illustrate by example a few of the problems the
( computer can easily handle in the "electronic" play of a war game, map exercise, or combat simula-

* tion. For example, the given terrain characteristics may be stored in the memory of a computer; then,
for known weapon and target coordinates, calculations of the chances of a line of sight-and hence
target detection with suitable sensors-can be determined. Given a fire order, the computer-knowing
target size, its vulnerability, and the weapon characteristics involved-can calculate the chance of
hitting and killing targets at all ranges. In this connection, the computer may make calculations based
on the weapon delivery errors as a basic input, or it may query a hit probability distribution versus
range. (The statistical description of this for CARMONETTE is given in par. 40-3.2:2.)

For the new or young systems analyst, a rather detailed description of several possible analytical
roles of computers in the computer-assisted war game is given by Murray, Sewel1, Chandler, and Win-
slow (Ref. 7). They illustrate some, but not all, uf the typical mathematical techniques which may be
used to interface the computer properly with the play of the war game or combat simulation. For ex-
ample, these authors, who consulted with the US Army Strategyand Tactics Analysis Group (now the
US Army Concepts Analysis Agency),. illustrate some details through the use of their "Influence
Diagram" which we display as Fig. 40-1. Their calculation, indicated by [11 in Fig. 40-1, determines
the new location of a ,4nit at time t from the direction and speed if movement begins at time (t - At).
Hence the x- and y-coordinates at time I for unit i, which are represented by xut and ygt, are easily
calculated by the computer as

"• and xit= it-at + (At)(S,.t-Ad)cos0t.-•.a (40-1).
yu = y-.t-&t + (At)(sL..-at)sinlOg..Mt

where
At = time increment

sj.t-, = speed of unit i at time (I - At)

/;4 40. 15.
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a,., = the azimuth on which unit 1 is moving at instant (1 .10
A,.£-.M and ',-.. = "old" coordinates of unit i, i.e., at time (I - -V 1.

Refer again to -ig. 40- 1; calculation 12] determines the distance between any two elements on
the terrain. After firing orders and assessments, then calculation [31 is used to determine the losses
suffered by unit i. And so the process proceeds in the use of the computer. and calculation [-j deter-
mines the total rounds per minute receixed by unit i from each class of enemy %%eapons during the
interval it, (t + At)J.

There is an important element missing here, however, which we describe briefly, and that relates to
the use of a "clock" for scheduling the events in proper order. For battlefield time, each unit has
associated with it an "alarm clock" or set of numbers representing the time at which it will next be
able to act-i.e., open fire, move, etc.--and at the beginning of the battle, or time zero, these "clocks"
will be •et at a few seconds unless some of the units have been prohibited from firing or moving, etc. A

computer, or "clock", routine is programmed to examine the unit clocks for thc purpose of findingthat
one with the smallest time. Thus, this will correspond to the first event that is scheduled to happen,
and this particular time interval becomes the new battlefield time. The computer then performs the
various calculations which are required to simulate the next scheduled event. If, for example, the event
were the firing of an antitank wear,)n,. then once the weapon is fired, its clock would be reset for the
time it is able to fire again. Also all other "clocks" of the elements or units would be reset, with the
"clocks" routine determining the very next (minimum time) event so that the battlefield time is again
adjusted, and the calculations continue in play of the game. This process often is referred to as "event
sequencing" and is used' in the play of many high resolution cmputer combat simulations.

40-3.2 BRIEF DISCUSSION OF CARMONETTE

An example of one of the key and very successful concepts of a tactical war game, which has been
computerized and widely used, is the battle simulation called "CARMONETTE" - described by
Zimmerman (Ref. 8), and Refs. 9 and 10. CARMONETTE is a fully computerized Monte Carlo type
of simulation which covers a typical but isolated battle in a simple stv.p-by-step procedure outlining
the actions that might occur. CARMONETTE was designed so that all calculations could be per-
formed on a standard general'purpose digital computer, except that a limited number of high level
decisions or orders could be injected into the battle during the calculations. The CARMONETTE
simulation detailed the manner in which combat activities of the individual participants fought the
battle and integrated these separate combat activities into larger and more meaningful conflicts be-
tween forces. Initially, the concept and play of CARMONETTE centered around "small units", or
ones of about company size, involving "some hundreds of men and dozens of heavy weapons like
tanks". CARMONETFE isa critical event, computerized war game with time recorded to 1/10,000 of
a minute. Originally CARMONETTE had the capability of playing up to 36 independent combat ele-
ments of each side; a typical organization might include, for example, 18 tanks, 2 platoons of infantry,
some mortars, and perhaps a few' special purpose weapons, such as a guided missile. CAR-
MONETTE has been developed through some six major iterations. Currently, CARMONETTE

* •(Ref. 10) is a computerized Monte Carlo simulation of battalion size or lower units in ground combat.

The primary activities of the simulation consist of the movement of units, the detection of targets, and
the firing of weapons at the targets. Movement is either under preplanned orders or may be con-

, .ditional. Target acquisition may involve different chances of detection in order to pinpoint targets onC-) each side. The firing of weapons and the assessment of effects use computer calculated probability of
hit and kill calculations. Unit resolution can be an individual soldier, a tank, or a platoon; and the
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Blue and Red forces can have up to a total of 48 units each. The game can play up to 56 weapon types
includi:ng indirect fire by artillery and mortars (12 types), and direct fire weapons with both a
fragmenting capability (22) and direct fire bullets or armor-piercing projectiles (22). There is a limita-
tion of no more than four weapons per unit. Although the map grid size may be selected, usually a 100-
m grid on a 6 km by 6.3 km total map'area is played. Table I of Ref. 10 gives the relation between grid
size, unit size, force size, and zone of action (our Table 40-2). As summarized in Refs. 9 and 10, CAR-
MONETTIE input requirements include detailed descriptions of the terrain of play, appropriate target
detection probabilities, and a set of or,' rs for each unit based on tactical doctrine in accordatice with a
predetermined scenario. The terrain inputs for each grid square include average elevation, height of'
vegetation, indices of cover and concealment, and road and cross-country t-aff,7ability. Basic outputs
of CAR MONETTE involve a computer listing ui every event assessed during the battle and include
elemens killed, beginning and final positions of units, beginning and final strengths, rounds fired and
rounds received, time-to-death of unit, ammunition expended, number of engagements, and number
of rounds fired and targets killed by specific weapon types and related eange brackets.

In CARMONETTE the forces to be gamed are organized into no more than 48 units for each side,.
and each of these units may have no 'more than 63 "killable" elements. The CAR.MONETTE units
are indiv',ýaal weapon systems such as a tank, antitank guided missile, or they may be groupings of ele-
ments having the same degrees of mobility and vulnerability, the same sensors, and which are located
within the same referenced grid. The entire unit is considered detected when a single element of the
unit is detected. When a unit is fired upon, however, all of its elements are considered equally
vulnerable although the probability of a hit, or a kill, is calculated for each element individually. A unit
can have up to four groups of weapons. For example, a tank may have a main gun, an air defense
machine gun, and a coaxial ma:chine gun; or the rifle squad may have two antitank weapons, .one
machine gun, one grenade launcher, and five rifles; etc.

There are sixteen target classes in the CARMONETTE game, and the target classe3 are given
priorities. For example, an armored versonnel carrier mounting an antitank guided missile would be a
higher priority' target than an armored personnel carrier without the missile. The two factors
associated with the assignment of a friendly unit to target class are the vulnerability to the various
weapons and the firepower possessed by the unit. Targets ire also classified according, Ito size,
mobility, fire response, and sensor class.

Detailed orders that will be followed throughout play are given to units, and if a unit is killed it simply
stops following orders. A typical order might be, for example, "move at rate r without stopping to square

TABLE 40-2

RELATION BETWEEN GRID SIZE, UNIT SIZE, FORCE SIZE,
AND ZONE OF ACTION

Approximate Unit Size Maximum Force Siz-. Maximum Zone
of Action

Grid I
size, Mechanized Aviation, Mechanized Width, Depth,i
m Infantry Infantry Artillery aircraft Infantry Infantry m I

10 1Man n/a Itube n/a 2Pits n/a 600 630
25 21Men Veh 2tubes I ICo ICo 1500 1575
50 '. Sqd .2 Vehs 4 tubes I I Bn I Bn 3000 3!50

100 1 Sqd 3 Vehs 6 tubes 2 2 Bns 2 2Bns 6000 6300
'250 I Pit, 7 Vehs 12 tubes 4 4 Bns 4 Bns' 15000 15750

-40-18 _A.
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A .,Y with kind of fire I and priority ,", ..stay until time tit.l, or fire shots %%i-Ii kind of fire ', and prior-
ity /'", etc.

"Two kinds of moving commands mAy be provided. One is to move without st•,•pinfl to a _iven
square, and the other provides a doctrine that permits the unit to st p) occasionally and fire as it nioes
along.

It is throuqzh CARMON'ETTE's 5imulation of time and space ... ir th ý interaction of the torces and
their environment can be accounted for. In an actual battle, the var'.ous activities of firing. moving
etc.,,may take place simultaneously, although for a. computer simulation no two events c-n take place
simultaneously. The computer requires the discrete and sequential handling of the even:s tha occur in
combat, and this is all that is really necessary. For example, it is not necessary for the computer to
trace the path of a projectile in flight to its target, but the time of its impact :s a very significant; e;i'nt in
play of the battle, and it can be handled easily by a'computer. Die movement of a unit freon one square
to another is also an event for which only the end time points are of interest.

The periodic assessment for any target acquisitions and for neutralization of targets 'is also handled
sequentially. Tne probability of detecting a target is determined for the rnst part by the dwell time of
the sensor, the ra'ge from sensor to target,-aad the characteristics of the target in relation to its en-
vironmental cover. For neutralization, the number of rounds impacting in the vicinity of a unit is
calculated although only the more recent rounds, or those :n the last interval of time, are conside; ed ef-
fective in establishing unit integrity.

The activities simulated in CARMONETTE which are common to more -than one arm are target

acquisition, target selection,, firing of rounds and their impact, neutralization, movement, selection of
units, and communications. Perhaps of particular interest to the analyst would be some examples( which illustrate the processes of target detection, the calculatior of hit probabilities, and the calcula-
tions of casualties since these might give some concrete insight into the operation of CARiMONETTE
in a computer. Many of the available models for such calculations do indeed riequire some very notable
simplifications "to get on with the game", so to speak!

40-3.2.1 Target Detection

The CARMONETTE detection model 'is very much a simplification of the theory of target detec-
tion because of the laclk of realistic field experiments to validate detection under r,.ost combat condi-
tions.. We know (Chapter 27) that the reflectivity characteristics of the target or its "contrast" is im-
portant in detectability, as well as atmospheric attenuation of signals, camouflage of the target, ex-
perience of the observer, range to target, motion oftarget, and imany other "actors. The CAR-
MONETTE target detection model, however, Uses the existence of a line of sight, the response state' of
the observer, whether or not the target or sensor is moving, tLe target solid angle subtendedat' the ob-
server, and the type of sensor employed to look up the chance of target detection in programmed
tables. Some six sensor' types are permitted. The visual detection routine, and the image intensifier* 'routine are rather complex and are given in Appendix A of Ref. 10 for the interested reader. Here, we
will illustrate only the radar detection routines %iiich are for the plan and position scopes, PPS 4 and
PPS 5. Up to six such radars can be pidyed, but the present program routine does n t consider a
threshold target speed or the direction of movement of a unit--only whether or not the target is classed
as moving. The radar model input calculations depend on the radar degradation factor DGF, the
maximum effective range raz, and tne observer-targ.t range r as follows:

DGF = radar degradation factor 1. 23 (typical raiie)

": ! ' , 40-19
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, = tniximunl eueclive ranCe ,;•radar. i e..
n3 i 0 for pri-sol I PPIS i

1 q) in r for vehi It- ior PPS 5
•I- mi fo~r per~oni;' for PP 4

"2:)() in for "e:is or '.PS 4. where
= ohn-.Ler-tarnet rar:2. _i

PP!. =adiusted range ra:io
= 'ik ).l' r•.•i

The hanic es of target detect ion 1:, are( alculated from the fki loIn, equ.o 101is:

P/, = 0.9 -- (RRi,.)/8, if RR;,, < .8 t4f)-2)

or

1, ý 2.0- 1.5(RJR?,), if 0.8 < Rla, < . (40-3)

Ihe reader mav contrast these 'appro::imate" CARNIONHI" F tariztt detCetioin chance models

%,ith those in (Chapter 27 of this handbook.)

-*0-3.2.2 Firing and Assessment of Casualties

Tlhe firing and impact computerized simulation includes possible position disclosure for the firing
weapon, amuniinition expenditure, and the assessment of casualties. WVhen a weapon fires, that
%sea'-n 1produces a signature which.the opposing side may detect and hence loc.,,e the weapon, this is
important for the battle procedure. Moreover, every time a weapon fires .,u(h rounds are removed from

ihe unit's supply of ammunition. This applies also to more than a single round per trigger pull.
The probability of hitting for CARNIONE LIE'L is determined by knowing the range to tile target.

the exposed area of the target, the "total tactical dispersion" of the wveapon at -he given range, and
whether the particular round fired is the first round or a subsequent one. [he equation currently used

for single-shot nit probability J'(r) depends on the equivalent radius R of the target area and the total
tactical disoersion, or standard deviation a(r) of the weapon in one direction .and is

i~r),= I -expl-R?
2 /[2a(r)j, (40-4)

w.here

+t) 1a 6 I( 1 -)/(0.5.M ),r + I(c - 2), /(0.iI).1 I(Y2.t1 )(Y - 0. 5.) (40-5)

a = standard deviation in dispersion at zero range
b = standard deviation in dispersion at 0.767 maximum range

c = standard deviation in dispersion at maximum range

S= square of the maximum range of the weapx)n erotfloved in CARMONE1TE
r = range to the target.

If the range r is in meters, then the target radius R is also to be taken in meters, i.e., r and R must be.
expressed in the same units. For CARMONETTE, one notes that Eq. 40-4 is quite similar to Eq. 14-2

of Chapter 14, where a of Eq. 14-2 equals o(r) here. Thus Eq. 40-5 is an estimate of weapon delivery
dispersion, for convenience in CARMONETIE, which depends primarily on and is a strong fun,ýtion
of the range r to the target. By contrast, the reader may have noted that elsewhere in this handbook

sometimes we have used a hit probability calculation based onI'r) a I exp(-dr) ((

where d is a constant, and r the range.
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For CARMNONETTE. values of the "total tactical dispersion" are stured for each of some 12 condi-

tions of ýollev history, firer activity, and target activity and the two types of ammunition permited

each weapon as thee coordin:,,es of a parabolic curve. As indicated in Eq. 40-5, the three values are

taken at zero range. 0.707 maximum range,. and maximum range of the weapon. The parabolic ap-

proximation is used as shown in Eq. 40-5 to obtain total tactical dispesion for the intermc-diate

ranges. Even though the minimum range of a weapon may be greater than zero, the value of total tac-

tical dispersion sometimes mc:ust be extrapolated back to zero range; "Negative values are not permit-

ted." (Ref. 10).
Since a hit is not necessarily a "kill" of a target, the conditional chance that a hit is a kill must be

multiplied by the hit probability, or otherwise as in CARMONETTE, "For the calculation of the

probability of a nit of killable elements of multiple element tarS -ts, th.. target area is ltaken as) the

area of one killable element of the unit." (Ref. 10).

The probability of hit calculations results in decimal values between zero and unity; however, in the

play Of the game the computer must decide whether a "hit" or a -kill" is obtained for each target fired

upon. In order to do this, a uniform random number x(IN is generated foreach shot fired at a target and

is compared to the calculated I'r) in Eq, 40-4. A hit occurs if the h(z) in Eq. 4Q-7 is unity, i.e.,

h(i)= 1 if týr) < x(i) for i = 1,2,. .. , (40-7)

and ,Z is the number of rounds given by

S= min(.4,.VF) (40-8)
where .1 = remaining number of rounds

. = number of rounds-per trigger pull

F= number of weapons fired.

Thus, the total number of hits )l scored is then summed from
I1

, ti1=' '7/(). ,(40-9)
a-I

The number of kills cannot exceed the number of hits, as we have said, and is often much less than
the number of hits. Also the casualty computation for vehicles and r-ersonnel is very different. It is easy

to determine whether a kill is or is not obtained against a vehicle in CARMONET'IE; this is .4one if k
is unity fron. the :ah4ulation

A 1, ifP(kh) ; x(;) for alli• 1 (40.10)k t0, if/gk 1h) < x()

where
11(, hA) conditional chance that a hit on the vehicle is a kill

il " number of hits from Eq. 40.9

x(Q) - uniform random number drawn foi thecaseofa hit.

For the case of using fragmenting weapons, such as rillery, against personnel, all troops in the im-
pact area.of indirect-fire weapons must be considered; an approximate, but very detailed, algorithm is
covered in Ref. 10 for t!se interested reader. Random number generation is also covered in Ref. 10.

40-3.2.3 Command, Control, and Communicatto s

RlThe command, control, and communications (C') unctions of CARMONETTE are described in

Ref. 10 as being somewhat coi,.plex, i.e., in terms of te true situation being simulated. For units and
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task forces of the CARMONE•Y'E size, the mission-t% pe order is employed as the appropriate wav to
cause the various desired actions to take place. Other elements of C: are the identification ot friend or
foe, the transfer of information among 'units, and the formation of various elements of a unit. Firings
cannot take place against units on the same side; therefore once a **target" is pinpointed, it may be
fired upon immediately. CARNIONETTE uses a " Communications Routine" to transfer information

among units on the same side, and thus during such communication cycles each weapon unit can
report the nearest square that contains enemy units to its immediate headquarters. Commanders at all
levels relay such information to their superior, subordinate, and adjacent headquarters. Any head-
quarters can be given. the capability of calling for attack by helicopter and/or artillery fire. In certain
c.rcumstances e~en fire units may call for artillery fire which will be provided if the support unit is not
already committed to some other mission. In CARMONE'IE the actual combat formation of the ele-
ments of a unit is not simulated...s a result of this simplification, Ahen an element of an enemy unit is
detected, the other side will have full knowledge of all of the elements of the target unit. There are. of
course, area weapons whose effects depend on the formation of elements in a target unit although in

CARMONET"E this distinction is not made.

40-3.2.4 Examples of CARMONETTE Records

The record of events in CARNIONE'I E is referred to as the history tape which contains all move
selections, target selections, boundary crossings, firings, impacts, and status information, such as
"out-of-ammunition", response to fire., line of sight, intelligence level, and recognition of target death-
time for each live unit. If, for example, some unit does not setect a target, then no message is transmit-
ted or recorded, i.e., nonevents are not recorded. Examples of the types of reports that CAR.
NMONETTE produces are:

1. Table 40-3, a report of chronulogical cumulative casualties
2. Trable 40-4, a report of target kills by weapon type
3. Table 40-5. an operational-status report giving information on initial and final unit locations,

numbers of moves, numbe, of rounds fired or receiv,:d, initial number and final number of troops and
vehicles, and time of unit death.

For the information of the reader, some of the management aspects of CARMONETTE are report-
ed in Table 40-6.

Many other details and coverage of CARMONETTE are given in Ref. 10, and we remark that the
CARMONETTE simulation is part o" a hierarchy of combat analysis models. Thus the output from
CARMONETTE may be used as input to higher organizational level games such as CO(MANEX
(Combat Analysis Extended), I)BM (lDivision Battle Model), ATLAS'(A Tactical, Logistical, and Air
Simulation), or others described in par. 40-4.

Hopefully, this somewhat sketchy and exemplary detail, of the completely computerized CAR-
MONETrE combat simulation will give sufficient insight into the model of programming a two-sided
conflict on a computer. The new analyst perhaps sees rather easily that many compromises or sim-
plifications have to be made and that the incorporation of some of the more exact theory summarized
in this handbook will take years to incorpotate, even if it is nectssary input to more refined combat

simulations.
As a final comment, we may note that computerized combat simulations generally will involve very

detailed programming of the events of two-sided conflict which cannot yet be modeled or described
analytically. On the other hand, it would not make much iense to conduct one-on-one stochastic
duels, which may be mcleled analytically as in Chapter 17, as a simulation on a computer. Such (
analytical calculation%, however, may well be inputs to a computerized battle.

* 40-22
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TABLE 40-6
MANAGEMENT ASPECTS OF CARMONETTE

Task Technical Effort Calendar Time Computer ý:ost

Ferrain Inputs 0- 2 TN!.I 0- 1 mon ()- SI•OtR)
Program Reisions 0- 4 'MM 0- 4 mon 0 -S400
•enario and Inputs I - 6TMNIM I - 3 mon SI0J-S2204)
Production Runs 2- 6T.MM I - 3 mon S,$t'.S20.U4III

(40-2kY0 replicat ions)
Analksis 2- "T.slM 1 - 3 mon $ 1000-$30)1)
Report Preparation 2- 6FMrm I - 3 mon

IOTAILS 7 - 20 TMNI 4 - 17 mon Sl.•0,-$60,I)tH)

*'Fethnikal man months

40-4 DESCRIPTION OF SELECTED COMBAT ANALYSIS MODELS

Over the years, many different types of combat simulations have been-developed for various pur-
poss' of analysis or for training. These range from war games, which are mostly manual in character,
to compute.--assisted combat simulations, and all the way through to the completely computerized
'combat simulations such as CARMONET1'E. Generally, such simulations are now referred to as
"combat analysis models", irrespective of the amount of computer assistance. Moreover, there his
been a tendency to develop combat analysis models into a hierarchy of simulations leading up to large-
scale operations. Thus the small unit, high-resolution models may be used to generate performan e
measures of military units which will feed into battalion and division level games, and on to corps,

army, or theater level studies.
Of course, there are also analytical types of combat analysis models-such as Lanchester's linear

and square laws, Deitchman's guerrilla warfare models, and others--which were presented in Chap-
ters 28 and 29. The analytical models are readily used in many calculations of interest although they
depend critically oni estimation of the most proper attrition coefficients for particular applications.
These models should be used whenever they describe two-sided combat adequately since they may
save considerable effort, time, and/or cost as compared to war games or computerized combat •imula-
tions. Also in some c.ases it will be convenient and useful to employ some of the analytical models in
connection with either war game exercises or computerized combat simulations described in this chap-
ter. As an exam le, the kill times for units on each side may be analyzed and fitted to a model of com-
bat., such as covyred in par. 28-12.2, or the data on losses for each side at various stages in the battle
may be used to predict attrition as in the Bonder IUA model described later.

The selection of the best models for ditferent applications often comes within the realm of respon-
sibility of the w apon systems analyst, and his decision will depend on the nature of the problem and
just how well an existing simulation might fit. Otherwise; the analyst may find it necessary to develop
a new model or simulation to obtain the most appropriate answers. He also will have to decide oti the
need for and the particular points in a simulation, or "combat analysis model", for which stochastic
routines are ap ropriate and on the number. of runs which must be made to judge something about
convergence of results for the simulation process to suitably stable predictions.

Once we depirt from the purely analytical type of model, we can categorize the other two types of
combat simulat ons as either "Delphic" on one hand or a computerized combat simulatiou on the
other. The Dei hic term is used as a description which involves much player and controller involve-
ment; the war g kme is such an example here. Thus although the Delphic type war game or simulation
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may require much time and the use of rathr expensive resources, it does provide for direct involve-
ment of the military players or sponsors and gives more visible battle detail for training purposes, for
example. Because computer simulation type models are much faster, many combat situations may be
developed, many runs made, if desirable, and the sensitivity of key variables and interactions deter-
mined.

In the paragraphs that follow, we will summarize some of the current combat analysis models (other
than the analytical ones of Chapters 28 and 29, for example) to acquaint the analyst with them and
provide a quick reference in connection with his daily job. Some of the combat models are completely
manual in nature, such as the Theater Battle Model (TBM); some are computer assisted; some are
completely computerized such as CARMONETTE which is summarized (again but in brief form);
and one model is even a' one-sided deterministic simulation (Legal, Mix IV). Some models are com-
pletely "deterministic"; some may be considered to be stochastic; and others involve various combina-
tions or mixtures of the more desirable methods of play which enable the analyst to pick the particu-
lar combat analysis model lie can use to advantage.

Although we will discuss the models more or less in the order from the high-resolution type-
involving the quantification of measures and trade-offs, such as weapon delivery accuracy or
probability of hitting, lethality, and rate of fire (i.e., kill rates)-to the large-scale types of simulations,
such order may not mean much to the reader since he may be more interested in the particular content
of the battle played.

Many of these descriptions are available from a summary by Braddock, Dunn, and McDonald
provided the Army under contract or are rephrased from Refs. 9 and 11.

40-4.1 DETERMINISTIC END GAME ASSESSMENT SIMULATION (DEGAS)

DEGAS is a computerized, deterministic simulation di-veloped by the General Research Corpora-
tion to produce estimates of the results of hostile encounters essentially isolated from the general con-
text of battle and involving relatively few participants on each side. In fact, the DEGAS model was
developed primarily for the investigation of the effectiveness of Army helicopters, and it may be
thought of as an "end-game" simulation. The DEGAS model simulates engagements involving a max-
imum of six helicopters attacking a ground target complex having a maximum, of 16 elements, and the
tinic duratioa of the simulated engagement is limited to about 10 min. In its present form, the airborne
weapons represented in the DEGAS model include the TOW missile' the 30 mm aircraft gun,
HELLFIRE, and the 2.75-in. rocket. Ground weapons attacked include air defense weapons and mis-
sile?, tank main armament, and small arms. The inputs include the attack helicopter weapon charac-
teristics, vulnerable areas for each helicopter and each armored ground target, and lethal areas against
personnel. Movement paths, movement rates, and line-of-sight conditiops are listed as inputs for each
participating element' for the total duration of the simulated engagement, and the tactics, target
priority, and selection rules are input by a combination Of the model logic and input variables. The
model logic involves target selection based on target priorities, which are influenced by range to the
target and line-of-sight conditions as they evolve during the simulation or engagement. After target
selection, whether new or old, the lines of sight are checked, and the attackers and defenders fire at
each other. Then damage to the attackers and defenders is assessed, followed by movement of the at-
tackers and defenders and a re•, ,sessment of priorities, which leads to selection of new targets for
further engagement, etc. The outputs from DEGAS include attacker losses, defender losses, ammuni-
tion expenditures by type, and elapsed times. The DEGAS model is quite sensitive. to zelhively small
variations of weapon characteristics or tactics employed. This feature permits the evaluation of the
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consequences of input variations not practicable with a Monte Carlo type of simulation because a
stochastic model might require many, many replications before stabilization of outcomes. Thus the
advantage of DEGAS is apparent-it is practicable to simulate the engagement repeatedly, varying
the engagement range with each repetition, and thereby determining the particular range at which the
exchange rate is optimum. This type of information could be of great importance to the larger scale
computerized battles. The General Research Corporation is the point of contact.

40-4.2 ASARS IIX (ARMY SMALL ARMS REQUIREMENTS STUDY) BATTLE MODEL

The ASARS Battle Model is a two-sided, high-resolution, dynamic, Monte Carlo simulation of dis-
mounted combat between less-than-company sized units. ASARS represents, with a high degree of
realistic detail, a substantial portion of the factors involved in or impacting on small infantry unit com-
bat. The model was designed to serve as an operations research tool for evaluating the comparative ef-
fectiveness and utility of small arms (pistols, rifles, automatic rifles, machine guns, grenades, and
grenade launchers), operational concepts of various organizations, and tactics of weapon employment
in an operational context. Movement paths of the units are generated dynamically within the model to
reflect leaders' perceptions of current battle conditions. The dismounted forces can be supported with
artillery and mortar fires represented in detail, and firing from aircraft can be approximated. Antiper-
sonnel minefields are represented, with options to breach, traverse, or bypass. Intelligence representa-
tion foc,.,ses on line-of-sight acquisition of opposing personnel and small arms but also includes unat-
tended ground sensors. The model represents decision processes and events in great detail and affords
much flexibility for the user to specify situations aud tactical decision rules. Although veh icles and
direct fire weapons larger than grenade launchers are n3t represented, model design permits modifica-
tions or expansions into many areas. Terrain elevations are specified at 12.5-m intervals from map-based
digitized tapes of the Topographic Command. Each of up to 150 soldiers is individually represented in
up to 30 separate maneuver units. Each exposed man is individually assessed for weapon effects from
individual bullets or flechettes and from fragments from each exploding munition. Hits are recorded
for five areas of the body. Probability of incapacitation is computed for each body part hit. These
probabilities are translated into the man's inability to observe, move, fire, or fire and move. Sup-
pressive effects of hits and misses are'also represented for small arms rounds, grenade fragments, and
art.llery'and mortar fire. ASARS IIX was developed by US Army Combat Developments Command,
Systems Analysis Group and documented in May 1973. The model is maintained by the US Army In-
fantry School, Fort .Benning, GA. The model is programmed in FORTRAN IV for the CDC
6400/6500 computer and requires 84k (decimal) words of core, plus tape and disc, for a 31-element
scenario, which reouires on the order of 25 rain of central processor unit (CPU) time. A 60-element
scenario requires 3-5 h of CPU time and 95k (decimal) words 'o; core.

40-4.3 CAC INTERACTIVE WAR GAME (JIFFY)

The "Jiffy" Game is a computer-assisted, manual, two-sided war game. Players manually
manipulate forces, using maps and performance indicators developed in previous nonmanual studies
to simulate ground combat. The game can accommodate from battalion through theater level forces.. 't
was developed or evolved as a highly flexible, simple, and 'rapid procedure for preliminary investiga-
tion of the relative value or effectiveness of different force designs. Units are identified and placed in
their position on the map. Firepower scores are aggregated for each side, force ratios are calculated
and modified in accordance with the situation, and rates of advance are determined. Previous non-

manual studies and Field Manuals provide the factors used to quantify the performance of weapon.
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i, systems and to calculate attrition resulting from combat. Personnel and equipment losses, and use are
determined, and requirements for replacemenLs are derived. Use of and requirements for artillery and
engineer support are cdetermined. Elements whose status is specifically addressed include field ar-
tillery,; AD)A; TACAIR; tirains elements; dismounted infantry; antitank weapons; armed helicopters;
command posts; tanks, APC's, and ICV's; mortars; and minefields. Resolution is to the level required,
but normally it acddresses the battalion. The battle is assessed periodically for time intervals during
which committed combat power remains constant, termed "critical incidents" (significant events). It
requires approximately two to five days to run a critical incident; however, this depends on the evalua-

tion oblectives assigned. The output of the exercise is a narrative, photographic, and statistical display
of the progress of the battle to include, the listing of personnel losses, major supplies consumed, and
equipment losses. The value judgments of the gaming team dictate the relationships of ste Jy inputs
and their specific adaptation to the gaming process. The point of contact is the Directorate of
Scenarios and War Gaming, US Combat Arms Combat Developments Activity (CACDA), Fort
Leavenworth, KS.

40-4.4 CARMONETTE VI

(See also par. 40-3. 1). CARMONETTE VI is a two-sided, high-re-olution, Monte Carlo simulation

of small unit combined arms combat involving ground units ranging in size from platoon to reinforced
battalion. Activities simulated include movement, target acquisition, communication, and employ-
ment of a variety of weapons, including missiles, fired by infantrymen, tanks, armored personnel
carriers, helicopters, and air defense units. Resolution can be set from platoon level to the individual
vehicle' or dismounted soldier. CARMONETTE plays a battle area of 60 X 63 terrain cells, with cell(size variable from 10 m to 250 m on a side (total battle area from 600 m, X 630 m to 15km X 15.8 km)
(100-m cell size normally is used). For each cell the average value is input for terrain height, cover,
concealment, height of vegetation, and trafficability (road and cross-country). Up to 63 units on each
side can be represmnted; 48 of which can be weapon units, and 15 can be command, control, and sur-
veillance units2 A predetermined scenario explicitly controls the action of all units, with the exception
of certain orders whose execution is dependent on knowledge of and action by enemy or other friendly
units. Battles as long as 90 min can be simulated. Stable results often can be achieved with -5 to 20
replications. CARMONETTE was essentially the first high-resolution computer simulation of this
type. !t was programmed in 1959 and since has been tinder modification and use by Research Analysis
Corporation (now General Research. Corporation (GRC)). Version III was used in the Small Arms
Weapons Study (1967);,version IV was used for a study of night vision devices (1969); version V was
used in the equal Cost Firepow-ý, Study (1971); and version VI has been employed in the SCAT-II

helicopter study. The model -.an be run by GRC and by the US Army Concepts Analysis Agency.
CARMONETTE, is pregrammned in FORTRAN IV and 'requires 65k (decimal) on the UNIVAC

1108, arid 175k (octal) on the CDC 6600 for core storage.

40-4.5 COMANEX (COMBAT ANALYSIS EXTENDED)
COMANEX is a Monte Carlo ground combat model designed to extrapolate rapidly the results of

the high-resolution CARMONETTE model for a given force mix to other force mixes. Results so ex-
trapolated include losses of dismounted infantry, tanks, APC's, and helicopters. The short running
time of COMANEX also lends itself for use in division level games/simulations for assessing small
unit engagements. Detailed battle history results from a high-resolution model are preprocessed by jC) COMANEX to form a set of Lanchester-type parameters which represent, essentially, the kill rates for
each weapon-target combination in the engagement. These parameters are thefn used to predict battle
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results when varying input-specified numbers of these weapons are involved. COMANEX, running
about 100 times faster than CARMONETTE, can provide 30 replications of a 30-min battle in less
than one minute. The model is a revision by GRC of the COMAN modA developed by Dr. Gordon
Clark of Ohio State University in 1970. COMANEX is programmed in FORTRAN IV for the CDC
6400 computer and can be operated by GRC. The point of contact is GRC, McLean, VA.

40-4.6 IUA (INDIVIDUAL UNIT ACTION)

IUA is a two-sided, high-resolution, large-scale Monte Carlo simulation of mounted ground com-

bat. IUA can represent up to a battalion task force in offense, defense, and delay at engagementranges
up to 3000 m. The model was developed for evaluating the combat effectiveness of equal-cost mixes of

armor and antiarmor weapons. A strong capability of IUA is the ability of it to simulate in detail direct
fire weapon effectiveness to include weapons such as tanks, APC's, recoilless rifles, rocket launchers,

and guided missiles. IUA has a limited capability to portray minefields, artillery, helicopter-borne
weapons, and TACAIR. Dismounted infantry is not played. Movement is on predetermined routes.

The defender does not maneuver but can withdraw to a secondary position. The simulation of mobility
and line of sight are done deterministically by mobility and terrain preprocessor computer programs.
The defenders are always considered in hull defilade. Terrain is represented by up to 999 triangles,
with map elevation to the nearest meter specified for each vertex. Generally, a battle area of 5 km X o
km is repeesented. Input can include five soil types, 13 obstacle types, three concealment heights, s-.K
terrain *roughness types, and three cover heights. The attacking force has one to three prespecified axes
of advance. A total of up to 12 routes are prespecified with two force sections. IUA was developed by
Lockheed in the mid-sixties to support TATAWS (Tank Antitank Weapon Study); the model was im-
proved by Booz Allen in 1970. IUA has been used in nine studies, such as TATAWS III, ATMIX, and
CONFADS. The model requires approximately 162k (octal) of core storage for execution and approx-
imately 10 min of CPU time for 30 replications of one case on the TRADOC CDC 6500 computer at
Fort Leavenworth. Input data preparation t'me-for a new terrain, scenario, and weapon data set-
requires on the order of 10-12 man-weeks. One full-time analyst, plus programmer support, is re-
quired to operate the model. The point of contact is CACDA, Fort Leavenworth, KS.

40-4.7 BONDER/IUA

Bonder/IUA is a differential model based on the IUA (Individual Unit Action) model. As such,
Bonder/IUA is a two-sided, high-resolution, large-scale, analytical model of tank-antitank combat
which can represent up to a battalion task force in offense and defense (the delay role cannot be
played) at engagement ranges up to 3000 m. Bonder/IUA uses the same terrain, route, and mobility
data as IUA, and therefore it depends upon the same deterministic mobility and terrain preprocessor.
programs as IUA to simulate mobility and line of sight. The principaldifference between Bonder/IUA
and IlA is in the attrition assessment portion of the program. While IUA uses Monte Carlo tech-
niques in this area, Bonder/IUA uses analytic' techniques involving modified Lanchester equations.
Bonder/IUA requires no replication, however. Bonder/IUA uses approximately five minutes of CPU
time to execute on the TRADOC CDC 6500 computer, as compared to approximately 10 min for 30
replications by IUA. The short running time of Bonder/IUA and the relative ease of changing tactics

and weapon mixes (provided no changes are required in the prespecified routes) enable users to review
"a number of weapon mixes and tactics with relatively small cost. Bonder/IUA requires about 150k (oc-
"tal), of core storage to execute. With respect to the assumptions made as to the combat process and the tD
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limitations therein. Bonder/IUA and IUA are ider.,i;al. Bonder /IUA was developed in 1970 by Vec-

tor Research. Incorporated, Ann Arbor, MI, ;.7-j has been used by the Studies, Analysis, and Gaming
Agency of JCS for'several studies; by A.CW7ORS for the DRAGON Cost Effectiveness Analysis; by

Rock Island Arsenal and the Weapoii System Analysis Directorate, OAVCSA, in the MBT Study and
the M60AI Improvement Study; and by USACDC in the ATMIX Study. Although the model must

not be considered validated against actual test data, tl'e model has been validated against IUA, and

the validation effort underway for IUA applies also to.Border/IUA. The model is maintained at
CACI)A.

40-4.8 AMSV,''AG (AMSAA*) WAR GAME

The AMSWAG model is a time-sequenced, deterministic, battalion level, force-on-force computer
model that simulates a classical attack and defense. Up to 64 defenders are deployed in fixed positions
in hull defilade. The attacking force has already deployed in fixed positions and moves along predeter-
mined routes of advance toward the defender. The attacking force is allowed a maximum of 12 routes
of approach, and these routes are administratively broken into one to three groupings of up to four
routes each. Such groupings are called "axes", and each axis nominally contains a company sized
force. Thus each route nominally contains one platoon, and the platoon may be further split into two
homogeneous sections (of two to four vehicles each) which maneuver together down the route. Normal
movement techniques for these sections are either alternate bounds or successive bounds. The
AMSWAG 'model conducts the battle in uniform time steps of 10 s each.

The hi-tory of the AMSWAG model, it might be said, started with the Individual Unit Action
S( (IUA) simulation, a time-sequenced, Monte Carlo, battalion level, force-on-force computer model

developed by the Ground Vehicle Systems Analysis organization of the Lockheed Missiles and Space
"Company for the US Army Combat Developmentb Command's study on the Tank Antitank Assault
Weapon System (TATAWS III) study. The next evolutionary step was the development of the Bon-
der/IUA model, which uses the same data base input card formats as those required for the Lockheed
IUA model. Beginning in about 1973, AMSAA effected modifications and improvements to ae
Lockheed ILIA and Bonder/IUA models for their evaluations to include individual line of sight, revised
target priorities and round choices, multiple kill criteria, dismounted infantry, revised data bases, ease
of computer running cases, improved acquisition, expected time-to-kill tables, basic load con-
straints/ammunition summaries, and improved output (Ref. 11).

For AMSWAG, the majority of the input is preprocessed and stored on magnetic disks due to the
relatively large amount of individual inputs required by the model (approximately 250,000 numbers
per case) and because there are so many similar cases. These are stored in a packed form, which
reduces sigaificantly the computer time and memory required to read and store such data. The pre-
processed information includes mobility data, intervisibility data, vulnerability data, probability of kill
given a hit data, expected time-to-kill data, and weapon and round type data.

AMSWAG repeats-the same sequence of events during each 10-s interval of a case, and, for the most
part, AMSWAG does not maintain knowledge ofjust what happened during the preceding time inter-
vals. The decisions about what to do during an interval depend on the conditions that exist during that
time interval and not on what happened in the previous intervals. The basic sequence of events for'

* each interval includes target acquisition, weapon-target allocations, firing, assessment, a suppression
routine, movemen. of units, and output of results for each interval. At the end of each 10-s interval, the j l" O ~computer prints out the following:!

"*ýASAA n US Army Materiel Sy-tems Analysis Activity
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1. Total vehicle and personnel losses for each side
2. Nominal ranges between forces
3. Current vehicle exchange ratio (total Red vehicle losses divided by total Blue vehicle losses)
4. Current vehicle force ratio (total surviving attacker vehicles divided by total surviving defender

vehicles)
5. Game time.
At the end of each 60 s of game time and at the end of the game, a more complete output summary

occurs. This summary contains the previous printouts plus:
i. List of units which have been killed
2. Status of surviving units (ammunition remaining, location, unit movement speed, survivors)
3. Victim-killer scoreboards (the amount of killq as a functicn of weapon type versus weapon type

and the number of survivors of each type).
The point of contact for the AMSWAG simulation is AMSAA, Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD.

40-4.9 LEGAL MIX IV

Legal Mix IV is a one-sided, high-resolution, deterministic simulation developed to evaluate ar-
tillery mixes at field army and lower levels. Artillery weapons are employed against a time-phased set
of acquired targets. Primary uses of the model are to provide data on artillery support requirements
and to provide comparative analyses on the effectiveness of alternative mixes of artillery weapons. The
model computes percentage of missions lost, personnel casualties inflicted, armored vehicles damaged,
missions accomplished, targets defeated, accrued units of military worth for missions accomplished,
and cost and weight of ammunition expended to ach'eve effects. Military worth is an average value
assigned to each target processed in the model and was derived from questionnaires in wl :ch military
offIcers assigned priorities to the existing Legal III target list. Weapon system rates of fire, ammunition
basic loads and resupply rates, predicted and precision weapon circular probable errors, weapon-
range capabilities, ammunition lethality data, and' ammunition costs are used as inputs. Legal Mix IV
is written in FORTRAN and is operational on the TRADOC CDC 6500 computer. Required core
space is 110k (octal) for the largest of four basic computer programs. Computer ruxl time can tak'e from
8-25 min for the effectiveness program. Preparation time is substantial. The point of contact is the US
Army Field Artillery School, Combat Training and Developments Activity, Fort Sill, OK.

40-4.10 DYNTACS X (DYNAMIC TACTICAL SIMULATION EXTENDED)

The DYNTACS X model is a two-sided, small-unit, high-resolution, dynamic, Monte Carlo, event-
.sequenced, highly interactive, land combat simulation. The model is capable of representing battalion
or smaller size armor and mechanized units. The basic elements are vehicles and crew-served
weapons; dismounted infantry is not played. Casualties for vehicular mounted crews of direct fire,
crew-served weapons and helicopters are represented and accounted for by the model. Systems which
can be'represented are vehicles (tracked and wheeled), antiarmor ground weapons (large direct fire
ballistic weapons, rapid fire ballistic weapons, and guided missiles), indirect fire (cannon, missile, and,
mortars), air defernqe weapons (air defense guns, passive homing missiles,, and semiactive homing mis-
siles), terminal homing systems for direct and indirect weapons, minefields, helicopters (recon-.
naissance, gun, and utility), and the artillery fire control system. The principal types of operational
variables which can be included are terrain type, roughness, trafficability, obstacles, and day/night
conditions. Other variables are engagement type and size, and the type, size, organization, doctrine,
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( and tactics ol both Blue and Red forces. The operational area addressed tends to be limited by com-
puter considerations (primarily core storage) to 5 km X 10 km with resolution of 100 m X 100 m (a

potentizi. ex,*,ts to reduce grids to 6 m X 6 m).
The core storage of the computer being used regulates the number of battle elements represented

(along with area and terrain resolution) and time required for a repiication. Examples of the type of
computer in relation'to core storage, number of battle elements, and CPU time for one replication are
CDC 6600 (MERDC)/172k words (OCTAL)/47 elements/7.6 min; CDC 6500 (CACDA)/ 105k (OC-
TAL)/24 elements/10 min; IBM 360-65/670k bytes/47 elements/20 min; and IBM 390-91 (Johns
Hopkins)/670k bytes/47 elements/4 min. A typical run involves 20-30 min of battle time. Manpower

expenditures to run the model run from approximately 2 man-months for a routine exercise, 2 to 3
man-months to convert from one computer to a similar computer, 6 to 8 man-months for introduction
of a new or different system into the model, several months for force structure and number of elements
for a newly located scenario, to man-years of effort' for an entirely new or different type system r.,t
currently represented by the model. Points of contact are US Army Missile Research and Develop-

ment Command, Redstone Arsenal, AL, CACDA, Fort Leavenworth, KS;' and Systems Research
Group, Department of Industrial Engineering, Ohio State University, Columbus, OH.

40-4.11 DBM (DIVISION BATTLE MODEL)

"DBM is a division-level, computer-assisted manual war game designed for study of the combat im-
pact of varying weapon mixes, organizations, tactics, and support levels. It can address a Blue division

opposed by a Red combined arms or tank army with supporting artillery and airpower. Resolution is
generally to company on the Blue side and to battal'on on the Red side. Up to 350 units per side can be
accommodated by the computer program. The game is p!ayed on 1"50,000 or 1:25,000 maps which are
reposted each 15 min in an open, semiclosed, or closed mode. In the closed'mode, a control team is
necessary to process gamer orders (according to game rules), translate to computer inputs, and dis-

tribute information to garners. Garners perform all battle decision-making functions. The computer
performs assessment and bookkeeping. In the closed mode, a team of I I can process 2 to 4 h of combat
in a working day. In the open mode, speed can be doubled with a smaller team. Normally, about 4 h of
battle (up to some critical 'event) is laid out by garners before the computer is called upen to assess
losses and replacements, -and to update the status of units. Assessment employs the COMANEX
model to determine unit losses based on inputs from the high-resolution, sma'll unit engagement CAR-
MONETTE model. Air-to-air, air-to-ground, ground-to-air engagements, and air-mobile operations
can be played in DBM. Conventional and nuclear munitions can be delivered by air or artillery. Com-
puter portions of DBM are programmed in FORTRAN IV for a CDC 6400 computer. DBM was
developed by Research Analysis Corporation (now GRC) L. 1970-1971. Point of contact is GRC,
McLean, VA.

DBM is one of the important models of the hierarchy of combat analysis models developed by GRC.'
*. Company or battalion organizations, weapons and performance data, terrain descriptors, and tactics

are input to the CARMONETTE model, and the forces played cover a range of forces expected to, be
fought in DBM. COMANEX may be used to obtain results of batcles not played explicitly in CAR-

* MONETTE, so that they will become input ior the DBM model. Th.is is an illustrative linkage for the
hierarchy of models developed by GRC. Also, a division computer simulation based on the proven
DBM games gives an output which may be used to assess the close combat engagements or actions in

S•7) the theater model ATLAS discussed in par. 40-4.19. Thus it might be said that the DBM model
simulation may be used to "drive" theater models.
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40-4.12 DINVWAG (DIVISION WAR GAME)

T[he lIMVA.G rnodei iz piedominantlv a* deterministic. twvo-sided di~isicon !evel, 'player-assikted
computer simulation. It .%;.t desivied for use in force composition and doctrine studies in mid- and

hieh-intensity environments. It ~,,mulates comfbat between one Blue division level force and a Red force
composed of up to fo:jir d1% isions. The model addresses all the functions of land combat. It achieves this
comprehensiveness f functional coverage only through some sacrifice in the resolution with which
specific activities are treaited. Therefore, the model should be considered as a medium-resolution
model. T[he user retains generai controi of the battle by issuing orders 'o individual units. These orders
may be gi~en in a manner th,,.t the unit %%ill execute them sequentially, or execution may be made
dependent upon the condition of somne dNynamic element in the battle (e.g.. time. the location of a unit,
or the number of per'ýonnel remaining in a unit.) Functions and acti~ities simulated by the DIVWAG
model include intelliizen~e. ground combat, area Pire, air-ground engage.aent. mobility. engineer, com-
bat se-n ice support. air mobile operations. and fthe effects of nuclear we-apons. The DIVW.-G model is
capable of'simulazion of up to 1-4 di of continuous combat. Although designed for forcte conmposition and
doctrine studies, the basic design o-it allows a g-reýat deal of flexibility i use. In addition to employ-
ment in a war game ot .su((essi~e periods of play. it can be employed as a pure simulation without
*gamner inttrvent ion. I-or cxample. a single period of engagement, using a scenario from a larger game,
can be plavrd to ,.xa:mnln the p -rformance of specific systems.

Following extensi~e testing of 1)1%"%%A(; in 1972, further refinement and testing have been conduct-
ed by th~e War Games lDivision. Scenarios 3nd WVar G;aming Directorate. (CACDA). The DIVW.V.A;
model develops casualties from direct and indirect fire. ot' all weapons except that small arms and
other short-range s%ealxons of dismounted infaniry are not fullv represented, principally because of
spatial aggregation In thre.no'dl.

Some of the more recent studic'; supported by the I)I%*VWAG model include: Family of Scatterable
Mie NFSCA st(ies. ptemuer 1073 - August 1974, atidlanuary - August 19-17; Integrated In-

tell~genie From All S~our(cs (IIFAS) Stuly, May - September 1975; Antiarmov Systems Program
Review (XSPR) Stjdv-, November,1975 - April 19776; Leg-II Mix V' Studies Phase 1, May - August
19'6, Phaser 1I, Januarv - March 1977. Phase HI!, August - [December 1977.

1he l)VWGmodel is operational1 on the'CDC 65(X) computer at Fort Leavenworth. The
proeram. with overlass., requires approximately 57,000 (decimal) words of central memory storage to
execute. A'pproxirnatci' 3 mrillion (decimal), words of disk storage (used to store the data riles), and
three taine drives art also required. The time required to prform the simulation is dependent upon the
number of uinits beir.,4played and the complexity of thc activities in which they are ordered to engage,
but approximately, 3 s of CPU time are r~qiiired to simulate I s of game time. T1he point of contact is
(:AC:IA. Fort Leavenwvorth, KS.

40-4.13 FAST-VAL

- 'e FAS'r.NAL Mlodel is a two-, ided. deterministic comrputer model which simulates the ground
engagement betweet.. two infantry forces with a rid without var-ying amunts of fire support (air, ar-
tillery. and mortar). Mhe mrodel was developed to asaist the Air Force in selecting weapons. vehiclet,
And operationdl techniques for their diose air support role. The sin,".lation cart represent an infantry
force of up to rive companies on the defense in prepared and unprepared posit ion~s ard up to five co~n-
parnies attacking the defender's forces- Infantryv-units are identified down to company size, and the ar- -

tillery and mnortars are playied as batteries. 'Those weapons reptesen.ed in the infa4niry force are rifles
and machine guns. Ilie supportwuin fire represented are air-del.vered. artillery, and mortar weapons.
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]'\%o dcegrees uf protet tion can be vIi en to the Infantry and support per-sonael in dismounted posIt ions.
Proteui lon [ac iors (a.n be assigned on ia permanent or a temnporam. basis to bunkers for defenders and
tor the artitaking t - rc C mTounted in APC's movirng to the line of deparrur-e The battle area is broken
into 10ttUim gind ý(luat s ~sIIh perortnei and ,%eapons plaved being identrifed %ith each grid. 'eap)ons
effects (personnel Ios--s and material losses; are calculated for artiiher-.v mortar rounds, vollevs. and
for concentr~t ions and air-deli~ered sticks or patterns. The Full Sprav Lethal Area. Program is used to
evaluate the t~e~tNe ol IfragmentotiOn of the individual rounds. Round-to-ru,.nd ballistic and ~olvaim
dispersion errors are u'ed to transform laii spray daniage functions into '.oiiey pattern damnage func-
tions. I hese pattern damage functions are used to calcu late casualties at Targets in both the '%icinitv, of
and at the aimn point. Rifle and machine gun -%eapon effects are expres.td as expected casualties, as a
function of ranoe and posture of targets for both single round fire and burst of rounds fire. Provision for,
reduced elfic ien N in deli ~erv- of firepower and speed of movement due to suppressive fire also has been
incorporated Into the model. The input . equirements for the model include definition of the attacking
unit-characteristics of riflemnen and support personael. posture/time tablis. weapons/vehicle charac-
teristics. r~i'le company characteristics, delivery schedule, range limits and Firing rates; definition of
dlefetidinit units-'ame as those for the ittacking unit; definition of the intantr% action -engagement
table; ad~.ance characteristics-eni-gagement ranges, troop carrier characteristic-s, influence of suppres-
sion. inflitience of cumulative fraction of casualties uipon advance rates; and small arms characteristicf
for attacker and dvtender. A summary of the status of all units and a summary of the status of the
se~eral engagements are printed for cach -simulation cycle. Addlitionally,. the- u-er may request print-
outs descHbing tme status of all units at the end of each cycle and the aim points selected for moýrtars,
artillery, and ;iir-deliser-d munitions. As can be seen by the description, the model is of high resolu-
tion. It prodiucr, detailed output and is free running once started. liosieser, limitations are that only
rifles, mrtars. and ma~hine guns of the infantry force are represented while, in reality, today's
rne~hanized infantrv- units have many more supporting weapons- grenade launchers, LAWS,
recodless rifles, tanks, etc--organic to the organization or attached during battle. A~dditionally,
FAST-'AL_ doe-: not divrin-rimnae between killed in action (KIA) and wounded in action (WIA)
altliough such 4 (apahilit% could be added, as in most of the other moanes. FAST-v AL does address
the small unit enigawemnent area in considerable depth, and significant efforts have been made to com-
pare it s results to those of a series, of actual small, unit engagements ini %ietnam. In number of Blue,
CasUaltics Incurred. these comparisons are surprisi .ngly close. H-ossever, the outcome or winner of the
fight does not so muxh prove the rectitude of FAST-VAL as a predictor of small unit infantry
casualties aind figlht OUtOMCS. AS It confirms %~hat has been shown elsewhere: given operational inputs
that are correct in essenti~lly all respects, a reasonably desirgned model can recreate accurately

* ~~historical results. 1AI AL attempts to predict the outcome (winner and casualties) of a fire fight as
a function of ý%eapons and tac'tics employed rather than predicting., for example. what engagement will

* ~occ ur in a battle or how mu~h of what munition will be employed in a fight. The program is written in
FORTRAN WV for an IBM. Y,0/65 computer- and requi.es 190k bytet of core storage memory. The
model was developed bv RAN) D or the Air Force during 1970-1971 to support Air Force requirements
for clwse at-~ support. The. point of contact for this model is the D~eputy Chief of Staff, Research and
lDnelopment, A VUIN: RA.'D Project Ofice, Headquarters. US Air Force, Washington, DC.

40-4.14 (CEM III 1CON(;LTS (FORMERLY CONAF) EVALUATION MODEL 1111

CJVM Ill Is a 1w1'-SJded. deterministic, theater-level warfare simulation,(fully computerized). It was( (fdesigneld to encompass all combait aspects of theater warfare, in -: dynamic way, covering an entire
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campaign and permitting evaluation of a force alternative in about one week, while remaining sensitive
to important force characteristics. CEM represents ground combat engagements on given terrain.
CEM resolution is at the level of Blue brigade and Red division. Much input of a judgmental or
historical data nature is used. CEM concentrates on representing the sequential decision making at
theater, army, corps. and especially division levels, to determine the allocation of resources and the
missions to be undertaken by the various units as the battle progresses. Periodically, estimates of the
situation are represented-3n the basis of which decisions are reached and implemented at each of
those four echelons. At division level, this process is repeated every 12 h. at corps level every 24 h, at
army levels every 48 h, and at theater levels e--cry 96 h. Decisions are determined by input alternatives
and criteria which are compared with the status of units, estimated unit force ratios, missions,
post, ures, and anti-ipated engagement outcomes down to the brigade level, by minisector. Unit status
reflects losses and replenishments. Losses are a function of engagement type and outcome. Replenish-
ments include personnel and materiel. Estimatedforce ratios and anticipated outcomes reflect imper-
fect knowledge. Up to 10O minisectors can be represented; each designates the front of a resolution
un!t which may be opposed by one or more adjacent resolution units whose minisector boundaries
need not be coincident with those of the opposer. Minisector traces must be specified as pregame. in-
put, conforming to map terrain features. Firepower potential is modified to reflect the circumstances of
each e~igagement, in which only the firepower is counted for which there are targets present. To sim-
plify firepower calculations,' ground targets are classed as "hard" (e.g., tank weapons), "medium", or
"soft". Similarly. ground missions are classed in three categories: attack, defend, and delay. Four
types of terrain are defined: roadway passage only, cross-country possible with difficulty, no im-
pedance to movement, and barrier. Decisions made includc distribution of replenishments, commit-
merit or retention of reserves, assignment of newly arriving (input scheduled) reinforcing units, alloca-
tion of close air support and artillery, and the unit mission and posture to be adopted during the next
period. Air resources are similarly allocated to air defense, counterair, arned reconnaissance/interdic-
tion, and close air support. Assessment of employment of air resources includes losses to aircraft in-
ventories, aircraft ground facilities, and air defenses. This assessment also determines whether the air
environment is friendly for ground forces whose delays between allocation and availability are affected
accordingly. Fire support is allocated to strong units in attack and to weak units iii defense. Engage-
ment outcomes are win, lose. or draw. Rate of the forward edge of the battle area (FEBA) movement is
based on these outcomes plus input data. AILhough deterministic, the model may yield substantially
different results from similar forces because of the complex dependent seqtence of threshold-type deci-
sions made during the course of a len.gthy battle. Th,,s it is difficult to relate cause and effect. CEM
outputs WA and KIA ba.ed on input adapted from FM 101-10-1. Other elements of theater person-
rel replacement are similarly treated. CEM Ill is an irproved version of CEM which was developed
in 1971 by the Research Analysis C(rporation (now GRC) for use in the CONAF (Conceptual Design
of the Army in the Field) methodology and.study. CEM can be run by GRC and by US Army Con-
cepts Analysis Agency. '[he model is programmed in FORTRAN IV and recIs ,:res 100k 0, the UNI-
VAC 1108 and CDC 6600 series computer for core storage. Two days of combat require about one
minute of CPU time.

40-4.15 TARTARUS IV

TARTARUS is a player-assisted. two-sided, differential model of theater ievel combat, with ;-esolu-
lion to, the brigide or division. The model~is designed~to study the effect of weapon systems and their
mixes and can timulate the attack, defense, delay, and counterattack.. Firepower scores modified by
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the interacticns are used in differential equation's to assess movement and casualties. The model repre-
sents the effects of tank, infantry, and tank/infantry forces supported or not supported by artillery or
like forces. Target acquisition, engagement, and movement aie played. Fou, to 300 brigade/division
size units can be played with 94 items of equipment identified (10 weapons classes and 3 firing classes
can be programmed). Every battle hour, or as inputted opposing units are acquired. the target list is
updated. The firing interval may, be as small as one minute. Weapons are assumed to distribute their
fires among available targets within range according to a formula based upon unit mission, range to
the targets, surveillance factors, and maximum range-firing fraction (a factor given to weapons based
upon their -apability to fire at maximum range inma particular type mission-i.e., hasty defense, at-
tack, etc.). The computer-developed assessment is highly sensitive to the weapons-class versus
weapons-class effectiveness factors which combined with unit "hardness indicators" and
"breakpoints" will determine the outcome of any simulated engagement. The outputs of the model are
a unit status report which gives the general status of the unit; detaied strength and loss report
(strengths and losses of each unit by weapon class); ammunition and zuel expenditure report; sum-
mary of losses by weapon class and side; number of weapons lost by unit and weapon type; and dis-
plays (off-li~ne Calcomp Plotter) showing unit location, frontages, unit movement routes, and terrain
data set. The model was developed by the US Army Strategy and Tactics Analysis Group (STAG)-
now the Concepts Arialysis Activity (CAA)-and is written in FORTRAN V for the UNIVAC 1108
computer. The effort required to run the model is based on the number of units and size of the area
played. The point of contact is the USA Concepts Analysis Agency, 8120 Woodmont Avenue,
Bethesda, MD.

40-4.16 TBM (THE THEATER BATTLE MODEL)

TBM is a comprehensive manual war game of tactical combat operations involving all types of
theater forces (land, sea, and air) under a conventional or nuclear environment. The level of resolution.
for land forces is the division; for air elements, the flight for conventional weapons and the sortie for
nticlear weapons; and, for sea forces, the task force. The Research Analysis Corporation (RAC).was
directed in 1968 to develop a family of compatible models adding capabiiities to simulate CBR, air
mobile operations, and counterguerrilla warfare operations to the 1963 version of TBM. The models
were Theater War Game, Theater Quick Game, Division Operations, Amphibious Warfare, and
Counterguerrilla Warfare Model. While elements of this TBM appear in several different war games
which carry TBM in their name, the version referred to here is a tactical war game which has been
reported to acquire 30 gainers and to proceed at a 1:1 ratio of combat to real time. The point of contact
is the National Military Command System Support Center (NMCSSC), the Pentagon, Washington,
DC.

10-4.17 THEATER AMMORATES (THEATER NONNUCLEAR AMMUNITION'COMBAT
RATES MODEL)

THEATER AMMORATES is more properly called a methodology than a model since a group of
nine models zre employed separately-with the results, of one being a partial input to another-in a
series'of off-line steps culminating in a final procpssing and aggregating run by the THEATER AM.
MORATES model. THEATER AMMORATES wasdesigned to predict Army expenditures of non-
nuclear ammunition in hypothetical theater campaigns of 90 or 180 days in Europe and the Pacific.

ti Such predictions are to serve as the basis for Department of the Army plans and decisions on ammuni-
tion stockage and procurement, as a part of the annual DOD budgetary process. The THEATER
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.\AM.MORA.IES model %hith uencrates the final output, is a two-sided, deterministic model of
theater level ground \.arfare. inlJuding artillery and helicopters. The model uses specially. developed
scenarios, and input dcata from the virious submodels. to simulate a theater campaign, including in-
tense initial periods of conflict and subsequent sustaining periods. The eight submodels are of% various
types. The Tank-Antitank submodel and the Helicopter Antiarmor model are both two-sided, smail
unit, high-resolution. deterministic models. The Infantry submodel is a two-sided, small unit. high-
resolution. Mionte Carlo sim-ulation. The Helicopier Antipersonncl submodel is a one-sided, small
unit, high-resolution. Monte Carlo simulation. The Artillery Casualty Assessment submodel is a one-
sided. high-resoltt-ion. Mionte Carlo. munition delivery and target effects simulation. It is supported
by a one-sided, %Monte Carlo target acquisition simulation and separate deterministic models for Red
and Blue' artillery, representin, tactical rules and weapon allocation processes 'of the. fire direction
center and the availability of weapons to respond to the time-phased fire missions. The Air Defense
submodel is essentially a one-sided manipulator of judgmentally-derived input data. As a whole,
TH EATER A.. Ol.VI'RATES represents most of the major types of weapon system-versus-unit interac-
tion that result in personnel casualties. Close air support by fixed-wing aircraft, however, is not
represented, except by Air lFore ifiput data. THEATER -. MORATES is unusual, moreover, in be-
ing intended to generate, with limited resources, numbers having a reasonable degree of ab., ute
validity, rather than simply the r'/irtiz;-e validity which is often sufficient for comparative evaluation of
forces or weapon systefs. Thus the makeup and development of this overall model reflects some con-
cern with the matter of "representativeness" of "he subnumbers used and generated and with the mat-
tei of creating realistic rates of hattle activity as far as ammunition expenditures, and to some degree
casualties, are concerned. 'vypicall,, in operation of the model, military experience is used to define-
based on a detailed scenarit.--the small unit engagements likely to occur in each of a series of con-
secutive six-hour periods for a typical dlvi ýon slice. As many as 40-50 such engagements may be iden-
tified in one such six-hour period.. Based on those defined engagements, about 100 representative
engagements are simulated s ith the relevant high-resolution submodels. Results of those simulations
are used to fill 80 main cells in a limited-situation matrix, reflecting four-operation types or "postures"
(attack, defense light, defense heavy, and delay), five types of engagement (infantry, tank-antitank,
helicopter antitank, helicopter antipersonnel, and indirect fire support), and four six-hour portions of
the day and night.

TIHEATER A.MMORATES was initially developed in 1967-68 by Eyler Associates, Frederick,
MD, for what is now 'knio, n as US Army Concepts Analysis Agency (CAA). Modifications and im-
provements ha've been made by CAA. Also CAA has maintained the model with a staff of five analysts,
and it has been exercised annually since 1968. It is programmed in FORTRAN IV for the UNIVAC
1108 computer, cn which the various submodels each require from 20k to 50k of core and consume
from about one minute to 'three hours of CPU time per "case" run. The point of contact is CAA.

40-4.18 TXM (TANK EXCHANGE MODEL)

TXM is a two-sided medium-high resolution stochastic simulztion model developed to assess tank.
lethality and vu.lnerability.'A total of 1.0 elements can be used'as inputs and can be either tanks or an-

titank weapons. Any combination of'the 10 elements may be examined, a constraint being that attack-
ing tanks must be all of the same type. Attacking tanks ace allowed movement along straight line
predetermined paths, whereas defending' tanks and antitank weapons remain stationary. Line of sight
is prescribed by the user, and scoring is on a one-to-onc basis. Into each such cell. data, is loaded on
Blue and Red ammunition expenditures, personnel casualties, armor losses, and helicopter losses. The
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THEATER ..\.MNORATES model then acce ses these data and aggregates and extrapolates to the
theater (US Armv Sector). In performing this process, the modei updates thle Index of Comparative
Firepower (ICF) scores of the opposing forces to account for losses, reinforcements, replacements, and
returns to duty, and uses the ICF-together with scenario data, criteria, and doctrine-to define firon-
tal activity on a period-by-period basis. A cumulative totai of expenditures, casuahtes, and losses is
recorded for each period and at the end of the campaign, for the theater.

40-4.19 ATLAS (A THEATER LEVEL COMBAT SIMULATION OR A TACTICAL,
LOGISTICAL, AND AIR SIMULATION)

ATLAS is a 2omputerized theater level combat simulation consisting primarily of four models: the

Ground Combat Model, the Tactical Air Model, the Logistics Model, and the Tactical Decision
Model. The following quote from Ref. 9 describes ATLAS and the models.

"A game scenario which states the specific objectives, the constraining policies to be followed, and

the combat forces available, essentially guides the simulation from the start. From this scenario and
the developing tactical ,ituation comes information which triggers the tactical decision model into
sending troops, supplies, and equipment to the other models. These models then inteiact in a tactical

sense and thus develop the combat situation.
"The simulation regards the tactical battlefield as being divided into non-interacting battle areas

called sectors.
"In general. the smallest discrete combat unit simulated in any given sector is a combat division.

Since the ground combat model is designed to determine unit advance, each sector is further divided-
into se.tunenl so that trafficability within each segment may be considered constant. Terrain and
natural or man-made barriers affect military movement, so six types of terrain-barrier combinations
are simulated in the model.

"Each battle sector also has a logistics system, a one-dimensional supply system extending from
theater ports or central staging areas to the most forward supply area near the combat zone. Inter-
mediate supply centers or supply nodes are simulated to service airbases and other rearward elements.

"To complete the view of the ATLAS battlefield, it shows tactical aircraft activities: interdiction,
air-to-air engagements, and close air support.

"Tying these three models together so that the simulation may proceed day-by-day with no ini-
terruptions is the function of the tactical decision model."

40-4.19.1 Ground Combat Model (Ref. 9)

"The functions of the grcund combat model are to compute rates of advance of forces, casualties per
'day and' unit effectiveness. In attempting to calculate the daily advance of the attacking force, this
model examines the forces assigned to combat on each side and determines their present level of com-
bat effectiveness in accordance with a loss of personnel or supplies and equipment.

"The measure of combat effectiveness used in the model is called .ICE (Index of Combat Effec-
tiveness), based on the relative firepower of units.

"In determining how effective a combat unit is on a given day, it is assumed that the unit's effec-

tiveness can be measured as a function of the percent casualties to the unit, the level of the unit's sup-
plies and equipment, and the particular activity of the unit-attacking or defending. To determine at
what point a combat unit becomes ineffective is a difficult procedure. However, the effects of casualties

must be taken into account and this is accomplished by the effectiveness curves. These curves ind-cate
the percent degradation of unit effectiveness as a function of casualties received when attacking or
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defending. The effect of a given casualty level is greater on an attacking unit than on a defending unit.

This is because an attack normally requires rapid movement, good coordination, and higher organi-

zational integrity.
"Other curves of the ATLAS Model are available for degrading effectiveness as a function of supply

level. The effectiveness value finally used is the minimum of the value due to casualtiesor the value due

to lack of supplies."

40-4.19.2 Logistics Model (Ref. 9)

"In order that ATLAS be capable of realistically assessing the outcome of deploying forces rapidly
to meet a given threat, a model of the theater logistics capability is required. A model ef this nature
should simulate such things as the movement of supplies to the deployed combat units, the interdiction
of supplies being forwarded, the movement of new units through the theater'to the combat zone, and
the stockpiling of supplies within the theater, if desired. A basic premise of the model is that the resup-
ply cf deployed units takes priority over the deployment of new units, with the building of stockpiles
taking .third priority.

""Within each battle sector, the network of LOCs [lines of communicationl, both rail and road, are
represented by a single series of supply nodes. These supply nodes are located for each side approx-
imately I day's overland journey apart. Each node is described by certain characteristics that indicate

the maximum daily output by ground means, light helicopters, or fixed wing transport aircraft. If a
spccific node is required to stock a certain level of supplies, this is also indicated. Nodes which simulate
ports or large airbases generally are the receiving points for direct delivery of troops, supplies, and
equipment into the theater. The operational capabilities of these nodes are scenario dependent and are
specified in the input data.

"For each coinbat sector the node immediately behind the FEBA is designated the forward supply
point, and is responsible for resupplying all the combat troops in that sector. For the first. day of com-
bat, the supply node which is to be the forward node is specified in the input data. Thereafter, the
movement of the FEBA is examined to discover whether the previous day's forward supply node has
been overrun, or if it can now be moved, to a more forward node.

"The logic that simulates the flow of supplies is the same for each sector and deals first with the,
forward node. A demand from the ground combat units, which varies with the number and type of
demanding unit as well as its combat posttre, is created and sent to the forward supply node. If this
node cannot meet the demand, the next most rearward node attempts-to meet it. If this node a iso fails,
supplies may be forwarded by air from a more rearward node if the .apability is availabl

"When the daily movement of supplies has been completed all remaining ground and airlift
capacities are used to move fresh troops and equipment to the combat zone.

"The logic of this model was designed so that for stable combat conditions and adequate logistic
support, supplies should flow smoothly into the forward supply node and hence to the consuming
units. However, if the movement capabilities are low, or the enemy interdiction effort is heavy, the
combat effectiveness of active units may be degraded and the total number of combat missi ns that
could be flown from, any one airbase ray be restricted.

"The ground model handles the daily combat actions (and the subsequent FEBA advance) and the
logistics model attempts to keep supplies moving forward to insure maximum combat effecti eness.
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40-4.19.3 Tactical Air Model (Rei. 9)

"he tactical air model accounts for mission assessment relating to SAM suppression, airbase inter-
diction, air defense, close air support, and supply interdiction. Daily operation of the air model de-
pealls on a tactical air controller, simulated within the decision model, to assign comtnat aircraft to
each sector. Aircraft are assigned to sectors on the basis of the tactical environment, the airbase
capability and the aircraft availability.

"Once aircraft are assigned to sectors, the air- model makes assignments to specific airbases within
the sector for a home base location and logistical support. The home base location is necessary as a
basis for evaluating the combat radius of the aircraft. A combat radius determines thermaximum depth
to which missile sites, airbases, and supply nodes may be interdicted. All distances are calculated from
the node that supplies the hiome base to the nodes associated with the target elements.

"Target elements such as missile sites and air bases are specific missions in the general air
superiority role. The logic of the air model assumes that all active airbases and missile sites within
range of the combat aircraft are vulnerable to attack." (Ref. 9 gives further details.)

"T'o have the air model operate on a 24-h cycle from day today without additional mission type or-
ders requires a routine to assign airwraft to tactical missions each day. This is done by a set of mission
assignment curves. The number of aircraft assigned to each mission are determined by the relative
strength of air power per sector. As one side achieves air superiority, more and more aircraft are
assigned to close air support and interdiction missions. The curves are entirely arbitrary. Any set of
such (appropriate) curses may be used.

40-4.19.4 Tactical Decision Model (Ref. 9)

'The function of the fourth and last model, the tactical decision model, is to allow the simulation to
proceed through an entire war without interruption. One application of the simulation is to assist in
rapid deployment studies, hence in situations where troops, supplies, and equipment will be scheduled
to arrive at ports and air bases at' various times during a war. This model is specifically designed to
determine the sectors to which newly arrived combat units might best be deployed, to determine the
distribution of supplies and missile units as they enter the theater, and to allecate tactical aircraft on a
daily basis to each sector for both sides.

"The decision model assigns a new unit to a particular sector in the following way: after viewing the
type combat actions in all battle.sectors, the model determines in which sector the attacking force.
could reach some predesignated defensive position in minimum time. This position may be a strategic
phase line or the enemy's final objective itself. If there is no movement on the front when this assess-
ment is made, minimum distance becomes the criterion instead of minimum time:

"Instances may well occur, however, where an additional unit assigned to a sector will overburden
the logistics capability of the sector. 'Therefore, before the new unit is assigned to the sector, theiability
of tat sector to resupply existing combat units, to transport replacement items and supplies, and to
move the new unit through the system ii carefully evaluated. If the sector in its present condition is not
able to handle 'the iew unit, other sectors are then evaluated as to their capability, always keeping the
tactical need foremost in mind.

"The allocation, of combat aircraft to battle sectors is a function of the tactical situation existing in
the secter. Three tactical situations are possible: (1) the aggressor forces advancing, (2) the aggressor
forces retreating, and (3) the forces stalemated (i.e., no FEBA movement).

"(T~) 'These situations are assumed to be assignment priorities in the order 1, ', 3 for the aggressor force.

Thus each day the aircraft are assigned to the highest priority available. If the same situation exists in
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more than one sector, aircraft are assigned in propoition to the ICE of the opposing force in the sectors
involved. Ilence any desired change in the logic or priority assignment of aircraft may be made by
reordering the above situations.

"As supplies enter the theater they may be either earmarked for a specific combat unit or dis-
tributed to the various sectors where need is the greatest."

40-5 SOME CRITICISMS OF COMBAT ANALYSIS MODELS

Perhaps the reader will easily see that although many of the combat analysis models are vi.'-z
valuable for .training purposes, for stdying weapon mix problems, force structure analyses 'r iden-

titying problem areas of combat evaluations, etc., they are still under development .- evolving
somewhat slowly into completely acceptable methodology. Although better alternati .- co war game
studies and computerized combat simulations do not now exist, it should not be said that "all is well"
with the combat analysis models generally. This state of affairs is rather well reccgnized and continues
to be under discussion, for example as indicated in Refs. 12-17 and the Bibliography. Davis, Magee,
and Pfortmiller (Ref. 12) point out that, "Increasingly, we are faced with choosing between some
closed combat model and a manual or computer-assisted war game, %-nere the choices present long
lists of generally disjoint advantages.". These authors think that t!,e Scenario Oriented, Recurring
Evaluation System (SCORES)"... is maturing and is beginning to provide a solid framework for
identifying the important independent variables and envirotmental conditions that must be in-
vestigated" in connection with combat analysis models. Further, they state, "With or without ade-
quate data, and whether the model logic is gross or. detailed, all combat simulations attempt to repre-
sent five generic elements in some way, i.e., the tactical situation, the tactical interactive processes, the
weapons and supporting systems, the physical interactive processes, and the physical environment. In
general, closed combat models treat the weapon and supporting systems and the physical interactive
processes fairly well; and progress is being made currently toward improving the representation of the
physical environment in these models. It is tue tactical situation and the interactive processes that are
represeinted poorly, with but a few nmnor exceptions, in our combat models."... "To summarize, our
concept for interactive gaming is to optimize the interaction of the gainers with the models, and the
models with each other at an appropriate level of resolution. Computer graphs and other recent com-
puter hardware developments, such as storage/refresh graphics, will be major considerati6ns in the de-
sign and development of input/output processors."

Bross (Ref. .13) states that the use of "complex modeling techniques is no guarantee of realistically,
portraying combat interactions, even with the sophisticated computer models now available. Indeed,
we, have seen that complexity and realism are not synonymous, and to pretend that they are per-
petuates a very dangerous myth."

Thorp (Ref. 14)discusses a modification to CARMONETTE to reflect observations gathered in a
series of tests coriducted at the US Army. Combat Developments Experimentation Command for
evaluating antitank missile systems effectiveness. He indicates a number of discrepancies between
model runs and field experiments, including excessive line-of-sight occurrences at long ranges caused
by inadequate coding of vegetation, improper quantification of the activities of the attackers, and a
much larger percentage of false targets engaged by the attackers in the field experiment than in the
CARMONE.TIE model-just to mention a few.

In a paper entitled, "DYNTACS-X: Is It Worth the Price?", Burnham (Ref. 15) state!s:
"Since its conception the DYNTACS-X (Dynamic Tactical Simulator-Extended) has served as a

basis for numerous Masters and Ph.D theses; it has been praised and cursed; its results have been
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believed and doubted. Replicating the model for a single set of conditions has cost over $10,000 for

computer time alone! Countless hours have been spent poring over its output. The data base required
for DYNTACS is the most extensive of all combat modeis attempting to simulate up to battalion level
armored combat engagements. With the theme for the Army Operations Research Symposium XV
being "The Complexity Crisis and How to Avoid It," a cursory inspection of the detailed data, the
potential volume of output or the magnitude of the FORTRAN logic would surely cause one to ques-
tion whether or not DYNTACS is worth the price."

After further appropriate discussion of the DYNTACS-X simulation, Burnham, however, sum-
marizes:

"Although all combat models may appear to be the same on the surface, only DYNTACS provides
the necessary details of an engagement which are important to interpret the gross MOE properly.
However, DYNTACS by itself is a luxury which can scarcely be justified for use in trivial parametric
variations. An approach . . . whereby DYNTACS is mated to one of the lower resolution models

(TXM, CARMONETTE, or BDM), would seem to offer the greatest flexibility and most efficient use
of personnel and computer resources in support of an in-depth systems analysis effort."

Bechtlofft and Wiley (Ref. 16) point out the need for visual data representation as an aid in analyz-
ing DYNTACS-X results. They say "a reason for visual data representation of DYNTACS-X results,
which anyone who has used DYNTACS-X should be familiar with, is the large volume of very detailed
information which is normally printed from a typical run. A typical run will produce from 500 to 1000
pages of output, with some runs going as high as 2500 pages."! Thus this should give the analyst some
appreciation of the data presentation and analysis problem in DYNTACS.

In spite of many, many years of effort, therefore, there seems to be much room for improving the

general areas of war games and combat simulations on a computer, and the interested analyst might
well attempt to make some contributions in this area. In addition, we might state the need for continu-

ing effort to inject realism into the combat models; improving the analytical approximations now used
in the computer runs or simulations; conducting much research on the physical and tactical interac-
tions that seem to be of much importance; and last, but not least, the use of statistical design con-
siderations of combat simulations so that improved analysis of final results and outcomes will be
guaranteed. We will illustrate this latter point in an example on infantry type evaluations in Chapter
41. We also stress that many of the combat analysis models are costly in terms of man-months of effort
and even in computer time for many simulations.

There is also a problem in assuring the decision maker of the value of combat analysis models and
that they meet tiis particular requirements in the critical decisions that must be made occasionally. In
addition, it is important that the full range of analysis requirements at multiple levels of combat fits
into an appropriate hierarchy of combat analysis models, so that consistency is guaranteed for the
weapon acquisition process. Managers also desire better documentation of the models used by the
analyst in his studies--especially perhaps in the area of interactions among tactics, systems, and the
physical environment. Finally, there seems to be plenty of room for standardization of the inputs and
the methods of analysis of results. Chapter 30 addressed a method of analysis, termed weapon
equivalence studies; this technique' should be considered.

t 40-6 NEAR REAL TIME CASUALTY ASSESSMENT

In closing this chapter, we should mention an investiga:ion under way at the US Army Combat ,
I Developments Experimentation Command to improve realism in experiments covering combat

simulations. Hollis (Ref. 18) indicates that field experimentation has the potential of being a closer
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simulation to reality than do many of the proposed techniques otherwise rcommended for coribat

analyses. Also he points out that practicing "real time casualty extraction" can add the threat of "kill
or be killed", which heightens realism and generates combat-like player reactions. Until recently, such
freedom of action could not be permitted in two-sided combat type experiments, although now the
hardware/software system-having been developed to a satisfactory state-is available for such field

," experiments. The instrumentation system developed and now employed to collect the required data in
field experiments, process the data, and extract the "casualties" consists of a range-measuring system,
a range-timing system, a direct fire simulator, and a medium scale computer. The direct fire simulator
is a cooperative laser transmitter/detector system that, when installed on player elem' nts. permits the
positive identification of firer-target pairiigs duri:ng a field trial or combat simulation. The output
energy of the laser transmitter is such that no eye hazard exists. Hence, in the "battle" w'%ien a target is
taken under fire by an attacker system employing its organic sighting system to Which the laser
transmitter of the direct fire simulator system has been bore sighted, the actual "firing" or "trigger
pull" of the laser transmitter initiates a coded signal which is sent to the computer, and the range
measuring system identifies the laser which has been fired. The laser beam may or rnayr not illuminate
the laser detector mounted on a target; this depends on whether a "hit" occurs. However. in the event
of a "hit", the laser detector on the target is illuminated and complete identity of the firer-target com-
bination is recorded in the computer, including times of actions, ranges. whether a kill occurs. etc.
Thus the laser transmitter/detector system may be used in connection with a very "realistic" battle or
field experiment along with a computer which records all of the important events and information
needed for an improved "combat" analysis. There is a Handbook (Ref. 19) on the whole process of
real tim. casuaity assessment.

Hopefully, some cross-checking with other types of combat simulations might lead to improved
model validations.

40-7 SUMMARY

We have highlighted some of the historical developments in war games over the years and iave in-
troduced some of the techniques for playing simulations of combat in connection with computers-
whether the latter are used for bookkeeping purposes or for. actual running'of the combat analysis
model. Also we have outlined and recorded in brief form some of the more well-known or widely used
combat analysis models for possible study and use by the practicing analyst. Finally, in case the prac-
ticing analyst would' have some interest in such areas of endeavor, 'we have indicated some of the
problems connected with trying to make combat simulations realistic and responsive. It is hoped that
the chapter will provide the new or unfamiliar weapon systems analyst with sufficient material and un-
derstanding to extend somewhat his knowledge of combat simulations or his expertise on the subject.
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CHAPTER 41

AN EVALUATION OF SOME MIXES OF INFANTRY
SMALL ARMS WEAPONS

.4 battle situation fnr Blue versus Red infantry, especially for hand-h!d small arms tppes of ueapons. is outlined, and
the possible use of several diffirent mixes of Blue infantry weapons to produt e as many Red casualties as possible dis-
cussed. A statistical design of experiment, the Latin Square, is emh.'loed to carry iut runs using the ASA RS II X ivpe
combat simulation for the purpose of making a realistic evaluation of the different small arns ileaPon mixes. An exam-
ple is given to illustrate just how superiority of one infantry weapon mn.x over another ran be rather'easih) established
with :suggested statistical analysis procedurt.

41-0 LiST OF SYMBOLS
Sr = standard error of an average

T = Dqvid's Studentized extreme deviate
X = grand average

7', = largest of n averages
v = number of degrees of freedom (dr)

41-1 INTRODUCTION

With our introduction to and coverage of war games and compuerized combat simulations, we are(now ready to illustrate the utility of simulations as an aid in predicting the relative performance of
some weapons under approved or recommended standard tactics of close combat. In particular, our in-
terest here will center around the employment of different mixes of hand-held weapons in close combat
between Blue and Red infantrymen. Our purpose-in addition to illustrating uses of.simulations-will
be that of presenting a combat simulation procedure with anmappropriate method of analysis, which
will lead to establishing superiority of one mix of infantry hand-held weapons over that of other can-

didate mixes of interest.
Concerning the battle situation, we will focus attention on an isolated area of expected conflict

where ,1) only hand-held weapons are feasible for employment, and (2) contact between Blue and Red
infantry is so closely involved that supporting artillery and heavy mortar fire by each side would result
in risking the loss of both B!ue and Red it fantry. Thus, only small infantry units with hand-held
weapons in close combat should be involved in this particular battle situation. The weapons which can
be used are more or less limited to rifles, such as the M14 or M16,' automatic rifles, pistols, hand
grenades, grenade launchers, and light machi ne guns. Hand-held antitank weapons are not considered
by Blue in this particular study since Red tan cannot be used in an assault on Blue's position, at least
not initially,, due to terrain features.,

As developed in the discussion that follows the Blue systems analysts who were assigned the evalua-
tion study decided that the analytical mo els available were either so complex or inadequately
developed that they would not apply very ell, especially for the possible interactions among the
weapons employed. Therefore, after a sear h of combat analysis models, it was decided that the

ASARS II X (Army Small Arms Requireme ts Model, par. 40-4.2) simulation would be very suitable
for'the purposes at hand. In fact, ASARS II would also givea reference point forprevious, typical
evaluations of small arms type weapons since t had shown realism and promise for extended studies of

r" ;this type.

41.1
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41-2 TIJF (Ak\ERAL !dtUATIONs

K~~ 2 L. i

trn.f r.ru iI.. *¶r: ki 1ac ~i: I or

A* 'r it .i i Kf if' 1)t 1. K ;0t -

r.i, e I e or ..ir dr s o .-i i, i t,+e Red I r arr~ ;p fb'i ~ i ek r i.~

A4, 11 ri Itf~ ;' 21r 1. r_ ,>L md a-t k . inr' (ihd7 ree '4;; 1' N~.~ . r-;jr .,

A ?dt rwfrn I rcs~r~ titer r- rte.sRed !-.ar,7rX i,; t v~, %ie W'.r ;r,:.%. tr%
uiji Tie '00t. I~ . ~ I' i"N*-ft~m~iv pous1 in, lu prir'tAr% :r;?er-ir Pwnrrd ar.ir'ii The par-

.i ý* .sr .111x 0!Kri~rs %caon i;rifitL~o '~ i,-uI !rAlic t ther rnjsiT *I 'ýo. -1r iM4. Rnk., wi4 r
*Ih, -^.ti nro, d.~t ',tyt ý,j ai*tztk 'Ihe hdnd-hr~d weapous prirrT;il I rLdrr t-, drtiviii'n I

,#f ;bsti-.k rifle',, ovi~ aria-wi rifire. c-er des, and iiwh' rnw hiner gi.. k p~wi: ti.ar, r'd :1,:f. v, f- .lAit.
'he( r.opq%. it ,%;I% rrs.iriirr .hiur~ th~t -'qu~i k lhre in vnii -!.ref tior. avaais~ ir *~,v -iid

drea!. ~1j'i ui .Ri. ;riZ.trt I nion `oint Eigh i ~ngler.ho: kill h~r ,.ttah~v Iizalr..: R'd ill it Moto%

flidriti I -se--4 (sfltmt witiaijton .refnied r'ooenxiaMmltpe l hetreiifiImE (udprq r, sd

Idt..at1% Ako, m'ilty nr- flkc he' r ,und% rnght i be %'-rv appropr d:'lit fe s i .iI- .Uwhis, whi. n jurnpi

,or und a*nd itii 1,nj itnuai ert;or% Il~.k que'stions~ nsithr 1-s thA it *to t~ tit tn;2.t!r-1r hrtler

.,irtridgir rout~dk it,.v -'ile T v-!-'1 V.ejriteftage of thernt use forf 101re, And Ivorh~ ~.r,. 'I h
BlurA irwi-r% rw~setrd hs-n 'h VsAR~'s 11 X "iMbAt anAi~oits rtsidorei tits mike tine eialuatioan and rai .i serieN

'* %muaiiIa Awof Iii~ the ';%e different wrApoon MaXCr As anfe m lid 41-1

41-3 INFANTRY WE %PON. MiiS OF INTERESTr
As a revulit nA to-irrol sfoflfftirwe. Blue WrAplon %.;SteMS AnAIV fit and rxjwrten. ed tnf:itntr% ni)i

otl`14 cr' dirt itie thst !iWC parti- Ulin mixes of p .'sihie hAn';-hesold 1ývrrept ior the hiata mai leirwielAi i~u
it.fanryr weiipiin% mragh: %vell he (utniadered in T:1e '-wvrall evaluation tv'd that ora h of the'ii nihxes
wt,tld te distriliuseil rrwi-.tv ;tiormit 'Mi. I(i~ infantrvmen whot Migh! aCtU~sli% he iri~C n thec oe

nornbaat siation witfirwid VWe wiAl refer to the five ififferent mixes as A. b. C:. 1). ind L~ for sarnplnut w.

and define Owens as',I~w

1. **fi A- 54)S11M4 rfles. 20 S116 rifles. 15 light mischine qxuns. and the 'ttanot',rd load% ofi pittolit.
hand grenAdeit, And itreriade Iaurm lwi s. Al! ammunition consists of standard ball t% pe rnoinds o;.nd no
flestwte cartridges .. # all

2. Mix B; 20 *114 rifle~i, iE) M 16 raPes, IS light machine guns. And th~e is indard loads of pistols.
hand gi-caades. And ittreade laundhe s 'Ihis mix was used to help settle tse question ask Io whether ()
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the ktýýrer Mi tif" -A tle i pci'. !'ij%~mr tile(tike in mhe C, r:~ ~j~
110 Ctet i:tr nd 9W ir,:e in. ed in thiý -nix -Ither.

Mix 5e) M! i4 raci M2' I() rýc~s. 15 hizhi rpmhine ~ ~ aa~ariv ..

gren adrs, and grrna (t launi hers I-I iii rix onIv the~ M 14 rill-X, %l fir, .c-

daid hI(ai) .Ir-n-uni:n, n -- (jl orirte'i 1rorn the MI14) rf1eC and -Ce 6.jit- bni c i. N,). . 1: ue'X

quantitir' oi :-:flei andj ThO - inv art, the same as In M
4 MJX I) , r Samequa tt, ~ aN rin MIX A and Nli C( ii; I :.,xee*rpý

flec hen e 'YfT! a~~h re- rifeo otr~er ( hanizes
I \ix Lf- i r a % a e-r\ inh:r depa-ture. tl-e (cin ce e- act pied !'A 1:e! TS ;(r.

fport1 t n( r (-, t tie tripie-Fir- hiet t~ iaud r-pe tit'y An ~ .~a raIITnvn errr'. , 1i

C of disivk' itr S#Ime qunftjo rdire ind m~ui(Jire guns a, in M~ 1A ý, utfd tw p!aved ;r, 11 Xi ~I
iiO04Ce er. o;'ii fl( hette r' unds' %ouid fired from al' the M 1~ 0i 10 1 Xv. Int ýxv.i
g4UnS It 'AI is (On~defed th.i1,u Mjx E serv like:,. vould we t r -;. queiJCntcion vir, 1~nl~ h. vl~r
tiven-,,s of fi tir )posr~d Ile- hette (anrlrd&Ies.'

B! ue ould see no problem in pro~tdi A Gompanrwt I.. ule n eseteev

restrt t io)lt o- the a ~ailat .;ivo .4mmkimnration for the cortibat om~ .a~ "1i~nimd Mol:,t)ra.r it \%I

deerriid that (,% considerationis shouid no( enter itha particu ur std alhough one rni~n ?itlnf

considrr the ( osr per kill ,)I Red :nfanw. men, or some.T other imre.i-.,,tF~t reurt aa elre ti,ýrn~-,

41-4 THE EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

Ava~ilable :nfortriation on prerrious runs of .XSARS II X i¶e'me'd to -nclacate that WiMA. I,11it' 4 d~;

pvt ctonierninR results would be Ruaranieed if there were about fisr runi , (necM h t'% fir (t %%riap, (I rw X

TFhis partio utar de( iiijof. therefore, %%as mnde. and it also -,A bitsed ,ornewhat on the dctermininat !.!a '
%k. itle finalls the ei, -r-'lagioian. fle.~hetir ( artridge proposnal. Indeed. it %erfoed turther that r-tairi\ ~a

si-erun "ould no~t be enoauri. and c'iicht or ten such runs V'khoUld hE-C t00. coItS prhap-, ini doiflaif .

tai.e.K arnd 1 r-TS{JflfC
A rather Rc) experim-,r.,al design for the comb~at simulation ap,worr-d to be that of the K x -i-

Squ4eas indK ated in -he dIS4 L~sion that fol~owi, -The order of the runs 4or the ditlere~it mixes iii the
firivt row4 were determined 6%.a rand ni drawing of the five letters. A. WI C_ 1), atnd 1K Vhui. the otrdt (of
all 2i tr..rs was as indmated in Table 4i.!.

Note thAt ea< h infantr% wrjilmm mit.%& r , Latin~ letter. appe-ars once Anu on1% on' r in rat h qol'jmn
and .o% f'w the 11.tmn NSquitre .rranizeretit. In thais arranitement each of the fis -,eapon rntxr. %%()ij!i

be fired in c-ah tolumrn and each row of 'Table 41_.? Thi% further meansfl thait atjrjXpos~ible %.Irad-

tion% uate to tsme or or-r of te runs ',ould be stnrpped our of the oi~eralJ tig'riment. so that the effects
of orib tair ailreran sueapon mixe's could be acr'irately comnpared. The I-) ASAR-S 11 X ri.-is %%ere

TABLE 41-1

LAT77N tAR A ANGEMEN-T FOR ASARS If X RUNS OF WEAPON MIXES

E A~ D C S

9 1) E A CKC E A 8 D

I *41-3
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1)r•)tmnr~ilned soi that ea( h rows of Table 4!-1I would be -arried out on a (ln1r rl 1! ~~t'
t, 'wihat 11 h paýrti ular care was not necesiarv at all. hots rwer. sorne tprm V t~r U'a~ x-

trancous variat ion.; po,-ibi)1 creeping Iw'o the experiment shoull h- _ztardvdi atziri N Inreomr.

-shrould it ".rn out that t ile possible variathons creeping into the experimentdutors ort;i

tri%;'a! inidted, then the requits of All thýe runs for each of The Mixes V K~.C. D). and Kol

;irA* %%a\ It aInA ssIs One never knoss in advance 1u~t %hatrn:m!hi hie a limita-, ion otf 11 a pr~qopoed

exrinwnt, hence the prcuin aken.

41-5 RESULTS OF THE ASARS 11 X SIMULATIONS

I he 2. ruins tor the %seaptia mixes s-uilc %%ere made.. The resul!s. einen in Terms~ of thr nuinihers of

Rrd intainir% atahie.ils. are~sho~n in Tablie 4-2. Foracad. veaponmxn--A. B.ci( --in I ab'-1-2.thf

niiulr oi Red k-tiui~alties for that particular run ts ziven in parentheses be1id the %sreav n nil c:;r

Ih lxrotai! nimberi of c a~ujiries for rows and (oiumil of the Latin !ýqiiai- re Ltre ;ire al-. 'i-trd in

lii41.2. and the total number of R~ed casualties for the whole expernment ri 114 Xote That there arr

%ariationn H,~ the numbers of casualties for ccdumns and rowS. so th.,! thi, harat teristR( ruInah

%%t i. Aii~akring '!'he ., riAge number )f casualties per run i% -(41,2; 2S lo, hii h repre~enis the

,%erawc per ( ombAt battle for the situation stuidl It w.is thought in this (onricr -ion zhat perhaps at-

taing ---3 B' casualties would stop anv such Red infantry attat k. lotehgrtecrntg f

Rrd (&-i'luate'. The be't-er were Blur's chances of winning.

Ii in I shle- 41-2 %%r strip out the Red casualties due to the five differen- A~etpon mix"s. then the total

Red ,a~ki.,iiiis t'tr ra#h %*eaporh mix, the av.erage number peran~ exp~ected battle. and the per(entage of

Re-d losses -a~suminv a1A)It 10 e natvtiC~ompany assa~ult Blue's position :ire listed -n

"f'able 4;1.
It is seen Fromr Tdble 41-3 that only Bllue's weapon Mix L with flechette rounds dittains, the desired

ler ftas~uAhes H~owever. it becomes very worthwhile to establish whether our results for Mlix E- are

A1%isi ;i sigriific ant irom the others--since the variations could be a k~iierl- and also ~et us take a

I v. at other ;possil,7.e inferencei. fromn this particular experimental combat simulation.

'41-6 LATIN SQUARE ANALYSIS

Mhe details of iwaisoical analvsss for Latin Sqitiare experiments may be found in most textlxxo!;s on

theoatiaip?(Al desixin of experiments or in many textbooks on statistical methods. Ne.ertheless. w.e will

Ila %ulltAbll brif indkiction of the calculatiojns to establish the anah-sis of arias.e abe In this cota-

nection. %re prtweed stepv'ise an follows%, where the anais~is will be carriedt out con the 11ia of the

oh;e'r~ed indjis(cual number of casualties for one run oc ba-tle-

TABLE 41-2
NUMBERS OF RED CASUALTIES FOR WEAPON MIXES A. B, C, D, AIND E

I41~( W(9~S2?) E-041.) A.ý21 144

F.-i3- .(26) M)-29) G-2i 6-121) 140
* ~ C A.i~ B(, -26) Mo() M)1 .. 112

S, D-,4 E. I-' V %.f19) C_ ý,Vt) 4

Gi2g) &(35) A-(U%) &-(24) Dl-00) 1,42

(Uomin aegai 141 146 14q 0i% 135 '04

*l). ,nwam 33 Red csvAtiesaher wcponn mx 1) oun first run.

41.4
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TABLE 41-3

RED TOTAL CASUALTIES, AVERAGE CASUALTIES, AND EXPECTED
PERCFNTAGES OF CASUALTIES DUE TO BLUE'S WEAPON MIXES

SA H ( I ) 1-.

"Total Red Caiualter I11 I 1')
!or • ie 5 Runs

A erage Red Casualties 22.2 2•> it H4 3 ,4
per Run

Expested Per entage 20•2 211) - 2'

L.osscs for Red. %

1'. Correction term from Table 41-2:

(Table total) '/25 = (704) 2/25 19824.64

2. Sum of squares (S.S.) due to ro%,s (i.e., days) from Table 41-2:

(1442 + 1402 + -- + 142')/5 - 19824.64 = 19848.00 - 19X24 64 = 23.36.

3. Sum of squsres (S.S.) due to columns (i.e., times of day) from V-ahle 41-2:

(143" + 146' + - 1352)/5 - 19824.o4 =.19848.(X) - 19824.64 = 23.36.

(The result happens to be the same S.S. a for rows.)

4. Sum of squares (S.S.) attributable to different weapon mixes. using t•tals from Table 41-3, for
weapon mrixes A. B, C. I), and E:

(0112 + 1192 + + 1772)/: - 19824.64 = 20412.(Ki - 19S24.64 = 597.36.

• The total sum of squarci tS.S.), using number of asualties in pirentheses in Table 41-2, is found:

ý332 + 292 + ' + 302)/l - 19824.64 = 20518.00 - 1,9924.64 = 693.36.

6. Deorees of freedom (df):

a. The total number of degrees of freedom (dO for the 5 X 5 L.atin l"'uarr is 6S) (5) - 1 = 24.
b. The numbers of degrees of freedom for rows, columns, and weapon mixes are each 4. leaving

24 - 4 - 4 - 4 = 12 df for the residual or, experimental error term.

The results of this analysis are appropriately brought together in the Analvsis of Variance
(ANVIVA) of Table 41-4.

An examination of Table 41-4 shows a very well controlled expe-fiment. since the F-ratios 'for days
and times of a day for the runs are quite insignificant. On the other ra.ad. the obsenred F - 29.72 for
the five different weapon mixes on the basis of 12 df for re idual variance is ver, iarge indeed. Thus,

.and perhaps as expected. the source of variance due to the difterent ,^eafxi n fxes is very highly signifi-
cant, since! the 'probability of a chance occurrence for equivalea weapon mixes would be much less
than 0i005, as seen from a table of the percentage points of the Snr'.detor-i'isher "F' statistic for 4 and
12 dl. E w'e, we conclude that the choice concerning the mix of infantry wt-apons for the battle situa-

S tion outlsncd may be of much critical importance to gua'ane•' a high effectiveness level. In particular,
the flechette cartcidge romnd turns out to be highly desirable in. .e battle siinilated, and we see that
Mix E is the more .desirable one, which may he justified statisticaiy as follows:

41-5
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TABLE 41-4

ANOVA TABLE FOR ANALYSIS OF CASUALTIES DUE TO WEAPON MIXES

Source ofI
Variation df S.S. Variance F-Ratio

Rows (Days) 4 23.36 5.84 1.18

Columns (Time 4 23-36 i.84 1,18
of Day)

Different 4 587.36 146.84 29.7- (1ighliv
Weaporn Mixes significant)

Residual or. 12 59.28 4.94
Error

Total 24 093. M

In Tablie 41-2, there are 25 numbers of casualties, one for each run. The residual variance for one of
these is from Table 41-4 equal to 4.94, and the variance for an average of 5 ruIns for each of the 5 dif-
ferent mixes is 4.94/5 =0.988, or, that is, the standard error is N/0798 0.994. Now the average
number of Rcd casualties per run or battle forlMix E is 35.4 from Table 41-3, and the grand average of
all 25 runs; is found fromn Table 41-2 as 704/25 = 28.16. Hence, we may use D~avid's test (Ref. 2 or Ref.
3) to judge whether the highest average number of casualties for Mix E, i.e.. 3i.4, is significantly
greater than that expected from random sampling of 5 such averages. David's test for this case is

T = c.- ;)/Sf (41-1)
where

T =David's Studentized extreme deviate
7'= i largest of xaverages (MixE)I

x grand average
Sr = residual -tandard error of anaverage (n 3 in this case).

Hlence, the observed value of T is

T T- 35,4 - 28.16/-./.99= 7.28

and .'ery highly significant, since from Ref. 2 the upper I1% point or probability level for David's Tfor
r. and.r 12 df is only 3.17.
Acually, perhaps we may impro.re on the precision of the test by increasing the error number of
dgesof freedom from 12 to 20, especially since we can--due to insignificance-pooll the sums of the

snquare for rows and columns with the residual sum of squares. Doing this. we get a new residual
va r, Which is

'(23.36 + 23.36 + 59.28)/(4'+. 4 + 12) 5.30.
for anindividual number of casualties based on 20.df.

Moreover, the new observed value of T for 20 df then becomes

T -(35.4 - 28.l6)/VS3i ` - 7=

whic %is still very highly significant indeed since the new I% point forn x 5and a' 20Odf. is 2.9 1. We
conclude with little doubt, therefore, that Mix E is substantially supe rior to the other mixes in causing ')
Redcasualtift and that it should be highly recommnended.

41-6
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As a matter of some interest, we mnight look at only the four mixes. A. B. C. and 1), to make a judg--
ment concerning whether weapon Mlix D-with Drnly the M16 riftes firing fiechettes (and not the
M14's)- should be superior to MIixes A, B, or C. In this castethe observed sralue of laivids -1 11vi iven

by
[31.4 - (22.2 + 23.8 + 28.0 + 3l.4),'4I/v'17ý5-.3(/ý .0

Now the upper 11% probability level for David's Twith n = 4 andy P 2df is 2.-3. Hence, econclude
the Mvix 1) is significantly better in causing Red infantry casuitlties than \I~xes A. B. or C. This %%otild
seem to substantiate the use of flechette-type cartridges for small arms. In fact, the aiining errors in
such a typical battle situation may be sufficiently la~rge that multiple flec-hertes per roii'd would im-
prove the chance of at least one hit per cartridge.

Finally, and as a somewhat fine point concerning statistical analy-ses of the kind covered here, we
might ask whether the assumptions of the analysis of varitr~ce model (ANOV.-) are really met %Nith
sufficient accuracy here. To this question, we cotild well reply that %e might examine the pre~ ious
analysis with the square roots of the numbers of casualties instead of the observed number directly Or,
we might use a transformation of the data to some other scale which mi ght be more nearly normal ly
distributed, as is often done by statisticians. However, the assumption of normalitv becomes of signifi-
cant importance only when the F-ratios are compaied to critical values in F-distribution tal)!C.
Otherwise, the F-ratios more or less speak for themselves, implying an observed value so large for the
different mixes that -there must be some physical difference of interest". Then again, the'numbers of
casualties for about 100-110 combatants are not so small as -to suggest a Poisson type analysis, but
rather the approximate percentage of casualties averages about 28.2%. In this'connection, we know
fro~m appropriate theory that the norm.!) appruximnation to. the binomial distribution is satisfactory for
such percentages, and we therefore concludie that our analysis of variaince is sufficient ly accurate to
make the judgments we have shown.

41-7 SUMMARY
We have outlined a rather useful or typical engagement of Blue infantry versus Red infantry for the

case where only small arms can be used, and in particular the hand-held type of weapons. Our purp )se
was to Study the relative effectivene-s of a hypothetical fle-hette-type cartridge as compared to stan-
'dard ball ammunition in producing Red casualties. We were able to make comparisons of five different
weapon mixes, employing the La~tin Square design for an efricient statistical analysis procedure -to
guarantee any po~tsible existence of superiority. Our conclusion is that tne multiple flechette type of
rounds. or cartridges off-i-s considerable promise as being highly effective,

Finally, we do not meani to imply, of course, that only a Latin Sqluare should be used in this kind of
an analysis tor combat simulation. Indeed, other st; :istical designs of experiments couild well be used-
such as the factorial drsigav completely randomized block's, lattice squares. and others. In fact, one
m~ight- well aim to use any de-sign which wouid result in establishing the teg~ession of the numnoers of
casualties on key weapon parameters, In this way, additional valid predict-ions could be made,
pcrhap:.
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CHAPTER 42

AN EXAMPLE OF TANK WARFARE
IN THE AGE OF THE GUIDED MISSILE

An example of possible tank warfare in the age of antitank guided misfiles (A TGM 's) is developed in this chapter to

illustrate a highly useful method of analyzing the overall conbat capabilitý and potential of antitank weapons in quan-
titative terms. The technique employed is that outlined in Chapter 30, and it is seen that perhaps the analysis of more
complex combined arms forces on both sides could also be studied in this same wau. In fact, with the promising method of

analysis described, the accurate determination of relative worths of the different types of weapons in a pertinent interac-
tive combat simulation could well lead to weapon equivalence values, or "building blocks", to help establish improved
combined arms teams for future wars.

42-0 LIST OF SYMBOLS

APDS = armor-piercing, discarding sabot (projectile)
ATGM = antitank guided missile
BCBT = Blue chief battle tank
HEAT = high explosive, antitank (projectile)
MLR = main line of resistance

RBMP = Red armored infantry comhat vehicle
RBRDM = Red scout vehicle which mounts ZWATTER ATOM's

R63 = main Red battle tank
WOW = Blue's ATGM (wire command link)

ZAGGER = Red ATGM (wire command link)
ZWATTER = another Red ATGM (radio controlled)

k = constant of proportionality
r, -- kill rate of weapon i against weaponj
rls = kill rate of a Blue WOW against a Red ZAGGER
r=, = kill rate of a Blue WOW against a Red ZWA7TER

= kill rate of a Blue WOW against a Red R63 tank
W, = relative worth or combat power of a Blue WOW ATGM
W2 - 'relative worth or combat power of a Blue CBT
Ws = relative worth or combat power of a Red ZAGGER ATGM
W, ,- relative worth or combat power of a Red ZWATrER ATGM
W, -, relative worth or combat power of a Red R63 tank
[01 - Red's kill rate matrix against Blue targets
p]. - Blue's kill ratt matrix against Red targets

42-1 INTRODUCTION
All of the great armies of the world rely heavily on the premise that the tank should be the major

combat system for ground fighting. In fact, it appears currently that all of the mod.rn armies of
NATO, the Warsaw Pact, the Arab nations, ai.d the Israelis generally agree that the main offensive
weapon of the ground forces is the tank (Ref. 1). The tank is a weapon system that possesses good

42-1
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imobilitv on the road: it has very acceptable cross-country mobility for many battle situations, i" h,!s
the best available armor protection for the crew and stowage: and its firepower is quite suitable for
neutralizing or destroying many. many ground targets that could be encountered. Such targets in-
clude, for example, enemy infantry and enemy tanks which our tank main armament can engrave at
relati'ely long ranges with good delivery accuracy. T'he tank secondary armament can also neutralize
enemy personnel; the tank may quickly defeat lightly armnored personnel carriers: it can attack
buildings and fortifications; it car, mop up or hold key ground areas; and it can especially aid in
withdrawals as required. In addition, an important characteristic of the tank is its shock action effect in
advancing swiftly to critical points of battle and providingthe element of surprise for almost any phasi.
of battle, no matter what the battle plans of the enemy may be. With its armor protection. its heavy ar-
mament o- great firepower, and cross-country mobility, only the tank ca.. break through an enemy
force and defeat it decisively.

As ,ve learned in Chapter 39, the art of war consists of measures and countermeasures, or the
modern battlefield is a contest of measures and countermeasures, and the side that is fortunate enough
or smart enough in fielding effective countermeasures to any new enemy measure will often have the
advantage or capability to stop any threat and reduce enemy capability to a marked degree. Ref. I in-
dicates that " 'The Yom Kippur War,' that is the Arab4sraeli War of 1973. very much reaffirmed the
offensive potential of the tank, but it also dramatized the lethality of modern artitank weapons, par-
ticularly the high velocity tank cannon and the long range antitank guided missile. The effect of these
modern antitank weapons in this war was devastating. Not since the Battle of Kursk between the Ger-
mans and Russians in World War fi had there been a comparable loss of tanks in such a short period
of time. If the rate of loss which occurred in the Yom Kippur War during the short 20 days of battle
were extrapolated to the European battlefields over a period of 60-90 days, the resulting losses would
reach levels for which the United States Army is totally unprepared. White it is impossible to say
precisely how many losses were attributable to a certain weapon system, we can say, particularly in
view of the vast numbers of ATGM's employed, that the antitank guided missz:!, was responsiblefor a high per-
centage of the Israeli tank losses at the beginning f that war. In the Arab/Israel. War of 1967, the Israelis were
able to dominate the battlefield principally with tanks and fighter aircraft. Extensive Arab air defensei
in 1973, however, seriously degraded effective close air support. Thus in the first several days of the
1973 war, Israeli armor units, advancing without close air, infantry or artillery support, attacked in the
face of large numbers of Soviet-made ATGM's and suffered wholesale lestruction. This same situation
is, of course, possible on European battlefields. Thus, we should conclude that.:

'On today s battlefield, unsupported tank attacks j¢e mass destruction from acurate an"' lethal antitank
guided missiles.'

42-2 PURPOSE OF THIS ANTITANK EVALUATION

Insofar as the tank is concerned, therefore, it becomes of great importance to determine whethei
our tanks can survive the advances in technology attained in connection with light, highly mobile an-
titank weapons of all kinds. Thus, we must examine very closely and evaluate the potential capabilities
of Red antitank guided missiles, or any short-range hand-held- w-apons having a shaped charge
warhead or high explosive antitank capability, in addition to the major armia,,ent for any new enemy
tanks. Moreover, close combat turns out to be too costly in terms of personnel and materiel losses., so
that consideration should be giver, to attacking ener'-" tanks at longer ranges with artillery type
weapons if al all possible. The advent of the guided misile and its widely applicable technology has 4.
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resulted in gun-launched projectiles which may- be guided very accurately along artillery type trajec-
tories to hit enemy tanks at zhe longer ranges. Hence:, if our artillery can have this capability in addi-
tion to that of its normal antipersonnel effectiveness, then such a method of attacking tanks could well
result in a considerable advantage indeed. Theie is a need, therefore, to simulate future battles involv-

ing all of the probable antitank weapons which may be used, and play them in a suitable context so
that their effectiveness on the battlefield can be assessed properly in a quantitative way. To include the'
antitank capability of artillery in this particular study, however, would go beyond our purpose of il-
lustration, and hence we will not address this larger problem of evaluation here. Instead, the present
study is more or less directed toward the' quantitative evaluation of some typical cuirrent or proposed
prototypes of antitank guided missiles which are relatively inexpensive and potent. It is with this in
mind that we proceed to set up an armor and antiarmor type engagement for a future hypothetical bat-
tle and develop a useful systems analysis study of tank. and antitank capabilities, especially in a close
combat situation involving tanks and antitank guided missiles (ATGM). In fact, we wonder about the
real combat capability of some of the ATGM's to stop Red tanks in their tracks, so to speak. Clearly,

inexpensive weapons could be proliferated. easily on the battlefield if they possessed the capability to
prevent a Red striking force from overrunning Blue's position and then moving forward to control
larger and larger ground areas in Blue's :erritory. To particularize a bit, we might say that tank
weapon system. are, for example, eight or more times as expensive as ATGM's so that we might be

able to afford many ATGM's in the hand- of infantrymen on the battlefield simply to stop the enemy
tank threat. Thu., our interest centers arour-d developing a good quantitative measure of ATGM's iust
for the purpose of stopping the huge number of Red tanks that will very likely be brought to bear in
any European conflict. Moreover, since tanks are often considered to be the main killers of other tanks,
then we should search for the relative worth of ATGM's in killing Red tanks, especially as compared to
the combat value of modern tanks. Can we answer the question, "If x ATGM's are available at the
same cost as that bf tne Main Battle Tank (MBT) ani there are sufficient military per. -'nnel available
to man the ATGM's, what is the military worth of tle ATGM relative to our main "V;T1 weapon for
the purpose of only killing Red tanks?" We aim to develop 3 method of answering tains type of question
in the sequel, and -erhaps the reader can see tha: it falls into :he area of weapon equivalence studies in
a particular role only, and hence the analysis here is not :o be considered a multipurpose or a total
system evaluation of modern tank,.

We will proceed by setting up a rather hypothetical war in Western Europe and then develop the
weapon list of prime interest, along with the scenario of a typical battle engagement. Then, from the
results of a combat simulation, we will be able to illiasirate our suggested methodology for the measure-
ment' of relative worths of ATGM's relative to that of tanks as tank-killers.

42-3 THE GENERAL BATTLE SITUATION .

Early on the morning of 2.1 April 1983, Red forces, without warning, broke into West Berlin with
their tank- and mounted infantry, and had almost all of West.Berlin under control before the day was
over, for Blue was surprised, stunned, and not ready, for battle under the circumstances. Within
another two days, the Red Sixth Army had advanced through Potsdam, Brandenburg, Magdeburg,
and Dessau without any heavy losses, and so they proceeded to push on and take over the area of Ger-
many involving the towns of Hannover, Brunswick, and Haberstadt. It seemed quite evident to Blue at
this point that Red forces would drive toward the Ruhr Basin with their quick and successful tank and"" • mounted infantry attacks, and hence that some quick and d&'cisive means would be necessary to stop
ard annihilate Red tanks over a wide area of probable conflict. In this connection, Blue visualized that
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t%.) or three Red armies would likely attack with their armored divisions all along the line running ap-
pioximately from Bremen to Nuremberg, and that the primary problem. at least initially, was to coun-
ter the tank threat immediately. Blue then decided to make a stand along the w-st banks of the Weser

and Werra rivers. In fact, Blue believed they could bring up forces and be quite well prepared to stop
any such tank threat, for they had played pertinent war games and conducted many combat simula-
tions for this very possibility a number of years earlier. Also, Blue's completely computerized (ombat
simulation called CARMONETTE had been developed to a very advanced degree of realism and ac-
curacy of assessment, and much of the input details and standard decisions had been validated
through field exercises and many experiments conducted at Blue's Combat Development Experimen-
tation Center. In the paragraphs that follow, we will outline the type of combat simulations that led to

a rather accurate establishment of the relative values of tanks and ATGM's in killing ene-my tanks. and
it was on the basis of such studies that Blue could determine just how to organize his divisions in terms
of the relative balance of tanks and ATGM's needed to counter the led tank threat.

42-4 BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF KEY BLUE AND RED ANTITANK WEAPONS

For a tank battle in Western Europe, such as outlined in par. 42-3, Blue expected that each of his
mechanized companies would have to repulse or stop Red forces up to the size of a Red tank battalion.
In a Red tank battalion, it was expected that there would be about 31 R63 tanks mounting 120 mm
smooth-bert. guns firing an armor-piercing discarding sabot (APDS) projectile. In addition; Red
would have i 9 armored infantry combat vehicles (RBMP's) which featured a 73 mm smooth-bore gun
capable of firing HEAT ammunition, the usual 7.62 mm machine gun. and a ZAGGER ATGNJ for
each RBMP. The Red ZAGGER ATGM weighs about 25 lb, has a 5-in. diameter HEAT warhead, a
wire. command link, and a range of about 3,000 m.

In addi.ion to the R63 tanks and the RBMP's .;'ith ZAGGER missiles, Blue intelligence indicated
that Red may have attached to its tank battalion son-_e five RBRDM's (scout vehicles) which mount
ZWA1TER ATGM's. The Red ZWATTER ATGM's have a range capability of about 3,300 m, and
mount a HEAT warhead of about 5.3 in. diameter. However, the Red ZWATTER ATGM gu.dance
systems incorporates a radiocommand link which could be jammed.

Hit probability for the Red ZAGGEP ATGM increases from 0.3 to 0.4 at 200 m to about 0.6 at
ranges beyond 1000 in, while the Red ZWAIIER would attain hit probabilities of ab'tut 0.7 or
slightly better at all ranges within its range capability. Red ZAGGER and ZWAT`FER ATGM 's with
their HEAT warheads could be effective also against Plue personnel and Blue crews firing ATIGM 's,
either dismounted or protected in armored personnel carriers.

In summary, Red possesseo three different types of weapons with antiarmor capability against
Blue;s tanks, along with capability also to defeat mounted or unmounted infantrymen firing ATGM\s.

Ordinarily, a Blue mechanized company would have five Blue chief battle tanks (BCBT's), armed
with highly accurate 1 1 5-mm guns firing an XM 731 fin-stabilized, slowly-rotating projectile with a
newly developed and highly pokent HEAT ýype warhead which could ea'ily defeat any Red tank or
vehicle on the battlefield. Moreover, Blue tank fire control equipment had been developed which had
a mnazingly small aiming errors The Blue CBT's have the capability to attack personnel targets of any
kind, including any Red ATGM crews in their armored personnel carriers.

Blue mechanized companies also have the capability of some' six ATGM's known as WOW's
(Weapon-launched, opiically tracked, wire command link missiles) with HEAT type warheads, and
some shorter-range "Dragon" antitank weapons. Blue's WOW missile appeared to be une of the best *.''

for antitank capability to be fielded in recent years, and it had been very successful in extensive field
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trials. Blue's WOW missile coulu be fired very accurately to a range of perhaps some 3500 m frorn
weapon mounts on its armored personnel carriers, or from relatively simple ground mounts operated
by infantrymen, or from a helicopter as well.

Thus, Blue some years earlier had reached the decision that its new BCBT's and the highly
developed WOW missile could handle the Red tank threat expected in Western Europe. Therefore,
only these two Blue weapons -were played in Blue's combat simulation called CARMONETTE to
determine their relative worth in tank combat.

For the type of Red tank threat described in par. 42-3, Blue considered that on the equivalent of a
division front the total cost of Blue WOW ATGM's fielded could be made equal approximately to the
cost of the Blue CBT's in the division, if need be. In this way, Blue might then be able tojudge directly
the effectiveness.of WOW ATGM's with that of the main antitmak gu, on an equ,1! cost or effort basis.
Furthermore this meant that Blue could have at least eight WOW's for each BCBT on the average at
the division level. However, Blue decided the eight WOW's per BCBT seemed a bit "too far out", and
leally wanted to know if he could get by with as few as only two WOW's for each BCBT. Also, Blue
desired as many. BCBT's as possible for use in a counterattack. Blue thus proceeded as outlined in par.
42-5.

42-5 PLAN OF THE SIMULATION AND THE RESULTS

In conducting the CARMONETTE simulations, Blue realized that the Red tank threat would no
doubt be over many miles along the main line of resistance (MLR), and Blue also knew from past ex-
perience with CARMONETTE simulations that some 5 to 20 runs or replications would be required
"to obtain dependable and stable results. In addidon, Blue realized that for aay wide-scale Red attack
through the heart of West Germany he could not depend entirely on "going by the book",'especially
insofar as current doctrinal use of ATGM's was concerned. In fact, he had the fol!owing rather iso-
lated, but important, information from Ref. 1 concerning an experience during the Yom XKippur War:

"We were advancing and in the distance I saw, specks dotted on the sand dunes. I couldn't make
out what they were. As we got'closer, I thought they looked like tree stumps. They were motion-
less and scattered across the terrain ahead of us. I got on the intercom and asked the tanks ahead
what they made of it. One of my commanders radioed back: 'My God, they're not tree stumps.
They're men!' For a moment I couldn't understand. What were men doing standing out there-
quite still-when we were advancing in our tanks towards them? Suddenly all hell broke loose. A
barrage of missiles was being fired at us. Many of our tanks were hit. We had never come up
against anything like thi's before.

ISRAEI TANK COMMANDER IN THE
SINAI, October 1973

Blue also realized that his defense along the Weser and Werra rivers might well represent his best
available opportunity to counter the Red threat. Thus, Blue reached the decision that he would do well
to bring uip special reserves for the occasion of the generally described battle, even though the Blue
policy had been that of expecting a Red to Blue force raio of about three to one. Based on as careful
planning as he could perform at the time and with his available resources, Blue decided that on the
average he should pit about 10 CBT's and 20' WOW's against Red's 31 R63's,. 10 ZAGGER's, and 5
ZWATTER's. This meant a restructuring of Blue's b.tsic mechanized and armored divisions to fight
the expected battles, although Blue knew that this' ..1 represent only a slight problem, since his ar-
mored company teams might have as many as 17 Ch. .`s and two WOW's on one hand, or on the other
could accommodate 8 CBT's and some 24 WOW's. Blue's choice of weapon ratios made it evident that
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the simulation would be run in order to safely give the most useful results for future planning. Blue
therefore would base his findings on ten CBT's and 20 WOW's against Red for the CARMONEVFE
comparisons desired.

With reference to the number of CARMONETTE simulations to run, Blue decided on 15 replica-
tions with somewhat varying scenarios, representing especially the different terrain conditions along
the MLR and the probable protection thereby provided for Blue defenses. Blue also had to depend on
the hopeful possibility that Red tanks would advance far beyond their infantry and hence might be
"easy pickings" for Blue's generally protected CBT's and his hidden WOW.'s in the defense.

The CARMONETTE simulations based on the restructured organizations were run at, the bat-
talion level and the average numbers of kills per weapon based on 15 replications for the various 90-
min battles along the MLR, allowing some resupply and system replacements, were fourd to be the
following:

1. Each Blue WOW averaged 0.15 ZAGGER kill, 0.30 ZWATTER kill, and 0.15 R63 kill.
2. Each CBT averaged 0.45 ZAGGER kill. 0.60 ZWATTER kill, and 0.45 R63 kill.
3. Each Red ZAGGER averaged 0.30 WOW kill and 0.15 CBT kili.
4. Each Red ZWATTER averaged 0.15 WOW kill and 0.30 CBT kill.
5. Each Red R63 tank averaged 0.45 WOW kill and n.15 CBT kill.

Blue further calculated that the average number of Red weapon system kills would be about 0.35 per
Blue weapon and the standard deviation of the number of Red kills was about 0.05. Thus, the standard
deviation of an average of 15 such kill numbers would amount to only about 0.013, which Blue decided
would be acceptable for his analytical purposes of relating tank kills from guided missiles as compared'
to. that of the tank main armamen t

42-6 ANALYSIS TO DETERMINE WEAPON EQUIVALENCE VALUES OR
"WORTHs

With the kill data enumerated in par. 42-5, we may now set up the killer-victim scoreboard for the
Blue-Red CARMONE17E tank battle simulations as indicated in Table 42-1. (Note how the Blue
and Red weapons are numbered consecutively, 1IV, W1, W3, Wo, and W,.)

Next, we assume that the worth of any weapon depends on its killing power, i.e., kill rate, against
weapons on the other side in a battle. That is to say, the' worth W of a weanon is defined as being
proportional to the number of op-iosing enemy weapons it can kill per unit time, where each opposing
weapon is weighted according to its own worth. As an example. in Table 42-1. we may say that the
worth W4, of mne Blue WOW may be estimated from the following worth equation determined from the
first row of Table 42-I in terms of the worth W3 of the Red ZAGGER. the wortl W. of the Red ZWAT-
TER, and the worth W, of each Red R63:

kW, = r1sW, + r14 W4 + rigW& (42-1)

where
k = constant of proportionality
rfi kill rate of weapon i against weaponj = number kills/battle time.

Hence, w'th the battle time of 90 min used in the CARMONETTE runs, we may easily calculate
the relative kill rates in kills per hour and set up the killer-victim worth matrix ofJohnsrud (Ref. 2 or
Chapter 30), as in Eq. 42-2.
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TABLE 42-1

KILLER-VICTIM SCOREBOARD
(AVERAGE NUMBER KILLS AGAINST EAC14 SIDE)

"W1 it- w, . if .I,
Blue Blue Red R "d Red

WOW CBT ZAGGER ZWAFfER R63

',--Biue WOWv 0 0 0.15 0.30 0.15
|1,--Blue CBT 0 0 0.45 0.60 045
W,-Red ZAGGER 0.30 0.15 0 0 0
W.-Red ZWATTER ,0.15 0.30 0 0 0
W$s-RedR63 0.45 0.15 0 0 0

W, -k 0 0.1 0.2 0.11

12 0 -k 0.3 0.4 0.3
W3 0.2 0.1 -k 0 0 (42-21

W, 0.1 0.2 0 -k 0.
IV 0.3 0.1 0 0 -k

Thus, following the analysis of par 30-4 in Chapter 30. we have that Blue's kill rate matrix against
Red weapons [p1 is

.1 0.2 O
[p0 (42-3)

Lo.3 0.4 0.3

and Red's kill rate matrix against Blu,- weapons, [1, is given by,

0.2 0.1

[j3] - j 0.1 0.2 (42-4)
0.3 0.1

The product of these two matrices which will be needed :n the killer-victim'analysis is

0.05 0.08 0.051

- [~l [p] = 10.07 0.10 0.07 . (42-5)
0.06 0.10 0.06]

Now, as inJohnsrud's procedure of par. 30-4, we seek tl.e largest eigenvalue for k from the following
determinantal equation:

P - 0.05 -0.08 -0.05

A'2111 - [1][P]I = 1 -0.07 k 2 -0.10 -0.07 =0. (42-6)

"". . -0.06 -0.10 k - 0.06,

42-7
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This determinantal eqvi;,io~n, however, simplifies for our use to

k4- 0,21k 2 
- 0.0015 0 (42-7)

and the largest real positi% root of this equation is foui d to be

k ='0.46622. (42-8)

The worth matrix to be evaluated, therefore, is that of ]q. 42-2 with k replaced by the numerically
largest cigenvalue k = 0 46622.

One can easily trianguiarize the resulting matrix of Eq. -ý2-2 by using successively the first row, then
the resulting second row, etc., to produce zeros bclow the principal diagonal. The- final triangularized
matrix is found to bcF-0.46622 0 0.1 0.2 0.1

0 -0.46622 0.3 0.4 0.3

00 -0.35897 0.17159 G. 10725 (2v

10 0 0. "O. 17996 0.19500

Lo o 0 0 0.0000j
A good check on the calculations is obtained since the st elemei,. is only 0.0000 (to four decimal
places).

Hence, we see that

0.17996tV. = 0.1950W,

or
I'= 1.084 W,. (42-10)

Further,

0.35897 W3 0. 17159 W.+ 0. 10725 W, (42-11)

or

Wa 0.817 W3. (42-12)

Similarly,

=' 2.099 We (42-13)

and

IV 0.85514'. (42-14)

Finally, the relative worths, "killing powers" or effectiveness values for the B3lue and Red weapon
systems are from Eqs. 42-10 through, 42.14

One Blue CBT = 2.099 Red R63's
One Blue WOW = 0.855 Red R63

On- Red ZAGGER = 0.817 Red R63
One Red MWATTER =1.084 Red R63*s.

Also,

One Blue CBT = 2.099/0.855 Blue WOW's
=2.455 Blue WOW's

4U.~...
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One Red R63 = 1.224 Red ZAGGER's
One Red ZAGGER = 0.754 Red ZWATTER.

Nemt. let us look at the relative overall values of Blue antitank weapon systems versus those of Red

tank forces %Ne have programmed in CARNIONETFE. For.Blue, we have 10 CBT's and 20 \VOW's,

the total value of which may be described as

Blue's Total Value = 10(2.099) + 20(0.855) = 38.1 R63"s.

Correspondingly, we get for Red:

Red's Total Value = 30(1) + 10(0.817) + 5(1.084) = 43.6 R63"s.

We therelore conclude from the relative numerical worths of Blue and Red forces that although Red

possesses some superiority over Blue in weapon potential, Blue has nevertheless done quite well in his

wea'pon employment tactics indeed. In fact, in an hour Blue has been able to kill four Red ZAGGER's,
;is many as six Red ZWATTER's with resupply or if Red had them, and four Red R63's, the worth of
which is

4(0.817) + 6(1.084) + 4(1) 13.8 R63's

which is 13.8/43.6 = 0.32 or 32% of Red's total combat worth. Hopefully, Blue's planned defense

might Lo a long way toward stopping Red's thrust through West Germany, and moreover Blue has a
quantitative method of comparing overall forces on each side and "building up" his own effective

force as needed.
We should emphasize again that the measurement of worth in this example involves only the

capability of Blue to kill Red tanks and antitank weapons, and vice versa. It does not measure the

overall worth of either a Blue or a Red tank, for they possess much more versatility in mobility, crew
protection, shock action capability, etc. It does seem possible nevertheless that if a suitable combat

simulation could be developed in depth to account for the key parameters in a battle-including
maneuver, 'armor protection, weapon effectiveness, tactical mobility, etc.-then the battle outcome
might be sufficiently scenario dependent to generate rather general conclusions. To our knowledge,

such accurate description of a real combat simulation has not yet been attained. This leads us to some
additional comments concerning actual battles and combat simulations.

42-7 SOME PERTINENT COMMENTS ON TANK WARFARE

Concerning the advent of the ATGM , Ref. I indcates that the ATGM must be considered a potent
.weapon on the battlefield. Some of the strengths of p~robable enemy ATGM systems include their long
range accuracy, high degree of lethality, ease of employment, high reliability for the wire command
link, invulnerability of the wire-guided weapon to countermeasures, and, remote firing capability. On
the other hand, some of the ATGM weaknesses include' the need for highly trained gunners, the
minimum range capability, the slow speed of the missile, the susceptibility of electronic systems-to
countermeasures, the requirement for good visual contact with both target and missile during flight,
and the iack'of good responsiveness in.tracking erratically moving targets. It is expected that second
generation missiles will show considerable improvements, however.

Now a word or two about Soviet Ground Forces., FM 30-4 (Ret. 3) is a fairly current account of
Soviet ground force, operations on, the modern battlefield: It points out that the historic emphasis of
Russia on defense has charged dramatically to that of offensive in current Soviet military doctrine and
that armor will probably be massed in' multiple formations, except perhaps for the possibility of

j k nuclear warfare. Moreover, Soviet infantry is a mechanized force, and the armored personnel carrier is
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both a carrier and a fighting vehicle, with soldiers trained to ride directly into combat firing thleir
weapons through side ports. However, if heavy antitank fire is er,countered, then Soviet doctrine is for
the men to dismount and attack from behind supporting tanks, followed by theiL APC's giving support
with heavy machine guns. In fact, to quote Ref. 3, we must realize that

"Tanks provide the offensive punch that is so important in all Soviet tactical concepts, with riflemen
being carried in armored personnel carriers or infantry combat vehicles that can keep pace with the
tanks and deliver the infantry directly into combat. High-speed armored strike forces are designed
both to attack enemy concentrations directly and also to penetrate as far as possible into the rear of
enemy concentrations."

Thus, it may surely be expected that dismounted Soviet infantry and sometimes those in armored per-
sonnel carriers will be fully integrated with their tanks in any future conflict.

With reference to the Mideast War results, we quote from Ref. 1:

"Initial news media reports from the October War heralded the demise of the tank and the ascen-
dancy of the antitank guided missile. The Israeli tvnk losse's in the war tended to support the view that
the tank was dominated by SAGGER's and RPG-7"s. Howc-"r. subsequent reports and analysis in-.
dicated that, in fact, the tank was the principal tank-killer. The effect of the ATGM was significantly
degraded by the use of proper tactics and techniques.

"Diring the first few days of the war, Israeli armor units attacked without adequate artillery or in-
fantry support. Few artillery units had been mobilized, and what few mechanized infantry units were
available were mostly mounted in halftracks and could not keep up with the tanks. The result was
devastating destruction of Israeli tanks by Arab ATGM's and RPG-7's.

"Thie Israelis, however, soon modified their tactics to employ the combined arms team-infantry,
armor and artillery. By firing artillery on likely or suspected locations for SAGGER's and employing
infantry with the tanks to add suppressive fire to SAGGER and RPG-7 positions, the effectiveness of
the antitank guided missile was significantly reduced. The infantry was employed with the tanks in the
three ways:

(1) APC's together with t-nks
(2) APC's leading tanks
(3) Dismounted infantry leading tanks.
"The role of the infantry in the attack was primarily to add mote suppressive fire. Infantry fought

mounted, except only when heavy antitank fire prevented forward movement.
"These simple tactics were not, of course, invented nor developed independently by the Israelis.

They are US tactics. They represent the application of the combined arms team concept which has
long been taught in US Army schools. The lesson to be learned is that the October War has once again
proved the validity of the combined arms doctrine."

Thus, it would seem from this account that the combined arms doctrine, its development and exploita-
tion, represents the proper direction for improving combat effectiveness.

In this handbook, we have often remarked that perhaps one of the most important, current problems
is that of developing suitable methodology for analyzing and quantifying the relative effectiveness of
combined arms teams or heterogeneous forces of all kinds. In fact, the particular example covered here
would seem to add some weight to such a belief, and we would therefore encourage weapon systems
analysts to proceed with research in this general area. We believe that there is much to be accom-
plished concerning the development of better methodology to analyze more accurately the battle
potential of combined 'arms through the medium of the combat simulations, as this procedurc would

42-10
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appear :o be relatively inexpensive and productive. In order to bring such thoughts into sharper fects.
%,: rote ,hat Howes and Thrall (Ref. 4) give an eigenvalue type analysis for Red versus Blue combit

.'i'.g small arms, armored personnel carriers, tanks, armed reconnaissance vehicles, antitark
weapons, mortars, and artillery on each side. Thus, seven different types of weapons were involve ! in
their study of a "battle" where Red forces were in the attack and Blue in the defense. T'he ".:thors
point out that no claims are warranted concerning the general representativeness of their simulation
results since this would depend very much on the scenario used. Also. the random statistical variations
inherent in the game model would have some elfect in achieving consistent results. Ne-vertheless, the
principles of their analysis, i.e., the techniques outlined in this chapter and that of Chapter 30, wotld
seem to show considerable promise as perhaps the best available method of studying combined arms in
a systematic and quantifiable way. That is to say, wt need study procedures which will measure the
relative worths of the different'weapons employed in combined arms simulations for these establish the
relative combat values of each weapon type or various grouping that might be considered as well. The
Army weapon systems analysts rould well accumulate, catalog, and have available for ready reference
the weapon equivalence values extractable from the large number of combat simulations now being
conducted at Army agencies. In one simulation, for example, a BCBT might be worth 2 R63's, while
from another combat simulation an R63 might be worth 100 infantrymen or two howitzers, etc., so that
all relative worths could be related. Once such values, are obtainable, then the), may be used as
building blocks of tables or organization and equipment, which would indicate perhaps the best struc-
tures of future army divisions. It is recommended, therefore, that attempts to accomplish results in this
direction would well be worthwhile.

42-8 SUMMARY

We have developed an example of Blue vwrsus Red tank combat which might be fought in a future
war and have indicated a useful methoa of analysis which quantifies the relative "combat worths" of
the different types of antitank weapons involved. An advantage of the approach is that the weapon
system worths developed could possibly represent a powerful technique of developing building blocks
to field optimum combat forces. The analysis again shows that kill 'rates are the primary MOE's.
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CHAPTER 43
AN EVALUATION METHOD FOR ARTILLERY OR

SUPPORT TYPE WEAPON FAMILIES

I Ve outint and discu v in some detail th, , urrent techniques of evaluating artillery weapons, especially those calibers
rt,?I, ior combined in various iap lt gice a "imi" or ",,ulro". ihe aim is to present a method o1 comparing the dij-
ferent cor.peting weapon mixes in order ti establish superiority of one mix over the other, if possible. It is found that a
very. good measure of effectiveness is that of determining whi-h artillery weapon mix can engage the most targets at fairly
reasonable cost, and this anaiysis is accomplished thro:gh t- , h s¢ of the Legal Mix simulation. An example in some in-

formative detail is given which apbroacho, the qusti.ti, f.Jdetermining the best mix of 155mm, 175 mm, and 20 3 mm 8
in.) artiller) weapons for an exwcted,-onfli,'t i?. Zurope.

43-1 INTRODUCTION

In contrast to Chapter 41 on the cvaluation of infantry hand-held weapon mixes to produce as
many casualties as possibie a,-1 stop Red infantry, and the analysis of Chapter 42 on combat between
tanks and guided mnissi' s on both. sides, this chapter involves an example of the evaluation of artillery
or support rype weapons. Note that, for the infantry and tank types of battles, there are' invariably
some exci.ang-s or losses of weapons on both sides due to the direct firing between forces or the close-
combat situation. In contrast, artillery and supporting weapon systems in general must often be
eva'uated in a rather different manner ir the absence of direc't exchanges. For combat situations such
as that depicted for tanks in Chapter 42, it might be said that we are quite capable of measuring the
relative worth of weapons on one side against those on the other in a very direct manner, and par-

.ticularly in terms of their capability to destroy opposing close-combat forces. In the analysis of sup-
port weapons such as artillery, there may often be little or no direct exchange of fire. Hence it
becomes necessary to measure the worth of, or that is to say, evaluate artillery in terms of its
capability to destroy many deep targets, usually of much larger sizes, in areas adjacent'to or beyond
the direct battle between infantry and tank eleme ts, or to attack rear areas that may become threats
in due course of the overall battle action. This would include also counterbattery fire as needed.

As indicated in Chapter 8, artillery caused more than half the casualties in World War II. In Table
43-1, we give the percent deaths and percent wo nds for US troops for World War It, Korea, and
Vietnam. Note the effectiveness of artillery (fragmenting projectiles) relative to small arms, excipt for

TABL 43-1
PERCENT DEATHS AND PERCENT WOUN S BY CAUSATIVE AGENT FOR US ARMY

TROOPS IN WORLD WAR II, TH KOREAN WAR, AND VIETNAM

Deaths Wounds

Cause WWII Korea Vieti am WWII Korea Vietnam

Small Arms 32 33 ' 51 20 27 14
Fragments 53 59 34 62 61 65

SOther 15 8 L is 12 19'

Ij1(he above percentsges are for USca- ualties caused by uppouin forces) 4-
,43-1_-
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the Vietnam war where rifle firing dominated. We should also make particular note of the fact that ar-
tillery weapons are becominv more and more versatile, as evidenced by the current capability of some
of them to engage and destroy tanks at long ranges, and no doubt that artillery will continue to be one
of the main arms of the future. Field artillery can destroy or suppress enemy infantry at short ranges;
it can destroy antitank guided missiles and crews at the short to medium ranges, and our support
weapons can attack enemy artillery or enemy air defense systems at the longer ranges. Suppression is
ako ver- important since if enemy crews fail to take cover or evasive actions during an artillery at-
tack, a high chance of destruction invariably follows.

It can be Raid that field artillery is the land combat arm with a mission to provide continuous and
timely fire support to various field commanders by destroying or neutralizing in proper order of
priority those ground targets that may have the effect of jeopardizing the accomplishment of the field
commander's mission. In order to accomplish its mission objectivts, field artillery must:

1. Support the mancuver forces with continuous. timely, accurate, and close fire support as re-
quired.

2. D)eliver counterbatterv fires throughout the range of the weapon systems capability.
3. Extend depth to combat by delivering fires on logistical installations, reserves, command

postR, communication facilities, and other enemy targets throughout the area of influence of the sup-
ported force.

As contrasted to infantry and tank, units in direct combat, artillery may be placed or hidden in rear
areas not under direct fire, yet deliver devastating fire on enemy targets of all kinds located at various
distances from the main line of resistance (MLR). For example, the 155 mm NMI09AI Howitzer can
deliver fire on the enemy from a few thousand meters to a range of about 18.1 kin, or with the newer
extended range projectile this field artillery piece can attack targets out to a range of about 24.5 km.

Artille: y represents one of the main combat support arms of the division in combat; the others are
aviation, air defense, engineer, signal, and military police. Additional combat support elements and
reinforcements in the combat support areas may be attached from higher headquarters when the tac-
tical situation demands such support. Thus, we begin to see some of the inherent versatility in em-
ployment of artillery in the combat zone to annihilate the enemy over the wide areas where he may be
found.

Artillery also represents one of the key weapon systems for combined arms effectiveness studies. We
need to establish the relative performance and combat interrelationships among aviation, artillery,
other gun fire, infantry, and armor. In addition, we 'need to quantify the artillery firepower effec-
tiveness improvements that can be made through enhanced intelligence activities or improved
targeting; logistic operations of support; mobility and maneuverability with mechanized infantry; and
the command and control functions as well.

Surprise fire is the most e!7ective fire that can be delivered on enemy personnel, as is well known. FM
6-141-2 (Ref. 1) gives a good and informative account of field artillery effectiveness analysis and ar-
tillery weapon employment for nonnuclear combat. In particular, Ref. I covers the following topics of
inter-st for artillery:

1. Concepts of employment
2. Cannon weapon systems characteristics and effectiveness, including lethal areas
3. Employment of standard, high explosive, and selected ammunition
4. Employment of toxic chemical ammunition
5. Rocket and missile weapon systems
6. Comparison of high explosive and selected ammunition. ,

43-2 j j
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A very usefu-l compendium of field artillery facts, organizations, tactics, operations, weapon svstemz
and terminology of relative current usage is that of Reichard and Downs (Ref. 21. Also. an extension of
this account to include classified field artillery facts is given by Reichard and Dow, ns in Ref. 3. In par-
ticular, Ref. 3 covers the history of weapon-range studies, range-extensin alternatives for artillery, ai-
tiller' weapon systems lethality figures, and the Soviet military organization and equipment.

An informative account of artillery suppression analysis techniques is given by Kinney in Ref. 4'. '1 his
reference also gives a good coverage of this important application of field artillery type weapons. An over-
view of some techniques of fire support analysis has been provided by Crane (Ref. 5), and Girard (Ref. 6'
discusses the structural approaches to fire support system mix analyses.

Field artillery cannon gunnery principles are thoroughly covered in FM*6-40 (Ref. 7) which is the stan-
dar - and universal text for artillery usage in the US Army. The artillery weapon systems analyst should be
familiar with much of the contents of FM 6-40.

In this chapter, otir main interest centers around some of the current and rather typical techniques of
evaluating artillery weapon mixes for the fire support role in combat. Many of the principles and details of
thi present methodoloics for studying the overall effectiveness of artillery are cove red in a series ofstudies
called Legal NIix" analyses. The Legal Mix methods of evaluation have been developed over a peribd of
some ten years now and their results have been of considerable use.to artillery weapor planners. The
serious reader should study Refs. 8-15 to develop some expertise in the Legal Mix type inethodolog, for
evaluations and the Task Force Battleking study ofl 1ardison et al. (Ref. 16) because field artillery weapor.
planning purposes should be ofcont inuing interest. Earlier principlesand studiesconcerning the develop-
ment of methods for evaluating artillery in its combat role of fire support aregiven in Refs. 17-19whichcon-
tain pertinent background information for the new analyst.

In the paragraphs that follow, we will use much of and amplify somewhat the study of DeArmon (Ref.
20) in order to present a rather typical and useful procedure for comparing one artillery force mix of
weapons against that of another gun mix. In what follows, we will approach the evaluation of support
weapons by first indicating an expected complex of enemy targets, with some of their general charac-
teristics (personnel in various degrees of cover, armor, trucks, etc.), criteria t, defeat such targets, some
brief characteristics of the artillery weapons which might be employed to attack these targets, the alter-
native mixes of artillery weapon families which are compared, along with weapon delivery errors;
lethality, and cost information.

In evaluating artillery weapons, the reader should understand that the targets are not often point'
targets, that they' may be large in size (up to several hundred meters in diameter), and that many
rounds must be fired to neutralize many of the targets. In fact, the principles covering multiple round
hit and kill probabilities, especially those of target damage of Chapter 20, are seen to be relevant arid
useful in this connection. Also, it will be observed that computers are indispensible for most of th".
current support weaon evaluations.

Before proceeding with the analytical details, we will hypothesize briefly a general battle situation.

43-2 GENERAL BATTLE SITUATION

For an illustration of some evaluation principles of artillery in support of our Blue combat organiza-
tions, we have hypothesized a probable battle situation in the European Theater, where Blue and Red
forces oppose each other in a major conflict or full-scale war. The Red target complex that Blue ar-
tillery is assigned the mission to attack consists of some 16 diffetent types of targets (Ref. 20) found in

* a Red Motorized Rifle Combined Arms Army for a combat intensity level called "Intense Defense"
for Blue., The problem of this illustrative example is to determine the comparative effectiveness of

434-3 1,,
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three different mixes of possible Blue artillery weapons against the subject ta'rget complex ad, in par-
ticular. select the best one for further study and planning of the weapon acquisitio'i process.

The artillery weapons to be consid,-red in neutralizing the enemy target complex consist of the
M109AI 155 mm Howitzer. the M'l 10 Self-Propelled 8-in. (203 mm) Howitzer. and the M 107 175
mm Self-Propelled Gun. The different artillery weapon mixes or "families" of interest consist of
various combinations, and numbers of these weapons as indicated in the sequel, and these three dif-
ferent mixes will be compared by evaluating them against the saint target complex. The total artillery
force is to consizt of nine battalions (Ref. 20) which will contain the three different combinations of
the 155 mn,, the 175 mm. and the 203 mm artillery weapons considered here. The structure of the
Blue artillery force represented is known as a "Division F'orce Equivalent" (DFE) fur which the direct
support and the general support artillery units are treated in their normal role in rather general com-
bat operations expected for a future conflict in Europe.

The methodology for evaluation of these typical and current artilery weapons will now be outlined
and developed in some logical detail and order for the young weapon systems analyst.

43-3 TARGETS, WEAPON CHARACTERISTICS, AND PRELIMINARY
BACKGROUND DATA FOR THE EVALUATION

We see the desirability of emplo% ing support type weapons for extending depth to the combat zone
in view of the importance of artillery in causing casualties, e.g., as indicated in Table 43-1. Thus, and
in principle, we might say that we use artillery to neiutralize the enemy insofar as possible at the
longer rane.es so that he will not be able to accomplish hiz mission of overrunning our Blue position
through close-combat action. We intend to uise our artillery to hit the enemy and destroy his will to
fight long before he is able to engage our forces in costly, close combat.

In T ble 43-2 we have listed the various target types our artillery family is to attack, the primary
target elements to be considered, and the attack criterion --, or level of damage desired on a single fir-
ing engagement - and the defeat criterion for Blue's intense defense in Europe. In ca'e the attack
criterion can be met by more than one available firing Unit, then the unit that can meet the attack
criterion at the lowest cost will be selected for the engagement. As will be seen in the sequel, firing
decisions also 'are made on the basis of the attack criterion assigned to the target. The attack and
defeat criteria, are listedin terms of the percent of targets (personnel, armor, trucks, etc.) that must be
engaged "ind defeated insofar as our artillery is concerned. Also given in Table 43-2 are the number of
target acquisitions our friendly target acquisition and surveillance equipment is able to acquire in this
particular s:udy of artillery effectiveness. Note that there is a total of 1510 targets acquired during the
hypothesized battle for-some 16 different enemy target types of artillery interest. The number of target
acquisitions foreach type of target indicates the expected frequencies of occurrence for each of the
enemy threats and hence also gives some idea of the possible threat value and perhaps the priority we
must consider in allocating our artillery weapons to the 'problem of neutralizing the total enemy
threat. For example, the number of enemy troops in the final assault phase and those prior to the
assault add to 367 targets, or nearly one-fottrth of the total number of targets to-be attacked. Also, for
example, we see that about a fifth of the targets acquired, is armor in the attack, which may pose a
serious threat.

Some of the prominent or more important characteristics of the 155 mrm, and the 175 mm, and the
203 mm airtillery weapons the analyst will need to consider in his evaluation are listed in Table 43-3.

Obviously the range of the artillery piece is important, for it might be necessary in deciding whether a
given weapon can be considered as having the capability of engaging a target. Speed of the weapon, Q
43-4
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TABLE 43-2
TARGET TYPES, NUMBER OF TARGET ACQUISITIONS, AND, DEFEAT AND ATTACK

CRITERIA REPRESENTED IN THE COMBAT SIMULATION OF 24 h OF
BLUE INTENSE DEFENSE IN EUROPE

Defeat Criterion Attack Criterion

Primary Number of Percent Percent
Target Target of Target of Target

Target Type Element Acquisitions Elements Elements

I Dismounted troops prior to final
assault Personnel 239 30 -30/10"

2 Dismounted troops in iinal asqault Personnel 128 30 30/10

3 Dismounted troops; in assembly'area
'hasty positioi " Personnc, 2b 30 30/10

4 Dismounted troons in assembly area
(prepared posiiion) Personnel 28 30 30/10

5 Infantry in prepared defense Personnel 18 30 30/10

6 Service units (hasty positi6ns) Personnel 113 30 30/10

7 Serwice units (prepared positions) Personnel 18 30 30/10

S Command posts and observation posts Personnel 85 3V 30/10

9 I)imoknted trooxps in approach march Personnel 14 30 30/10

10 Artiilery units (hasty positions) Personnel 183 30 30/!0

II Artiller) units (I eoared positionsi, Personnel 14 30 30/1)

12 ,'rtnor in assembly area
(hast) positions) Armor 155 20 20/71

13 Armor in assembly area , I
'prepared positi6ns) Armor 64 20

14 Armor in column Armor 106 20 20/7

15 Armor in atta(k Armor 296 20 20/7

16 Truck convoy (stopped) Trucks 211 30 30/10

TOTAL 5" _0

130/10 indicates that 30% decreases to 10% at ranges beyond 10 kim.
020/7indicates that 20% decreases to 7% at ranges beyond 10 km.

cruising range, wattr-crossing ability, and time required to emplace an artillery piece are of interest in
determining the availability of the weapon and its general usage in a combat maneuver situation.
Note the relative basic loads for the three different gun tubes and the amount of resupply of ammuni-
tion by caliber. To be available for a mission, a weapon system must have sufficient ammunition for
the attack. The round-to-round probable errors of the weapons and especially the aiming errors due
to uncontrollable variations in trying to place the center of impact of the guns on the desired target
point will be very imporzant -indeed to the weapon systems analyst since these errors will determine
the number of rounds needed to defeat the various targets. Note, in particular, that the aiming errors
for both range and deflection are listed generally as being at least twice the round-to-round delivery
erro.s. The aiming errors, or mean point of impact (MPI) errors, demonstrate on the basis of their
relatively large sipc that the main problem - at least iritially in firing -- is the inability of gunners to
place the (unknown) center of impact (C of I) on or at the desired, target aim point whether it ik the

43-5
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TABLE 43-3
ARTILLERY WEAPON SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS

155-mm, 175-mm, 8-in. (203-mm),
M109A1 M107 MIO10

Proje tiles f,110(Y M483 N1549 N1437, M 166 N50

Max Range. km 18.0 18.0 24.5 32.7 16.5 lo 3

Batterv Basic
Load, rounds 1734 456 6301

Rtsupply per Baterv
p-r How izer. round 84 32 32

Man/Crem 10 13

"%VeaponsiBaterv 6 4 4

,%eapons/Bn 18 12 12

Weight Combat Loaded, tonne 24.1 28.2 26.

Maximum Speed, km/h 56 5; 35

Cruising Range. km 349 725 725,

Water-Crossing
Capabilitv amphibious fordable fordable

rime to Emplace. min I 3 2

Probable Error
tPE) in Range, % 0.33 0.28 • 0.30

PE in Deflectior,. rail 0.60 0.51 0.20

MPI or Aiming Erro'r PE
Range, % 0.74 0.-I 0.12

Deflection, mil 3.37 3.62 3.33

Mean Rounds
Between Failures (MRBF) 775 100 100

Mean Miles
HBe:ven Failkres kMM BF) 24S 580 580

Cost O(weapom, S 195.000 105.683 B4.124

center of the target or some tther point of more interest. Moreover, the aiming crior is usually so large

that the effectiveness of the smaller round-to-round dispersion cannot, "take over" so to speak and
bring its effectivencss to bear in terms of'"precision" fire. Thus, and in summary, we see that an impor-
tant problem relates to that of placing the C of I of the rounds at th" desired aim point, or at least ef-
fecting an adjustmen procedure which will guarantee convergence of the C of I onto the desired aim
point- FM 6.40, Fie Artillery Cannon Gunmery (Ref. 7) describes in some detail the recommended stan-
dard procedure for a4 justing the C of I of the rounds to the intended aim point for the case of sensing
shots as "over" or "s tort", and "right" or "left ". This, however, is a "go-no go" type of analysis and
adjustment, with so e loss of efficiency. In those cases where the fall of shot can be sensed on a quan-
titative basis as being a deviation in so many meters beyond or short of the target aim point - e.g., 35
m over or short, etc. -- then optimum procedures to be followed which will guarantee the-convergence .

of the true unknown C of I onto the desired aim point are given in Refs.'21 and 22. Both of these
studies point out tha, a full correction ihou.ld be made 'for the observed deviation of the first round
sensed, whereas only half the deviation for the second round should be corrected for, and one-third of

43-6
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the deulation sensed for the third round, okne-foua-h for Lhe fourth round, etc. This optimum policy to
vuarantee (ornverience was also referred -o in par. 14-1. Part One, and hence may be ~he best wav to
conserve on rounds fired. Also, the laser range finder has resulted in improved rccUracV Of fire. The
sy.stem delivery errors listed in Table 43-3 are in broad or general contextual termrs or values. whereas
more refined values for ihe lDe.rmon study (Ref. 20.) a nd the partieular projectiles used are given in
terms ot the CEP~ in Table 43-5 in the sequel.

The mnean rounds between failures (.NRBF) and the mean miles betwetn failures (MMýIXBF) for a
weapon will have a direct bearing on weapon availability or readiness. Finally, the costs of the com-
peting weapon systems are very relevant in any cost effectiveness study or cost and operational effec-
tivenels stud%- and hence are gi~cn at the end of Table 43-3.

The alterna:ive artillery forces or mix~es of weapons (A, B, and C) considered in this evaluation are
listed in Table 43.4. There we give the number of artillery battalions of each caliher considered for the
three mixes wse are to evaluate, while the number of weapons per battery k6 or 4) and number of
%%eapons per battalion'()8 or 12) are listed in Table 43-3. In this study of the effectiveness of the thr~ee
diflieent mixes. the preblem, of availability of weapons to erizage targets must also be considered
where availability is defined as the chance that a particular weapon type will be ready or a mission
%%hen needed and called upon to fire. In Table 43-4, the availability I-vels covered are for 100%, 75%,
;0'i,. 25%'0. and 0%0 of the 8-in, and 175 mm force; also the actual numbers cf 155 mm., 175 mm, and
203 mm art illery pieces correspondingl% in the three mixes are shown. Note that wherever 155 mmn ar-
tillery pieces are employed, they, are used in both direct and ger,!rat support functions, whereas both
the 17i-mm and 203-mm gunis are used only in general support of the combat divisions.

ProjJctIl -gun c orrbinations will Iresult in different deliveyerru otedfeetpyia n
range -haracteristics of the projectiles. The study of Ref. 20 takes. this into account and'the "relative"

TABLE 43-4
ALTERNATIVE ARTILLERY FORCES CONSIDERED IN STUDY

Number of Weapons
Initially Available

Percentage of'
Artillery A-in., 173-mm, or MIO9A1 Milo M107

Force' Both Available" 133-mm $-in. 173-mm

A100 90 48' 0
i Bn's ofM 109AI I 5ý5-mm 75 90 36 0

and so5 90. 24 0)

4 B~s of M110 8-in. 25 90' 12 0
0 .90 0 0

8' goo 90 24 24
5Bn'sof\1109AI 155-mm 75 ,.90 t8 18
2 Bn 'sof M 1108-in. 50o 90 12 12

and .25 90 6. 6
2 Bn 'iof\1 107 17 3-mm 0 90 0 0

C100 90' 0 48
5 Bn~s of N1 1()9.% I I5-mm 75. 90 .036

ard s0 90. 0 24
4 bn'sof M 10? F, -mm 25 90 , 0 I 12

0 90 0 0

"in All CASC, three hnatilionui of 155.mm are in direct support, and the rema kinder of the force is in general support.
&Considers an equal number of weapons are availalble to each& C-in. or 175-mm battery,

143-7.
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CEP's for the three-mix e~aluation are given in Table 43-5. We note in this connection thai the fI 10
artillery p eon. %%hich delivers a rather heavy projectile out. to ranges not exceeding about 16.5 km
(especially the M509 projectile), shows some superiority in delivery accuracy over the other projectiles
and. weapons. Thus. on this basis alone %.e might expect that the \II0 %%eapon system has some
potential in overall effectiveness over the other weapons. Moreover, when one considers that the Ml 110
weapo,)n system fires a 2 0 3 -mrnm projectile, i.e.. the largest projectile of all three weapons, its lethality
would ordinarily be much higher - at least on the basis of the relative cube of the calibers. Thus,
there is also some indication of superiority here in terms of potential lethality, but only as far as the
caliber is concerned. For ranges of 18 km and bevond, we note in particular from Table 43.5 that the
deiverv errors of both the 155-mm and tb'e 17 5-mm weapons deteriorate considerably, and the

analyst might well expect large decreases in effectiveness potential here. (The artillervman has long
favored the )4-in. howmtzer for its delivery accuracy, but ballisticians also have long realized that
perhaps the potential of this artillery piece has not been exploited fully due to its relatively short range
capabilities.)

In addition to the delivery accuracy capabilities of the three artillery pieces. the next rather key and
important parameter in establishing etle(tiveness against the targets listeA in Table 4-3-2 is the
lethality or letlkal areas of the various projectiles considered in the three force-mix comparisons.
Relative lethality values for the different projectiles against personnel and matcriel targets are given in
Table 43-6. Actual numerical valu-s are classified Confidential, and hence relative lethality values are

TABLE 43-5
RELATIVE SYSTEM DELIVERY ERRORS (C Ui" USED-IN STUDY

I v "-. -____________________

-'*.tr. km~~1 1 P C I -+ Ii , ..
______ibe Pruj~ttile ________T_14 1jjj~ 6~,71 18 14 J 32.7

[RlativeCEP Rat ios'
.M483s n IP b, 1.3IL.-2 , 1.74 2.J) 0 -_ ,

Total, 3.-3 6.21 7.79. 8'4 - -

.MI Ilo.I P're,,sion 1.37, 1.93 2.47 2.84 . - -
15•-nrn M 107

Total '381 6.37 8.47 9.79

M549 Prer iston 1.58 2.0; 2.37 2.53 .4 4.0 -0
Total 3.84 6.32 7.84 879 13.84 -

.MI07 Precision 1.84 2 37 2.74 2.93 3.74 6.-8
.17 5-mm ,1417

"Total. 500 684 768 .8.16 11.42 20.25

Precision 1.53 2.00 2.32
M106 2 • -

MI I0 Total 3.70 6.32 784 .
(-in. Prt ition J! 0.89 1.37 1.63 11
(203.mrn) M 509

Total 2.68 5.26 6-7 -

"eCEP - Circular Probable Error, or radius of crcle which includes 50% of the shots. The rrltiive CEP ratio is the ratio ofthe
system and projet tile CEPto that oft he prr. sion CEsofthe M483, I 55-mm projectile at 8 km. Actual ,EP's are Con.
fidential and are given in Table 3 of %4e. 20,

"Precisio.... round-to-round ballistic dispersioan
"Frotal - totalsystemCEPint luding both round-to-round ballistic dispersion tnd variationofthe M P1 orC of (aiming error) (D

maximum range 
. j
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TABLE 43-6
RELATIVE (RATIOS OF)t PROJECTILE LETHAL AREAS AT A RANGE OF 14 km

I ~~RelaT s%. Ray i of; L~ethal %ra, ni, ()Pen~ . .1 '
Weapon _______

and Caliber Plojectile I Sanding it o

1immM483 I981/5 ;?'0t~ 14 2; l'9 24-.2

\1110 \I106 198/962 1'4,ý4 1) 1 121),- 2r' .5U1
&-in (203-mmln \1309 21il2/123t Piso/(,o 11 1/2wA 8 .3 14211 S Z4

M 18/7 1 6,1 ) s~t 4

1'S-mmn \1437 18 /71___ 210-__ A -2 :4

'Figures in the table list the ratio of the lei hdl area for -he weapon. projr t:Ic and condition to the irtriala.orri .i.min't A r'nk in

the woods for the MIO'IAI weapon
'T'he first figure gises the ratio of lethal areas for the targetf in the opfii.,ind then the raio of leitial ,re.% 1,r thr ,ator tleit

'Assault 5-nun criterion
"*. or F (mobilitv or firepower) kill for tanks and A.'Ps. 44)-min interdicition kill for trul k-

listed f.,r personnel for standing. prone, and foxhole (onditions of protection- Also. the nmajor materiel

target relative lethality values are given for tanks. trucks. and armored personnel carriers (L~ezhal
areas instead of vulnerable areas are appropriate here for vehicles since projectile explosions nearb%
may cause mobility or firepower damage.) Table 43-6 provides some- insight into the relative
toughness. of the different types of targets to artilier) attack - as tnay be 'noted. Note the relati'e
protection provided by tanks, APC's, and foxholes as compared to that of trucks or standiniz, AInd
prone pcrrsonnel. We mighit also say that overall the largest caliber, the 203-mm. appears to be
suocrior in lethality against all of the various targets, although cost should also be a consideration

Relative costs, of the different projectiles are listed in Ta~t~le 43-7 and will be relevant in terms of am-
munition expended or total cost to achieve the levels of defeat criteria given in Table 43.2. Note the
higher Costs of the VT fuzed rounds aiad, especially, the much higher cost of the M509 projectile for'
the 8-in, howitzer since this will be significant in a cost-effectiveness analysis. Costs will also be a driv-
ing factor in the determination of which weapon should attack target~s, give-i !hat either two or all
three~of the different artillery pieces could do the Job.

Having r'iscussed the aruilk .y weapons, projectiles, expected delivery errors. lethality, and costs, we
are now ready to present the model for evaluation which will be used in caimparing the three rom-
peting mixes of support weapons. Since there are a very *large number of characteristicts to he con-
sidered in the very extensive computations needed to evaluate artillery support weapon families, it
should be clear to the reader that many detailed computer programs are needed to. handle this rather.
formidable problem. In fact, this is precisely what has been deveioiped for the Legal Mix analysis
models (Refs. 8-15).

43-4 DISCUSSION OF THE EVALUATION MODEL
As indicated in par. 40-4.9, the, Legal Mix IV model is a one-sided, high resolution, deterministic

simulation which has bendeveloped in recent years to evaluate the effectiveness of artillery 'type
mixes.-of weapons at the Army and lower organization levels. The artillery weapons are employed
against? set of time-phased targets which have been "acquired" b'y available target detection devices.

*43.9
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TABLE 43-7
RELATIVE, COSTS OF COMPLETE ROUNDS, COMPONENTS, ANI) TRANSPOR1 ATION

AS COMPARED TO COST OF M107, 155-mm PIROJECTII.E WID FUZE"
I .~ R e i 't: ix( (.'• i . . . . . . . . . . . . .

I ______________________________I •.' 1 •-'tji [" 'f "
Cah I ter I' Proi t iIelFu ze Projet ile I~cFue C:hFu;c t loll lota I

NilIll-/IN ) IilO, il) (1,• I• 1,8A

N111i-IVT .IJX' 0I.,q81 00 II'l, 2,-I
I:':-rn MN549iP1) 2.98 0.15 I 21)' !I 1

.M54'/VT I 2.9$4 0.$il 1 21 il !,I ..0'

.14ý0/% Y 491 0.58 th61 i.10 622

i06i l) .. 3.10i
__-_______.____ I1.71 ).8/1 II u3 2! - 3.76

M.137/PI 1 4 it)I . (!!l 3.31

_______-___ .1437/vT I. 1.54 { 0.92 I Sli V -. i.'1 ..1 •

'Relatie iost, i ll tih, the i .ire Ih ! ralii u s of item (osts to thait of the I -, tio. 'd I It .t -iill V i. I ,srA .,:t •i• ki ill

"l all ; of Ref. 241
%\eiglht-d to account fir rainge.

"Tie Legal Mix model is used to compute the percentage of missions lost, the number of personnel
casualties inflictcd, number of targets defeated, armored vehicles damaged, missions accomplished,
accrued units of military worth for the missions accomplished, and the cost an(i weight of ammunition
expended to achieve the levels of effectiveness desiced. The DeArmon study, (Ref. 20)- prinmarily
covered here to illustrate a method of artillery evaluation; extended the Legal Mix type of analysis to
some extent in order to determine the relative operational effectiveness capabilities of artillery forces
-composed in par, of the larger caliber 175-mm and 203-mm guns -' whi,:h were subject to changes
in weapon availability due to dynamic effects of reliability, availability, and maintainability that
might actually occur in a combat operation. Thus, weapon availability was to be somewhat of a
primary input parameter for the 175 mm and 203 mm artillery pieces since they were to be employed

in the general support role of the fighting division.
For a preliminary bird's-eye view of the analysis, perhaps the reader may see that for each of the

three competing families it is necessary to determine whether each weapon is available and can under-
take fire at the various targets which have been detected, the employment of the best weapon-target
allocation criterion,, the 'number of rounds and costs of ammunition to achieve the level of deftat
desired, the number of targets actually engaged, and casualties inflicted for the 24-h Blue intense
defernse of Europe. It might be said that "operational effectiveness" here' is' measured in terms of the
number of targets effectively engaged and the target elements killed. Moreover, comparisons made
between artillery force levels are based on measures of effectiveness attributed to the total artillery

family.

In the study of Ref. 20, the indirect fire systems model which was used is an updated version of the
Legal Mix IV model in the references, and the primary purpose was to simulate a Blue artillery force
versus the Red target threats during the 24-h time period, considering 8-in. and 17 5-mm av. lability.

The model simulates the firing decision process; selects the weapon system to engage targets; fires
the number of rounds necessary to meet the attack criterion; assesses damage to each target engaged;
and accumulates ammunition expenditures by type of weapon, type of ammunition, and ex'gagement

43-10- .7
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range. Ihc Red tairet liar' i, an input. In this list, targets are identified by type, size, location, en-
virniett, arrial ti•:n', dep~art~rt, time, and Blue echelon (direct or general support) that acquires
the ta•reet. *h tl , 1ýpe, si;,'. loc;ttion. and environment of predicted targets may be somewhat different
from a(tunal tirgctts. )euisious oin whether or not to fire, what to Fire, howmuch to fize, etc., are based
on predicted targets; daimate assessments are based on the examination of actual targets. The fire

mission is assigned to the same echelon (direct or general support) as that of the acquiring unit. If, in
that echelon. fire units are overloaded, the fi're mission can be passed on to another echelon.

AS pre% iotIslv indicated, firing decisions are made on the basis of the attack criterion assigned to the

target. If the attack criterion can ne met by more than one available fire unit, the unit that can meet

the attack criterion at lowest cost is always selected to make the engagement. However, before fire

units can be used against a target, the firing time and supply of ammunition needed to complete the

mission must be available. The mission cannot be fired if the required ammunition is not available or

if the expected firing time exceeds the time that the target will be in range. In the case of direct sup-

port units, a fire unit v-.ill be selected if its tuLe-to-target range is less than that of other direct support

units and the target is a direct support acquisition. In the case of general support units, a fire unit will
be selected if it can meet the attack criterion at a lower cost than other general support fire units

regardless of the tube-to-target range, Within the fire unit, the most cost-effective round is selected for
use. Mass fire (engaging a single target with more than one fire unit, simultaneously) occurs if
availab!e independent fire units cannot meet the attack criterion.

The defeat criterion, which usually exceeds the attack criterion, is assigned to each target. If, as a
result of one or more engagements, the target damage equals or exceeds the defeat criterion, the target
obviously is vsithdrawn and cannot be reacquired

The model output provides the following:
I. Number of targets engaged; number of targets defeated; number of personnel, tanks, APC's,

and trucks killed; ammunition expenditures (by rounds); and ammunition expenditure costs.
2. !'he characteristics of each fire mission. This includes the acquisition time, the range, the

weapons fired, the kinds and amounts of ammunition fired, the number of target elements killed, and

the number of elements in t.,c target area.
The main effectiveness measures for the Blue artillery force were taken to be:

1. TP.e number of targets engaged
2. The number of personi,el and materiel target elements killed.

The cost measures for the Blue artiiierv foice were:
I. The number of rounds of ammunition expended
2. Ammunition dollar cost.

43-5 RESULTS OF THE LEGAL MIX IV SIMULATION

As a result of the, Legal Mix IV simulation for comparing the three different artillery weapon
systems or families, Ref. 20 lists the key findings in its Tables 6 and 7, which are classified Confiden-
tial. Table 6 of Ref. 20 gives, for each of the three mixes, the number of targets actually engaged, the
number of rounds by type expended, and the ammunition expenditure cost by alternative Blue ar-

tillery forces during the simulated combat day of 24 h of Blue's intense defense of Europe. Table 7 of
Ref. 20 gives the relative effectiveness figures aind relative costs by each Bl.e artillery force for the
same combat day. The key results on an unclassified basis are brought together for our purposes in

Table 43-8. The relative number of rounds expended for each caliber may be used in conjunction with'
) the ammunition costs to indicate telative total costs for the firing missions. For Table 43-8, we found

43-11 , ,
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it more informative to determine the re!ative number of targets engaged in terms of" the base \ hich is

the actual number of targets engaged for the case of zero availability of the 8-in. and I 7 5-mm weapons
since such numbers stay constant regardless of the three different mixes. In addition. for the relative
number of rounds fired, these have been calculated with respect to the 155-mm weapon as a base,
where the availability of the 8-in. and 175-mm weapons was zero. Again. %%hen none of the larger
caliber weapons are involved or available, each of the three families has exactly the same '155-mm

weapons. This has been done because we then have a constant and unified base of comparison, which
would not, be the case for 100% availability of the 8-in. and 17 5-mm weapons as was done in Ref. 20.

Based on Tables 6 and 7 of Ref. 20, and Table 43-8, DeArmon - on the basis of tile calculations of
the measures of effectiveness - arrived at the' following findings:

"On the basis of the total number of targets engaged, the I 55-mm/8-in. mix is best, the 155-mm/ 8 -
in./1 75-mm is second best. and the 155-mm/175-mm mix is worst. However. the maximum dif-

ference among alternative forces is only about 4%. The number of personnel targets engaged by the
three alternative forces are essentially equal. The numbers of materiel targets engaged by the 155-
mm/8-in. mix exceed those engaged by the 155-mm/8-in./175-mm mix by 5%. and those engaged by
the 155-mm/175-.mm mix by 13%. At short ranges (0-10 kin), the 155-mm/8-in. mix engages 14%
more materiel targets than the 155-mm/175-mm mix. At long range (>20 km), the 155-mm/8-
in./175-mm and 155-mm/175-mm mixes engage more materiel targets than the 155-mm/8-in.'mix,
by 14% and 43%, respectively.

"The 155-mm/8-in. mix is the most costly, and the 155-mm/175-mm mix is the least costly. The
maximum difference in costs amor~g the three alternatives, however, is only about 4%."

As shown by' the data in Table 43-8, as the availability of large caliber 8-in, and/or 175-mm
weapons is reduced, there is considerable variability in number of targets engaged from range to
range. As the weapon availability decreases, the decrease in number of personnel targets engaged is
less than the corresponding decrease in the number of engagements of materiel targets.

For all alternative mixes, the relative proportional decrease in effectiveness is small compared to
the proportional decrease in availabi!ity of the larger caliber, weapons.

The data in Table 43-8 show thaw for each alternative mix, as the availability of large caliber
weapons is reduced, the ammunition expenditure of the 155 mm is increased.

Concerning the cost information inlolved, DeArmon indicates the data show that for the reduction

of each 8-in. weapon in the 155-mm/8-in. mix, the 8-in, ammunition expenditure is decriased (on the
average) by 110 rounds and the 155--mmammunition is increased by 190 rounds. For the reduction of
each large caliber weapon in the 155-mm/8-in./ 175-mm mix, the 8-in. expenditure and 175-mm ex-
penditure are reduced by 160 roundb ant. 111 rounds, respectively, while the 155-mm expenditure is
increased by 190rounds. For the reduction in force of each 175-mm weapon in the 155-mm/175-mm
mix, the 175-mm expenditure is reduced by 130 rounds and the 155-mm expenditure is increased by

about 60 rounds.

43-6 CONCLUSIONS

On the basis of this operational effectiveness involving larger caliber weapon availability, DeArmon

indicates that the 155-mm/8-in. mix is regarded best, the 155-mm/8-in./175-mm mix is second best,
and the 155-mm/175-mm is the poorest. However, the numbers of personnel targets engaged by alter-
native forces were essentially equal. The 155-mm/8-in. mix engaged more materiel targets at short
range (0-10 kin) than the 155.mm/175-mm mix; but at long range (>20km), the 155-mm/175-mm'
mix engaged more materiel targets than the 155-mm/8-in. mix, due to its extended' range.

' 43-13
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On the basis of ammunition expenditure cost, however, the 155-mm/8-in. mix is most costly and
the 155-mm/175-mm mix is least costly.

In all alternative force mixes, the effectiveness decreased as the number of available weapons
decreased, Lut the proportional decrease in relative effectiveness is small in comparison to the corres-
poarcling proportional decrease in the number of larger caliber weapons.

43-7 COMMENTS ON THE ARTILLERY EVALUATION STUDY

In this particular support weapon evaluation study, we have outlined one of the prime current
methods for comparing tile worth of artillery type families of weapons. It is seen in this connection
that the most effective family is not the one of least cost, and this is not always to be expected anyway.
We note here that the difference in costs" however, is only about 4%, so that the 155-mm/8-in. mix
seems well worth the extra cost. A point of some'interest is that even though the 8-in. (203-mm)
weapon has only about one-half the maximum range of the 175-mm gun, the 3-in, weapon still
showed up in the most effective family. Some artillerymen might well question this occurrence, but it,
may be that the 175-mm gun has inordinately high delivery errors at the extended ranges and the
greater lethality of the 8-in. weapon also came into play insofar as the chosen measures ot effectiveness
were concerned.

We see that operational effectiveness may be significantly dependent on weapon availability, and
indeed this places a much increased burden on the firing of the 155-mm weapons.

Finally, it should be noted that the evaluation of artillery support weapons, at least in a way, is, not
as direct as that of either the infantry or tank type combat evaluations. Indeed, we see that in the case
of comparing families of artillery weapons there are several (competing) measures of effectiveness, and
really not one stands above the others in all respects. For example, ii is very important to have a
family of support weapons which will be able to engage as many targets as po.sible, for that means
more casualties and more effectiveness On, the other hand, it must be conceded that cost is also a
primary consideration, but perhaps relatively small cost differences should not 'be the governing fac-
tor. In any event, the game here is to select the family which is superior in overall effectiveness, while
at the same time ensuring that its cost is not inordinately high.

43-8 SUMMARY
We have prescnted the curren't method of evaluation for artillery or support type weapon families.

The suggested procedure is necessarily different from that of evaluating infantryand tank weapons in
close combat since the artillery weapons can attack a large variety of enemy targets of rather large size
at almost any range at which such threats might appear on the battlefield.' In addition, but not
evaluated here, is the future capability of artillery even to attack enemy tanks at very remdte ranges
before they become threats in close combat.

There are several important and different types of measures of effectiveness for evaluating support
weapons, and the decision maker must necessarily consider these on a joint basis - at least to some
degree.
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CHAPTER 44

THE MODERN GUN EFFECTIVENESS MODEL (MGEM) FOR
EVALUATING AIR DEFENSE GUNS

The probl,,m 011/" evauating, the', ,t', ' 4 i ,, t tn ,/ . ' o, ' /.n /, 'i, /b/ Irt/ i ( ,,,/ t.I in thi, sh,./,tr. Doli

',hn:qu" used An ou~n a, the .t/,,,i rr (;,'ro / ; ? ,,f/ , \1.,,I, .1, \, aI ' wth i+ ri , •, /,uf,'u :,, ,nn,,/atis, ,/ the;

errumal enfal it'eritn 'lir ee7 h ,/iv ?1 /r,) /,,/iri anid tI!,.. Ile1,/ taI?/s n impif,,r/ant mitt ;-v'r' u t t / i ,s m,id,/'r,ssnw
con, h r ui'nh th e a,/i//zs ta/ t i/ f/ i .l l(; +l! i !,'?l t : , te ai d ii , ,, 1.1, , t 1i ni/i.at li /.f r/i ia ;', /,,'eri m a de , 't0,4 7a1ate

the m, di't. uhttkh g ist', muh iiin/,d. n,' In te, a,, u'i . an' ri /,/s, ./' ,, 1/.

.- An eaomse ii givin o i//u stra.t' ,,,', o•tth,' ti/,a! so , ua/ions ,q hat ,W ibd Ail1 jsuhadztie11'. as ;(, li a, thi' ,ep't-
ed numbhr of rouwnt/ fired 'n ain 'nan'.

44-0 LIST OF SYMBOLS

"A" a kill of the aircraft which results in loss of manned control in 5 min

.A, = presented area
.4,. = vulnerable area
a,- = azimuth at time t

aM', = azimuth at time t + I
e,, = random deviate from N (0,

random deviate for.\ (0.ar,,)
et, = elevation at time t

r, +, = elevation at time t + 1
e, = random deviate from a normal distribution. \ 0,a,) with zero mean and standard

deviaajin a,
"K" = a quick, 30-s kill

.V(0,a) = normal distribution with zero mean and indicated a
P = total kill chance

p(kAh) = probability of a kill, given a hit
p,,, = single-shot kill probability

R = ballistic range
r range
r, range at time i

r = + I range at~time 1 4 1
I = time

it time-of-flight
,,, =muzzle velocity
Id = drag-related constant-for a gun projectile

- delivery standard error
ta = ballistic dispersion

i., - standard error in azimuth
= ,.t - standard error in elevation

or, ' standard error in range
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ax = round-to-round delivery standard error (one direction)
a,, = one-directional aiming error sigma

44-1 INTRODUCTION

Like the evaluation of close combat for infantry (Chapter 41) and tanks (Chap1ter 42) and the
,vdluation of ihe role of artillery (Chapter 43), the field of Army air defense represents a rather large
area of application for the weapon systems analyst. It can be said that the problem of modeling
ground combat is indeed very complex, and that many of the important parameters or boundary con-
ditions, for example that of the terrain, contribute greatly to the complexity ot any competent
analysis. In contrast, it would seem that the analysis of air defense weapons against aerial targets
might be somewhat simpler, at least in bome respects. Thus, and in principle, we might expect that
one merely needs to deal with th! chances of at least one hit against typical aerial targets. and inrclude
the vulnerability of the target or the conditional chance that a hit is a kill in the analysis. Nevertheless,
we must appreciate chat somewhat different or special evaluation models are requited. in air defense
Studies, as r..gl.t be expected. Indeed, for air defense evaluation problems, we are dealing'with
relatively high-speed targets; accordingly, the terminal engagement geometry between the warhead or
projectile and the aircraft or aerial target becomes of critical importance. In addition, aerial targets
can fly paths to avoid being seen, detected, or acquired; also they'may adopt evasive tactics to reduce,
as much as Fossible, the chance of being bit once under acquisition and attack. It is also true that the
problem of directing guns along the predicted flight paths of enemy aerial targets will very likely in-
volve autocorrelation analyses of one kind or another (See Chapter 20 for an introduction to such
methodology.)

'In view of the analytical complexity concerning the terminal conditions of a warhead or projectile
approaching a high-speed aerial target, it would seem that Monte Carlo type simulations would be
very valuable in estimating kill probabilitier of air defense weapons against aircraft or other aerial
targets, and indeed this approach often turns. out to be a necessary mode of analysis. One does have to
to be rather confident that he, can simulate accurately the warhead delivery errors and the fuzing
errors of the air defense system under evaluation, as well as any possible evasive tactics the aerial
target might take during the encounter. Furthermore, the conditional chance that a 'hit. is a kill
against the aerial target must be determined accurately from aerial target vulnerability analyses 'for
the warheads involved.

In the case of guided missiles with rather large warheads, for'example the HAWK missile system,
Monte Carlo simulations of engagements to produce effectiveness'data have worked out very well in-
deed. Also, once the guidance and fuzing errors are determined, or estimated with sufficient accuracy,
an analytical procedure for evaluating blast-fragmentation warheads in air defense can be 'used to es-
timate kill chances. (See for example, the work of Banash, Ref. 1.)

We cannot expect to cover the many ramifications of the vast field of air defense evaluation tech-
niques for the Army here, but our intention is to give some' of the present methodology for evaluating
the effectiveness of air defense guns of calibers from about 30 mm to 40 mm to satisfy the.Army need
for its relatively short-range weapons against aerial targets. In fact, a quote from a Wall Sir,,e'.7'nWnal
article of Wednesday, 30 November!1977, is of interest and provides pertinent background at this
point:"

"WASHINGTON-The! Army selected General Dynamics Corp. and Ford Aerospace & 'Com-
munications Corp., a unit of Ford Motor Co., to develop a new shorm-range air defense gun for use in ,
the 1980s.

44-2
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"•Selection of the two companies means they also will competc for a production cootracr that's ex-

pected to exceed SI biilion. It was as much a victory for Pentagon planners who w4ant U.S services to

build weapons that are compatible with those used by North Atlantic Treaty Organization allies, as it
was for the two companies.

"General Dynamics plans to build its system around a 3., mm Swiss Gerlikon gtn. built here under
license, which is widely used by both the West Germans and the Dutch. Ford -ill use a Swedish, 40

mm Bofors gun, also widely deployed in Europe.
"The two companies were selected to begin full-scale engineering development of the new radar-

directed gun called DIVAD, for division air defense gun, over General Electric Co.. Sperry Rand
Corp. and Raytheon Co. One of the factors in the selection was the winners' incorporation of Euro-.
pean guns into their proposals, according to Percy A. Pierre, Assistant Secretary of the Army for
research, development and acquisition.

"NATO members frequently develop and build weapons that aren't couipatible with similar
weapoiis built by other allies. To increase the effectiveness of NATO forces, the Pentagon is telling
contractors that they can increase their chances of winning buiiness if they design weaons that are
compatible with European systems.

"The Army plans to purchase about 430 of the new guns from U..S. manufacturers. It also plans to
purchase 171 West German air defense guns, called the Gepard. for about $900 million for quick

deployment to U.S. forces in Europe. 'The advantage of the Gepard is you can get them right off the
production line,' Mr. Pierre said. while it will be fiv,: or six years before the more adariced-and
cheaper-U.S. system can be deployed. The Gepard system uses the same Swiss gun included in the
General Dynamics proposal. The purchase of the Gepard is still subject to approval by Defense

Secretary Harold. Brown.
"Both the Gepard and the new DIVAD gun are designed to improve the Army's abili'y to shoot

down enemy aircraft at ranges up to about three miles. The DIVAD will be an all-weather, radar-
directed gun system in an armored turret mounted on an M48 tank chassis. The guns will be used to
protect combat forces based near battle lines.

"The Army hasn't awarded contracts to General Dynamics or Ford Aerospace yet. It plans to begin
contract negotiations soon, leading to agreements with the companies to develop and build two
prototypes of !heir guns over the next 29 months. After testing the models and comparing their cost,
the Army will' select one of the companies to produce the gun system."

44-2 BACKGROUND FOR THE MODERN GUN EFFECTIVENESS MODEL
(MGEM)

The main technique for eyaluating air defense guns to be presented here is known as Modern Gun
Effectiveness Model, or "MGEM", and is based primarily on a digital simulation to corapare the
various candidate or competing weapons of calib-rs from about 30 to 40 mm. To give some ,limited
background information, 'the current Army'air defense gun system is the VULCAN Gun, which is a
20 mm six-barrel Gatling type weapon, which' has been procured as an interim system during the
1960's. However, the VULCAN system evaluation studies led to the conclusion that some improve-
ment in range capability and weapon de!ivery accuracy was highly desirable, and this led toa prodduct
improvement program. In fact, a study called the GADES, or Gun Air Defense Effectivehess Study,
was initiated to develop the appropi iate methodologies to compare future candidate air defense guns) through simulation techniqus.. TIle' GADES study indicated th-it effectiveness seemed to depend
rather critically on the accurn.•y of the tracking and fire-control loop, andindeed this very finding was

"44-3
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arrived at independently by the Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics Laboratory. Neredith and
Scheder (Ref. 2) give a more informative account v,-f the background which we have paraphrased
somewhat here:

"The GADES study brought to ligh•t the fact that the modern digital control processor could and
should be used in air defenst gun systems. This concept was tested oy the Gun Low Altitude Air
Defense (GLAAD) s',udv, when a twin-barrel 25 mm test bed was built for the Army with a digital
computer fire contrul. The computer was programmed using modern optimur. control techniques
tKaiman filter) for target state estimation and second-order target prediction. During the GLAAI)
project. digital simulations were built which emulated both the gun system hard%%are and its fire con-
trol concepts software. The results of the GLAAD tesiing demonstrated that modern fire control
could significantly enhance gun air defense systems, especially against maneuvering targets, and that,
",ligital simulation techniques could accurately predict gun system performance.

"A current objective of the ARGADS (Army Cun Air Defense System) Project Manager is to field
a new air defense gun which utilizes modern technology. Other studies indicate a need for an air
defense gun in the 30 to 40 mm caliber range. A number of companies expressed an interest in supply-
ing the Army with a gun system and have offered preliminary designs and potential capabilitie3. To
help the Project Manager sort out and evaluate such proposals, the Army Materiel Systems Analysis
Activity (AMSAA) was requested ti conduct a preliminary study ,tsing simulation techniques
developed and validated by the GADES and GLAAD studies. Related studies were concurrently con-
ducted by Frankford Arsenal, the Ballistic kesearch Laboratory. Harry Diamond Laboratories,
along with studies within the Project' Manager's Office.

"The method of analysis used 'in this study was to examine the various gun candidates through a
digital simulation of a one-on-one engagement. The simulation used was the Modern Gun Effec-
tiveness Model (MGEM) developed precisely for this type of study. MGEM is a digital Monte Carlo
simulation which' contains submodules for the target flight path. the' gun system's sensor/tracker, fire
control and doctrine, predictor and gun se-vo, the projectile's ballistics and lethality, and' the target's
vulnerability. A single engagement assumed no terrain effects and long range detection and identil ica-
tion. It consists of burst fire at the target. commencing a' a pi-espepil.ed projectile-target intercept
range and, continuing intermittently until either the target is "killed" Or recedes out of range.

"For this st'udy, two aspects of realism not usually considered in one-on-one investigations have
been interjected. One is the inclusion of'gun barrel cool times in the fire doctrine. Each gun system
had a cooling period associated with a burst size which should not be exceeded for normal b rrel
wear. Two firing doct'rines were used in the study-a shoot-shoot when only cne-second i:ter als
were programmed between bursts and a shoot-look-shoot doctrine when a projectile time of flight flus
a one-second wait was required between bursts. In both cases, however, the cool time crite ion
overrides the preprogrammed time between burst intervals.
"* "The second aspect of simulating realism was the use of several maneuvering flight paths and many

gun locations against each flight path. All of today's fielded air defense gun systems have In ear
prediction fire control which are effective only against nonmaneuvering targets, and presumably
should be 2tudied and ýested against nonmaneuvering targets. This lends itself to neat tables suclt as
effectiveness versus range versus offset. The new gun should be able to achieve a respectable e fec-'
tiveness against maneuvering targets. Some method had to be devised to compare gun candidatt in

,an unstructured array or situation without showing favoritism to a particular characteristic. We
decided to use five fixed-wing flight paths (straight, jinking,, pop-up and dive, constant 'G' turn,
turning flyby) and one single rotiry-wing path. Each path c-ntains regions where guns do well nd
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regions where they do poorly. Past studies have encountered situations when one igun appears

superior primarily because it happened to shoot at the right time-a matter of luck and geometry. To

alleviate this phenomenon in this study, the gun site %as randomly situated for each Monte Carlo

trial against each flight path. Thus, the effectiveness of a given gun system candidate is the engage-

ment hit or kill probability against a target flying a particular typ.- of flight path and integrated over

many gun locations relat;ve to the flight path. The effect of this procedure is to force the guns to fire at

many points along the flight 'path, resulting in a value representative of expected overall effectiveness.

"The characteristics of the gun systems that are considered in this study are the caliber, ballistic

dispersion, muzzle velocity variations, ballistic trajectory, rate of fire. proi-ctile lethality and cool

times. Each system was assumed to possess an identical, state-of-the-ar: sensor/tracker. digital com-

puter. fire control (target state estimator and predictor), and gun st,,v'omechanism, since the charac-

teristics of these modules cannot be ascertained until industrial proposals have been idbm-tted. For

each gun system considered, the latest available information wa.s used tc -describe the system. This in-

formation was obtained from both industrial and government sources, compiled and selected by the

Project NManager'3 Office, and submitted to AMSAA for use in this study.. TIese data were used, but

parameters had to be determined and frozen before the study could begin. Guns and bullets which

have yet to be designed are inherently ill-defined, so the only recourse is to obtain the best possible es-

timates at the time of need.
•'Since the object of this study iq to compare gun systems, a comparison of each in its own best light

is desirable. But the optimum burst sizes and firing doctrine for the" gun candidates are unknown.

One criticism of performing this study at the time was that the firing doctrine is a key gun system

characteristic, and until such doctrine is recommended by the system's manufacturer, no impartial

comparison can be made. In an attempt to overcome this very valid objection, a matrix of strategies

was conducted-two firing doctrines (shoot-shoot and shoot-look-shoot and three burst lengths-for a

total of six situmtions for each gun, against each flight path. Obviously, we were quickly overwhelmed

by an avalanche of output. So, to select the optimum strategy for each gun system, the hit or kill

probabilities from the five flight paths were averaged with equal weight. The justification for this is

the assumption that a gun system in the field is equally likely to encounter each type 3f flight path. Of

course, this assumption may be false, but there are little data to the contrary, and it would probably

be unwise to optimize a gun system against only'a particular type of flight path.
"Two types of optimization were achieved. One was based upon maximum effectiveness while the

cther was for least cost per unit of effectiveness. We were able to perform the latter because we we-re'

furnished gun and ammunition costs by the Project Manager's Office. One other figure of merit for

the gun system ... is the number of kills per stowed load using optimum strategy."

44-3 GUN SYSTEM AND AMMUNITION CHARACTERISTICS, AND TARGET.
VULNERABILITY DATA

CUrtain performance characteristics of the typical gun systems which may be considered for the role

of low altitude air defense for the US Army are given in Table 44-1. The gun systems listcd may be
the proposed candidates for the DIVAD requirement. Note in particular that the round-to-round

ballistic dispersion of the different weapons is rither urnpredictable as a function of caliber and that

the Gatling Gun 30G has a relatively high '(one-directional) ballistic standard deviation in mils. The

system ra:e of fire, also listed in Table 44-1, decrease- to some extent with increasing caliber, as would

be expected. Finally, the stowed load of rounds does indeed depend markedly on caliber and
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TABLE 44-1. AIR DEFENSE GUN SYSTEM CHARA(IT-RISIICS
Ballistic S'. stem

(GurT No. of Dispersion Rate of Fire. Stowed
I)esignmrion Caliber. mm Barrels 0. mils rd/ nin !Atad. rd

30 "3) 3040 31.44)

30MU 34) 3 031 2400 I(W,
31F 3i ,2 O. I I100 04
3;S8  35 6 0 85 2400
40 40) 2 11 56 6041 4;0

"Rate ol fire is 42(K) rd/min after I s or= I'near (one-directional) standard desi.-ition

'CE Gathn( Gun
"Mauser Model Cun
t)erlikon Gun

"uSperry (Gatang Gun

decreases rather systematically with increasing caliber, except for the Sperry Gatling Gun which
seems lo0.

The aiiniing errors, or movement of the C of l's Of salvos, are not listed in Table 44-1 since they de-
pend on the target tracking capability of the radar or optical sensor, the filtering or "smoothing" of
, uch data to predict future target position, and the servo or gun-pointing me-chanism. The aiming
errors are in fact produced and properly accounted for in the MGEM simulation.

Table 44-2 gives the maximum salvo or rapid fire burst sizes for gun-cooling times of 1 s, 5 s, and 60
s in order to preclude overheating of the gun tubes. Such schedules would be followed in evaluations
allowing for gun-cooling fire doctrines.

Pertinent ammunition characteristics of the projectiles by caliber are given in Tat:e 44-3. As in-
dicated in par. 44-2, final design data %e.-% not necessaiily available, although for study purposes
somewhat homologous projectiles may be evaluated, at least in a preliminary way, to aetermine the
importance of caliber. Note in particular that the 40-mm projectile has three times the weight of high 4
explosive filler as does the 30a-mm round. Muzzle velocities of the rounds in meters per second, flight
times to 3 km. and ranges at which the remaining velocity of each'round reaches the sonic condition
also are listed in Table 44-3.

* The operating and supply costs of the ammunition for the competing air defense gun systems are
listed in Table 44-4. These basic data would be used in a cost-effectiveness type study.

Obviously, terminal ballistic performance of the projectile against aerial targets is of fundamental
importance in the evaluation of air defense gun systems. In this connection, Table 44-5 gives target
vulnerable areas in square meters for a typical fixed-wing aircraft and a rotary-wing aircraft for uni-
formly distributed random impacts on the front, side, rear, bottom, and top of the aerial targets, and
as a function of the 30 mm, 35 mm, and 40 mm projectile calibers. Point-detonating huzes with ap-
propriate delay are to be used for the proje:tiles since a hit is required to produce airtraft damage.
Vulnerable areas are listed for "K" (quick, 30 s) kills and "A" kills or loss of manned :ontrol of the
aircraft ;n 5 miti. Any vulnerable area divided by the presented area under considi-ration gives 1(4/,h),
the conditional chance that a hit is a kill. For example, for a 35-mm projectile random hit against the
side of a fixed-wing aircraft, ihe conditional chance of an "A" kill is

p(Alh) - A./A, (44-1)
- 1!.3/28.2 -0.40
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TABLE 44-2. GUN SYSTEM COOL TIME SCHEDULE
Bur~t Nize,+~ ,/€ .lrtNt

l: t I -+ h -or O-
",•e I lint- I m0 ( G,1,I h1e

It. 2 ý4l
•NI 21' 411

3S -;

40 3 21,

"*30-s cool time

TABLE 44-3. AIR DEFENSE AMIMUNITION ROUND CHARACTERISTICS
Nfuzie I ime-of-Fhizht Fire

( dhber. 1t. \'clK 1•., to 3 kin. Rant.
Inmm gin IS s mm

30 .4 111251
4) 12 h•-A 4 2 44119

*Ra ve at which rremining %eh. itt AN I Na( h

TABLE 444. OPERATING AND SUPPLY COSTS
Gun .'s stem Ammunition ( .ost I'otal (ost•

30(' 7 40 g so

3F" 12 ;9 16-0
35S 12 .9;9 16704
40 I 7 '• (1K9

"Per ro:nd
w'otal (osts orxlude ammunition coit plus operatinit and support

costs~

TABLE 44-5
TABLE OF FIXEb-WING AND ROTARY-WING AIRCRAFT VULNERABLE AREAS

VERSUS PROJECTILE CALIBER'

Cajiber.
.mm Vulnerable streas A. ml

Front Side Rear . Bottom Top .'ront Side Rear Bottom TOP
Fixed.Winq "K" Kill Rotary.Wing "Kg Kill

30 0.4 5.0 0. 1.8 3.9 2.9 12.6 2.7 12.3 15.9
35 08 82 07 3.1 9.2 5.2 22.1 3.0 18.6 21.5
40 1.2 9.6 0.9 4.5 9.7 68 270 4.0 21.8 23.4

Fixed-Winq "A" KI1 Rotary-Wing "A" Kill
30 0.5 9.5 08 7.5 9.1 4.2 18.3 2.7 20.1 18.7
3S 0.8 11.3 1.2 8.2 1031 6.0 24.9 3.0 220 71,6
40 1.3 12.4 1.6 9.1 IS 5 7.3 •28.9 4.2 23.4 23.9

Presented
As ca- 4.7 282 4.7 39.6 39.6 :4.6 40.7 14.6 51.3 51.3
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where

.4, = vulnerable area, m 2

- 1, = vulntrable area, m 2

44-4 PRELIMINARY CALCULATIONS OF SOME KILL PROBABILITIES

In order to get some idea of the magnitudes of kill probabilities, we will calculate a Ifew optimistic

kill chances or boundary values for the reader. For example, if there were no aiming errors and only

ballistic dispersion (see Table.44-1 for values of ballistic dispersion ao), the approximate single-shot kill

probability Psk of the 30 mm Mauser projectile for an "A" kill against the bottom of the fixed-wing

aircraft at 1500 m is given by

P.ýk = A.,/(Av + 2 7roe) (44-2)
= 7.5/17.5 + 27rf(0.31)(1.5)]2 }* = 0.8.5

which is to be regarded as a very optimistic value, especially since the aiming error would be expected

to be ,. .veral or many times the ballistic error.

An approximate single-shot kill probability considering the existence of an aiming error per round

may be calculated by replacing the term 2ara 2 in Eq. 44-2 by the equivalent or total ballistic and aim-

ing dispersion (an expression similar to Eq. 20-95), i.e.,

P8 s r- Ad,/(A + 22ro,.2 + 2 7r-xu) (44-3)

where

aý = one-directional ballistic sigma

a, = one-directional aiming error sigma.

For the example previously given for which the ballistic sigma is 0.31 mil, suppose the aiming error a,

is, say. 3 mils as it may well be for an air defense gun. Then

P88, = 7.5/17.5 + 2ir[(0. 3 1)(I.5)]2 + 22r[(3)(l.5)]'2

= 0.055

which represents a crucial change indeed.

Consider a salvo or burst size of 40 rounds and a cooling time of 5 s between bursts (Table 44-2).

Then, for complete independence among adjacent rounds, the most optimistic total kill chance P is

about

P = 1 - (1 - P,8k) (44-4)
= 1 - (1 - 0.055)1 = 0.896.

As will be observed in the sequel, sucb calculations may not be realistic since they do not account

for the tracking sensor, filtering, prediction, and gun-aiming.problems---especially for which the

MGEM simulation has been "validated" (Ref. 3).

'If the aim error were accurately, known, another method of calculating kill 'probability would be es-

timation, by the models of Chapter 20, of the chance of at least one hit on the vulnerable area of the

target. Indeed, appropriate modeling of the aim error to place the C of I on the target is of critical im-
portance in air defense weapon systems effectiveness. Also the air defense guns considered here have

such a high rate of fire that the group of rounds fired in " burst may be considered to have the same C

of i. We now turn to the most promising known pro i.dure foi evaluating air defense guns.

*To convert, the standard deviation from mils to meters, the standard deviation in mils is multiplied by the range in
kilometers.

44-8 ... "-
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44-5 SUMMARY OF THE MGEM SIMULATION AND VALIDATION

The proposed model (MGEM) for evaluating low altitude, rtlatively short-range air defense guns
consists essentially of describing the gun projectile-aerial target engageient simulation encounter
schematically as in Fig. 44-1 (Ref. 3).

A sensor (radar, optical, etc.) detects and acquires the target, and gives "noisy" flight path data. A
filter then processes the raw tracking data to determine target position, velocity, and acceleration es-
timates. The filter function will involve smoothing of current and past target position data on the basis
of some criteria in order to filter out noise or extraneous data. Next, the filtered or smoothed flight
data are weighted in some "optimum" way to extranolate for future target position at the projectile
time-of-flight in the future. This prediction, along with the known trajectory of the projectile, deter-
mines where to aim the gun' to achieve a projectile-target intercept cne time-6f-flight in the future.
The servomechanism directs or aims thegun tube in a continuous fashion so that a burst of rounds
may be fired from the gun at the correct instant.

MGEM involves a complete air defense gun-target engagement simulation which has been fully
programmed on a computer. Five representative flight paths for enemy aircraft are used in the
MGEM simulation (Ref. 2), namelyý:.

1. Straight Flyby (Fig. 44-2)
2. Constant 2-G Turn. (Fig. 44-3)
3. General Maneuver (Fig. 44-4)
4. Pop-Up and Dive (Fig. 4t-5)
5. Jinking Flyby (Fig. 44-6).

The reader may comprehend that such flight paths may be made "noisy" with appropriately added
random numbers, and then the filter, predictor, and servo subsystems simulated so as to estimate ac-
curately gun pointing data. Projectile-target intercept conditions are determined for one time-of-flight
for the burst, and aircraft damage is then assessed.

The fire control includes a forward looking infrared (flir) or visual optic target sensor and a digital
computer which uses Kalman statistital estimation techniques. Thus, conventional fire control design
for air defense guns has been updated by the use of modern control theory techniques, and the
superiority of this approach has been verified and validated by Meredith, Scheder, and Luflkin (Ref.
3).

Perhaps a brief sketch of some of the salient points of the validation process would be of interest
here since it might give the reader an appreciation and some confidence that the best known model for
evaluating air defense guns has been found.

Flight Path

G.enerator,

Rdr- 10-Filter - ~Predict -,r -- mw Servo - .0- Dleamag Ie
Sensor Flywit t

Figure 44-1. MGEM Simulation
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Figure 44-3. Constant 2-G Turn

44-5.1 THE SENSOR OR TARGET TRACKING RADAR

As described in Ref. 3, the manually controlled flir tracking sensor is simulated by adding an ap-
propriate error to the actual target position at each time interval. The "errors"'~ added are, of course,

modeled as an appropriate random process in the sensor line-of-sight coordinate frame. For the

GLAAD, typical errors used were:
1. The range standard deviation error err was estimated to be

,= 2 m (44-5)

2. The azimuth and elevation standard errors were determined from

• = [(4/r•2) +, 1]•/", mrad (44.6)
0 et = [( /r') + 1]',', mrad (44-7)

where
= standard error in azimut

SFu= standard error in elevatio

r = range to target, m.
To produce such values,da norma! distributl on N(0,t) with zero mean and tie indicated b was sam-

pled to obtain "noisy" path data.In processes of the kind modeled here, wpo ar dal w time series, or autoregressive process,

and a prediction from one time point to th, next may be generated by a Markov process (since the
new additional value depends on immediate ry preceding value). Thus, the range, azimuth, and eleva-

tion values for time s+ 1 may be predict: d from data at time as follows:

rt =O 0.,+0.8e,, rn (44-8)

a+ d = 0. (ar2 + 0.44Ia", mil (44-9)

+ t = 0. /er) + I.44ej mil (44-10)
where

a., =srangeatt+i,m
r = range at time t, m

To rodcesuc vlue,,anomalditriuton AY)wih zromea ad te idiate awassa-1

ple tooti nis"pt aa
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e,. = random deviate from .\(0,o,). m

a.,. , = azimuth at time t + 1, mil

az:l = azimuth at time 1, mil

ez = random deviate from .V(0,or.), mil

* = elevation at time I + 1, mil

= elevation at time 1, mil

e, = random deviate from.\V(0,Qot), rmil.

Suitable numerical coefficients were determined from an analysis of gun tracking data.

Target position data, determined thereby with "error", may be determined in cartesian coor-

dinates, and the resulting values fed into the Kalman filter as input data.

44-5.2 THE FILTER

The heart of the, MGEM simulation and perhaps the real advance in technology and evaluation of

air defense guns center around the so-called Kalman filter. The purpose of the filter is to process the

raw target tracking data, and supply present and future (extrapolated) target position, velocity, and

acceleration estimates. For a brief background, and by way of comparison, one could take the raw

positioit data acquired by the sensor in tracking an aerial target and employ a least-squarez fit and

prediction procedure for future target coordinates without the aid of any other assumptions or

considerations. On the other hand, the Kalman filter or estimator is built around an algorithm that

uses sensor data, the statistical properties of the sensor errors, the equations of expected target mo-
tion, and the statistical properties of present versus past errors to produce minimum variance es-

j tL-nates of target position, velocity, and acceleration data. The reader may study Refs. 3 through 7 to

the extent desired 'for the mathematical background-considered to be beyond the scope of this
chapter-and, furthermore, an extensive field of interest in its own right. Our point of emphasis is
that the use of the Kalman filter has been found to give the best predictors of target flight data insofar
as the proper modeling of the air defense aim error is concerned.

44-5.3 THE PREDICTOR

The purpose of the predictor is to determine just where to aim the gun to achieve projectile-target
intercept one time-of-flight t1 in the future. In this connection, the ballistics of the projectile must be
modeled while the drag coefficient of the projectile, the effects- of winds, and gravitational
decelerations-just to mention a few requirements-are being considered. For supersonic velocities of
projectiles, which apply to the air defense gun projectiles considered here, the accurate time-of-flight
information of the projectile may be determined from the equation

"R = vtS/(l + #t,) (44-11)
where

"R - b:llistic range of the projectile, mr
-v,,. muzzle velocity, m/s

t, = projectile time-of-flight, s
- a drag-related constant for the projectile considered, s-'.

Since at intercept the projectile and the target ire at equal range from the gun, aiming may be
determined by comparing the predicttd target range with that of the projectile in flight. Then, it can
be seen that the time-of-flight for intercept conditions may be determined with the aid of target travel
'prediction equations and Eq. 44-11. Hence, intercept conditions are established; and once these are

44-15
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found, wind corrections and gravity drop are fed 'into the ballistic theory equations: and the aiming
commands for the pointing of the gun are determined. These aiming commands are used to drive the
gun servomechanism.

44-5.4 THE SERVOMECHANISM

Operation of the servomechanism is simulated by -adding errors to the aiming commands; the
process is very similar to that of treating the sensor operation. In fact, the errors for the ser-
vomechanism are modeled as Markovian.noise also. For interested readers, the noise levels and the
autocorrelation coefficients are given in Table 2.3 of Ref. 3. Included also in the servomechanism
simulation are typical boresight errors.

44-5.5 PROJECTILE TRAJECTORY

The difference between the computed trajectory used for obtaining the intercept solution and the
actual projectile path is modeled by adding trajectory differential effects to the nominal straight line
path. Thus muzzle velocity and drag variations are simulated, as are dispersion in azimuth and eleva-
tion deflections, wind measurement errors, and gravity drop.

44-5.6 TARGET DAMAGE

Finally, we come to the target damage problem. Computer simulations and calculations locate the
point of closest approach of th, projectile in flight to the target, and this is done by a search routine
which compares miss distance at 0.05-s intervals along the target flight path. The relative position of
the projectile and the target at closest approach is checked against the projected area oi the target to
determine' whether a hit on the aircraft has been obtained. The projected target area is the presented
area corrected for any roll, and thus the aircraft vulnerable area may be seen as being projected in a
plane normal to the relative velocity sector of the projectile. For convenience, the projected area is
assumed to be circular, although it has beer' determined that actual shape will not adversely affect hit
probability chances as seen to some extent, for example, in Chapters 14 and 20, Army Weapon Systems
.nal.sis, Part One, Handbook. Once a "hit" on a presented area is achieved, the conditional chance
that 'a hit is a kill, or p(41h) as determined from Tible 44-5, is used and matched against a randomly
drawn number from the appropriate uniform probability distribution to either score or not score an
aircraft "kill".

44-5.7 VALIDATION OF THE MGEM SIMULATION

Procedures for verifying and validating the GLAAD or MGEM simulations of air defense guns are
discussed in much- detail by Meredith, Scheder, and Lufkin (Ref. 3). In brief, field data were either
lathered or were available to compare the results from MGEM simulations for the sensor, filter,
•redictor, and gun servomechanism. As some 3pecific examples, Fig. 4.9 of Ref. 3 is reproduced here

Fig. 44-7 and illustrates a comparison of the actual (solid-curve) and the modeled (MGEM) es-
imator of position output for the target range in meters. The dotted curve gives the GLAAD or
qGEM prediction. Notice the rather close agreement. Fig. 44-8, reproduced from Fig. 4.12 of Ref. 3,
ives a comparison of the actual and modeled estimator velocity output or target speed for the y-
omponent, and Fig. 44-9 gives a comparison of the actual and modeled acceleration output. Similar
omparisons are graphed in Ref. 3 for the predictor, gun aiming commands, and actual aiming

"* ýints; and in some comparisons "confidence bands" from the Monte Carlo simulations are displayed
o determine whether the miss distance, etc., lies within predictions. In summary, a sufficient number

4-16 ".
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Figure 44-7. Comparison' of Actual and Modeled Estimator Position Output

of comparisons have been mdde similar to Ref. 3, which give considerable confidence that th- MGEM

simulation represents not only a suitable, but also the best available computerized model to date for

evaluating the oterall effectiveness of air defense gun state of the art. With the establishment of this

confidence, therefore, we now proceed to some example data on air defense gun, effectiveness, or
MOE's, which may be used, to compare some different systems.

44-6 A SAMPLE MGEM COMPUTER RUN' OF ENGAGEMENT KILL
PROBABILITIES

In order to indicate a somewhat typical comparison of possible air defense gun systems having
calibers from 30 to 40. mm, we have used the data of Tables 44-1 throgh 44-5, along With three flight
paths, to determine hit and kill chances as an illustration. The three flight paths were for the straight
flyby (Fig. 44-2) and the pop-up and dive (Fig. 44-5) courses for a typical enemy jet aircraft, and in
addition, a target helicopter was-considered at 2500 m. The MGEM computerized simulation was
programmed and run ur.der the direction of Mr. John Meredith of the Air Warfare Division, AM-
SAA, with the results 'given b, c'liber (30 mm, 35 mm, and 40 mm) in Talie 44-6.

The reader should understand that the figures of Table 44-6 are for enga-ement hit and kill
probabilities for the various numbers of rounds that can be fired during a target flyby from the three
different calibers of air defens guns. In particular, many more Ounds can be fired from the 30 mm

44-17-
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velocity.

F;g.sr" 1-8. Comlparimon of Act'ai and, Modeled Estimator Velocity Output

air defense gun than from the 35 mm, and the least from the 40-mm weapon. Note that the chances of

at least one hit, and the chances of an "A" kill or a "K" kill decrease strikingly and uniformly with in-
creas.ng caliber of weapon. Thus, the 30 mm has sufficient terminal effectiveness--ot conditional .
chance that a hit is a kill--along with its higher rate of fire to possess higher kill chances than either
the 35- or 40-mm weapons. By contrast, the n,=mber of rounds expended during the typical engage-
ments by the 30-mm, 35-mm, and 40-mm weapons are given in Table 44-7. One notes in particular
that the 30 mm air defense gun may get off as many as five times the number of rounds as the 40-.m
weapon, and the 35-mm weapon about 1.5 times the'number of rounds as the 40-mrm weapon.

In connection with Table 44-6, we remark that during an engagement the aspect angle of ihe aerial
target changes over the whole flight path, so that the aprroaching projectiles attack the enemy.aircraft
.ander changing impact conditions, and hence the MGEM simulation takes the proper vulnerable
areas r,: Table 44-5 into account, which change with engagement time.

On the basis of simple hit and kill probhbilities, we may easily see from Table 44-6 that the smaller
#.aliber 30-mm weapon is the superior air defense gun, and it would be recommended on this basis
since we w ,uld certainly desire to have in the field those weapons which possess the greatest kill
chances against enemy aircraft. On a cost basis, however, using the individual round costs of Table
44-4, it is seen that the 30 mm may be more expensive. Thus to go further into real or expected cosis,
or a cost4f":ctiveness comparison, one would have to come to grips with the most desirable tables of

44-18 *
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TABIF 44-6. ENGAGEMENT HIT AND KILL PROBABILITIES

Probability
of .t Least Probability Probability
One fll of" A" kdil of"K" Kill

Flight
Path C Ihiber. mm 30 35 40 30 35 40 30. 35 40

Sfaight lbv 0&87 0880 062 0.68 0.55 0.48 0.57 0.44 0.38
Pop- "p and bive 092 0.78 076 0.71 0.43 0.39 0.52 0.33 0.31
Helicopter at 2500 m 0-8 038 020 0.52 0.14 0.11 0.36 0.1! I I lO

TABLE 44-7. AVERAGE NUMBER OF ROUNDS EXPENDED PER ENGAGEMENT

Number of Rounds

Path Caliber, mm 3 35 40
"Ssraihg 279 77 52

Pop-up 280 92 Os
,Helicopter 216 .0 38

44-19 .
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organization and equipment for the air defense organization, as for example in a fielded divfsion. and
consider overall costs for a ,iven level of eflectiventss or one hand, or the costs to attain sFrc desired
or minimum level of effectiveness or )rote( tion on the other. We beiice that this further direction of
study is more or less expressl\ for the practicing an, ivst. consctquently. %%e w~ill notdelve monrc into
such details. having covered the ualtiM of an air'defense gun effe(tiveness simulation here.

AS a final comment of some interest, we might note as an example that for an '.\" kill the engage-
ment kill probability against the ptp-up and dive target course is 0,71. and the expected number of
307nun rounds expended is 280. Hence the average kill probabi!it: per round is only ;).1/280 =

0.0025. i.e.. a rather low figure and one indicating the difficulty of placing the k" of I of the rounds on
the target. Moreover. the expected -:umber of engagements to achieve a kill is 1/0)71 = 1.4!. and this
(onverts to about 1.41 X 280 = 394 rounds. or a cost of about 8.80 X 394 = $3467. We see, therefore,
that the expected cost to achieve a kill bv the 30 mm air defense gun is perhaps unexpectedly high in-
deed. The expected cost for the 40-mm weapon at the lower, '\"-kill probability of 0.39 is about
S349V. This simple cost-eflective analysis brings out the danger of making a determination %,ithout
considering all the information-.such a determination is made earlier in this paragraph.

44-7 ADDITIONAL COMMENTS AND CAUTIONARY NOTES

With reference to;the air defense problem generally and the use of guns as defense weapons against
enemy low-altitude type attacks, some might question the need for an "A" kill. This is because the air
defense missi'n is to orevent the delivery of any "ordnance" on the target, and consequently the need

primarily for a -'K' kill or a mission 'bort.
The problem of "validation" of a model bnngs forth man,., many questions. The MGEM model

was "validated" primarily through the ust of simulations on a computer: however, many may well
argue that actual firmng experiments or field trials are required to validate any military operations
research model. It must be remembered, hovever, that actual'firings to validate a mode! are not only
very expensive or prohibitive, espc: .ially to cover all probable missions, flight paths, etc., but also are
perhaps too dangerous to personncl conducting ,uch tests. Nevertheless, it is agreed that certain fir-
ings, if tehey could be conducted properly in a field experiment, would indeed add much confidence to
arty model validation attempt.

An obvious criticiim 'of the M(GEXI nodel is that it may not actually handle the terrain features
problem very wtll. especially for target detection, identification, acquisitionand tracking capability.
Realistic terrain quantification is thus an important problem to continue to study. Also the attacking
aircraft may n( ! be as succcssful if their target acquisition ranges are less than aiout 1.5 km. More
study may be very desirable.

Sorre authorities might question the" need or appropriateness of ill ot the particular flight piths
Scove,-d in the MGEM type evaluation. For example, it would be very difficult to deliver crdnance

"from the 2-G constant turn or the jinking flyby maneuvers, so that some further consideration or
study in detail is in order concerning such flight paths in combat situations.

Also it should be clear that die son:ewhat "rigid" weapon cooling-time requirements in Table 44-2
cannot be strictly enforced, a id,, for example, that cooling times more than three or four seconds
would not be very feasible. Again, this type of problem may require more. experience.

The problem of properly matchirg the caliber of the projectile, its fuzing, its HE content, and its
fragmentation effect against future targets will require continuing research in the area of vulnerability
effectiveness studies. Also, the ballistics of the round, including especially trajectory dispersion and ()
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lo.- ut.tl' %,! Il play criaial role. Moreover, this likely will iead to various r ii r'of tlic tos;t-

c~im~o iti iudiec: or x%1 il(-ocuire continual u pdttilng for an\, valid inferences on (o,ýt-elicct tIverwss

Finaii. in our rather l1i-N ed. unclassified evaluation-wh ich has been highlighied for lillu'tr. .,,e
paiposcs onk --we found( that the caliber 30 mm looked %ery gcod or the best. probably. ')ecanse
tnc numnerous ro;unds that could be fired during an engagement. Nmer theless,. t ý.e pre~ ' ~iwis
enuraw-ratcd point~s Of further consideration might lead to the requirement fur large (ahihers. tar er*tn
perhaps the 40-mm projeutile sometime in the future..

Therefore. we see for the purposes of this chapter that a very extensive and comipletel\ satisfa( ht

evaluation of the low, altitude air decfense problem cannot actuallv be covered. althoug~h the dis( tsionn0
presented should 'be adequate for an initial orientation of' the systenlis aralyst-

44-8 SUMMARY

We base des( ribed one of the more recent methodologies for esaluating the general ctffe tivealess of,

air defense tguns for the field arm\,. The procedure covered is that of the NIGENI v~hich is a1 carfl-

puterizi-d simulation of the encounter between gun pi-ojectiles and typical or expec:.c'd enern\ aeria!
targets. TIhe usefulness of the MGENM would seem to be of much interest and wide application sint c
its a u:vhas betai 1-idated through the study of many simulations.
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CHAPTER 45

ARMY COST AND OPERATIONAL EFFECTIVENESS ANALYSES
(COEA's)*

This chapter g,,'.% clear, concti.e, cutrprehenswe. and otheruiie detailed accounts and proc,'dure'jor perjormnzg a cost

and tperational e/•l."r'eneess auh.,i_% ( COE.- ,.. Indeed, the guidelines presented here should be /eolluied b) all in-

d'izwhal.A 7tho prepare a COEA .10r staffing through 4rnq actizities and echelon,.

45-1 INTRODUCTION

45-1.1 PURPOSE

Army cost and operational effectiveness analysis (COEA) efforts need to be more timely, less ex-

pensive, more pertinent, less ponderous, more compre'.ensible, less redundant, and more illumi-
nzting of relevant issues. This chapter is intended to help improve COEA's by explaining the fun-
damental ideas of a good COE.\. The discussiun that follows indicates the standards which should be
used in preparation of COEA's and which will bc used in judging them.

45-1.2 OBJECTIVES AND SCOPE

This discussion is fur anyone who becomes involved with an Army COEA; for example, an action
officer responsible for preparation of a stud), directive, a Study Advisory Group (SAG) member. a
study director, a member of study team, or a user of the final product. It is not intended as a primer of
technical methods or as a'scurce of data for a COEA. It doez not discuss matters such as agency re-
sponqibi!ities and procedures. These are covered in regulations such as AR 1000-4, AR 71-9, AR 5-5,
TRADOC Reg 11-6, and DARCOM publications.

"The chapter is also not a handbook of data sources useful in COEA's, and. it does not aim to
prescribe a format with which every COEA must comply in minute detail. Rather, it seeks to set the
tone of thought that should be present in COEA's. It tries to articulate the spirit and philosophy of the
COELA effort and tries to avoid the "by-the-numbers" approach.

The chapter aims to explain, in ;imple terms, each of the following:
1. What an Army COEA is.
?. Why an Army COEA is done especially to include its use in the materiel acquisition

process.
3. ,When an Army materiel COEA should be done, and how the emphasis should change with de-

velopment phase.
4. What a COEA of an Army materiel system should contain.
5. How to do a COEA.
6. How to get a COEA done.

The exposition in this chapter is from the point of view of a COEA done in connection with hard-
ware decisions. However, by changing a few lines, the ideas apply as directly to other major decisions

*This chapter has been prepared by Mr. David C. Hardison, Deput, Under Secretary of the Army for Operations Re-
search. Generally, only the format of Mr. Hardison's original paper has been changed in spots to make it consistent with the
1writing of this Army Weafion Systems Analvns Handbook. We are indebted to Mr. Hardison for use of his mate•at al a perti, .....
nent chapter of this Handbook. " 4-
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which necessitate (hoices among alternatives that differ in resources required or potential to ac-
complish objectives. Examples are training programs, weapons mix, and force d&cisions.

The chapter is divided into several major paragraphs for special e mphasis. Following this in-
troduction, par. 45-2 ans-,%ers the Nhat. ,%hy. and when of COEL\; and par. 45-3 tclis %%hat a COE.\
should contain and how to do it. TIhe matter of how to get a COEA done is discussed in par. 45-4. T'wo
appendices are attached. Appendix A gives the puirpose, scope. and characteristics of analysis during
the various phases of major system acquisition. Appendix B is a discussion of the types of models used
in Cr)EA'•.

45-2 THE WHAT, WHY, AND WHEN OF ARMY COEA

45-2.1 WHAT AN ARMY COEA IS

An Army COEA is an analysis pf the costs and operational effectiveness of each of a set of alterna-
tive courses of action to meet selected Army needs. In the materiel acquisition process, the COEA pro-
duces intormation regarding the estimated costs and operational effectiveness of alternative materiel
systems and alternative programs for acquiring the materiel systems.

The basic franieork of the A: my COEA is that of a problem of choice. A COEA is thus a'com-
parative or relative analysis. The problem takes a form wherein the decision maker must judge the
merits of several alternative coutrses of action to meet perceived objectives and, ultimately, choose one
from among them. Each of the alternatives is anentity, or system, which is comprised of people,
materiel, and procedures. Each system has a set of attributes which enables it to achieve' some rele-
vant performance when used according to a concept of operations to accomplish the tasks pertinent to
a given set of objectives. Each vystem also entails use of scarce resources or, put differently, has some
costs. There are limits, or constraints, on the acceptability of alternatives, and there are threat factors
which oppo-e a,:ainment of objectives. There is an environmental context within which attainment of
objectives must be sought. Evaluation of each alternative is made by identification, generation, and as-
sessment of resource implications, i.e., measures of cost; and a set of indicators of the extent to which
objectives are anticipated to be attainable. i.e.-, measures of effectiveness (MOE). A sense of im-
portance is associated, at least implicitly, with each measure of cost and effectiveness. Criteria of
choice are developed and applied to the measures of costs and effectiveness in order to determine
whether the costs and effectiveness of one alternative are, on balance, more preferred thar, the costs
and effectiveness of each of the other alternatives.

An Army COEA, therefore, should include several subanalyses: mission needs, deficiencies, and op-
portunities; enemy threats and other operational environments; constraints; operational concepts;
specific functional objectives; system alternatives; system characteristics, performance, and effective-
ness; costs; uncertainties; and the preferred alternative. It must provide measures of costs and
measures of effectiveness. It should suggest useful criteria of choice. Good COEA's treat each of these
elements explicitly and distinctly.
45-2.2 WHY COEA ARE DONE

The Army has many needs, of course. The resources - personnel, facilities, and funds - available
to the Army are limited. It is important that each need be met and that each need be met efficiently.
There usually are several alternative ways to meet a need. A COEA is done in order to produce un-
derstandable information that adds to the appreciation of the relative merits of the several alternatives
by estimating their costs and operational effectiveness.0 f
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( 45-2.3. WHEN COEA ARE DONE

Overall policies for acquisition of Army materiel are provided mainly in DOI) Directive 5000.1 and

AR 1000-1. These policies establish thresholds and milestones at which management must make pro-
gram decisions. These decisions require information about the projected costs and effectiveness of the
system/program at issue both in absolute terms and in comparison with other ways to meet the ob-
jectives. As a consequence, a COEA is needed at each major milestone during the life of a program,
i.e.. each time the system/program enters a new "phase" of its life cycle.

The initial COEA of a system is a most important one. It should be done well, and when it is done
well, subsequent COEA's should be limited to updating. Updating means to take account of changes

in objectives, concepts, constraints, threats, environments,'alternatives, costs, effectiveness, or criteria
of choice that occurred since the previous COEA was completed. If significant change has not oc-

curred, no new COEA is required. However, that determination should nevertheless be documented.
It follows that before beginning a subsequent COEA, there should be an assessment of change since

the last COEA. This would help to determine the scope of the update, and it might show that an up-
date is not needed.

In the past, the initial COEA has not always been done well. There has been a tendency to do each
successive COEA as if it were an initial one. This practice is neither efficient nor even effective. One
important aim of this chapter is to encourage that the initial COEA be structured so that it can be
easily updated. This is not only a worthy goal, but a necessary one so that the demands for analysis
can be met within available personnel resources.

45-3 WHAT A COEA SHOULD CONTAIN AND HOW TO 6O IT

( 45-3.1 PARTS OF THE ANALYSIS

The elemeits of a COEA are listed in par. 45-2. These elements, in slightly different form, now are
discussed in more detail. The structure ot a good COEA is emphasized in this paragraph.

45-3.2 ANALYSIS OF MISSION NEEDS, DEFICIENCIES, AND OPPORTUNITIES

The objectives for any system are derived from its mission. The mission of a system is to fulfill cer-
tain of the needs of the next higher level system. Therefore, a good COEA usitally is begun by de-
termination of the specific level of the system - e.g., tank gun ammunition, tank armament, tank,
tank battalion, armored division - which is at issue. Thie next higher level system is then examined to
determine the implications for the system at issue.'It is sometimes appropriate to go beyond the next
higher system. For example, one might wish to examine the needs of a theater force when comparing
the merits of alternate concepts for aa important materiel item. Usually however, an extension be-
yond the next higher system is not helpful.

There are several ways that mission needs can be examined. It often is helpful to do so in the con-
text of a set of future wartime situations (scenarios). When this is done, the scenarios should:

" I.. Be derived from higher echelon scenarios.
2. Represent, the spectrum of relevant situations encountered over the whole of the conflict.
3. Represent the spectrum of expected environmental conditions .-- terrain, visibility, and

weather.
4. Represent the qualities of enemy materiel and numbers of enemy forces and their tactical use.
5. Define the organizational and temporal context.

Other techniques, such as survey and historical analysis, are also useful. Whatever the technique of
L ' analysis, the aims'are the same: identification of Imission eeds, definition 9f deficirncies of. current
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systems in meeting those needs, and discovery of opportunity areas where efficiency may be im-
proved.

45-3.3 ANALYSIS OF THREATS AND OTHER ENVIRONMENTS

The threat analysis determines the elements that our systems would be used against and the em-
ployment forces that would be used against our systems. It includes broad matters such as opposing
forces and detailed matters such as the strength of ballistic attack or level of ECM/IRCM.* Thie threat
is analyzed in detail in ord r to understand the set of conditions that might exist at the time of em-
ployment of the systems at issue. When analyzing the threat, one should:

1. Take full advantage of available intelligence and guidance, a:nd get the intelligence com-
munity involved early in the study.

2. Examine opponent objectives as carefully as our own. The objectives of the two forces are dif-
ferent, and they may not be symmetrically opposite.

' 3. Explore implications of constraints on the threat. The laws of nature apply. The enemy has re-
source and other constraints that may limit his freedom of action, as do -ve

4. Develop a realistic range of plausible threats since. the opposition to future systems is always to
some extent unknown. Postulate'reasonable countermeasures or threat respc:ises to out system(s) at
issue. What would we do if we were in the enemy's situnations? What might-he do - gihen his pait per-
formance, philosophy, operational concepts, etc.?

5. Be aware that gross overestimation of the qualities or quantities of opposing forces can lead to
preference of inferior alternatives.

Hardly less important than the enemy threats are factors of the natural environment - terrain,
weather, temperature, altitude, and visibility conditions - within which the systems would operate.

45-3.4 ANALYSIS OF CONSTRAINTS

Constraints are factors that limit the set of admissible alternatives. 'They should be studied care-
fully and stated explicitly. Progress sometimes comes from finding that a presumed constraint
personnel, funding, or technical - does not exist. Undcrstanding the consequences of constraints is
appropriate since some of them sometimes change or can be changed.

45-3.5 ANALYSIS OF THE, OPERATIONAL CONCEPTS

As used herein, the term operational concept includes the full set of notions regarding the. ways in
which people and things would be arranged and employed. The concept includes operational doc-
trine and tactics. It is concerned with the matter of how the system is to be used to accomplish its ob-
jectives. It may include organizational issues. It forms a thought framework within which the systems
undergoing evaluation are envisaged to operate capably and efficiently. In the absence of a sound and
elaborated operational concept, a COEA usually flounders.

Inasmuch as a system is evaluated properly in the context of an operational concept, it is not sur-
prising that one can find examples of poor quality COEA's that' have done without clear siatements of
operational concept. One even can find cases where different views on the merits of a system can be
shown to be more the r-sult of differing assumptions regarding the purpose of the system and how it
would be used, than the result of disagreements regarding costs and performance of alternative
systems. A good COEA includes a good stateulent and analysis of the operational concepts.
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Since operation,,d (onftepts tan b ( hanged, the overall set of alternatives considered often should in-
"Celude cases where employment concepts. rather than hardware systems or acquisition programs, arv
varied.

45-3.6 ANALYSIS OF SPECIFIC FUNCTIONAL OBJECTIVES

"The analyses of mission needs anu deficiencies, threats, constraints, and operational concepts pro-
duce information that enables one to understand the context of the system at issue- The next step is to
express this understanding in terms of specific functional objectives for the system. Unfortunately,
these specific functional objectiv,;s are referred to variously depending upon the type of system at is-
sue. When ;inalyzing a transpo.tati6n system, one might describe movement requirements; when
analyzing a firepower system, one might describe the acquired target list;- when analyzing a com-
munication system, one might describe the traffic demand schedule; etc. Each of these, and others., is

'used as a definite surrogate fur a less definite and more complex set of operational objectives. Each is

an expression of the tasks that must be done by the system at issue. In application, the functional ob-
jectives are treated as specific g,,als or standards, and the effectiveness of alternative systems is
measured in terms of the extent to which they would be achieved.

Failire to establish specific functional objectives is a fault common to many poor quality COEA's.
One reason (for such failures) is the variety of circumstances of potential u-- of the systems and the
resulting difficulty of stating directly the essence of the wide spectrum of obje.-tives. One consequence
of failure to state functional objectives is the adoption of measures of effectiveness which are not clear-
ly relevant. It is important to understand how the meeting of basic operational needs depends upon the
level of performance of the systems at issue. In the end, the value of differences in system performance

( must be assessed to detcrmine whether they are worth the differences in system costs. A key part of the
logic therefore is an analysis to develop a clear and defendable statement of specific functional ob-
jectives. Without the results of such an analysis, there could be differing views c.n how effective a
system would be in war and little understanding of why the views differ.

45-3.7 ANALYSIS OF SYSTEM ALTERNATIVES

Alternatives are the candidate courses of action or system solutions that offer the ,. aspect of meet-
ing the mission objectives. Discovery of the key alternatives is one of the most importavt tasks in doing
a COEA since the remainder of the work at best can only identify which of the recognized alternatives
is best.

Concierns of all major participants in the materiel systems acquisition process should be recognized
in identification of alternatives. This should include concerns of persons associated with OSD, GAO,
OM B (Office of Management and Budget), and Congress. Alternatives that might not be of interest
within the Army might be of central concern to influential people in other organizations.

When identifying the set of alternatives, each of the following should be considered:
i. The current system
2. The current system 'product improved in one or more ways
3. Systems in development
4. Conceptual systems
S. Systems of other services (current, product-improved, developmental)
6. Foreign systems (current, product-improved, developmental).

An alternative should not be eliminated solely because it is in the concept stage and in competition
"with a "real" system. Rather, recognize that there are varying degrees of uncertainty associated with
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all systems d-pending upon their stage of development. The differing dates of operational availability
can be one of the factors considered in the decision process. When generating the set of alternatives,
check that:

1. Where possible, a reference alternative (or base case) is included; e.g., the current equipment in
the current organization is used according to current tactical doctrine.

2. A range of alternatives is included (as opposed to numerous small variations on a single theme)
covering variations in tactics, materiel, and organization as appropriate.

3. Each alternative is fully defined; including specification of materiel, organization, and tactics.
Describe the operational concepts for using the system. and units within which it is embedded, to ac-
complish the defined objectives. Describe how the system/unit operates in conjunction with ihe other
systems/units in accomplishing the objectives.

4. The set of alternativesis structured as an orderly sample which is systematically representative of
the total set of feasible alternatives.

If there is a question as to whether an alterna, ive should or should not be included, resolve in favor
of including it. If it is a "bad" alternative, the subsequent analysis will show this to be the case, and the
alternative can be dropped from further consideration at that time. On the other hand, if it has merit
that was not immediately apparent, subsequent analysis will also demonstrate that fact.

Allow for development and consideration of new alternatives as the study proceeds. Frequentl'y, new
alternatives emerge as a result of the cost and effectiveness analyses and from direction provided by
OSD and Congress.

45-3.8 ANALYSIS OF SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS, PERFORMANCE, AND
EFFECTIVENESS

An effective system is one which accomplishes its functional objectives. Measures of effectiveness are
used to indicate the extent to which a system would meet its objectives. In practice, begin by defining
what the system would be, i.e:, its characteristics. The work to define system characteristics, such as
weight, size, shape, color, and materiel, is useful in two ways: it forces one to describe unambiguously
the specific system that is being evaluated, and it is the first step towards inference of system per-
formance and cost. Unless what the system being evaluated actually would be is rather well knuwn, it
is impossible to estimate with high confidence what it would cost and what'it wou!i be capable of do-
ing.

With a clear definition of the characteristics of a system in hand, it is proper n,.xt to determine
system performance, i.e., to determine what the system would be capable of doing. Rate of fire, cross-
country speed, range, number of channels, service time, lethal area, payload, detection range, and ar-
mor penetration capability are typical of the many useful measures of performance that apply to Army
system I each tells something of importance about what a system would be capable of doing. A
measure of performance does not indicate whether a system would be adequate; it merely indicates.
what it would be capable of doing.

Inference of performance must be based on data from a variety of sources: empirical relationships
derived from tests of similar systems, data from tests of the systems at issue, and theoretical calcu-
lations, to name but three. Most COEA's must deal with situations where system performance data
are not known precisely. Good operations research practice demands that the, sources of the per-
'formance data be documented in a form conducive to review and assessment of credibility.
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When system performarnce and functional objectives arc understood, one caa proceed to estimate

the effectiveness of the alternative systems on the battlefield. As -,Iated before, rmcasures oi cffective-
ness are used to indicate the extent to which the performance of a system enables it to meet the ob-
jectives of the requirement. There usually are several important objectives and several important
measures of performance. Similarly, it rarely is possible to find a single measure of effectiveness which
captures the richness of the information that should be considered in the proccsj ofchoosing one of the
alternatixe systems. Instead, it usually proves best to use several measures of effectiveness that are

selected so as to be not o.erlapping but, taken altogether, reasonably inclusive.
The central thailenge in an, good effectiveness analysis is accurate estimation of the extetnt to w'hich

each system would meet the objectives. The variety of procedures that can be used to estimate ef-

fectiveness can be' divided into two broad classes depending upon whether the procedure is mostlv sub-

jective or mostly objective; it is recognized that all approaches are in fact combinations of both ob-

jective and subjective parts. Procedures that are mostly objective. i e., those which attempt to express a

reality apart from personal feelings, generally are preferred in COEA to procedures that are mostly
subjective, i.e., those which express reality as perceived arid conditioned by personal experiences.

The'desire 'to treat reality objectively leads most analysts to the use of explicit models. Each model is
a representation of selected relevant parts of the perceived real world. The models try to reflect the
logical framework and functional inter- ,:pendencies of the elements of the system at issue within the
environment of the system. In support of COEA's, models are boilt to facilitate examitation of the way
the represented systems would behave. Models cannot represent all aspects of reality. They are de-,
signed to represent the inputs, processes, and outputs that are judged to be most -ssential to the pur-
pose for which the model is developed. Like systems, models rarely are intrinsically -'good" or,-poor";
they are "good for.. "or "poor for.., ". (Ar argument can, of course, be made that models which are
founded on violations of physical laws are good for nothing and bad absolutely because they are dan-

gerously misleading. Apart from this qualification, the linkinv, of quality to use seems appropriate.)

An dnalyst can use an available model or build and use a new model to estimate system effective-
ness. But this is possible only after mission needs, operational concepts, system functional objectives,
and system performance are established.

It is good operations research practice to exercise each -model and produce value estimates for the
various measures of effectiveness. The model-checking resuls should be clearly understood both in re-
gard to what they are and uth, they occur. The logic must track irom system characteristics to system
performance to attainment of functional objectives to accomplishment of mission needs. This model-
checking process involves detailed examination of data wel'l beyond the measures of effectiveness. It i's
tedious work, but.the effort is well spent and, minimally, tends to:

1. Check the operation and credibility of the model.

2. Develop an understanding necessary to explain- and interpret the results.
3. Provide insights into the utility of the proposed measures of effectiveness, andpossibly suggest

new and better ones.
4. Lead to ideas and methods of'displaying the results ii, condensed, comprehensible, and mein-

ingful form.
There is no point in going beyond the. referer.ce system alternative until one is comfortable that the

model accurately depicts the relevant behavior of it. As a rule, systems other than 'the reference al-
ternative are less well understood than it is. It is rarely possible to be confident that other systems are,

properly assessed when the reference system seems not to be. When the model(s) is (are) accepted as s5.3 ,
operating properly, it (they) can be used as a tool to aid in the assessment of other system alternatives.

45-7.9 -
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The measures of effectiveness for all alternatives and the results of sensitivity analvscs should be col-
lected, condensed, displayed graphically, and studied to discover patterns tho't permit generalizations
about the class of systems and environments studied. This can permit extrapolation and interpolation
to other alternatives and situations and may allow creation of simple analytic expressions relating
characteristics, perform' ice, environment, and measures of effectiveness. It also is a thought process
which assists the drawing of conclusions from the effectiveness analysis.

It would be wrong to think that a COLA should use just one model or that every model should be a
large-scale computer-played force-on-force battle simulation. These large computer-played battle
simulation models certainly are powerful tools that have a place in the total set of tools available to the
analyst. But ma.ny COEA issue's can be better approached by using a more straightforward
mathematical model or other techniques. Similarly, some issues of importance are quite difficult to
analyze in the large-scale simulations. The analyst must concentrate on system missions, objectives,
characteristics, and pcrformance when determining what kinds of modeling tools are most ap-
propriate to infer system effectiveness. Sometimes a simulation model is called for, but often it is not.

45-3.9 ANALYSIS OF COSTS

The objective of the cost analysis is to determine the resource implications of choice of each of the al-
ternative systems/programs. Army' cost analyses usually seek to determine the costs of acquiring,
operating, and maintaining a quantity of each system during a presumed period of peace. The quan-
tity of systems presumed to oe needed usually reflects projections of peacetime structure and wartime
usage. At least part of the cost analysis effort must be done after the effectiveness analysis results are in
hand. For example, the wartime attrition and expenditure rates estimated in the effectiveness analysis
often are used to develop the quantities of the system to be acquired and maintained during the period
of peace that is presumed to precede use of the system during war.

Typically, there are several kinds of resource :mplications that should be analyzed in a COEA.
Some think that resources should be thought of basically in monetary terms. In this view, the non-
monetary aspects of other scarce iesources - such as numbers of personnel, electromagnetic band-
width, nuclear materials, strategic lift assets, and energy resources - should also' be considered and

treated as constraints. Others think that cost, like effectiveness, is treated best as a matter having
.several important partially interdependent dimensions. Neither view is universally better. A key task
in the cost analysis is the'determination of the kinds of costs that are most relevant to the issues for de-
cision.

Monetary costs normally are shown according to the categories of R&D, investm nt, and operations
and support. Subcategories provide additional details. All costs that are predicted to occur during the
life of a system are sometimes summed to obtain an overall estimate called "life cyc le cost". This prac-
tice has some value, but it should not be followed to tihe exclusion of exhibition of t ie component cost.
The objections to the provision of only a single roll-up life cycle cost are sevteral: o erating costs often
are poorly known but large compared to acquisition costs, operating life often is poorly known and
selected somewhat arbitrarily, and future costs are treated as summable with cur rent costs. Current
DA regulations indicate that future costs should be discounted. Most Army C EA's have not dis-
counted future costs. Arguments continue over whether discounting is appropriate and what discount
rates should be applied. An often nmiscoupled, but basically unrelated, matter of projected future in-
flation rates adds confusion to the matter. The study leader and cost analyst should reach explicit
agreement with the SAG on this somewhat messy' matter. Q
4548
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One further matter regarding monetar:, costs is mentioned. It is somewhat difficult to determine the

extent to which an indirect cost should be charged to a ;ystem. The term "systems costs" has been
used almost as a synonym for direct cost, and the term "*systems slice" or "force cost" almost as a syn-
onym for the total direct and indirect costs of having the system in the force. Which approach is pre-

ferred depends on' how dominant a part of the force's effectiveness is provided by the system in ques-
tion. In any case, cost and effectiveness should be of the same system or slice of force. For example, one
should use the costs of a fuzed projectile when he has done an effectiveness analysis of fuzed projectiles
even though fuzes are the only system at issue. Similarly, he should consider the ccst of armed heli-

copters rather than just missiles, even when only the missile is at issue if the effectiveness model
analyzes armed helicopters rather than' missiles.

Aralysis of personnel costs is quite important in most Army COEA's. Key factors that influen&e
personnel costs are the logistic support policy and estimates of system failure rates and required avail-

ability rates. Such analyses, require much more than a simple counting of military structure spaces.

Estimates of the costs of materiel systems are obtained using approaches that falP into two broad
categories. The industrial engineering cost estimating approach ("bottoms up") is based on a de-

tailed work breakdown structure and, in effect, rolls together a large number of fine-grain estimates of
the cost of materiel, labor, and capital to acquire and operate the system. The parametric cost esti-
mating approach miakes use of less detailed cost estimating relationships that have been developed em-

pirically as a result of experience with earlier systems. Neither approach is always better. The para-
metric approach poorly reflects changes in technology, and the industrial engineering approach fails to
include the cost of work not recognized but ultimately required. It is reasonable to presume that para-
metric appioaches are useful primarily in the early stages of the life cycle of a system and that the in-
dustrial engineering approaches become increasingly more accurate as information is gained during
the later stages. In any case, Army policies require the use of both cost estimating approaches. The
technical methods for application of the techniques are provided in many publications; the most re-
cent and authoritative ones are DA Pamphlets 11-2, 11-3, 11-4, atid 11-5 prepared by ¶he Office,
Comptroller of the Army.

Some COEA's have been of poor quality because of shortcomings in the cost analysis. Problems
have included cases where the systems being costed were not well defined, cases where the costing
logic was flawed, and cases where the prices were poorly estimated. The cost analyst should exercise
the same discipline of checks for accuracy of inputs, consistency of logic, and appropriateness of in-
formation that the effectiveness analyst should use. The cost estimates should be validated by the cost
estimating/cost data centers'at the DARCOM commands. The cost estimates should 'be examined
carefully to understand the relationship of both system and force structure costs to system design,

system performance, and system' effectiveness, The sensitivity of the cost estimates to system design,
performance, and mission effectiveness must be comprehended so that we can have field systems that
are effective and efficient.

45-3.10 ANALYSIS OF UNCERTAINTIES

COEA's deal with' important decisions relai 'ye to future courses of action and are replete with un-
certainty. Uncertainty is associated with each oa the factors discursed in this chapter: operational con-
cepts, environments, mission ne-eds, function,. objectives, threats (including countermeasures to the
alternatives), system characteristics, system performance, and costs. Additionally, both the effective-) ness models and the cost models are only partial representations of reality.
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The analyst should identify the main areas of uncertainty and estmniate the extent of uncertainty.
The implications of the uhcertainties should be examined by sensitivity testing using the cost model(s)
and effectiveness model(s). Cost uncertainty should be examined from the standpoints of uncertainty
in cost estimating methods, and uncertainty in system performance and deployment requirements. A
most i .portant part of a sensitivity analysis is to establish the range within which a system casi per-
fo-m and still be an "attractive" solution. The uncertainties which most affect the analysis should be
highlighted.

-,he extent to which sensitivity analyses can be done depends mainly upon the availability of
analysis techniques. including cost models, that cart be .exercised rapid!V and repeatedly. This argues
strongly against highly elaborate models that are so cumbersome that, in practice, cases of interest
cannot be examined. Results of the sensitivity analyses should be displayed along with the results of
the main effectiveness analysisand cost analysis.

45-3.11 ANALYSIS OF THE PREFERRED ALTERNATIVE

The COEA is not intended predominately to decide which alternative is preferred. It is supposed to
generate information that will assist decision authorities in making their dec.isions.

Each COEA addresses complex issues. Each attempts to illuminate the issues by showing several
kinds of costs and several effectiveness indicators for each of the alternative systems/programs. Even
when each alternative has been given the most careful and rigorous study to establish costs and ef-
fectiveness, evaluation of the merits of the alternatives can rarely be accomplished mechanistically.

There is r.o magic or universal formula which can be used to combine the several cost and effective-
ness measures to identify the most preferred alternative. The dimension of value, or worth, must be ad-
ded. This judgment of value is found in human attitudes and perceptions of the relative importance o(f
competing needs at higher levels. Thereiore, the COEA should not try to make the decision, but it
should present the information in such a way as to permit easy comprehension. In this regard, ex-
perience indicates it usually helps to do the following:

* 1. Depict the absolute values nf all of the measures as compactly as possible. Make all of the facts
available and visible. Show all the measures of cost and all the measures Of effectiveness for each al-
ternative.

2. Avoid unrealistic schemes in which several measures are weighted and combined into an over-
all score. Decision makers are able to consider several measures in their judgmental assessments of
overall worth, but they cannot decompose an aggregate score. Sometimes weighting schemes are valid
and helpful, but even then it is best that they be explicitly portrayed so that their implications are fully
recognized.

3. Be cautious in constructing ratios. They tend to address only some of the measures, ignore
questions of sufficiency, and they can hide important differences in absolute results. Relative worth,
defined as the ratio of relative effectiveness to relative cost, is an example that is easily misused.

4. Point out any dominance relations.
5 Identify any alternatives which have proved to be false alternatives due to lack of technicif

feasibility, economic feasibility, or violation of policy.
6. Identify any alternatives that do not meet any well established criterion of sufficiency or ade-

quacy.
7. Identify the more effective alternatives which are indifferent 'in costs, and the less costly al-

ternatives that are'indifferent in effectivenees.
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8. For iIernati es %%hich have no readily apparent dtierences. identify. those which are weaker at
the more important and/or more frculent objettives and aIternaitites whih. relatite to others. hatc
riskN WITlhout compensatiorn.

9- Ilieblght the fa•tors whi( h tend to rank-order the remaining alternatives. Sensitivity to key
variables, robustness to counteraction. przeseratanon of the tlexibilitv for resolution bv later decision.
contribution to longer term goals, aid deferral ot resource re(iuirements ire examples of factors that

may be of interest in discerning %lhich alternati%e is best.
10. Reexamine the status q(o alternative in the hlht of the new insights. It may well be better than

was realized, or such a bad (hoice as to make other%% ie tinattra(tive alternatives quite appealing.
W\hen no othei alternative is learly superior, the status quo ahternative probably shouid be chosen. In
other wtrds, the current s\ sten. probably should '% in the "ti-s" because ol" less uncertainty as to wh'tt
it is. can do, and costs.

If the conclusions and recommendations include identification 4f a preferred alternative, the
friterion of (choice must be explicit. (,ood operations re,,ear(h practice. suggests severai criteria of
choice and association with each of the alternatives showing most promise.

45-3.12 THE DRY RUN

At the outset of a COEA, 'one should work through all of the previous steps using such data as are'
available. This dry run exercise should be done, if possibie. wvhen pr..p)aring the study plan. In any
event, it should be done during the first half of the study. 'l-is practice insures that the legic tracks
from beginning to end and that the %%ork that must be done during the stud' is reasonably well under-
stood. The subsequent study probably won'; work out exactly as planned. but :he analvst will be bet-
ter prepared to cope with the unt.xix-cted things that occur.

45-3.13 SIMPLIFY THE MODELS

Experience indicates that the time spent making models more elaborate doubly subtracts from the
time available to do the substantive %sotk of the COLA. Conversely, the time spent simplifying exist-
ing models - paradoxically - adds to the time available-for thought The analyst who becomes fas-
cinated by the shovel and digs not the ditch dcserves to be inundated by the flood which surely, will
follow.

45-3.14 THE COEA REPORT

COEA reports should be as brief as possible and w, itten as plainly as possible. They are not a
pioper vehicle for publication of technical methods of interest mainly to.the analyst. The style of expo-
sition can vary widely and still be effective. Whatever the style, the report normally should include the
ten subanalyses discussed in this chapter. And in the absence of good analysis, the report will be use-
less regardless of editorial appeal.

45-4 HOW TO GET A COEA DONE

45-4.1 PLANNING FOR A COEA

The responsible action officer should start thinking about the COEA update in sufficient time to
support the next decision milestone. HIe should see that the following activities are accomplished:

1. Identification of criticial issues, particularly issues that were raised and unresolved i.6 earlier
* parts of the decision-making process.

S2. Identification of alternatives raised subsequent to the most recent program decisions.

45-11
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3. Roughing out what will have to be done in the next COEA.
4. Wnrk~ng out when to begin formal planning and execution in order to finish the COEA so it

will be respunsive to the next decision milestone.
5. Identification of data needed, especially .from testing, and initiate actions to obtain the data.

The iesters should be invol ed early so that they know test requirements.
The action officer should continuously monitor critical variables to which the previous studies and

decisions were sensitive. A significant change (i.e., one that might baing into serious question the pre-
vious decisions/ should trigger an immediate reaction. to update the COEA.

45-4.2 THE STUDY DIRECTIVE

The study directive should be initiated at a time dictated by the schedule discussed in par. 45-4.1.
The study sponsor (in coordination with the study agency) should prepare and distribute an initial
draft directive to interested parties and ask, "What do you consider to be the issues regarding system
X?". Based on the responses, the study sponsor should issue a draft directive to the study agency. The
study agency should prepare an outline study' plan and a prcposed directive. The outline study plan
should indicate how the study agency proposes to do the work, and it should show the extent to which
the issues and alternatives are planned to be treated in the'COEA. A prestudy planning session of ma-
jor HQ DA/MACOM* paracipants (general officers and civilian equiva!ents) should then be held to
findlize issues and alternattives, and to agree on the outline plan of study. The study sponsor should
then issue a'-tudv directive and work sf;:Yuld proceed. This procedure involves the study doer in the
process of formulating the directive and provides the best chance that the study will be- responsive to
the needs as perceived by higher headquarters.

The approach described in the previous paragraph is not intended as prescriptive of the procedure
which must be followed but, instead, as descriptive of a procedure which when followed well is iuc-
cessful. Simpler procedures for preparation and issuance of the directive are appropriate to many
cases. In any event, the prime focus should be on the content of the directive rather than the p'tper-
work flow pattern.

45-4.3 THE STUDY PLAN

The study plan should parallel steps discussed-in par. 45-2 - - tell what will be done in each step and
how and when it will be done. Involve testers early so that they will know test requirements and will be'
able to generate data in the form needed.

Check out the plan by conducting a'dry run analysis as described in par. 45-3.

45-4.4 THE SCHEDULE

*COEA's must be scheduled so that their results will be useful in the decision made as part of the
ASARC/DSARC* process and the planning, programming, and budgeting cycle. Initial planning
usually provides for this, but program revisions often create problems of asynchronism. For example,
COEA analyses are sometimes desired to be completed in step with, or even before, provision of data
acquired during DT/OTt tests. In such cases, "work arounds" are necessary. Analyses can be done
based on forecast performance and validated when test data are available. Interim test data can be

•MACI"M a major command
ASARC a Army Systems Acquisition Review Counci!
DSARC 0 Defente Systems Acquisition Review Couneil

fD a Development Testing
OT a Operational Testing
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provided even while tes-s are in progress. Partial analyses can be pi-ovided pending availability of com-

pieted work. There is a clear need for a cortinuing effurt to provide COEA results when the. are ise-

ful. There is no pat solution that will apply to all situations but in most cases a way can be found
It is good practice to plan to complete all of the work in no more that, about half of the renmaining

time. Whate'ver the constraints of the time available to do the COEA, it is also good practice to*

i. Plan for thoughtful interpretat'on of the results of the effectiveness analysis and cost anak sis.
An arrangement that contemplates continued computer runs up to very near the study deadline in-
vites disaster. The results will not be und,:stood, effectively explained, or accepted.

2. Plan for introduction of new alternatives that emerge from the work done in the early portions
of the study.,

3. Plan for adequate analysis of the alternsatives, issues, and "What if's?" that almost inevitably

will arise during staffing of the draft report.
The demanding and sometimes conflicting schedule requirements described iv this paragraph can

be accommodated mainly to the extent that "coarse grain" methods of ana!vsis are used.

45-4.5 GUIDING A COEA

A most important act in guiding a COEA is the preparation of a stuay directive that will lead to a

sensiblh study plan. A second is the provision of adequate resources and access tc information to do the
study. A third is refraining from the provision of excess and contradictory guidance to the F'udy team.
Each act sounds easy but does not occur always.

Most COEA studies are provided a SAG. The SAG is intended to do the following:

I. Pro•.le adviceto the study team.
2. Provid'- assistance to the study team primarily with regard to threat information, technical

methods, input data, and costing. Subcommittees are helpful in this regard.

3. Keep the Army participants in the acquisition process informed on study progress and results.
Observers from outside the Army, e.g., OSD, should be invited when the issue is of direct interest to
them.

A SAG is successful to the extent that:
I. The SAG Chairman is a' person of high ability who can stay on the job throughout the study

and who runs orderly meetings.
2. The SAG members are knowledgeable about COEA and their areas of interest, and stay on

the job throughout the study.
3. The-needed advice and assistance are provided early in the study when they are most useful.

(The SAG should have finished weA over two-thirds of its work when the study is one-third done.)
When these conditions for success are present, the SAG helps more than it hurts. When these con-

ditions are not nmostly met, the SAG fails and must be chl-nged so that favorable conditions are
present.

45-4.6 REVIEWING A COEA

The fol'owing questions can serve as a checklist when reviewing the quality of a Lq.OEA:
i. Is the problem stated the real problem7
2. Is the context (environment, scenario, ird threat) representative?
3. Are assumptions stItcd and reasonable?

"4. Are the constraints unduly restrictive? Are they really constraints?
5. Are there threats rather than a threat?

45-13'
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6. Are any, feasible and significant alternatives omitted?
7. Are the stated "facts" correct? Are the sources given?

8. Are there measures of effectiveness rather than a measure of effectiveness?
9. Are the measures of effectiveness appropiate to the mission objectives?

10. Are there costs rather than a cost?
11. Are all the relevant costs considered?
12. Are the models (costs and effectieness) adequately identified and explainred?
13. Are the models (costs and effectiveness) appropriate for estimating values of the measures?
14. Are there sensitivity analyses?
15. Have the critical variables been identified?
16. Is there a presentation of all the costs and effectiveness measures for all the alternatives?
17. Are the criteria for suggesting the order of preference of the alternatives meaningful? Are they

consistent with higher echelon objectives?
18. Has the COEA'taught anything not already known?
19. Are the conclusions and recommendations intuitively satisfying? If not, are they convincing-

ly substantiated?
20. Is the study adequately documented to include key input data?

If the answers are yes, you have just reviewed a COEA that probably is good If some are no, you
probably have just reviewed a COEA which was prepared by persons who ha%; not adopted the prac.
tices encouraged in the several 'paragraphs of this chapter.
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CHAPTER 46

COST AND OPERATIONAL EFFECTIVENESS ANALYSIS OF THE
WICV-WOW ARMORED INFANTRY FIGHTING VEHICLE

A cost and operational cffectiveness analysis (C()EA) of an armored infantryfighting vehicle, the WICV - WO lf', is
discussed in this chapter. The evaluation is carried out on the basis that such a vehicle should have the capability not
only to carry mounted infantry, but it should also possess the capability to kill enemy tanks occasionally, conduct some
suppressive fire, permit riflemen tofirefrom ports while riding in it, and perhaps even change the tide of some close com-
bat'engagements. Indeed, the 117('I "-- H'O I" type vehicle should be able to operate effectively in both th' mechanized in-

fantry role and also the armored cavalry role, often conducting scout type activities as well. Although parts of the
operational effectiveness issues 'have to be judged on a subjective basis covered herein, many of the important combat

capabilities may be evaluated on a quantifiable basis, and the costs and oprational effectiveness parameters may be in-
tegrate'd into an overall measure of effectiveness ( A OE).

Our example centers around a COEA study of parameters for the WICV- WOW armored infantry fighting vehicle,
i.e., a hypothesized member of a combined arms team. The material presented here is more or less an executive
summary.

.6-0 LIST OF SYMBOLS
FER = fractional exchange ratio (See Eq. 46-2)

= (fraction of Red equipment losses)/(fraction of Blue equipment losses)
LER = loss exchange ratio (See Eq. 46-1)

(number of Red equipment losses)/(number of Blue equipment losses)
RC = relative cost normalized on the base case
RE = relative effectiveness normalized on the base case

RW = RE/RC = relative worth

46-1 INTRODUC 0IN
Whereas the major portion of this handbook covers the principles of effectiveness analyses, or the

evaluations of weapons or weapon systems, Chapters 34, 35, and 36 discuss the estimation and
analysis of costs of sy tems, and Chapter 37 introduces the reader to cost-effectiveness studies. The
present chapter is devoted to the discussion of a cost and operational effectiveness analysis (CoEA)
type of study. Our pri e objective in a COEA is to try to integrate-the system costs, its "operational"
capabilities, and its el ectiveness on the -battlefield into a single or overall type of study. Thus, the
systems analyst in a COEA i-zqt bring together in a single package all of the important, analytical
aspects of any system being evaluated and present these in a very systematic manner for the decision
maker. Chapter 45 givts a discussion and the recommended procedure of how COEA's sbou'Id be per-
formed and how they it into the Army weapon programs. Therefore, in this chapter we will attempt
to illustrate a COEA. Unfortunately, at the time of preparation of this handbook, !,'!N did not seem
to exist a good, unclas ified example of a typical COEA or one that was fully staffi-d and approved by
the Department of the Army. Therefore, we had to take the liberty to bring together those remnants of

t. some of the aspects of COEA's which would at least illustrate the procedure for a very hypothetical
case. In addition, how ver, we also take- the time to criticize our example insofar as the state of the art

46-1
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is concerned. Hopefully, therefore, the material presented in this chapter wi. at least give the young
analyst a suitable introduction to the problem of COEA's since it currently appears that the more or
less "standard" evaluations of future weapon systems will center around the general principles of cost
and operational effectiveness analyses. We are a long way from attaining solid analytical descriptions
of all of the "operational" characteristics of weapon systems in the field under combat conditions,
although we can, for example, estimate system reliability and effectiveness measures such as kill
probabilities fairly well indeed. In addition, the problem of integrating system costs, effectiveness, and
operational capabilities -may not be straightforward.

With this preliminary introduction, we now turn to a brief, broad historical description of just what
might typically lead up to the present type of COEA. We draw upon Ref. 1.

. 46-2 PERTINENT HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

Prior to about 1964, the Army required a protected-but not an armored fighting-vehicle to
transport infantry percrnnel on the battlefield. The Ml 13 series of armored personnel carriers (APC)
was developed over the years to meet this requirement of mechanized infantry doctrine, and studies
conducted between about 1964 and 1972 concluded that a "weaponized" infantry combat vehicle
(WICV) with a stabilized automatic cannon of about 27 mm would be required to provide the
'lightly armored" fighting vehicle desired for the 1982 time frame. A concurrent, but separate, opera-
tions research type study conducted during 1968 resulted in a qualitative materiel reqUirement
(QMR) for an armored reconnaissance scout vehicle to replace the M 113 as the Army's scout vehicle.
In fact, a study subsequent to 1968 and some prototype testing of possible candidate vehicles led to
the conclusion that the current scout platoon organization lacked both sufficient antitank and long-
range suppressive fire capabilities, even when equipped with existing prototype vehicles. This led to
Department of the Army approval of a conceptual armored cavalry platoon consisting of two "WICV-
WOW" (weaponized infantry cmbat vehicles with weapon-launched-optically tracked-wire com-
mand link antitank guided missile) vehicles, three scout vehicles with cannon, and four chief battle
tanks (CB F). WOW antitank capability was covered in Chapter 42.

Finally, a task force review at the Department of the Army level of the entire infantry combat vehi-
cle and scout vehicle programs directed that:

1. Former materiel need/engineering development (MN/ED) documents be revised to provide for
a two-man weapons station mounting both the 27-mm and the WOW weapons -in all'WICV's.

2. The WICV, with appropriate interior modifications if necessary, be capable of operating in both
-the mechanized infantry and the armored cavalry roles. In this connection, a single study effort-
COEA-was decided upon to evaluate both the WICV and armored scout vehicle concepts. In fact,
this COEA was conducted to select the preferred alternative for future WICV-type systems program
reviews and is the one covered in this. chapter.

The primary objectives of this COEA are:
1. To quantify all probable candidate alternative vehicles in terms of their operational effectiveness,

cost, and overall integration of cost and operational effectiveness
2. Recommend if possible a preferred alternative vehicle based on the integrated COEA rankings,

which may be coupled with and tempered by expert military judgment
3. Especially demonstrate effective antitank capability. ( [
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46-3 SKETCH OF THE ORGANIZATIONAL ROLES AND FUNCTIONS AS THEY
AFFECT THE SCOPE OF THE WICV COEA

In performing the WICV-WOW COEA, we must keep in mind the two rather distinct combat roles
the Army has in mind, i.e., the mechanized infantry role and the armored cavalry role.

Concerning the mechanized infantry role, the WICV-WOW would engage in very heavy fighting
and would be expected to perform as an antitank weapon system when needed. Thus, the WICV-
WOW would be expected to perform well in both defensive and offensive operations in Europe, and
its prime role in other areas 'of the world might he that of proving its value in the offensive role.

In the armored cavalry role, the WICV-WOW would not engage in heavy fighting, but rather it
would be depended upon to 'conduct reconnaissance operations, screen our forces, scout for any infor-
mation of value, and hence protect our primary forces, especially perhaps by precluding surprise at-
tacks by the enemy. Thus, in the armored cavalry role, the WICV-WOW would aid greatly in covering
force operations, be effective in screening, and provide very valuable service in movement-to-contact
operations. (As of the present time, it is rather widely recognized that the' armored cavalry role would
be difficult to evaluate analytically; accordingly, a map exercise or manual type war game might well
be necessary).

Finally, in both roles, the suppressive fire of the WICV-WOW might be very effective since
automatic cannon can be used efficiently here. Moreover, it should be kept in mind that the WICV-
WOW type weapon system would no doubt be quite helpful in increasing somewhat the survivability
of our CBT.

It is of some interest to discuss briefly approximate organizational aspects and tentative concepts of( organization and equipment brought on by deployment of the WICV-WOW. These concepts and
ideas, as could best be judged at the time, are discussed in the paragraphs that follow.

In the mechanized infantry role, the concept arrived at was one WICV per rifle sqtuad, but for the
platoon there would be an extra WICV in addition to one each for the three rifle squads. At the rifle
company level, the three platoons would then have a total of 16 WICV's including four additional
WICV's equipped' with 81-mm mortars. At the battalion level there would be 48 plus' 18, or 66
WICV's, including five with mortars. The mechanized infantry battalion would consist of about 850
men.

For the armored division (which is not evaluated in this COEA), it was projected that a tank pla-
toon would be equipped with five tanks, and the tank company would be equipped with 3 X 5 + 2, or
17 tanks. At the tank battalion level, the concept was, to have 17 X 3 + 3, or 54 tanks with, in addition,
6 WICV's including 4 with mortars. There would be abcut 550 men per tank battalion.

For the present cost and operational effectiveness analysis, it was decided to evaluate these project-
ed organizational elements in the simulations.

In keeping with the scope of the present COEA, it was decided to conduct the evaluation based on
the approved European I and Middle East II scenarios, and the approved threat and doctrine which
were postulated for the 1982 time frame.

For the mechanized infantry mission directed by the Department of the Army level task force, both
defensive and offensive operations in Europe would be played. in a realistic computerized combat
simulation, whereas only offensive operations for the Middle East conflict would be played.

For the armored cavalry type mission, on the other hand, covering !e.ce operations in Europe ane
movement to contact for the Middle East simulation would be played and evaluated.
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It was decided that alternatives would be e.ýarnined primarily at the company-team/troop level with
these units employed as members of a combined arms eam. A division level excursion was conducted
for mechanized infantry in the defense.

For evaluating the scout role, the armored cavalry platoon, Table of Organization and Equipment
(TOE) 17-307H, w'. serve as the basic organization, whereas the battalion scout platoon would be
evaluated scparately in a manual war game.

Any night operations were to be addressed by means of an analysis of data available from the Fort
* Knox night-fighting test results.

* As some final comments of interest concerning the intended scope and intent of the WICV-WOW
COEA, it is noted that current Army doctrine centers around the desired use of a WICV type vehicle
and the CBT to be integrated into a combined arms team, so that for the first time our combined arms
forces can fight in a mounted posture. In order to fulfill the intended combined arms role, it will be
necessary for the WICV to be able to keep up with our unique CBT which is capable of cross-country
speeds up to about 43 km/h. There was much concer'n that an infantry fight ing vehicle might be
fielded that was too slow, too tall, less protected-making it a "sitting duck"-and much more con-
spicuous due to smoke and noise from it. If such were the case, then the WICV concept would not be a
gain, and indeed it would result in a combat incapability or inefficiency. In th~s connection, it is seen
that expert military judgment may well be required to evaluate these characteristics, for any available
analytical models would fall far short of covering such details with any great accuracy.

46-4 THE COMPETING CANDIDATE SYSTEMS FOR THE INFANTRY
FIGHTING VEHICLE (IFV) TYPE ROLE

In connection with the cost and operational effectiveness analysis of the combined arms role for the
infantry fighting vehicle, the three main systems to be considered here consist of the M 113A 1 Armored
Personnel Carrier, the armored infantry fighting vehicle, and our newly conceived WICV-WOW vehi-
cle which was designed to meet the requirements of the combined arms team role. The vehicles are
now described briefly:

1. M1 13A1. The M1 13A1 is a tracked, diesel-powered vehicle, the primary armament of which is a
pintle-mounted (one-man weapon station) cal .50 machine gun. The M113AI was designed for a
crew of two with payload space for the additional nine infantry squad members. The combat weight is
24,590 lb. (The scout vehicle has only a five-man capacity, including the crew.)

2. AIFV (ARMORED INFANTRY FIGHTING VEHICLE). The AIFV consists of an M 13AI
chassis and hull but has the following modifications: turbocharged diesel engine; improved, heavy-
duty transmission; and tube-over-bar suspension. The primary armament of AIFV is a turret-
mounted (one-man station) Oerlikon KBA 25 mmn dual feed, unstabilized, automatic cannon with a
coaxial Belgian MAG 7.62 mm secondary weapon (machine gun). The vehicle is designed for a crew of
two with space for only eight additional infantry squad members (The scout vehicle has only a five-
man capacity, including the crew.). The combat weight of the AIFV is 30,135 lb.

3. WICV-WOW 27 mm (XM 769). The WICV with a WOW antitank guided missile system is a
tracked, diesel-powered type of infantry combat vehicle. It has improved cross-country mobility which
is achieved through a combination of tube-over-bar suspension, dual. road wheels, and greatly im-
proved shock absorbers. The primary armament of the' WICV consists of the WOW missile system in
addition to the turret-mounted (one-man weapon station) 27 mm XM 769 dual feed, stabilized
automatic cannon, with also a coaxial 7.62 mm secondary weapon (machine gun). The WICV nor-
mally has a crew of two, with space for nine additional infantry squad members. (The scout vehicle (")
has a total capacity of five men). Combat weight is about 44,322 lb.
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Table 46-1 gives a condensed tabulation of candidate system -features for the COEA.
Table 46-2 gives the quantity of the candidate' vehicles which this COEA will consider as required.

46-5 ASSUMPTIONS AND LIMITATIONS OF THE INFANTRY FIGHTING
VEHICLE COEA

The assumptions and limitations that follow were considered to be very desirable, and they
therefore were specified for this COEA.

"AA-5.1 ASSUMPTIONS

Assumptions used in this analysis follow:
1, All performance characteristics for each candidate vehicle in its production configuration will

be those properly staffed and approved by the US Army Materiel Development and Readiness Com-
mand (DARCOM), and they will be verified by applicable development tests/operational tests
(DT/OT)'wherever possible. ,

2. The final cost figures for each alternative are those determined or estimated by DARCOM and
approved by the Comptroller of the Army (COA).

3. All Blue equipment, force structure, and doctrine employed in the COEA are to be representa-
tive of the 1982 time frame as also is the postulated Red threat which will be simulated in the evalua-
tions.

4. Tne RAM-D* and logistic concepts, applicable to this COEA, are those specified by the
MN/EP documents, 'the maintenance support plan (MSP), and applicable logistic system analyses
prescribed by current Army doctrine.

"RAM-D - reliability, availability, maintainability, and durability

TABLE 46-1. COEA ALTERNATIVE INFANTRY FIGHTING VEHICLES
Combat
Weight, Squad*

Alternative Brief Description lb Size
MII3AI Current mechanized infantry carrier, with pintle-mounted 24,590 11

(one-man weapon station) cal.50 machine gun.

AIFV Armored infantry righting vehicle (AIFV), with turret- 30,135 10
mounted (one-man weapon station) 25 mm KBA B02 dual
feed, unstabilized, automatic cannon.

WICV-WOW A new prototype weaponized infantry combat vehicle 44,322 11
(WICV), which is a tracked, diesel-powered infantry com-
bat vehicle. Has improved cross-country mobility. Armed
with WOW antitank guided missiles and 27 mm XM 769
automatic cannon.

"Includes two-man crew.

TABLE 46-2. PROBABLE VEHICLE QUANTITIES TO BE PROCURED
Mechanized Armo;.ed

WICV Alternative Infantry Cavalry Totals

M113AI 3222 1746 4968

AIFV 3222 1746 4968

WICV-WOW 3222 2582 5804
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5. Finally, it is assumed that the performance of each competitive vehicle is based on manning it
with an adequately trained crew-as proper training and familiarization are considtred essential.

46-5.2 LIMITATIONS

Only a mid-intensity (nonnuclear) type of conflict is portrayed in this COEA, which certainly seems
appropriate under the circumstances of this study. Moreover, night operations, attack helicopters, tac-
tical aircraft, the family of scatterable mines (FASCANM), and the cannon-launciz ed guided projectiles
(CLGP) are not considered or played in this particular COEA. Rather, a more general battlc model
problem would have to be investigated elsewhere.

In connection with assumptions, iimitations, and scope of the COEA study, a graphical indication
of the general methodology is indicated in Fig. 46-1. In fact, Fig. 46-1 gives a more or less graphical
description of the remainder of this chapter, and it is believed to be a rather desirable procedure in
'general. Note, that the operational effectiveness analysis (or the analyses) Is (are) carried out, usually
in the normal way, and then the cost analyses are made along the lines of Chapters 34, 35, and 36.
Then, these are combined in a cost-effectiveness type of integration, and once any additional impor-
tant considerations are determined and brought into the COEA study, the preferred alternative is seen
and recommended.

46-6 OPERATIONAL EFFECTIVENESS ANALYSES*

For convenience, the operational effectiveness analyses were divided into two pans. Some ýof the
evaluations could be studied accurately through the application of existing models or methodologies,'
while other phases of the overall analysis were concerned with rather intangible or subjective
measures which had to be determined on the basis of cxpert military judgment. To approach these
problems, it .was decided to consider the following five different scenarios:

1. Bluc defense (Eut-ope)
2. Blue counterattack-long-range, short-range, and dismounted in Europe

*It is not intended that any of the MOE's or evaluations of this paragraph reflect accurately on the capability or perfor-
mance of the MI113Ai or the AF'V.'Therefore, accurate (and hence classified) evaluation data must be obtained from ap-
propriate Army sources.

Operational
Effectiveness, Additional

Analysis Considerations

Cost/Effectiveness
Integration

Co,: Preferred
AnalysisAlrniv

'FIGURE 46-1. Methodology
46-6
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3. Blue covering force-light and heavy force and tanks forward
4. Blue attack (Middle East)
5. Blue movement to contact (Middle East).

Also considered was the concept of a maneuver battalion and scout platoon type of operation, and the
results wei e incorporated into the final judgments, wherever possible.

Experience in the methods of Army systems analysis, such as topics covered in this handbook,
would ndicate that the relative effectiveness of the candidate vehicles could be assessed rather ac-
curately through use of war games or computerized combat simulations-for example, the division

battle model (DBM) of par. 40-4.11. Moreover, exchange ratios or any other type of measures of effec-

tiveness could be used to assess relative worths of the three vehicles. On the other hand, scout opera-
tions, relative mobiliLy of the vehicles, parts of movement to contact, covering force.type activities, and
tl~e best judgments relative to the combat worths of the three vehicles as efficient members of combat

combined arms teams s-_'emed a bit too difficult to quantify or model. In view of this, it was decided to
convene d panel of military experts with combat experience, and conduct either map exercises, map
maneuvers, or "table top" simulations as required to gain confidence in final judgments. For this pur-
pose, a panel of fifteen experienced officers of various grade levels was selected, given any needed or
relevant training, and the expertise of the officers sought in the design and play of the exercises.

For our purposes here, and considering the effect on the overall COEA, it is necessary only to sum-
marize some of the more pertinent findings of the panel of military expeos.

46-6.1 MILITARY EXPERT PANEL SUBJECTIVE EVALUATIONS

The panel of military experts was briefed thoroughly on the overall problem, of the cost and
operational effectiveness analysis, and the experts participated in the map exercis; >, war games, and
other combat simulations required. Indeed, the judgment'of the panel on important events and critical
decisions, which arose, during the COEA, was considered very valuable in many respects. The panel
members were in continuous contact with the players of the simulations who acted as vehicle crews
when needed. There is, of course, much available experience with the Ml 13AI APC, only brief ex-

perience with the AIFV, and practically no development test or engineering test information on the
WICV-WOW. As is often the case with many new or proposed systems, many subjective assessments
had to be made relative to the WICV-WOW, and these were quantified as accurately as possible.

The military experts seemed quite satisfied with the firepower capabilities of the WICV-WOW es-
pecially as it compared to that of the M I 13AI and the AIFV. Also, they fully realized that this part of
the evaluation would be acciurately accounted for ia war games or computerized combat simulations.
They were concerned about the ability to fire on the move since loss of accuracy could develop here, es-
pecially at longer ranges.

The problem of mobility turned out to be one of the major problems for the panel to consider
because it is important that infantry fighting vehicles keep pace with the CBT's. The average cross-
country speed of the CBT's was projected to be about 42 km/h and, based on rather solid past i:.for-
mation, neither the MI13A) nor the AIFV seemed able to achieve any speed approachi, hat
capability. Tberefore tests were run at the Army Combat Development Experimentation r at
Fort Ord, CA, involving the Ml 13A1 and prototypes of the CBT, the AIFV, and the WICX,- -WOW to
aid in proper assessment of this problem. It was. found that both the M113AI and the intended design'
of the AIFV would not meet the desirable requirements in this connection, but that the WICV-WOW

-" could average somewhat over 32 km/h for cross-country runs and keep pace with the CBT's about
92% of the time. At the higher speeds, i.e., 39 km/h~or more, the WICV-WOW turned out to be very
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uncomfortable-over half the crew members complained of discomfort. The M I 13A1 and the AIF\'
had the same problem. The WlCV-WOW failed to negotiate some 20% of the normal terrain and
water obstacles expected in typical combat situations, whereas these percentages for the Ml 113A I and
the AIFV were much higher. Thus, there seemed to be no insurmountable problems for the WICV'-

WOW and, in fact, it was superior to the other candidates.
Concerning carrier capability, all three vehicles appeared to satisfy all requirements, either for the

scout vehicle type of requirement or for heavy fighting when needed.
From the command and control standpoint, the WICV-WOW turned out to be at least as good as

either the MI 13AI or the AIFV. In fact, crews feit much more secure and could conduct their func-

tior.s better and easier in the WICV-WOW.
On the matters of vulnerability and survivability on the battlefield, it is known that none of th: can-

didate infantry fighting vehicles could survive in direct battles with enemy tanks or many antitank
weapons. Moreover, vulnerability calculations by the US Army Ballistic Research Laboratory es-
timated the WICV-WOW to be perhaps somewhat more vulnerable than either the M I 13A I or the
AMFV because it is somewhat larger than either. Hence, it became necessary to settle such a problem
in the actual combat simulations described in the sequel.

Panel officers felt both the M l 13AI aind the AIFV, due to their armament, should rarely engage in

heavy fighting. Rather, they should hide and ambush wherever possible.
.The panel of military experts judged the WICV-WOW to be at least as acceptable as the MI 13AI

or the AIFV in scout or reconnaissance operations, night operations, and dismounted operations.
Moreover, expected logistic burdens seemed to cause no formidable problems for any of the com-
petitors.
* Finally, the panel was very much concerned about the noise, smoke, and dust of all three candidate
systems---especially the WICV-WOW, because they could be more easily detected on the battlefield

* than the CBT and, therefore, much enemy fire could be brought to bear upon them. Hence, the panel
of experts recommended that a special engineering study be initiated to correct this problem. The cost
'of the WICV-WOW seemed quite high indeed to panel members (see par. 46-7); therefore this
fighting vehicle must "prove its worth" and desirability in a cost and effectiveness type study.

Thus it is readily seen by the reader that some parts of a COEA have to bejudged or determined by

nonquantifiable methods.

46-6.2 AVAILABILITY 'AND RELIABILITY DURING MISSION SCENARIOS

An appropriate and' important evaluation to be made in COE,'s concerns that of system
availability and system reliability. The procedures and analysis techniques of Chapter 21 were em-
ployed, and the system characteristics exhibited in Table 46-3 developed. The point estimates are

given and are self-explanatory.

TABLE 46-3. SYSTEM AVAILABILITY AND RELIABILITY

Overall Performance
Reliability Reliability

System Candidate Availability During Mission (Product)

MiI3AI 0.9.1 0.9S 0.88

AIFV 0,91 0.94 0.86

WICV-WOW '0.90 0.93 0.84

46-8
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On road tests and cross-country runs, evaluations indicated that the combinations of engine,
transmission, road wheels, and tracks would have just about the same mean-miles-to-failure for all
thiee competing vehicles. Thus, there did not seem to be any special problem for the WICV-WOW in
this area.

Finally, maintenance problems for each of the three candidate systems were judged to be about
equivalent as determined by Army logistic personnel and vehicle mechanics.

46-6.3 COMBAT TYPE OPERATIONAL AND EFFECTIVENESS ANALYSES,

With reference to the combat type operational and effectiveness analyses, battle simulations were

conducted based especially on the TRADOC Standard Scenarios Europe I, Sequences 2 and 2a; and
the Middle East II, Sequence 3. As explained in the sequel, the loss exchange ratio (LER), i.e., the
ratio of the number of Red equipment losses to the number of Blue equipment losscs, was considered
adequate for the primary measure of effectiveness (MOF) in this evaluation. Moreover, no attempt
was made to determine the weapon equivalence values of the systems employed in the timulation as
discussed in Chapter 30 because the military experts considered the breakpoints of the battle would
surely be reached when about 50% of the equipment on either side was defeated or put out of action
regardless of the types of systems defeated. For the simulations, two rather high resolution models,
TRACOM and CARMONETTE, were used to simulate combat operations at the company-
team/troop level of action. Also, a division level excursion was conducted for mechanized infantry in
the defense role in Europe using the division battle model (DBM) of par. 40-4.11.

Operational effectiveness analyses were conducted for each of the alternatives in the five scenarios
(par. 46-6), representing three mechanized infantry and two armored cavalry scenarios for the 1982
time frame. As very brief descriptions of the models, we might say that the TRASANA* combat model
(TRACOM) is a deterministic combat simulation or model which has been modified for a COEA of
the type presented here to incorporate defender moves, smoke operations, a.id concealed defender
routines over the battlefield. TRACOM was used in simulations of the mechanized infantry opera-
tions. CARMONETTE was employed in the simulation of the armored cavalry scenarios and is the
Monte Carlo, critical-event-sequenced combat model as explained in par. 40-4.4.

The major Blue and Red weapon systems used in the combat simulations for Europe and the Mid-
dle East are listed in Table 46-4; the "alternative" is the Mi 13AI, the AIFV, or the WICV-WOW

$TRASANA w TRADOC Systems Analysis Activity

TABLE 46-4
MAOR BLUE AND RED WEAPON SYSTEMS PLAYED IN THE COMBAT SIMULATIONS

Mechanized Infantry Role Armored Cavalry Role

Blue Systems Red Systems Blue Systems Red Systems

CBT RIo CST RIO
EUROPE DRAGON BMP MAW BMP

ALTERNATIVE BRDM WOW BRDM
WOW ZAGGER ALTERNATIVr" ZAGGER

ZWArrER

CHT T62 CST T62
'0T MIDDLE EAST DRAGON BMP MAW BMP

ALTERNATIVE BRDM ALTERNATIVE T54
SPG-9

,46.9
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weapon systems. These combnined arms comnbinations were selected by the panel of military experts as
being the most promising ones for the expected or typical conflicts for the immediate future.

As indicated, previously, the LER is defined as

LER = (number of 'Red equipment losses)/(number of Blue equipment losses). (46-1)

There was much discussion that the LER is the besi MOE for all combat simulations, but several of
the panel members pointed out the weakness of the LER. They indicated the LER may not be very
descriptive of systems such as the Ml 3Al or even the AIFV when equipped with smaller caliber
weapons such as the cal .50 or the 20 mm automatic weapons and, therefore, shoilld not necessarily be
depended upon. Indeed, it was not really expected that such systems would participate in any
predominant way in the direct fire battles; rather, if at all possible, they would best hide and only oc-
casionally ambush enemy weapon systems. It was decided, therefore 'or these cases, to use what is
referred to as the fractional exchange ratio (FER), which is defined as

number of Red equipment losses
R initial Red equipment strength
number of Blue equipment losses

initial Blue equipment strength

The LER is certainly easy enough to comprehend, and FER = LER when initial Red and Blue
strengths are equal. It is seen that if the FER exceeds unity, Red's fractional losses from the start of - .

battle increase faster than Blue's. Hence 3kle is gaining an advantage, so to speak.
It is realized that neither'the L.ER nor the FER could be the most accurate descriptors of battle

potential although they were considered to be adequate and useful in this COEA. Also, as many ex-
perienced analysts have commented, such ratios often leave much to be desired as overall descriptors.

Generally speaking, the Scenario Oriented Recurring Evaluations System (SCORES) was used to
develop the various operational scenarios needed for the battle plays and evaluations. For the
mechanized infantry combat situations, the Red to Blue force ratio was taken as 3.5 to 1, and battle
simulations run in the West Germany region. A summary of these results is given in Tabie 46-5. It is
seen' that the M1 13A1 and the AIFV would not stem the tide of the advancing Red forces, but the.
WICV-WOW could at least bring on a draw. The relative effectiveness of the WICV-WOW nor-
realized on the MII3AI turns out to be about L15 to I.-

For the Blue counterattack scenario in Western Germany, long-range mounted, short-range mount-
ed, and short-range dismounted battle simulations were run, and the Red to Blue force ratio was

TABLE 46-5. BLUE DEFENSE RELATIVE EFFECTIVENESS SUMMARY
Alternative Ked System Blue System Battle Normalized

in For"e Lses Losses Trend LER onM II 3AI
MH'l3Ai 93.6 (43.7%) 24.8 (46.6%) Red 3.8 1.00

Favored

All'' 92.7 (43.3%) 25.0 (46.9%) Red 3.7 0.98
Favored

WJCV-WOW 94.5 (44.1%) 17.2 (32.3%) Draw 5.5 1.46 (9)
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about 3 to 1. We see from the summary of battle results cepicted in Table 46-6 that the battle trend
favored Blue no matter which of the alternative fighting vehicles was used although the WIICV-WOW
turns out to be more effective.

With reference to the Blue Middle East attack scenario, the Blue task force-comprised of a
mechanized infantry battalion plus a tank company-attacked a Red motorized rifle battalion with
an attached Red tank platoon; the results are portrayed in Table 46-7. Blue is favored here in a force
ratio of Blue to Red equal to about 3.2 to 1. In ,his battle-simulated case, any of the candidate
systems for Blue would develop a favorable battle trend, although again the WICV-WOW seems
significantly more effective as shown by the normalized figures with respect to the MI 13AI in Table
46-7..

Finally, we give results for the armored cavalry roles in Germany and the Middle East. First, for the
Blue covering force comprised of an armored cavalry troop in Western Germany' opposing the ad-
vanced guard of Red forces outnumbering the Blue about 2.7 to 1. we exhibit the simulated battle

results in Table 46-8. In this situation, the WICV-WOW outperforms both the M1 13AI and the
AIFV. Hence, it would be recommended on the system effectiveness basis*comparison.

The last battle simulation covered in our COEA concerns the Blue force movement to contact in the
Middle East. Here Red and Blue force strengths were cqual, and a Blue armored cavalry troop was
engaged in conducting a zonal reconnaissance mission against a Red reinforced tank battalion. We see
from the battle results of Table 46-9 that none of the candidate systems for Blue would stern the tide in

TABLE 46-6. BLUE COUNTERATTACK RELATIVE EFFECTIVENESS SUMMARY
Alternative Red System Blue System Battle Trend Normalized

in Force Losses Losses Favored LER on ., 1 13A I

(A) LONG-RANGE MOUNT.ED

MII13Ai 16.4(681%) 14.7 (26.4%) Blue 1.12 1.00
AIFV 15.7 (67 4%) 14.9 (26.7%) Blue 1.05 0.94
WICV.WOW 17.1 -69.2%) 11.2 (20.1%) Blue 1.53 1.36

(B) SHORT-RANGE MOUNTED

M!13AI 11.3 (82.1%) 12.3 (21.3%) Blue 0.92 1.00
AIFV 11.4 (83,2%) 11.7 (18.2%) Blue 0.97 1.05
WICV.WOW 12.1 (85.6%) 10.0 (17.1%) Blue 1.21 1.32

(C) DISMOUNTED
Mt I3AI 22.1 (85.7%) 47.2 (72.2%) Blue 0.47 1.00

AIFV 23.2 (90.8%) 33.3 (51.0%) Blue 0.70 1.49
WICV-WOW 24.3 (91.2%), 29.8 (45.6%) Blue 0.82 1.7.4

TABLE 46-7. BLUE ATTACK RELATIVE EFFECTIVENES1 SUMMARY
Alternative Red System b4ue System Batfle Trend Normalized

in Force Losses Losses Favored LER on M113AI

M113Ai 19.8 (63.1%) 23.2 (32.5%) Blue 0.85 1.00

AIFV 18.6 (60.0%) 22.3 (31.7%) IRlue 0.83 0.98

( WICV.WOW 19.0 (61.3%) 12.4 (15.3%) Blue i.53 1.80

46-11
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TABLE 46-8. BLUE COVERING FORCE RELATIVE EFFECTIVENESS SUMMARY
Alternative Red System Blue System Battle irend Norrmalized

4n Force Losses Losses Fasored f ER on MI 13A I

M113AI 252 (56%i 3.7 (26%) Blue 2.0 1.00

AIFV 26.7 (58%) 48 (27%) Blue 1.9 0.95

WICV-WOW 24.9 (54%) 5.3 (30%) Blue 2.3 1.15

TABLE 46-9. BLUE MOVEMENT TO CONTACT RELATIVE EFFECTIVENESS SUMMARY
Alternative Red System Blue System Batile Trend Normalized

in Force Losses Losse- Favored I.ER on M113AI

M113AI 7.6 (28%) 9.8 (32%; RAd 0.7d 1.00

AIFV 71 (27%) 9.2 (31%) Red 0.77 0.99

WICV-WOW 7.0 (26%) 8.9 (2w?. Red 0.79 1.01

favor of Blue. Rather, Red would win, and the WICV-WOW-s1,owing no very significant superiority
at all here--would be barely more effective than the Xil 13A1 .nd slightly better than the AI V.

Summarizing the effectiveness studies, we see that tL.- WICV-WOW outperforms the M1 13AI and
AIFV on an overall basis, but %e obviously need to examine the cost picture rather closely. This is
done next.

46-7 COST ANALYSES

In this paragraph, we summarize the dollar costs relative to including each of the alternative vehi-
cles in the US Army 'orce structure and the fielding of Blue forces played in each of the rive scenarios
indicated in par. 46-6.

46-7.1 COST METHODOLOGY
The two types of costs described in this subparagraph were calculated fot a complete examination of

the cost implications ol each alternative candidate or competing vehicle: These costs are as follows:

1. Life Cycle Costs (LCC's). Separate LCC's were computed for each alternative vehicle over its 15-
yr operational time frame. These costs represent the total costs to the Army of acquisition and owner-

ship if each alternative were procured in sufficient quantity to satisfy the 1W program reqoAirements.
The L.CC's are aggregates of DARCOM estimates oi those peacetime cosis'incurred during vehicle
research and development (R&D), all associated recurring and nonrecurring investment costs, and
the operating and support cocts for the vehicle operation,,l time frame. (See Chapters 34, 35, and 36 for
an account of cost analysis procedures.)

2. Force Costs. Separate force costs were computed for each Blue. force exercised during the five.
scenarios played. Tl-ey represent, the cost of fielding the specific force in the srenarios and in nc way
reflect the cost of ownership over any period of years. These force costs were developed by means of
the force cost information system (FCIS), using the appropriate TOE for the type unit, included in
the forces. C)
46-12 v,
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Addi-:!,nal analyses, called sensitivity analyses, were conducted to identify the major cost-driving

parameters and cost rnaanitudes of several particular parameters of interest-such as a rebuilt vs a

new Ml 13AI chassis. ammunition rates, and logistic support. to mention some.

All estimates are expressed in constant FY -7 dollars, rounded to the nearest million, and include

15-yr peacetime operating and support (O&S) costs.

46-7.2 COST DISCUSSION

The 15-yr LCC's estimates for the total buy to satisfy both the mechanized infantry and the ar-

moied cavalry requirements are listed in Table 46-10 Separate LCC's for a mechanized infantry buy

only, or for an i-mored cavalry buy only, are not included in our analyses here.

The contributions of certain parameters to LCC's are presented as percentage ranges in terms of

minimum and maximum percent of LCC's among alternatives. The parameters shown are those-

dterimined to be major contributors to the cost or those of particular interest to the cost analysts.

They are:

1. Investment cost of vehicle with weapon station 7-26%

2. "War reserve" ammunition of 180 d 0-4%

3. O&S cost of vehicle with weapon station 15-22 %

4. O& S cost of dedicated crew 22-44%

5. Training ammunition cost 3-12%

6. Total O& S cost 50-70 %.

The force costs for each Blue force employed in the five ;cenarios played are summarized in Table

46-1 L. Also presented are these same costs normalized on the MI 13AI force costs for each scenario.

Shown next are the parameters identified from the analytical effort as major cost contributors or ider-
tified by the cost subcommittee as being of particular force cost interest. They are expressed in terms

of minimum and maximum percent of total force costs among alternatives:

1. Total personnel cost 41-54%

2. CBTtank cost 18-38%

3. Logistic support cost 0-3%

4. Candidate vehicle cost 3-21 %.

"The sensitivity analysis resulted in the following observations:.

1. Cost analy. is resu!ts are not affected by the difference between' new and rebuilt M113AI

chassis.

2. Personnel costs constitute about half the total cost as might have been expected.

3. Annual recurring costs represent 50% or more of the total cost for an. expected life of 15 yr or

longer.

TABLE 46-10. LIFE CYCLE COST - S X 100
Total Cost

15-yt Normalized
Alternatives R&D) Investment M&S Total on MI13AI

MII3AI 1 0 S 6122 $2,?F, S3,442 1.00

AIFVY 1128 $1,573 13,18G $4,781 1.39

WICV.WOW $SM 13,000 53,000 56,800 1.9"

46.13
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TABLE 46-11. FORCE COST SUMMARY - $ X 106

Total Cost
15-yr Normalized

Scenario Alternatives Nonrecurring Recurring Total on M I 13A I

M113A4 $16 $142 $158 -1.00Ble rope) AIFV 519 S146 5165 .104
E, rope) ,WCV.WOW $26 $i48 $174 1.10

Bi utek N113A 1 543 $240 $283 1.00

o ounerattack AIFV 545 $243 $288 1.02
Europe) WICV-WOW S50 $244 $294 1 04

BleM I 5A 1 $24 $266 $290 1.00Blueat) AIFV $31 $275 S3(46 2.06
(Middie East) wicv.wow 546 5278 S324 1.12

Blue COIering MI13A I' 512 S 54 S 66 1.00
FAoFV $13 5 56' 5 69 1.05Force (Europe) WICV-WOW $1o 5 59 S 78 1.18

Blue Movement to M I 13A1 $18 5 76 5 94 2.00
(Cntact A22'V S5i 5 79 ! 98 1.04
(Middle East) WC(.,V-WOW $26 S 83 $109 1.16

4. The LCC's rank ordLring appears to be insensitive to either a 10- or 20-yr operating life.
5. Cost impacts of training, additional logistic support, and variance in ammunition stockage/

usage rates ate not significant for comparative purposes.

46-7.3 COST SUMMARY

We might summarize cost findings as follows:
I. Life Cyclc Cost. Based on normalized LCC's presented in the preceding paragraphs, the cost of

alternatives when compared to the base case are presented in Table 46-12. Primary differences be-
tweci, alternative, are attributed to successively increasing investment costs associated with introduc-
ing progressively more complex new hardware into the inventory, 4..g., the WICV-WOW.

2. Force Unit Cost. All alternative forces were considered :o have equid rank order in the Blue
defense and Blue cunterattack scenarios since alternative vehicle costs were overshadowed by costs
for personn-l and the CBT. In the Blue attack scenario and both "rmored cavalry scenarios, however,
the WICV-W()W force cost was significantly higher than that of the base case force cost. Additionally,
in both cavalry scenarios the WICV-WOW force cost was significantly'higher than those for the
NI I 3A I or the AIFV. The differences- in both cases are due to larger ratios of alternative vehicles
within each force which prevent personnel and CBT costs from dominating vehicle costs within the
force structure.

In summary we see'that, although the WICV-WOW has greater potettial effectiveness, it is also
much more costly than either the MI 13At or the AIFV. In view of this, we must now integrate the
cost and effectiveness values in some way.

46-8 INTEGRATION OF COST ESTIMATES AND OPERATIONAL
EFFECTIVENESS VALUES

"The WICV-WOW is an effective armored infantry type of righting vehic;e and it could, as a matter
of.fact, possess potenti4 value iis an important member d a combined arms team; however, it does

46-14
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TABLE 46-12. RELATIVE LIFE CYCLE-COSTS RANK ORDER
Alternative in Force LWfe Cycle Cost

MII3AI I

AIFV 2

WICV-WOW 3

seem to be expensive. Therefore, it becomes incumbent upon us to integrate costs and operational ef-

fectiveness in some way to make a final judgment for our analysis. In our outline of the WVICV-WOXV
COEA in this chapter, we did not fix organizational costs and then find the relative effectiveness of the
WICV-WOW; nor did we fix the desired lexel of effectiveness needed and then calculate costs of alter-
native combined arms forces as indicated or implied in Chapter 37. Rather, we started from the
premise that there should be certain numbers of armored infantry fighting vehicles in our proposed
new combat organizations, and then we war-gamed several battle situations of critical interest to see
just how the candidate or competing systems would function--operationally speaking. Of course,
available expert military judgment might argue that a new weapon for the combined arms team
generally of the characteristics of the WICV-WOW must be procured for the inventory anyway, no
matter what, and that costs should be of little concern. In particular, there must be more tank killers
on the battlefield--especially infantry fighting vehicles that can defeat tanks also. Nevertheless, we
should perhaps attempt to quantify our COEA a bit better at this stage, and this may now be done
rather easily.

A very simple and perhaps adequate methcod of combining costs and operational effectiveness is that
of th concept of relative Rh. R11 may be defined as follows:

RIV = RE/RC (46-3)
where

R It' = relative worth (an overall descriptor)

RE = relative effectiveness normalized on the base case
SRC = relative cost normalized on the base case.

In view of the fact, as indicated in par. 46-7, that personnel costs are.often the most dominant cost of
all, the relative worth may often depend primarily on the relative effectiveness RE which repiesents no
disadvantage. We have calculated the R W values for the five different scenarios, and they are dis-
played in Table 46-63.

Scrutiny of Table 46-13 indicates' that the WICV-WOW vehicle performs,in quite a valuable way as
a member cf the combined arms team in terms of its operational effectiveness and force costs, even
though it is more expensive. In fact, it is only in the role of Blue movement to contact that the WICV-
WOW is somewhat 'deficient, and this is not expected to represent the most important battlefield con-,

* dition for the armored infantry fighting vehicle anyway. Our.conclusion then on the' basis of all of the
subjective evaluations and the quantifiable measures of effectiveness and coats is that we believe the
WICV-WOW is a highiy desirable addition to the combined arms teams as compared vith the
M I13A! or the A IFV. WICV-WOW should, therefore, be recommended for procurement.

46-9 ADDITIONAL COMMENTS

The reader can appreciate that a COEA attempts to go beyond the intended scope of an effec-

tiveness analysis.or even a cost-effectiveness analysis. In fact, the term "operational" has been added

46-,15
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TABLE 46-13. SUMMARY OF RELATIVE WORTHS RII'

Blue Counterattack Blue
\lhernati e Blue Movement

in Combat Blue glue Covering to
Force Defense Long-Range Short-Range Dismounted Attack Force Contact

M'I 13A 1 1.00 1,00 1(, 1.0K) 1 (X0 100 1.00

AIFV O.9- H615 I Hi 1.69 1.08 0.9o 0.98

WICV-W()•W 1.38 1.38 1.24 1.73 1.94 0.97 0.89

to this type of systems analysis, and presumably it really requires in some way the quantification of
operational factors not previously dealt with very extensively. It might Le argued that a whole new era,
or method of analysis, has tlierefore been opened up for the practicing systems analyst. Although at
the present stages of development, it also may be argued that cost and operational effectiveness
analyses have not really advanced significantly beyond cost-effectiveness studies. Indeed, command,
control, and communication characteristics art not easily integrated into battle scenarios through the
presently available quantitative methods; nor is mobility, night operations, -the use of smoke, logistics,
suppressive fire, or enemy air attack, for example. About the best that can be done for the present time
is to try -to program scenarios for battle simulations-whether manual, war game, or computerized-
and work the more intangible factors into such simulations insofar as possible. The present COEA
did, as a matter of fact, try to cover some of the operational factors by using battle scenarios in two dif-
ferent probable combat zones as well as different types of battle conditions,, whiclh probably should be
expected in campaigns of the projected future. We do realize,'nevertheless, that there exist many ad-
ditional areas of interest- for the systems analyst to quantify in any future work on COEA's.

46-10 SUMMARY

".• e have attempted to display some of the methodology which might'he used in COEA-type
ana- .9zstudies. Our example covers the projected combat capabilities and analyses of armored in-
fantry fighting vehicles, particularly the WICV-WOW, and this phase of combined arms studies seems
very importamt indeed. In fact, it is easily seen that armored infantry fighting vehicles very likely will
have to be armed because occasionally they will be required to participate in the direct fire battles and
to have a good capability of killing enemy tanks, armored personnel carriers, and other Red weapon
systems. Also, infantry riflemen should be able to fire from them with some protection. The WICV-
WOW was found tobe capable of turning around otherwise favorable Red trends in 'the critical battle
situation of Blue defense. Also, for the first time we have fovrr th;: concept of an armored infantry
fighting vehicle which' allows Blue forces to fight mounted in accordance with current and projected
Army doctrine.
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APPENDIX A
RELATIONSHIP OF COEA TO THE MAJOR SYSTEMS ACQUISITION PROCESS

System Acquisition Questions Addressed by Scope and Characteristics of Supporting l)ocumentati,,n
Phase Analysis During Ph..se Analysis Perfo.a.ed During Phase and Decision Milestone at

Conclusion of Phase

Ear/v Investigation 0 What will be the missions Farnoy o'f .Sltems .ýSdv (FOSS) e Mlission Element Need
that must be performed?

0 Address major mission areas * Milestone 0 -- Derision
(e.g., field artillery, tank/anti- on entering Program I'ti-
tank). tiat ion Phase

0 What will be the threats * Study current and projected
and what is the existing threats, capabilities, and de-.
capability to perform ficiencies.
the missions?

' Study trade-offs among systems
within a family and between
families.

& What would be the de- e Establish the need for generic
ficiencies in DOD capa- systems (e.g., tanks).
bility for mission accom-
plishment especially in * Update periodically to reflect
light of improvement op- major changes in threat, doc-
portunities? trine, forces, and technology.

* What would be the im-
pact of not rectifying the
deficiencies?

Progranm Initiation 0 What will be the missions
that must be performed? (.ost and Ol1,rational *ien.'¢ * Letter of Agireemrent

Analysis (LOA)

* What will be the threats * Solicit issues and alternatives * Concept Formulation
and what is the existing, from major interested parties Package
capability to perform the (e.g, HQ, DA, OSD).
missions?

* Reassess mission deficiency. o Initial Development
Concept Paper (I)CP)

* Dev lop operational concepts,
0e What would be the mis-

sion deficiencies? 0 Corsider wide range of alterna- e Milestone I -- Decision
tive.; e.g,.. product improve- on enterir, Demonstra-

* What could be done to inerts, and systems of other tion and V., .ation Phase
remedy the' deficiencies; bra ches, services, and natio.ts. (ASARC/DSARC i)
i.e., what are the alterna-' Us rapid analysis techniques-
t, -es? ana ytic effectiveness models,

par metric costing models.

To what extent would the
alternatives remedy the * Cor duct extensive sensitivity
mission deficiencies' arm yses to:

What would be the costs sel entify key elements of cost,
associated with each al- pormance, and effective-
ternative? ns. .

, *e tablish bounds of cost, sys-
tm characteristics, perform.
ai ce, and effectiveets. (cont'd on next page)
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APPENDIX A (cont'd)

System Acquisition Questions Addressed by Scope and Characteristics of Supporting Documentation
Phase Analysis During Phase Analysis Performed During Phase and Decision Milestone at

Conclusion of Phase

Pro 'ram Inrttatinon * Identify uncertainties.
(cont'd)

0 Identify key issues for testing.

jemonntration and * What will be the missions Gost and Operational Effective- * Required Operational
Validation that riust be performed? nes3..nalhsif Capability (ROC)

* Solicit issues and alternatives * Updated DCP
* What will be the threats from major interested parties

and %hat is the existing (e.g., HQDA/OSD)
capability to perform the * Milestone 11 - Decision
missions? * Update and analysis of mission on entering Full-Scale En-

deficiencies done in the Program gineering Development
e What Would be the mis- Initiation Phase. (ASARC/DSARC I1)

sion deficiencies?
* Focus on a mort limited set of

* What could be done to system alternatives.
reimedy the deficiencies;
i.e., what are the alterna- Use more detailed analysis
tives? techniques as appropriate to the

issues and alternatives, combat
* To what extent would the simulations, engineering cost es-

alternatives remedy the timates.
mission deficiencies?

Use DT/OT I test data and
FDTE data as appr6priate.

* What would be the costs
associated with each al-
ternative?

Full-Scale Engineer- * What will be the missions Cost and Operational Effective- . Updated DCP
mng Development that must be performed? ness Analysis

e What will be the threats * Solicit issues and alternatives * Milestone III .- Decision
and what is the existing from major interested parties on entering Production
capability to perform the (e.g., HQDA/OSD). and Deployment
missions?

* Update analysis of mission'defi-
I What would be the mis- ciencies done in Demonstration

sion deficiencies? and Validation Phase - may be
abbreviated depending on cir-

What could be done to cumstances (e.g., little change in
remedy the deficiencies; the threat force, etc., since pre-:
i.e., what are the alterna- vious analysis).
tives ?

* Focus on a liwited set of system
To what extent would alternatives.
the alternatives remedy
the mission deficiencies? * Update cost and effectiveness es-

timate using DT/OT 11 data
0 What would be the costs and detailed costing.

associated with each al-
ternative? (cont'd on next page)
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( APPENDIX A (cont'd)

System Acquisition Questions Addressed by Scope and Characteristics of Supporting Documentation
Phase Analysis During Phase Analysis Performed During Phase and Decision Milestone at

Conclusion of Phase

Pruduction and 0 Does production hard- Cost and Operational Effectre'ness N/A
Deployment ware meet specifications ? Anal)sis

* Does ILS work? * To be determined on a case-by-
case basis.

* Can system meet readi-
ness objectives?

/
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APPENDIX B
MODELS

Models represent systems in a mathematical or physical form which is suitabie for examining the
way the represented systems perform. Models do not depict reality in all aspects; instead, they are de-
signed to represent the inputs, internal characteristics, and outputs essential to the purpose for which
the model is developed. Models are not "good" or "poor"; they are "good for.. ."or "poor for. .

Model(s) to be used in a COEA should be selected based on examination of all objectives, alter-
natives, issues, the range of environmental/threat conditions to be considered, and the time and re-
sources available to the study. There are three major sources of models, any one of which, or coin-
bination thereof. may be appropriate:

1. Existing models can be used and have the advantage of familiarity, comparability of results
with earlier studies, and ease of start-up and operation. They have the disadvantage that there is
dangei of tailoring the problem to the model rather than the reverse.

2. Modifications of existing models can be made, and this approach has the same advantage as
the use of existing models except ease of start-up. The disadvantages are the same except that inodifi-
cation can be a time- and resource-consuming activity requiring a lengthy checkout period.

3. Development of a new model can be undertaken. This has the advantage that the model'can be
tailored to the problem under Etudy. The disadvantage is that it can be very time-consuming, usually
much more so than recognized at the time the approach is contemplated.

Models can be grouped according to various attributes of classification: representational form,
treatment of chance ejements, methods of use, and extent of human integration are but a few.

Viewed according to representational form, models are of three basic types, with a fourth type being
a compound of the basic types:

1. Iconic models "appear similar" to the systems they represent. They result from metric scaling.
They represent siatic systems or a time snapshot of a dynamic system. A model of a missile built for
test in a wind tunnel is an example. A globe is another example.

2. Analogic models do not usually look like the systems they represent but - in relevant part -
they act like them. A laboratory lash-up of tubes, valves, pumps, and fluids may be an analogic model
of the human circulatory system. The electrical circuits in an analog computer can serve as a model of
the control surfaces of a missile system.

3. Symbolic models represent the elements of a system in its environment in symbolic - usually
mathematical - form that can be manipulated according to rules of logic. Symbolic models are ab-
stract, and they do not in appearance resemble the system that they "present. Most COEA's use sym-
bolic models.

4. Compound, or hybrid,, models represent systems by using a combination of submodels of dif-
ferent representational forms. Many war game models are compound, using submodels that are
iconic, analogic, and/or symbolic.

Viewed according to treatment-of-chance, models are of two types:
1. Exact, or deterministic, models do t.,ot represent chance elements, except insofar as input

values may be probabilistically derived. In a sense, many of tne mathematical "laws" of physics, such
as s - aIP/2 are exact models.

2. Stochastic, or probabilistic, models represent-the chance elements in ,, system and/or its en-
vironment. The performance of many systems is 'highly variable, with predictions of performance be-

- ing reliable only in a statistical sense. Ballistic dispersion of gunfire, time to detect a target, and timeto
failure of a hardware component are examples.
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APPENDIX B (cont'd)

Viewed according to tle methods of integration of humans into them, models are of two types:
I. Systemic models do not include human beings in the representation of the system at issue ex-

cept that inputs may be a function of human performance, e.g., detection probabilities. Rather, the
elements, relations, and rules are specified - to include all contingencies - and the model is run
autonomously to examine the behavior of the represented system. Many cumputer-played battle
simulations - such as C kRMONETFE and DYNTACS - are systemic models.

2. Role-playing models include human beings in the representation of the system at issue. Many
manual war games, business games, military-political games, etc., elect to integrate human decision
making directly into the model. (This obviates the need to develop specific decision rules, but it also
means that they remain implicit and largely not understood or necessarily agreed.)

There are three methods that are used wiaely with symbolic models to examine system behavior:
1. Analytic solution methods involve the straightforward application of the techniques of the

branch of classical mathematics known as analysis. Analytic methods are extremely powerful and ef-
ficient, but not all systems are' readily represented by models that are solved analytically.,

2. Numerical solution methods are often used to solve systems of equations that result from sym-
bolic models of systems. Numerical methods are generally less elegant than analytic methods but they
- subsequent to the introduction of high speed digital computers - have become very powerful tools
when dealing with models that defy analytic solution. Most numerical methods involve selection of a
trial solution and then proceed through rapid successive iterations to converge to an acceptably good
solution.

5. Monte Carlo solution methods often are used in connection with symbolic models which con-

tain numerous stochastic elements. In the Monte Carlo method, a "suitably random" sample iiumber
is produced each time a random chance variable is encountered in representation of the system.
Avai!able or not available, detect or not detect, retention time, hit or miss, kill or not kill, time to re-
pair, etc., are examples of variables that often are approached using Monte Carlo techniques. Since
the model results are influenced by the samples that are drawn at random, Monte Carlo methods re-
peat the process, drawing other random samples, to produce a distribution of outputs that must then
be analyzed statistically. It is often found that the results of the exercise of a Monte Carlo model can be
nearly'duplicated by analyt;c models. This can lead to a substantial rduction of cost and time if ad-
ditional results are desired.

From the foregoing, it is plain that analysts build and use models of systems in order to learn about
the systems. There are many differ-tnt types of models, and they are exercised in many different ways
to learn of system behavior. Model building is an art form of high fascination to analysts and some-
times - sadly - the model replaces the system as the focus of prime interest.
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A Cost-effectiveness, 34-10

Absorption, 27-8 Cost-effectiveness studies, Chapt-r 37. 37-1

Acoustic sensing, 27-16 Cost errors (accumulation of), 35-37

Air defense evaluation, Chapter 44, 44-1 Cost estimation. 34-18

Allocation problems, Chapter 32, 32-1 special techniques. Chapter 36, 36-1

Antitank evaluations, 42-2 CER's, 35-13

Artillery evaluations, Chapter 43, 43-1 Cost sensitivity analysis, 34-23

ASARS IIX simulation, 41-4 Cost standardization, 34-25

Attrition coefficients (kill rates), 28-36, 30-8 Cost terms, 34-5

range-dependent-Weiss, 29-7 Countering damage mechanisms, 39-9, 39-13
Countermeasures, Chapter 39, 39-1

B Custer at l.ittie Bighorn, 28-46

Baseline cost estimates, 35-29 D
Battles of many duels,' 29-22 Deitchman mixed or guerilla warfare law, 28-27
Bellman's dynamic programming allocation den Broeder, Ellison and Emerling allocation

model, 32-20
Bottoms-up or engineering approach to costing, model, 32-11

35-7 Description of Army Weapon .Syvtems Analysis,

Breakpoints of battles, 28-37 Part One. Handbook, 25-1
Description of Army Weapon Systems Analysis,

C Part Two, Handbook, 25-4

CARIMONElT 40-17 Det.-etability,,38-3CARMOETTE,40-1'Detection, 27-2
CER (cost estimation relationship), 34-20, 35-13

Detection probabilities, 27-16
Chances of winning battles, 28-24, 28-34 Direct costs, 34-14
-Chemical sensing, 27-16 Division battle model (DBM), 40-33
Combat analysis models, 40-26 Discounting of costs, 35-23
Combat theory, Chapters 28 and 29 Dnicountiig of costsa35-2

homogeneous forces, 28-1 Dynamic programming weapon-target allocation
heterogeneous forces, 29-1 model, 32-20

DYNTACS wvar game of simulation, 40-32Combined arms studies,

general solution for,' 29-13 ,E

heterogeneous equations, 29-16 Electromagnetic spectrum, 27-4
Command efficiency, 29-23 Electronic warfare, 39-13
Cost analysis, Chapter 34, 34-1 Engineering cost analysis (bottoms-up), 34-3,

-Cost estimation (weapon system life cycle), 35-7
Chapter 35, 35-1 Equivalence of weapons, Chapter 30, 30-1

COEA (cost and operational effectiveness
analysis), Chapters 45 and 46 F

principles (Hardison), 45-1 Flood's allocation model, 32-7, 32-10
illustration for infantry vehicles Force ratio, 28-14, 30.25

(WICV.WOW), 46.1Costbeeft 34- 10 iG
Cost categorivi, 34.3, 34-5 Guerrilla warfare model (Deitchman), 28-27
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H Line of sight Lanchester laws, 29-10

Heterogeneous force iiiustration, 29-19 Logarithmic (combat) law, 28-21

Hitability, 38-4 M
Holter model, 30-4 Measures of effectiveness (MOE), Chapter 26
Howes and Thrall model, 30-27 definition, 26-1
Human engineering, Chapter 33, 33-3, 33-11 combat development MOE's, 26-5
Human factors, Chapter 33, 33-1 examples, 26-5
Human performance, 33-4, 33-14 models vs MOE's, 26-13
Human reliability, 33-4, 33-18 problem environments, 26-15

generalization, 26-20
Models and MOE's, 26-13

Indirect Costs. 34-14 Modern gun effectiveness model (MGEM), 44-3
Individua! unit action (IUA), 40-30 simulation, 44-9

Bonder IUA, 40-30 N
Infantry rifle MOE, 26-18 N

Infantry weapons evaluation, 41-1 New formulation of combat theory, 28-37

Infrared (ir) detection and sensing, 27-10 0
Interference and reflection, 27-7 Operating and support cost guide, 35-19
Investment cost example, 35-34 Optimal firing policies, Chapter 31, 31-1
Investment cost guide, 35-11 single weapon, 31-9

multiple weapons, 31-17

Johnsrud, 30-20 P

K Parameter estimation (attrition coefficients),.
28-42

Killer-victim scoreboard, 30-20 Parametric cost analysis (top-down), 34-3

L -approach, 34-20

Lanchester' equation extensions, 29-4 Payoff matrix, 39-6
Lanchester linear law (direct, aimed fire), 28-5 Photography '(target detectien)., 27-15

Polarization, 27-9
Lanchester linear law (area or invisible fire), 28-9 Program Evaluation Review Technique (PERT),
Lanchester square law, 28-10 36-6

as a function of time, 28-18
Lat:n Square (small arms weapons), 41-3, 41-4 R

Learning curve, 35-12, 36-3 Radar detection and sensing, 27-5
derivation, 36-3 Random search strategy, 27-20

Legal Mix IV (artillery weapons), 40-32, 43-3 Random target allocation model (Karr), 32-34
Legal Mix IV simulation, 43-9 Real tinie casualty assessment, 40-4.,
Lemus and David allocation model, 32-16 Recurring and nonrecurring costs, 34-14
Life cycle cost estimation (LCCE), 35-1 Refraction, 27-7
Life cycle of weapon systems, 35-2 Reliability growth costing, 36-12

Fig. 35-1, 35-4 Repairability, 38-6
Linear programming weapon-target allocation Research and Development, (R&D) cost guide,

model, 32-32 35-9
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Salvage value, 34-16 Unit costs (for design changes). 36-10
Scattering, 27-8
Scrap value, 35-23 V

Search strategies, Chapter 27, 27-1 Validation of Lanchester's square law, 28-20
Sensors, 27-3 Visual sensing, 27-15
Shared costs, 34-16 ' Vulnerability reduction, 38-5
Simulations of combat, Chapter 4C, 40-1

history, 40-2
computerized simulations of combat, 40-15 War games, Chapter 40, 40-1
combat analysi3 models, 40-26 history, 40-2

Stepping rules for battles, 28-45 play and analysis, 40-12
Sunk costs, 34-15 modern uses, 40-14
Support weapon family evaluation, Chapter 43, computer simulations, 40-15

43-I, combat analysis mcdels. 40-26
Survivability, Chapter 38, 38-1 Wartime costs, 34-16

example, 38-9 Weapon equivalence studies. Chapter 30, 30-1
Weapon-target allocation problems, Chapter 32,

T 32-1
Tabular cost models, 35-27 models for, 32-4
Tank warfare evaluation, 42-9 Weibull kill times, 28-39
Tank warfare simulation, Chapter 42, 42-1 Weight vectors, 30-6, 30-11
Target detection phenomena, Chapter 27, 27-1 Work breakdown structures (WBS), 34-4
Target population density (estimation of), 27-26
Top-down or parametric costing, 35-7
Transition probabilities, 28-22
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